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CONSTITUTION AND RULES
OF THE

QUEENSLAND BRANCH
OF

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA,

FOUNDED JULY lOth, 1885.

The Queensland Brancli of tlie G-eographical Society of Aus-

tralasia was formed at a meeting held at tlie Town Hall, Bris-

bane, on the 10th July, 1885.

This Branch of the Society adopts for its general government

the Constitution of the G-eographical Society of Australasia so

far as the same is applicable ; ^vith the following Eules for its

guidance :

—

Title.

1. " The Queensland Branch of the Geographical Society of

Australasia."

Intebpeetation—Society :

"Whenever the word " Society " is used in the following

Rules and Bye-laws, the same shall be read and construed to

mean the Queensland Branch of the G-eographical Society of

Australasia.

Objects.

2. The objects of the Society are

—

A G-ENEEAL.

I. Scientific—The advancement of geographical science, the

study of physical geography, and the exploration of

Australasia, with the islands and seas adjacent thereto,

and to obtain information upon their physical features,

fauna, flora, geological formation, &c.
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II. Commercial—The study of commercial geogi'aphy, natural

aud artificial products, and tlie manufactures of various

countries.

III. Educational—The dissemination of knowledge of physi-

cal, commercial, and political geography amongst all

classes, by means of public lectures and publications.

TV. Historical—The collection and publication of historical

records of geographical interest, and of memoirs of men

distinguished by the advancement of geogi*aphical

science in Australasia.

B

—

Special.

I. The collection of material for the compilation of a reliable

Greography of Australasia.

Constitution.

3. The Society shall consist of Ordinary, Corresponding, and

Honorary Members.

I. Any lady or gentleman may become an Ordinary Member,

subject to election.

II. Persons of distinguished scientific attainments, who

have promoted the objects of the Society, may be

elected Corresponding Members.

III. Honorary Members shall be elected fi*om among such

eminent persons as have rendered valuable service in

the cause of geographical science.

Election and Privileges of Ordinary Members.

4. Every person desirous of admission as a member of this

Society shall be nominated by two Ordinary Members ; the no-

mination (to be in Form I. of the Appendix) to be delivered to

the Secretary in ^\Titing, and submitted to the Council at its next

meeting, and at the next ordinary monthly meeting thereafter the

name of such person shall be put up for election by ballot, and

two-thirds of the members balloting shall elect.

5. Every person so elected, shall upon payment of his entrance

fee and subscription, and signing the obligation book (to be in
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Form II. of the Appendix) eitlier personally or by some person

duly authorised by him in writing so to do, become a member of

this Society ; and shall be presented by the Secretary ^v^th a copy

of the rules.

6. The Ordinary Members of the Society have the right to be

present and rote at all meetings of the Society ; to introduce

two visitors at the general or ordinary meetings upon entering

their names in the visitors' book ; but no visitor shall speak un-

less specially invited to do so by the Chairman. Each member

to be entitled to receive a copy of the Society's official public-

ations, and to have access to the library and other public rooms

of the Society.

7. Any Ordinary Member is eligible to be an officer or member

of the Council of this Society.

Election of Corresponding and Honorary Members.

8. The Corresponding and Honorary Members shall be elected

under the same conditions as laid do\\'n in rule 4 for Ordinary

Members. They shall be exempted fi'om the payment of fees,

and may exercise the privileges of Ordinary Members ; except

that they shall not vote or hold office or seat on the Council.

Government by Council.

9. The government of the Society shall be vested in a Council

consisting of eight (8) members to be chosen annually, to be

elected as hereinafter directed. Three (3) members to form a

quorum.

Officers.

10. The officers of the Society shall consist of a Vice-President,

and Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, who shall be chosen

annually, and elected from amongst the members of the Council.

Property.

11. The Council shall have the management of the affairs and

property of the Society, and the disbursement of the funds.

12. The Avhole of the property and effects of the Society of
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what kind soever shall be vested iu the Vice-President, and Hon.

Secretary and Treasurer for the time being, in trust for the use

of the Society.

Election of Vice-President.

13. The Vice-President shall be elected by ballot, at an annual

general meeting of the Society, and shall be eligible for re-elec-

tion, provided that he shall not hold office for more than two (2)

years successively. He shall preside at all meetings of the

Society and of the Council, at which he may be present.

Election of Honorary Secretary and Treasurer.

li. The Honorary Secretary and Treasurer shall be elected by

ballot at an annual general meeting of the Society, and shall be

eligible for re-election.

Election of Ordinary Members to the Council.

15. The election of Ordinary Members to the Council shall be

by ballot at an annual general meeting of the Society. The two

members who have attended the least number of meetings of the

Council shall not be eligible for re-election.

16. The President or members of the general Council, or the

Vice-President or members of the Council of any associated

branch of the Society, shall, when present in Brisbane, be ad-

mitted to the meetings of the Council with the privileges of

Honorary Members.

Duties of the Council.

17. The Council shall meet once iu every month for the trans-

action of business, at such time and place as may be appointed.

Special meetings of the council may be convened at any other

time on the authority of the Vice-President, or of three members

of the Council. Dtie notice of all Council meetings to be sent to

each member.

18. The Council shall prepare an annual balance-sheet, and a

report on the operations of the Society for the preceding year,

for presentation at the annual general meeting.
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19. No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the

Council unless three members of the Council are present ; in

case of equality of votes, the chairman shall have an additional

or casting vote.

20. It shall be the duty of the Council to decide on the papers

to be read at the monthly meetings, and to determine as to their

publication, in whole, or in part.

21. Any member of Council personally interested in a question

before the Council, shall, if requested to do so by the Chairman,

withdraw during its consideration.

22. Any member of Council absenting himself from three con-

secutive ordinary meetings of Council shall be considered to

have vacated office.

23. If, in the interval between two annual meetings, any

vacancy in the Council occurs, as in the last preceding clause, or

from any other reason, the Council may appoint some member

of the Society to temporarily fill such vacancy until it is filled by

election at the annual general meeting.

Duties of the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

2-4. The Honorary Secretary and Treasurer shall have sj^ecial

charge of all moneys and accounts, and shaU see to the collecting

of all moneys due to the Society, and shall submit, quarterly, to

the Council a list of the names of such members as shall be in

arrears ^vith their subscrptions. He shall pay all moneys I'eceived

into a Bank account to the credit of " The Queensland Branch

of the Greographical Society of Australasia."

25. All accounts due by the Society shall be approved by the

Council before being paid, and all payments shall be by cheque

signed by the Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, and counter-

signed by one of the Council members.

26. He shall prepare an annual statement of receipts and dis-

bursements ; to be audited by Auditors appointed at rhe preceding

annual general meeting. Any vacancy occuri'ing in such appoint-

ment to be filled by the Council.
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27. Tliit< statemeut shall be submitted audited to the Council

at its meeting prior to the annual general meeting.

28. He shall attend and take minutes of the proceedings of

the Society and of the Council respectively, and see that all such

minutes are entered in the several minute books, and shall keep

a complete list of the members of the Society, with the name and

address of each accurately set forth ; he shall conduct all corres-

pondence and transact all the routine business ; and shall have

chai'ge of all property, books, maps, papers, &c., and shall see

that the same are properly recorded and catalogued.

Fees.

29. Ordinary Members shall pay £1 Is. enti'ance fee, and sub-

scribe £1 Is. per annum, payable in advance to the Hon.

Treasurer, on or before the first day of the Session.

30. A member may at any time compound for future annual

contributions, by the payment of the sum of £10 10s.

31. Members elected during the second half of the session

(excepting the first session) shall pay half the usual fee for that

year. Xo member shall be responsible for any expenditure

beyond his annual subscription.

32. Any Ordinary Member who has not paid the year's con-

ti'ibution during the currency of the year, shall be liable to have

his name removed by the Council from the list of members of

the Society : Provided always that ^^Titten application for the

same shall first have been made by or on behalf of the Treasurer

:

And provided, also, that the Council shall have power to restore

the defaulter's name at his request, and after payment of arrears.

No member shall be entitled to vote or hold ofB.ce while his sub-

scription for the previous year remains unpaid, nor be entitled

to participate in the other advantages of the Society if his sub-

scription be six (6) months in arrears.

At the meeting held in September, and at all subsequent

meetings for the year, a list of the names of all those members

who are in arreas with their annual subscriptions shall be

suspended in the meeting room of the Society. Members shall
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in such cases be informed that their names have been thus

posted.

Session.

33. Session shall commence in the uiontli of July, and last

eight calendar months.
Meetings.

34-. The meetings of the Society shall be

—

I. Annual general meeting.

ir. Ordinary monthly meeting.

Tir. Special general n^eeting.

35. The annual general meeting shall be held at the commence-

ment of every annual session in the month of July, on a day to

be fixed by the Council, to receive the Vice-President's address

and the report of the Council on the state of the Society, and

to discuss such subjects as may be brought forward relative

to the affairs of the Society ; and to make the elections for the

ensuing year. If after the lapse of fifteen minutes, less than ten

members are present it shall not be lawful for the meeting to

proceed to business, except for the purpose of adjournment, and

the meeting shall stand adjourned until a day and time then re-

solved upon.

36. The ordinary monthly meetings of the Society shall be

held in each month of the session on such days, and at such

place, as the Council may appoint. The business shall be con-

ducted in the following order, unless otherwise decided.

I. Announcement by the Chairman of the names of visitors

present.

II. The reading and confirming the minutes of last meeting.

III. Balloting for new members.

IV. Signing of obligation book by neAv members.

V. The Secretary shall announce any donations made to the

Society since their last meeting, and read any special

communications.

VI. Motions, of which notice has been given, to be considered,

and notices of motion for the next meeting to be read.

VII. The consideration of any special subject which members
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may desire to briug forward, provided it be approved by

the Chairman.

VIII. Any paper or subject notified in the circular shall then

be read.

IX. The Chairman to invite discussion.

X. Notice of papers for next meeting.

37. No motions relating to the government of the Society, its

Eules or Bye-Laws, the management of its concerns, or the

election, appointment, or removal of its officers, shall be made at

any ordinary monthly meeting.

38. Except as above provided, no paper shall be read at any

meeting which has not been notified to and approved by the

Council ; and every paper read before the Society shall be the

property thereof, and immediately after it has been read, shall be

delivered to the Secretary.

39. No motion of thanks to the contributor of any paper or

lecture to the Society shall be allowed at the meeting. But

every contribution to the Society shall be acknowledged Avith

thanks by the Secretary by letter in a formal manner.

10. A special general meeting shall be called by the Council

when considered by them necessary, or when required by the

requisition in Avi'iting of any ten members to do so ; the requi-

sition to specify (in the form of a resolution) the purpose for

which the meeting is required to be called ; and at the meeting

the discussion shall be confined to the subjects mentioned in the

notice convening such meeting. Ten members to form a

quorum.

41. All meetings of the Society shall be convened by notice

Avi'itten or printed, sent by the Secretary to every member re-

sident in the colony, at least seven days before the date fixed for

meeting. The circular shall state as far as convenient the

subjects to be brought before the meeting.

42. The Vice-President shall take the chair at all meetings of

the Society ; or, in the event of his absence, members present

shall elect a Chairman, being a niember of Council, if such be

present.
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43. No person shall, at any meeting, unless with the express

permission of the Chairman, address the meeting otlierwise tlian

in a standing position.

Intercolonial Meetings.

44. The Council may ajjpoint a member, or members, to

attend intercolonial general meetings when deemed necessary.

Retirement of Members.

45. Any member may, on payment of all arrears of his annual

contribution, withdraw from the Society, by signifying his wish

to do so by letter under his own hand, addressed to the Secretary.

Such member shall, however be liable to the contribution of the

year in which he signifies his wish to withdraw, and shall also

continue liable for the annual contribution until he shall have

returned all books, or other property, borrowed by him of the

Society ; or shall have made full compensation for the same if

lost or not forthcoming. Should there appear cause in the opinion

of the Council to require the retirement from the Society of anv

member, a special general meeting shall be called by the Council

for that purpose ; and if three-fourths of those voting agree by

ballot that such member shall retire, the Chairman shall declare

the same accordingly ; whereupon the name of such person shall

be erased from the list of members.

Archives.

46. The archives of this Society shall be kept in Brisbane.

Quarterly Report.

47. A quarterly report of this Branch of the Society shall be

published, and a copy transmitted to the Honoraiy Secretaries

at Sydney for insertion in the annual proceedings of the

Society.

Alteration of Rules.

48. Any repeal or alterations of the rules, or additions there-

to, of the Society, shall not be considered unless a written notice
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of motioB, signed by not less than five members, shall have been

given to the Council and read at three ordinary monthly meetings

of the Society, and thereupon such motion may be brought

forward at the next annual general meeting ; or, if thought

desirable, a special meeting may be convened before such annual

general meeting to consider the resolution ; and any resolution

passed at such special meeting, altering or repealing the rules,

shall be in force until the annual general meeting next following,

and, if not then confirmed, shall thereafter be held void and of

no effect.

Bye-Laws.

49. The Council shall have power to make Bye-laws for the

conduct of its business and the business of the Society generally

:

Provided no such Bye-laws shall be repugnant to the objects of

the Society, or to any rules or Bye-laws made by the Society at

any of its general meetings.

BYE-LAWS RELATING TO COMMUNICATIONS TO THE
SOCIETY.

1. Every paper which it is proposed to communicate to the

Society shall be forwarded to the Hon. Secretary for the approval

of the Council.

2. The Council may permit a paper written by a non-member

to be read, if communicated through a member.

3. In the absence of the authors, papers may be read by any

member of the Society appointed by the Chairman or nominated

by the author.

4. No paper or communication read before the Society, shall

be published without the consent of the Council.

5. The Council shall decide, not less than at its meeting next

following the reading of a paper, whether or not it shall be
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printed in the proceedings ; and if not, such paper shall be re-

turned, if desired, to the autlior.

6. All communications intended for publication by the Society-

shall be clearly and legibly written on one side of the paper only

with proper references, and in all respects in fit condition for

being at once placed in the printer's hands.

7. In order to insure a correct report, the Council request that

the paper shall be accompanied by a short abstract for newspaper

publication.

8. The author of any paper which the Council has decided to

publish, will be presented with twenty copies ; and he shall be

permitted to have extra copies printed, on making application to

the Hon. vSecretary, and on paying the cost of such copies.

9. A proof corrected by the MS. shall be submitted to the

author for revision.

Ratified hy the Society at a special general meeting^ held

April 8, 1886.

A. C. GrEEGORT, President.

J. P. Thomson, Hon. Secretary.
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Form No. 1.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA.

QUEENSLAND BRANCH.

CERTIFICATE OF A CANDIDATE FOR ELECTION.

Name,

Qualification or Occupation, „

Address, .,

being desirous of admission into tlie Queensland Branch of the

Greographical Society of Australasia, we, the undersigned

members of the Society, propose and recommend him as a proper

person to become a member thereof.

Dated this dav of 188

Form No. 2.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA,

QUEENSLAND BRANCH.

I, the undersigned, do hereby engage to observe the Eules and

Bve-laws of the Queensland Branch of the Greographical Society

of Australasia as long as I shall remain a member thereof.

Signed,

Address,

Date,
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QUEENSLAND BRANCH





ORDINARY MONTHLY MEETINGS OF MEMBERS
OK THE

QUEENSLAND BRANCH.

12th January, 1886.

A paper, on the North-west Coast of Yanua Levu, Piji, was

read by J. P. Thomson, M.A., C.E.

2nd March, 1886.

A paper, on British New Guinea, was read by H. H, Romilly,

Esq. A paper, by T. B. Moore, Esq., on Western Tasmania,

was read.

1st AprU, 1886.

A paper, on the Islands of Torres Straits, was read by the

Hon. John Douglas, C.M.G., E.E.G.S., &c., Special Commis-

sioner for British New Guinea.

29th April, 1886.

A paper, by E. J. Bennett, Esq., on Atmospheric Phenomena,

&c., &c., was read. A paper, by Capt. John Strachan, on Ex-

plorations in New Guinea, was read.

27th May, 1886.

A paper, by A. A. Hull, Esq., on Progressive Queensland,

was read. A paper, by Capt. J. M. Hennessy, on Experience

in New Guinea, was read.

17th June, 1886.

A paper, on the Upper South Johnstone Eiver, was read by

W. H. Miskin, Esq. A paper, by W, L. Allardyce, Esq., on

Rotooma and the Botoomans, was read.





GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA.

QUEENSLAND BRANCH

About the commencement of the year 1885, Mr. Francis Gerard,

the Hon. Treasurer of the Society in Sydney, communicated with

Mr. J. P. Thomson, in Brisbane, with a view to organizing a

branch of the Society in Queensland.

In response to Mr. Gerard's request, Mr. Thomson placed

himself in communication with a number of gentlemen in Bris-

bane who were favourable to the project, with the result that,

on the 10th July, 1885, a meeting was held at the Town Hall,

Brisbane, to consider the subject. There were present : Mr. W.
Alcock Tully, B.A., F.B-.G.S., Surveyor-General (in the chair),

Messrs. W. M. Davidson, W. H. Miskiu, James Muir, E. J.

Bennett, H. C. Luck, F.R.G.S., the Eev. George "Woolnough, M.A.,

and others. Letters were read from Captain Heath, E.IS"., and

Mr. Warde, the Swedish Consul, expressing regret at not being

able to attend the meeting, and promising their co-operation

with the movement. A telegram was also read from Sir Edward

Strickland, President of the New South Wales Branch of the

Society, intimating that the Administrative Council was delighted

at the prospect of a branch being formed in Queensland, and

they wished it every success. As soon as definite information

was received of the Queensland Branch being formed a liberal

supply of the volumes of the Society's proceedings would be

forwarded.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, expressed regret

that the attendance was not large; but he hoped they would be

able to do good work notwithstanding that there Avere so few

present. As Chairman, it was necessary that he should preface
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the business with a few observations. He woixld refer first to

the subject of geographical research. It was one that interested

most men. Very early experience of geography disabused his

mind of the idea that it was a mere category of names, and he

soon found that geography in its wide sense opened up a large

field. It embraced several branches of scientific inquiry, and it

required trained minds to investigate all these. Its utilitarian

side would most enlist the sympathies of the men who would

unite in forming a Greographical Society here. Their object

would be to collect all the information they could about our own

continent and the islands that surround it, place the information

on record, and distribute it amongst the people, so that the col-

lection of information upon any one point might induce other

persons, perhaps, to interest themselves in adding to it; and by

these means advancing our comparatively small community, and

enlarging its resources. That was one of the principal objects

which the projectors desired to attain. The object they had in

view this evening was the establishment of a kindred Society to

that in existence in Sydney. They might establish an associa-

tion with similar object, but independent of the Sydney Society.

He did not think, however, they would gain any advantage by

that. The Sydney Geographical Society had been looked upon

as the parent Society by Victoria, where there was a separate

branch. He did not think they could do better than establish a

similar branch here. They had the advantage of having some

trained men enrolled amongst the members in Sydney. By

forming a connection with the old Society they could avail them-

selves of the rules which had been prepared for the furtherance

of geographical research. They would, therefore, be able really

to do far more by co-opei-ating with the old Society than they

could unaided by an association of their own. Several resolu-

tions would be submitted to the meeting, and these would afford

an opportunity for discussing the project. This meeting was

only a preliminary one, for the purpose of establishing their

principles of action. Mr. J. P. Thomson, who had kindly con-

sented to act as Secretary until a proper organization was formed,
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had placed on record some information with regard to the So-

ciety, which he would read to the meeting. (Applause).

Mr. Thomsox, after reading over the constitution of the

Society, said: In putting before you the Society's objects, it is

desirable, in order that you may most clearly understand them,

to give a few illustrations, and refer briefly to the work the

Society has in hand, and its future contemplations. Many
residents of this Colony, and, I may say, a great proportion of

the world's population, have from school-day impressions a firm

idea that the science of geography, in its literal meaning,

consists almost purely of the formulation of scientific facts

observable in the physical features exhibited on the surface of

the earth, and the study of the general conformation of the

globe and its physical divisions, with the numerous names

thereon conveniently put together in a properly compilated

form; but the curtain once lifted, and fanatical forms expelled

—

when the mind becomes enlarged, and visionary dreams of bleak

school-rooms and massive University walls disappear—then vast

fields open out, exhibiting endless paths of research in geo-

graphical science, not interesting alone to the scientist and

traveller, but also certain success may be found here, in all com-

mercial enterprises, and the true and sure foundation of national

prosperity. Geography is the key to civilization and commer-

cial development, which are so closely related to one another as

to be absolutely inseparable. Geographical research penetrates

into the unknown regions, and commercial enterprise and

civilization foDow after; indeed, its powerful effects on com-

merce cannot be over-estimated. Therefore it becomes the duty

of nations and indi^^duals to promote it in every way they can,

being at all times a supporter of the bridge that has carried us

all over.

The Society has at present two branches—one in New South

"Wales and the other in Victoria—and it is proposed to form a

South Australian Branch as early as possible. Let it be clearly

understood that the Queensland Branch will have the entire

management of its own affairs, which will be governed by the
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administration and advice of its Council. In establishing

branches of the Society in the various colonies of Australasia, it

will become apparent to all intelligent colonists that much good

must arise therefrom, not only in the promotion of social inter-

course amongst those interested in scientific and educational

pursuits, and to the commercial section of the community, but

the means of fostering that complete bond of union -which ought

to exist amongst all classes, and the encouragement of all enter-

prising colonists to take a deep interest in the future welfare of

Australasia. The federation of nations and colonies may in

various ways become complicated, but a complete federation in

geographical science is the one step necessary to insure pro-

gression and harmony in the field of labour; so that in the event

of any important work (such as the exploration of New Guinea,

or the remote parts of Australasia) being undertaken, all the

.branches will be able to co-operate, thus making its members

feel an interest in common, Avhich will not only facilitate the

work in hand, but impress the public generally with a greater

feeling of certainty as to the satisfactory results of the Society's

undertakings. The papers read at the monthly meetings, the

reports and annual proceedings of each branch, will be compiled

and sent to the New South Wales Branch, where all will be

printed together in neat volumes; so that the members in

Queensland will have the advantage of receiving the literature

of the various branches, in addition to that of their ow-n—an

advantage which cannot fail to recommend itself to the favour-

able consideration of all intelligent colonists, and indisputable

proof of the good that must arise from affiliation. It might be

an easy matter for Queensland to form a Greogi-aphical Society

of her own ; but the advantages arising therefrom would be at

the best but very meagre. All the literature on geographical
.

science that any one branch could collect during the year would

probably not be more than sufficient to make a good sized

pamphlet ; and although we ought not to judge the contents of

the book by its cover, yet human nature very often has an in-

clination to do so. One of the great objects aimed at by the
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Society is to circulate throughout the world a thorough know-

ledge of these great colonies, which are the choicest of Her

Majesty's possessions—colonies which the rising generation

ought truly to be proud of. I may also mention that the New
South Wales Government have undertaken to print the pro-

ceedings of the Society, so that beautiful illustrations and good

printing will be secured, and the members in Queensland w^ll be

granted the privilege of participating in the work already done

by the Society. It is intended to hold G-eographical Con-

ferences in the various colonies. Last year the first was held in

Victoria, and delegates were sent from New South Wales. Next

year we shall probably have one in Queensland, when the mem-

bers will be able to meet the delegates from the other colonies,

which will give them an opportunity for interchange of ideas.

It would be almost impossible for me to give a correct estimate

of the valuable assistance rendered to the Society by the various

Australian Governments. They have not only supplied valuable

maps for the Society's use, but supplemented its funds for the

equipment of the expedition to New G-uinea. It must be evi-

dent to the gentlemen present that, of all the various colonies

of Australia, Queensland stands most in need of a Geographi-

cal Society, for reasons which must suggest themselves to all

who take an interest in the colony. First, because it is almost

exclusively the only colony in Australia where extensive areas of

country are left almost unknown and unexplored, probably

abounding in untold wealth, which can only be brought to light

by scientific investigation; and, secondly, every resident of

Queensland must look on this colony as the twin sister of New
Guinea, one of the largest and least known of islands in the

world. No country in the world has a greater claim on New
Guinea than Queensland. Nature intended that they should be

allied to one another, as may be easily observed from the great

similarities in their geological formation, and the resemblance

in the general conformation of the two countries, and every one

must feel that it is a duty incumbent on the men of this colony

to take part in the investigation of New Guinea. Virtually it
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is their own island ; therefore it is their duty to make them-

selves acquainted with it, not only with a view to scientific

research, but with the object of developing the commercial

enterprises of this colony. New Gruinea, no doubt, abounds in

unknown wealth, and will in time become a very important

colony, and one of Her Majesty's choicest possessions, which

every true Queenslander will look on with pride, and rejoice

in the noble efforts of her statesmen in their past endeavours to

gain possession of the vast island. I have seen a portion of

New Guinea, and, from several years' residence in the South

Sea Islands, I had every opportunity of making myself ac-

quainted with the various resources, capabilities, and general

formation of the islands in the South Pacific. My observations

impress me with a feeling of certainty that great wealth lies

buried in New Guinea. You are all aware that the Royal Geo-

graphical Society of England and the Geographical Society of

Australasia have sent an expedition to New Guinea with a view

to exploring the vast island. The last named Society's expedi-

tion is under the command of Captain Everill, and is better

equiped than any hitherto sent to the island. Looking at the

expedition in a practical point of vieAv, we ought only to con-

sider it as an initiatory step. Still, not only the colonies, but

the whole world, will look forward with deep interest to the

results. Owing to the wet season of a tropical country, the

expedition is bound to a limited time—that is, six months—-and,

during that short space, a portion of the vast island will be

investigated. It is, however, the intention of the Society, if

possible, to carry their investigations over the whole of the

British territory, which will occupy a long time. The Society

has a most gigantic work before it, and I am sure there are

many gentlemen in this colony who would be proud to take

an active part in the investigation of a land so closely connected

with their own. Queensland is well able to join in any exploring

expedition, because many of her old residents rank first amongst

the explorers of the world, and a great many of her colonists

are gentlemen of the highest scientific attainments ; therefore
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she ought to take an active part in the investigation of Auss-

tralasia, and more especially Xew Gruinea and Queensland.

Ha\nng so far given you a brief sketch of the Society's under-

takings, its objects, and an illustration of the deep interest it

takes in investigating and developing the geographical and com-

mercial resources of Australasia, I would beg to draw your

attention to certain facts regarding the advantages which other

countries have in geographical science over the colonies, and the

limited knowledge some people possess of Australasia. Let us

first give a glance at Japan. There we will find a well estab-

lished Cieographical Society, and the people in possession of an

accurate knowledge of the geography and resources, not only of

their own country, but of all Europe, excepting the Australian

colonies. In Quebec, Buenos Ayres, Central Africa, and Lima,

we find Greographical Societies established, and the people far

advanced in geographical science, bringing their countries into

prominence, and thereby developing their commercial enter-

prises. Let an Australian gentleman go to India, China,

America, and the Continent, in all of those countries he will find

a great ignorance prevailing amongst the people as to the geo-

graphy and industries of Australasia. Indeed, in some of those

countries many of the people regard part of Australasia as the

habitation of savages, and positively unfit for European life.

Indeed, we may even go to England, and there we will find the

majority of the people are but poorly enlightened on Austra-

lian geography. They possess a more accurate knowledge of the

Soudan, Russia, Central Africa, and India, than of the Austra-

Kan Colonies. Doubtless there are several business gentlemen

in this city who have noticed the ignorance displayed by people

in other parts of the world (otherwise well educated) in addres-

sing communications to persons in this colony, especially to

inland towns, in such a manner that, were they sent as per

address, they would in many cases go in the opposite direction

to the place they w-ere intended for. On the other hand, let us

take a glance nearer home, and just place yourself in conversa-

tion with some of the young men born in Australia, and you
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will be very much surprised at the limited knowledge they pos-

sess of the geography, resources, and capabilities of their owu

uative country. Surely every one must feel that such a state of

affairs can only be a source of regret. It is every one's duty to

inquire into and make themselves thoroughly acquainted with

the capabilities and resources of their owu native land, and it is

also every man's duty who possesses valuable knowledge, either

of his own uative colon}" or other countries, to hand down his

knowledge to posterity, thereby giving those who have not had

the same advantages as himself an opportunity of acquiring

knowledge. It is every man's bounden duty to do so. Each

individual owes a debt to the race, and it is his duty to serve it.

"We are aU indebted to our forefathers for the knowledge we

cultivate, and moral laws demand that we improve it and hand it

down to those who come after us. I am sure all parents must

feel proud to see their offspring advance in learning, and more

particularly in an accurate knowledge of their uative country

;

and I am certain every intelligent colonist of Queensland will

willingly assist in having the resources of this great colony tho-

roughly investigated and brought before the world. Certainly

the people of other countries can consult school atlases when

they require information about these colonies; but capitalists

desire more accurate information than they generally supply, and

would bring more capital and invest more fully if they were

supplied with reliable data from a well established GTeographical

^50ciety. Once the branch is established, there are many ex-

perienced gentlemen in Queensland who will be glad to become

members and contribute to the Society, and I am sure they will

not be backward in supplying the information they possess

regarding the geography and resources of the colony. (Aj)-

plausej.

Mr. E. McDojfKELL proposed, that it is desirable to estab-

li.sh a Queensland Branch of the Geographical Society of Aus-

tralasia. He said the objects of the Society had been lucidly

set forth in the paper which had just been read. There were

certain matters in the paper regarding which he might differ
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from Mr. Thomson's views, but this was 7iot the time to go into

them. The object was a good one, and deserving of support.

Mr. W. M. Davidson, seconded the resolution, which was

carried unanimously.

On the motion of Mr. James Muir, seconded by Mr. H. C.

Luck, it was resolved that a Committee consisting of the

following gentlemen be appointed to examine and report upon

the applicability of the rules of the parent Society to the

Queensland Branch:—The Chairman, Messrs. E. McDonnell, .1.

P. Thomson, W. H. Miskin, Hon. A. C. Gregory, and the

mover and seconder.

On the motion of Mr. W. M. Davidsox, seconded bv the

Rev. Gi-EORGE WooLNOUGH, M.A., it was re.solved that the

meeting be adjourned until a day to be fixed for receiving the

report of the Committee, and the election of officers.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the

Chairman for presiding, and to His Worship the Mayor for

the use of the hall.



COMMITTEE, AND PUBLIC MEETING.

The Committee, appointed at the previous initial meeting, met

in the Surveyor-Grenerars Office, Brisbane, on Tuesday after-

noon, the Uth July, 1885, at 4 o'clock. Mr. W. A. Tully

occupied the chair, and after careful consideration it was

resolved that, as there appears to be nothing exclusive in the

Constitution of the G-eographical Society of Australasia, the

same is applicable to a Queensland Branch. No further busi-

ness was transacted, beyond appointing Mr. J. P. Thomson to

arrange for a public meeting, which was held in the Town Hall,

on 21st July, 1885,—present, Mr. W. H, Miskin in the chair,

and a number of other gentlemen. The Chairman in opening

the proceedings apologised for the absence of Mr. Tully through

indisposition, and explained that the objects for which the

meeting had been convened were to proceed to the election of

the officers of the Society, and to consider the recommendations

of the Committee appointed at the previous meeting with regard

to the adoption of the rules of the parent Society, in so far as

they were applicable to the local branch. Mr. J. P. Thomson

(Hon. Sec. pro tern.) read the minutes of the previous meeting,

which were confirmed, after which the following gentlemen were

elected officers of the Society for the ensuing year:—Vice-

President, Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., &c., &c. ; Administra-

tive Council, Messrs. ^\. A. Tully, B.A.. F.E.G.S., ^\. H.

Miskin, Wm. Williams, Jas. Muir, W. M. Lloyd, and Dr.

Waugh ; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. J. P. Thomson,

M.A., C.E.

Mr. Thomson, in returning thanks for his election, reviewed

the objects of the Society, and the benefits which would be

derived by the scientific and commercial community, from its

formation, as previously described at the initial meeting held in

the Town Hall. He said that hitherto all the detailed work

connected with the formation of the branch had devolved on
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himsself, but now he felt sure, that in future his duties would be

made comparatively light by the assistance of the able and

energetic gentlemen appointed on the Council, whom he was

glad to welcome as co-workers. Now that the branch was

properly organised, he intended to communicate with several

gentlemen who were likely to become members, and he felt

certain that the meeting would give their hearty co-operation

with the object before them, and he had no hesitation in saying

that the colonists of Australasia would have been much more

advanced if a G-eographical Society had been started before.

There were many people in the colony who had made valuable

researches into the resources of the colony, and the results of

those researches were in danger of being lost, but for the

presence of some central institution that could collate and put

such information into shape, so that the world generally would

be benefited thereby. (Applause). At the instigation of Mr.

E. McDonnell, a discussion took place as to the advisableness

of doing away with the entrance fee, but the matter dropped,

on the Hon. Secretary pointing out that such a step would be

inconsistent with the Constitution of the parent Society, which

it was proposed to adopt.

It was resolved on the motion of Mr. James MriE, seconded

by Mr. H. C. Luck, that the rules of the parent Society be

adopted, in so far as they are applicable to a Queensland Branch.

The Chairman, in inviting new members, pointed out that all

who joined the Society at this stage were entitled to be recorded

in the proceedings as founders of the Society, while those seek-

ing to become members in future would have to be balloted for

in the usual way. At the conclusion of the meeting several

new names were added to the list of founders, and several sub-

scriptions handed in, and after the usual vote of thanks to the

Chairman for presiding, and to the Mayor for the use of the

hall, the proceedings terminated.





INAFGUEAL MEETING.

The Inaugural Meeting of the "Queensland Branch of tlie

Geographical Society of Australasia " was held in the Town

Hall, Brisbane, on the evening of the 8th December, 1885, and

presided over by the Honourable Sir Charles Lilley, Kt., Chief

Justice of Queensland. There were seated on the platform,

the Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., F.E.G.S., &c., President of the

Queensland Branch; Mr. W. A.Tully, B.A.,r.R.G.S. (Surveyor-

General;; Mr. W. H. Miskin, Mr. W. Williams, and Mr. J. P.

Thomson, M.A.,C.E. (Hon. Secretary and Treasurer), members of

the Administrative Council ; and in the body of the hall there were

Lady Lilley and a very fair attendance of ladies and gentlemen.

Sir Charles Lilley opened the proceedings by calling on

the Hon. Secretary to read the correspondence.

Mr. Thomso>' then read a letter from the Private Secretary

to His Excellency Sir Anthony Musgrave, stating that, under

other circumstances, the Governor and Lady Musgrave would

have had great pleasure in being present at the meeting, but

that neither His Excellency nor Lady Musgrave expected to be

in Brisbane on the evening of the 8th December; also a telegram

from Sir Edward Stiickland, President of the Xew South "Wales

Branch, conveying congratulations on the inaugural meeting,

heartily wishing every success, and stating that certain pro-

minent features, discovered by the Society's explorers in Xew
Guinea, had been named after some of the Queensland statesmen

or public men.

Sir Charles Lillet then addressed the meeting as follows:

—

Ladies and Gentlemen,—You are aware that we are met to-

night for the purpose of inaugurating the Queensland Branch

of the Geographical Society of Australasia. I have observed

one or two statements in our local newspapers, from which it

would appear that the authors are under the impression that

this is a branch of a Society peculiar either to Xew South "Wales

c
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or Victoria. Mr impressiou is, that the Societies in Melbourne,

Sydney, and Adelaide, are simply branches, just as this is a

branch, so that there is no loss of dignity and position in being

associated with the general Society, which has as its primary the

whole of Australasia, of which Queensland forms a very con-

siderable part. Ton are not met to hear me to-night, but one

much better qualified to give general information upon geogra-

phical subjects than I can possibly do. Our old friend, Mr.

Grregory, has kindly consented to deliver the inaugural address.

{Applause.J

The Hon. A. C. G-REaoRY said: I fear the inadaptitbility of

this hall for hearing, together with the noise of passing vehicles,

will prevent many of you from hearing what I am going to say.

However, those that do not hear me will, I trust, take advantage

of reading to-morrow morning's Courier. I will now do my duty

in reading the address which I have prepared

:

Most things have a history, and in the case of the Geographi-

cal Society of Australasia it may be convenient to recite its

history, however brief:—The Greographical Society of Australasia

has been the offspring of the Royal Society of Xew South Wales,

which established several scientific sections, one especially

devoted to geographical research. This section did not, how-

ever, make any substantial progress, and some of its members

came to the conclusion that the subject was one requiring an

independent association which cotild enter more directly into

communication with the public than was practicable with a

subsection of a society having so wide a scope of research in

other directions as the Eoyal Society. The result was the

foundation of the Geographical Society of Australa.sia—
Australasia, not New South Wales, because the subject was not

one of provincial but general interest to all Australasians, and

demanded federal action. Victoria has followed in the Avake of

her elder sister, and formed its branch of the Society in Mel-

bourne, and now you are asked to assist in the inauguration of

a sanilar branch in this colony; and I trust that though Queens-

laud, like many other 3'outhful scions, may deem itself quite
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capable of affording instruction to its elder progenitor, yet, when

a good example is set, it is not above adopting wise counsel.

That the Society is not intended to simply discuss matters of

abstract science, has been shown by the active steps taken to

carry out its views in a practical manner, by the despatch of the

expedition to the Fly River, in New Gruiuea; and Queen slanders

mav be proud of having been the first and foremost in going to

its rescue on the report of disaster to the crew of the "Bonito"

—a report which happily proved to have no foundation except in

the fertile imagination of aboriginal guides, who had fled from

prospective danger.

I shall not now enter on a recital of what has been done in

the way of Australasian exploration, or give a list of those who

have been engaged in developing the geography of the con-

tinent and islands, as these matters are well known to many of

you, and if any desire further information as to details there are

many works which give the history better than I can relate it,

especially Tenisou-Woods' "History of Australian Explora-

tion." In uo department of scientific inquiry has greater

advance been made during the past half-century than in geogra-

phical exploration. Central Africa has, by the exploration of

the Zambesi, Upper Nile, and Congo rivers, revealed its hidden

secrets. On the map of Australia the inscription of terra

Australis incognito has given place to the names of towns, rivers,

and stations, while railway trains speed across localities which

were at one time conjectured to be occupied by a mysterious

inland sea. But now the geographer has his labour reduced to

the compilation of the measurements of the surveyors. Thus,

with the exception of the Polar regions, Xew Gruiuea presents

the only remaining field of any magnitude to tempt the ardour

of the present generation of explorers, who, as a class, will

probably cease to have existence Avith the present century for

want of new fields for investigation. Fortunately for the

Greographical Society of Australasia, Xew Guinea is so situated

that we occupy as it were the key to the position, and there can

be no doubt that our Society will have many opportunities of
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furthering the great work of developing its resources by en-

couraging the exploration of that land in a systematic manner'

and the collection and codification of information, not only as

regards the purely geographical features of the country, but also

of the character, traditions, and laiiguage of the inhabitants before

their social condition becomes modified b}- contact with a more

civilised race. It is not that any special reliance is to be placed

. in the traditions of aboriginal tribes, but that, even if received

as fables which have had long currency, or if merely the

immediate creation of the narrator, the general construction and

tenor give a more correct clue to the social condition than the

most elaborate description of manners and customs as seen by

travellers. So far as we are acquainted with New Gruinea, the

character of the country differs materially from the greater part

of Australia, having greater resemblance to the limited area

between the main range and sea coast between Cardwell and

Cookto\^Ti than any other part of the continent. Therefore, ex-

ploration will have to be conducted on very different principles

to that to which we have been accustomed. Tribes having per-

manent habitations, and practising agriculture, must be con-

ciliated and employed as guides, carriers, and pioneers, to open

up routes through mountainous country, dense forests, and

thick jungle, which cannot be traversed, like Australia, by

parties of horsemen, whose movements are scarcely restricted by

any serious obstacle besides the difficulty of obtaining a supply

of water. In the first instance the rivers must be surveyed and

settlements established as a base of operation for land expe-

ditious to work out further details. Leaving these tropical

lands, there is yet another region in proximity to Australia which

may eventually prove a source of great scientific if not practical

interest. I allude to the South Polar region. Tou Anil, per-

haps, ask. What interest have we in masses of ice which occupy

the Antarctic Circle ? But it may prove that the condition of

that ice may really be found to be the element which governs

the periods of rainfall and drought in the Southern Hemisphere.

Hitherto attempts to formulate cycles of seasons having coinci-
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dence with periods of astronomical pheuoineua have uot resulted

in the discovery of any but accidental accordance, and it is

obvious that the causes of variation must be sought in some

other direction. Now, it has been observed that on the east

coast of North America the seasons are greatly modified by the

quantity of ice whicli drifts southward, and also that the snow

and ice on the coast of Greenland accumtilates to such an extent

in excess of the melting in summer that, in about twelve years,

it crushes its fotiudation and slides into the ocean, and, floating

south as icebergs, creates such disturbances of temperature as to

materially affect the seasons on the American coast, producing

a recurrent series. As the Sotithern Polar regions are uot closed

in by land to the same extent as obtains in the northern, it may

be expected that the breaking up of the southern ice would set

free much larger masses of floating ice, and affect the climate to

a far greater extent ; and though we may not hope to discover

means of controlling the natural forces, yet it is possible that a

careful sttidy of the geographical positions of the southern

islands, depths of ocean, and larger accumulations of ice, may
enable us to forecast the general character of the seasons in

Australia. As the chief objects of our Society are iu the futtu'e,

I have not adverted to explorers or expeditions in past times : but

there was one whose fate yet remains unsolved. 1 allude to Dr.

Leichhardt. That great explorer was last communicated with

near Blount Abundance station iu iSiS. From this his camps

have been traced to the Barcoo River, near Mount InniskilleUj

beyond which nothing certain is known; and though it is scarcely

to be hoped that he or any of his party can have survived the

interval of thirty-eight years exposed to the vicissitudes of

savage life, yet it would be a matter of great interest to discover

any trace of the progress of the party. Our Society should,

therefore, carefully watch for any information with regard to

the discovery of any fragments of instruments or equipment in

possession of aboriginal tribes on the probable line of their

route. Although the course Leichhardt proposed to travel was

through the centre of the continent to West Austi'alia, yet he
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contemplated turuiug to the north if the direct route were

impracticable. We now kuoAV that tlie character of Central

Australia was not practicable for tbe party, and the nortlierly

route was the only one available, which would take him nearly

to the line of his previous journey to Port Essington, and I have

little doubt that the white man's camp found by me on the 13th

July, I80G, on Elsey Creek, a southern tributary of the Eoper

Eiver, was one of the Doctor's. This camp has been constructed

on the same pattern as practised by Leichhardt on the Barcoo

and Burdekin rivers— a hut formed of branches resting on a

horizontal pole fixed in notches in two standing trees, a fire

being made in front with long parallel pieces of wood, and not

placed radially, as is the aboriginal fashion. Several trees, from

6in. to Sin. diameter, had been cut down with iron axes, in fair

condition, while the mass of ashes indicated an occupation for

several weeks. If this were one of Leichhardt's camps, he

reached a position west of the telegraph line to Port Darwin,

and further traces must be sought on the north-west coast—on

the Victoria, Ord, and Fitzroy rivers—localities which have been

so recently occupied that communication with the aborigines is

yet imperfect, and it will be through them that any relics of the

party are likely to be traced. Though the published records of

exploration are available both in the original details and many

well-arranged compilations, yet there are a few episodes not so

generally known, and therefore interesting. For instance, on

4th June. 1629, Captain Pelsart, in the ship "Batavia,'' was

wi-ecked on the Abrolhos. in lat. 28°, thirty miles o:ff the west

coast of Austi'alia. Leaving the greater part of the crew and

passengers on the islands, he proceeded in the longboat to Java,

and, having obtained a fresh vessel, returned to their rescue.

During his absence a plot was formed to seize the vessel in which

Pelsart was to return to their relief, and then to become pirates.

Tlie mutineers, having murdered 125 of those who disagreed to

the scheme, then established themselves on one island, and the

loyalists on another. "When Pelsart returned the loyalists

reached the ship first, and advised him of the mutiny : and
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when the mutiueers came alougside they were greeted in a

friendly manner, but as each ascended the side he was secured.

Then justice was administered, and many were hanged or shot;

but some 220 either escaped to or were put ashore on the main-

land. So ended the historical part of the affair. And now for

the results :—In 1848 I explored the country where these

Dutchmen had lauded, and found a tribe whose characters

differed considerably from the average Australian. Their colour

was neither black nor copper, but that peculiar yellow which

prevail-s with a mixture of European blond ; their stature was

good, with strong limbs, and remai'kably heavy and solid about

the lower jaw.

Their dialect was scarcely intelligible to the tribes farther

south. Socialism in a modified form and cannibalism prevailed.

The women were far better treated, or, rather, they have eman-

cipated themselves from the extreme condition of social slavery

which generally prevails. I have, for instance, known the queen

of the district give her consort the king a sound thrashing with

a yam-stick, and then escape being speared for such an assertion

of co-ordinate authority. They had their landed estates, the

boundaries of which were better defined than many of the

squatters' leases now are. The daughters inherited landed

estates as well as the sons. I have heard an aboriginal lady say

to her husband, " What are you? Why, before I married you

your land only comprised that miserable range of hills which are

not fit to feed an emu. It was my dower which brought you

that fine valley, with its yams and springs of water," etc. "Was

this history repeating itself, or was it a trace of European

civilisation derived fi'om Dutch ancestors ? They were a bel-

ligerent race, and on one occasion maintained the battle with

their spears and boomerangs against our firearms for more than

four hours. I have subsequently met my antagonists in peace-

ful cainps, and discussed the merits of the attack and defence,

and they have pointed out scars resulting from our personal

encounter, and given the details of how some came to grief, the

recital being \\-ith less trace of national or individual feeling of
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hostility than usually attends the discussion between Englishmen

and Frenchmen regarding the battle of Waterloo.

Agricultural science seemed to have made some progress, as

they never dug a yam without planting the crown in the same

hole, so that no diminution of food supply should result. Are

we equally advanced when we destroy our forest trees and

never replant ? But though these and many other traces of

their origin exist, it is singular that no trace of knowledge of

the arts of civilised people remains ; there is nothing in their

weapons, erection of dwellings, or ornamentation of their

persons or belongings which is not common to the greater part

of the Australian tribes. Xow we mil turn to another phase of

Australian exploration. In 1792 the French expedition, under

Admiral d'Eiitrecasteaux, visited the west coast, and while in

Greographe Bay landed a party, including M. Vasse, the botanist,

who, having strayed from his companions, was absent when the

boat returned to the vessel, and as in the night the wind freshened

they put to sea, and never took the trouble to return for their

scientific associate. In 1835 the aborigines had a tradition that

a white man had resided in that locality for many years, and he

used to ascend one of the highest sandhills every day and gaze

to seaward for hours, and then descend to his hut and weep.

How he came there or what eventually became of him they did

not know. Whether this white man was 'M. Yasse or one of the

crew oi a vessel, the wreck of which was found on that part of

the coast, but the construction of which indicated a very early

date in naval architecture, there is no data to guide us in con-

jecture
; but in either case it must have been a miserable fate

to vainly spend one's day in looking for some sail to come to the

rescue, and then to retire to a wretched hut by the margin of a

swamp, and eke out a bare subsistence on the roots of bul-

rushes. In conclusion, I feel assured that our Society has a

useful future in prospect, and trust that the energy displayed

by those who have assisted in its inauguration will continue to

mark our future labours.

Mr. W. H. Misk-i>- proposed a vote of thanks to the Presi-

dent for his address, and moved that it be printed.
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Mr. W. A. Tilly, in seconding the motion, expressed a hope

that the Society, now that it was inaugurated, would find a

suitable field for its labours, and stated that Queensland occu-

pied a position peculiarly adapted to geographical research.

The motion was carried by acclamation.

Mr. (tRKgory, in retui*ning thanks for the kind way in which

his contribution had been received, expres.sed a hope that on a

future occasion some members of the Society would endeavour

to contribute a little of their knowledge and experience, either

of the aboriginal inhabitants, or the geographical condition of

Australia or Polpiesia. There were several members who, no

doubt, possessed some information which might be put together

in a short paper, which would prove interesting. He proposed

a vote of thanks to Sir Charles Lilley for his kindness in taking

the chair.

The Eev. Gteorge Woolxouoh, M.A., seconded the motion,

which was carried by acclamation.

Mr. W. Williams proposed a vote of thanks to His Worship

the Mayor for the use of the hall, which was carried.

Sir Charles Lillet, in acknowledging the compliment, said

it had given him a great deal of pleasure to be present. He had

already expressed his opinion with regard to the name of the

Society, and he thought it was a very hopeful beginning that

they should aim at federation in these colonies in the promo-

tion of scientific knowledge. He hoped the time would come

when, for scientific purposes, we should have Australian com-

manders of an Antarctic expedition, and that the enterprise and

courage of our native boys would be hereafter displayed in that

line of research which had been indicated by Mr. Gregory.

(Apjylause.)

Mr. R. A. Ryax claimed for science that there w^as a com-

munity of feeling amongst its workers—a pei"fect common-

wealth ; that this branch claimed perfect equality with the

other branches, and that we are in no less independent position

than our elder sisters in Xew South Wales, Victoria, and South

Australia.
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Mr. E. MoDoxxELL desired ^^ome iuformation as to the real

position of the Society here as regarded those in the other

colonies.

Mr. GrREGORr, in i-eplj to Mr. McDonnell, explained that the

branches ot" the G-eographieal Society of Australasia were not

biTinches of the New South Wales organisation, but independent

societies which would work in harmony together. The conse-

quence would be that whatever proceedings were presented by

auy one of the branches, would be placed at the disposal of the

others. It was not a question of the central association in

Melbourne or Sydney, but of each having power for independent

action, yet occupying a federal position.

The proceedings then terminated.
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The first Ordinarv Meeting of the Queeus;laiid Branch of the

Geographical Society of Austrahasjia was held in the Museum

Librai-v, Brisbane, on the evening of Tuesday, the 12th January,

188(3. The Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., F.E.G.S., &c.,

(President), in the chair. There was a large attendance, and

among the visitors present was Mr. McDowall, District Sur-

veyor, Toowoomba.

The Hon. Secretary read the minutes of the two previous

meetings, which were confirmed, also telegrams from the N. S.

"Wales Branch of the Society in reference to the Queensland

share of the collection made by the Society's Exploration

Expedition to Xew Guinea ; also telegram from Hugh H.

Romilly, Esq., Special Commissioner for Xew Guinea, stating

his inability to be present at the meeting to read a paper he had

promised.

The following gentlemen were then elected Honorary Mem-

bers of the Society :—The Hon. John Douglas, CM G., E.E.G.S.

;

The Hon. Francis Thomas Gregory, E.E.G.S., &c., &c. ; The

Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods ; W. O. Hodgkinson, F.R.G.S., &c.

;

and William Landsborough, Esq. Also the following gentle-

men were elected as Ordinary Members :—A. A. MacDiarmid,

Edward Sayce, Robert F. Hassall, E. M. AYaraker, and J. W.
Potts. The following paper was then read by the author :

—

Macuata, the North-west coast of Vanua Levii, Fiji,

from Dreketi River, to Cape Udii, and around

the Ca-pe to Wiamotu, Natewa Bay.

By J. P. Thomson, M.A., C.E., Hon. Sec. and Treas.

" Vanua Levu "—as its name implies—is the second largest,

and one of the most northerly islands forming the Crown Colony

of Fiji : a group of islands—numbering in all about 225

—
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situated in the South Pacific Oceau, and bounded between the

parallels of 15° 30' and 21^ south latitude, and 176^ 30' east,

and 178° west longitude.

The no^th-^\est coast of Vanua Levu is, according to Fijian

orthography, called Macuata. And in the beginning of 1880,

I was commissioned by the Government to carry out the survey

ot the coast—a task accompanied by many hardships and met

by various obstacles. However, sailing from Levuka in the

cutter " St. Omer," with a staff of Polynesians, we landed at

Xaduri—the native capital of the Macuata province—and after

forming our head depot, started down the coast to the mouth of

the Dreketi River and there commenced operations. The

natives were not long in making themselves acquainted with the

nature of our visit, and by way of introduction christened me
Na Turaga Dauvakaraunavanua Vaka Matanitui (the Chief who

Measures the Land). All our movements were closely watched

and regarded with the greatest suspicion ; and so opposed were

they to the measurement of their coast line, that it was only

through the agency of a letter from His Excellency the

Governor to the Eoko (chief) of the Province, that I was able

to procure the services of two natives to accompany me in order

to give the necessary information of the various localities, &c.

Having given a brief introduction, I ^^'ill endeavour to describe,

from personal observations, the topographical features, physical

conditions, and resources of the Macuata province and coast.

Starting from the mouth of the Dreketi River, in latitude

16° 32' south and longitude 178° 51' east, a continuous chain of

ranges extends up along the coast to the back of the native

town of Xiurua (where a break occurs), and back from the sea

shore, at distances varying from one-half to two miles. The
land bounded between the sea shore and the top of the range is

of a very poor quality, and almost destitute of timber. About
two miles back from Xiurua there is a mountain called Koro
Xavuta, about 1,500 feet high, rising like a pyramid from the

lower plain, and, owing to its history, is looked on by the natives

with much pride. On the very top there is a strong fortification,
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and in the old feudal days wheu the Tongese came in their

war canoes to invade that portion of the coast, Betova, then

provincial chief, assembled all the people of the district on the

top of the mountain, and despite all the energy and skill of the

aggressors they were unable to take the position, and had to

retire with heavy loss. From Xiurua to Naduri there is an

unbroken chain of ranges called Nawavi, from 1,200 to 2,000

feet high, and running almost parallel with the coast line, at

distances varying from one to two miles from the sea shore ; they

form the western watershed of the Dreketi Eiver, and act

as a complete barrier on the ocean side. In several places the

sides are simply perpendicular rocks, leaving one or two places

of access by a zig-zag path through very narrow ravines. The

sides and top in several places are covered with timber and

dense vegetation ; and the land between the base of the ranges

and the shore, although of a rich quality in many places, is only

covered -n-ith patches of reeds and scrub, while a small portion

is utilised for native cultivation.

A Grovernment road winds up the valley from Xaduri, skirting

the eastern side of the Xawavi Range, and stretching across the

island in a very circuitous form along the base of Narara—

a

peak 2,J;20 feet high—comes out on the other side of the island

in Savu Savu Bay. All the country between the Xawavi Eange
and the Dreketi Eiver is undulating, and gradually opens out in

an extensive valley, presenting large areas of forest intermingled

with patches of reeds and jungle. The soil is rich volcanic, and

from 5 to 6 feet deep in many places.

After passing Xaduri and rounding Muaniumo Point, the

country opens out, presenting extensive valleys, through which

flow in magical winding the troubled waters of the Tabia,

Qalowaga, AVailevu, Labasa, and Qara rivers. The Labasa

Valley is bounded on the south-west by Muaniumo and on the

north-east by Gagaravi, a bold headland rising abruptly from

the sea shore to a height of nearly 1,300 feet, and barricaded on

the south-east side by high rocky precipices, affording a very

favourable resort for wild goats. The greater portion of the
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valley is open country, aud embraces a greater area than any

other in the province ; sevei-al portions of its surface are covered

Avith dense reeds and in some places with belts of timber. The

locality is very picturesque, commanding a view of high ranges

in the centre of the island, whose sides are covered with vegeta-

tion producing all the variegated tints so peculiar to the

islands of Fiji.

After passing Gagaravi another large valley opens out, through

which flows the Tamici, Korovatu, and Bucisawa rivers. This

valley is also very picturesque, being covered in many places

with long belts of timber, and having high peaks rising like

pyramids from the centre of the island.

From Yunitaravau to the Mouta River the coast line is very

tortuous and the country broken, and a short distance back from

the sea shore the soil is very poor, and the surface covered with

dense scrub and jungle. About ten miles (by track) from the

mouth of the Mouta Eiver, there it; a small lake with an island

floating on the surface of the water. This island, according to

Fijian tradition, was, in the old days of cannibalism, the Kalou

(god) of the district, and worshipped by the tribe with all the

ceremony and display peculiar to a heathen race. Eites were

performed in the presence of their island god ; vast quantities of

native property were presented for his use ; his highness was

consulted b}" the priests in the time of war and in the days of

peace. It was he who told them when to sow and the time to

reap, and his wisdom was so great that he could always tell the

tenderest man or woman in the district to cook for the chief's

dinner. I once paid a visit to the lake, accompanied by my staft"

of boys, the chief of the district, and about forty natives, and on

arrival at the native village in the locality we requested the old

priest to accompany us. I found the water very dark, owing to

contact with a deep black soil, and the great quantity of vege-

table matter falling therein. The surface of the island was

from one quarter to half an acre in extent, and floated over the

surface of the lake at the mercy of the wind, aud from what I could

observe, it must have been at flrst formed from the accumulation
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of fallen timber, scrub, reeds, and particles of soil. This process

of formation must have gone on for a great number of years,

each season adding a portion to the primary. The oldest men in

the district speak of it as existing in the days of their great-

grandfathers, so we may fairly assume that it is a good old age.

Sometimes during a long continuation of fine weather, it comes

in contact with the banks of the lake, and the ever active roots

of the shrubs, taking hold of the friendly soil, keep it in a fixed

position; but as soon as one of the heavy blows occurs the island

is again let loose and sent on its watery course. On a close ap-

proach and examination I observed the old priest and his fol-

lowers Avatching me very closely, and evincing strong signs of

suspicion and aversion. In olden times, by way of illustrating

their supernatural power, they used to go to the leeward side of

the lake, and, before all their followers, call on the island to

come towards them, which of course it did by the force of the

wind. The chief who was with me scoffed at the old priest,

telling him to go to the weather side of the lake and make

the island move towards him, at the same time trying very

forcibly to impress on his mind that his island was no god, and

telling him that " Sa dua ban na Kolo mo lewa na vuravura ogo
"

(there is only one G-od Avho governs this world). ]S^o one was

ever supposed to dive under the island and come up alive, but

the chief soon showed him that it was an easy matter to do so.

The country in the vicinity of the Mouta and Xasava Eivers

is very broken, and continues so right up the coast to Bekana

Harbour, where the north-Avest and south-east coast ranges meet

at a point where the island is only two miles and a half in width,

forming the remaining north-eastern portion into a peninsula,

Avith a continuous mountain range rising from the sea shore and

varying from 560 to l,5>i0 feet in height, running right up the

centre to Cape Udu, being the most extreme point of the island,

in latitude 16" 9' south, and longitude 179" 56' 30" Avest. The

north-western Avatershed of the peninsula is dotted Avith patches

of timber as far up as Domole, and from this place all the

remaining parts of the point is open country, being covered AAith
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long grass, and admirably adapted for a cattle run. On the

south-east side of Cape Udu is Natewa Bay, bounded on the

south-east by Kabalau Point. This bay is fifty miles deep, and is

exposed to the full force of the south-east trade wind, and the

Ringgold Sea. All the country from the point to Nakula pre-

sents a very wild aspect, the range rising abruptly from the sea

shore presenting high precipitous rocks, ^vith deep ravines

and long nai*row fissures, contorted in every conceivable shape

and form, showing many indications of upheaval. Between

Nakula and Waimotu, the south-east coast range stands out in

bold relief, and, diverging slightly from the sea shore, continues

in one unbroken chain right along the coast to the other end of

the island. All the south-easteim slope from Nakula to Wai-

motu is very rich soil, covered with dense forest from the shores

of the bay to the extreme top of the range. At "Waimotu

I connected to Mr. Eeilly's survey of the south-east coast,

thereby completing my section, comprising over two hundx'ed

miles of coast line.

Before particularising the various resources of the country

herein described, I shoulcl desire to draw attention to one par-

ticular physical condition which exists, not only on Vanua Levu,

but all over the colony of Fiji and many of the islands in Poly-

nesia. I refer to the forest and jungle. All the south-east side of

Yauua Levu is everywhere covered with dense forest and j angle,

whereas the northern and north-western half is only dotted

with very limited areas of forest. This appears to be owing to the

fact that all the south-east side is exposed to the temperate trade

wind which prevails from that quarter during two-thirds of the

year ; and the coast range following close to the sea shore, and

rising veiy abruptly, attains a greater elevation on this side of

the island, thereby intercepting the trade wind in its course,

collects all the moisture and chemical matter in the atmosphere,

giving great vitality to the soil. The greater part of the rainfall

finds its way to the north-west coast, where the rivers and creeks

are more numerous and of greater magnitude, the south-eastern

coast being drained by small creeks only.
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Marine Conditions.

Like all the islands in the Fiji group, the shores of the

Macuata coast are protected from the fury of the ocean by two

complete barriers, viz., the Great Sea and Shore Reefs—the

former extending along the coast, at distances varying from one-

half to twenty-five miles from the shore,

On whose huge \\alls the breakers play,

In frantic form both night and day,

with numerous passages, large enough to admit the largest ship

in the world ; the latter fringe the shore at distances varying

from half a chain to half a mile, and is dry at low water. The

waters of the ocean inside these reefs, assume a form of perfect

tranquility, and present the aspect of one vast lake, adorned

with the grandeur of submarine architecture, and varying from

two to forty fathoms in depth. Although a vessel of any size

may easily float, yet, owing to the complete netAvork of coral

patches, the art of navigation becomes dangerous, and can only

be accomplished by exercising the greatest care. Vessels always

anchor during the night, and in the daytime proceed on their

course, having a man stationed at the mast-head piloting clear

of patches ; owing to the numerous narrow passages in the reef,

and between islets and the shore, together with the complication

of coral patches, and mouths of rivers, the current in many
places is very strong, and magical in its windings, and all tending

to increase the danger of the mariner. These coral reefs, pro-

duced by the activity of a species of marine zoophytes, consist

almost purely of carbonate of lime, and which is extensively

used by the natives, who, by the agency of heat, reduce the solid

secretion to a white caustic substance (oxide of calcium), and

use it for building purposes, and for cleaning the hair of their

heads. It is perfectly enchanting to sail along the reef, leaning

over the side of the vessel, and looking down in the water;

every conceivable species of submarine life presents itself to the

eye, keeping the observer spellbound. All the sea shore, be-

tween high and low water mark, is fringed with dense tiri and

doga {ceyiceras majiis) belts, varying from half a chain to two

D
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miles in width, the greater density and width occurring in the

vicinity of rivers and deep bays. Mud flats are also very numer-

ous, and in many places the deposits are so deep and soft that it

is a matter of impossibility to walk over them. On the south-east

side of the island, in Natewa Bay, the coast line is very clean,

owing to the absence of rivers, and having the Great Sea Eeef

in close proximity to the shore.

Adjacent Islets.

Macuata is very gracefully adorned with little islands ; all

along the coast-line being dotted over with those beautiful

appendages. In giving a brief description, I will take them

consecutively as they are placed on the accompanying map, their

relative position being determined by triangulation from the

mainland. The first in order is Xakuci, off the mouth of Dreketi

Eiver, and distant therefrom three miles. Its surface is only

slishtlv elevated above the sea level, and destitute of fresh

water. It is covered with good sandy soil, and gracefully

adorned Avith the cocoauut palm, and owned by a European, but

not inhabited.

Tuvu is very small, having a surface area of about two acres,

and situated off Nagasudrei Point, being connected thereto by

the shore reef which is dry at low water ; it has an elevation of

about 100 feet, and covered with poor soil, bearing a long coarse

gi*ass, and a few balawa trees {Pandanus caricos^is and P.

furcafus), and tenanted by a few goats, which seem to thrive

well

Nukubati is situated off the town of Nagumu, and separated

from the mainland by a deep channel, distant therefrom about

one mile, having a surface area of about seven acres. The

northern end is elevated about seventy feet above sea level; and

about two-thirds of the surface is covered with fine soil, yielding

an abundance of cocoa nuts ; the remainder is very poor and

covered with stunted shrubs and nokonoko trees {Casuarina

equisetifolio). It is owned by a European, and periodically

inhabited.
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Macuata, which appears to derive its name from the province,

is the third in size of the islands on the coast, and situated oft"

Vunirara (the estate of Jacob Steiuer), distant therefrom about

one and a half miles ; its central position is a mountain rising

with a sharp elevation from the shore ; the greater part of the

soil is good, and all along the shore is thickly covered with the

cocoanut palm ; the central section is covered with reeds, scrub,

and nokonoko trees. It is the property of Bull Macuata, the

subordinate chief of the province, and son of Eetova, late pro-

vincial chief ; it is thickly peopled by natives. Macuata has

been the scene of many a foul deed, in olden times, when the

word of the chief was the law of the land.

Mavuva, Seweyaga, Matua, Tarari, and Kia, are all small

islets situated oif Xaduri. The former is very pretty, with a

rich sandy soil, covered with the cocoanut palm and a few moli

trees {Ciirus herfjamhi.m). It is o'mied by Jacob Steiner, and

occupied by a caretaker. The next three are simply tiri islands,

with a few sti"aggling cocoanut palms over their surface, and not

suited for either cultivation or occupation. The last named is,

however, of more importance, and is a very picturesque islet, with

a very high central elevation rising in precipitous rocky ten-aces

from several portions of its shore, and situated right on the edge

ot the Great Sea Eeef , distant from the main land about twelve

miles. Its south-eastern slopes are beautifully decorated with

all the variegation of tropical vegetation, and all along the shore

rises the tall cocoanut palm in stately grandeur. The soil is

rich volcanic, yielding abundance of vegetable food, and thickly

peopled by natives, who are celebrated for their skill in canoe

sailing. The oldest residents of the province have never known

a canoe sailed by Kia men to capsize (a great deal to say for

canoe sailing) ; while the women are historically noted among
the people, owing to a certain circumstance which occurred,

illustrative of the many wonderful deeds which the fair sex can

really do when necessity calls them to action. It appears that,

in olden times, some trading vessel left a large cannon ^^'ith

them, which the men were very anxious to mount on the top of
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the natural fortification in the centre of the island ; accordingly

they all collected together and made several attempts to do so,

hut had to give it up, whereupon the ladies mustered together,

and in the first attempt succeeded in placing it right on the

summit of the island, where it stands at the present day.

Tanuca and Mali are situated off the mouth of the Labasa

River and Gagaravi Point. The former is right in the middle

of the tiri belt, and dry at low water ; it is covered with reeds

and a few cocoanut palms, but not suitable for cultivation.

The latter named island is the largest on the coast, with a high

ridge running through its centre in a north-easterly direction,

whose slopes are covered with reeds, nokonoko, and balawa

trees ; along the shore are thick groves of the cocoanut palm, uto

{Artocarpus incisa) aud moli trees {Citrus decumanaand C. higa-

radia). The soil in general is very poor. The island is peopled

by natives, whose chief tradition is connected with a fabulous

sea serpent that was once cast ashore, and after being cooked in

the lovo (oven), proved such a monster in size that all the

people on the island were unable to consume it at one meal.

Korovatu, Madua, Matauitui, Tivi, Nukuloa, Yatubalawa,

Tutu, Tanuta, Grevo, Drudru, Korovau, Tuvu, Xamukalau, Tili-

ffica, and Eekaua, are islets with no special history, nor pre-

sentino- any features of sjjecial interest, and may therefore be

passed over. There is, however, one remaining islet which is

wrapped up in antiquated tradition, and may prove interestnig.

It is called Qaranicikobia, aud situated at the head of Bekaua

Harbour, and distant from the shore about five chains ; it is

small aud elongated, and composed of sedimentary coral, covered

with a long coarse grass. It is supposed to form the mouth of

a long subterranean passage which extends right under the bed

of the ocean for a distance of thirty-two miles to Cikobia, an

island lying due north from Cape Udu, and distant therefrom

about twenty-two miles. The spirits of the dead are supposed

to eiiter the passage and communicate with their friends on the

distant shore.
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Harbovks.

Although the whole of the inside of the Great !Sea Keef may,

under ordinary circumstances;, be looked upon as a harbour, yet,

during what is called the hurricane season, there are deep bays

which, owing to their natm*al position, afford more shelter and a

safer anchorage, and among these the principal ones are:

—

Navuta, Xaduri, Tibece, Bekana, and Thomson. The former,

although not presenting any special features, is considered a

good harbour, owing to the absence of strong currents and

ha-ring the advantage of a good holding bottom, and being well

sheltered fi-om the south-east and south-west gales by the Na-

wavi range on the one side and IS'agasudrei Point on the other.

The next in order is Xaduri, which has a better landing place

and more natural advantages than any other on the coast ; it is

fi'ee fi'om strong currents, and sheltered on the south-west by

the Nawavi Eauge, and on the north and north-west by the ad-

jacent islands. Canoes, boats, and other vessels from all parts of

the gi'oup call here, and, owing to the capital of the province

being situated on its shores, it offers great attractions.

Tibece Harbour forms the entrance of the jS'asava Eiver, and

although sheltered on the north, west, and south by the island

of !Xamukalau, Silivakatini Point, and the coast range, and on

the east by Mataivadra, yet is subject to the force of several

cross currents, and can only be considered safe under favourable

circumstances.

Bekana offers more favourable advantages than the foregoing,

owing to the absence of strong currents, and may be considered

perfectly safe under all ordinary conditions ; it has a good holding

bottom, and is sheltered on the north by the island of B.ekana,

on the east by Udu Peninsula, on the south by the coast range,

and on the west by Yuni-vasa Point, and commands a very wild

scenery.

Thomson is a very small harboiu', and nearly landlocked,

affording fine shelter for small cutters and boats, which may

ride in perfect safety during all changes of weather. The vege-

tation all around the shores is most luxuriant, and the scenery
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very beaunful. It is named after the writer, who was rhe first

to examine its shores and give a written account of it.

Rtteks.

The rivers and creeks on the coast are very numerous, and, iu

proportion to magnitude, there are probably no other islands in

the world so plentifully watered and thoroughly drained by

river? and creeks as the islands of Fiji. These give rise to a

multiplicity of obstacles, and, in many places, great danger to

the land traveller, who, in order to perform a journey, must cer-

tainly be able to swim ; indeed, partially owing to these obstacles

and the want of properly made roads, there is very little land

travelling in Fiji.

All the rivers and creeks on the Macuata coast are affected by

tides which have a rise and fall of about four feet, and, in the

vicinity of their mouths, are dense tiri belts and extensive mud-

flats, abounding in great varieties of crabs and shell-fish.

The Dreketi may be considered the largest and finest river on

the coast. Taking its source fi'om the centre of the island, at a

place nearly due south from the mouth of the Wailevu, it winds

in serpentine form through beautiful tracts of fertile country,

and, draining all the water from the south-east and north-west

coast ranges, empties this vast body of water into the ocean ; its

entrance is obstructed by a mud bar, thus debarring vessels of

deep draught from entering ; vessels drawing six feet of water can

navigate the river for a distance of about fifteen miles, but beyond

that the water is too shallow for them. From the mouth of the

river to Kanacagi the bottom is composed of dark sand and mud,

but all ab(jve that point is a formation of shingle and boulders
;

and shell fish are so plentiful that the natives dive down with

su)all baskets and scoop them in with their hands. Like all

other rivers in Fiji, it is subject to floods during the hurricane

mouths, but, owing to the elevation of the surrounding countiy,

no damage is done further than the submerging of the low-lying

country near the mouth, which may be considered to derive a

benefit by the rich alluvial deposits carried from the interior.
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All along the banks are extensive Hats covered with a rich

alluvial soil from three to seven feet deep ; several of these

are cultivated by Europeans, and yield sugar-cane and cotton.

The surrounding scenery is beautiful ; the sides of the valley,

being skirted with long chains of ridges covered with dense

timber and vegetation exhibit the most beautiful foliage and

tints. The Dreketi natives were formerly a distinct tribe from

those of Macuata, and several attempts were made by the latter

to bring them to subordination, and though the days of warfare

are now long past, yet in many places along the banks of the

river there are clearly defined traces of their battle-fields and

fortifications. The small island of Xaivuke, inside the mouth

of the river, used to be their strongest fort, and acted as the

key to the position ; there is a strong circular wall of stones

round it, and iii.side are numerous graves piled on one another.

On removing some of the stones and earth and examining the

gppaves, I found muskets, bayonets, clubs, spears, tomahawks,

slings, and all sorts of war implements. Some of their weapons

must have been made from a most durable wood, as several of

them were in a perfect state of preservation, after being under

ground for probably over thirty years.

The Labasa is another important river. Taking its source

from the foot of the south-east coast range, it drains the water

from the central portion of the island, and, winding in magical

form over a tract of the richest country on the island, empties

in Labasa Bay. Its mouth is also obstructed by a bar, and

covered on each side by the most extensive tiri belt on the coast.

Small cutters can navigate it for about seven miles, and boats can

float for a considerable distance in the interior. The whole of

the valley through which it winds is covered with alluvial soil of

the richest quality; wild food and sugar-cane gi-ow plentifully,

and man might live his natural lifetime in the locality without

planting anything. The surrounding country is more level than

the Dreketi, and I consider it would undoubtedly make the

finest sugar estate on the island.

The last river of importance is the Xasava, which takes its
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source from the centre of the iskiid ; flowing in a north-east

direction to its mouth, it -sdnds through very broken countiy,

and, draining the water thei'efi'om, empties in Tibece Harbour.

Its principal drawback is a mud bar at the entrance, but inside a

greater depth of water may be found than in any of the other

rivers on the coast. All the surrounding scenery is of a wild

nature, and near its enti'ance there are larger dogo trees

(JEfficei'as tribe) grooving below high-water mark than in any

other locality on the coast.

Hot SpEEtfGS.

There are, I think, three hot-springs in the province ; two of

them are situated at the back of the coast range, about four

miles inland from the native ullage of Nagumu. The other

was discovered by me, and named " G-racie "
; it is situated,

below high-water mark, at Yatuloaloa. The temperature of the

water is about 140° Fahr., and is said to contain many valuable

healing properties. One or two springs on the south-east coast

emit water hot enough to boil the natives' food.

Cultivated Peodvcts.

Owing to the absence of white population, extensive areas of

country remain in a wild state, which nature plants lavishly,

and, after exhibiting wondrous freaks, gathers back to her bosom

and reproduces at will. There are, however, small areas under

cultivation producing results proving satisfactorily that the soil

and clime are equal to any tropical country in the world for

yielding the various products which I shall herein describe.

The soil may be classified as follows :—The greater portion, a rich

alluvium ; on the banks of the rivers and creeks, loam ; on the

slopes and low ridges, volcanic, of the richest quality; and, at

the base of hills, debris which is brought down by natural

agencies from the mountain sides, yielding by cultivation :

—

sugar (Sctcchartim officinarum), cotton {Gossyj^ium Barhadense),

coffee (Coffea Arabics), cocoa (^Theohroma cacao), ciiichona (C.

calisaya), tea {GameUia then), pepper, rice {Oryza sativa) , vanilla

{V. planifolia), cocoanuts (C mtcifera), maize {Zea mays),
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tobacco (yicofiiia macrophyUa), arrowroot {Maranta ariuuli-

nacea), eai?sava {Manihot iitilissima), and peanuts {Arachis hypo-

goed) ; also the uvi (Dioscorea alatn), kawai {Dioscorea acttleafa),

kumala (Bioscorea h astifolia), dalo {Colocasia anfir^uorum), und

various tropical fruits. The sugar-cane gi-ows most luxuriantly

on the flats along the river banks, and is ripe in fifteen months

from planting ; ratoons in eleven. The production is about 45

tons of cane to the acre, which yields about 2k tons of sugar, the

juice of Avhich indicates an average density of 10' Baume.

The coffee trees flourish on the high land of the interior ; and

from two year old trees a production of about 4o0lbs. per acre

may be obtained.

Large areas are covered with the cocoa-nut palm, which pro-

duces the first crop of nuts in seven years fi-om planting : the husk

of the nut is manufactured into fibre, aud the dried kernel, called

copra, after going through a certain process, yields a fine oil,

thereby producing two valuable articles of export. The imper-

fect knowledge of curing has hitherto prevented people from

taking an active part in the cultivation of tobacco, thereby leav-

ing the industry almost in the hands of the natives, who are

content to cultivate enough for the payment of their taxes and

local consumption.

XOX-CULTIVATED PEODrCTS.

In addition to those already described, there are various

products which grow in abundance without the art and attention

of man, and those most worthy of consideration are :—The vico

{Sjjonia orientalis), yabia (Mairaita arundincicea), uto (Arfo-

carpus incisa), tivoli {Dioscorea nummularis), kawai {Dioscorea

aculeata), dalo {Colocasia anfiqicortim), lauci {Aleurites triloba),

ivi {Inocarpus edulis), and the diio-nut. The oil of the latter is

considered by both whites aud natives to be a certain specific

for rheumatism. Beche-de-mer {Holotlmria), vegetable-ivory,

peai'l-shell, tortoise-shell, and turtle are also valuable articles of

export.

Timber.

The forests contain a great varietv of useful timber, which
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det^erve.s more atteution than has hitherto been be^^towed : aud,

without attempting a sj'stematic classification, I may herein men-

tion the following kinds:—Dakua {Dammara vitiensis), A'ivi

(SeriaiitJies mi/riailenia), damanu {CalophyUum hurmanni), bua-

bua, asi {Sanfolum yasi), kausolu, vesi {Afzelia bijuga), aud

kamoi—all very good timber for house and ship building.

AVhite Eesidexts.

Prior to 1872-4 there were a number of white settlers on the

Macuata coast, chiefly carrying on cotton planting, but since

then, owing to the great fall of price in the cotton market,

together with the destruction caused by the great hurricane, the

coast has been almost deserted, and now all who remain are

Peat and Moore, who are engaged extensively in the manufac-

ture of copra and fibre at Udu ; Martin May, a native trader at

Lakeba ; and Jacob Steiner, who owns a beautiful place at

Yunirara, which he cultivates extensively, growling large fields

of cotton and cocoa-nuts. There are also one or two white

settlers on the Dreketi River engaged in sugar growing.

Native Towns and Villages.

There are about sixty-four native towns and villages on the coast,

the principal one being Naduri, which is situated at the foot of the

valley separating the Nawavi and Sasa ranges. In olden times

it Avas j)rotected from the assaults of hostile tribes by dikes and

deep ditches, which were so consti-ucted as to form a very effec-

tive fortification, and although the hand of natui'e has wrought

many changes since their construction, yet they can be plainly

traced, and are well worth examination, as they afford ample

proof of the constructing capacity of the Fijians in their heathen

days, aud may suggest to the observer that probably there were

very few steps between those people and the various races who

peopled England near the time of the Norman Conquest ; how-

ever, the town now presents all the features of modern civilisa-

tion, having a court-house, a gaol, a school, and a Wesleyan

church, all of Avhich are most religiously patronised, especially
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the two latter. There is aUo a nice square in the centre, adorned

on one side by the Provincial Court. The houses are all built

in proper order, and the roads laid out in a .syt;tematic style.

Various local industries are carried on, such as the manufacture

of fibre, cloth, mats, and oil, all of which supply local wants and

form articles of commerce. The people are kind and hospitable

to a degree, and charity in all its purity reigns supreme in their

homes, while that formality to strangers, so peculiar to Europeans,

is entirely unknown to them ; tlie women are strictly virtuous,

and may be looked on as nature's own children. The lali is

sounded every night at 9 o'clock, summoning everyone to their

houses, where they all join in prayer ; after that hour no women

are seen outside, and even in the daytime they never walk by

themselves. They are all subject to the English marriage and

divorce laws—the latter, however, being seldom required.

Climate.

During nine months of the year the climate is dry, and although

very few clouds appear to intercept the direct rays of the sun

yet the heat of the solar beam is considerably modified by the

balmy south-east trade winds during the day, and the nightly

radiation by the humid land breeze. During the remaining three

months the weather is ver}^ unsettled
;.
thunder storms, heavy

downfalls of rain, and hurricanes, is the order of the day : and at

times the WTath of the elements is so great as to make one

imagine that the world had come to an end, and the atmosphere

is so damp that clothes soon get rotten, the binding of books

gives way, and household furniture, put together with glue, falls

to pieces. The climate is humid, and, as n'opical, it may be con-

sidered very good. Malaria is absent and dysentery of rare

occurrence, and European children appear to thrive well. An
occasional change to a cooler region is, however, desirable, as

climatic influence has a very strong tendency to destroy the

energy, and create a feeling of languor in the system.

* In this paper I have endeavoured to give a faithful sketch of

the topographical features, physical conditions, and resources of
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a proriuce wherein 1 have spent j^everal years of my life. On

some future date I intend preparing a paper deseriptire of the

Rewa River, which is the great sugar district o£ Fiji, and will

then endeavour to describe more fully the flora and sugar industry

of the colony. In conclusion, I may add that I shall consider my
labour well repaid if I have helped to conti-ibnte a Kttle informa-

tion to the Queensland Branch of the G-eographical Society of

Australasia. (Applause.)

On the motion of the Pbesident, seconded by the Eev. Gr.

WooLWOrGH, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr Thomson

for his paper, which was ordered to be printed.

Mr. W. H. MiSKix referred to the usefulness of the map, and

Mr. W. A. TuLLT (Surveyor- Greneral) kindly offered to have it

reduced by photo-lithography, as he wished to assist the Society

as much as he could.

The Peesidekt thanked Mr. TuUy for his kind offer, and

announced that, at the next meeting, a paper wotild be read on

" Western Tasmania " by Mr. T. B. Moore, and that papers had

been promised by Messrs. Eomilly and Hodgkinson.

The meeting then closed.



SECOXD ORDIXAEY MEETING.

The second Drdinary monthly meeting of the Queensland

Branch of the Greographical Society of Australasia was held in

the Museum Library, Brisbane, on Tuesday evening, 7th March,

1886. Mr. W. A. Tully, B.A., E.R.G-.S., occupied the chair; and

there was a good attendance of ladies and gentlemen.

The Ho>^. Seceetaey read the minutes of the previous meeting,

which were confirmed, and announced the receipt of a valuable

map of Tasmania, presented to tlie Society by Mr. C. P. Sprent,

Deputy Commissioner of Crown Lands, through the instrumen-

tality of Mr. T. B. Moore.

The Kev. G. "Woolkough desired to know whether the ISociety

intended subscribing towards the Eorbes' Exploration Eund ?

The Chaiemax said that a subscription list had been opened by

the Eoyal Society of Queensland with a view to assist Mr. Forbes

in his exploration in New Guinea, and thought that the Queens-

laud Branch of the Society might subscribe.

Mr. W. H. MiSKix said that he considered Mr. Eorbes was to

some extent the servant of the Geographical Society of Austra-

lasia, inasmuch as he was subsidised by the New South Wales

Branch of the Society and was under formal agreement with

them, and he was not aware that Mr. Forbes had solicited assis-

tance from the Royal Society of Queensland.

The Chaieman said it was, he thought, the act of the Secre-

tary of the Royal Society rather than of the Society itself.

Mr. MisKiN thought that the subject of assisting with sub-

scriptions would be a matter for the consideration of the Geo-

graphical Society of Australasia generally.

Mr. J. P. Thomson said that the Secretary of the Royal Society

had communicated with him regarding the subscription list opened

on behalf of Mr. Forbes, but the communication being informal

had precluded its presentation to the Council, and from commu-
nications he had seen between Mr. Forbes and Sir Edward



Strickland he thought that some misunderstanding existed

between the former gentleman and the Society, and quite agreed

with the last speaker, that any assistance should be a matter for

the consideration of the G-eographieal Society of Australasia

collectively.

Mr. H. H. EoMTLLY, on the invitarion of the Chairman, said

he had no doubt that Mr. Forbes required assistance, and what

Mr. Thomson had said in reference to a misunderstanding

between Mr. Forbes and the Society was perfectly true, as he

had conversed with Mr. Forbes on the subject.

Xo action being taken in the matter, the subject dropped.

The foUo^-ing paper was then read by the author :

—

New Guinea.

By H. H. EoMiLLY, Esq.,

Special Commissioner of British Xew G^uinea.

I DO not propose to bore you with a dry list of names of coast

and inland districts, names of tribes, &c., but to describe as well

as I can some of the principal features of the country, the pecu-

liarities of its inhabitants, and the possible future of the Pro-

tectorate.

There is but little that I can tell you of the work which has

been done by the different exploring parties which have been

organised by this Society and by private enterprise, which you

do 7iot ah'eady know. Though a considerable amount of infor-

mation has been gained by them, they have been on the whole

disappointing. D'Albertis added considerably to the list of

known birds and fishes, but he discovered no geographical facts

of any importance, and the rough map he made of the couise of

the Fly Eiver has since been proved to be veiy incorrect. The

collection, too, which he made was allowed to go out of the

country, though his expenses had been defrayed almost entirely

by Xew South "Wales.

In his book he hardly mentions, if he does so at all, having

passed the mouth of the river ascended recently by Captain
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Everill. One of the members of his expedition told me some

years ago that there was much discussion at the time as to which

stream they should ascend. Most of them were in favour of

going up the Strickland, but D'Albertis decided on the other

stream. I think he must have exaggerated the number of miles

he ascended, as he was not an accomplished navigator. I have

found, myself, while ascending rivers, that one is very apt to

exaggerate the distance travelled. Perhaps the greatest results

were obtained by an expedition of miners in 1877. Very little

was said or known of them at the time, but they penetrated

some forty miles into the interior from Port Moresby, in a

north-easterly direction, till they were stopped by the enormous

Owen Stanley Range. Forty miles sounds very little; but a

great part of that distance was cut through the dense jungle

at the rate of about a mile a day. Many of them died, and they

returned disheartened to the coast, having failed in the principal

object of their expedition, but having succeeded in holding

friendly intercourse Avith some of the natives of the interior and

having ascertained that there was inland a splendidly watered,

rich country.

The explorer from whom I anticipate the best results is Mr.

Forbes. He is, as you know, partly supported by the Eoyal

G-eographical Society. He is a man, as he has shown, of im-

mense resource and pluck, and he is always cheerful under mis-

fortune. He has a most comfortable camp uoav at a place

called Sogere, situated about forty-five miles north-east of Port

Moresby. It is about 1500 feet above the sea level, and is on

one of the spurs of the Owen Stanley Eange. From it he can

explore in every direction. It was where I left the country

within ten miles of the furthermost point reached. It is sup-

posed that the natives from the north coast occasionally visit

Sogere, and, if this is the case, the day must be near at hand

when we can shalce hands across the boundary with our neigh-

bours the Germans. Mr. Forbes originally intended to be quite

independent of the natives of the country, and accordingly he

engaged the seiwices of a number of Malays to accompany him
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and to act as carriers, but he soon found tliat tliey were a source

of trouble to him, as the inland natives refused to hold friendly-

intercourse with them. The principal reason assigned for this

was that the Malays refused to eat the pork, which was offered

them on their arrival as a mark of high respect. He has now

got rid of nearly all of them, and intends to carry on his work

with the assistance of the natives of the country. It had been

my intention to ask Mr. Forbes to accompany me in the expe-

dition which was organised in November of last year for the

purpose of ascending the Mai-Cassa and Aird rivers, but the

melancholy death of Sir Peter Scratchley necessitated a com-

plete change of plans. These two rivers, more especially the

Aird, we know very little of. Mr. Chester (at present police-

magistrate at Cairns) and Mr. M'Farlane were the first to

ascend the Mai-Cassa. Mr. Chester has described it to me as a

salt water creek, and not a river. It is probably connected

with the Fly by swamps. It has been ascended nearly a hund-

red miles, till the shallowness of the water prevented any further

progress. On its banks many varieties of fine timber are to be

found, and at the present moment some enterprising timber-

getters are getting cedar there. The extensive swamps which

extend from this part of the coast many miles into the interior

make the country very unhealthy and very difficult to work in.

On the other hand, the banks of the Mai-Cassa are very thinly

inhabited, and the white men have nothing to fear from depre-

dations or attacks by natives. Of the Aird River I may say that

we know absolutely nothing. For eight or nine mouths of the

year the south-east trade is blowing, and the numerous sand-

banks and bars, Avith heavy breakers on them, close this river

even to whaleboats. But in the north-west season it is supposed

to be possible to enter it. There can be no doubt that it is a

river well worth the attempt, and my disappointment at having

to give up all thought of it last year was very great. We have

a few native accounts of it, and through them it would appear

to be a very rapid clear river, magnificently timbered on the bor-

ders. "We know, also, that the banks are densely populated

with powerful and savage tribes.
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Our knowledge of the country west of the Mai-Cassa is very

slight; in fact, with the exception of a few pearl-shellers, it is

unvisited by anyone.

The natives of this part of the coast are probably the true

aboriginals of the country. They have little of the Malay type

about them, while both east and we^t of them their neighbours

grow fairer skinned and smaller in stature. Their language, too,

differs greatly from those of the eastern and western tribes.

Their nature is fierce and treacherous, and they are, on the

whole, very awkward people to deal with.

Following the coast to the eastward from the great Papuan

gulf, we find a succession of fine rivers, harbours, and roadsteads,

which is unequalled, I should imagine, by any country in the

world. Every few miles a river discharges its waters into the

sea. Many of them would be called fine rivers in Australia.

On the banks of these rivers, after passing the inevitable belt

of mangroves, are plains densely covered with the tough cane

grass which grows only on rich soil. With the exception of

the country round about Port Moresby, the whole of the south

coast appears to be entirely fertile, and at South Cape, where

the Grovernment have acquired a large tract of territory, the

richness of vegetation cannot be surpassed.

It may be interesting to compare the country comprised

within the limits of the British Protectorate ^vith the German
territory. While on the south harbours and rivers abound, on

the north they are not nearly so plentiful. In fact, Finsch

Haven, on the north, is the only good harbour they possess.

The rivers are small and not very numerous. The mountain

ranges, which run parallel with the coast, are so short a distance

inland that it would be impossible for any very large river to

exist. The countiy from Mitre Eock—the point of departm-e of

our boundary line—to Astrolabe Bay, appears to be rocky, bar-

ren soil, and is evidently but thinly inhabited by natives. It

changes in appearance very much, however, below Astrolabe and

Humboldt bays. I visited that part of the coast some five years

ago, and made short excursions inland at several points, and I

E
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was much struck with the maguificence of the country and the

friendly character of the natives. I had at that time just left

the Admiralty and New Britain groups, where the natives are as

savage as in the Pacific, and the contrast between them and the

Papuans of Astrolabe Bay was very great. In fact, the Russian

explorer (Maclay) named the islands in Astrolabe Bay the "Ar-

chipelago of Contented Men." He lived with them for two years,

and, though they treated him rather badly at first, eventually

they got on very well together. As not much is known of the

natives of the northern coast, it may be interesting if I read an

extract of a journal kept at the time of my impressions of them

five years ago. I was at that time visiting all the various groups

of islands south of the line. Commodore Wilson had kindly

placed H.M.S. " Beagle," Captain Matusin, at my disposal. New
Gruinea at that time was inclosed in the Western Pacific district.

We coasted from a spot about one hundred miles north-west of

Astrolabe Bay, as far as Dampier Straits, when we were turned

back by heavy southerly gales and adverse currents.

Extract from Journal.

"June 11th, 1881.

" Up to Saturday night we had almost dead calms, only making about

twenty miles a day. We got a rain squall on Thursday night, however,

in which we made another fifteen miles.

'
' When it cleared up we found land all round us. However, till next

day, Matusin could not determine his position. On Friday we found that

they were Lottin, Crown, Long, and Dampier islands ; we could also see

the New Britain coast, and straight ahead of us rose the coast of New
Guinea, at that particular spot some 12,000 feet high. This morning we

were close up to it, and it was certainly a most magnificent sight to see

this land rising straight out of the sea to such an enormous height. In

the afternoon, about two o'clock, we came to an anchor in a tiny little

cove with only just room to swing in, but very deep water. Maclay had

called it Port Constantine, and it was his headquarters while he was

staying in Astrolabe Bay.
" We saw a few canoes putting off to us, but they seemed rather shy at

first till I shouted out the magical name of 'Maclay,' when they came

up as fast as they could. They had aU got very powerful bows and enor-

mous canoes. By the help of the few words Maclay had written down for

me I was able to inform them that he would come back to them soon, that

I was his brother, and that I wanted to see their towns. They at once

became extremely friendly and kept on telling each other that I was
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Maclay's brother. I then asked for the pi-incipal men of the viUages by
name, and they promised that they should come off' next day and would

then take me to their towns. In the evening Matusin and I went ashore

to look for water. I took my gun in the hope of shooting some birds,

but though I heard plenty the bush was so thick I could not see one. We
looked about for some time and found a little creek with good water,

but we did not explore it very far as it looked a most likely place for

alligators.

"In the morning a crowd of canoes came out to us to trade. They
seemed to have nothing but bows and arrows and spears of rather a rough

description.
'

' A few of them asked for tobacco, but they evidently did not care much
about it. Knives and beads were in great demand, but they had so few

things of any interest that their trading was not carried on with very

great vigour. Matusin and I had settled to visit Gorendu, which is the

biggest village here, after divisions in the morning. As soon as they were
over a native told me that " Sa-ul," the chief I had asked for, was coming
off" in a canoe, so we determined to wait for him. When he came alongside

we lowered the boarding netting for him, and he came on board after some
persuasion, as he was evidently in a great fright. We took him down to

the cabin, where we showed him anything we thought likely to take his

fancy. Oddly enough he seemed much more pleased with the masks and
spears, etc.. which we had brought from the other islands than with any-

thing else. The poor old man then attempted a feat manifestly bej'ond

him, though he had evidently tried it before—namely, smoking a clay pipe

filled with trade tobacco. After a few draws he dashed up the steps of

the cabin and was violently sick. When he came back he roared with
laughter for some time. The steward gave him a piece of bread and jam,

which he gravely licked with his vermilion tongue, and then handed it to

the other members of his staff", who all did the same. No one, however,

thought of eating the bread till it came to a small boy who made the

attempt. He was not, however, allowed to swallow it as the elder mem-
bers of his family, when they saw it was good to eat, made him disgorge it,

after which it was handed round from tongue to tongue in the most con-

vivial manner. We then made Sa-ul some small presents, which seemed
to delight him hugely, and proposed that we should go to Gorendu. Be-

fore he left the cabua, however, he was destined to suffer a severe shock

to his nerves. He was pulling everything about in a great state uf astonish-

ment, and finally came to a seltzogene, the handle of which he pressed.

Of course it at once discharged a stream of sodawater into his face, and
poor Sa-ul tumbled down as if he had been shot.

" After this we got him into the boat and started. We began our walk
to the town from a point about a mile along the bay from where we were
anchored. There was a capital path leading us through two walls of bush
into which we could not see a yard and which came together about twenty
feet over our heads. Along the sides of it were any number of ferns and
crotons, and there were innumerable festoons of orcliids hanging down all

round us.
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" It was a luxuriance of vegetation I had never seen before and had not

imagined possible. I had been in hopes of shooting some birds, but such a

thing was c^uite impossilile.

'

' The orchids I had not seen before anywhere, and there were several

sorts of crotons quite new to me. Unfortunately there was no room on

board the ship to carry cuttings. After walking some time we heard

shrieks and the sound of people running, and then we came to a clearing in

the bush, with a few wi-etched bamboo huts in the centre of it. This

village, the name of which I have forgotten, was entirely deserted, evidently

on account of oiir arrival. We could hear the people talking, no doubt

discussing us, quite close in the bush, but we could not see one. As there

were no points of interest in the external appearance of this village, and as

in the absence of the o^^Tiers I could not enter any house, we started off

again. After walking some time we came to another large clearing and a

larger number of huts, which, Sa-ul informed us with a proiid air of pro-

prietorship, was Gorendu. We heard the same shrieks there and retreating

footsteps, but this town was not absolutelj- deserted.

" An aged lady, totally devoid of clothing, no doubt owing to her ex-

treme anxiety to get away, as it is not the habit of the women to go

naked, was discovered sitting on the ground, in the middle of the to-\%-n^

and one by one they began to come in. Only one woman, however, made

her appearance, perhaps owing to the fact that she possessed a garment of

grass which came down to her knees. After the people had come in there was

a great deal of patting and pinching to be endured which could have been

dispensed with, as they had all got skin diseases. I went into Sa-ul's

house, but he seemed to have hardly any property in it. There were some

very rough earthenware cooking pots and a few spears and bows, but

nothing else. Sa-ul was perfectly civil to us all the time we were on shore ;

but it is rather remarkable that, though I gave him a good many things, he

never offered me anything in retiirn. In the Admiralties, where they

looked iutinitely more savage than they do here, the chief insisted on

making me presents in return for mine to him.

" After walking about for some time round about Gorendu we turned

back to the boat with a crowd at our heels, and got back to the ship about

two o'clock. At all the places we called at before going to New Guinea

I made inquiries about an interpreter for Astrolabe Bay, but at no place

could I hear of anyone who had been there. I made out that two ships

had been at Port Constantine, both English, but how long ago I could not

tind out. I believe the only foreigner of any country who has stayed with

them and can speak their language is Maclay. I could see no signs of

European implements, beads, or cloth, which there probably would have

been had they mixed with foreigners."

Maclay says every yard of land is owned by someone and

every fruit-bearing tree has its owner. Tliere may, no doubt,

be scented woods on the mountain ranges, but we saw no signs

of them. Tobacco, I should say, there certainly was not, as we
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not only saw no signs of it in the towns, where it most probably

would have been planted, but the natives did not at all seem to

care about ours, though some of them did know the use of it.

As far as the appearance of the people goes, I imagine Wallace

must be wrong when he says that the Astrolabe natives are

not true Papuans, but a colony from another place. They are

utterly unlike the Xew Britain, Xew Ireland, or Admiralty is-

landers, and where else they could have come from I do not

know . They are copper-coloured instead of black, and have Jewish

features. There is none of the flat-nosed, thick-lipped type

about them, and their heads are better shaped than those of any

of the natives round about. If they did not all suffer from skin

diseases they would be a very fine looking people. It is possible

they were more civil to me than they would have been to any-

one else, owing to the fact of my acquaintance with Maclay,which

I made the most of. They seem to fight very little among them-

selves. Xone of them were scarred like the Solomon islanders,

and the bows they sold us had evidently been out of use for a

long time, aud had all new cane strings. There seemed to be

very few weapons of any sort in any of the houses I went into.

Xo doubt there must be very fine land up the rivers. Indeed,

up the valley of the Gabina Eiver we could see plains stretching

for some twenty miles or more.

The natives of Xew Guinea vary very much in appearance and

language. It may be roughly said that in the east aud west they

are fair-skinned, small men; and that in the centre they are

powerfully made black men, probably the true aboriginals;

while their neighbours are colonists from other places. They

are always fighting amongst themselves, and, as a rule, the black

men have the best of it, as their weapons are superior and they

keep themselves in constant practice.

I have found, also, that the black men are more to be trusted

than their fair-skinned neighbours, in spite of their being can-

nibals, which the others, as a rule, are not.

The population of the country has been estimated at between

three and five millions. Some parts of the interior are densely
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populated by wauderiug tribes, so that it is difficult to form any-

thing like a correct estimate. Mr. Chalmers, who should know

more about the country than anyone else, believes the popula-

tion to be about three millions. In conclusion, I must apolo-

gise for the rambling nature of this paper, and thank you once

more for the honour you have done me in asking me to read it.

The Chairman referred to the lucidity of Mr. Eomilly's paper

and the pleasure it had given the members in listening to its

reading.

Mr. J. P. Thomson said that, after the reading of a paper it

was usual to invite discussion, and thought it was very desirable

to do so, as it made the subject more interesting to the members

and more satisfactory to the author. Referring to that part of

the paper which described the natives of New Gruinea, he had

ti'avelled over a great portion of the South Sea Islands, many

places frequented by the author himself, and had associated

much with the natives, and, being a keen observer of human

nature generally, he had taken great interest in studying the

habits of the natives, and considered that, while they could be

trained to make excellent servants when away from the influence

of their own tribes, they are naturally inclined to be treacherous

when influenced by a close association with their o^vn people,

and could not be trusted like a European.



In the absence of the author, the Hox. Secretary read a Paper

entitled

Western Tasmania.

By T. B. Moore, Esq., New Norfolk.

Although Tasmania ranks as the second settled colony in Aus-

tralia, yet it is only withiu the last few years, o^Nnng to mining

enterprise, that the western portion of the island has become

permanently populated and partially explored. I avail myself

of the opportunity, this evening, to give a sketch obtained by

personal observation of the physical features, resources, etc., of

this comparatively unknown region.

In 1876 Mr. C. P. Sprent, Deputy Commissioner of Crown

Lauds, then district surveyor, on behalf of the Grovernment, led

the first expedition to Mount Heemskirk, from the north coast

via Mount Bischoff and the Parson's Hood, the extreme

southernmost termination of the Meredith Eange. Mr. Sprent

made many interesting discoveries, and reported favourably upon

the mineralogy of the country, which naturally excited the minds

of the enterprising spirits, and in the following summer three

expeditions were formed to explore the terra incognita. Two of

the parties proceeded by small sailing crafts, and landed their

effects at the Pieman Elver and Macquarie Harbour, where they

commenced their explorations, the vicinity of Mount Heemskirk

being the centre of attraction. The third one, under my leader-

ship, had the honour of first crossing the island from the south

via Lake St. Clair, the Eldou Eange, and Mount Dundass. Along

this route, endowed by nature's most lovely charms, discoveries

were made of numerous small picturesque lakes, dashing tor-

rents, and high rugged mountains. Minerals were discovered

and land selected by each party, the result of these finds being

an influx of population and the permanent settlement of the

coast generally.
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Western Tasmania is divided from the other portions of the

island by continuous chains of high mountain ranges, com-

mencing in the north in the granite peaks of the Meredith

Range, followed hy the conglomerate-capped siluriau heights of

the West Coast and Elliot ranges, and terminating in the white

cliffs of the Wilmot, Franklin, and Arthur ranges. These in-

surmountable barriers attain heights of between three to four

thousand feet above the sea level, and run paralel within fifteen

to twenty miles of the coast line.

Owing to the inaccessible nature of these massive piles of

rock only three practicable routes for overland communication

have been discovered. One in the northern part taps the im-

portant gold deposits of the Pieman district, and has a com-

mencement at Mount Bischoff via the north end of the Meredith

Range. A central track leading from the vicinity of Lake

St. Clair I had the honour to discover in the summer of 1883,

when exploring for the Grovernment. This passes between

Mount Lyell and Mount Sedgwick, through the only accessible

saddle in the West Coast Range, and, after following a dividing

spur situated along the auriferous zone of the King River gold-

fields, terminates at the Macquarie Harbour.

The most southerly one to Port Davey starts from the town-

ship of Victoria, and, after following the course of the Huon
River for a considerable distance, passes through a splendid

opening between the Franklin and Arthur ranges.

As yet horse traffic has only been attempted on the Pieman

route, the other projDosed lines of communication being merely

used by explorers, no roads or horse track having as yet been

constructed ; but an expenditure of public money is voted for

opening out the central thoroughfare during the coming

summer.

By examining the map other ranges may be observed to be

charted within a short distance of the coast. The first of these,

north of the Pieman River, are the quartzite and conglomerate

rocks of the Norfolk Range ; south of that stream the granite

slopes of Mount Heemskirk ; and between Macquarie Harbour
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and Port Davej the slate, schist, and quartzite formations of the

D'Aquilar, Junction, and De Witt ranges.

KlVEIlS.

This densely timbered and mountainous tract of country is

intersected by large rivers flowing from the interior, which, after

passing through lofty precipitous gorges in the coast ranges,

traverse the lower-lying country in deeply cut channels and

ravines. All the entrances to these streams, with the exception

of the Grordon Eiver, are obstructed by sand bars. The Arthur

and Henty rivers, at certain seasons, are so completely blocked

by these treacherous barriers that a traveller with sufficient cau-

tion can cross dry-footed, yet not without experiencing the

feeling that he is sinking to eternity. The G-ordon and Pieman

are the only navigable streams. The latter, emptying its waters

into the Indian Ocean, is exposed to the prevailing westerly

and north-westerly winds ; it has also the disadvantage of a

difficult entrance, with a bar covered by only two and a half

fathoms of water, over Avhich, in boisterous weather, it is im-

possible for vessels to pass; but this dangerous obstacle once

overcome, deep reaches, in places one-quarter of a mile wide,

extend inland for twenty miles, where ships of any tonnage

might safely float.

Further along its course, its channel being shut in by precipi-

tous banks from two to four hundred feet in altitude, the flood

waters caused by torrents of rain and thaws of snow on the

inland mountains have not sufficient outlet, thereby raising this

river, and many others on the coast so situated, sixty feet above

the ordinary level, and sometimes leaving the boat of some un-

happy prospector thirty or forty feet high and dry in the fork of

a tree. The Gordon flows into the south-east corner of Mac-

quarie Harbour, and is navigable for thirty miles. It is, without

exception, the grandest and most picturesque river in the island,

for the monotony of the densely timbered high banks of the

other streams is varied by large pine and blackwood covered

flats, beautiful cliffs of black limestone intersected bv veins of
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calcspar, small wooded islands, and lovely views of distant

mountains.

Harbours.

The coast line bears towards the south-east, and is formed of

successions of soft sandy beaches, backed by stunted scrub-

covered dunes ; craggy cliils of quartzite, slate, serpentine, lime-

stone, and granite rocks, ranging from fifty to one hundred and

fifty feet in height, sometimes found jutting out into the sea,

with huge isolated detached masses, boldly defying the angry

ocean ; and, scattered here and there, high ranges stand out in

bold relief a few miles from the shore. Toward the southern

part the outline is even more rugged, where barren hills rise

perpendicularly from the waters of the ocean. Here there are

two large indentations—namely, Macquarie Harbour and Port

Davey. The latter is the only harbour on the coast where large

ships can enter. It is a magnificent sheet of water, completely

landlocked and sheltered by high quartzite ridges. Near the

entrance to the Davey Eiver, located in the north-east portion of

the harbour, a settlement was formed many years ago by men

engaged in pine cutting ; but, owing to the exhaustion of that

valuable timber in places of easy access and an inhospitable

climate, all that now remains of that busy settlement is a de-

serted village, with decayed and desolate huts, and once well

kept gardens grown s^'ild. About a quarter of a mile from the

narrow rocky entrance of Macquarie Harbour the soimdings

average two fathoms ; but as this ocean bar is protected by a long

point formed by Cape Sorell, small steamers are able to cross

and enter in unless the weather is exceptionally stormy. The

harbour extends twenty miles towards the south-east, and its

northern shores are formed principally of raised beaches and

upheaved submerged forests, where, embedded in blue clay, may

be found huge trees of semi-lignite containing impressions of

existing plants. Here we do not find the bold outline or the

grand scenery of Port Davey
;

yet beautiful bays and inlets

covered with flocks of black swan, jutting promontories, small

timbered islands, and distant views of prominent mountains

everywhere delight the eye of the traveller.
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On Sarah Island, situated in close proximity to the outlet of

Birch Inlet, and lying opposite to the steep spurs of Mount

Sorell, the extreme southernmost point of the West Coast

Eange, a penal settlement was formed in 1822, but, after tn^elve

years, was disbanded, and now ruined dungeons, decayed log-

constructed docks, tall fruit trees clad with the Macquarie Har-

bour vine (MiiehJenbeckia adpressa), half hidden by luxuriantly

growing raspberry canes and English rye-grass, are the only

indications and monuments of prison work, and of the first popu-

lation on the west coast. For a lapse of over forty years the

natural beauties of this lovely spot remained undisturbed by

civilization until the mineral discoveries at Mount Heemskirk

brought enterprising miners and citizens to Long Bay and Swan

Basin, who have erected two small townships on a large area of

land now reserved and surveyed by the Lands Department for

the future town of Strahan.

Trial Harbour is a small open rock-bound bay, exposed to the

prevailing "svinds, therefore impracticable for navigation except

in extremely fine weather. Being only two miles distant fi'om

Mount Heemskirk, it served as the main depot for landing the

heavy plants used in classifying and crushing the tin ores of this

locality, and, consequently, saved mining companies a large ex-

penditure, which would have been entailed if their machinery

had been brought over the soft beaches and ti'eacherous Henty

River from Macquarie Harbour.

The only other inhabited port is the Pieman Eiver, settled

immediately after the stanniferous discoveries at Mount Heem-

skirk. Yet there are other slightly known inlets in which

fishing and piners' smacks frequently anchor with sufficient

safety in stormy weather, and there is little doubt that these

small havens will eventually become as useful depots to future

mining districts as Trial Harbour has been to Mount Heemskirk.

Timber and Scrubs.

The coast line is fringed by stunted scrubs of ti-tree and

banksia matted closely together, but the lower-lying broken
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country for the most part is covered by forests of myrtle {Fagus

cunnifighami), sassafras (Atherosperma moschafum), celery, top

pine (JPhyllocladus rhomboidalis), and many species of the

eucalyptus, with an undergrowth of dense scrubs or shrubs of

many different genera, some bearing lovely blossoms and foliage,

or berries of all hues. Of these the wharata {Telopea t7-uncata),

native lilac (Prostanthera rotundifolia) , climbing heath, and

native laurel (^Anopterus glandulosus) , are the most lovely. The

heath adds brightness to the sombre gloom of the woods, and

of the above-mentioned plants it is the only indigenous one to

this part, and is found covering with bright green leaves and

clusters of long scarlet flowers tall decayed stumps or fallen

giants of the forests. Twined together in a close network,

defying the passage of mortal man without the aid of his axe or

billhook, these forests are surrounded by impenetrable thickets

of horizontal {Anodopetulum higlandulosum), ti-tree {Leptosper-

num lanigeru77i), native rose {Banera ruhioides), scrubs form-

ing barriers so harassing and detrimental to surveying and

exploration.

Long strips or patches of useless button grass {Gymnoschoeus

sphcerocephalus) country, in many localities, take the place of

the scrubs. These open areas must not be taken for pastoral

land, for not only is the soil of an unproductive nature, but the

coarse herbage unfits it for any use. The button grass consists

of round tussocks from two to four feet in diameter, and one to

five feet high ; it is found at all altitudes, in wet swampy flats,

or dry barren ridges, or on the summits of high ranges.

Before being burnt the locomotion is excessively tiring for the

traveller, who must either spring from tussock to tussock or

sink deeply in the soft black slush, or when wending his way on

the higher lands has to wind his course betAveen the tussocks, so

as to avoid being tripped by the entanglement of long wiry

leaves. The prospector hails the sight of this country with

delight, for when fired it burns furiously and sweeps the scrubs

of hated banera, always found adjacent to its edge for miles,

and gives a freer passage and a sight of mother earth to the
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searchers of mineral wealth, besides freeing the land of destruc-

tive pests and venomous snakes.

Along the large flats and banks of the rivers, the graceful

white blossomed pinkwood {Eueryphia hillardieri) , the pyramid-

shaped pencil cedar {Athrotaxis selagmoides), and valuable

blackwood {Acacia melanoxyIo7i), King William {Athrotaxis

cupressoides) , and Huon pine {Dacrydium franklinii)^ beautify

and add wealth to this barren country, for more durable woods

for ship-building and furniture-making cannot be obtained in

Australasia than the far famed logs of blackwood. King William

and Huon pines, exported during the last half century from the

western streams to the other colonies.

Of late years the Grovernment have altogether restricted the

wholesale slaughter of the pines, supposing that the supply

would soon be exhausted by the reckless destruction of young

timber. In this respect the conservation was a wise legislation,

but the absolute restriction is a mistake, because it has been a

crushing blow to the development of mineral wealth. Formerly

small crafts could afford to bring necessary supplies at cheap

rates, if a return load of pine was obtained, thereby saving the

exhorbitant dues now paid for the charter of steamers, who are

obliged to return homeward bound empty laden. It is also a

mistaken idea to imagine that the pine is on the eve of

extinction, for on many of the rivers and their tributaries I can

vouch from personal knowledge of the existence of extensive

beds of Dacrydium franMinii.

In a country so excluded and shut off from the settled

districts by the want of overland communication, the Grovernmental

powers ought rather to have fostered the principal resources

than put obstacles in the way of development, which might have

been easily obviated by forming stringent regulations and

insuring suificient supervision to prevent the wasteful cutting

of timber and needless destruction of small trees.

Many of the mountains are completely hidden by the variable

foliage of alpine shrubs. The one most peculiar to this district

is the Fay us gunnii, the deciduous tree indigenous to Aus-
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tralasia ; its habitat is on the suow-covered heights o£ the

AVestern Eauges, where it grows in dense patches, attaining an

altitude of four to twelve feet. Xo other locality ui Tasmania

produces a more beautiful variety of rare ferns ; notably among

these is the Aspidium liispidum, growing in greatest profusion

in the gullies of the Pieman district ; it was first described as a

new species in Tasmania through the instrumentality of Mr.

George Lefroy, but discovered years previously to his visit to

the West Coast. The Macquarie district wholly claims the

delicate Lindsaya trichomanoides, which is found in the sun-

shaded chasms of the West Coast Eange, and occasionally met

with south of the harbour in deep valleys.

Two of the rarest filmy ferns, new to Tasmania, were brought

from this locality into the settled districts by myself in 1883.

I had hoped that one of the species might have proved a new

discovery to the world ; fronds were forwarded to Baron von

Mueller for determination, and the illustrious botanist con-

cluded that the first was the rare SymenophyUum marginatum,

one of the smallest filmy ferns, hitherto only known in localities

in the neighbourhood of Port Jackson, Xew South Wales. The

other, a tomentose little fern, gathered from the bark of the

King William pine, proved precisely identical with Hymeno-

phylhim malingii, hitherto only known from New Zealand.

AGEICULirEAL La^'D.

Western Tasmania is destitute of any extensive areas of agri-

cultural land, and the Grovernment, instead of encouraging set-

tlement, have unwisely reserved the whole district for mineral

purposes, thereby shutting out the small farmers from selecting

the patches of rich deep soil met with on the shades and banks

of the harbours and rivers ; and where there might have been

comfortable little holdings, to be a help and stay to the mining

industry, the lands lie untilled, and not one cultivated paddock

can be found in this quarter of the island.

The existence of grass is only found on the sandy hummocks

along the coast, growing in rough tussocks, quite unfit for pas-

toral purposes, even if the areas were more extensive.
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The rivers are stocked witli a plentiful supply of fresh water

fish, although the variety is not numerous ; and those fish only

worthy of notice are the eel, herring, lobster, and black hsh.

Three species of eels abound in all the streams, and to estimate

the quantities that can be caught may be instanced by the fact

that a friend and myself have bagged eighty, weighing from one

to four pounds each, during a few hours' fishing in the evening.

This haul was made during a time that Mr. O. Meredith and

myself were the only inhabitants on the "West Coast. "We had

made our way overland with the expectation that a vessel which

had preceded us with men and supplies would be able to cross

the Pieman bar ; but, owing to severe westerly gales, she did not

perform her mission until two months had elapsed. During six

weeks of this time we had to invent means to secure food, and

subsisted almost entirely on eels, crawfish, and black s^vans.

Although living like aborigines in this precarious fashion, many

a pleasant evening was spent on the river fishing, or, with a punt

full of waddies, excitingly chasing and pulling down the flapping

moulting swans, or spending a happy day in the seaweed gulches

of the coast, capturing an abundant supply of crawfish. We
both agreed that the eel had the most sustaining and nourishing

properties, and, instead of tiring of their constant use, we became

excessively fond of them ; and hooking a large one of six pounds

weight on Christmas eve, as a treat saved it for our dinner next

day, and relished it wdth perhaps as much gusto as if we had

been feasted on the national dish of old England. The herring

(Frotocroctes maroena) is the most delicate and delicious fresh

water table fish in the colonies, and affords excellent and exciting

sport to anglers. They frequent the shallows and rapids of the

large rivers, and may be seen, especially in the early morning

and evening, swimming in large shoals, and throwing their bright

silvery bodies out of the water w^hile in hot chase after an im-

prudent white moth, their principal food.

Since the importation of the English brown trout {Salmo

fario)^ these beautiful little luxuries have become almost extinct

in the once famous herring fishing streams of the south, and all
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Tasmauiaus hail with delight the proposed scheme of Mr. Sarille

Kent, the inspector of fisheries, to artificially breed and restock

these streams with the locally called cucumber mullet. The

lobsters (Astacopsis franMinii) are not plentiful, and, as yet,

have only been captured in the Arthur, Pieman, and Gordon

riyers.

The black fish {Gadopsis marmoratus) was supposed to be

confined to the northern rivers
;

yet one western stream, the

Arthur River, has an abundant supply. They may be captured

in the evening, in still pools, sluggishly swallowing the bait.

The flounder, sole, ling, skate, and rock cod frequent the salt

waters of the harbours, and the excellent trumpeter {Lartis

necatelu) and crawfish the deeper waters of the ocean bays.

Animals.

The tiger {Thylacinus cynocephalus) and devil's (Sarcophilus

ursinus) chief habitat is on the coast, principally in the undis-

turbed portion south of Macquarie Harbour, where they find

sufficient prey in kangaroo (Halmaturus Bennettii) and wallaby

{Salmaturus hillardieri), only found in small numbers, picking

up a living on the coarse grassed hummocks.

Tiger cats {Dasyurus maclatus) overi'un the woods, and are the

scavengers and most plucky animals of the forests, and, unlike

the cowardly snapping tiger, fight bravely to the last. The

sleepy wombats {Phascolomys tvomhats) roam over the button

grass plains, making their domiciles under the shade of the

thickly thatched tussocks, or burrowing long underground tun-

nels at the edge of the forests. They are numerous in all parts,

and often prove good friends to the provisionless pioneer and

miner. On one occasion, when my supplies were unavoidably

delayed, myself and brother travelled over the Western Eanges

and subsisted entirely for five days on roast wombat ; and many

other cases may be instanced where life has been saved by the

use of their flesh, which is not to be despised, and surpasses the

insipid preserved meats and soups so commonly used in the

bush.
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It is ouly within the last two years that many of the smaller

animals of Tasuiauia found in the unpopulated i*egions have

become known to the zoologist. Dr. Higgins and Mr. Petterd,

of Launceston, undertook the work of description, and solicited

collections of specimens from every locality in the island, and in

many instances received entirely new species. Being on the

West Coast at the time, and always anxious to forward any

scientific investigations, I collected all the vai'ieties of kangaroo

rats, antechini, and rats that came under my observation. Four

of them proved to be new species to the island, and described by

Dr. Higgins in a paper read before the Eoyal Society, as fol-

lows :—Red kangaroo rat {Potorous rufus), xinfechinus moorei,

3fus castaneus and Miis pachyurus.

Minerals.

Inferences may be drawn that this beautiful wild waste, with

its limited area of rich soil and timber lands, will remain a natu-

ral wilderness, with a sparsely scattered population, unless the

mineral resources are developed. The day will come, and not at

a far distant date, when men of all nationalities will be enticed

to the golden west in search of wealth. I speak fi-om practical

experience of the country, the result of extensive exploration

;

and have we not also the predictions of greater men, the re-

noAvned geologists, Cmmt Stezlecki, Clarke, and Grould, who

maintain that this will become one of the richest mineral jJarts

of Australasia, but one of the last to be developed ? The strata

in the Pieman and Heemskirk districts has a strike of about 10°

E. of X., but in the Macquarie and Port Davey portion about

the same variation to the westward. The formation generally

belongs to the silurian epoch, containing zones of productive

auriferous countiy, highly remunerative in parts, but in others

almost barren. Stanniferous masses of granitic I'ocks occur in

many places bursting through the other strata.

The Pieman River goldfields commence a little north of the

Long Plains, and are situated between the granite slopes of the

Meredith Range on the east, and the quai'tz and conglomerate

F
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cliffs of tlie Xorfolk Bauge on the west. The auriferous belt is

four miles wide, and extends for twenty-four miles S.E. to the

Pieman "River. At the base of these rauges two large streams

(the AVhite and Donaldson rivers) cut the surrounding strata in

deeply worn channels. A third stream, the Savage Eiver, flows

through the intervening country, and between it and the White

River a long dividing spur extends south to the Pieman Eiver.

This spur comprises a series of tertiary gravels of the pliocene

epoch, resting on a micaceous schist bottom, and overlaid by a

more recent quartz conglomerate, cemented together with a

siliceous binding. These tertiaries or ancient rivers have partly

been encroached upon by disintegration and denudation, and

the auriferous deposits drifted down the present deeper cut

and more recent watercourses. These gravels now form the

secondary washes, mined at one time with such good results.

The more recent streams rise from the breaks, and furrow

both sides of the dividing spur ; and from these shallow, easier

worked secondary deposits gold has been traced to the older

tertiaries ; but, owing to the little encouragement given by the

mining regulations to prospectors when this field carried a large

population of miners, little attention was paid to the heavier and

more lasting auriferous deposits.

The quality of the gold of this district is of a high percentage

of purity, and is dissimilar in character to any discovered in

Australia. It is beautifully crystallized in deutrictic plates of

united crystals, or clusters of large crystals formed into nuggets.

Associated with it are quantities of the rare minerals iridium

and osmiridium, and at one time it was thought that these

heavier metals exceeded the commercial value of gold ; but

samples of them being sent to England, the returns showed

that, instead of increasing, it diminished its value, as the great

wei<^ht and infusibility of the associates were detrimental to

easv extraction of the precious metal.

Only two auriferous reefs have been discovered in this dis-

trict, and, owing to the difficulty of road making, this more per-

manent branch of the mining industry has not as yet been fully
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established. Besides the before-meutioned metals large lodes of

specular iron follow the strata of the country ; and smaller veins

of carbonate of copper, asbestos, graphite, and galena, are occa-

sionally met with, in quantities not sufficient to be remunerative.

The King River goldtields are situated in the same zone of

Silurian rocks, but considerably farther south, at the western

base of the West Coast Range, and are at the present time

absorbing most of the attention of the speculators and miners of

this portion of the island. The zone follows the valley of the

Queen River, and in this stream, and in many of its eastern and

western tributaries, rich patches of alluvial gold, shed from

quartz veins in close proximity, have been worked with satisfac-

tory results. But, unlike the Pieman district, this field has not

the promising indications of deep leads
;
yet there i.s every ap-

pearance of its becoming a rich reefing country, and, until there

is further expenditure on the miserable tracks from Macquarie

Harbour, it will remain undeveloped for as many more years as

it has been since its discovery. In 1882 ]\Ir. C. Ljnch, the fir.st

discoverer, a most energetic prospector, succeeded in tracing the

gold from the alluvial flats to a rich reef, from the cap of which

one hundredweight of specimens was taken and forwarded to

Hobart ; on being assayed, a yield of nearly two ounces of o-old

to the pound of stone was obtained.

The principal stanniferous deposits occur in the granitoid

rocks, porphyries, and metamorphic schists of the Heemskirk

Range and surrounding hills. The tin ores are beautifully

crystallized, and considerably associated with tourmalines and

chlorites. They are found in impregnations, bunches, or solid

leader masses in variable lode stones. Other minerals are fotmd

in small quantities associated with the veins of cassiterite. Prin-

cipally among these are galena, copper, bismuth, and molyb-

denite.

Great excitement prevailed for a few years after the dis-

coveries were made, and large syndicates were formed to work

many of the multitudinous sections applied for and leased from

the Q-overnment ; expensive plants of crushing and classifying
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macliiuery were erected before the miues were properly opened

out or tested ; a wild over-speculation ensued, and, before any

legitimate mining was done or any of the lodes proved, a crash

came and destroyed for a time the prospects of this grand stan-

niferous countiy.

The western granite base of the Norfolk Eange and the north-

eastern slopes of the Meredith Eange have also been unsuccess-

fully worked for tin ores, but not in such an extensive or expen-

sive a mode as the deposits of Mount Heemskirk.

Large lodes of galena, found within the last few years at

Mount Zeehan, and reported favourably upon by the Inspector

of Mines, promise to become a lasting resource to this district.

South of Macquarie Harbour is the least known part of the

TVest Coast. Still here there are good indications of gold, sil-

ver, and copper country, and it only requires time, money, and a

helping hand from the ruling powers to change this district and

the whole of the "West Coast from a sterile waste to the most

populous and thriving mining territory of Tasmania.

The Chaiemak spoke in favour of the paper just read, and

quoted many instances referred to therein from his own personal

experience in Tasmania, when examining the gold mining fea-

tures of the West Coast.

On the motion of Mr. J. P. Thomson, seconded by Dr.WAiGH,

a vote of thanks was passed to Messrs. Eomilly and Moore for

their papers, and the meeting then closed.
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The third ordinary monthly meeting of the Queensland Branch

of the (xeographical Society of Au!<tralasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on Thursday evening, 1st April,

1886, and presided over by the Hon. A. C. G-regory, C.M.G-.,

&e., &c. (Vice-President). His Excellency, Sir Anthony

Musgrave, accompanied by his private secretary and aide- de-

camp were present, and a very large attendance of ladies and

gentlemen.

The Hon. Seceetart read the minutes of the previous

meeting which were confirmed, after which a ballot took place

and the following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members

of the Society :—Captain Butcher, Messrs. W. Mune, A. Mus-

grave, D. J, Clarke, W. H. Timnor, E. G. McDowall, A. A.

Spowers, W. E. Withrington, and W. Scarr.

Mr. J. P. Thomson said he had much pleasure in introducing

to the meeting Captain Everill, leader of the Geographical

Society's late exploration expedition to Xew Guinea, who was

on a visit to Brisbane, and was now present. He was sure it

would be gratifying to the members present to welcome him

amongst them.

The Chairman in endorsing the remarks of the Hon. Secre-

tary, said that he had much pleasure in meeting Captain Everill

again, and he had no doubt the Society would join him in

welcoming him. (Applause.)

Captain Everill replied that he was only too glad to be

present at a meeting of the Queensland Branch of the Society,

and he thanked them for the kindly manner in which he had

been received.
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The following paper was then read by the author :

—

The Islands of Torres Straits.

By the Hon. John Doiulas, C.M.a., F.R.G.8., Hon. M.G.8.A.,

Special Commissioner of British New Gruinea.

G-entlemen,

I Avas asked, a few days ago, by your secretary to read a paper

to you on the Islands of Torres Straits. 1 rather rashly pro-

mised to do so, for I have been a good deal occupied with busi-

ness in connection with New Gruinea, and have not had time to

write anything really worth}' of your acceptance.

However, Mr. Sandham, a gentleman in the Survey Office,

has kindly supplied me with a sketch map of the islands

on a tolerably large scale, and this will enable me to illustrate

effectually what I have to say this evening.

Let us suppose, then, that we are approaching the Straits in

an ocean steamer—a British India boat, or one of the numerous

China steamers which call in at Thursday Island. It is a dark

night, perhaps, and the captain is anxiously looking out for the

Proudfoot Shoal. There it is! There is the lightship! The

advance guard, as it were, on the Australian coast. If there is

one thing the people of Queensland may be proud of it is the

lighting of their coast. There is nothing like it, certainly, on

the Australian coast ; and considering that the people are but a

handful, there is nothing better, in its way, on the face of the

earth than the manner in which this coast has been lit up. One

of the very best, and the most useful lights, is this one of the

Proudfoot Shoal.

It is not a very enviable billet for the poor fellows on board

who are condemned to this banishment. Out of sight of land,

forty miles from Goode Island, and tumbling about in what is

often a very rough sea. I don't envy Captain Cairncross and his

men. They battle the watch, however, bravely. Sometimes, I

am sorry to say, that they have been as much as three mouths

without communicating with the shore ; and the passing
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steamers are particularly shy of going uear them. 1 don't

know why it should be so, for there is no light on the coast

which is a greater boon to the anxious mariner approaching

land from the A.i'afura Sea than the light on the Proudfoot Shoal.

Captain Cairncross, however, has now been promised regular

monthly communication with Thursday Island, and this he con-

siders a considerable alleviation of his lot. I don't think any

man should be asked to stay out on the Proudfoot for more than

six months at a time. If he wishes it, he should then have an

opportunity of coming in for a week or so into the settlement.

There are some men, however, who do as much as a year, and

eighteen months, on the Proudfoot without grumbling.

Well, passing eastward from the Proudfoot, we reach Booby

Island—the old port-office of the Straits—a low-lying unin-

teresting island, some eighteen miles from the lightship. The

glory of Booby has departed ; there is no port-office on it, but

there is going to be a lighthouse. It was considered doubtful

for some time whether it would not be better to have a light on

Groode Island, visible twenty-five miles off, which would include

Booby in its radius. The steamers from the westward would

have preferred it, but the G-ulf trade had to be considered, and

for vessels bound from Xormanton Booby Island was the best

guide. And here let me inquire if anybody knows where the old

records of the Booby Island port-office are to be found ? They

are interesting historical memoranda ; and allow me to suggest

that some member of parliament might ask for the latest returns

from Booby Island. They are somewhere, no doubt, carefully

pigeon-holed.

Leaving Booby Island, we next sight the bold outline, of the

Prince of Wales G-roup—not very bold certainly, nothing over

700 feet, but still high as compared with the Proudfoot and

Booby. There is the signal station on G-oode Island ; altitude

at that particular point of 250 feet or thereabouts. Captain

Powell presides at Groode Island—an old friend, and well known

to some of us old hands. On that little mount of vision our

signalman resides, and has resided for the last eiijht years. On
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au income of £170 a year Mr. and Mrs. Powell have reared a

family of thirteen children (not all born, I should explain,

within the eight years) ; and yet with no schooling except their

parents' teaching, these children have been well educated I con-

sider. Besides the ordinary rudiments of the three E's, they

read nature. They can tell you about all the birds and the

beasts of the island, from the osprey eagles, which come over

from the mainland, to the tiniest brightly-jewelled butterfly

birds which flit about in the sunshine. They know a deal more

than I do about the snakes and the beetles and the bugs of the

island. I speak of the bugs, as a general term, after the manner

of our Yankee friends, the tribes of " bugs " being infinite. I

cite this family of Groode islanders as an example of what may

be done, even in isolation, for the education of children. I would

back them for general intelligence against many school-bred

children.

Goode Island commands the Straits. Here you see, along its

northern front, is the Prince of Wales Channel. Every large

vessel passing round the north-eastern extremity of Australia

passes through that channel. Of course there are other

channels, but let the ship beware that tries them. There are

several wrecks still to be seen—" frightful examples " of ships

steered by adventurous seamen who went on exploring expedi-

tions among the reefs.

But just at present let us pass inside of Goode Island. Here,

round Quoin Point, we come in sight of one of the best pearling

stations in the Straits. It is kno'wai as Captain Tasker's station,

though I believe it has lately passed into the hands of Messrs.

Kelly and Cousins. Here it is, in Bertie Bay, that Sir John

Coade says must, some day, be a great imperial naval station.

It will be a big thing, no doubt, when it is done ; but there

will be a good deal to do. It is designed to have a great break-

water to breast the roll of the waves which come sweeping in

during the north-west monsoon. It is thought, I believe, that

this work could be carried out, as the people of New South

Wales are carrying out their works at Trial Bay, by prison
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labour, and it would, doubtless, be a fine thing to do. There

are plenty of fine gibbers on G-oode Island to cast into the

sea, and I daresay it will be done some day. But, as things are

at present, vessels entering between G-oode Island and Friday

Island steam on up Xornianby Sound. They generally signal

for a pilot when they approach the Black Rock, a rugged

little rocky island, separated from Friday Island by a narrow

deep channel. It is at this point that we watch from Vivien

Point for vessels approaching from the west, and often we see

the tops of their masts above the Black Rock before we see the

hull of the vessel. Between the Black Rock and Wai-weer, a

picturesque islet occupied by the Queensland Pearl Fishing

Company, lies the (xibber Rock, in the middle of the channel

—

a danger of course, but it is buoj^ed, and it is really no hindrance

to navigation, for there is deep water on both sides. Admiral

Tryon would utilise it, if he is allowed, to fortify Xormanby

Sound as a link in a chain of torpedoes.

Wai-weer is one of the prettiest little islands in Normauby

Sound. The buildings on it are perched up on the rocky emi-

nences, and the accessories of a flagstaff, a jetty, and a wharf

add much to its scenic effect. Frank Summers, a well-known

Torres Straits captain of industry, presides here.

Passing the Black Rock, the G-ibber Rock, the Brisbane Rock,

and rounding Vivien Point, where the channel between Thurs-

day Island and Prince of AVales Island narrows greatly, the

vessel in which we are uavig;atinor the Straits comes to anchor off

Port Kennedy, in four fathoms of water.

There are three hulks here, moored in mid-stream—the " Star

of Peace," the " Baron," and the old " James Paterson.!' To

one of these we make fast, and have time to look round. The

harbour is completely landlocked, and especially is it protected

from the force of the north-west blasts which sometimes sweep

over the islands mth furious vigour. They have never yet been

known to work themselves up into the fiiry of a hurricane, such

as is sometimes experienced in the China seas: but they are

bad enough, though they are really rather fierce squalls than
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tempests. The tides, too, are sometimes pretty bad, especially

after a loiig prevalence of strong south-easterly winds; but

on the whole Port Kejinedy is one of the huest, if not the

finest, harbours in Queensland, and will only be eclipsed for

capacity when Bertie Bay is made a great imperial coaling

station. There is room enough even now, without any mooring

buoys, for the accommodation of half a dozen " Daccas " at

least ; so the harbour of Thursday Island, whatever may be made

of Bertie Bay in the future, is not to be sneezed at. The Thurs-

day Island people, however, are keen to have a jetty ; and they

hope, \\'ithin the next two years or so, to have not only a jetty

such as can be supplied for the shelling fleet at an outlay of

£5,000, but such a jetty as could accommodate the British India

boats, at possibly an outlay of £20,000.

These are pleasing visions of the future which float in upon

the prophetic souls of entranced Thursday islanders, when they

think of what they may come to be at an advanced stage of their

existence.

Now, once more, we are in motion, having cast off from our

hulk. If we are drawing not more than sixteen feet of water

then we may steer on right through Ellis's Channel, round Horn

Island, and so hold on straight for Cape York. This is the

course of our coasting craft, and it might, with a little dredging,

be made the course of almost all tne steamers which frequent

the port.

A cutting of ten feet for a distance of some 600 yards would,

so I am informed, do the job. But it will be some time, I

suspect, before Thursday Island can be attended to with a

dredge. Xormanton wants a dredge first, and, on the principle

of those who have much always wanting to have more, what are

the chances of Friday Island, when, instead of 600 yards of a

channel, Normanton can triumphantly point to 6,000 yards

straight on end, waiting for the beneficent scraping of half-a-

dozen "Saurians" or " Grropers "? Ellis's Channel must, there-

fore, wait. As we are drawing twenty -two feet at least, we

must go back out by the same entrance between Thursday Island
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aud Groode Island, round Goode Island, through the Prince

of Wales Channel, past the Ippely Reef, past Hammond Eock

and Hammond Island, round Wednesday Island on to Cape

York and Somerset, through Albany Passage, past Albany Island,

and so away down the coast, waking the echoes of Albany

Pass as we pass through with an unearthly scream from our

steam syren. But, before we leave the Prince of A\^ales Group

let me just show you the position of the cable which is to be

laid, in a few months time, to connect Thursday Island with the

mainland. This is Cape York, you see. Well, round the corner

a little to the westward, in Endeavour Straits, here is Simp-

sou Bay—that is to be the terminus of the land line. I was

there a few weeks ago. The contractor's party—a strong one

—

had then cleared about eight miles from Simpson's Bay, and

were pressing on with their work, hoping to be through with it

before the end of the year.

Well, here is the line of the cable, about twenty miles in length,

I suppose it will be, or probably somewhat less. It passes

across Endeavour Straits, through this boat channel, and so on

to Thursday. When it is once laid aud open, then the

shipping people will be able to have all their vessels reported

from Goode Island, xlllosv me, however, to suggest, that they

should be made to conti"ibute to the cost of the line by a fair

payment. It will be an immense convenience to the commercial

world, and they ought to be prepared to pay a moderate per-

centage of the cost. I suppose, the next step will be a cable

across to Manila, and so on to China.

Before we leave these islands, just let me say a word about

Prince of Wales Island. It is quite a big little island, about twelve

miles square. There is plenty of good water on it, and though

a good deal of it is very rough stony ground, there is good grass

in places, enough, I should say, for a herd of 1,500 or 2,000 head

of cattle. I wonder why it has never been taken up. Let me
suggest Prince of Wales to some aspiring selector. A herd of

fifty cows would soon breed up to a respectable number. There

is no scrub on the island—none to speak of at least. There is
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enough grass, there is sixty inches of rain every year, and there

is a fair market for beef at Thursday Island at 9d. per pound.

I should call Prince of "Wales Island a fair chance for a small

squatter who wishes to live in a charming climate, with the

certainty of sixty inches of rain in every twelve months. The

blacks once upon a tinie were bad on Pi'ince of "Wales—very bad.

There were some five huudi'ed of them. Xow there are about

one hundred very peaceable creatures.

Now let us take a cast across the straits. You see these big

islands, Mulgrave and Banks Island, with their satellites. Well,

there is nothing much to be said of them. They are frequented

by the native islanders, and there are a few native villages on

them. The people on them fish and cadge about, growing a few

pumpkins and sweet potatoes. They sometimes have come in

to me with a scratch lot of pearl shell, which I endeavour to sell

to the best advantage for them, buying them flour or tea with

the proceeds.

The islands themselves are picturesque, but, to tell you the

truth, I have never had a chance of landing on them. In this

respect the loss of the " Mavis " was a serious let and hin-

drance to me. Jervis Island, or Manbiaz, as the islanders call

it, is another of the islands, and rather an important one. I

know a little about it, for I spent a couple of days on it. At

Jervis Island there is a shelling station owned by Captain

Brown (we are all captains in the Straits) and a very nice

station it is—with a comfortable house nestling under pendu-

I0U.S palms and willows, with a stone pier, a work of some

magnitude, and with all the appurtenances of marine stores,

boats, cutters, and yachts—the " Lord Loftus " riding at anchor

jauntily under the shelter of the pier. About three-quarters of

a mile from Captain Brown's station there is the mission com-

pound, consisting of a church and school-house, and several

houses in which native teachers live. It was not far from the

spreading beach on which were drawn up a dozen canoes with

their fantastic ornaments. Immediately around the houses,

their grass-covered roofs peeping out from among the cocoanut
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palms, there was a uiee sward of couch grass. It was somethiug

like a small ludiau cautoumeiit—the church ou cue side of the

square, the houses of the teachers aud of their entourage ou the

others ; some open sheds ou another side, while the fourth side

was open—the whole being shaded by the gi-aceful palms in full

bearing. 1 spent two very pleasant days there—one of them

was a Sunday. I daresay there were fully three hundred natives

at church, all neatly clothed, and most reverent in their behav-

iour. The hymns went with a fine burst of rude melodj', and 1

could not fail to appreciate the charm of this gracious influence

which had transformed those savage men and women into culti-

vated human beings. I say cultivated, for in their whole attitude

and demeanour there was a simple subjection to higher influences

which could not but be recognised as most pleasing. Xext day

I wandered about over the hills and through their gardens in

tht intervening valley. We collected orchids aud wild flowers,

and in the evening there was a grand dance in which the young

men displayed their choicest steps. They were draped with

bright red and yellow flowers, and the whole scene was quite

idyllic.

Jervis Island has its potentate in a chief, who has some real

authority. He hoists a blue ensign with the Queensland badge

ou any impoi'tant occasion, and he sports a blue coat with

mother-of-pearl buttons, which His Excellency was good enough

to accept from me. He has a prime minister aud a commis-

sioner of police, next in authority to himself, and the influence

which those officials have is not to be despised. The law, such as

it is, though it is not very accurately defined, is thoroughly

respected, and it is founded on a code which is both simpler and

older than that of Queensland.

From Jervis Island I went to Saibai. Here it is, close to the

coast of Xew Guinea. It is a long, low island, fringed with

pretty dense timber, though in the centre of it there are some

fine open plains. At Saibai I found that the natives had scarcely

risen to the standard of the people of Jervis Island. Many of

them were quite naked, though the women whom I saw were all
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more or less clothed. Some of the old fellows were evidently

nature's own blackguards—merciless old rogues who would, a

few short years ago, have eaten one without salt, and gloried in

the act ; and yet, now, these gentlemen belong to the bygone

days—the young generation are too many for them. They affect

trousers and shirts, and, above all things, they affect smoking

caps. A bright, variegated cap is irresistible, and it sets them

off handsomely. Well, at Saibai I saw enough to convince me
that an immense change has come over these people also within

the last few years. They, too, have their church and school

;

their houses are built on stilts, and are rathe i" better, I think,

than the houses of the Jervis islanders, who live in huts. But

then their village is on a nice beach, high and dry. At Saibai it is

different. The village there is built on a small ridge, between a

muddy beach and a swamp—not an inviting conjunction. Never-

theless the Saibaians seem to be healthy and vigorous enough.

They have their banana groves and their coeoanut plantations,

and I think they might be taught to grow rice. They are

anxious to learn ; and if we could only get a man like Mr. Hart-

man, of Toowoomba (he was with me at the time I speak of), to

go and live there for a few months, in order to show them how

to grow rice, I am sure they would soon learn. The young

chief is a man of intelligence; and he has a Winchester rifle,

though this is quite on the quiet. He alleges, I was told, that

this is necessary, because some of the wild tribes from New
Gruinea might come down upon them. The Winchester, how-

ever, is for "defence, not defiance," and our chief at Saibai is

quite amenable to discipline, and he is a respecter of law and

order. I should like to be able to give him a good whaleboat.

If I mistake not, his name is Amnoo. I have it down in my

pocket-book, but it is not accessible here. The fact is that I

have a long list of native names, but without actual reference to

the record they are a little confusing. Our lord of Saibai, how-

ever, is worth cultivating, and, if I mistake not, there is a fund

of £1,000 voted in last year's estimates, upon which I .should

like to make a modest demand for this purpose. These lords of
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the isles are very fond of a bit of boating. A whaleboat is, of

course, a great treasure, and Winchester rifles are not despised.

Of course I cannot countenance rifles, though some of these men
know both how to use them and use them with discretion.

Xow, leaving .Saibai, let us pass over for a minute or two to

the mainland of Xew (ruinea. Here is Katow—^rather a

miserable place on a river, with a bar across it, and not accessible

for a craft of any size. Still Katow is the village on the main-

land of Xew Gruinea we know most about, and there is a pros-

pect that there will be a good deal of cedar exported from

Katow. (xamea, the chief, is a very decent fellow—we have

exchanged calls. He has been to see me twice at Thursday

Island—wanted very much to get a horse and a dray from me,

but I could not strain my friendship to that point. Then passing

eastward there are these islands, Bristow, Darro, Bampton, and

Mibu at the mouth of the Fly. Bampton used to be a terrible

place for savages— still marked as such in the charts; now,

however, the Bampton islanders are perfectly harmless if they

are treated with respect.

Turning back again let us shape our course for Darnley. I

call Darnley the most important island in the Straits It is a

fine high and dry island, pleuty of good cultivation ground on

it, and plenty of water. There are fine bamboo groves on it,

and there are plenty of bananas, cocoanuts, and sweet potatoes

;

plenty of fish too to be had all round its shores. Present

population I reckon to be about 800. There are three or four

Europeans, and there are about fifty South Sea islanders. The

rest are natives of the island and Bingi natives. "Bingi" is a

term applied to the Australian aboriginal natives. The South

Sea islanders often buy, or in some way acquire, " Bingi" women
for wives. There is a mission station on Darnley, and "Jack,"

the lord of Darnley. has rather a good house and a respectable

establishment ; but the South Sea men do not bow down to

Jack, and his position is a somewhat embarrassing one. Still,

his authority is to some extent respected, and he has his police

constables who execute his orders. Darnlev ouyht to be sur-
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vej'ed. I regard it as the key to the whole coast of Western

Xew Guinea. A trading station established on it could command

the whole coast from the mouth of the Fly to the Ontrinato

rivers. The anchorage oft" it is not very good, but quite

sufficient for trading purposes. I should like the Minister of

Lauds to have a look at Darnley ; or else, as I have said else-

where, Darnley should be transferred to New G-uinea. It is a

fine point cVappui for the whole New Guinea coast.

Now, passing from Darnley, let us shape away for Murray

Island in a south-easterly direction. Murray is a beautiful

little island, volcanic and very fertile, but very much among the

reefs, and the navigation to and from Murray will' always be

more or less dangerous until beacons are set up. And, talking

of beacons, let me just refer for an instant to the beacon on

Bramble Kay. That was a good piece of work accomplished by

Captain Williams in the " Mavis," and it is a great help to

mariners either going out through the Barrier Eeef or coming

in. I wish we had a few more beacons like that—a good up-

standing mast it is, on a low sandy island abounding with turtle.

Let us, however, once more suppose ourselves safely at

anchor off Murray Island. We are quite sheltered from the

south-east. At the foot of the hills, along the beach, lies the

native village, consisting chiefly of grass houses. A little above

them, at an elevation of probably 100 feet, are the houses of

the missionaries, the church and the various buildings occupied

by the Papuan scholars being at a somewhat lower level. Behind

the missionary establishment the hills rise rather abruptly until

they culminate in a peak about 800 feet above the level of the

sea.

The climb to the top is not very difficult, there being a good

path all the way. The view from it is very extensive, and

chiefly over an expanse of watei*—Darnley rather faint in the

distance, and Bramble Kay still more faint. Immediately below,

like a great amphitheati-e, some 800 feet from the summit on

which we are standing, there is a lovely sheltered valley, which

is evidently not very much used by the Murray islanders.
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There are a few gardens in it, but it is chiefly fern and under-

growth ; and I think a portion at least of that valley might be

laid out as an experimental garden. It is sheltered on all sides,

and here, I fancy, might be grown the choicest fruits, flowers,

and trees of the tropics. Murray Island is the centre from

which radiates the light of the higher life for the inhabitants of

New Guinea. Whatever good has been done in the .Straits for

the native inhabitants of the islands has come from this Papuan

institute. Eesults have proved that the labour of the missionaries

has not been in vain. It will continue, I hope, to be still more

beneficial in the future in its action on these wild children of

nature. Could we not assist the missionaries in their efforts by

promoting industry inthis form of garden cultivation? There

are plenty of hands on the island to tend such an experimental

garden. Harry, the chief, may, I think, be depended on to help

us in this ; and thus, from Murray Island as a centre, many

useful plants may be spread abroad along the adjacent shores of

New Gruinea. I think we may depend upon the help of Mr.

Soutter at the Acclimatization Society's G-ardens. He has

already supplied me with some seeds and plants for Murray

Island, and I shall hope for more. Mr. Hartman also, from

Toowoomba, sent a valuable collection of fruit trees ; and, not

long ago, I sent some valuable packets of tobacco which I

received from Java. The soil of Murray Island is abundantly

prolific. The " comalla," or sweet potato, is the favourite escu-

lent of the natives. There are bananas and cocoanuts in pro-

fusion ; and whatever is grown in the tropics could, I have no

doubt, be grown there. Of bright shrubs there might be

abundance. The few ci'otous and di'acenas I saw were euoush

to show me what could be done if they w^ere cultivated. In-

deed, I cannot imagine a more delightful place to live in than

Murray Island, for anyone who wished to shut himself out from

the world, in

" Etegions mild of air and serene calm."

He might grow crotons to perfection, live on cocoanut milk

and comallas to repletion, and dine every day on fresh sardines

G
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^<natched in bucketsful literally from the coral strand. For the

Murray Inland people I have a favour to ask. The missionaries

are most indefatigable in teaching the adults, or neophants of

the institute, both male and female. These young men and

Avomen are taught to read and to write in the Murray Island

dialect. Some of them are capital arithmeticians, and they are

of course instructed in the fundamental principles of the

Christian religion. They come from all parts of the Straits

and from the coasts of Xew Gruinea. They go back well

instructed, not only in the literature of the Grospel, but they are

often taught to work in wood or iron. Under the direction of

Mr. Bruce, a Clyde yacht-builder, they have built a handsome

little craft for the mission service. This is all most excellent.

The little word, however, which I wish to say is for the Murray

Island children. There are more than 100 of them of school age.

Why should they not have a schoolmaster to teach them English ?

They are fine bright little people—obedient and well behaved.

They get some schooling, but not enough, and I hope that the

mission teachers will apply to the Education Department for a

schoolmaster under the provisional school clauses.

There might be a good deal more to say for Murray Island,

but I have already said more than enough, and I have said

nothing of dozens of islands and reefs which you see depicted on

the map. Here is York Island, an important beche-de-mer

station. Here is Stephens Island, another rich volcanic island.

Here is Saddle Top, cocoauut island. Here are the Three

Sisters. Here is Duageness Eeef, upon which the " Mavis "

was wrecked, and since that the " Xorman." All of them have

their peculiarities, and my one regret is, in reference to them,

that my duties in Xew Gruiuea will, I fear, call me away from

the islands, unless we can induce the Queensland Parliament

to agree to the transfer of them to Xew Guinea. That Avould

give us a fine start, but in spite of all the pretty things I might

yav of them, would the Queensland people consent to part with

such charming possessions? AVho can teU? Do not kind

parents give a good dower to their daughters when they start
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them in life ? And might not New Guinea hope for something

of this kind from such an opulent and well-favoured country as

Queensland 'f

In the course of some conversation that afterwards took place,

Mr. Douglas mentioned as a likely division line between Queens-

land and New Guinea, the tenth parallel, which would make the

islands of Murray and Darnley New Guinea territory.

The Rev. G. Woolnouoh proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.

Douglas, remarking that his paper had been to him intensely

interesting, both in respect to the facts put before them and

the manner in which they were put. He did not know that

Queensland was going to give up any of these islands to New
Guinea; indeed, he did not know that Queensland had yet

decided to give up New Guinea itself.

Mr. W. A. TuLLY seconded the vote of thanks to Mr.

Douglas, Avhich was carried unanimously.

Mr. Douglas, in acknowledging the vote ^f thanks, said he

was glad to see that some notice was taken of his proposal that

the children of Murray Island should be taught English. They

were Queensland subjects in every respect, and entitled to the

privileges of our educational system. He omitted to mention

in his paper that there were some interesting remains of great

fishing weirs on Darnley Island—great walls which had been

built up for catching fish. The present natives could not tell

anything about them. They had been built by some previous

generation, of which the records were lost now.

On behalf of the Society, the Chairman thanked his Excellency

for his attendance, and wished him a pleasant voyage on his

approaching visit to Europe.

The proceedings then terminated.



FOUETH ORDINAEY MEETING.

The fourth ordinary monthly meeting of the Queensland Branch

of the Greographical Society of Australasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on Thursday evening, 29th April,

1886. Mr. W. A. Tullt, B.A., F.R.G.S., occupied the chair,

and there was a good attendance of ladies and gentlemen.

The Hon. Secretary read the minutes of the pre^aous meet-

ing, which were confirmed, and announced that a valuable

donation had been received from the Hon. the Premier of

Queensland, consisting of the atlas accompanying the tertiary

history of the Grrand Caiion Disti-ict of the United States of

America, and several books relating to scientific subjects.

The Rev. Gr. Woolnoi'gh, M.A., read a paper entitled, " A
Few Thoughts on Natural Phenomena—-Heat, Light, Electricity,

Atmospheric Disturbances, Barometer," &c., prepared by Mr. E.

J. Bennett. The writer dwelt earnestly on the leading subjects

of his paper, which he had taken great care in elaborating, and

referred to the rain-fall on the eastern seaboard of Queensland.

Mr. J. P. Thomso>" then read a paper entitled

Exploration in New Guinea.

By Captain John Strachan.

The large amount of interest evinced in matters pertaining to

New Guinea ; the noble efforts of the Queensland Government

to secure as a heritage for Australia's sons and daughters the

major portion of that fair land ; the recent annexation of the

smallest, but to us the most valuable portion, by the Imperial

Government ; warrant me in premising the account of my o^^^l

explorations by a brief description of the physical and general

conformation of that great island. The shape of New Guinea

nearly approaches that of a bird; the N.W. part being con-

sidered the head; McChier's Gulf the mouth; that portion

separating Gluvink Bay on the north, from the Arafura Sea on the
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south, the neck ; while from the Ainberno River to the Astrohibe

Q-ulf on the north, the Dourga Strait to the Papuan Gulf on

the south, the body. Then taking the long peninsula tapering

away to the south-east as the tail, and the islands of Talbot and

Saibai for the feet, we have a most interesting rara avis.

Longitudinally the distance from the extremes of N.W. to S.E.

is about 1,200 geographical miles, by 480 miles north and south

at its extreme breadth. Rising near the head and stretching

along the neck are the Charles Louis Ranges, a mountain line

which I contend will yet be found to extend right across the

centre of the island as far east as the Astrolabe Grulf, where,

breaking off in detached patches, form the Mount Owen Stanley

and other small mountain ranges studded over the south-east

peninsula ; while from the centre successive ranges rise

towards the southern sea, towering heavenward no mortal as yet

knows how far. North of Frederick Henry Island is supposed

to be a smaller range running from S.W. to N.E., connecting

with the main ranges inside the 4th degree of south latitude,

near the centre of the island. The intervening space to the

west forming a huge coniform plain, through which runs a large

river, which debouches into the Arafura Sea between the 5th

and 6th degrees of south latitude, and at the conjunction of

these ranges on the south-centre will be found the source of the

Fly River, to which, or from which, the many rivers intersecting

the great southern slope of New G-uinea, in my opinion flow.

The immense volume of water carried off by the watercourses

of the Fly and its tributaries can, I think, be readily accounted

for, from the fact that Central New Guinea lies directly under

what is in physical geography known as the rainbelt. The many

waterspouts also which rise in the Arafura Sea, and burst upon

the mountain tops, filling the lakes or freezing into snow, which,

again melting, has to find egress to the ocean by the Fly and its

tributaries to the south, the Amberno to the north, and the river

already mentioned as flowing to the west, to me sufficiently

accounts for New Guinea being one of the best watered countries

in the universe.
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My own intere;<t in New G-uinea began t<o far back as 1869,

when, examining some old Dntcli charts in Japan, I saw on Avhat

I have described as the 8.W. Eange the site of several active

volcanoes, the existence of which I have nevei- been able further

to trace
;
permission to explore in the territory of the Dutch having

been refused me, unless I was prepared to reside in Netherlands-

India, and take out papers of naturalisation. Had I done so I

would not have been the first disreputable Scotchman who has

made a very decent Dutchman.

Although many attempts have been made during the past few

years to lift the veil which has so long obscured this fair land,

the success which has attended the various expeditions has, I

think, been very partial, more especially such as have essayed to

explore from Port Moresby. The non-success of these expedi-

tions did not, however, prevent the explorers from supplying

column after column of most unreliable matter to the public

press—matter which has wrought much harm to the people of

these colonies, because it was from such data the Imperial

Grovernment were led to believe that New Gruiuea contained a

population of ten million (10,000,000) industrious inhabitants,

who owned and tilled every foot of the soil. This made the

annexation of the unclaimed portion of the island too serious a

matter as regards expense to be undertaken by a G-overnment

ruling an already overtaxed jjeople. (This was positively written

by the Lord Chancellor of England to a well known New South

"Wales Statesman.)

On the return of one of these expeditions I was induced to

lead a small expedition, and chose that portion of the country

situated between the Papuan Grulf and what now forms the

western boundary of British New G-uinea, as being least known,

and likely to afford easy access into the interior by some of the

western tributaries of the Fly. Having reached a point distant

about 100 miles from the coast and explored 140 miles east and

Avest by the Prince Leopold and "W^allace rivers, it was deemed

necessaiy to return, when, being attacked by an overwhelming

force of warlike natives from the west, I decided to abandon
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the little craft and inarch overland, which journey, after many

hardships, was successfully accomplished, but having the mis-

fortune (through no fault of my own) to lose the best man of

my party. The expedition, which in the short space of six weeks

had penetrated over 100 miles into the interior, found twelve

new rivers, and covered 620 miles of river navigation, and

travelled in a direct line to the coast 110 miles, was voted amongst

the failures.

The activity of the New »South Wales Branch of the Geo-

graphical Society having, in the early part of last year, again

directed public attention to Xew Guinea, it was suggested to me

by Captain Trouton, the manager of the A.S.X. Co., that I would

be advancing the interests of the commonwealth were I to

organise and equip an expedition with the object of opening up

the country for trade and. settlement. The matter having been

carefully considered, and the project finding favour with and a

strong support from the Sydney press, I applied to the late High

Commissioner for the necessary permits, together Avith certain

concessions, which were only obtained after great difficulty.

Then the matter of ways and means had to be taken into con-

sideration, only £800 being available. For this sum I had to

provide a suitable vessel, also a strong ci'ew of eight officers and

men, and to find accommodation and provisions for eight gentle-

men, each of whom had subscribed £100, which sum entitled them

to accompany the expedition and share in its results. This sum

being totally inadequate, many of our most prominent citizens

were applied to for assistance, but without success ; so that it

seemed to me the expedition would have to be abandoned, when

two personal friends (gentlemen of moderate means) were induced

to guarantee the further expense of the expedition. Consequently

a suitable vessel, the " Herald " (schooner), 53 tons, together

with a small steam launch, were bought, equipped, manned, and

provisioned as frugally as possible, and Sydney Heads cleared

en route to Xew Guinea on the evening of the 17th September,

1885. On the twentieth day out we made Port Douglas, the

residents of which vied with each other in extending hospitality
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and kinduess to the whole of the party—Mr. Knight (the Sub-

collector of Customs), the Pilot (Mr. Mathews), and the geutle-

men connected with the Post and Telegraph Department, ren-

dering us every assistance in their power ; so that when, after a

stay of forty hours, we were again en route, considerable surprise

was expressed by members of the party that so thoroughly

respectable a community as is contained in Port Douglas should

be found so far north. Five days' sailing from Port Douglas,

including stoppages, brought us to a safe anchorage under Corn-

wallis Island (or Dowan, as it is called in the vernacular), seven

miles from the coast of IS^ew Guinea. This island is not only

remarkable from its natural features, which differ from the

islands adjacent (such as Saibai, Talbot, and BristoAv islands)

and the coast of New G-uinea, but also from the fact that it is, I

believe, an outcrop of a volcanic wave which, extending from the

mainland of Australia across the Torres Straits, again crops out

in New G-uinea at Mabudowan, which is 192 feet high, and from

this island bears N. by E. by compass, distant a.bout twenty

miles, and is the beginning of a small range of hills which run

inwards towards the Fly River. The island is triangular-shaped,

each angle or side being from a mile to a mile and a half long.

It rises to a height of 750 feet, huge boulders being piled one on

top of another. On the low lands near the beach the soil is very

fertile, and extensive cocoanut groves surround the island. There

are at present only twenty souls inhabiting the island, which was

one of the first stations of the London Missionary Society on

this part of the coast of New Guinea. A plentiful supply of

excellent fresh water can be obtained here at all seasons of the

year. The central position of Dowan, together with its close

proximity to Thursday Island, from whence it is distant only

seventy miles, renders it one of the very best places which could

possibly be selected as a central station of deputy control for

that portion of New Guinea extending from the Fly River to the

western boundary, and for which purpose it was strongly recom-

mended by me to the late High Commissioner; and now, through

the medium of the Queensland Branch of the Geographical
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Society, I would again recouimend to the favourable considera-

tion of that gentleman's successor.

That portion of the sea to the west to which we were bound

being unsurveyed, I made an endeavour to induce some of the

people from the adjacent island of Saibai to accompany us as

far west as the village of Baigo, situated on the north extreme of

Talbot Island, so that I might avail myself of their local know-

ledge of the numerous reefs and sandbanks which stud this

coast and will ever render its navigation dangerous. As the

mission vessel "Mary," with Mr. Macfarlane, was daily expected,

I found it impossible to induce any of the natives to accompany

the expedition, unless I was prepared to wait until after Mr.

Macfarlane's visit ; as this would have been a mere waste of time,

I gave orders to get under weigh at mid-day on Thursday, the

21st October, and running down before a strong south-easter

we cleared every danger, and reaching Baigo, anchored oft"

the mission house at dusk. This passage being made over

unexamined sea rendered great caution ou our part necessary,

we therefore ran down against a strong ebb tide, the lead which

was kept constantly going indicating depths varying from ten

feet to seventeen fathoms. Off the east end of Talbot Island a

bank extends fully three miles, along the edge of which was

found an unvarying depth of fourteen feet, while in the channel,

within fifty yards of the bank, depths of eight and ten fathoms

were shown. In this channel were many heavy tide ripplings

which all tended to increase our anxiety. So soon as we had

anchored a canoe came alongside bringing the mammoss or head

man of Baisfo, Graroiigi, also his son Auiti, and three other

natives. Having presented Garougi with a tomahawk, and his

companions with tobacco and pipes, notwithstanding the lateness

of the night, I landed and paid a visit to Pino, the mission teacher,

who, with others, came to the rescue of myself and party some

eighteen months previous, and for which service I owed a debt

of gratitude which I took the opportunity of, in some measure,

repaying, and soliciting his good offices in persuading some of

the natives to accompany the expedition in the capacity of inter-
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preters>, returned to the ship. At daylight on the following

morning all the canoes of the village came alongside ; and by

Pino I was informed, that Grarougi and Auiti were willing to

accompany the expedition, if 1 would promise not to keep

them away from home too long. Arrangements as to payment,

&c., having been completed, the two interpreters went ashore to

take a farewell of their wives, and returning in about an hour

we got under weigh, and winding through the intricate channel

between the reefs made the fairway into the Mia Casa, the lead

giving a depth of five fathoms until we entered the mouth of the

river when the water deepened I'apidly to eight fathoms, which

depth is found nearly all the way up the river until its juncture

with the Prince Leoj^old. The Mia Casa, or Baxter Eiver, has

a Avidth of from one mile and a quarter to a mile and a half at

its mouth, the land on both sides is moderately high and carries

heavy timber scrub, with dense undergrowth in places, and the

soil is in many places excellent, but somewhat patchy. A strong

S.E. wind blowing, we determined to sail right on. into the in-

terior. Five miles from the mouth of the river we passed a large

tributary setting down from the eastward, which, on a previous

occasion we had named the Grregory, after Mr. Edmund Gregory

of Brisbane, opposite which, and in mid-channel of the Mia

Casa, is a very dangerous rock covered by only two feet of

water at low water. For the first fifteen miles we steered north

half east, when the river turns away to the N.E., then west,

the two courses covering a distance of eight miles, when we

steered north and opened out another tributary setting down from

the N.E., which had been named the Neill, after Mr. William

Neill of Sydney, between which and the next tributary, the

Takuda, is a dangerous whirlpool reach with a reef, which dries

at low water, extending from the shore 150 yards from the

Takuda. The general course of the river is "W. by N., a distance

of over twenty miles, and is fed by two other large tributaries

setting from the northward, which were named the Broomfield

and Curnow respectively. Where the Mia Casa and Prince

Leopold rivers meet in lat. S" 40' S., long. 141^ 41' E., forty-eight
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miles inland, the Prince Leopold, at its juncture with the

Mia Casa, runs N.E. and S.W. nearly, but only for a very few

miles. The general course to the northward, as a glance at

the map will show, being to the north-west, to which we

continued, anchoring for the night opposite a cocoanut grove,

having sailed a distance of sixty miles into the interior of New
Gruinea in one day. The country passed during the day

consisted for the most part of heavily wooded ridges and the

soil in many places appeared good. On the folloAving day we

again continued until reaching the ninety-mile mark of the Age

party, when, the river being blocked with snags, further progress

became impossible. Fifteen miles from the junction of the

Leopold and Mia Casa the Wallace, a large tributary, debouches

into the main stream. This we followed to the N.E. until only

distant ten miles from the Fly River, fi-om which, I believe, all

these rivers flow. The soil is in many places rich red volcanic
;

in others, dark vegetable loam, but intersected by patches

of very poor country—poor clayey plains, carrying only a

few stunted honeysuckles, and hemetite ironstone boulders

Returning towards the coast, we met the first natives on

Straehan Island—the Washie people, who had never seen white

men before. They were at first very timid, and it needed all

Garougi's eloquence to persuade them that we would do them

no harm. Having succeeded in gaining the confidence of the

natives, we explored the whole of their countiy.

The Washies are a fine race of people; coal black, well -formed,

lithe, and active cannibals, whose well-cultivated plantations,

neatly fenced, show that they could be utilised as agricultu-

rists, not only with advantage to the white settler, but to the

benefit of themselves ; because, although they have splendid

plantations, they have neither home nor habitation, but wander

from place to place in a state of terror, caused by the incessant

attacks of the Dougara men from the west, who, pouncing upon

them unawares, carry off men, women, and children, whom they

devour. So incessant has been the attacks made on the tribes

of Straehan Island that the whole island, which covers an area of
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750 square miles, does not contain 200 human inhabitants, com-

prising four tribes—viz., Washie, Matta, Booji, and Daapa

peoples. This I can vouch for, having counted the people of

the tribes. The large tributaries flowing into the Leopold from

the west were followed, but without any great result ; in fact,

the sameness of the country grows monotonous as one follows

rivers after rivers with invariably the same scenery. Landing, it

is the same—thick, almost impenetrable, scrubs extending from

a few hundred yards to as much as five miles from the river

bank, then open undulating forests, with here and there a thick

belt of scrub.- This is a fair description of the whole country

from the western boundary to the Kawa River, between which

and the Mia Casa are only two tribes of natives—the Bern and

Daubo peoples—numbering in all about seventy souls, who are

sole occupants of a territory containing over 1,500 square miles.

Having explored Strachan Island on the east and the country

to the west of the Prince Leopold, we make the sea at the mouth

of that river, which is sheltered by the island of Matta Kawa,

to the west of which is Forsyth Island and the Trouton Grroup.

Shallow mud flats and reefs obstruct the navigation between

these islands and the mainland to the westward. To the east-

ward I found a good channel, with a depth of four fathoms at

low water, which would be perfectly safe for steamers or vessels

running with a fair wind, but was deemed by me too narrow to

run the risk of beating a passage through. I therefore returned

by the Mia Casa, and explored the country to the eastward,

where we met and established friendly relations with the Daapa,

Matta, and Bern peoples. Having devoted one month to the

exploration of this portion of the country, we again proceeded to

the eastward, three Baigo canoes accompanying us a short

distance on the way, we having succeeded in gaining the esteem

and good will of these people in a marked degree. In fact, I

may say without egotism that our visit to this part of New
Gruinea cannot fail to have impressed the unsophisticated savages

with the idea that the Avhite men had come amongst them as

friends and benefactors, to whom they could look for assistance
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and protection from the wild bloodtliir.sty cannibals of the west,

and whose love of fair dealing could not but be to their (the

natives) advantage. This, at least, is the impression I did my
utmost to convey.

The south-east trade winds, which were in our favour coming,

necessitated us beating a passage the whole of the way back,

and so afforded an excellent opportunity of discovering any

dangers which might exist in the route, and which were

fortunately discovered by vigilance, rather than by mishap. So

that in due course we brought our ship safely to an anchor

between two reefs opposite the village of ISaibai, where we made

arrangements with the mammoss " Aunow " for two canoes to

accompany us to the mainland, where I purposed landing at a

creek to the west of Mabudowan, and proceeding inland from

Daubo ; and for which service I w^as to give the men plenty of

food to eat on the journey, and pay to each man ten sticks of

tobacco on his return. This being considered liberal payment.

On starting four canoes accompanied us, containing in all thirty

-

five men, being twenty more than I bargained for. On reaching

the creek our track for the first two miles lay through a man-

grove swamp, after which we crossed some good open countrj',

and then emerged into excellent scrub land well and heavily

timbered, and by midday reached a well-sheltered grove where

we rested and refreshed ourselves with green cocoanuts.

When again starting forward we had to struggle through much

dense undergrowth, until making the open country ; we passed

many plantations, and our guides began to howl, a signal which

was ultimately answered, when some of the 8aibai men ran

forward and returned with the chief, Emari, to whom I presented

tobacco and pipes. We were then escorted to the camp or

village which contained a population of thirty men, women and

children, among whom were the representatives of what had a

few years back been three powerful tribes, but who, from the

incessant attacks of the Dougara men, have been almost exter-

minated ; the village, if such it can be called, consisted of a

number of bark sheilling, or mia-mias. The chief Emari, an
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old experienced warrior, was exceedingly pleased to nee us, and

when, throiigli the interpreters, it was explained that it was our

intention to send plenty of white men to his country, he said

there was plenty of land and no men to occupy it. While con-

versing with the chief, his son, a young naked saA^age of about

twenty years old, came into the camp and was introduced to us by

a vile name, given by some of the Saibai men. Although perfectly

nude, never have I seen a finer specimen of manly beauty

unadorned, nor a more honest prepossessing countenance; I

was quite taken with the lad. Having, through the interpre-

ters, had explained the vile meaning of his name, I changed it to

Johnny Strachan, pronounced Tron, and succeeded in persuading

the chief and his son to accompany us back to the ship, where

we arrived next day, I then endeavoured to induce Johnny to

remain and accompany me south, promising to return him in

May next. But although the lad would have come, the old chief

would not part with him, but promised that he would send him

to Saibai some time, so that Jakobo, the teacher, might teach

him English. I have written to Mr. Scott, the L.M.S. Superin-

tendent, about this people, also the Daapa and Washie people,

and have sold the curios I brought from New Gruinea to the

Sydney Museum for the purpose of assisting the mission, to

send them help. To the Saibai men I paid 350 sticks of tobacco

for their service on this occasion, and with which they were

perfectly satisfied.

Having shifted the ship to Dowan for the purpose of replen-

ishing our stock of fresh water, we proceeded in the steam launch

to the eastward as far as the Katow Hiver. Finding the country

in this district very fertile, I left the party at the mission station,

and returning to Dowan brought the vessel round to Mowatta,

when, escorted by the mammoss, Tamea, and Annu the mission

teacher, we proceeded up the Katow River, the luxuriant vege-

tation and varied scenery on the banks of which was very lovely.

_En i'Oiite we pass many well-tilled plantations, until reaching a

point fifteen miles from the coast the river branches or divides

into two arms running from jS'.E. and N.W., the north-east
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braueli running- through the Koouini country, and the north-

west througli the country of the Groua people. "We secured the

steam launch at the junction, and, landing, marched through some

of the very best tropical country I have ever seen for a distance

of eight miles to the village of Goua. On landing we were

joined by a couple of lads, whose only clothing consisted of a

number of bamboo hoops round their waist. As we proceeded

on our journey the numbers incx'eased, but only a proportion

wore the distinctive badge or dress of bamboo, which, exciting

curiosity, I inquired as to the meaning or significance, and was

informed that these lads are used for the vilest of purposes, and

that the bush tribes in this part, though not cannibals, are

addicted to all the vile vices which caused the destruction of the

Cities of the Plain.

On approaching the village we were met by the mammoss, to

whom I presented a tomahawk. We were then conducted to a

large house, in which was a huge ochre-paiuted idol named Seegur,

and in front of which was spread the offerings of the people.

Having explained the absurdity of worshipping a piece of wood

which could be burned, I made offer to purchase, and after

several days' discussion amongst themselves the natives at last

consented to sell their god, which is now in the Sydney Museum,

and the price, £20, given to the mission on their behalf. Unlike

the cannibal tribes to the west the natives here live in substan-

tial houses, and seem to have many luxuries and comforts not

known in the west. They make large quantities of sago and

arrowroot, cultivate extensively the taro, yam, plantain, and

banana. Mangoes and other tropical fruits are also abundant.

In colour the natives here are a dirty brown and some red,

while the western men are invariably jet black. Cedar and other

valuable timbers grow here in scrubs, of which we secured large

samples. During the ten days spent in this part of the country

we visited all the tribes in the neighbourhood, and parties

travelled inland to a distance of thirty-three miles in a north-

west direction from the junction. Everywhere we found the

natives friendly, but somewhat timid at the first approach of the
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white iuvaders, but after a short acquaiutauce became in some

iustaiices demoustratively friendly. Amongst other staples

ginger, saffron, wild cotton, and a peculiar sweet-smelling lemon

grass grows here in abundance. The soil is everywhere excel-

lent, and could be utilised for the growth of almost any tropical

product. Fresh water is also abundant and good, many fine

spi'ings being scattered over the land, which is only waiting for the

introduction of Australian capital and Australian enterprise to

become one of the most productive of our tropical possessions.

On the 15th of December, as the season was far advanced, we

bade adieu for a time to the fair land of Xew G-uinea.

The native population of New Gruinea has, I think, been vastly

over-estimated, as, from my own observations and also from a

caref id course of reading, I have had little difficulty in persuading

myself, at least, that New Guinea does not contain one single

native to every hundred square miles of couutiy. In McCluer's

G-ulf to the west, Hartog reports 12,000 native inhabitants,

residing in forty villages on the shores of the gulf, at the back

of which is impenetrable forest, with no human inhabitants.

Hartog was a trader; and having something which the natives

required or were eager to possess, which he was willing to give

in exchange for something of equal value which the natives had

to give in return, a brisk trade, he tells us, was carried on by

barter with the natives, whom he found keen traders. As it is

probable Mr. Hartog traded fi-om village to village, it is but

natural to suppose large crowds of natives from the adjacent

villages followed him until their means of trade were exhausted,

so that if Mr. Hartog made his calculations from the number of

natives he found congregated in the villages with which he was

trading, I am safe to say that the native population in that part

of Xew G-uinea does not exceed one-third of the number as

estimated by him. A remarkable instance of this over-estimation

of numbers attracted my attention when reading an account of

the first trip of the mission schooner " Mary," as described by

Mr. Macfarlane in Sydney Morning Herald. The inhabitants of

Taun are given as being over 2<,iO, and of Saibai 500 : while as a
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matter of fact Tauu contains not more than forty .souls, eight of

whom are men and the remainder women and children
; Saibai,

a large island, containing only 130 men, women, and children. In

truth Mr. Macfarlane had fallen into Hartog's mi.stake of count-

ing noses instead of residents. But to resume : Following the

coast line towards the Dourga Strait the natives are found to be

sparsely scattered along the coast ; considerable numbers may

be found at the mouths and on the banks of some of the

rivers, such as the Xta-na-ta, but on the seaboard there are

hardly any natives at all. From the Dourga Straits to the

Papuan Gulf there is only one known powerful tribe, "The

Dougara-meu," and they have eaten out all the rest; while in the

far interior I do not believe there are any natives. To the

north, in the Dutch possessions, about the Amberno Eiver and

Gluviuk Bay, the natives are not what can be called numerous,

while as much as 100 miles of coast line will intervene between

one cluster of natives and another To the south-east there is a

somewhat greater population on the coast, as also on the shores

of the Papuan Gulf, but not sufficient to warrant the conclusion

that Xew (iuinea contains millions of human inhabitants. The

climate, too, has been described more, I think, from a local

knowledge of certain unhealthy spots, and is, I am positiA'e, no

worse than many parts of Xortli Australia, and considerably

better than some parts of Batavia or Timor, but which to us, the

people of Australia, should be a matter of profound indifference;

as to us New Guinea must, I fear, for long to come, be an

expensive encumbrance—a fair land, from which Australian

energy and Australian pluck are excluded.

The Chaiemax remarked that they had been very fortunate

in having so many papers on the subject of New Guinea lately.

The Eev. G. WooLXorGH said Captain Strachan, in the

course of conversation lie had with him, mentioned that amongst

the natives he found some who were full blacks, very different

from the other coloured races. He was disposed to regard the

blacks as the original inhabitants. AVhere they had come from

he could not say, but they appeared to be wretched creatures.

H
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It was impossible to say whether they had degenerated or

not.

The Chairman remarked that probably their condition might

arise from their habits of life and surroundings.

Mr. J. P. Thomson regretted that the papers did not evoke more

discussion, but thought the absence of discussion was probably

owing to the members being unacquainted with the localities

described. He had himself visited New Gruinea, but not that

portion of the island described by the writer of the paper. He

referred to the river system on the southern portion of New

G-uinea as described by the writer, and thought it very improba-

ble that all the water channels draining the extensive southern

slopes of the island should derive their source from the locality

at the head of the Ply River ; and regarded Captain Strachan's

theories in respect to the New G-uinea mountains and rivers as

improbable, believing that many of the water channels regarded

by Captain Strachan as rivers were not rivers, but estuaries of

the sea. He commented upon the suitability of the tropical

climate of New Guinea for sugar growing. It might be said

that there was plenty of land in Queensland suitable for the

cultivation of sugar ; but they had to look to the means for

o^etting the sugar to the port of shipment and the machinery for

crushing the sugar from the seaport to the place of erection.

For that purpose river areas were necessary ; and, although

river areas might be extensive here, it must be remembered that

the population of Queensland was rapidly increasing, and there-

fore the available land would decrease, and it would become

necessary for sugar planters to look further afield for lands

suitable for growing sugar. He considered the part of New

Guinea over which Her Majesty's protectorate extends very

valuable for sugar growing and for the growth of other tropical

products, some of which might not be easily grown in Queens-

land, a part of which was a semi-tropical country. Coffee

especially ought to flourish in New Guinea, owing to the high

elevation and the richness of the soil. He believed with Captain

Strachan that the population of New Guinea had been greatly
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over-estimated, which was in a great measure owiug to the

statements of the missionaries located on the island. He
believed that, in the higher lands. New Guinea was perfectly

healthy; but malaria existed in the low-lying swampy grounds.

The proceedings then terminated.



PIPTH OKDINAET MEETING.

The Hfth ordinary monthly meeting of tlie Queensland Braneli

ot* the Greographical Society of Australasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on Thursday evening, 27th May,

1886. Mr. W. H. Miskin occupied the chair, and there was a

fair attendance of members and visitors.

The Ho]s'. Seceetaet read the minutes of the previous

meeting, which were confirmed, after which a ballot was taken,

and the following gentlemen were elected ordinary members of

the Society :—Messrs. G-eorge A. Tofft and W. X. Morcom.

Telegrams were read from the New South. Wales Branch of

the Society, from which it was learnt that Mr. H. 0. Forbes had

returned from New Guinea to Cooktown, and that the V^ictoriau

Branch of the Society had passed a resolution with regard to

Mr. Forbes' probable future operations in New Guinea. An
animated conversation took place, in which Messrs. W. A. Tully,

J. Muir, Dr. Waugli, Eev. G. Woolnough, and the Chairman

joined, regarding the nature of the telegi"ams and the question

of contributing towards the assistance of Mr. Forbes with funds.

The conversation thus indulged in did not, however, result in a

resolution being put before the meeting.

In the absence of the author, Mr. G. W. M. Hfll read a

paper prepared by his father, entitled

Queensland, as it was and as it is.

By Alfred A. Hull, Esq.

The Hox. Secretaev,

Geogi-aphical Society of Australia, Brisbane.

Dear Sir,—You have asked me to contribute a paper to be

read at one of the meetings of the Queensland Branch of the

Geographical Society, and, although I am afraid that you will
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find but little iu what follows to interest the general public, it

may serve to show that the country of our adoption is one in

which progression has been both rapid and permanent.

I was a resident in Queensland from about 1862 until 1S80,

when I was induced to revisit my native land (Tasmania), and,

after spending about seven years there, I returned to Queens-

land ^vith my health ruined through the changeable and bleak

climate of that otherwise beautiful island, and I was glad to

return here. When 1 first arrived iu Queensland Brisbane was

but a small place compared with what it now presents to the

new comers. Then Queen Street was the only one really

ileserving the name of street, and was not more than half as long

as it now is ; and though there were even then some fine

buildings iu the city, there were a great many more tumble-

down little shanties than substantial houses, and many vacant

spaces and rugged banks were to be seen even in Queen Sti-eet.

Those were the days when Progs' Hollow was a foul marsh iu

the middle of the city, and the croaking of the frogs prevented

those (myself amongst the number) who were staying at the

Eoyal Hotel from sleeping, making night hideous with their

horrid noise. The old gaol was then in Queen Street, somewhere

about where the post-office now stands, and formed a landmark,

very conspicuous if not beautiful or attractive. I did not remain

long in Brisbane at that time, but travelled on to Maryborough

(then, as now, the second town in Queensland), to reach which

place I remember that I was obliged to wait some ten days or

more for a steamer going north. Maryborough as a town was

then a very small place, and the inhabitants few. One bank,

two lawyers, two doctors, two, or perhaps three, stores, a few

public-houses, a sawmill, and some small dwellings, nearly all of

wood, composed the rising town of Maryborough ; and there

seemed to be a chronic scarcity of almost everything beyond

just the bare necessaries of life. The leading storekeepers

(afterwards wealthy merchants) thought it no degradation to

drive their own drays to and from the steamers when any arrived

from Sydney or Brisbane, walking beside their horses coatless
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and heavy booted. In those days it was not an unusual thing

for the stock of flour in the town to be reduced to a few bags,

and then the advent of a steamer or sailing vessel was hailed

with delight by all ; and as there was no telegraph then, it was

customary to post blackfellows at intervals along the river bank

to give timely notice of the appearance of a vessel in the river.

There was then but one solitary clearing on the river above the

old town, and the banks were fringed with a dense growth of

scrub for many miles ; then the idea of cultivation was almost

laughed at, and, with the exception of a little maize, none was

attempted. At that time the English church was a slab

building, tapestried with Indian matting to keep out the

draughts ; and people moved about at night with lanterns for

fear of tumbling over the stumps, or falling into the holes and

bogs with which many of the so-called streets were embellished,

for there were very few yards of street formed then, and the

long grass had to be burned from round the houses and along

the sides of the tracks which did duty for streets as a necessaiy

precaution against any accidental fires. I have seen a dray

loaded with wool and with sixteen bullocks attached to it stuck

fast in the mud in the very middle of Kent Street, which is now,

as it was then, the principal street in the town. In those days

the chant of the blacks at their corroboree floated over the town

from a spot then all wild scrub, now densely crowded with

houses and shops. Then it was not at all an uncommon occur-

rence for a cannibal feast to be held within little more than half

a mile from the centre of the town, and the blacks were wont to

settle their quarrels by having recourse to the knife even in the

streets, or amongst the houses, when the horrified white women

were forced to become spectators of a bloody warfare.

This was Maryborough only a few years (comparatively

speaking) ago. Look at it now. How all this is changed ! And

the change, though so rapid, had its regular stages as it were. I

think that it was the timber supply from the large scrubs on the

river which gave the town the first forward impulse ; then the

gold discovery at G-ympie—this did wonders for Maryborough
;
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then came that far more important dii^coverr that the soil and

climate were both eminently suitable for the cultivation and

manufacture of sugar. Thi.s industry opened up thousands of

acres of rich lauds along the banks of the rivers and creeks in

this district, until for many miles the river Mary now flows

through waving cauefields, dotted along its course with large

and busy mills, substantial houses, and beautiful gardens, and

bears upou its bosom steamers, sailing vessels, and punts, laden

vnth the produce of that district w^hich so few years ago bore

nothing but dense scrub and gave subsistence only to a few

miserable blacks. Sawmills now sprang up in many places

followed by other industries, such as foundries, brickmills,

fellmongeries, soapworks, &c., until the town has spread far and

wide over the lately wild bush and swampy marsh. These

changes seem slow and gradual, and are taken as a matter of

course by those who have been constantly living in or near a

town like Maryborough ; but to me it seems almost magical.

Eight years ago the town depended for its water supply upon

a waterhole and watercarts ; now the water is laid on to almost

every house, being brought from the falls on Tinana Creek, a

distance of more than seven miles. In my time the town was

more indebted to Paildy's lantern for giving light to the

citizens than to any artificial method of lighting the darkness

;

now gas burns brightly at all points, and the rays from street

lamps are reflected in grand plate-glass windows and shop

fronts ; and, to crown all, the railway whistle is now heard, and

the long and crowded line of carriages takes the place oi the

lumbering old coach which used to do for (or nearly do for)

those whose very unpleasant business it was to travel inland.

Before leaving this part of my subject I should like to refer

briefly to the wonderful mineral discoveries in this district, and

the great resources of this grand country in that line. I think

that the ball was opened by the discovery of copper at Peak

Downs ; then followed G-ympie with her fabulous wealth of

gold ; Kilkivan, Teebar, Grigoomgan, Blacksnake, Mount Perry,

Widgee, and many other places with copper and cinnabar
;
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Neardi with her antimony mines ; Yarioll with silver ; Kose-

wood, Crocodile, Canoona, New Zealand GriiUy, Calliope, Eavens-

wood, Charters Towers, Palmer, Ethridge, Cloncurry, the

Johnstone, and several more with their store of the most precious

of metals; Stanthorpe with tin; and the Dowms with opals.

Coal, too, is not wanting, and iron abounds in many places.

Eeally this is a richly-endowed land, and must make a great

name for itself in the near future.

Let me now carry you to a part of Queensland far away from

civilisation only a few years back—namely, that part of the

coast country lying between Cardwellaud the Endeavour Eiver,

where the Murray, Tully, Hull, Johnstone, and Mulgrave rivers

empty their waters into the sea ; where the sound of an axe in

the virgin forest was a thing unknown ; where the cooee of the

wild natives was answered by the booming of the eassow^ary, and

the roar of the alligator alone broke the stillness of the deep

and sluggish rivers as they wound through miles of dense

tropical scrubs. It seems only the other day that I had the

pleasure of being one of a party who were the first to explore

some of these grand northern rivers, and I never saw such wildly

beautiful scenery anywhere else ; the tall scrub trees, cedar, pine,

fig, nutmeg, plum, and many other trees, the names of which I

was ignorant of, growing to the water's edge, festooned with

bright flowering or bean-bearing creepers, while the vnld

bananas, tamarinds, plum, and cherry trees dropped their ri^je

fruit into the boat as we passed beneath their overhanging

branches—where white man had not yet set his foot nor made

his mark. And now what will you see there? Steamers lying at

large and commodious wharves ; towns in which thousands of

white people ply a busy trade, where all the luxuries of civilised

life can be had; the rivers are highw^ays to large and flourishing

plantations, where the shrill steam whistle of the sugar-mill

startles the denizens of the still standing scrub ; where the low

of the oxen and the laugh of children has taken the place of the

cry of the macaw and parrot; and life, energy, and busy trade,

have changed this wilderness into the home of the refined and
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cultivated race, for whom it was no Joubt created. Anyone who

has not seen the tropical growth in thiss part of Queensland can

form no conception of what it is like ; the tall clean stems of the

nutmeg trees, the broad bright green leaves of the wild banana,

the graceful towering shafts of the palms, and above all, the

grand masses of dark green foliage of the wild convolvulus, and

the bright flowers of the hibiscus, combine to make this a very

garden of Eden. To look forward for another ten years or so,

when all this will have disappeared before the advancing stride

of civilisation, when the axe of the woodman has done its work

upon these beautiful scrubs, and man's energy and enterprise

have changed the wild face of nature to waving cane and corn-

fields ; when far up these noble rivers the plash of the steamer

or laden punts shall disturb the long securities of the alligator,

and the existence of that animal become almost a myth, like that

of the bunyip farther south ; and in place of the stillness which

reigned there so short a time ago, there will be the sound of

church bells, music, and song. And this country is open to the

working man—these scrubs teeming with fruit, the woods with

game of every description, and the rivers with fish ; the earth

only awaiting the hand of the cultivator, to produce liberally

everything he requires, not only to sustain life btit to enrich it.

Surely there is room here for the poor starving families at home

in the old country. Eoom ! Why, these scrubs extend for miles

and miles, and the soil is the richest in the world. The climate,

though now unhealthy in places, will become, as cultivation and

settlement increase, far more pleasant than that of the southern

part of Queensland, Xew South Wales, or Victoria ; and this part

of the country never suffers from the long continuation of dry

weather, which has proved such a drawback to farming enterprise

in the south. Altogether, I think it certain that ere many more

years have passed away, this rich and beautiful country will

stand forth as the premier colony of Grreat Britain.

I am afraid I have allowed my subject to run away with me,

so must ask you to pardon this rambling narrative.



In the absence of the author, Mr. J. P. Tnoirsoy then read

a paper entitled

A few months' Experience in NeAv Guinea.

By Captain James M. Hexxessy.

Being but recently returned from Xew Gfuinea, where I have

been since September, 1885, in the capacity of companion and

assistant to H. O. Forbes, Esq., F.E.Gr.S., and having been

desired to give my views concerning the parts through which

I travelled, I now make such my pleasurable duty.

Considering how much has of late been written by gentlemen

who have visited this hitherto mysterious land, I cannot promise

you the prospect of anything new; but possibly the experiences

of many, gained from however small a scope, will tend to give to

those anxious to learn all they can of their great island neigh-

bour a more correct idea of the country.

On nearing the New Guinea coast to the eastAvard of Poi't

Moresby, whither the ship in which I was passenger was carried

by a strong easterly current, the country presents a most

imposing picture of hill rising on hill, even from the very coast

to far back in the interior, and culminating in the towering

peaks of the famous Owen Stanley Eange, which Mr. Forbes has

determined to make his goal. These hills were covered more or

less with trees, whose foliage, of a rich green, presented a

magnificent background ;

' whilst in front lovely strips of sandy

beach, fringed with multitudes of the welcome cocoauut palms,

made up this tropical picture. On cruising westward, however,

to Port Moresby, where I was to land with Mr. Forbes' Malays

and the expedition sinews, I was struck by the rapid change

both in the character and colour of the foliage, though the

distance so traversed was but sixty miles. As we neared Port

Moresby the prospect was one of bare hills whose verdure was
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scorched by the excessive heat in the long absence ol: rain. I

learnt after there had been no rain since Aprih The coeoamit

was much scarcer liere, as seem also to be all other trees.

After a short delay at the coast, our part_v made a start inland

on the 25th September, and our route lay in a X.E. direction

from Port Moresby. At the distance of about one mile from the

sea there rises, fairly steep, the Moresby range of hills, and,

these crossed, we entered on extensive plains lightly wooded

with eucalyptus and acacias, and grown over with that species of

grass known as sword grass, which grows to the height of seven

feet or more ; our party were completely buried in it. In

traversing these plains, which extend to the width of about

twelve miles, the heat is terrific, there being no breath of air to

be got below the level of the grass. Our carriers, besides twenty

Malays, were of the Motu tribe, and it was their delight to set

fire to this grass occasionally, and then the air was almost

unbearable. These plains (through which the river Laroki runs)

being traversed, we come on a series of hills which form the

outlying spurs of Mount Astrolabe. This mountain (2,000 ft.)

is very precipitous, and therefore difficult of ascent. Both at

its base and on top are met huge conglomerate boulders, con-

sisting of all sizes of stones cemented together with sand and

other matters. They seem to have come from the bed of some

mighty stream and to have been placed where they lie by A'olcanic

agency. The country on top of Mount Astrolabe is generally

open wooded, the eucalyptus and gums being most prominent.

By a gradual descent through sparcely wooded country, and

through a few native villages (Suuasamgai, Narianouma, &c.),we

come to the valley of the Laroki, which here trends to the west-

ward. From the former village, on a clear morning, may be

obtained a most magnificent view of Mount Owen Stanley

proper, in a due northerly direction, and the height is increased

from the fact that one sees it here from a standpoint fully 2,000

feet above the valleys beneath. By a little divergence from oui'

route we reached the descent to the Kowna Falls, where the

Laroki falls over a sheer precipice of about 1,000 feet in one
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extensive sheet of spray. AVhen I visited these grand falls it

was during the dry season, so that the river was but small ; but

it was most curious to see how it flowed beneath a surface of

rock, from the fact of the water having cut numerous channels

through the solid rock and to such a depth as to become almost

buried out of sight. The sides of the gorge through which this

river runs, before it falls over the heights, are thickly grown with

creeping plants, and here and there may be caught the glimpse

of some lovely tree or ground orchids. Our guides down the

precipitous sides of this gorge were two chiefs of the district,

and they displayed wonderful agility and surefootedness as they

hopped or di'opped from one rock to another ; and when they

would be too far in advance of us they would lean against some

rock and smile back at our poor attempts to keep up with them,

with infinite pity expressed in their good humoured and much

besmeared countenances. Mying about here in plenty are the

proud looking Gaurie pigeon, with its large lavender crest

expanded as it sails down into the valley beneath.

Our steps retraced, our route lay now through other native

villages, in one of which I perceived a most fetid odour, and,

on hunting up its cause, found that it emanated from a

little house, between other dwelling houses ; in this house

two corpses were lying in the process of decomposition.

These were the bodies of two of the chief's warra-warras,

or cousins, and this keeping the corpses was a mode of

showing honour to the dead. The majority of bodies are

placed in caves, or, occasionally, in trees. I saw one suspended

in a tree, and the juices were dropping out of it freely ; while

near, around, croaked a sort of vulture, disturbed from his

feasting. In some parts of jS^ew Guinea these juices are saved

in a vessel, and then a great feast is organised—pigs killed, &c.

—

and these juices are drunk. They possess the properties necessary

to intoxicate people drinking them ; and when the feast becomes

far advanced, the bowls are produced and the whole party

become frenzied under the influence of their loathsome contents.

I noticed here the custom of A\idoAvs in mourning to smear
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their bodies all over with a sort of plumbago, also to wear,

suspended by a cord rouud their necks, the jawbone of tlieir

late husband. This bauble the widow prizes verj highly. I

have known them refuse, what in their idea must be a large

present—viz., three tomahawks and some tobacco for one of

these delicate souvenirs. Should they again become wives these

jawbones are no longer worn, but are suspended fi-om their new

husband's roofti'ee. Accompanying the aforesaid signs of

mourning the women, girls, and sometimes even the men, wear

over their bodies, from the neck half-way to the waist, a

sort of open network garment without sleeves, and their period

of mourning lasts as long as this network will hold together

—

and it is very durable.

Leaving the villages where I noticed these pecularities, our

route lay, now through forest, now through open wooded

country, and through the latter might be seen, hopping merrily

along in pairs, kangaroos—identical with those of Australia.

The forest, which abounds in such trees as oaks, fii\s, j)ines,

gums, cedars, nutmeg, camphor, cinnamon, and many other

species, bears, generally, a sombre aspect ; but, to make up as it

were for this, are seen hundreds of gaily plumaged birds hopping

about the trees and making up altogether a pleasant aspect-

The trees are almost all connected by large and small vines and

creepers, which reach from tree to tree and from the branches

down to the ground, and offer great opposition to forest

travelling. After travelling for twenty miles through sucli

country we come upon the Sogeri hills, which present tlie

appearance of a vast amphitheatre with a considerable opening

through which may be seen Mount Obree.

At the base of this opening, and extending for many miles

farther on, lies the large district of Sogeri. This district is

t'onsidered the largest held by one tribe of any in these

parts ; it consists of the country between four villages, and it

was at Sogeri proper, the central village, that we ended our

march aud made the first fixed catnp. We were met at some

distance from the village bv nearlv all the tribes; in all, about
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4^00 men, women and children, all bearing "welcome" expressed

bv their faces and gesticulations. They inducted us to the spot

we chose for camp, and every night for a week, during which

time we were erecting our houses, they camped all round us in a

circle, thus offering protection from any unforeseen attacks.

The natives willingly assisted us in building our houses, felling

the timber, clearing the ground, and in roofing. These duties

were done by the men, while the women were cutting and

carrying the long grass necessary for the thatch.

Our house when completed was a very comfortable structure

;

it so struck the late Sir Peter Scratchley that he had it measured

and surveyed with a view to having a similar one erected at

Port Moresby for his own residence.

The range of hills surrounding this district resembles in shape

that of a huge crater which would have been broken up by some

heavy earthquake. They are now heavily timbered on all sides,

and afforded us hundreds of herbarium, specimens. The trees

generally met with are those mentioned above, aud on their

branches are found, in profusion, specimens of lovely orchids of

every hue. The view from the summit of this range shows just

a succession of hill after hill, so close together as to leave little

room for any expanse of plain between. Owen Stanley bears

from here X. by W. about tweuty miles in a direct line, though

to reach its base over all those ranges will mean a journey of

about seventy or eighty miles.

The soil in this locality is of great depth and of a rich choco-

late colour. It is very prolific and will grow almost any crops.

Such seeds as peas, beans, maize, wheat, and vegetables gener-

ally prosper very well and send up sprouts in a very short time;

while the natives grow sugar extensively and with no trouble.

Natives.

The natives here are of middle stature, wiry build, and of a

lighter shade than the coast tribes, and speak a different language

—in fact every district has its own language, and they differ

considerably from each other. Already we had heard three

different languages during the short journey thither.
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They are a happy, i'lle race : that is to say, they are idle because

of their surroundings ; having all they want close at hand, they

have very little necessity to work. Their intellect is generally

keen, as evidenced by their power of imitation of anything

which pleases them. Their senses of sight and hearing are

most highly developed, as seems to be the case with most

aboriginal races. They have a habit of shouting from village to

village, and it seems incredible that, at such distances, thev can

make themselves heard and understood. To give the voice more

power in this shouting they elevate their arms over their heads,

to allow, I suppose, a greater inflation of the lungs. "When the

distance is greater than usual, they generally select a youth of

about fourteen years of age to do the shouting, as the voice at

this age is the most penetrating.

The dress of the men consists in a piece of string or a young

creeper passed round the waist and thence through the less.

For ornament.s they wear generally a nosebone through the

septum, earshells, and a circlet of dog's teeth round their fore-

head over the roots of the hair, and very well this latter looks.

They dress their hair, which is long and frizzv, in a sort of ba"

formed from the inner bark of a tree, stretched into a species of

cloth, and this is kept in its place by the head-.scratcher or long-

pronged comb stuck through this hairbag into the hair. Their

heads are infested with insects ; and it was the only disgusting

practice which I noticed among them—that of hunting through

each others heads and eating the "game." Eound their upper

arm they weave tightly a band of fern hair, and this forms a

sort of purse or hold-all for tobacco and the like. They are all

inveterate smokers, they use the bamboo pipe, and these are

sometimes highly ornamented by burning various designs on

them. In addition they carry a little bag of network to hold

such articles as betelnut, chunam, and the aceompanving spices

and herbs.

Dandyism is to be found here among the men, its chief feature

being a belt of rattan cane plaited round the waist, so tightly

that 1 have seen the flesh bulging out on both sides of it very
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coiiyiclernbly. Besides this tight lacing propensity, a dandy will

have armlets, kneelets, and anklets, of plaited rattan, and stuck

in each one of these he will have bunches of feathers of many

colours, plucked from a variety of birds, or of some particular

feathery foliage, intermixed with flowers. These gentlemen

generally carry an elaborately carved chunam gourd which

finishes off their costume. These dandies are, however, generally

those who have distinguished themselves for bravery in some

skirmish with the foe, and with a little consideration a compari-

son might be drawn between these so-called savages and other

more civilised peoples. The men generally smear their faces

over in peculiar patterns with plumbago, which custom makes

them look very ludicrous.

The women, who are generally a shade less tall than their

lords and masters, are the hard workers of the community. They

seem to have stronger limbs than the men, and are certainly

much stronger physically. Their carrying power is ti-uly won-

derful. I have seen frequently women carrying a bag of rice

(561bs.), a bag of yams (which will certainly weigh another

201bs.), a bag containing a baby, and on top of all this a dog,

and with this load they will march for days in succession, while

their lords walk beside them cai'rying a spear. All the weight comes

on the crown of the head by their way of carrying everything

in bags suspended across the head, and in course of time the

head gets quite a depi-ession in the skull across the crown. The

women do all the work in the plantations, save felling the

timber and clearing and fencing, which are done by the men.

The women's dress consists of a rami, or grass petticoat,

which covers the body from the waist to the knee. This, on the

young women, is a most graceful garment. Their ornaments

consist chiefly in armshells and earshells. They do not wear

nosebones. When young they are mostly very pleasant looking,

but they age very quickly after a few years of married life, on

which they enter at a very tender age. Polygamy does not

obtain here save in a few cases, and then it is only the chiefs

who practise it. The women are very fond of their children.
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whom they carry in bags when very young, and on the hips

when a little older. A curious and disgusting custom prevails

amongst them, that of suckling young pigs at their breast, it

being no uncommon sight that of a woman suckling a pig at one

breast and her baby at the other. These young pigs follow the

women who suckle them like dogs, and will not go near their

own mothers. AVhen away from their villages the women

always keep to themselves, never mixing with the men, and

altogether seem to be just the slaves of their husbands simply.

The people as a whole are an honest, good natured lot, with

very correct ideas of morality in general. Stealing is not

reckoned an accomplishment here as in other countries. They

are very hospitable, as far as it lies in their power to be, and a

white man never enters one of their villages without receiving

some kind of present in the way of food. They are very inquisi-

tive and imitative to a degree. As a rule, they are clean in

their habits, and they keep their houses and village squares well

swept and tidy. More than all, they are independent in the

true sense of the word, knowing no inequalities of rank, and all

being on the same footing. They certainly all bow to the

dictum of their own chief, but his authority is rarely shown,

save in times of war, when he arranges the lines of attack and

defence. It is a rare thing to see a frown on their faces, and

I have never heard a single cross word exchanged amongst

them. Their arms consist of the spear and club, with the

former of which they are very sure shots at the distance of fifty

j'^ards. There is a great variety of clubs, the heads of some

being carved into the shape of a star fish ; others are round and

flat with well bevelled edges; others, again, are simply egg-

shaped stones pierced for the handle. The bow and arrow is

not used here, but the natives trade with other tribes to the

westward occasionally for them, and they soon become great

adepts in their use.

Food.

Their staple articles of food are yam, taro, sweet potato, banana,

T
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sugar-cane, pumpkin, and bread fruit. These are all grown in

their plantations, which are generally strips of virgin forest

cleared and fenced to keep out the numerous dogs and pigs

which share their villages. New pieces of ground are taken every

year, and so it comes to pass that one meets with hundreds of

disused and weed-grown gardens all over the country. There

is, I believe, a sort of tobacco indigenous to the soil, but they

have never used it for smoking. Prior to the advent of white

people they smoked herbs and the leaves of certain spice trees.

They grow several kinds of ginger which they chew with the

betelnut. Edible fruits are not numerous ; in fact, they are

very scarce. I only having met with banana, a species of guava,

and a kind of melon. There is here also a very luscious

cucumber.

Living.

The site generally chosen for a village is the summit of a hill

where are growing several high trees. The huts are built about

six feet above the ground, and contain but one room and

generally a verandah, this latter being the squatting place of the

family. To get on to this verandah requires no small amount of

agility, as there is no approach more than a pole with which to

spring up. A village generally consists of about thirty of these

huts and about four tree-houses, or huts built in the branches of

the aforesaid high trees. These tree huts, which are reached by

long ladders, are used as points of lookout, and also as forts in

time of siege; they store up here a large number of big stones,

which they hurl down on the heads of the attacking party.

In each hut is a fire stone, or square of hardened clay, on

which the fire is laid, and the smoke arising therefrom finds its

way out through the eaves of the house, which are never too

close to the roof. This smoke, generally very pungent, I have

found nut very conducive to sleep, on a few occasions when it

has been my lot to pass the night beneath their roofs. The

family all sleep round the fire, and have for mattresses a piece of

large palm-leaf dried, which is just as hard as the wooden
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rtooring of the hut. Sometimes they use as a covering a piece

of that same inner bark whicli the men use to dress their hair

with. AVheu they leave tlieir houses, a palm branch placed

across the hole which serves as a door protects the house effectu-

ally from intruders, none will remove this emblem of taboo.

In the dry season they rarely sleep in their huts ; they camp at

the scene of their work, which may possibly be a mile or so from

their village.

Fauxa.

In the forests in this district wild pigs abound. Their ttisks

are highly prized by the natives as spear sharpeners and as

ornaments. Here, also, is found the cassowary in plenty.

Pigeons and doves are very numerous and of many species, and

ranging in size from the barn-door fowl to a paroqueet ; scrub

hen, scrub turkey, gaurie pigeon, and ground pheasant are also

found ; siDeeimens of the cuscus were also obtained. The kan-

garoo does not inhabit these parts, but is to be found both to

the east and west of this district. Birds with plumage truly

enchanting flit amongst the trees, and include the glorious birds

of paradise, the raggiana, and a dark metallic blue one described

by D'Albertis. Here also are found the regent, the many-tribed

kingfisher (including the jackass), and the methodical bower

bird (who decks his play-garden with newly-culled flowers every

day), and hundreds of other kinds, ranging from the huge horn-

bill down to the little insect-catching bird hardly larger than a

beetle.

Immense varieties of beetles are here to be found, and won-

derfully beautiful they are, many of them resembling some

splendid jewels as they catch and reflect the sunshine. But who

shall describe the number and beauty of the butterflies r They

defy description at my hands ; but I can say that many species

hitherto unknown have already been collected.

Snakes and other reptiles are numerous, and some of the

former are very deadly, and attain a size approaching that of

the boa. The chameleon also is found here, and many other

kinds nearly akin to him.
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Flora.

The flora of these parts are very beautiful, and as new ground

is reached new species are being found, and there is no doubt

that, as the explorer advances inland and ascends those lofty

ranges, he will find ample to satisfy his botanical appetite

and to repay the labour and fatigue of progress through a new

country.

If ever Xew Gruinea becomes a field for the white man's

commerce, one of its most valuable products will be its timber,

much of which is hardwood and suitable for building and orna-

mental purposes. There is a fair proportion of cedar and

sandalwood which would, alone, be sufficient to warrant a specu-

lation in that direction. The great drawback at present to

white men in Xew Guinea is the prevalence of malarial fever,

which, in a short time, reduces a man to half his former

weight and leaves him prostrate for weeks. " This malaria,

seemingly indigenous to all new tropical countries, may, in

course of time, as in Australia, disappear before the advances of

pioneer settlers ; but, until such time, I do not consider New
Gruinea as a field for the average white man.

The Chaieman, Dr. WAroH, and the Eev. G-. "NVoolnough,

expressed themselves as being highly interested by the paper

read, and thought that Capt. Hennessy had graphically described

the various subjects of his paper.

The proceedings then terminated.



SIXTH OKDINARY MEETING.

The sixth ordinary monthly meeting of the Queensland Branch

of the Geographical Society of Australasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on Thursday erening, 17th June,

1886. Dr. "\A"augh occupied the chair, and there was a good

attendance of members and visitors.

The Hoy. Secretary read the minutes of the previous

meeting, which were duly confirmed, after which the following

paper was read by the author :

—

The Upper South Johnstone Elver.

By W. H. Mtskix, Esq.

The area to which the following remarks are principally con'

fined is embraced in the extensive valley, or series of valleys,

forming the watershed of Stewart's Creek and the southern

branch of the Johnstone Eiver, and other minor tributaries—all

being ever-running streams. It is bounded by the Basilisk

Eange on the east and south-east, commencing from the junction

of Stewart's Creek with the South Johnstone Eiver ; on the

south-east and south by the Main Eange, or spurs of the range

trending towards the coast ; and on the north by the South

Johnstone Eiver (Stewart's Creek, a large and rapid ever-flowing

stream trending for some distance due south, and then, suddenly

turning at a very extraordinary angle due west, traversing the

centre) ; while its extreme westerly limit, quite unexplored, is

defined by the Main Eange running more or less parallel with

the coast, and may be said to be approximately between the 17°

and 18" of south latitude.

The South Johnstone Eiver is becoming tolerably well-known

on its lower waters ; the rising town of Geraldton, situated at

the junction of the two rivers (Xorth and South Johnstone),

being accessible from Townsville by two and sometimes three

steamers weekly.
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Although not comparable as a navigable stream with the

north branch it is a wide and beautiful river, its banks denselj'

clothed Avith the richest tropical jungle to the water's edge, man-

groves scarcely reaching above the junction.

At about six miles from Greraldton navigation by boats

becomes difficult by reason of the first of a series of frequent

rapids, and here tidal influence terminates. These rapids are

only to be surmounted by very hard pulling, and at times not

without wading and hauling.

The result of the frequent negotiation of these rapids is that

an ever-increasing altitude is attained as the ascent of the river

is made, until arrival at Stewart's Creek, about eight and a half

miles from G-eraldton, where boat navigation may be said to

cease (although it is possible to get three or four miles further

up tlie main stream in a shallow punt, but with an immense

amount of labour), we find the river fully fifteen feet above sea

level.

Basilisk Range, named by the late Gr. E. Dalrymple, in his

exploratory expedition in 1878, is a peculiar isolated elevation,

rising abruptly from the river immediately at its junction •o'ith

Stewart's Creek (and along its foot the latter runs for some

distance) ; it has a general trending from north to south, but

towards its further extremity it has a westerly bearing in the

direction of the Main Eange, which here begins to incline

decidedly towards the coast, and in fact by means of a large

lateral spur ("Walter Hill Eange) actually reaches the coast at

Tam o' Shanter and Clump points. The Basilisk Eange is,

except at its immediate base on either side where it is clothed

with the usual dense jungle, lightly timbered open forest

country—ironbark, bloodwood, tea-tree, and oak, predominating

with coarse grass. The formation is sandstone rock plentifully

interspersed with quartz, outcrops of reefs being frequent ; the

soil is rather poor at the summit but gradually improves towards

the base. The range extends for a distance of some six or seven

miles, with steep and in some places almost precipitous sides,
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the ridge extremely narrow and occasionally even razoi'-backed

;

at its south-westerly extremity it is distinctly separated from the

rising country beyond by a deep depression ; the opposite ridges

beginning almost immediately to rise in decided gradations

towards the range about ten or twelve miles distant. The

northerly point has an altitude of probably 350 feet, but there

are other points that reach considerably higher, perhaps 400 feet,

or even more.

From this range, upon a tine day, is to be seen a panoramic

view that must be seen to be appreciated, and well repays the

toil of first a struggle through the belt of jungle (although,

since the writer first ascended it a comfortable cleared track has

been made through the scrub, and indeed the whole of the way

up, and the telegraph line from the south, now running over the

top, if not adding to the picturesqueness of the scene, at least

gives it an air of clAilisation), and the after-climb of the steep

side of the range.

To the east is the open ocean, about ten miles distant, the

coast studded with lovely islands (North and South Barnard and

others), covered Avith verdure, with rocky headlands, and charm-

ing coves with white sandy beaches, and the waters of the

completely landlocked Mourilyan Harbour—the most perfect

port on the Queensland coast—while the winding of the South

Johnstone River, flowing to join its northern branch, and

together emptying into the Pacific by Gladys' Inlet—the heads

of which can also be clearly distinguished—are perceptible by

sheets of glistening water amidst the dense expanse of solid

green presented by the primeval jungle, with here and there

a break of bright green, denoting the canefields of the

Mourilyan, Queensland, and Innisfail plantations.

Further south can be descried, by the various alternations in

the character of the foliage and occasional glimpses of water, the

com-se of the Moresby Eiver, which discharges into the head of

Mourilyan Harbour, taking its rise near the foot of the Basilisk

Range, and, indeed, depending upon the easterly and south-

easterly slojjes of the range for a considerable portion of its
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watershed. And here it may be remarked, parenthetically, that

this river is destined to be the outlet in the future for the whole

of the country to Avhich this paper relates, for wdthin three

miles from the mouth of Stewart's Creek water navigable for

small steamers can be reached on the Moresby. Further south

the view is closed by a lofty spur of the Main Eange running

out to the coast (Walter Hill Eange), which it nearly touches at

its extreme point between Tarn o' Shanter and Clump points.

After gazing with delight upon this incomparable landscape, and

inhaling with fervour the invigorating sea breeze, tbe beholder,

facing round, is confronted by a view equally extensive and

magnificent. To the north-west, some twenty miles distant, is

the superb Mount Bartle Frere, rearing its lofty head to the

sky 5,438 feet, with its dark blue side seemingly riven by a

streak of silver, produced by a waterfall that appears to traverse

it from summit to base. Further north, the also (though less)

lofty Bellendeu Kerr mountains are dimly seen; while others of

less proportions, and sometimes fantastic shape, fill in the scene.

To the west is the massive outline of the Main Range, some

thirty miles distant, with towering peaks, its deep gaps indicating

the natural passes for surmounting the range and reaching by

comparatively easy gradients access to the tablelands of the

interior.

And here I will venture to predict (now that the vexed ques-

tion of the superior claims to the route for a railway from

Herberton to the coast is absolutely settled by the adoption of

Cairns as the starting point on the coast) that, as has indeed

been already proved by the comparatively easily accessible route

explored aud surveyed by Mr, Christie Palmerston from Her-

berton to Geraldton, a track over which is now being cleared by

that veteran explorer under the supervision of the Johnstone

Divisional Board, it will be discovered, Avhen too late, that a

grievous error has been committed in ignoring the advantages

so obviously presented by the natural conformation of this part

of the Main Range for surmounting the barrier with the

iron horse.
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The whole of the intervening space, north and west, apparently

nearly level, but gradually rising towards the west, is one vast

almost interminable expanse of dense tropical jungle, covering

some hundi'eds of thousands of acres of probably the richest and

most fertile soil in the world, awaiting only a more enlightened

public policy towards the tropical agricultural industry to realise

wealth to the enterprising capitalist, and profitable employment

to thousands of human beings ; but now lying, and apparently

for some time likely to do so, absolutely woi'thless—a wilderness

of waste.

At our very feet is the brawling Stewart's Creek, like a .Scotch

salmon stream, rushing over its shingle and sandy bottom, some-

times amidst huge boulders, with water so limpid that at a

depth of fifteen feet a pin could be discerned at the bottom,

and so cold that the early morning bath makes one's teeth

chatter: the banks clothed with all the luxuriance of palm and

fern, flowering creeper, and shrub so typical of tropical vegetation,

while the South Johnstoue is seen undulating through the verdure

in a more northerly direction. The scene is beautiful in the

extreme and requires the language of the poet or the pencil of

an artist to adequately represent, and it is with feelings of

strongest reluctance that we abandon so attractive a spot to

descend into the semi-darkness of the dense dank jungle.

The country from the junction of the South Johnstone and

Stewart's Creek (where the soil is a rich black compound of

alluvial, and decomposed vegetable, covered with the most luxu-

riant growth of palm, cane, banana, and creepers, densely matted

together, growing amongst and over the larger timber, and pro-

gress through which is extremely tedious and laborious, and can

only be accomplished at a very slow rate by chopping with cane

knife and axe, step by step) gradually rises, and eventually, upon

reaching some thirty or forty feet altitude, changes in the

character of the soil to a rich, friable, ferruginous-coloured loam,

the jungle here being less dense and matted than on the lower

level. Continuing to rise until about sixty feet above the level

of the land at the month of Stewart's Creek (about three miles
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distant), tlie country presents a fine level tableland or minor

plateau, so far as it lias been penetrated by the surveyor's party,

of the same rich class of soil. This is, indeed, the very outskirts

of civilisation in these parts ; for beyond this, in all probability,

the foot of white man has never trod, the trace of the cedar-

getter even (the pioneer of settlement in these regions) being

imperceptible.

Stewart's Creek, after running in a somewhat tortuous course

for about four miles in a due south direction, suddenly turns in

a very abrupt manner due westerly. The creek, although not

practicable for boats, owing to the many shallow rapids, has fine

stretches of wide deep water, often 200 feet wide, and high

banks far above any flood marks; in some places, being extremely

precipitous, showing the vast depth and richness of soil in

successive strata of various characters, often to the height of forty

or fifty feet without any rock formation. At about two miles

from the bend in the creek before mentioned, but about four miles

in a direct line from the mouth, is a sight Avorth travelling to see.

Here the creek falls in a sheet of water twenty-five to thirty

feet wide, over black lava rocks, perpendicularly, without a

break, forty-five feet, with a deafening roar that can be heard at

a considerable distance, into a beautiful deej) circular pool of

about 200 feet across, the sides of which are perpendicular for

some distance, gradually sloping away towards the louver end,

where the water escapes through a narrow opening with a

tremendous rush. The appearance of the pool is suggestive of

Tolcanic action. The eifect of the water rushing over the jet

black rocks and throwing up clouds of snowy vapour is exceed-

ingly beautiful, while the utter stillness, except for the roar of

the water, and the reflection that probably Jiot half-a-dozen

white men have ever gazed upon the scene, invests the surround-

ings with peculiar interest.

This is a favourite camping ground of the blacks, who are here

numerous and at times exceedingly troublesome ; their huts are

placed in a commanding position above the fall so as to secure

a view up and down the creek. At the time of the writer's visit,

however, they had apparently deserted the camp.
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Above the fall is a fine stretch of still, deep water, extending

at least for half a mile in a straight direction. Much beyond

this is unknown.

TJpou Mcllwraith Creek, another tributary of the South John-

stone, joining it higher up than Stewart's Creek, is an exactly

similar waterfall, but on a miniature scale, and, of course, devoid

of the imposing effect of the Stewart's Creek fall.

Aborigines.

The natives, as before stated, are very numerous in this

district and harassing, and, unlike their more southern brethren,

seem to have no repugnance to nocturnal movements ; indeed,

their capacity for finding their way about in the dark and

adroitness in making their way through the jungle is marvellous,

and has been the source of considerable loss and annoyance to

the settlers, and particularly to surveying parties, camps and

homesteads having been frequently stripped of evervthing

movable while the occupants were sleeping in happy iiucon-

sciousness of the terrible risk they ran of losing their Hves.

The blacks seem to be of a cowardly dis])osition, or, probably,

they have never recovered the effects of the punishment inflicted

upon them in former years for their misdeeds ; for, it will be

remembered, it was the members of the tribes of this district

who were guilty of the atrocious murders of the unfortunate

members of the ill-fated " Maria" expedition, wrecked off this part

of the coast some years ago. They are believed to be cannibals.

Their weapons are few, consisting principally of the wooden sword

and shield. Fortunately they have hardly anything in the way of

a missile weapon; they, however, use as a substitute the boulders

from the beds of the creeks and river, which they have piled up

in heaps on the banks at convenient places, and even carry some

about with them. Upon one or two occasions they have tried

this mode of attack upon boats when feebly manned ; the report

of a firearm, however, speedily disperses them be they ever so

numerous. Their fishing nets and lines, dillybags and baskets, are

exceedingly neatly and cleverly made, and they display much care
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in the construction of their huts for use during the rainy season.

The absence of missile weapons is, of course, attributable to the

character of the country, there being little, if any, opportunity

for the use of such in the almost entirely jungle-covered country

they inhabit. The quantity and variety of fruits, nuts, and roots

in this vast garden of nature, and the numerous streams teeming

witli fish with which this country is so lavishly endowed, and

shell-fish on the coast, provides them with an easily acquired and

abundant living.

Zoology.

In such a country as this, as is usual, the mammals are of

course exceedingly scarce.

Birds are restricted to a great extent to the fruit-eating kinds,

particularly the pigeons, which resort here in immense flocks and

great variety ; of course the scrub turkey, scrub hen, and the

splendid cassowary are common. The brilliant rifle bird and

kingfishers of many species make this their abode.

The reptiles are represented by many new and interesting

forms, some of the lizards being exceptionally curious, while the

alligator is more familiar than agreeable in the tidal waters of

the Johnstone, but does not seem to venture above the rapids.

Bi;t it is to the entomologist that this locality presents a

veritable paradise. Here is seen the magnificent Ornitliopfera

Cassandra in abundance, its truly gigantic caterpillar being

found feeding upon a small trailing plant ; while the brilliant

Papilio lli/sses flushes its gorgeous blue wings in the sun, as

common as an English cabbage butterfly. ISTew species are to

be had here, as the writer has had the pleasure of experiencing.

Beetles are to be collected in quantities ; indeed the insect

fauna is here represented in profusion, the smaller representa-

tives being a pei'fect pest, especially when the lamp is lit, at

times absolutely smothering eveiwthing. One very pleasant

feature, however, in this connection is the entire absence r>f

mosquitos in the district referred to, an exemption it is to be

fea red that will not be enjoyed for any prolonged period.
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As has been before mentioned, fish of various kinds are

abundant in the river and creeks.

To tlie conchologist a rare field is here open for investigation

amongst the land shells.

BOTAXY.

But of all the attractions it is in its botanical wealth that this

district claims preeminence. Here the vegetable kingdom is

represented with lavish extravagance, as may be easily under-

stood from the enormous extent of fertile soil, the unexampled

rainfall, and the numerous streams and watercourses by which it

is intersected. Mr. Bailey, the Grovernment Botanist, remarks

:

" It is probable the Johnstone is the richest field the botanist

has in Australia." Some slight idea may be formed of the

extent of the flora of this wonderful district from the result of

a short collecting expedition made here in 1883, by Mr. W. E.

Kefford, the former overseer of the Queensland Acclimatization

Society, a practical and energetic botanist, a brief resume of

which appears in the annual report of that Society for that

year by Mr. Bailey, a great many of the specimens collected by

him proving to be entirely new to science. The large number of

species absolutely peculiar to this district, and the generally

numerous and varied wealth of species representing the flora,

can be appreciated to some extent bj the several publications

on the Queensland flora by the last named gentleman.

Many species of valuable timber trees (some of them found in

this district alone) are present in the greatest profusion, and

•will, when the country becomes more opened up, represent an

extensive and important industry.

MlXEEALOttY.

The country at the head of the North Johnstone has already

proved to be highly auriferous, the gold obtained being of excep-

tionally fine quality ; and, as the same formation prevails at the

head of the South Johnstone and Stewart's Creek, it may be

reasonably assumed that, as greater facilities of access are dis-
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covered, an alluvial goklfiekl of considerable extent will develop

here in course of time.

The rich stanniferous deposits that have created the important

town and district of Herberton will, doubtless, be found to

extend towards and probably upon the eastern slopes of the

range towards the head of the Johnstone. At present, how-

ever, very little has been or can be done in the way of searching

for minerals owing to the dense jungle-covered face of the

country, the almost total absence of roads rendering it pi-acti-

cally impenetrable.

Soil.

As before remarked, the soil of this district is of wonderful

depth and richness, and on the tableland, or, rather, first plateau

before mentioned, where the red loam is the surface character-

istic, experiments already made prove that both soil and climate

are admirably adapted for the production of vast numbers of

valuable economic plants of inter-tropical and semi-tropical

nature.

Here are to be seen growing in great luxuriance the cocoauut,

coffee, cocoa, vanilla, indigo, india-rubber, cinchona, and others

of the same class ; while the sweet potato, yam, paw-paw,

banana, granadilla, and pumpkin are veritable weeds, and the

sugar-cane attains absolutely marvellous proportions.

The mango, custard apple, date plum, and a great variety of

other tropical fruits are in their element. Most of the English

vegetables can be successfully produced for a considerable

portion of the year, and the orange, lemon, lime, and peach are

seen in thriving condition.

The distant elevated slopes of the Dividing Range, with their

admirable stretches of rich soil and favourable aspect, must at

some time become the sites of numerous plantations for the

growth of the Arabian coffee, which does not flourish at the

lower altitudes in equal proportion with its Liberian confrere.

Maize, arrowroot, and tobacco also, will be staple productions of

this richly endowed region as greater convenience of transit

presents; while the lesser elevations, after being thrown out from
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cultivation, will produce abundant pasturage for stock raising,

being quickly covered with a rich sward of the ubiquitous couch

grass, which here develops with wonderful rapidity and luxuri-

ance under these conditions, and is found ever green and

succulent.

Climate.

A most exceptional, it may be said almost phenomenal, rainfall

obtains in this district, and is in fact a source, at times, almost

of embarrassment to the agriculturist, from the consequent

luxuriance of growth, leaving but a comparatively brief season

of continuous dry weather for crops to ripen and for harvesting

and crushing operations. From reliable data it has been

ascertained that the mean rainfall, extending over a period of

live years, has been 136 inches per year, the maximum for one

month being fifty-seven inches, and as much as fifteen inches has

fallen in twenty-four hours. The climate generallv on the

Johnstone liiver, owing to the unusuai frequency of wet days,

is (at least for a considerable portion of the year) rather

depressing; and is of course exceedingly humid during the

rainy season, at which time malarial fever is prevalent, especially

on the lower parts of the river, but chieily on recently settled

areas. But at the higher altitude more particularly referred to

in this paper fever is almost unknown, and the temperature

during five months of the year very pleasant, the nights being so

cold as to necessitate the use of a pair of double blankets.

Improvements in both respects previously alluded to will,

however, as has been the experience in other similar localities,

undoubtedly follow the clearing and settlement of the land.

In conclusion, I would remark that this splendid district,

interesting as it is in its present state of wild and beautiful

grandeur, but much more important when viewed from its vast

capacity to minister to the necessities, luxuries, and wealth of

humanity, will not be permitted to continue for any great length

of time to remain a trackless waste, but when the absolute

neccf^sity of facilitating the procuring of a suitable class

of agricultural labour is recognised, and we are prepared
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to accept what is obviously the inevitable law of nature, then,

and not until then, will the full benefits to be derived from the

invaluable heritage comprised in this and many other similar

districts be secured to the community.

However alluring to the mind the theory of the settlement

upon the land of such districts as the one I have attempted to

describe, by an agricultural population of our own race may

appear, it is, I think, chimerical and impracticable. So far as my
Historical and geographical knowledge extends, there is no single

instance that I can recall in the history of the globe where a

successful colonisation, in the sense of the permanent settlement

of a rural population within the tropical zone of the earth, has been

accomplished by any family of the great Caucasian race. On the

contrary, I think there is abundant evidence in the history of

the world, both ancient and modern, to pi'ove that such at-

tempts have always resulted in failure, and that the white races

settled in tropical countries, unless constantly replenished by

an ever-continuous influx of emigration from temperate climes,

gradually degenerate from the parent stock, both in physique

and civilisation. My remarks apply, of course, more particu-

larly to the class employed in agricultural labour.

A\'hile venturing, without ti'enchiug upon the field of politics,

to hazard my personal opinions, which are, perhaps, hardly within

the legitimate scope of the subject of this paper, but wdiich

intiHide themselves while reflecting upon the probable future of

our tropical agricultural territory, it is difficult to lose sight of the

vast benefits that would result to the colony by the investment of

capital to an incredible amount (now diverted into other chan-

nels or lying comparatively unproductive) that would be

expended in developing the resources of such districts were

greater encouragement offered in this direction, or at least a

discontinuance of the persistent augmentation of the feeling of

insecurity in such projects already so fatally (to the interest

of the colony) engendered during the last few years; creating, as

it unquestionably must, employment, directly or indirectly, to

the mercantile, shipping, manufacturing, and labouring interests

to an incalculable extent.
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Finally, I cannot help observing that, when so much is being

and has been said of the advantages and attractions supposed to

be presented by New Guinea as a field for tropical agriculture,

it is astonishing to me that the vast extent of certainly equally

eligible, and in many respects superior, tracts of tropical terri-

tory in our own colony, at present lying wholly unutilised,

should be overlooked.

Mr. MiSKiN said that a great deal of the information con-

tained in ihp paper which he had just read was derived from his

brother, who was a settler in that part of the country, and who

had many opportunities of studying the matters it contained.

A number of photographs, illustrating various scenes and

phases of the paper, were laid on the table by Mr. Miskin for

the inspection of the meeting, and nets, fishing hooks, war

implements, baskets, and head dresses of the Johnstone Eiver

natives were displayed for examination. A very superior collec-

tion of butterflies of an infinite variety of hues, collected

and classified by the author, were very much admired. The

fishing hooks of the natives were also regarded with a good deal

of interest. They are made of iron wire skilfully turned, and

are barbless. In the course of some conversation that followed,

Mr. Miskin stated that the conformation of the district was of

volcanic origin, and that the natives were physically superior

to those south ; they lived on better food, and had not come so

much in contact with the civilised races.

Mr. J. P. Thomson said they were very much indebted to

Mr. Miskin for his very able paper. He was inclined to agree

with Mr. Miskin with regard to the degeneration of white people

living in a tropical climate, and thought that the introduction of

fresh blood was necessary. He noticed from some of the native

implements on the table, that they produced fire by inserting a

small wooden rod inside a small hole cut in the flat surface of

a piece of wood and turning it vigorously around. The South

Sea Islanders and other aborigines produced fire through the

friction caused by rubbing a round piece of wood through an

elongated groove cut in the surface of a flat piece of wood.



Rotooma and the Rotoomans.

By W. L. Allaedyce, Esq., S.M., &c., Fiji.

The object of this paper is to endeavour to supply you with

some information regarding one of our latest colonial annexations

;

its climate and people, with a few of their peculiar customs. The

island in question is called Eotooma, and I may mention that it

is invariably misnamed by being called Eotooma.

It is situated in the Pacific in 12^ 30' south latitude, 177^ 10'

east longtitude, and was discovered by the "Pandora" in 1793,

when searching for the mutineers of the " Bounty."

The mainland is seven miles long by three miles broad, and

contains about 9,000 acres.

How then did this speck in the Pacific come to be annexed ?

AVell, it came about in this way. There occurred in Eotooma

about 1878, a religious war, and the Catholics and Wesleyans

fought together. Fortunately the struggle did not last long,

though a number of people were killed, and shortly afterwards

three Eotooma chiefs came to Fiji, and in the name of them-

selves and their people offered the island to England. Their

offer was accepted, and on the 13tli May, 18S1, Eotooma was

formally annexed to the British dominions.

On approaching from the south-west you pass through a

channel four miles broad, which lies between several small

islands and the mainland. The first of these, Hoflua, at once

strikes attention owing to the fact that the island is divided into

two parts by a narrow sti'ait of deep water several fathoms

broad, while high overhead the rocks are connected, forming a

huge picturesque arch. Xo one lives on this island, which

contains a number of cocoanuts, is the natural home of thou-

sands of sea birds, and is only accessible in the finest weather.

The next island, or, rather, two small islands close together

encircled by a reef, are called Hattana. There is no passage in
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the reef, but they can generally be approached from the lee iside

during the south-east ti'ades. They are uninhabited, very low

lying, and are covered with cocoauuts and shrubs. The last of

these islets, Waya, is in shape not unlike a sugar-loaf, rising

straight out of the sea, and has a height of nearly six hundred

feet. In a small hollow, facing the south-east, is the only

village, which is composed of live men, including a Fijian

teacher, and some thirty women and children. There is no

landing place, and for months in bad weather they are altogether

cut off from communication with their friends on the opposite

sliore. To go there in a boat either necessitates your swimming

ashore or waiting till a small canoe is launched, in which are two

men, who will come off for you. Apparently it is but a choice

of two evils—an immediate ducking by jumping off the boat

into the water, or a temporary postponement of the same

operation by trusting one's self to the canoe. However, so

skilfully do these men manage the canoe, that the landing, as a

rule, merely necessitates a wetting of the feet. They patiently

wait their opportunity, and when a large swell comes they

paddle AN"ith all their strength and run the car.oe, which draws

but an inch or two of water, up a smooth rock, where they

quickly jump out and hold on to it till the receding suction has

ceased, when they drag the canoe up the rock before the nest

heavy swell comes. This is the only place in Rotooma where a

drink of really fresh water can always be obtained. At best it

is but a very diminutive stream, and in the dry weather to draw

a bucketful would take some little time.

The mainland is divided into seven districts, viz. :—Ituten,

Itumutu, Malhaha, Oinafa, Noatau, Pepsei and Falhaha. There

are two fairly good anchorages on the north side during the

trade winds, but the reef is everywhere a sure one. The soil is

that rich black volcanic earth which makes vegetation so dense and

luxuriant. Cocoauuts abound every^vhere, even on the hills,

which range from two to six hundred feet, while liner groves of

ifi (Inocarpus eduJis) and hefo {Gallophylluni) trees are rarely to

be met with anpvhere. At present, there are but one or two
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old women who make the oil from the Callopliyllum, and that too

but yeiy impure. The aana (Oaladimn esculentum)
,
yam, "ooh"

{Dioscorea) exi-sts iu many varieties, and oranges, limes, lemons,

bananas, mummy apples, and pineapples are to be found in large

quantities, while vi {Spondias dulcis), breadfruit, "ool" (Arfo-

caf'jyns), and fava, a large tree which bears a kind of plum rery

much appreciated by the natives, not to speak of kaava (Piper

mythisticum) , are very plentiful.

The natives are shrewd and adventurous, very light in

complexion, and of a copper colour, from which it is reasonable

to suppose that they are of Malay origin, their own traditions

making them to have come from Samoa.

In former times they wore their hair long, tatooed themselves

from the hij^s to the thighs, and covered their bodies with

turmeric and cocoanut oil. So thickly, indeed, did they besmear

themselves with this mixture that its traces were left on every-

thing they came in contact with. Now, however, as a rule, the

tatooing is limited to the arms and lower portions of the legs,

while they seldom anoint themselves with turmeric.

The population is about 2,200, of whom four-fifths are

Wesleyans, and the remainder are Eomau Catholics. This

excludes some three hundi-ed young men who from time to time

have left the islands as sailors and labourers to the Fiji, Samoau,

Sandwich, and other groups of islands. Of those who have

shipped to the colonies, the greater number are to be found at

Torres Straits pearl fishing, where Eotooma natives are employed

as boatmen and divers. The boatmen receive at the rate of two

or three pounds a month ; while the divers, if successful, have

been known to make £200 a year. Very little of this money,

however, ever reaches Eotooma, as a fortnight or three weeks

in Sydney is amply sufficient to dispose of it all, and as a rule,

with the exception, perhaps, of a box and a roll or two of cloth,

with absolutely nothing whatsoever to show for it.

It not unfrequently happens, too, that on reaching Sydney a

vessel is not found to be leaving for Eotooma for several months,

in which case, when the money is finished, there is nothing to
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be done but to re-engage at pearl fishing. (Since annexation,

however, I have been led to understand that all vessels bound

for Rotooma must first clear themselves at the Fiji Customs

before proceeding there.) Nearly all the men on the island have

at one time or another been to sea, and while in the old Avhaling

days Honolulu and Eehring Straits formed the goal of their

ideas, the sailors of the present day must needs visit New
Zealand, Australia, China, and India, while others still more

ambitious are not satisfied till they have rounded the Horn and

passed the white cliffs of Dover. The few who have never been

to sea at all have often to endure a considerable amount of

banter at the expense of their inexperience.

As most of those who have been abroad have brought back

with them a smattering of English a stranger has but little

difficulty in getting himself understood, the more so as a con-

siderable number, after several years' residence in Fiji, have

acquired a fairly good knowledge of that language.

Some forty or fifty years ago Rotooma formed a not un-

important whaling sation, as yams, fowls, pigs, &c., were always

easily obtainable. As many as ten or eleven whalers have been

known to have anchored in the lee harbour, Ituten, at once, and

as in those days the abandoning of men and their deserting

their ships was no uncommon occurrence, ninety whites have

thus been on the island at one time, of whom seventy used to

make and sell an intoxicating liquor from the cocoanut trees,

known as "Tokalau toddy," so called because the natives of the

Tokalau islands appear to have been the original makers, and

still manufacture and drink a considerable quantity. At present

(1882) there is but one of the old hands remaining, an Indian

half-caste, who goes by the sobriquet of "East India Jack," and

who says that he has lived there for over fifty years.

The climate of Eotooma, unfortunately, cannot be looked upon

as by any means a healthy one, and the European, whether

missionary, Grovernment official, or trader, would do well, where

possible, to make a trip to the colonies during the hot season.

The temperature in the shade, from November to March, ranges
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from 90=^ to 100° Fah., and in tlie cooler months from 80° to 90°

Fall., while the average rainfall may be estimated at 150 inches.

One must, however, remember that the reading of the thermo-

meter is that of a damp heat, which is singularly oppressive and

enervating. The scourge of the place is elephantiasis, and a

very large percentage of Eotoomans are martyrs to it, as a slight

attack of fever, or a chill, is quite sufl&cient to give, not only the

native, but the European, this dreadful disease, which in very

many instances reduces him to a most pitiable physical condition.

Eotooman houses, too, cannot be looked upon as altogether

desirable abodes, being by no means air-tight, and somewhat

damp. The average length is about four fathoms, the breadth

about two, and the ridgepole varies in height from two to three

fathoms. The walls and roof are formed of plaited palm leaves,

and the two ends of the house are rounded off in the shape of a

semicircle. Nearly every house is built on a foundation of stones

and earth, or stones and sand varying from one to four feet in

height. The floor is covered with small pieces of coral and

pebbles, which form a fairly dry sui'face, and on these rough

mats of plaited cocoanut leaves, called "farau" are placed. At

the further end of the house there is a dais which is covered

with nice soft mats, "salaa," which serves the double purpose of

sitting-room during the day and bed-room at night. There is

scarcely a house which does not possess, suspended from the

ridgepole, a kind of large four-sided swinging basket, called

kokona, which serves as larder and cupboard, and general

receptacle for things which are intended to be out of the way of

the children and the rats. To guard against the latter a piece of

circular wood, a foot or more in diameter, is obtained, and a hole

bored in the centre, through which the main string of the

kokona passes. Underneath this piece of wood, when at a suit-

able height, a knot is made, not large enough to pass through

the hole in the wood, which is thus kept stationary. However,

the slightest weight on any part of it, at once gives the wood a

sudden tilt downwards, and the rat is dropped on to the floor,

clear of the kokona, and alongside of the cat.
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There are a few houses on the islaud built of lime aud stoue,

but these invariably take many mouths to build, and are as a

rule eventually reserved as places of public worship.

The male portion of a Eotooman household have their time

employed in planting, house building, and out-door cooking, &c.,

these duties being greatly facilitated to them owing to the

productiveness of the soil, whereby a man can in the course of a

few days plant moi'e than sufficient food for himself and family

for several weeks, his gardens requiring little or no attention

beyond an occasional weeding, and the proximity of all the

materials necessary for house-building operations and the abun-

dance of fuel which is close alongside.

The women employ themselves principally in looking after the

children, fishing, cooking small things in the house, and plaiting

mats, of Avhich there are several varieties and for which they are

justly noted, a good mat in Fiji fetching from two to four

pounds. On state occasions, too, when " kaava " is prepared,

elderly women are chosen to chew the roots.

An American of the name of John Williams has the credit of

being the first person to buy cocoanut oil in Eotooma, and a

brisk oil trade was carried on till about twelve years ago, when

it was supplemented b}^ copra. AVhen a native intended to

make oil he collected several hundred dry cocoanuts and then

invited his friends to a kind of social gathering, at which they

did all the work and scraped the flesh out of the nuts while he

killed a pig and supplied them with a suitable feast. The

scraped cocoanuts were then placed in the fi'ame of a canoe and

were left to stand for five days, the canoe being covered over

with mats or leaves. At the end of this time it was stirred

regularly morning and evening for other three days, when the

owner was then enabled to take off some gallons of oil. He
then poured into the canoe several buckets of salt water, which

the cocoanuts absorbed while the oil oozed out ; and this was

repeated once or twice. The Eotoomans, however, were not

considered by any means adepts in oil making. A gallon of oil

usually fetched a fathom of cloth, and it took ten nuts to make
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a quart of oil, or forty nuts to tlie gallon. Thus a hogshead of

oil, which ranged in price from £2 10s. to £3 10s., required 2,500

nuts. The' casks employed in this ti'ade in the first instance

were mostly old oak beer hogsheads, as it was at once found that

cocoanut oil when stowed in other varieties of casks leaked very

considerably, owing to its extremely penetrating nature. A
larger measure than this was the imperial butt, which was

specially made and sent out from England for the trade. Vessels

laden with oil generally had a number of these large butts in

the hold as a kind of ballast and primary layer, though these

were subsequently replaced by two-huudred-gallon iron tanks.

With the introduction of copra, however, the oil making almost

altogether ceased. A native some years ago used to receive

£10 a ton for his copra ; but of late, owing to the fall in prices,

he rarely realises more than £6 or £7. To make a hundred-

weight of copra he requires a little over tn^o hundred nuts, the

flesh of which he scoops out and places in the sun to dry, and

Avhich, according to the weather, takes from three to five days.

With fine weather and a warm north wind three days is suffi-

cient, supposing even that it is taken in at night; but with a

hot sun and no wind it requires four days; while with the S.E.

trade, which is the coolest wind, it has generally to remain out

for five days. When dry it is found to have lost nearly half of

its original weight, and now weighs 112 lbs., in which state it is

sold to the trader, in whose hands it shrinks still further, owing

to the copra bug and other insects. Thus it takes nearly two

cocoanuts to make one marketable pound of copra, and to make

a ton requires over four thousand nuts.

Three years ago there were five trading firms on the island,

and the annual export of copra was about 250 tons. There was

also a slight " kaava " trade, varying from three to four tons per

annum, the dried root in the first instance being bought by the

traders at from 6d. to 9d. per pound.

One of the peculiar features of the island is the large number

of caves which abound in most of the districts. Many of them

are mere underground passages of from fifty to sixty yards in
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length, to explore which you must be prepared to grovel for

yards on your stomach, pushing a lamp before you, and with

hundreds of bats flying about your face. There is, however, one

very remarkable cave called Mamphiri, which is well worthy of

mention. On the top of a hill 300 feet above the sea, and partly

covered over by thick bush, is a circular hole of about eighteen

feet in diameter, round which blocks of lava stand up two or

three feet high, forming a kind of railing, against which one can

with safety lean if disposed to gaze at the darkness below. To

descend it is desirable to put yourself in charge of the chief of

the district, who will either accompany you himself or send a

number of his young men to put up a scaffolding and make
everything secure

;
you merely require to supply the rope. On

descending, for the first thirty "feet the circular hole remains

much the same, ferns and mosses growing on the sides nearer

the top ; after this, however, it opens out very much, and, after

a further descent of seventy feet, you reach a heap of scoriae,

thirty feet in height, down which it is necessary to scramble.

After groping round the walls of this cave, which has an oval

shape and is rather over twenty yards in length, a passage will

be found at the north end, which, after sixty yards of gradual

descent, leads you to another cave of smaller dimensions. This

underground passage is beautifully paved with huge blocks of

flat lava, between and winding through which are a number of

small gutters. Not very long ago a number of the natives

thought that Mamphiri was bottomless, while others believed

that there was a submarine passage leading fi'om it to Waya.
Tradition says that the cave was formed by a chief of the name
of Raho, who, having been defeated in battle, determined to have

revenge on his enemies though he perished himself in the

attempt. He accordingly went to Mamphiri and cut a large

stick, which he struck into the ground with the intention of

swamping the island. In this he was unsuccessful though he is

said to have thus formed Mamphiri.

It formerly was the custom on the birth of an infant, if a boy,

for one of the old women in attendance to rush out of the house
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and calling loudly on their god, " Taugroa," proclaim tliat

another man child had been born. The advent of a girl, how-

ever, on this terrestial scene was not thus proclaimed. This

was followed by a feast, called " otchauki," which, however, was

only made to the firstborn, and invariably consisted of large

quantities of pigs, yams, and dalo, &c. ; the food brought by the

father's friends being given to the mother's relations, and vice

versa. The next important event occurred when the child was

about four years of age and consisted in boring a hole in the

lobe of its ear, called "palang ou falinga." This operation was

performed by a doctor, who was obliged to draw blood from his

own arm or some other part of his body after doing it.

Previous to the introduction of Christianity-, and even to a cer-

tain extent afterwards, it was customary for parents to formally

marry their children when they were but five or six years old.

This occasion was, of course, attended by much feasting. In

many instances, however, the man and woman on growing up

never took kindly to each other, and, though married, never

lived together. The last feast of all was that made on his

decease, when the greater portion of his stock and property

were sacrificed for the benefit of those who came to attend his

obsequies. Often a large pile of stones was placed on the grave

of the departed, which took several days to erect. In later

years gravestones have been obtained from the colonies, varying

in value from £10 to £20, in order to mark the last resting

place of the deceased.

In olden days there were three chiefs, or rather officers, of very

great importance in Eotooma, viz. :—8au or king, Puer, and

Mua. The sau, or Eotooma king, was till comparatively lately

the being to whom most veneration was paid on the island, and

though the puer, a kind of prime minister, conducted the affairs

of the land, he always di-ank " kaava " after the sau on state

occasions. The puer had the power, on the death of a sau, to

name a suitable chief as his successor, though his choice was

not necessarily followed, in which case a tribal war occurred if

the matter could not be otherwise satisfactorily settled, and the
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victors then elected a sau. The length of reign was a matter

that rested altogether with the king, but he could not resign

before six months, which was known as a " tef," a period with

them not unlike our year, as the reign was alwa3's reckoned by

the number of " tefs." Some generations ago the sau was

ajjpoiuted when a mere boy, and often reigned for some thirty

or forty years ; but, latterly, he rarely occupied the throne for

more than a twelvemonth. The sau, in like manner, on the

death or resignation of a puer had a right to appoint a successor,

and his choice also, though not necessarily, was usually adhered

to. The staff of the sau was composed of certain officers who

were known as Heugata, Titup, Fakpuer (the doctor), Faugata,

and Eatma, exclusive of two aides-de-camp called Mafuai, whose

duties obliged one to always accompany the king, while the other

sat in his house and received the king's daily presents of food,

&c. On the appointment of a sau, a large feast called

" Taokianmarai " had to be made, which he attended, dressed in

a costly mat with a girdle of red leaves round his waist, and a

large necklace hanging down over his chest, composed of sweet-

smelling flowers. He was accompanied by a number of old

women who, as they proceeded, sang. After the feast the king

took off his robes of state and gave them to his Faugata, who

donned them, and for the remainder of the day held the position

of sau. "When he returned them in the evening he daubed the

king's face with a yellow dye, which was supposed to greatly

enhance his personal appearance. In the second month of the

year a lai-ge feast was made, called " Tefhay," which the whole

island attended. When the people had collected together, one

of the king's aides-de-camp began shouting out the names of all

the past kings, and as each name was called some of the

descendants came forward with food and placed it before the

sau. This calling of names lasted for a considerable time.

The Rotooma kings, as handed down from generation to genera-

tion, number one hundred and six. In the same week of the

same month, the sau, with all the people, went to Xoatau for a

large feast, called the "Sesueli," and on the next dav the
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officers of the sau made him a feast, called " Aroiigi," in his

own district. Among minor feasts, one called " SuiA'auqunu,"

which was made on every occasion when he took off his robes of

office, is the most important.

It is a noticeable fact that on all occasions when presents

of food were made to the sau his officers always received a

larger share than any of the other chiefs, excepting the puer and

mua, and always drank kaava before them (the other chiefs)

The duties of the puer consisted in making the necessary laws

and in arranging with the different districts that a regular

supply of food should be daily brought to the sau, whose

diurnal duties consisted in partaking three times of food and

kaava. Neither the sau nor the puer could condemn a man

to death merely, for his own gratification, which shows that the

chiefs never had the absolute power which existed and does still

exist in many of the other groitps of islands.

The

1. Lapatemasui.

2. Tuitupu.

3. Saparere.

4. Muamea.

5. Muatoirere.

6. Ifiuri.

7. Ifitunga.

8. Fesaitu.

9. Niuto.

10. Saurotooma.

11. Tafaki.

12. Muamea
13. Tukumasui.

14. Sauhanesakai.

15. Kaurufonu.

16. Eiamkau.

17. Kaurufose.

Kings of EoTOOiiA. [g = ^g-

18. Taio.

19. Fonumau.

20. Varomus.

21. Tin.

22. Marafu.

23. Irava.

24. Tokoara.

25. Asekava.

26. Maruseu.

27. Sakumaue.

28. Tausia.

29. Sautapuaki.

30. Vaka.

31. Eavaka,

32. Tokanina.

33. Taitofanga.

34. Irava.
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35. Ravaka.
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The mua was less powerful than either the sau or the puer.

He was appointed by the puer for an indefinite period, though

it was customary to resign after about a year. By him alone he

could be dismissed from office. On the appointment of a mua

he could take up his abode in whatever district he chose, and

on the fifth day of his muaship the people of the district he

had chosen to live in took him out fishing for the purpose of

obtaining turtle. If a turtle was not caught he was prevented

from cooking turtle again while in office, and the general opinion

was, that though he might be a good mua, yet food would be

scarce. To cook turtle was a very great honour, and belonged

to a people called " Moriroa." If a person happened by chance

to catch a turtle he was obliged to send for one of the Moriroa

to cook it. On this particular occasion, however, if a turtle was

caught there were very great rejoicings, as it foretold of an

abundance of food. If the previous mua had died a natural

death, it was the first duty of his successor to bury him at

"Muasolo" (the Mua's Hill), the burial place of the muas,

situated in the bush about half way between Fauguta and

Malhaha, and to unearth the last mua in order to obtain the

stone axe, called " voirou," which it was customary to bury with

the mua—a different axe, however, being buried with each mua.

If the stone axe was easily found the opinion was that the new

mvia would be a very good one. It was then wrapped up,

carried home, and taken very great care of. In those days a

year (tef) was composed of six moons, called respectively

Oihap, Noatau, Howata, Kasep, Fosoghow, and Afopugi.

Oihap, or the weeding month, was the most important by far,

for during it the most momentous feasts occurred. On the first

day of this month a large fishing took place at Fauguta, which

all the people of the district attended under penalty of death.

At the conclusion of the fishing a large feast was made, com-

posed of perhaps a hundred pigs and a proportionate quantity

of yam and taro, which was duly taken up by all the people to

Muasolo. This procession was headed by men blowing conch

shells and shouting to the gods for a fruitful season. The mua,
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attended by all liia officers, of whom he had a large luuaber,

with his head enveloped in native cloth and carrying a stone

axe in his hand, brought np the rear, wliile a woman walked

behind hini and held a fan palm leaf over his head as an

umbrella. On arriving at Muasolo it was probable that they

would there meet people from other districts performing

obsequies to the spirit of the departed mua. Those districts

only were excused from attending whose mua liad been dead

three years, for the districts had the honour of mua in a kind of

turn. The non-attending districts were, however, obliged to

make the fishing and feast, and were permitted to eat it in the

house where their last mua had died in place of carrying it

to Muasolo. The reigning mua now set the example of

clearing and burning up all the rubbish about the muas'

graves, in which he was ably assisted by all present. The

food was now partaken of, after which the procession started

for Malhaha, preceded, as before, by the conch blowers, &c.

On arriving there they went fishing, and were joined by

the Malhaha people, and the fish with other food was, as

before, taken up to Muasolo and disposed of there. This

finished the most important day to the mua in the six months.

In the following month, Noatau, a large fishing took place at

Noatau, from which the month derived its name*, though the

fishing itself was known as " Nukrairai," which was the name

of the Tiu's burying place—a high Rotooman family. Here the

feast was partaken of, and the places cleaned as at Muasolo.

In the next month, " Howata," there was a large fishing at

Oinafa, and as the people always met on this occasion on the

small island of Howata, which is close to the shore, the month

derived its name from the island. During the months of Kasep

and Fosoghow there were no remarkable feasts ; though in the

following month of Afopugi, everyone was warned to be very

careful of what they did or said, and on no account to make any

noise near the mua's house. Besides these feasts, there were a

* I think my authority must have been mistaken, but this is what he told me.—
W. L. A.
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large number of smaller ones which the mua was not obliged

to attend in person. On the occasion of the larger feasts the

food for the mua was always cooked by itself. Did he feel

unable or indisposed to eat it all, it had to be pitched away, and

no one was permitted to eat it. If any one ate it, it was .said that

his throat would at once swell up to a prodigious size, which was a

sufficiently dreadful idea to prevent anyone from ever attempting

it. On a mua's resigning office he was again taken to fish, after

which he was accompanied by his officers into the bush, and he

himself having planted a little kaava, they finished their duties

to him by planting him either a yam, taro, or banana bed.

The kaava planted by the mua himself was, when ripe, taken

to, and drunk by, the reigning mua. A new mua was always

appointed a day or two before the last one resigned.

As I do not consider that these few remarks about Eotooma

would be in any Avay complete without a specimen of their

mythology, I beg to relate to you the tale of Toak and

Honitimou!?.

[Here the author gave a graphic account of Toak and

Honitimous, from which it would appear that Toak fell in love

with a woman named Honitimous, who afterwards turned out to

be immortal, much to the disappointment and disgust of Toak.]

In reading the paper Mr. J. P. Thomson explained the way in

which the natives brewed the kaava, and the mode adopted

by the Tokalaus in extracting the juice from the cocoanut tree

to make toddy, and also the material used by the natives in

the manufacture of mats. He also explained that Mr. Allardyce

had been for some time a resident commissioner at Eotooma, but

had to leave on account of the unhealthy condition of the island,

and was now a magistrate and commissioner for the island of

Kadavu, and the districts of Navua and Nadroga, Fiji.

The proceedings then terminated.



AIs^NUAL MEETING,

July, 18S6.

TuE first aunual meeting of the Queensland Branch of the

Geographical Society of Australasia was held in the Lecture

Hall of the School of Arts, Brisbane, on Tuesday evening, July

6th, 1886, at 8 o'clock. The chair was occupied by the Hon. A.

C. Gregory, C.M.G., &c., President of the Queensland Branch,

and there were present a good attendance of ladies and gentle-

men.

The Hoy. Seceetaet read the minutes of the previous monthly

meeting which were confirmed, after which a ballot took place

for the new Council, resulting in the election of the following

gentlemen as members thereof :—J. X. Waugh, M.D. ; Messrs.

W. A. Tully, B.A., E.E.G.S. ; W. H. Miskiu, James Muir, E. J.

Bennett, and the Eev. G. Woolnough, M.A.

On the motion of the Kev. G. WooLxorGH, seconded by Dr.

Waugh, Mr. James Muir was elected Honorary Auditor for the

session 1886-7.

The Chaiemax stated that, although the councillors were

elected annually, it appeared by the constitution of the Society

that it was his lot to hold office for three years as President, and

as such he would endeavour to serve the Society to the best of

his ability, although, he felt sure, there were others equally

as willing and able to hold the office.

Mr. W. A. TuLLT said he felt sure that all the members of the

Society would heartily support him in testifying to the past

services of the President, whom he highly eulogised, and thought

that the Society had been very fortunate in selecting as its

President a gentleman with such long and varied experience in

exploration and other scientific research as the Hon. A. C.

Gregory.

The Chairmax called on Mr. J. P. Thomson, Hon. Secretary,

L
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to read the Council's report and the Hon. Treasurer's statement

of accounts.

• CoTincirs Report for tlie First Session, 1885-6.

Mr. President and Gtentlemen,

The administrative Council of the Queensland Branch of

the Greographical Society of Australasia, in accordance with the

rules of the Society, present to you their report on the opera-

tions of the Society for the preceding year.

Since the formation of the Society the Council have met on

twelve different occasions for the transaction of general business.

At the meetings referred to the working of the Society has been

practically formulated, after careful deliberation, in such a

manner as the Council consider most expedient for the advance-

ment of the Society's welfare and the interest of its members.

In addition to the ordinary routine business, the Council have

been enabled to frame a sufficiently comprehensive code of

rules and bye-laws necessary for the government of our Branch

of the Society. Those rules, after being submitted to a special

meeting and duly ratified, have been printed and circulated

amongst our members.

Although the year was far advanced before our Branch of the

Society was inaugurated, j^et since that date vv-e have held six

ordinary monthly meetings, at which ten papers haA^e been read.

Those papers we trust may be the means of supplying our

members with reliable information on the various subjects and

places therein described. The report of our inaugural meeting

and the papers read at the January and March meetings have

been published and circulated, the Council deeming it expedient

to publish quarterly reports with the view of keeping the subject

of our papers fresh in the minds of the readers. The next

publication will be our annual proceedings, containing a com-

plete record of all our operations since the formation of our

Branch, and which we trust to be able to present to our mem-

bers as early as possible.

The founders and members' list shows a roll of seventv-one
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who have paid their entrance fee and subscription, and ten who

are yet indebted to the Society, exclusive of four hon. members,

thus making a total of eighty-five. In reference to those who

have not yet paid up, the Council intend, in fairness to the

members, that the rules of the Society shall be strictly adhered to.

Lately, several gentlemen have sought admission as members,

but owing to the approaching end of the session, their election

has been withheld, in order to give them the advantage of join-

ing at the commencement of the session. The Council have good

reasons for believing that during the new year our list of mem-

bers will be considerably increased ; as the existence of our

branch becomes more widely known and its operations felt,

we may assume that a proportional ratio will be observed in the

numbers of its supporters. During the past year the Council

had corresponded with about forty different scientific insti-

tutions, on the Continent of Europe, America, in India, Africa,

China, Australasia, and various other places ; the Council there-

fore look forward with some degree of certainty to the receipt

of many valuable publications during the new year, which will

prove advantageous to the Society and offer many advantages

to members. The Council feel deeply indebted to the Trustees

of the Queensland Museum for generously permitting us to

hold our meetings in their Library Room, and trust that the

privilege enjoyed during the past year may be permitted to

the Society in future.

As the Treasurer's report will show, we have a credit balance

of £81 16s. Id. after paying all our debts. Taking into con-

sideration the sum of the foregoing conditions, the Council may

reasonably conclude that the state of our affairs are in a very

satisfactory condition, and regard the formation of our branch

as being most successful. The cost of pi'inting becomes very

heavj', and while exercising the greatest care in the disbursement

of funds, the Council consider that, in a great measure, the

prosperity and success of our Society will be infiuenced by the

wide circulation of its literature, for which purjiose funds are

necessary ; therefore they earnestly trust to the support of the
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members and public for the amount of force necessary to keep

tlie mechanical structure in motion. In conclusion, the Council

desire to state that the government of our branch of the Society

is conducted on a purely independent basis ; they deem it their

duty to thank all those who have lent a willing hand in further-

ance of our objects, and earnestly hope for the sympathy and

support of co-workers and fellow colonists.

James Park Thomson,

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

On the motion of the Kev. Gr. Woolnough, seconded by Dr.

Waugh, the report and balance sheet as i^ead were adopted.

The President then delivered his annual address, as fol-

lows :

—

The Queensland Branch of the Geographical Society of Aus-

tralasia has now arrived at the termination of its first session,

and, considering that much of our attention has been of neces-

sity devoted to details connected with the organisation of the

Society, I think that our present position is a satisfactory one.

The Society now numbers seventy-one members, with every

prospect of continuous accession; while, notwithstanding the short

period of active existence, we have had ten papers contributed:

1. " The North-west Coast of Vanua Levu, Fiji." By J. P.

Thomson, Esq.

2. " New Guinea." By H. Eomilly, Esq.

8. "AVestern Tasmania." By T. B. Moore, Esq.

4. "Islands in Torres Straits." By Hon. J. Douglas.

5. " Explorations in New Guinea." By Capt. Strachan.

6. "Atmospheric Phenomena." By E. J. Bennett, Esq.

7. " Progress of Queensland." By A. A. Hull, Esq.

8. "A few Months' Experience in New Guinea." By Capt.

Hennessy.

9. " The Johnstone River." By W. H. Miskin, Esq.

10. " Rotooma and the Rotoomans." By ^lV. L. Allardyce,

Esq.

All these ai-e on subjects of considerable interest, and contain

much valuable matter relative to our special objects of research.
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Since the expedition to jSTew Gruiuea, when Captain Everill in

the " Bouito" ascended the Fly Kiver and its tributary, the only

important exploration undertaken has been by ^Ir. Forbes and

his party, and it is much to be regretted that want of funds

should have necessitated a cessation of his labours just when there

appeared to be some prospect of material progress being made

in the investigation of the interior country ; and this is the more

to be deplored, as the formal possession taken by the Imperial

Government of the south-east portion of New Griiiuea has

been accompanied by the establishuient of restrictions in

regard to the occupation of the country by British sub-

jects, which, however desirable they may be deemed as a

question of policy, have checked the settlement of the coast

for purposes of commerce, and contingently closed one of the

more important sources of geographical information.

Turning to the opposite side of Queensland, the A'ictoriau

Branch of our Society has joined with the Royal Society of that

Colony in urging exploration in the Antarctic regions, and has

asked our co-operation in investigations in matters which involve

important questions in regard to the accumulation of Polar ice, its

periodical breaking up, and the relative effect on the periods of

drought and excessive rainfall.

Though a knowledge of the causes of variation in our annual

rainfall may not enable us to prevent seasons of drought, yet it

may assist in estimating what measures may be necessary in

providing for water conservation, so as to store the surplus of

one period to meet the deficiency of the next.

This subject also brings into prominence the importance of

studying the physical geography of our own colony, and deter-

mining the limits of the basins of the upper portions of the

principal watercourses, the relative rainfall in each, and the

proportionate area of soil which will absorb rain and that which

sheds the water off into the rivers; while note should also be

made of the area of land in the lower valleys which would be

suitable for cultivation under a system of irrigation, for without

an adequate knowledge of these conditions attempts to establish
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irrigation works for agricultural purposes can only lead to

expensive failures.

The absence of mountain ranges in Queensland and the con-

sequent paucity of permanently flowing rivers is unfavourable

to any extensive system of irrigation in any one district, but

there are many localities where there is sufficient supj^ly for

the cultivation of limited areas—^for instance, the Albert, Logan,

Upper Brisbane, Mary, Burnett, Upper Condamine, and Barwan

rivers in the south, which might each be sufficient for the irriga-

tion of from 500 to 1,000 acres ; while in the north, there are

many streams between the Burdekin and Endeavour rivers

which, from the steepness of their upper valleys and abundant

coastal rainfall, are admirably adapted to the purpose.

It is satisfactory to know that the trigonometrical survey of

the colony is steadily progressing, and that the positions of

many important features which have hitherto been set down

from very imperfect data will successively be determined with

accuracy.

A trigonometrical survey of the Moreton and Darling Downs

districts was commenced about 1850 by Sir F. Mitchell ; but the

imperfections in the measurement of the base line on the

Normanby Plains by the use of hardwood bars of ten feet

lengths, the small size of the theodolites, and somewhat

unfavourable selection of the trigonometric stations, combined

with the death of Mr. Surveyor Burnett, left the work in such

an imperfect state as not to be of much available value.

Now, with the advantages of steel measuring bands of 100

feet, and the high class iusti'uments which have been introduced

by Mr. Tully, the Surveyor- G-eneral, together with the facilities

afforded by the electric telegraph for the determination of longi-

tudes, we may fairly, look forward to our maps taking a high

position as regards accuracy.

The accuracy of maps is not only important in regard to the

country after its occupation, but equally as regards the details

of the routes of explorers ; and I would impress strongly on

those who may intend to explore new country, whether in
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Australia or New (xuinea, the neeessity uf mastering the Uf^e of

the instruments necessary for the determination of the positions

they may visit. Most exph)rers eufumber themselves with a

host of heavy iustrumeuts, while they carry but a very inade-

quate knowdedge of their use. It is far better to learn the use

of the few small instruments, such as are now on the table, and

which would scarcely fill a pocket oi- holster, than to travel

with a horse load of instruments which one does not know how

to use effectively. I shall not detain you longer except to show

you these instruments, which are adequate for travelling all over

Australia. This is the little compass which I have used in three

expeditions across Australia; this is the prismatic compass

which I used for taking more important bearings ; this is the

sextant with which I took the latitudes and longitudes, with

a pannikin of cold tea to furnish an artificial horizon. If we

wanted to know the height of mountains this aneroid was amply

sufficient to tell within ten feet ; and if we wanted to measure

the temperature, this small thermometer will meet our require-

ments, and can be converted into a hygrometer by being covered

b}' a wet cloth.

Mr. J. P. Thomson, in the course of a few remarks, stated

that he, like the president, had accepted office for three years:

but if there was anyone anxious to fill his place, he would be

happy to allow him to do so, as he could find plenty to occupy

his time in connection with his profession. Before the formation

of the Queensland Branch of the Society he had occupied all

his spare time with the study of astronomy, but since his con-

nection with the Society he had to give up, for a time, his former

pursuits and direct all his attention and energy to the tedious

duties necessarily connected with a young society.

The Kev. Gr. WooLNOuaH eulogised the secretary for his

services in connection with the Society. No one, he said, could

make the Society popular. Such institutions never were, but

Mr. Thomson had worked to make it useful. He then referred

to the practical information to be imparted by the Society. The

ordinary geography imparted nowadays merely related to the
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position of bays, headlands, &c., but he thought we should be

taught more of practical geography. Some of the papers read

during the past year had been exceedingly interesting ; that by

Mr. Miskiu, on the subject of the Johnstone River, read at the

last meeting, was an admirable paper. He suggested, however,

that during the coming year their list of papers read should not

be .so numerous as heretofore ; one on each night was quite

sufficient, as some time would thus be allowed for discussion.

They had been debarred from discussion at previous meetings in

consequence of nearly all the time having been taken up in

reading the papers. He regretted that the rules of the Society

forbade them passing a formal vote of thanks to the secretary

for his energy and zeal, but nevertheless they could at the same

time think of him as a "jolly good fellow."

The Peesidext endorsed the remarks of the last speaker in

reference to Mr. Thomson's valuable services in connection with

the Society, and, in reply to a question, explained that the

Society had received a request to co-operate with the Victorian

Branch of the Greographical Society and the Eoyal Society, who

have recently joined in conference to consider the question of

Antarctic exploration. The request had only recently been

received in Brisbane, and the Council of this Society had not yet

had an opportunity of dealing with it. The request had not

defined what was the nature of the co-operation desired, but he

presumed it meant that this Society would take an interest in the

matter and endeavour to forward the object. It was not pro-

posed to start an expedition from Victoria, but they were anxious

to collect all information possible, in order to be pre])ared to

afford any assistance or advice which might be required in the

event of any expedition being formed. The Victorian societies

were at present in communication with ihe British Association

on the same subject. At present matters had not assumed such

a form that he could say Avhat was proposed to be done. They

had already commenced to collect information regarding the size

and descriptions of the icebergs in the Antarctic Sea, and how far

thev have affected the seasons, and such other useful information.
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Mr. MiSKiN expressed disappointment that the Society had

not been favoured by the Xew South Wales Branch with a

i-eport on the recent New Gruinea expedition under Captain

Everill in the " Bonito." The people of this colony had been

looking forward with interest to some report from the expedi-

tion, but none was forthcoming. He thought the colony was

justly entitled to- some' information, seeing that it had con-

tributed liberally towards the expenses of the expedition. He
thought they should place on record their regret that the New
South AVales Society had failed to communicate the results

of the expedition to the public of this and, in fact, of the

other colonies also. The action had, he thought, tended to

weaken the relationship between this and the Society of the

neighbouring colony. Speaking of the Forbes' expedition

to New Gruinea, the same remarks also applied, he said, in a

certain measure thereto. Mr. Forbes would, he thought, have

obtained more support from this colony than he had done had

he communicated to us at least some of the results of his labours

in New Gruinea. In reality we had heard practically nothing

from him, although the Geographical Society of Australasia had

contributed a larger sum towards the expenses of his expedition

than any other scientific society with which he may be connected.

The Chaieman explained that vnth regard to Captain Everill's

expedition, it was highly probable that a great part of the delay

in publication was caused by the difficulty of " tallying " the

various books and jouimals, as there was far more trouble con-

nected with this work than the uninitiated were aware of. He
thought, however, the best plan would have been to have pub-

lished Captain Everill's log-book just as it was. It was also

probable that as the Queensland Grovernment had subsidised

this expedition a report might be forwarded to the Grovernment

in due course, in which case it would be a Parliamentary

paper. He admitted, however, that he was not aware of the

existence of any such report.

Mr. WooLNOUGH remarked that the New South Wales

Society's annual meeting was held about a week ago, and very

little reference was then made to the matter.
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The Chairman explained that the position of the Queensland

Societ}' in respect of this matter was somewhat peculiar. This

Society was not in existence when the expedition was inau-

gurated, and it came into practical existence just as the expe-

dition was returning.

Mr. A\". A. TuLLY, referring to the Forbes' expedition, said

that he did not think the Queensland Society had any claim

on Mr. Forbes, as they had not contributed to the cost of his

explorations. Possibly New South AYales might have reason to

complain of his reticence, but we had none. Possibly Mr.

Forbes might be able to explain the cause of his reticence

;

probably it was partly owing to the fact that he holds loyally to

the Royal Society at home.

The Chaibman said he did not think sufficient time had elapsed

before they could reasonably complain of reticence on the part

of Mr. Forbes in giving information. At the same time, he re-

minded them that Mr. Forbes had received assistance from the

Royal Society of Queensland and the G-eographical Society of

Australasia.

The proceedings then terminated.
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A few Thoughts on Natural Phenomena, Heat,

Light, Electricity, Atmospheric Disturbances,

Barometer, &c. *

(Read at Meeting of the Society, 29th April, 1886. J

By E. J. Ben3S~ett, Esq.

The ordinary replies to such questions as, Why does it rain ?

Because the air is overcharged with moisture. Why does the

barometer rise or fall ? Because the air is heavier at one time

than at another ; may be very true and very simple, but they

must be admitted to be very meagre.

It is proposed in the following remarks to give the outcome of

a few thoughts on some of the causes as well as effects which

may be classed under the heading " Natural Phenomena."

The great difficulty in many cases is to discriminate between

cause and effect, the connection is so intimate, the one so infi-

nitely and necessarily appears to act and react upon the other

that each cause is, in its proper place, an effect also, accord-

ing as it precedes or follows the observed phenomenon.

It would be futile to attempt to explain atmospheric variations

without, at the same time, considering the three existences—heat,

light, electricity. Any attempt to formulate general explanations

of terrestrial and atmospheric phenomena will naturally place

these three in the forefront, as they more or less pervade all we

see and know in nature, animate and inanimate, and appear to

be the prime motors throughout.

Though by our ordinary senses we recognise these three prin-

ciples, or forces, or existences, as being distinct from each other,

yet in numerous instances they appear to act and react, and to

change and interchange with one another, and their effects are so

similiar that the three would rather appear to be different mani-

festations of the same principle. Each of them may affect our

senses to any degree from the minimum to the maximum, the

quantities, so to speak, may be so small that our ordinary senses

* Inadvertently omitted from First Annual Report.
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cannot detect, or so large that our senses are not equal to the

strain and give way, or are annihilated.

Each, under certain circumstances, produces, or is changed

into the other, and appears rather, therefore, as a varying form

of the one prime principle. Heat produces light, and vice

versa. Electricity and light—electricity and heat-—are almost in

many cases convertible terms ; they each appear to follow similar

laws ; each produces, or is connected with the production of the

other, so that the separation and distinction between them is

known rather by the variations in effects produced by them.

Again, each of these principles occupies the same double state

—visible and invisible, sensible and latent; and such states are

no indications of quantity, major or minor.

This trinity in unity view is fortified by the known existence

of three forms of substantial matter—solid, liquid, and gaseous

—

in appearance quite different, but in constitution identical.

Thus, ice, water, and vapour. The opposite also appears in

some cases of compound substances to hold good, the same con-

stituents, in the same proportions of each, result in substances

very dissimilar, according as surrounding circumstances may vary.

It is not, therefore, unreasonable to hold the opinion, that all

we see in substantial nature is the effect of the ruling and

governing power of these three forces, influencing the arrange-

ment of the ultimate or primary particles of which all substances

consist, whether crystalline or amorphous, metallic or non-

metallic, solid, liquid, or gaseous.

AVithout going into the question of substances which are

called elements—that is substances which have not been resolved

into other elements, which at present cannot be reduced any

further—we find the bulk of our surroundings to consist of

compound substances. Thus air is a compound of hydrogen,

nitrogen, oxygen, carbonic acid, and ammonia. Water is a

compound of oxygen and hydrogen, and is well known in its

three distinct forms—ice, water, and vapour. Earth, vegetable,

and animal substances are each and all combinations of elemen

tary substances.
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To revert to air, the most t^enerally dilfused and necessary

siibstauce by which we are surrounded ; it consists, as before

stated, of nitrogen and oxygen principally, but also of small

quantities of hydrogen, carbonic acid, and ammonia. The oxygen

is constantly being drawn away by combustion in its various

forms—in other words, by the oxidation or union of other sub-

stances with oxygen ; so also nitrogen and carbonic acid are

being constantly appropriated from the air by vegetation and

plant life.

It is not here necessary to go into the details i)ivolved in this

ever-recurring change in the constituents of the air, suffice it to

say that the whole process is in constant operation, taking aw^ay

in one form and returning in another, meanwhile promoting

either animal or vegetable life.

There is, however, an important natural law which here comes

into play—namely, that e<ach and every gas is as a vacuum to

every other gas ; consequently, as a gas would be equally distri-

buted throughout a vacuum, so each gas is equally distributed

through the air, with no limit except that of the atmosphere

itself, which probably has no limit in theory, though, practically,

by the diminution of the attractive force of the earth and the

expansive force of heat, the atmosphere becomes so attenuated

that it ceases to exist.

The air, then, is an envelope surrounding the earth, and would,

except for other disturbing causes, rotate Anth the earth uni-

formly. Such, however, is not the case ; we feel and see the

effects of wind in every degree. Wind is the effect of some

disturbing power or cause. What then is the cause ?

Heat appears to be the chief cause by rendering the air more

attenuated, and being more attenuated the weight of a given

quantity or volume is reduced ; as weight acts vertically doANTi-

wards, the effect of reduction of weight is to act vertically

upwards, or rather the weight of the adjacent heavier air acting

downwards and laterally presses the lighter air upwards.

As cold is the absence of heat, so also in the case of electricity

it would appear that instead of there being two kinds of electri-
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city, usually termed positive and negative, it is rather, as the

terms would imply, electricity on the one hand and absence of

electricity on the other. So also the absence of weight is light-

ness.

A solid substance stands in the same relation to a liquid as a

liquid does to a gas. So also a gas may hold a similar relation-

ship to a still more highly attenuated principle. The effect in

each . case is the same—namely, that the particles are removed

farther apart from each other, and therefore, within a given

space, there are fewer particles, and consequently the weight is

less. Heat would appear to occupy this position of being a

solvent, and not only so, but to be the chief and prime solvent

;

though a salt may be dissolved in a liquid, yet a solid metal

may be reduced to a liquid by the addition and application of

heat, and a liquid similarly into a gas.

Let us now return to the disturbances occurring in the air.

Within the tropical belt of the earth's surface the quantity of

heat is far greater than in the temperate and arctic regions,

consequently the air in the former is rendered lighter (speaking

in general terms), and being replaced by the colder adjacent air

a disturbance is at once produced.

Another noticeable feature is that the rising air has a natural

tendency to a spiral movement, the extent of which is governed

by the extent of the area affected by the addition of the quantity

of heat. The effect we constantly see exhibited in varying

magnitude from the tiny dust whirl to the tremendous cyclone.

As gases practically expand into unlimited space, so also will

heat expand, and being thus dispersed the resultant negative,

cold, immediately comes into play. Now, as vapour in its

uncondensed state is pra<?tically a gas or water dissolved in heat,

so the hot air holds, and can hold, a far larger quantity of vapour

of water than cold air. This supersaturation is neutralised

directly the extra heat radiates away into space and the soluble

vapour becomes condensed and is visible, so that the formation

of clouds is entirely dependent first on the solution of a quantity

of water in heated air, and secondly on the condensation of the

same water by the dispersion of the requisite supply of heat.
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There are so many local causes for dift'erenees and variations

in results, or in the causes and effects, that it would be impos-

sible with our present state of knowledj^e to lav down the facts

applicable to every case. We know, however, that certain

localities and tracts are liable, some to greater, others to lesser

visitations of rain, the explanation usually given being that

elevated ranges of hills or vegetation have the power of attract-

ing rain which other localities do not possess. This, especially

as regards vegetation, seems rather to mix cause and effect

(vegetation being rather the effect), inasmuch as a certain

current of air would probably hold in solution the same propor-

tion of moisture irrespective of the country it happened to pass

over ; the cause therefore must lie in the attraction exercised by

locality towards the solvent of the moisture, in other words, some

peculiarity to abstract the heat, in whatever form it may exist, and

thereby precipitate the moisture. I say in whatever form it may

exist, and this brings me back to the question touched on at the

commencement, the interchangeableness of heat, light, and

electricity. We know from actual experiment that electricity is

produced on the condensation of steam issuing in a jet from a

high pressure boiler, and can be collected in the usual manner.

The usual explanation for this fact is, that it is caused by the

friction of the particles of water coming into contact with the

metal points ; this, I think, is hardly satisfactory, and I am
inclined to the view that it is the setting free of latent heat

taking the analogous form of electricity. We also know that in

making steam, we pour in any quantity of heat into the water in

the boiler wathout raising its temperature (except under addi-

tional pressure) , the only effect being the production of steam
;

the heat becomes latent or non-operative on our senses or the

thermometer, the water is therefore dissolved in heat, and is

invisible. Vice versa on being again condensed it becomes visible

as steam, and gives out the heat, this heat taking the form of

electricity partly.

Applying this to the vast laboratory of nature, we may reason-

ably expect similiar results. The sun, as the source of heat,
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furuishes the solvent of the water, causes the upward rising o£

larger or smaller areas or bodies of air, taking them both, the air

and dissoh'ed water, into the higher regions where the heat is

again dissipated into space, thereby producing cold or negative

heat, thereby also reproducing water, or in extreme cases, by the

intensity of cold, producing ice, even in tropical regions. This

condensation, again, setting free electricity which results in

thunder and lightning storms ; for it is to be noted, that hail

storms are always coincident in tropical regions with thunder

storms, and both are the effect of the sudden cooling of heated

columns of air saturated with moisture being carried up into

regions of intense cold. As a corollary, I may venture to state,

that the size both of rain di'ops and of hailstones depends greatly

on the height at which they are formed, gathering size in passing

do«Ti through saturated air and by their own cold condensing extra

moisture in their course, thereby adding to their own bulk.

Other causes may, and do produce rain, though the main prin-

cipal is the same—namely, that rain is the result of the cooling a

body of air which is fully charged with moisture by the elimina-

tion of a portion of heat Avhich is necessary to hold that moisture

in solution. The production of the rain may be, and is frequently,

caused by a hot saturated current of air meeting or mixing with

a colder current, or %nth any other body or object which has

similar effect whereby the temperature is reduced. It would

seem, therefore, not improbable that certain localities have the

power of extracting heat or electricity from the air, and thereby

hold the enviable position of being kno^ni as wet belts or regions.

This is very noticeable in the case of Mackay on the Pioneer

River, in this colony, where the rains are quite of a tropical

character, although the country north of it is not at all so

favoured. The same applies in a considerable degree to the

Tweed River district in New South Wales.

The sun is, doubtless, the principal source of heat, and heat,

again, is the principal cause of disturbances in the atmosphere
;

but there are many other causes which affect air currents. The

rotation of the earth ; the configuration of the land and oceans
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and tlieir relative proportionss. Ocean c-nrrents are affected

similarly to air currents, except that tlie water cannot ri.se as doea

the air to great heiglits. Tliese all interehaugeably act and react

upon each other, rendering the attemjjt to arrive at any certain

result or knowledge of coming changes of weather almost hope-

less, except by working out probabilities from a series of

methodical observations on an uniform and systematic plan and

extending over long periods. This is now being carried out to a

large extent in various parts of the world, but will give practical,

rather than theoretical, data on which to base weather tables.

This brings us to the consideration of the barometer, an instru-

ment which, as its name denotes, is a measurer of weight as

applied to the air. The barometer, or kindred instruments, show

the variations in the weight of a column of air over or under an

assumed standard. This standard is taken at a fixed temperature

and at the sea-level. Mercury is usually employed to fill the

glass tube, because it is the heaviest fluid ; it requires a height of

about thirty inclies to balance the pressure of the atmosphere.

AVater or any other liquid might be used, but a much longer tube

would be necessary so as to represent the same weight. It is not

necessary to go into the principle of the barometer beyond

stating that the air acts upon the open or exposed surface of the

mercury, causing it to rise or to fall at the other end of the

glass tube, which, being hermetically closed, retains the vacuum

originally obtained when manufactured. Thus, then, tlie greater

the weight of the atmosphere on the exposed surface the higher

vnll the mercury rise iu the tube, and vice versa. What, then,

causes the change iu the actual weight of the column of air as

affecting the mercury in the barometer ?

Xot the moisture held iu the air either in a state of solution

or in its condensed form as clouds. If such is the cause, a

saturated air would always be heavier than the opposite state.

It would appear, rather, to be the effect of change of weight

produced by the upward or downward currents of air. Thus, if

a column of air represented by a circular ascending heated mass,

by its inherent quality of lightness, exerts a certain force
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upwards, by exactly that amount of force is the actual weight of

the average height of the atinoephere reduced, and rice versa

with the do^\^^ward replacing current. So, if in a certain locality

an upward movement of air is caused by heat, there must of

necessity be a corresponding do^^^lward supply to take its place,

the former representing a decreased and the latter an increased

weight on the surface of the mercury, indicated by falling baro-

meter in the former and rising barometer in the latter case.

This is constantly illustrated on board ship where cyclones are

met with, especially in tropical latitudes. The circular character

of the storm is denoted by the wind changing all round the

compass, the strength depending both on the general violence

and also on the particular part of the cyclone encountered. The

barometrical effect is always the same, and only varies in degree

;

it always indicates a fall in the mercury or the equivalent reduc-

tion of the weight of the atmosphere, and is accompanied also by

electrical discharges and heavv' rain.

If these surmises are correct, it is not unreasonable to expect

that if man can devise a means of drawing off or adding elec-

tricity, as the case may be, to the clouds, thus bringing about a

change in the thermometi-ical state of the atmosphere also, he

will, with the advance of such knowledge, be able to command

to a great extent the clouds and rain. The knoA\'n change of

climate may, and probably does, primarily arise from the increase

or decrease of evaporation caused by the vegetation, producing

thereby electrical changes and corresponding increase or reduc-

tion of heat, and consequent ability to hold more or less moisture

by the air in that particular locality'.

In conclusion, to refer in a few words again to latent heat.

There are many illustrations of its existence : thus heat may be

evolved from cold iron by hammering, by mixing two or more sub-

stances together, which in combining form a more dense mixture or

compound, as water and (juicklime, water and some acids; and

also by the reverse process,—salt and ice, whereby the salt

having a great affinity to water (liquid), and in satisfying that

demand, re(juiring the conversion of the solid ice into the liquid
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water, robn itnelf and everything it in in contact with of heat

in its sensible form and converts it into its latent form. So with

ammonia and all volatile substances, as additional heat in the

latent state is necessary to the gaseous form, so the volatile solid

or liquid substance on assuming the gaseous form produces cold.

Minutely divided metals also will burn or become oxidised on

coming into contact with the oxygen of the air, thus producing

the same effect of heat by the conversion of the gaseous oxygen

into the solid metallic oxide.

These examples appear to indicate that there is a general law-

affecting matter, that heat is the chief solvent, and that the

diverse forms of matter, whether gaseous, fluid, or solid, and in

aU the infinite degrees and varieties, are consequent on the

quantitv" of the solvent separating their constituent particles or

atoms more or less from each other; that sudden separation

apparently produces cold, and that condensation produces heat.



PIEST OEDINAEY MEETING.

The fii'dt ordinary meetiug of the second session of the

Queensland Branch of the Greographical Society of Australasia

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Thursday, 12th August, 1886. Mr. W. H. Miskin occupied the

chair.

The Hox. Secretaey read the minutes of the previous

meeting, which were confirmed, after which the following

gentlemen were elected ordinary members of the Society, by

ballot :—Captain John Mackay ; E. Gr. Edelfelt, M.L.S. ; E. J.

Stevens, M.L.A. ; W. Allan, E.E.G.S. ; John Watson, S. T.

Debney, S. Gr. Briggs, J. A. Eobertson, Alfred Delisser, M.I.C.E.

;

Eobert Abbott, A. McDowall, T. Mylne, J. O'Connor, W. E.

Twine, sen. ; J. Falconer, Eev. W. O. Lilley.

The Hon. Secretary announced the receipt of six donations

to the Society.

The Eev. Gr. Woolnouuh desired to know whether the com-

plete resume of the Society's exploration expedition to New

Gruinea had yet been furnished to the Queensland Grovernment

by the New South AVales Branch of the Society.

The Ho>'. Secretary, in answer to the last speaker's question,

said that from information he had received he believed that the

necessary information would be furnished so soon as the various

specimens collected by the expedition were classified. He had

been informed that the whole of the money contributed by the

various Colonial Grovernments towards the equipment and main-

tenance of the expedition had been expended thereon, but that

the accounts in connection therewith had not yet been audited

by the Grovernment.

The Eev. Gr. "Woolnough asked if the Society had any addi-

tional information regarding the proposed exploration of the

antarctic regions ?

The Hox. Secretary, in reply to the last speaker, stated that
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liL' understood negotiations were taking place between thie

A'ictorian Brancli of the G-eographical Society and the British

Association, also bett\'een the Pi'einiers of the various Colonies

of Australia, in regard to the matter.

The following paper was then read by the author :

—

Notes on New Guinea.

By E. G-. Edelfelt, M.L.8.

New Gruiuea has for a considerable time been the centi-e of

attraction in political as well as scientific circles all over the

world, but more so to the Australian Colonies, which, when we

look upon it from a geographical point of view, is not at all sur-

prising, inasmuch as New G-uinea has at some former time been

part of Australia, but by some fi'eak of nature is now separated

from the Austi'alian continent, as we all know, by Torres Straits.

Much has ali'eady been written about this gxeat island, but

unfortunately as yet we kno\\' comparatively little or nothing of

New Gruinea proper—I mean the interior of the island—and as

New Gruinea is of immediate importance to Australia, the more

information we have from this island the better for Australia,

and I should say especially for Queensland.

I shall now proceed to give a short narrative of a ti'ip from

Port Moresby to the Hilda Eiver in November, 18S4. I left

Port Moresby for Maiva, a coast village about eight miles north-

west of Yule Island. I was recommended by Mr. Chalmers and

Captain Liljeblad to make this m}" headquarters, as from there it

was supposed I would have an easy access to Mount Yule, the

object of my journey, as it was already then rumoured through

the papers that Mr. Eorbes had chosen Mount Owen Stanley as

his field of operation. On that ground I directed my attention

to Mount Yide, where I expected great results in floral

discoveries.

My botanical researches in New Gruinea were entirely a

private enterprise on my own small means, and a Mr. T. A.

B
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Griilliver, from Townsville, who spent a considerable sum of

money for botanical and other scientific researches in New
Gruinea.

I stayed a few days at Maiva to acquaint myself with the

natives for the egoistic purpose of obtaining their assistance to

carry my goods and pilot me part of the way towards Mount

Tule ; after a fortnight's residence amongst these good people

people my object was accomplished ; and on the 24th of Novem-

ber I set out with ten carriers and Maka, a teacher, who volun-

teered to accompany me on my journey to Mount Tule.

Por about two miles we travelled in an east-south-easterly

direction, through low country with part mangrove swamps, and

this country had all the appearance of being subject to heavy

floods, as flood marks on the trees indicated such in every direction.

At midday we reached Paihana village, which would be about

five miles in a direct line north from the coast, somewhat opposite

Hall Sound. The village contained about thirty houses, mostly

poorly built, and situated in a densely-wooded spot, intermixed

vidth groves of cocoanut palms ; and a distance of about one mile

south of the Hilda Eiver.

The natives received us in a very friendly manner, and at once

offered us cocoanuts and betelnuts. Every male native carried a

bark blanket on his shoulder, a custom I have never seen any-

where else in New Gruinea, and before seating themselves would

first spread their bark blanket on the ground.

As my Maiva carriers would not take me any further, although

only midday, I had to remain for the day, and at once arranged

with the Paihana chief, Aruoba, to secure me carriers, which he

promised, and to take us away the following morning early, to

Yavetta village, a day's journey from there to Mount Tule, or

Kobia, as the natives call it. And moreover said, he Avould send

his people back, but would himself go with us to Mount Tule,

or Onioni village at the foot of the mountain. The Paihana

people are the same who are supposed to have killed Dr. James,

an American, and Mr. Thorngreu, a Swede, when anchored off

Tule Island snme years ago.
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On the following inoruiiii^, 25Th, evervbodv was up early, and

when the time for uiy departure arrived, I had no carriers ; after

some remonstrance with the chief, a few men volunteered to

take me away, but the worthy chief himself had in some myste-

rious way during the night got his foot lamed, and consequently

stayed at home. A Papuan's promise can rarely be depended

upon.

However I set out with my small party and crossed the Hilda

River in canoes, as the path leading towards Mount Yule was

about half a mile up the opposite river bank from the place where

we embarked. On reaching this path the first half mile we ti'avelled

under a complete archway of tall rank grass ; and then we came

into a rich forest country with a beautiful green sward of nutri-

tious grass, admirably suited for stock.

We met a number of native men and women laden with fruit

and vegetables, which they carry in netted bags, on their way to

the market to exchange their goods w^th the people on the other

side of the river. They became rather excited on seeing me, but

gradually becalmed themselves ; and some of them left their

companions to go on their market business, and conducted us to

their village, Nauea.

On entering the village the inhabitants raised their voice to

the highest possible pitch, in astonishment to see such a party,

carrying articles incomprehensible to them. We were at once

conducted to the principal chief's house, and through mv com-

panion, Maka, the teacher, and one of the Maiva men who

spoke the dialect of these people, I was formally introduced.

Greuerally the first thing the Papuans ask a stranger is his name,

and the object of his visit.

WTien these forms were gone through, a house was placed at

my disposal, and my party installed themselves as comfortably as

circumstances would permit.

As I was the first European that had visited this disti-iet, the

people made a great deal of me, but I found it necessary to

reside amongst them for a few days in hope of obtaining their

assistance to pilot me and carry my higgage to " the foot of
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Mount Tiile : every day I related to them my object for residing

Avitli tliem, but tliey never once offered to take me away.

I made daily excursions for miles within the boundaries of

their o^^-n disti'ict ; where numbers of people would accompany

me. always unarmed, and in every way attentive, and each one

anxious to serve me. But when it came to the day I wished to

proceed on my journey, all refused me their assistance, on the

ground that they feared the mountain people would kill me, and

the Brilaneauna man would blame them for my death. But the

sole object was jealousy of my trade, they wanted it all them-

selves, and not to fall iuto the hands of tribes beyond their own

district.

After two weeks' stay they were just as reluctant to accede to

my wishes as on the first day of my arrival, and after the expira-

tion of the third week I, with sorrow and dismay, had to set out

on my return journey to the coast.

During my stay amongst these Xauea people they treated me
most kindly ; they supplied me and my party with food, water,

and wood, ^nthout asking the least remuneration, which is always

done on the coast, or elsewhere, where the Papuans have had

dealings with Europeans.

Every afternoon at 4 p.m. when the people commenced to

come in from their plantations, for a whole week I had to sit in

state on the veranda of the chief's house and exhibit my white

skin. The people were very orderly, and always treated us -u-ith

respect ; it is a large community, at least 1,500 inhabitants in

this one village ; they are of a medium stature, clean, healthy,

and well fed, and mostly of a light colour, even as light as many

half castes of a Tahitian origin, intelligent and industrious.

Here I saw for the first time in New Gruinea hammocks made of

bark cord, on the same principle as our own European make.

The village is situated about two miles east of the Hilda

Eiver, and surrounded by the most fertile country I ever saw

anywhere else, with a luxuriant vegetation ; here grew many

esculent roots new to me, and all of an excellent quality, and so

far as I am able to judge, this couuti-v, from the foot of Mount
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Yule to witliiii a short distance of the coast, is most valuable for

agricultural or pastoral purposes.

AVhether the Hilda River will ever be of any practical navi-

gable service to future settlers is more than I can sav ; if the

natives' information can be relied upon (but I am sorry to say

their statements are not always in accordance with the truth),

they maintain it always contains plenty of water. At the time

of my visit the wet season had already set in, and the river

banks were overflo\\ing with a sti'ong current, which prevented

my progress ; but so far as I ascended it, it was not less than

two chains wide, and in some places much more, and with almost

perpendicular banks ; it Hows into the Edith Eiver near the

coast, and empties its contents into the sea.

And, furthermore, I am of opinion that the Hilda receives its

sources from the interior, immediately at the back of Mount

Yule, and as the western side of this moimtain terminates very

abruptly, and apparently almost forms a perpendicular wall, I

firmly believe the river has its course under this wall or within a

short distance of it. If this is correct and the river proves

navigable at all seasons of the year, this will be a most important

route for future explorers, as this route would bring them into

the centre of the south-easterly portion of the island. And as

the western side of the Mount Owen Stanley Eanges gently

slopes into the eastern side of Mount Yule and forms a saddle

between the two mountains, I should think from this centre the

Mount Owen Stanley Eanges could easily be explored, and proba-

bly from this point the summit of the mountain itself could be

reached. As it appears to me that Mount Yule and Mount Owen

Stanley is one continuous moimtain chain, ^\'ith the exception of the

so-called saddle which divides the two mountains, and as Mount

Yule terminates very abruptly, as I believe, when it meets the

Hilda Eiver, I have every reason to think my supposition is

correct, as from this point a vast extent of level country super-

sedes the moimtain and traverses a north-westerly course for

many miles.

The Xauea natives gave many interesting narratives relating
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to the people on the other side of Mount Tule, such as
—'"There

are men with h^ng tails." These, of course, are only beings of

their imagination. The natives in the Astrolabe Eanges give

the same tale about Mount Owen Stanley. False or true, these

statements only added in a great measure to my desire of visiting

the locality where these supposed wonders dwelt, in hope of

adding something new to the science of natural history.

I have every reason to believe that the whole of this district is

healthy, and will eventually be one of the localities for European

settlement.

In every village I passed through I was astonished to find a

number of fowls cooped up in long coops made in ti'ue European

sts'le. The birds are merely kept for the feathers of the male,

which are particularly bright and used for ornaments. They are

something similar to the Malay fowls with the exception of being

a shade bigger. I took two with me to Townsville, but on my
arrival there they died, which I atti'ibute to the strong sea air, as

they were bred in the mountains, and also the unsuitable food

dui'ing the voyage.

On my return to Maiva I stayed there a few days, and made a

small collection of botanical specimens. The Maiva district is

drv, consisting of a series of hills up to 600 feet above sea level,

with slate and ironstone. The vegetation is mostly a stunted

eucalypti gro^^th, and the natives are compelled to have their

plantations in the valleys, where there is more moisture and

shelter for the fruit trees and vegetables.

I found several quartz pebbles of a very good quality, water-

worn. They had in all probability been washed doAvn from the

hills, as they were found in a shallow watercourse, which only

contains water during exceptionally heavy rains. And amongst

the natives I saw numbers of large brilliant crystals, obtained

from the neighbouring hiUs, and used by the natives as charms

when hunting or courting.

On the hills, about a mile fi'om the village, I discovered in cal-

careous beds a number of marine fossils of a recent formation.

These I presented to the Grovernment geologists, Mr. Jack, of
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To\vnsville, and Mr. "Wilkinson, of Sydney. Now, I venture to

say that if any gold shall be discovered in Xew Griiinea it will be

in the Maiva district, but whether it ^^•ill be in payable quantities I

will not undertake to predict ; and we shall see, at a time when

Xew Gruinea is thrown open for settlers to develop the resources

now latent, if INIaiva will not be one of the disti-icts where the

digger will search for the precious metal, and find it too.

Maiva is situated close to the sea, consisting of several villages

with a numerous population, with abundance of sago and cocoa-

nut palms ; the only drawback to the progress of this village,

should it ever become a European settlement, is that there is no

harbour, and for the ti'emeudous surf it is with extreme difficultv"

anything can be landed without being completely overwashed,

and frequently the boats or canoes upset, and everything in them

is precipitated into the sea. In early morning about sunrise is

generally the best time to land, as at this time it is usually calm,

while the wind shifts either to the north-westerly or south-easterly

quarter.

The Maiva people are very interesting ; the women are much

tattooed, and have hard masculine features, but laborious and o^

an animated temperament. The men are indolent and full of

conceit, pay gi'eat attention to their scanty way of dressing, and

seem to be passionately fond of dancing and singing, which at the

time of my visit they kept up to the small hours of the morning.

Now, gentlemen, in conclusion, I beg to say a few words in

reference to the climate. Much diversity of opinion is manifested

on this subject, and no doubt it is of great importance to future

settlers in New Gruinea. Those who know something of New
Guinea, and desire it to be occupied by Europeans, say that the

climate is not more detrimental to the white man than the

climate of North Queensland. Those who know a great deal of

New Gruinea, and do not desire it populated by Europeans, say

the climate is most injurious to health.

Captain Moresby gives an excellent account of the climate,

and probable resources of the island, and so does the present High

Commissioner, Mr. Douglas ; so also have other writers done who
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from time to time have visited the island. And to take two living

examples of the correctness of these statements, we know

Messrs. Lawes and Chalmers, who have been there several years,

and where do we find two healthier looking men than these two

gentlemen are r" I myself was there fifteen months, and was not

indisposed one day from the supposed ill effects of the climate.

It has been said, through the Press, that the late Sir Peter

Scratchley met an untimely death through the severity of the

climate, but I say—No ! Sir Peter Scratchley was advanced in

age, and moreover was under medical treatment in Melbourne

previous to his embarkation for Xew Gruinea, hence I say the

climate of New Gruinea can be endured ; but if we go to New
Gruinea with an impaired constitution, we must be prepared to

meet fatal results.

At the same time I do not deny that New Gruinea possesses

many unhealthy places ; but if sanitary laws are strictly carried

out, fever and many other complaints peculiar to tropical regions

can, to some extent, be jn-evented ; and I trust these conflicting

reports as regards the climate will not retard any settlement in

New Guinea. And we should hasten on to develop the

resources, and convert them into profitable industries, which in

my opinion would be of great benefit to Australia.

The Chairmax', in thanking Mr. Edelfelt for his paper, said

that such literary acquisitions were of great importance to the

Society, and it was highly desirable that the Society should have

every possible information concerning the various localities of

New Gruinea, and the paper read would, no doubt, be a valuable

addition to their communicated knowledge. He invited discus-

sion.

At the instigation of the Rev. G. WooLNOuaH, a conversation

took place regarding the question of British settlement in New

Guinea.

]Mr. Edelfelt said that he did not think there would be any

difficulty in the way of Europeans acquiring land in the districts

visited by him. There were millions of acres unutilised except

for the purpose of hunting; and the land was so fertile that

the natives only required small areas for planting purposes.
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Mr. .1. P. TifOMsox stated that Mr. Edelfelt was about to

proceed to British New (xuiiiea, where he intended residing for

two or three years, and tliat he had kindly promised to furnish

the Society from time to time with information descriptive of the

localities within the scope of his operations. He thought it

desirable that writers of papers upon New Gruinea should

endeavour to prepare sketch maps, with the positions of the most

prominent points approximately determined in regard to their

latitude and longitude, and also an approximation of the height

of the mountains ; the ^vidth and depth of rivers, and the strength

of their currents. From the various papers read before the

Queensland Branch of the Society on New Guinea, he con-

sidered that the Society was now in possession of a very fairly

connected description of the south eastern seaboard of the British

possessions. From the Admiralty chart, he had approximated

the position of the Hilda River to be in latitude 8" -10' south,

and longitude 146° -10' east. The author's opinion in regard to

the Hilda River proving a probable successful and short access

to the Owen Stanley Ranges was, he considered, a most impor-

tant factor of geographical information, which ought to receive

serious consideration by intending explorers in New Gruinea.

He thought it very probable that minerals would be found in

the Maiva district, judging from its general conformation,

although he believed that the old metalliferous rocks of New
Gruinea would be found to exist in the high mountain ranges

of the interior. He thought the author had misapprehended

the place names of the district, as the locality he had

described consisted of several native villages
;

probably the

name of the district was Maiva, and that each separate

village comprised within the boundaries of the district has

its distinctive name, as he had found similar conditions

in many of the Polynesian islands. He concurred ^^"ith the

author in regard to climatic condition, but did not consider the

condition of the European missionaries as being in any respect

an exemplification of its effect. The European missionaries in

Polynesia, he said, were well provided with domestic comforts
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agreeable to place and climate, which, under the circumstances,

rendered life more enjoyable than otherwise ; the explorer and

cultivator of the soil were more fitting examples in judging

climatic effect. He further referred to the natives and their

tribal rights and land laws.

Mr. Edelfelt endorsed the remarks of the last speaker in

regard to the name of the district, and the condition of the

European missionaries.

The Chaihman announced that a paper would be read by the

Hon. Secretary, at the next meeting, upon the Eewa District,

Fiji.

The proceedings then terminated.



SECOND OEDINAET MEETING.

The second ordinaiy monthly meeting of the second session of

the Queensland Branch of the Geographical Society of Aus-

tralasia was held in the Musenm Library, Brisbane, on Thursday

evening, September 16th, 1886, at 8 o'clock. Dr. "Waugh occu-

pied the chair. There was a large attendance of members and

visitors, including a number of ladies.

The Hon. Seceetabt read the minutes of the previous meet-

ing, which were confirmed, and announced the receipt of two

donations to the Society since last meeting.

The following letter, from Capt. J. B. Eobertson, was read :

—

9 Dock Street, Brisbane,

12th Aug., 1886.

The Hon. Secretary,

Geog. Soc. of Australasia,

Brisbane.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that when I was master of

the schooner " Flora." ti'ading from Queensland to the South Sea

Islands, in the year 1883, I discovered a clear passage through

the Barrier Eeef, from five to six miles in width, and lying N.E.

from Mount Bartle Prere. To enter the said passage from

seaward, bring Mount Bartle Frere to bear S."W., and steer with.

it on that bearing until the Sonthern Erankland Island is sighted.

Bring that island to bear S."VV.|S., and steer, keeping it on that

bearing which \^'ill lead in mid-channel between the reefs. The

outer edge of the Barrier Eeef appears to be distant about 20

miles from the Frankland Islands. I consider the discovery of

this passage a very important one to vessels trading to and

navigating Queensland waters, as there is nothing like it in any

other section of the Barrier Eeef. The Trinity Opening north

of Cairns is very dangerous as it is full of " horses'-heads " and

strong currents. The Trinity Opening was doubtless taken by
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the " Tomig Dick," labour schooner, when A\e came to grief

;

and doubtle;>s there mar be still some survivors on a sand

kay adjacent, or on G-reen Island on the south side of the

opening, for which a search should be made. Trusting you will

bring the above statement bef<n*e the public through the medium

of your Society,

I have the honour, &c.,

(Signed) J. B. EOBERTSON.

A circular letter was also read from Professor Liversidge, F.RS.,

of the Sydney University, inviting co-operation in the proposed

formation of an Australian Association for the Advancement of

Science. The letter stated that it was proposed to hold a meet-

ing in Sydney on an early date, in order to make preliminary

arrangements for a meeting in 1888.

The Chairman said that the proposed meeting in Sydney

would practically be a scientific parliament, assembled to discuss

scientific subjects. It would be the first step towards the federa-

tion of the scientific societies of Australasia, and also towards

entering into lines of close communication ^^'ith the scientific

societies of Europe.

Mr. J. MuiR said he considered it higlily desirable that the

Queensland Branch of the Society should be represented at the

proposed meeting in Sydney, and if possible, by members of the

Council. He thought it was usual to send either the President,

or the Hon. Secretary, as representatives in such cases.

The Eev. G. Woolxough moved that a reply should be for-

warded to Professor Liversidge, signifying that the Queensland

Branch of the G-eographical Society of Australasia intended, in

so far as it is able, to comply \\'ith the request contained in his

circular letter. The resolution was seconded by Mr. J. MriE,

and carried unanimously.

The Hon. Secbetart presented to the meeting the first annual

proceedings of the Queensland Branch of the Society, and

intimated that printed copies were now ready to issue to

members of the Society.
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The Kev. G-. Woor.xoroH said the volume^^ were beautifullv

got up ; tliey were a valuable addition to the Society's literature,

and a credit to the Council.

The following paper was then read by the author :

—

The Rewa River (Fiji), its Tributaries

and District.

By ,T. P. Thomson, M.A., CE.. Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

In the last paper I read before tlie Society- on the 12th

January, 1886, 1 made a promise that the next I prepared should

be descriptive of the Eewa Eiver. the District, and its sugar

industries ; accordingly, the pleasing task I now endeavour to

accomplish, will lie the fulfilment of the promise so made.

Before formulating the subject of my paper, pray permit me to

crave your generous indulgence while I explain one or two

points which at first sight may not appear very clear to the

members of our Society, and the people of this colony generally.

Fiji, o\N"ing to its geographical position, is somewhat isolated

fi'om the Australian Colonies ; and it is only of late years that

regular steam communication has been established between the

sister colonies and the capital of the fair Colony of Fiji.

Consequently there are numbers of people who, owing to the

absence of reliable information, have but a faint idea of the

magnitude and importance of the Fiji Islands, and may wonder

as to what benefit can be derivable fi'om a description of any

portion of the colony refeiTed to. In answer to aU such

querists, I would gently remind them that an accurate descrip-

tion of any unkno'\\'u or imperfectly known portion of the earth's

surface, and the human family thereon, ought always to be

acceptable to a scientific society, having for its chief objects

geographical research. Considering the active part taken by

Fiji at the late Federal Council, we may fau-ly assume that the

colony referred to, in the event of federation being brought

about, AviU form an integral part of federated Australasia, and it

will therefore become apparent to all intelligent colonists that
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they should endeaTOur to learn all they can regarding their

adopted sister. Much has been written and told about Fiji, both

in books, newspapers, and by individuals, nearly all of which, iu

my opinion, has been misleading, and containing gross mis-

statements highly calculated to materially injure the colony,

to enlist the odium of the outside world on the colonists, and

calumniate those intrusted and connected with the administra-

tion of the public affairs. Xearly all book writers have been

brief visiters ; men who make a rapid tour through the principal

centres of population—some have, perhaps, never even seen the

colony—in search of something fresh to relate to the world, and

lending an ever willing ear to the babble of the multitude, and

the thrilling story of some unfortunate aggrieved one, which,

combined ^vlth their individual impressions, is sufficiently com-

prehensive to build a considerable volume containing a very

romantic and highly interesting account of Fiji, eagerly read and

digested by the outside Avorld. Xewspaper reports are often

supplied by the same class of writers, while others of equally

minimum importance supply the balance. From such unreli-

able and questionable data, the outside public have hitherto

derived their information regarding the Colony of Fiji, and

many more islands in Polynesia ; hence the harm done, the evil

results and effect thereof. In verification and support of the

foregoing statements, I here quote from His Excellency Sir

WiDiam Des Yoeux's annual message to the Legislative Council,

in March, 1879 :
—

" The necessary condition of progress would

not long be absent, if, instead of pressing for what will not be

conceded, they—the colonists—would occupy themselves in

making known the advantages which they already possess." An
admirable advice which I concur in, and if acted on Avould doubt-

less produce a most beneficial and permanent effect. Again, I

quote from the minute of His Excellency the Hon. J. B.

Thurston, upon a petition from the Levuka Chamber of Com-

merce to Her Majesty's Grovernment, praying for the discontinu-

ance of the Native Taxation Scheme, &c., presented to the

Legislative Counc-il, 9th April, 1886:—"His Honour further
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hopes that the action he has taken in the matter may in some

measure neutralise the injury inflicted abroad upon the com-

merce and reputation of the colony, by a section of the

community who appear determined never to be conciliated ; and

who, in their efforts to subordinate the interests of the native

race, permit themselves to utter the most sweeping and reckless

statements in disparagement of the Colonial Grovernment." As

I am ever desirous to promote the interests and welfare of every

young colony, I now ask the public of Australia, through the

medium of this paper, to discountenance and ignore all odious

newspaper and book reports descriptive of the colony and native

race of Piji. I believe I can claim the honour of being the first

to write about Fiji for a geographical society, it will therefore

be my aim to give you an accurate description. Having thus

introduced myself, I will proceed with the subject of this paper,

and in so doing I crave the charity of all good men.

New arrivals in Piji, who are at all romantically inclined,

cannot fail in being greatly surprised at the magnitude and

grandeur of the rivers which drain the immense volume of water

falling on its green verdure-clad surface, and when one takes

into consideration the dimensions of the islands, the number of

the rivers and their relative magnitude are really marvellous.

The largest river in Fiji is the Eewa, in the island of A^iti Levu

(the largest island in the group). It is formed by the confluence

of the Wainibuka and Wainimala, and at 28 and 11 miles from

its mouth receives as tributaries on its right bank, the Waidiiia

and Waimanu. Its navigable length, inclusive of tributaries, is

about 72 miles, and it drains a surface area of about 1,360

square miles, equal to about one-third the area of the whole

island ; and over the area so drained, there is an approximate

average annual rainfall of 130 inches. It is influenced by the

tides of the ocean for a distance of about 27 miles from its

mouth, and, as in the majority of tidal rivers, the several

entrances are obstructed by a bar, and extensive areas of mud

flats locate in the vicinity of its mouths. The Eewa, as a glance

at the accompanying map will show, may be entered by five
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different channel^!, all of which are separated from one another by

extensive delta, and protected from the fury of the ocean" by a

complete barrier of coral reef, which lavish nature has designed

and built up so as to defy the anger of the ocean, and being

anxious to provide for the wants of her children and perfect her

handiwork, she has left channels wide and deep enough to admit

the largest ship afloat. The most western entrance to the Eewa
is that mostly used by steam laiuiches and small sailing crafts.

It debouches into Laucala Bay, and is distant, by water, from

Suva about eight miles ; it is not a deep channel, and serviceable

only to vessels of light draught ; it has a ^\idth of 792 feet

from bank to bank, which is fringed with dense mangroves, and

running in a circuitous direction for a distance of three miles,

joins the main stream at Katanaedewa. The main mouth of the

Eewa Eiver is separated from the last named channel by Laucala

Island. Vessels sailing fi-om Suva will steer right across the

bay for Laucala Point, and after passing between the said point

and Nukulau Island will alter their course, turning sharp to the

left, and steering in a northerly direction for a distance of one

mile and a-half, enter the main mouth of the Eewa, with the

island of Laucala on the left, and Mataisuva on the right, at

which place the mouth of the river is 3,063 feet in width. Great

care on the part of sti*angers is however necessary, as there are

several small coral patches off the main entrance Avhich in rough

weatlier are very unwelcome obstacles to encounter. Once

inside the mouth of the river there are no dangers in the way,

and vessels may proceed on their course up the streani, the only

obstruction likely to be met with is the five small islands opposite

the native toA^Ti of Vutia, just inside the mouth, and the shallow

parts of the river. The main channel from Nukulau Island to

Mataisuva has an average depth of from ten to five fathoms, and

from Mataisuva to Tovutovu the depth of the river varies very

slightly, obtaining a uniform depth of about three fathoms, and

an average width of 2,244 feet. The banks of the main stream

in the vicinity of its mouth present a very clean and inviting

appearance, being almost free from the detestable mangroves.
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and the seashore to the east and west are fringed witli Ijeautiful

sajidy beaches. In that respect the mouth of the Rewa proper

may be said to differ in a very marked degree, not only from its

minor channels, but from all other large rivers in Fiji. This

difference in physical condition might, perhaps, form a very

interesting subject for investigation : the difference is striking

and really remarkable, the more so when viewed from surround-

ing conditions and considering that all the eastern and western

banks of the western channel, and all along the shores of Laucala

Bay, are fringed with dense belts of mangroves extending for

miles along the shore flats. The only reasonable conclusion that

1 can arrive at in satisfaction of the remarkable difference in

physical condition referred to, is marine and submarine agencies.

Owing to the conformation of Laucala Island, the mouth of the

western channel is effectually protected from the force of the

prevailing winds, and all along the head of Laucala Bay there

are immense deposits of mud ; and the absence of strong ocean

currents causes the water to be sluggish, which, combined with rich

deposits of soil, foster the growth of the mangroves. The fore-

going conditions are absent at the mouth of the main channel,

and instead of large mud deposits there are sand and shingle and

strong ocean currents, while there is nothing to afford shelter

from the force of the strong A\4nds. The difference in the fore-

going local agencies is, in my opinion, sufficient to account for the

marked conti*ast between the two localities referred to.

The island of Namukulau is right off the mouth of the E/Owa,

being distant therefrom about two miles. In shape it is slightly

elongated from east to west. Surrounded by a coral reef, and the

shores fringed with nice sandy beaches, which at all times give

the island a clean and healthy ajjpearance, its central section is

adorned with beautiful shrubs ; and in great profusion, towering

in stately gi-andeur, is the majestic cocoanut palm. The island is

used by the Grovernment, who have constructed a wooden jetty and

erected several commodious woodeu buildings on the western side,

for a Coolie immigration depot. The immigration ships chartered

by the G-overnment sail direct from India to Fiji, and anchor in
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Laucala Bay, where the Coolie iuimigraiit.> disembark aud locate

in the Namukulau depot uutil such time as thej are taken away

by the vari(^u^:' planters to whom they had previously been allotted;

and I should imagine that they are very loath to leave the island

depot, for a more healthy and charming spot could scarcely be

found on the earth's surface.

. . Grreat credit is due to the Piji Grovernment for the admirable

way they provide for the comfort and safety of alien races whom

they introduce as immigrants into tiie colony ; indeed, Coolies and

Polynesians are better cared for while in the hands of the Grov-

ernment than many of the working class in our large cities in

the old countiy.

Immediately inshore off Namukulau is located the island of

Laucala, separated from the former by a channel thi-ee-quarters

of a mile in width. The island is four miles in length, and

contains an area of about 1,460 acres; it is perfectly flat and

only about ten feet above sea-level, and crusted Avith rich sandy

soil which is thickly covered with, the cocoanut palm. At one

place it is so narrow and low that my blackboys have dragged

my boat across in order to shorten our journey from the mouth

of the Eewa to Suva.

On the left bank of the river mouth, immediately opposite

Laucala Island, is Mataisuva—a very nice little spot. The ocean

side is fringed with a nice sandy beach, on whose smooth silvery

bosom the long rolling billows of the Pacific take great delight in

throwing their frothy spray. Mataisuva forms part of an exten-

sive delta; and the soil, which consists of rich aUuvial deposits,

has, since the days of old, been carried from the mountains of

the interior by heavy torrents of rain and sweeping river currents,

and is adorned with beautiful cocoanut palms, lemon and hme

trees, and thickly growing shrubs. It was in days of old the site

of a Wesleyan mission station, but the cruel hand of nature has

long ago obliterated all traces of that formerly holy aud con-

secrated institution, and all that now remains to mark the spot

are a few European fi'uit trees which natiu-e seems loath to part

with, and whose increase the natives appear to relish. Mataisuva
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would be a cliarinini,' ^<pot for a picnic in the day time, only it

nii<;lit be prudent to limit the visit to the day time only, as a sitay

during the nii^ht time would not, perhaps, prove so enjoyable,

even thoui^h one might be courting, unless provided with a water-

proof bag so as one c(nild get inside and close the mouth in (U'der

to keep out those little intruders known as mosquitoes and sand-

Hies, which are not over kind to those with render skin and

sensitive nerves.

Leaving Mataisiiva and following the river course in a north-

easterly direction for a distance of three and a quarter miles,

Tovutovu is reached on the right bank of the river, at which

place a channel 261 feet wide branches off, and running east for

a distance of 1,580 feet again joins Avith a long wide channel

which, at their juncture, flows in two opposite directions ; the one

trending to the north for a distance of fifty-two chains again

forms itself into two branches, the one immediately joining the

main river, and the other, trending in a circuitous course, joins

the main stream three-quarters of a mile higher up ; the former

channel forms Xakulubu delta, and the latter that of Xukumotu,

at which place the main river is very deep, the ciUTent strong,

and its width about 792 feet. The southern branch of the before-

mentioned channel winds in a south-easterly direction for a

distance of about two and a half miles, joining the ocean at the

island of Xasoata, and so forming the Eewa delta, containing

about 4,800 acres of rich alluvial soil.

The island of Nasoata is small and very flat, being fringed in

many places with dense mangi'oves and its central section clothed

with dense jungle. The soil, however, is very rich, and although

almost completely isolated, it appears to be sufficiently attractive

to charm the heart of ^Ir. Davies, who is its lord and king, and

who appears to be something after the style of a hermit. On
.Ta?iuarv 1st, 1884, I went with a few friends to have a picnic

on the island, and it being low tide when we got there v.e were

obliged to Avade ashore for a distance of fully a quarter-mile and

carry the ladies in our arms, and although the tide was high

when we left yet the same pleasant task had again to be performed.
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I enjoyed the day very much, but did Bot attribute the s^ource of

enjoyment to the beauty of the island.

Returning again to Tovutovu channel, the native toA\Ti of

Rewa—a great stronghold in olden days, and one of the Wesleyan

mission stations—is situated on its southern bank ; and on the

opposite bank is Nasali, a European settlement owned by the

late John Eeunie.* Prom a utilitarian point of view, Nasali

may be considered to command a very good commercial position,

situated as it is in the centre of various districts, all of which are

thickly populated with natives whose brisk trading propensities

doubtless offer to the owner of jN^asali some little advantages and

the chief inducements necessary to compensate for the disadvan-

tages of a more attractive position. Nasali and the tovra. of

Eewa, owing to their proximity to the river and the extremely

low level of the delta on which both places are situated, are in

times of heavy continuous rain subject to floods. At high tide

the banks of the channel are only about two feet above the water

level, consequently, when the wind is blowdng strong on to the

land and the rains heavy in the interior, the river comes surging

down with mighty force, which, being met by an opposing agent

in its egress to the sea, the banks soon overflow and the surface

of the delta is submerged in water charged with rich deposits of

soil. Fortunately floods are of rare occurrence and not at all

desirable visiters, as the writer has experienced, even at Nasali.

One has to keep in the house, hourly expecting to find the whole

building and its occupants quickly gliding do'\\Ti the river; and

to move from one place to another, even from the house to the

kitchen, necessitates resource to boats or any other floatable

vessel procurable. In 1883, I laid down a meridian line at

Nasali and also at several other places in the district, and from a

series of careful star observations I found the magnetic declina-

tion to be 7° 53' 25" E. on the 19th December, 1883, which is

considerably below the mean average magnetic declination in the

group.

* For past hospitality 1 owe the Rennle family a debt, and here record the same as a

slight indication of appreciation.

—

J. P. T.
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The Nasalai delta is formed by the ocean, the Xasoata channel,

the Eewa River, the Waibokasi and the Nasalai channels, and

coutaius au area of about G,4^00 acres. Its surface is covered with

timber and dense vegetation, and the soil is of the richest possible

quality, although in some places sour owing to the low swampy

condition of its central section, which, however, could be over-

come by the expenditure of a little capital in the systematic con-

struction of di'ains. By clearing the surface of timber and

vegetation and turning up the soil, all surplus moisture would

evaporate, and by natural stages sourness would disappear. To

some enterprising sugar-planter the Nasalai delta would certainly

make a fine field for gi-owing the sugar-cane. It is mostly owned

by the natives, who, through the agency of the Grovernment,

would doubtless be very glad to gi-ant a long lease of the whole,

or a portion of it, at a very low rent. It is most convenient to a

port of shipment and accessible on aU sides by water, and

possesses several good sites for the erection of a sugar mill.

Like many more extensive areas on the Eewa, all that it really

wants is energy, skill, and capital, to make it yield an abundant

and profitable harvest.

Opposite Tovutovu there is a shallow mud bank in the river

which it is necessary to avoid at low water. At a distance of

two and a-half miles up the river from Tovutovu is the AVaibokasi

River, which trends in an easterly direction for a distance of two

and a-quarter miles, at which place it is intersected by two

branches; the Nasalai branch on the south, which flows in a

south-easterly direction and empties its waters into the sea

opposite Xasalai point ; the northern branch forms an acute

angle -s^-ith the Waibokasi, and flowing in a circuitous direction

again joins the Eewa Eiver, and thereby forms Natogadravui

delta, which contains au area of 887 acres of the richest alluvial

soil, partly cultivated by the natives, who grow extensive fields of

sugar-cane thereon, and for which purpose it is naturally adapted.

The IS'atogadravui delta was, I believe, in olden days joined to

the Nasalai delta at a place called Nakelimusa, but the natives,

being desirous to shorten the route to the Eewa Eiver, cut a deep

channel through the narrow neck of land, by which means the
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tAvo separate channels were joined into one. This piece of

engineei"ing skill on the part of the natives has proved of great

advantage to small vessels trading between Suva and Levuka.

Prom the confluence of the Nasalai River the Waibokasi flows in

a north-easterly direction and joins the ocean at a place on the

north-west side of Kaba Point, called Xavuloa, thereby partly

surrounding a large tract of laud which I shall here call Kaba,

being the second largest delta on the east side of the island, con-

taining an area of 6,390 acres, and bounded, on the north-west

and south-west by the A\"aibokasi and jS^asalai channels, and on the

south-east and north-west liy the ocean. Its north-east portion is

formed like the trunk of an elephant, having a long narrow neck

of land "w-ith a moderately high ridge running up the centre to

Kaba Point, which is everywhere dotted over with cocoanut

palms, native plantations, and native towns, which conditions give

to the locality the appearance of civilisation and prosperity. The

central and western sections of the delta are low lying and in

several places swampy, ovnng to- the numerous estuaries and

tidal creeks which traverse its surface in transverse and longi-

tudinal directions. The soil, however, is of a rich alluvial quality,

bearing on its crust dense vegetation, which, owing to rapidity of

gi'owth and non-utilisation, has a very rank appearance.

The Waibokasi Eiver, although narrow and crooked, is deep and

of considerable importance to the coastal trading vessels, and is re-

gai'ded in a similar light to that of some river or miniature canal

in the old countiw. Small steamers, sailing craft, aiad lioats, bound

from Suva to Levuka, enter the Eewa, up which they sail to the

"Waibokasi and thence through that channel to the ocean, fa-om

Avhich the passage can be made inside the reef all the way to

Levuka, having, even in rough weather, smooth water all the

way ; thus quick and smooth trips are made by small vessels in

rough weather, which under other conditions would necessitate

them remaining in harbour during rough weather. In addition

to the desirability of a smooth ti-ip, the traveller will enjoy a rare

treat of a novel kind, as he skips over the surface of the ocean

inside the reef, looking at the innumerable variety of submarine

life gliding under the surface; and sailing through the numerous
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narrow windings of the Waibokasi, Avhose banks are covered with

beautiful cultivated fields of sugar-cane, and overhanging trees

adorned wdth rich variegated foliage, producing innumerable

blended tints, all making up a scene which in itself is enclianting

and idyllic to all admirers of nature's vast store of beauty.

Opposite the junction of the "Waibokasi with the Hews, is

situated the lower end of Toga Island, of a somewhat peculiar

formation, and containing an area of 937 acres of alluvial deposit

of tlie richest possible quality. Bananas, watermelons, pumpkins,

breadfruit, pineapples, lemons, and limes grow in wild profusion

on the island, and yams, sweet potatoes, taro, and other culti-

vated esculents flourish to perfection. There are two or three

native to^vns on the island, and the greater portion of it is utilised

by the natives for planting purposes. On the western side of Toga

Island, near its upper end, and on the right bank of Toga

Channel, is Korouivia, an extensive sugar estate leased from the

natives by the Kewa Sugar Co., of which more anon. Toga

Channel, however, has a serious drawback in being shallow in

many places, which, I am afraid, can only be effectually removed

by the use of a dredge and the future preservation of the banks

of the channel. A mile higher up the main river, on its left

bank, is situated Xausori miU and sugar estate, OA\aied by the

Colonial Sugar Eetiniug Co. ; and three-quarters of a mile higher

up, on the right bank, is the confluence of the "Waimanu Eiver,

from which place of juncture the main river stretches almost due

north in a straight course to a place called Xadurulolo, the site

of the provincial court-house and jail, presided over by Mr.

Carew, S.M. From Nadurulolo, owing to its elevated position,

a tine view of the river can be obtained. All the river bed from

the mouth of the Waibokasi to Xadurulolo is composed of

shingle, gravel, and coarse sand, which has so accumulated in two

or three places as to make the river shallow at low water. The

water is clear and almost fresh, and the average strength of the

current is about two miles per hour through a channel of about

1,056 feet in width. At Xadurulolo the river turns sharp to the

left, forming an acute angle and stretching in a westerly direction
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for a distance of t<ix and a quarter miles to Waiduda. Xearlv

all the bend of the river opposite Xadurulolo is under cane

cultivation by the Colonial Sugar Eetining Co., for which purpose

it is w ell adapted. The land on both banks of the river right uj)

to Waiduda is composed of alluvial deposits of the richest quality,

and is owned by various Eui-opeans, and nearly all cultivated for

growing sugar-cane. The bed of the last-named section of the

river is composed principally of mud, shingle, and sand, which

forms itself into a shallow spit at a point about half-way up the

reach ; the average width of the river is about 792 feet, and the

rate of the current is about two and a-half miles per hoiu"; and

at one or two places on the face of the bank are seen jutting out

basaltic and agglomerate rocks, which are very common in the

interior of the island. From Waiduda the river curves round in

a northerly direction to Navatu, where it again takes an easterly

course to a j)lace called Yiti, thence it again swoops round in a

circuitous direction to the junction of the Waidiua Eiver, at which

place the tidal influence may be considered to cease. All the

land bounded between Xavatu and the confluence of the Waidina

on the right bank of the river is owned by Europeans and under

cane cultivation, and the whole of the soil is composed of rich

alluvial deposits and of a great depth ; and on the oj)posite bank

of the river the counti-y is composed of moderately high ridges

covered with dense vegetation, which derives its nourishment

from a deep loamy soil. At the junction of the Waidina the

main river forms an acute angle, and ti'ends in a northerly direc-

tion through the Tiria district, for a distance of thiiteeu miles, to

the confluence of the Waiuimala and the AYainibuka Eivers.

Large alluvial flats of virgin soil compose the river margin

through the Yiria district, and the general conformation of the

country is undulating; gently sloping ridges, crusted witli rich,

deep, loamy soil, on whose surface forests and dense vegetation

grow in profusion. Nearly all the land in the Yiria district belongs

to the natives, who, from generations back, have, according to

ancient land and tribal rights, enjoyed all the rights and privi-

leges handed down from one generation to another. Such tribal
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rights* do not, however, prevent the natives from entering into

auy legitimate negotiations with their European brethren for the

alienation of land; indeed they are only too glad to encourage

the inn-oduetion of European capital and enterprise on their land.

The Waiuibuka and the Wainimala join together to form the

Rewa at a point forty-one and a-half miles by the river course

from the sea, at which point of intersection the former tivnds in

a northerly direction tlirough the districts of Taivugalei, Matai-

lobau, Xailega, and Waimaro, and gradually diverging fVom its

northerly course towards the west, terminates iu the mountains

westerly from Viti Levu Bay. The Wainibuka is really a very

beautiful river, winding in graceful curvature through beautiful

fertile vallevs and narrow fissured gorges, whose solitude is only

broken by the rippling of the waters and the sweet carol of the

birds of the forest as they warble their love ditties in early morn

and evening shade. h(ippiug from the branches of the tall stately

forest giants which overhang the waters of the sti-eam.

Through the greenest of our valleys,

By Nature's children tenanted,

Winds a wide and mighty river-

Silvery river sweeps its tide.

The Wainibuka is a very convenient river for travellers who

desire to go overland from Rakii-aki, Yiti Levu Bay, or the Tai

Levu coast to Suva, as they may walk inland and strike the river

at an easy distance fi'om the coast, thence the journey do\m the

river may be accomplished in a canoe which, although in close

proximity to the water's edge, is, if not comfortable, something

novel and romantic. The general physical features of the before-

mentioned districts are undulating and mountainous, crusted with

soil of the richest quality and clothed with dense forests of

various varieties of timber, jungle, and tropical vegetation,

adorned ^\^th the most beautiful variegation of foliage, producing

blended tints and shades which to the eye and the mind are truly

fascinating and idyllic—a veritable paradise. The high elevation,

combined with the rich quality of soil, peculiarly qualifies the

Wainibuka basin for the growth of coffee, wliich, if cultivated,

would vield to the sirower a rich and bountiful harvest.
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A\^AixiMALA.—The AVaiiiimala, from its couflueuce with the

AYainibuka, winds iu a circuitous form in a westerly direction

through the districts of Yiria and Soloira for a distance of seven

and a-half miles Adhere it receives as a tributary the Wailasi,

from which point of intersection it trends in a north-west, west,

and south-west direction, skirting the base of the Korosuli

Mountain, to a point at or near the base of Muanivatu, a

moimtain range in the centime of the island rising to an altitude

of 4,000 feet above the sea-level, the eastern slopes of which

form the watershed of the AVainimala, and the western slopes

that of the Sigatoki Eiver, the waters of which are emptied into

the ocean sixty miles west of the mouth of the Rewa. The

current of the Wainimala is more rapid than that of the

Wainibuka, and the country through which it flows is more

broken and mountainous than in any of the former described

disti'icts, and the scenery more wild and romantic in aspect;

indeed, on the high land near the source of the Wainimala the

temperature is decidedly cool and bracing even in the middle of

the hot season. The river bed is in most places comjDosed of

coarse gravel, shingle, and pebbles, and iu moderately shallow

places the water is clear and limpid. The soil is rich alluvial and

loam, and naturally adapted for the growth of products requiring

high elevation, moisture, and richness of mineral ingredients;

indeed it will be a very hard matter to find a place with condi-

tions so favourable to the nourishment and growth of tropical

products. Here we find nature so lavish in the distribution of

her gifts that she plants, reaps, and replants all her precious and

bountiful store of produce; she looks down on her handiwork

and smiles at its opulence, its gi"aceful perfections, and its

obedience to her will.

AYaidixa.—The AVaidina, from its junction with the Eewa,

traverses through the Naitasiri district, in a westerly direction,

for a distance of fifteen miles, when it receives, as a tributary,

the waters of the AVaisove, at which place of juncture it trends

in a south-westerly direction into the Namosi district, draining a

portion of the north watershed of Mount Smyth. The AA^'aisove,
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from its union with tlic primary watercourse, diverges in grace-

ful and ahnost magical curvatures in a north-west and westerly

direction, cutting through a small section of the Yuniguni

district, and finally terminating near the base of the Korobas-

basaga mountains, a lofty range rising to au elevation of 3,960

feet above sea-level. The waters of the Waidina are rapid,

and the intricacies of its windings conflicting, the whole

watercourse being composed of a succession of rapids and

whirlpool reaches, whose concentrated forces impede and

endanger its navigation considerably during the dry season,

and in the wet season the careering of the waters is

doubly powerful in their frantic efforts of escape. I once

navigated the river referred to in a canoe, and although there

were four powerful Fijians paddling and poling, yet it took ns

two long days to reacli the native town of Yakadua, only a

distance of eleven and three-quarter miles. Sometimes the

rapids were so strong that we had to creep inch by inch, with

every muscle and nerve of the polemen stretched to its greatest

tension, and the mode of propulsion most tedious, owing to the

displacement of the shingle and gravel which composes the bed

of thetachanuel ; while great skill was required to keep the prow

of the canoe parallel with the course of the current, as the

smallest divergence therefrom would have certainly resulted in

the overthrow of our frail craft. The Waisove is more shallow

and rapid than its primary, and can only be navis^ated on its

lower section by small canoes, while that of the upper can only

be traversed downwards by bamboo rafts. The major section of

the countiy traversed by the AYaisove is hilly and mountainous,

and its aspect wild and romantic in the extreme ; bold precipi-

tous mountain faces, gracefully and fantastically robed and

embellished with forest grandeur, intermingled Avith a truly

luxuriant and varied vegetation, producing an astonishing and

transcendent multiplicity of tints and hues, delightful to the eye

and vivacitating to the mind, while small clear spots may be

observed with blocks of agglomerate and basaltic facings pro-

truding from the mountain sides. The soil is loam and debris,
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and of a good depth, which, combined with gradiated elevation

and low rate of temperature, peculiarly qualifies the Waisore

section of the countiy for growing coffee and other equally

valuable products of tlie soil requiring specially favourable con-

ditions such as herein described. The whole country comprised

within the limits of the lower Waidina basin is undulating,

crusted with rich loam, debris, and alluvial soil, bearing belts of

forest, patches of reeds and jungle. The soil is free and soft, so

much so that iron spades are not required ; all excavations can

be executed by the use of a wooden stick, which is altogether

more consistent with the habits and usages of nature's own

children, and certainly superior to the iron for digging up or

planting vegetables. Man was made before the spade, and

doubtless Adam and Eve Avere more indebted to the wooden stick

than they were to the iron spade. The land is owned by the

natives, who only use a very small percentage of it for food

planting, the remainder lies in its virgin state, yielding an

increase to nature alone. Thousands of acres could lie leased

fi'om the natives, and smaller areas purchased by any desirable

agriculturist desirous to demand the increase of the soil and to

turn it into good and profitable use. •

Waimanu.—The Waimanu, from its junction with the Eewa
at the native tovATi of Navuso, ti'ends in a westerly direction,

receiving on its right bank as tributaries the AYaimana and

Suravu creeks, skirting the northern slopes of Nakobolevu and

terminating in a range of hills near the eastern slopes of Mount
Smyth. The bed of the channel is composed of shingle, sand,

and gravel, and the current in j^laces is rapid. Canoes can

navigate its waters for a distance of about fourteen miles, and

sugar punts, carrying about twenty tons of cane, can navigate for

about eight miles. The country within the Waimanu basin is

of an undulating nature, intersected in several places vs-ith sec-

tions of alluvial flats. The soil is rich vegetable loam, covered with

timber, reeds, and dense A'egetation. All the land on the right

bank of the Waimanu between the Wainaucikau Creek and the

Eewa is oA^-ned by Europeans, and nearly all under cultivation.
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and at the junction stands the Waiinanu Hotel, a very com-

modious two-story wooden building, OAvned and kept by Host

Dods, whose geniality and attentiveness will be appreciated by

his visiters.

I cannot close this chapter of physical description without

once more glancing back and reviewing the extensiveness

of the grand river system herein so briefly referred to. Here

we have such mighty watercourses traversing and retraversing

the largest island in the group—the largest in the group, but

when viewed on the map of the world and compared ^^•ith other

islands and continents, is something similar in appearance to that

of the smallest star to the sun. Truly natural cause and effect are

wonderful if we but view their agencies on the smallest section of

the surface of the globe. In addition to its natural beauties,

the Eewa river system is a most important one both from a com-

mercial and agricultural point of view. During heavy floods,

which are of rare occurrence, the flat land on the margin of the

river is enriched by the deposits left through the inundation of

the waters, just as the Egyptian plains are through the over-

flo\ving of the Xile, the only difference being in the irregularity

and uncertainty of its periodicity.

EuKOPEAif LAJfD Claims.

After annexation, and the establishment of English law over

the Colony of Fiji, all prior claims to land by Eiu'opeans alien-

ated by natives * were investigated by a commission composed of

a chairman and an eflicient staff of members, several of which

were old experienced residents of the colony, and well versed in

the laws, usages, and language of the natives. Land Courts were

held in the various provinces and districts throughout the group,

and claims were allowed in whole or in part, or disallowed, as the

case might be, by the Grovernor in Council -with the advice and

recommendation of the Lands Commission. In the adjudication

of claims, one of two conditions was required from the claimant:

" From carefiil inquiry it would appear that the natives when alienating or bartering

land, were under the impression that the term of ownership should only extend during the

lifetime of the purchaser, according to their own land laws.

—

J. P. T.
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—namely, that of legal puivhase,* or a specified term of

occupation, either of which would entitle him to his claim.

Although a great number of original titles and deeds to laud

in Fiji have on various occasions been in my possession, and in

my profes.sional capacity I had many opportunities of inquiring

into and investigating European and native land claims, yet in

this paper I do not intend to express my personal opinion

regarding them; but as much litigation has on various occasions

been resorted to, and as controversy and diversity of opinion still

exist, it may perhaps be interesting and useful if I here record,

from actual documents, the number and area of European land

claims on the Rewa River and its tributaries, all of which have

been surveyed by the Groverument, and CroA^u grants issued to

the resjJective claimants thereof ; and fi*om the following state-

ment I shall leave my hearers and readers to judge for

themselves :

—

Table showing the number and area of JEuropean Land Claims

on the JRewa River, Fiji.f

NO.
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NO.
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YuciMACA is situated on the left bank of the river, contain-

ing an area of 500 acres, originally the property of Stanlake

Lee and Co., but now owned by the Colonial Sugar Eefining Co.

;

the former owners had a mill erected on this estate, but it is now

removed by the present owners to their estate up the river. The

whole of this estate is composed of a rich alluvial flat, the greater

portion of which is under cane cultivation, and yielding between

thirty" and forty tons of cane to the acre, which is cut and trans-

ported by punts to their mill at Nausori.

KoROA'iviA.—On the opposite side of the river, situated on the

right bank of the Toga Channel, is the Koronivia estate, owned

by the E-ewa Sugar Co., Limited, consisting of 2,600 acres of flat

alluvial land of the richest possible quality, partly leased and

partly freehold. The estate is a new one, being occupied only

two years, consequently the soil is virgin. Prior to its occu-

pancy the major section of the estate was covered with heavy

timber and dense vegetation, and in order to remove that con-

siderable obstruction from off the surface the company entered

into contracts with the Fijians, with the result that the greater

portion has now disappeared. The first clearing was commenced

in July, 1884, and there is now an area of 900 acres of land

covered with a flourishing crop of sugar-cane. The first planted

canes had to be replanted as often as four times on account

of the sourness of the newly opened up land and the raids of

the grasshoppers. The cane growing on the estate is Honolulu;

other varieties are planted, but that of the former has proved

more reliable. Some of the cane has been cut and crushed, and

so far the average yield has been between thirty and forty

tons to the acre for a growth of twelve to fourteen months, and

producing over two tons of sugar to the acre. There is little

doubt, however, that as the estate gets opened uj), and the soil

systematically wTOUght, the yield will considerably increase, as

the subsoil is of great depth and will require the powerful agency

of continual cultivation to bring it to the surface for utilisation

and yield of substance. A section of the estate bordering the

south-west boundary consists of a naturally open plain of a
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decidedly swampv iind inarsliy luitiire, covered with a long coarse

grass and paiidauus. Only a small portion of the plain is con-

tained in the Koronivia estate; its major section extends for

miles to the south-west, and is at present owned by the natives

and in a purely virgin state. The surface soil, which is black

and oi a great depth, containing a high percentage of phos-

phates, rests on a thick sti-atum composed of clay, being a dense

mass of finely comminuted particles, but all of a highly

tenacious kind; in a condition of slight moisture it becomes a

clammy paste, and is never to be found so utterly devoid of

moisture that its constituent particles are separable; it affords

no passage for water, receiving it with difficulty and retaining it

in a similar way, consequently all the drainage and surface water

is contained in the siu-face stratum, which, finding uo meaus of

egress, keeps the land in a marshy and swampy state. Such,

however, could be rectified by a system of closed drains (open

drains would be of no permanent use as the surface stratum and

supersoil, consisting of fine calcareous particles and other dis-

integrated minerals, would give ^vay to the heavy rain and fill up

tlie drain), such as shown in the accompanying diagram. A com-

pound drain, composed of a layer of loose stones and an artificial

duct formed with a fiat tile on the bed of the drain and covered

with, a semi-cylindrical tile such as shoA\Ti in Fig. I., is undoubt-

edly the liest. That, however, represented iu Fig. II. is a good

useful drain and suitable for all ordinary requirements, being

formed of large assorted stones placed in the bed of the drain,

M'ith a layer of small stones upon them. The abundance of coral

rock in Fiji ought to facilitate the construction of the above-

mentioned class of drains considerably, and at a verv moderate

cost. I am fully convinced that large areas of untitilised land on

the Kewa and many more places could be made most useful aud

rlieir value increased, aud even large areas under cultivation could

be improved, by a thorough system of drainage. The Eewa Sugar

Co. have a fine new mill, being entirely French and comprisiug the

patent Defebruer, erected on their Koronivia estate, which, I am
iuior.neil, ha-t so far given general satisfaction. To two of the

D
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boilers is atTaclied a Grodillot furuace for Iniriiing megass direct

from the rollers, and I am told, so far as can be judged, answers

the purpose well. The capacity of the mill is up to 300 tons of

cane per day of twenty-four hours, which appears to be the

French method of gauging the power of their mills. It was at

first intended to use animal charcoal for filtering purposes, but

the original intention was abandoned on the score of expense

against the utility, under the extremely low condition of the

sugar market. ^Singularly enough, this French class of machinery

appears to haye proyed a failm-e in the colony of Queensland,

although I fail to see the reason why
;
probably the usual pre-

jtidice existing amongst some Englishmen in respect to foreign

inyentions, and the absence of proper care, may haye been the

principal causes. The chief labour employed on the estate is

coolies and a few Polynesians and Fijians. The whole of the

estate i.s under the able management of Mr. AV. Mune, to whose

energy aivd skill its present progress and deyelopment are indebted.

X.vL'SORr.—A little aboye Koroniyia, on the opposite side of

the Eewa Eiyer, is Nausori estate, containing an area of 193

acres, nearly all under cane cultiyation, and owned by the

Colonial Sugar Eefining Co. This company now occupies both

sides of the riyer for a distance of about two miles on the left

bank, and about four and one-half miles on the right bank of

tlie riyer aboye Xausori, with their ISTakaseli and Nayuso

plantations, one freehold, tlie other leasehold, from the natiyes.

On the Nausori estate the company haye their mill erected ; this

mill is the largest thing of its kind in the world. They haye three

double mills at work night and day during the crushing season,

and another set of rollers ready to be erected when the supply

of cane will warrant it. I believe they did propose trying a

system of diffusion this season, but I am told that the induce-

ment is not sufficient to warrant the experiment. The output of

the mill is about 300 tons of sugar per week, and last season

they are supposed to have crushed 10,000 tons of cane, with a

probable inrrease for this year. All their cane growing outside

of Xaiisori. with the exceiJtion of that irrowinj^ on their Yiria
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estate, is transported up and down the river by a large fleet of

iron punts, or barges, towed by steamers. Their principal labour

is Indian coolies, with a large staff of whites.

ToLI estate is situated on the right bank of the river, and

contains an area of 537 acres, owned by Mr. Eastgate, who is

growing cane for the C. S. R. Co.

On the opposite side of the river to the last-named estate is

situated Uhcalia estate, owned by the Rev.-a Sugar Co., and

containing an area of 482 acres, 300 of which are under cane

cultivation. The old mill on this property, and one of the first

in Fiji, has been abandoned, and now the cane is transported by

punts to their new mill at Koronivia.

A little above TJlicalia, on the opposite side of the river, is

Laulau estate, the property of Mr. Dods, containing an area of

468 acres, with about seventy acres under cane cultivation.

Opposite Laulau, on the left bank of the river, is Nago, or

Xaitasiri, the fine estate of the C. S. E. Co., containing an area

of 1,634 acres, about 600 acres of which are under cane cultiva-

tion. Xext in order, on the opposite side of the river, comes

Baulevu, Yiti, Muaniwini and Yunicibicibi plantations, owned

by Messrs. J. C. Smith, Smai't and Langton, .Sahl, and Harley,

containing in all an area of 2,776 acres, nearly all of Avhich is

under cane cultivation, under contract with the C. S. 1{. Co.

The average yield of cane on these estates is about forty tons to

the acre of twelve to fourteen months growth, for which the

growers are paid 12/6 per ton by the company referred to. Tlie

next and last sugar estate is Yiria, or Lami, situated on the right

bank of the river a little above the junction of the AYaidina. and

owned by the C. S. R. Co., containing an area of 700 acres, 260

acres of which are under cane cultivation. On this estate. the

conipanv have now erected the mill that was formerly at Yuci-

maca, owing to the difficulty experienced in transporting the

cane to their Nausori mill, caused by the shallow condition of

the river during the dry season, at a point about one mile below

Yiria. In addition to the sugar estates herein described, there

are a great number of smaller plantations owned by the Fijians,
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who ciiltivatf the siioar rane. and sell ir r^ tlie manufacturers,

receiviuij; about an eipial price to that of the European grower.

Although a t-onsi(leval)le area of the land in the Rewa disti'ict is

utilised for cane cnltivation, yet tliere are extensive areas of

virgin soil available for tlie .same purpose awaiting European

capital and enterprise. At the back of Xausori, and above

the A'iria estate, there are thousands of acres of available sugar

land, consisting of rich alluvial Hats, eciual to any yet cultivated

in the district, which could be leased fi'om the natives through

the Groveritment at the very reasonable rates of from 4 -, o/-, and

10/- per acre per annum, for a term of five, ten. to twenty years.

The soil is rich, the climate good, and the rainfall sure. The

average annual rainfall on the Eewa is over 100 inches. The

highest mean temperature in the shade is 82° Earh. ; the lowest

72° Eahr. The maximum temperatiu'e in the shade is 94^° Eahr.,

the mininuun (>i^ Eahr. The maximum temperature in the sun

is 150" Eahr. The mean annual number of wet days extending

over a ])eriod of five years was oS, the mean number of

showery days 81, and the mean nnmber of fine davs 221. These

meteorological results, from a scientific point of view, must be

regarded as an ajiproximation. but are acciu'ate enongh for all

practical purposes. Although the Kewa district is one of the

oldest settled places in the group, yet it lias no properly

establislied meteorcdogieal station ; the want of which is much to

be regretted, not only in the interests of science, but that of the

residents of the disti'ict—a circumstance reflecting very little

credit on the meteorological observer. Indeed relinhh- meteoro-

logical information is much wanted throughout the greater

portion of the Colony of Eiji, with the exception of Delanasau,

on the north-west coast of Vanua Levn, where a first-class

station has been establislied for many years by R. L. Holmes,

Esq., E.K.M.S., a gentleman of undoid)ted ability.

Prior to 18S1 all the labourers imported into Eiji were Poly-

nesians, Imt owing to the great competition in the Polynesian

labour trade from other colonies, the labour market found it

impossible to meet the demands made upon it, consequently the
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(Toveniiiieut hud to look to other means of supply, which resulted

in the establishment of a system of coolie immigration from

India, wliich has so far i)roved a great success, and now very few

Polynesians are employed in The Kewa district. Eai-h good

working coolie or Polynesian can work and look after from two

to three acres of tlie cane Held, therefore the number of labourers

<m each plantation, if properly superintended, ought to be 2)ro-

portioiuil to the area cultivated. Tlie cost of imported coloured

labour, including introduction, <S:c., per head per annum, is as

follows:— Coolies about £28, Polynesians about £So, and Fijiaus

£27. Coolies cost £21 M.^^^. 8d. introduction money, wages Is.

per day for men, 9d. 2)er day for women, and boys as they are

wcu'th. Por the first six months the employer has to provide the

coolie in rations, deducting od. per day from his earnings fVir the

same, but after that period he has to find himself. His term of

service is five years. The percentage of sick and absent from

work every dav makes them an expensive class of labourers.

Polynesians can be got at £15 passage money, wages £8 per

annum and food, &c. His term of service is three years. A
new Fijian labour ordinance has been adopted, to be assimilated

to the coolie ordinance, to allow of the engagement of the Fijian

by the day for time or task work, which will doubtless prove a

great boon to European agriculturists and sugar planters in Fiji.

Of the three classes of colotired lalnnirers herein descril)ed the

Polynesian, wlien well, has proved to be the liest and most

reliable. Owing to the absence of published statistics. I am

unable to give the number of coolies now employed in the Kewa

district, but the following statement is taken from printed ofiicial

documents, and will show the number of labourers employed on

the various plantations in the district from 1st June ' to 81st

December, 1S83, just shortly after the introduction of coolies.
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Table showing tJic average mimher of Labourers employed on

the various Estates on ike Eewa River, from 1st June

to 31st Decemher, 1883.

ESTATE.
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8.0 per 100 of the total average number of females, occurred in

females.

At ])re-!ent the European population on the liewa is ahout

2,000, rhe most of which are very much scattered over the

district.

Ci'LTiVATED Products.

The soil and climate of the Eewa district is peculiarly adapted

for the growth of all tropical and semi-tropical products. Yams,

sweet potatoes, pum])kins, arrowroot, beans, and many varieties

of esculent-: are scattered over the district in great profusion,

yielding an abundance ; and sugar-cane, maize, cotton, and

tobacco, attain to almost marvellous proportions of development.

The cultivation of tobacco is very much neglected on the Eewa,

as in all other parts of the colony : no one appears to pos-sess

the necessary experience in growing and curing, consequently

the industi-y is left almost entirely in the hands of the Fijians.

It groAvs without any attention, and would handsomely ])ay any

one with the knowledge to cure the leaf. Perhaps the Grovern-

uient might be induced to pay a bonus to successful growers.

Eice would also be a very profitable industry. Owing to the

employment of coolie labour, large quantities of rice have to be

imported into the district, which ought to be obtained from local

sources. The sugar industry is undoubtedly the mainstay of

the district, and its present prosperous condition and develop-

ment are largely due to that source. During the last four

years the increase of the sugar industry in the Colony of Fiji

has been wonderful. In lss2, the total sugar export of the

colony was 1,731 tons 1 cwt. 3 qrs. 27 lbs., value £58,857

8s. Od. ; in 1883, 5,163 tons 9 cwt. 22 lbs., value £175,555 18s.

8d. ; in 188J., 8,728 tons 10 cwt. 1 .p-. 17 lbs., value £218,224

5s. Od. ; in 1885, 10,586 tons 9 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lbs., value

£211,729 lis. 9d. The decrease in vahu of last year's exports

is, of course, owing to the low state of the sugar market. In

1882, the total molasses export of the colony was 36,218 gallons,

value £5,432 14s. Od. ; in 1883, 104,707 gallons, value £20,219
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15s. Od.; iu lSb.4, 459,905 gallons, value £7,1S0 Os. Od. ; in 1885,

151,1'G4 gallons, value £2,3G3 lOs. Od. From the sum of the fore-

going conditions, it \yi\l be seen that the total value of the last

four years' exports, derived from the sugar-cane alone, has been

£708,569 28. lid., whicli is, I think, sufficient proof of the

suitability of the climate and soil for the production of sugar.

Tlie foregoing statement is derived fi*om printed official docu-

ments, and is therefore absolutely correct.

Flora.

In addition to the known flora of Fiji there are doubtless

many new discoveries yet to be made. According to Home,*

the flora indigenous to Fiji amounts to 1,086 species of flowering

plants, and 245 species of ferns and allied plants ; and of these,

635 species have been met with in Fiji only. The largest orders

are Leguminosae, represented in the group by thirty-six genera

and sixty-two species; Rubiacae, by twenty-three genera and 122

species ; Orchids, by twenty-five genera and forty-nine species

;

Eupliorbife and Urticacese, twenty genera each and 181 species.

The following species are common on the top of the moun-

tains in the interior:—Litsea, alstonia, paphia, polystichum,

blechnum, &c. Large areas of the low lands are dotted over with

clitmps of screw pines and sago palms (Cycas circinalis), and the

mountain sides are adorned with the Astelia, calophyllum. bur-

manuii, ciunamomum, pedatiuervum. gnetum genom, kautabua

(Poi/ocarjjits ciipreasiiia), dakuasalusalu {Fodocarpits viticnsis),

leweniuini {JJacriidium ehitioit). dakua {Dahtnurra i-itiensis).

niusau (K/uifia exorrhiz'i) and many more varieties, all combining

to make up and eml)ellish the beauty and grandeur of the land-

scape. Many large trees are growing iu the district, such as the

vutu {Barriiu/toitia speciosa). dilo Calophi/llum inophylluni),

and baka (F/'cus). The baka, or fig-tree, is truly a lusvs notiirce.

When ftdly developed it has a resemblance to the banyan-ti-ee.

It commences life'by a series of thread-like roots growing down

the side of the trunk, which gradually develop in size, ever

tiirhteninLj their hold upon the trunk of the tree until ultimately

"A Year in Fiji,' by John Home, F.L.S., &c., pp. 58-9.
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tlie wliole iiKiss ot" iict\v(trk straiij^less the treewliicli siij)j)(»"rt'<l rlieiii.

The t'oresls (.'ontaiii some prime timber trees, siicli as tlie daUiia,

(lakiiasalusalu, Icwciiliiiiii. (lainanu, kaiitalma. and dtlier kinds

equal in use and value. The vai^nna plant ( Pi/icr inetliysficum)

is ot" such historical renown that i cannot alhiw it to escape

notice. It is j^rowu extensively by the natives both round their

houses and in their plantations: it also ii;ro\vs most luxuriantly in

the higli mountain lands of the iuteriin-. The stem of the plant

is composed of a series of joints similar in appearance to the

stem of the sunar-t-ane. only more crooked and irregular: the

leaf is broad and velvety and of a lieautiful «reen colour, and.

when fully developed the plant is nol)le ai^d pictures(|ne looking.

The root in its green and dried condition is clu'wcd by the

natives, wlio dilute the chewed particles with water and convert

it itito a beverage called kai-a, which the natives and a great

numl)er of Em-opeans drink largely. It does ttot possess intoxi-

cating qtialities (as has often been stated) such as spirituous

liquors, but if indulged in to excess it deadens the lower ex-

tremities and has a wonderful tendency to ^veal\en the optic

nerves and impair the sight; it possesses medicinal properties,

and when taken in moderation it acts as an aperient. It is used

as an article of commerce in Fiji, and quantities have been ex-

ported to England and the Australian colonies; in 1SS2, 1 ton

9 cwt. 8 qrs. was exported, valued at £166 12s. Ud. ; therefore the

]ilant is well worth cultivation, both for ornament and conuiiercial

value. The district is interspersed with belts of tVu-est, jungle,

wild sugar-cane, and grass, exhibiting an endless variety of the

most lovely foliage, the tints and shades of which coml)ine and

lilend with one another, and, reflected in the sunlight of early

morn, produce munerous miniature-like rainbows, one and all of

which appear to vie with each other in the struggle for supremacy

of grandeur and in adding brilliancy and beaur\^ to the romantic

and idyllic landscape pecidiar o\\\\ to Fiji, the sight of which

creates in the beholder a feeling of the most profotuid admiration

and wonder.
Where palin and verdure ever green

Througliout thfe year is always seen.
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jPauna.

Sheep do not appear to tlirive well in Fiji, althougli several

enterprising spiritts have given them a trial. Horses, cattle, and

goats, however, thrive remarkably well, and large herds are met

with in many places, especially on the Tai Levu coast ; to geese,

turkeys, ducks and fowls, the group is a perfect paradise, even

the natives! can boast of well-stocked poultry-yards. Pigs are

the real j^ioneers of the colony, and are running wild in the

forests and jungle. The pig to the native is as much prized as a

stud of race-horses is to the breeder. There are very few

animals indigenous to Piji, perhaps only the rat and Hying fox :

there are land and water snakes in the grou]), comprising about

ten different kinds, all of which are said to be perfectlv

harmless ; lizards are plentiful and of many varieties, and rats

are becoming a perfect pest, especially in the sugar districts
;

wild duck, pigeons, parrots, snipe, sandpipers, the golden dove,

and a kind of swamp hen are numerous in all parts of the group^

and when cooked are delicious. An endless variet}^ of fish, of all

shapes, sizes, and colours, abound in the sea, rivers, and creeks.

Sharks are very numerous both in the sea and rivers, and they

appear to have a decided relish for human flesh, and whenever

an opportunity offers they show no respect to persons. They are

often captured by the natives, who, in turn, appear to relish their

flesh. Lobsters are plentiful, and large prawns abound in the

fresh-water streams. Turtles are plentiful, and their flesh and

shell are much valued by the natives ; they are usually captured

and kept for the occasion of festivities aud state assemblages,

when they are presented to the chiefs, who alone possess and

enjoy the privilege to consume or distribute them to Avhom they

may. Beche-de-mer are plentiful on the reefs ; they are col-

lected, cured, and exported; last year (1885), 20 tons 7 cwt.

1 qr. 17 lbs. was exported, valued at £1,221 18s. 9d. The

annual exportation could, however, be increased considerably by

encouraging their collection on a moderate scale. Pearl-shell is

also obtainable, and forms a valuable article of commerce. Salt-

water and land crabs are abundant, and are delicious eating, one
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variety found on tlie It^land of Cikobia, climbs the cocoanut tree-*,

tears the hu.sk from the nut, and l)y some means breaks the

shell and consume^ the tlesh from the inside, and when pursued

it picks up pebbles and throws at the pursuer ! Oysters,

altliough not plentiful, are found in some of the mud flats,

especially on the Macuata coast ; they are also found attached to

the roots of the mangrove and doga trees growing below high-

water mark. During the wet season the number of mosquitoes

on the Rewa may be easily estimated by their density of mass or

the area they cover, for there are plenty of them and lots to

spare. Butterflies are numerous in Fiji, and there are many

varieties, several of which exhibit Avonderful richness and

brilliancy of colour, beautiful to behold as they flit along in

fantastical and eccentric motions from leaf to leaf. Beetles of

truly wonderful shapes and vai'iegations are copious in the

forest, and insects of the minutest proportions are everywhere to

be found throughout the group.

Natives.

The unavoidable length of this paper has, I fear, already

severely over-taxed your patience, therefore, I can only very

briefly refer to the last subject it ccmtaius. The natives of Fiji

are a contented and happy family, and are much superior in

physical and intellectual capacity to any of their brethren in

Polynesia. The Maories are probably the only coloured race in

the Southern hemisphere who may be considered their superiors.

Prior to their conversion, cannibalism existed amongst them,

but not to any great extent, and in many cases, deeds committed

of an atrocious nature were, in my opinion, tlie incitement of

great aggravation. If they had been naturally bom cannibals,

I hold that religion and civilisation, although powerful, would

have failed to bring them so rapidly to submission as it has

done. However, the Fijians now are a civilised and useful race.

JS'early all of them can read and ^^-rite their own language ; the

youths are trained at an educational institution, some by the

Wesleyans and Eoman Catholics, and others by the Groveru-
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uient iir iln- N;iiive State School : thcv are verv i;iii'lliui-iii. And

some oF tIhm.h clever at uieusuration ; indeed, smn.- niay

Coiii[)aiT t'a\ iMH-alilv witli lots of their f'aii'-skiimed in-.t lireii. At

the iiist i^iii lull lit ihe (loveriiuieiit some are heeoiniiiL; int-dical

students. 'l'!ie\ did, in oldeu times, practice polvjjamx. Imh now

thev marr\ aerdi-ding to English law. Thev, in arcni-Jjnrc with

the laws «if nature, ahhor celihacv, and wouh i-..n,-idi-i- it«

practice a siniii <ui their manhood; and very justh ^"><. u>v when

tlie all-wise ('reaior has so richlv endowed us with nil mui- ijiral-

ties, win (Hi^lii we to scorn his liandiwork and l''"("I jiM'-nient

hv a refusal \n use them? The natives cultivate ami iii;uiiit';ic-ture

many useful .irtieles; they have s>"ood comfortalde 1ii>m<,-. Imilt

of their M\\ II iiuiterial, to live in ; tliey pay a tax in l'\:\<\ lu the

(Toveriniieiii. and eontrihute sufHcient to their cliiii<-lic- i.. pay

for all their rclii;lous training-. As regards mora i-iihiin-. I do

not think l-]iiMi|)c;ins ran teach them much. Tt Im.- Mfim lieen

asserted 1)\ evil i-e])ort that the Fijians are l)ecomin^ |i. >. in-r. ;iud

several a|i|H';ils have heen made to the people of iIks.' .-MlMnies

for charii:ililc subscriptions to defray the expenditui-c c.niKM-red

with their religious train in ii- on the seore of their |i.i\.';-i\ : luid

for tlie l>cni-Hi of those who have iiot the means of I-, imwmu the

true state uf ,• iffairs. 1 shall here give a correct i-.'inrn <<\' the

purely native dmiations to the AV'esleyan Missionai'\ S.u-ifiy for

the follow iiii; years, taken from the LegislatiA-e ( ''•nu. il I'.iper,

jS'o. '2. i'i ;hh .Vpril, 1885:— 1872, £-1,057 iMs. -'id. :
I.s75,

£2.896 Ills. Ktd. : 187(5, £8,218 12s. lid.: 1877,* fs'.M :!s. sd
;

1879, £8.1(i:i 12s. 9d. ; 1882, £3,^-76 8s. 7d. ;
Issi. f 1.728

Is. 8d. 'The i-eturns of 1885 are not yet printe<l : Inn it is

believed ihai rhey will show a very large increasr upon the

previou-' \cai-. •

I caniioi i-nindude this paper withotit tenderiiiL; in\ sin.-rpest

thanks r., i,,\ fi-iends, the Hon. ^Vm. McGregor. M.D.. C.M.Ct.,

at preseni .\i-i ing-Administrator of the (xoverninciii. :iiid .Mr.

W. Munc. .Manager of the Rewa Sugar Company. I'iji. t'.n- their

kindness in supplying me with many data neces.-;ii\ \><r the

I'<77 was the year of native disturbances in Vitile>ii.
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c'Oiiii'il.d 1..II <>\ tliis [);i|)C'i' ; iiinl. tiually, I lliauk \oii ail for tlie

kiii(1 aiicl aiiciitivi' lieariiin' vou have aiH-ordt'd inc.

Tin- jia|Mi- was illustnitt'd by a lar^^e ma]), illa^ram, ami a

uuiiil'.M- ><\ |ilhit()ii[raplis an<l native i-urios.

.\iiiiMii:-i ilu" |)liotoi;i'a[)lis exliiliitt'd was one of .Mi'. TIioiiisoiih

( )lt.-^crvai.>r\ . wlifii coiKlucrint,' tlie (il)scrvati()ii dI iln- tiaiisil of

N'eiins. i.M I >ri-eiiil)er 7. 1S,S2. at Jicvuka, Fiji.

Mr. .\ . .1. \ iNKii, wliii liad spent a cmisidei-aiilf time in Fiji,

boi-e "Hit I 111- .iiirlKa-'s statements in res[)eet to ilie l>'e\\a liiver,

wirli vvliicli he was personally ac(]iiaiuted, and i-<>iisidered the

So<-ii'!v "as ii.iu-l) indel)ted to Mr. Thomson for his * aliialile and

verv iiii.-rcst iiiir pa[)er.

'I'h.' iin>vi-<-din>is then ternn'nated at 10.80.
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The rliird ordinary mouthh' meeting of the second session of the

Queensland Branch of the (Teographical Society of Australasia

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on Thursday evening,

October 21, 1886, at 8 o'clock. Mr. W. A. TtiUy, B.A., F.E.G.S.,

occupied the chair, and there was a good attendance of members,

and several visitors.

The Hox. ; ECHETAEY read the minutes of the previous

meeting, and, after the same had been confirmed, the following

gentlemen were elected ordinary members of the Society, by

ballot :—Messrs. C. T. Bedford and J. D. Caldwell.

The Hox. SecretAKT announced the receipt of six donations

to the Society.

Dr. AVAL"(rH moved that the Society accord a vote of thanks to

the Hon. Secretary, ^Ir. J. P. Thomson, for the very able manner

in which he had edited and got up the annual proceedings of the

Society. The motion was seconded by Mr. A. A. Hull, and

unanimously carried, and suitably responded to by Mr. Thomson.

The follcjwing paper was then read liy the author :

—

British Possession and Settlement in South-eastern

New Guinea.

By the Eev. Gr. AVooLxouaH, M.A.

Most persons in Queensland, and many elsewhere, are familiar

with Sir Thomas Mcllwraith"s action in directing the British flag

to be run up in Xew Guinea, with a view of claiming that country

for Great Britain. It is equally well known that for reasons

never fully stated the British Government disallowed that action,

and that Xew Guinea \vas left, as to its ownership, where it was

before. Soon afterwards the Emperor of Germany stepped in
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ami claimetl so miicli of New Cluineaas is iiulicated by the dotted

line on tlie small map attached to a parh'amentary paper entitled

•' Islands in the Pacific Ocean," and now exhibited to assist in

forming an idea of the present general division of the country.

It \nll be seen that the portion now called Kaiser William's

Land is on the northern side of New Gruinea; that it commences

at the easternmost point of the Dutch possessions, running thence

due south about half-wav throuijh the countrv, then bearine:

away eastward, and finally touching the sea at a poiiit south-east

of Huon (iuif. That part of New Guinea now left for British

possession begins on the southern side of the island at the eastern-

most point of the Dutch possessions, and terminating on the

north-eastern side at the line which marks the boundaries of

Kaiser AN'illiam's Land. This part of New Gruinea is better seen

on the map showing the outward and inward coastal trips made

by the late Sir Peter .Scratchley in the steamer "Blae-kall," from

August to December, 1885, and now placed on view to illustrate

this paper. It is generally known that the latest movement in

regard to the British possession of this part of New Guinea has

been made by the Premier of this Colony. He has suggested

that Great Britain should proclaim its possession of the country

named, and that whatever at present may be the precise form of

its government, a guiding power should l)e exercised by the

Government here. I have premised these historic statements for

the purpose of making more intelligible what has now to be said

on the possession and settlement of the country.

If the first object of a society like this is scientific, its ultimate

object certainly is practical. From a considerable number of

persons we have received information as to the mountains, rivers,

soil, forests, flora, fauna, and people of New Guinea, and it has

been understood all along that this knowledge was being gathered

ynxh a view to turning it to practical account in the settlement of

the country. In the same way it must be understood that the

Government of Queensland have not promised money and atten-

tion to this subject on purely sentimental grounds. They have

in view such a settlement of south-eastern New Guinea as will
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make it eventually self-supportiug and a worthy part of the

British Imperial domijiions. It may assist the understanding of

the subjerl if I tir-<r speak of the possession, and then of the

settlement, of this new land.

There are three ways, in any one of which the people of

one country may take possession of another country. The first

in order, and the most frequently resorted to in days of yore,

was that of taking by force of arms. Everyone acquainted with

either sacred or profane history will remember that might has

been the right upon which countries have changed hands.

Conquest has been held to give the best of titles against the

strongest counter claims. This was deemed to be so good that

in this way all the kingdoms of England after many years of

conflict were placed under one sovereign : and in the same way

Wales and Ireland Avere added ; JScotland having had the honour

to come into the union by giving the family of the Stuarts to

the throne. The explanation given of this mode of acquii-iug

ownership is exceedingly amusing. It amounts to this :—That

the moment hostilities begin between two nations, all property

rights fall back into a state of nature ; and it is a law of nature

that that which belongs to nobody, belongs to the man who can

take it. But it is absurd to talk of conquering Xew^ Gruinea.

There would be no one to resist the smallest invading army. It

will not be pretended, therefore, that the coinitrv has been

or can be taken in that Avay. The next tisual method of

obtaining possession of a country is by cession, as Piji, fcir

instance, was taken by Great Britain. But the cession or giving

of a country implies that there is someone to give it. In the

ease of Fiji the two principal persons were Thakombau and Maafu.

The first of these chiefs was a pure Fijian, a man Avho in the

course of many years had gradually acquired the supreme chief-

tainship, and who on that accoimt came to be called King of Fiji,

^laafn was a Tongan, a free lance, who to do knightly service

went over to Fiji, and there acquired by his personal prowess

great influence over many of the Fijian people. His influence

was great enongh to tempt him to l)e insolent to Thakombau
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himself, and it is certain that the latter feared Maafu, and was

a« much influenced by that fear as by anything else, in offering

to cede the country to Great Britain. But it was a piece of pure

presumption on their part to pretend to cede the country. They

had no power whatever to do anything of the sort, according to

known native ideas and belief as to territorial ownership of land

and chieftain government of the people. I name this to

show that in New (xiiinea, there being no such powerful

chiefs as these men were, there cannot be a cession so good

even as that, imperfect as it was. The tribes of Xew Gruinea

have no intercourse worth naming ; they have no govern-

ment bearing the slightest resemblance to a commonwealth, and

therefore there could be no single act of cession on their

part. The one other remaining method of taking a country is

by occupancy. It will be observed that this word does not

introduce a new idea. Occupancy follows conquest; and it

follows the cession of a country. The term has a new meaning

only when applied to unoccupied coimtiy. It is said to mean
" the advisedly taking possession of that which at the moment is

the property of no man Avith a view of acquiring it for yourself."

Thus the meaning of the word is easily understood in regard to

unoccupied countries. Just as wild animals are the property of

the person who takes, and are his so long as he can keep them,

but no longer, so is unoccupied land. It is acquired, as it is

said, bv possession, by adverse possession, and by prescription,

(xet it, hold it against all comers, hold it a long time, and it is

yours against the world. It is worthy of note that nearly every-

one who has spoken publicly or who has written on this

subject has quietly assumed that Great Britain is fully

entitled, .should she so desire, to walk in and to occupy

New Guinea precisely the same as if the country had

not a solitary inhabitant in it. AU these persons, some of

whom are very eager, speak as if the presence of a few

thousand native inhabitants, living very simple tribal lives, were

of no account whatever in this matter, and that it would be a

justifiable thing for Great Bi'itain to dispossess them, and to

E
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distribute tlieir lands as royally as the lands of Entjland were

seized and disposed of by William the Conquei'or. The

sense of right iiow preyailing in England appears to be

sufficient to preyent the British Goyernment fi-om taking

possession just in that way. To say that England has done it

before, is not to justify such a course now, and there is reason

to believe tliat the difHeulty of taking hold of the country has

had fully as much to do with the delay that has taken place as

any unwillingness on the part of Britain to burden herself with

distant and feeble possessions. This difficulty of a good posses-

sion lies at the root of not being able to deal with the land and

people of Xew G-uinea. The old feudal notions as to the tenure

of land may haye to be introduced unless the Government are pre-

pared to recognise existing New Guinea usages on the tenure of

land, and probably both systems will for a time side by side prevail.

I will now call your attenti(in to that part of my thesis which

I have ventured to name the settlement of Xew Guinea; by

which I mean chiefly the relations in which the Government and

European settlers may be placed towards the native inhabitants

of the country as to property, and as to their domestic govern-

ment. It is to be regretted that with all that we have heard

about IS^ew Guinea we have heard almost nothing of its people.

Visitors have studied almost everything but man. Perhaps it is

on the principle that "Every prospect pleases, and only man is

vile." From the little that has come before us, and judging that

in the light of our knowledge of other primitive societies, the

people of New Guinea are living in a very simple state—a state

to be noted as primitive rather than as vile and Avicked. When
approaching this subject it should be known that the progress

vrith. whicli we are familiar is by no means common to mankind,

nor is it by any means natural. It is not natural for a man to

do to-day what can be put oft' till to-morrow. The condition of

the great bulk of mankind is that of putting off till to-morrow

that which they are not com])elled to do to-day. Progress is not

natural to any self-contained community; and all peoples now

called primitive are so because they have long been self-
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contained. The wonderful development Avitne««ed in England

fir^t, and afterwards in all tlie T'nited Kingdom, is due to the

intermingling of races, and to their contact with the outside

world. To ask why this should lead to progress is to ask for the

essence of law, which cannot readily be given. Wliat is done is

to note causes and their conse([uences, and. not to ask whence a

cause derives its causal power. The inhabitants of Pacific

islands have long been left in their isolated position. " Their

tribes have not intermarried to any appreciable extent ; in some

parts they have not done it at all. Their present customs must

be and are such as they brought with them; and apparently they

have c-hanged very little, and probably never for the better. At

this moment one of the points of most interest to us is that of

the tenure upon which they hold the land. Xormally all the

land belongs to all the people who are living on the island. But

it is quite possible that they themselves have never thought of it

in that light. Private ownership, as we understand that term,

probaldy is not known amongst them. It is an invention of an

age later than that at which they broke away from one of the

main lands. They brought with them to their present home

such notions of ownership as prevailed in the home of their

tribes, and with these they began their new life. Apparently

they have never changed. So far as can be ascertained it is that

form of ownership called tribal ; but there is some doubt if it

amounts fully to that. In primitive times there was no such

thing as ownership of open land. From the stories told in Old

Testament history it appears that tribes, or families like those of

the patriarchs, wandered from place to place in a given countrv,

and camped here or there as they pleased. The settled inhabit-

ants of these countries seldom disputed the right of wanderers to

do so ; and ownership, so far as it went, was confined to such

settlements as we call villages or towns. But in the course of

ages there grew up a form of territorial ownership. Possibly it

was tribal first and personal afterwards. From long occupation

of a given tract of country the people would come to think of it

as their owti, no one having a better right to it than another, and
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all together not having a right to divide or to alienate it. The

difficulty of division or of alienation would arise in this way:

The youngest children, male children especially, would have an

interest as soon as they were born. AVhilst of tender years they

could not be consenting parties to any change; and as there

Avould always be a rising generation, there would always be this

impediment to any partition or sale. In studying this subject, I

do not in history find a trace of one idea sometimes associated

with tribal tenure—namely, that it is the unborn generation that

is regarded as the coming heir, without whose consent the

property cannot be dealt with. I am, therefore, inclined to

believe that the tribes of New Guinea regard themselves as

owners oidy of those parts of the country which they happen to

possess; that their ownership is a joint one; and tliat they Itnow

of no methods by which that oAvnership can be permanently

divided or alienated. There are two facts to be noted liere. In

all probability there are portions of the country which have been

abandoned by force of circumstances, and as to which owner-

ship has ceased; and it is certain that there are parts of the

country never occupied by native tribes. These remarks may

be taken to have cleared the way for the statement that in the

settlement of Europeans in New Gruinea sacred regard should be

had to native rights in land. Inferior races are not to be robbed

of their rights ; and it will be necessary to show cause before an

inferior race should be displaced, simply, as is sometimes said,

to make way for a superior one. I venture to point out that

territory hond fide in the possession of weU-defined tribes should

for the present be absolutely reserved to them ; and that where

they are thrifty and contented they should not be asked to

alienate it; territory outside their occupancy may at once be

made Crown land and dealt with on the lines of English laws.

What must be the form of British land law to be so applied it

is not within the scope of this paper, and perhaps not within the

province of this society, to say.

A correct base line on native ownership of land having been

laid down, probably all other lines wiU be correct. But it is
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lianllv less important tliat the new settlement should start with

a definite and y^ood understanding as to the relations which the

new government will hold to the domestic govei'nmeiit of the

native people. It would he worse than useless to refer to New

Zealand for an exam[)le, hut I may he permitted to refer to Eiji.

Formerly in that country native government was tyrannical

indeed, but tyranny frecjuently received a wholesome check by

the assassination of a too cruel chief. On the benefits of such a

government it is unnecessary to dwell. The Imperial (jrovern-

ment have purposely left that native government in its primitive

state, barring the assassination. For the support of the chiefs

the people still have to contribute, and besides that they have to

pay taxes to their British protectors. The results are, the chiefs

rule, the British Grovernment defends; the native has to pay

both masters, greatly to his grief, and, it is to be feared, to his

impoverishment also. In attempting government in New Guinea

it is to be hoped that warning will be taken by the mistakes and

failures in Fiji. This can be done only by starting with a clearly

defined policy—one that will enable the Grovernment to avoid all

the evils which have been encountered in New^ Zealand ^nth

native tribes, and all such as those which gave so much trouble

in Fiji when it came to be necessary to settle European claims to

native lauds. It would seem to be necessary to start with the

understanding either that the natiA^e tribes are to have a chance

to live, or that the whole of the land will be taken and dealt with

irrespective of native rights, as was done in the case of Australia.

To a society like this it will be intensely interesting to see that

the former of these policies is adopted, and that every chance is

given to the native tribes to work out their humble destiny. It

may not be beyond our aims, therefore, humbly to suggest that

British settlement in New Gruinea shall for the present be an

experiment quite apart from native tribes; and that contact

should be had with them at as few^ points as possible. Looking

directly at their domestic government, it will be seen that of

AATitten laws they have none ; of unwritten laws they have a few.

These relate, as we have seen, to land ; they further relate to
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marriage, duties of married pertsons, of parents and children,

masters and servants. The people understand trade; they buy

and sell not by barter only, but also by exchange of native coin

f(n' work or goods. Usually amongst the first things attempted

by Europeans on going amongst these tribes are to advise them

to wear clothing, to persuade them to adopt a European diet,

and generally it is attempted to thrust upon them usages which

ruin their simplicity, destroy their health, and eventually scatter

and desti'oy them. A proof of what may be done by reserving

the soil for the people, by introducing amongst them such im-

provements as they can bear, may be seen in Tonga. Twenty-

five years ago there was not money enough in that country to

buy a cow. Through the energy of its present Premier, the

Hon. 8. W. Baker, the people are living under a promising

system of self-government ; they are as industrious and thrifty

as they can be expected to be in the time ; they are prosperous

and contented, having much less desire to be annexed by any of

the great Powers than hope that one of the great Powers may

eventually be annexed by them. It Avould be another star in

the crown of our Queen if the people of New Gruinea who may

fall under her sway are allowed to become not a bad imitation of

Englishmen, but loyal Papuans, true to their own nature, sur-

roundings, and prospects ; and it will be a matter of pride to us

if this society can in any way contribute to that result.

A conversation took place, in which the chairman, the Eev.

Gr. Woolnough, and the Hon. Secretary took part, on the paper

read, dealing chiefly with the holding and alienation of land in

connexion with native races.

The Hon. Seceetart announced the receipt of the " Journal

of Mr. Greorge Hunter on an Expedition from Kappa Kappa to the

head of the Kemp Welch River, New Gruinea," transmitted to

the Society by His Excellency the Hon. John Douglas, C.M.Gr.,

Special Commissioner for British New Gruinea. After some dis-

cussion it was decided that the Journal should be prepared by

the Hon. Secretary in a condensed form, and read at next

ordinary meeting.

The proceedings then terminated.

1
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26tli November, 1886.

Report, to Council, of the Society's Eepresentative to the

Meeting of Intercolonial Delegates held in Sydney, N.S."W., on

November 10, 1886, was read by the Hon. Sec. A paper by

Captain John Mackay, entitled Tucopia, was read. The Journal

of Mr. Greorge Hunter on an Expedition from Kappa Kappa to

the Heads of the Kemp Welch Eiver, New Gruinea, was read.

16th December, 1886,

A paper, entitled Eeminiscenees of a Suryeying Trip from

Boulia to the South Australian Border, was i-ead by C. T.

Bedford. Esq.. Staff Suryeyor.

10th February, 1887.

A paper by X. Bartley, Esq., entitled The Mountains of

Queensland, was read. Eeport, to Council, upon' an inspection

of certain supposed subsiding hills in the Eedbank Plains

District, was read by the Hon. Sec.





FOUKTH OKDINAKY MEETING.

The fourth ordinary monthly meeting of the second session of

the Queensland Branch of the Koyal G-eographical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the'

evening of 26th November, 188G. Dr. Waugh occupied the

chair, and there was a large attendance of members and visitors.

Rev. J. E. Teuison-AVoods, an hon. member of the Society, was

amongst those present.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society, by ballot, ^-iz. :—Messrs. E. J. Gray, Robert Beith,

M.B. ; A. Henry; Captains Wm. Thomson, W. Sinclair, and J.

B. S. Medley.

The Ho>'. Secretary announced the receipt of thirty-four

donations to the Society, and read the following letters from

Captain W. Thomson and J. C. Roundiugs, F.E.Gr.S.:

—

S.S. "City of Melbourne,"

Brisbane, Xov. 26, 1886.

The Hon. Secretary of the

Queensland Branch of the

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia.

Dear Sir,

It may interest your Society to know that the caim of stones

supposed to have been erected by Captain Cook on one of the hills on the

north side of the Endeavour River, Queensland, remains intact. I formed
a party the other daj- for the purpose of examining the top of the high hill

referred to, and if possible to discover the cairn. The Hon. H. Littleton

and I were the only two of the party able to reach the summit of the hill,

when to our intense delight we found the object of our search. We burned
the grass down all round, and chopped down a tree that was growing up
through the side of the cairn, causing some of the stones to fall off.

Such a relic ought, I think, to be preserved by erecting a small fence

around it. Trusting you will take the matter up,

I remain, &c.,

William Thomson,

Master S.S. "City of Melbourne.
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332, Victoria Street, Darlingliurst, Sydney,

November 22nd, 1886.

To the Hon. Secretarj- of the

Queensland Branch of the

Roj-al Geographical Society of Australasia.

Dear Sir,

Having read of the discover}^ of a cairn at Cooktown, sup-

posed to have been erected by Captain Cook, would it not be as well to

closely examine it, and see if there are any documents or relics which

would be of some value to your Society ?

I remain, dear sir,

Yours truly,

J. C. ROUNDINGS, F.R.G.S.

The Hoy. Seceetaey read an extract from the account of

" Capt. Cook's Voyages," wherein reference was made to his

ascent of one of the high liills on the north side of the

Endeavour Eiver, on June 18th, 1770, during his first voyage.

The Ho>'. Secbetaet informed the meeting that negotiations

for reciprocity were taking place between the various branches

of the Society with a view to the exchange of publications for

disti'ibution amongst the members. He said that such an

arrangement would be a gi*eat advantage, as members would

receive copies of publications from the affiliated branches of the

Society.

The Hox. Seceetaey then read the following report :

—

Report to Council,

By J. P. Thomson M.A., C.E., the Society's Representative

to the Meeting of Intercolonial Delegates, held in Sydney,

on 10th November, 1886.

Grsntlemen,

As it was your will, at the meeting of Council, held on 26th

October, to appoint me the Society's Representative for the purpose

of attending a meeting of Intercolonial Delegates in Sydney,

^\ith a special A-iew to the formation of an Australasian Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, it now becomes my special

duty, mingled with feelings of pleasure, to complete my
commission in the usual way. I, therefore, have the honour to

present to you this report.
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Your Representative left Brisbane m the S.S. " Ranelagh," on

Monday afternoon, 8th November, 1886, at 3.30, and arrived in

Sydney on Wednesday, 10th, at 9 a.m., on which day the

meeting was held at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, in the Royal

Society's Rooms, Elizabeth Street.

The following delegates were present :

—

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Linnean Society of New South Wales, Professor Stephen, M.A.
Royal Society of New South Wales, H. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.A.S. ;

Professor Liversidge, F.R.S. ; C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., F.L.S.

Geographical Society of Australasia, NeM' South Wales Branch, Sir Edward
Strickland, K.C.B., F.R.G.S.

New South Wales Zoological Society, Dr. A. T. Holroyd, F.L.S.

NEW ZEALAND.
Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, S. Herbert Cox, F.C.S., F.G.S.

QUEENSLAND.
Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch, J. P. Thomson,

M.A., C.E.

Royal Society of Queensland, Henry Tryon, Esq.

TASMANIA.
Royal Society of Tasmania, James Barnard, Esq.

VICTORIA.
Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria, Rev. Dr. Woolls, F.L.S.

Geological Society of Australasia, and Historical Society of Australasia,

R. T. Litton,' F.L.S.

Royal Society of Victoria, K. L. ifurray, Esq.

Victorian Institute of Surveyors, W. J. Couder and W. H. Nash, Esqs.

Victorian Engineering Association, Professor Kei'not, M.A., and K. L.

Murray, Esq.

Mr. H. C. Russell, G-overnment Astronomer, was voted to

the chair, and, in opening the proceedings, explained to the meeting

that he had never expected to be called upon to occupy the

position of chairman, and, consequently, he had very little know-

ledge of what was proposed to be done. He would, however,

call on Professor Liversidge, who was more conversant with the

objects in view.

Professor Liversidge explained that the object of the meeting

was the formation of au Australasian Association for the Advance-

ment of Science. He refei'red to the invitations sent out, and

stated that the business before the meeting was to frame consti-
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tutioual rules, and to appoint a date for the first meeting iu 1888.

AVhen the subject \vas proposed it ^vas thought there would be

an exhibition in Sydney that year, which has since been laid

aside. He thought, however, that as the Association was to be

formed for the advancement of science, the fact of the exhibition

not being held in 188S would in no way prevent the successful

formation of the Association.

The Chairman said the first resolution on the business paper

was one about which there could not be much question, and it

became his duty to move it. The resolution was, " That an

Association of the Scientific Societies of Australasia be formed

under the name of ' The Austi-aiasian Association for the

Advancement of Science.' " Heretofore, there had been in

these colonies a gi"eat want of united action, and many subjects

which might have been taken up had not been. It was therefore

desirable that they should, by eveiw means in their power, form

associations for the furtherance of investigation. He further

referred to the progress of science in the old country, and the

wonderful effect of its development on the people. He con-

sidered that Australasia presented a wide field for investigation

and scientific discovery, which men, coming from other parts of

the world, took the honour and credit of studving, which ought

to belong to the colonies. The formation of the Association

would be the means of stirring up the energy of many able men

which has heretofore been latent, and would create a healthy

stimulus in the public mind, and provoke their svmpathy in the

cause of science. It would also be the means of encouraging

the colonial youths in scientific study by the example of others,

and their ha^-ing access to scientific institutions.

Sir Edward Strickland seconded the motion, which was

carried unanimously.

Professor Stephen moved—" That the rules of the British

Association shall be adopted by the Australasian Association for

the Advancement of Science, and such other rules of the British

Association be followed as may be necessary until the first

meeting of the Australasian Association."
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Your Kepresentative seconded the inotion. which wai^ carried

uuanimously.

Professor Kerxot moved—"That the President, Hon. Secre-

taries, and Hon. Treasurer shall be elected annually by ballot

from amongst the representatives of the colony in which the

meeting is to be held. The first election of officers shall be held

in (Sydney, in March, 1888." He said that the three bodies

which he had the honour of being connected with in Victoria

had all received the proposal for the formation of an Austral-

asian Association for the Advancement of Science with the

greatest heartiness and enthusiasm. No one, he said, had any

shadow of doubt or misgiving as to the goodness of the cause,

and the sooner it was carried out the better. He assured the

scientific gentlemen present that the three bodies he represented

gave this scheme of federation of the scientific societies their

hearty adherence, and would be most happy in every possible

way to support it. He referred to the gi'eat influence the

association would exercise over the scientific community, the

promotion of harmonious intercourse amongst scientific men.

and the great advantage to the colonial youths. He said

federation in science was of manifold advantage, and essential

to progression. The formation of such an association was of the

greatest public importance, and deserved the heartiest support,

not only of every man with the smallest pretensions to science,

but that of the public generally. Professor Kernot's remarks

were both able and encouraging, and ought to carry additional

weight, emanating from such an able authority.

INIr. E. T. LiTTOX seconded the motion.

Your Eepresentative desired to know whether the election of

officers in March, 1SS8. would necessitate the attendance of

delegates in Sydney, as such a course would be very incon-

venient to his colleague. Mr. Tryon, and himself, who, in

Queensland, in addition to the duties connected with the

societies they represented, had to attend to daily occupations,

and could not at all times find it convenient to get away

;

besides the societies were put to some expense in sending
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representatives to Sydney. He thought that some provisional

organisation ought to be formed, as he failed to see how the

meeting could transact business without recognising in itself

some form of constitution necessary for present and future action.

Professor LI^'ERSIDGE said that he would arrange for the

election of officers by ballot, so as to avoid the necessity of

again meeting for that purpose.

Mr. Hexrt Trtox referred to several clauses in the Constitu-

tion of the British Association bearing on the election of

officers, and their applicability to an Australasian Association

for the Advancement of Science. He concurred in the remarks

made by your representative, and after some further conversa-

tion by other delegates the motion was carried.

Mr. S. H. Cox moved—"' That the first meeting of the Associa-

tion be held in the first week in September, 1888."

Mr. W. J. CoNDER seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

Mr. H. Trtox then moved—" That a convener of the first

meeting be appointed, and that Professor Liversidge be the

convener."

Mr. W. H. Nash seconded this motion, which was also earned

unanimously.

On the motion of Professor Stephen, a unanimous vote of

thanks was accorded to Professor Liversidge for the part he had

taken in promoting the movement.

Professor Liversidge then briefly acknowledged the honour

confeiTed upon him by the adoption of this resolution, and

dwelt upon the interest manifested in the formation of the

Association.

As per commission, your Representative conveyed to the

meeting the congratulations of the Society, and the hearty good

wishes of the Council for the successful inauguration of the

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science.

The Chairman said that he considered the meeting had been

most successful, and trusted that the same unanimity and good

felhiwship exhibited amongst the delegates present would
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^•harac•te^i^<e the future labours of the Association. The pro-

ceediup^s then terminated.

Your Representative would beij; to point out to you that the

meetings of the Association mil have to be carefully arranged

for the variou.s colonies of Australa.^^ia. In that respect it may

not do to work on the lines of the British Association, as the

scientific societies in the mother country are more numerous and

older established, with a larger supply of funds ; the facilities

for travelling are also greater than in Australasia, which on

these grounds alone, would ^varrant a slight departure from the

arrangements followed out by the British Association. Your

Kepresentarive feels certain that a healthier stimulus would be

disseminated through the public mind, aud greater enco'irage-

ment given to scientific institutions, if the Press would report to

the public the results of meetings of the intercolonial scientific

societies, several of which transact business which the various

colonies claim an interest in. Important meetings of scientific

bodies are held in other parts of Australasia, of which the public

of this colony are ignorant.

J. P. Thomsox, Hon. Sec.

On the motion of Mr. Jas. Muie, seconded by Mr. A. A.

Hull, the report was unanimously adopted, i^-ith expressions of

appreciation by the Chairman and the mover as ro its satis-

factory nature.

In the absence of the author, the following paper was read by

Mr. C. T. Bedford :—

Tncoj)ia.

By Captaix Johx Mackat.

Far away in the "We.^itern Pacific, in latitude 12° 21' south and

longitude 1(3^- 4a)' east, lies the lonely little isle of Tucopia,

which for an isolated place, not comprised within the limits of

any group, is perhaps the smallest inhabited island in that vast

expanse of ocean. It may be five miles in circumference, and

rises in the form of a rugged compressed cone to a lieii^ht of

nearly 8.000 feet. It is thickly covered .to the highest peak w^ith
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dense tropical forest and vegetation, amongst which can be

obserA-ed from seaward occasional clumps of breadfruit trees and

cocoanut palms—their bright variegated foliage offering a

pleasing contrast to the dark and sombre jungle which clothes

the mountain sides. On the S.W. side, jutting out from the

mountain base, is a low sandy flat, covered with palms, which

appears to be the centime of population, and off which point is the

only anchorage the island affords.

It was discovered by Quiros, the Spanish navigator, and after-

wards visited by Capt. Edwards in H.M.S. " Pandora," sent

from England in search of the mutineers of the " Bounty." In

the early part of this century it was frequently touched at by

some of the Hon. East India Company's ships on their voyages

from Calcutta to Eiji ; but situated as it is, out of the highways

of ocean commerce, it has—with the exception of an occasional

visit from an American whale ship—of late years been but

seldom "vasited.

In 1875, the brig I commanded ha^dng been chartered in

Sydney to recruit labourers for the plantations in Queensland.

I arrived at Brisbane in Eebruary of that year, when, the ship

having been fitted up in accordance with the requirements of the

Polynesian Immigration Act, I received on board ninety (90)

islanders for conveyance to their homes in the ISTew Hebrides

and Banks' G-roup. Sailing in March, I found on my arrival in

the New Hebrides that in consequence of the unfortunate intro-

duction of measles from Fiji pervading every island of the gi'oup,

I should be compelled to look elsewhere and push beyond any of

the islands having intercourse with that country. After a brief

consultation with the Grovernment agent it was resolved to run

for the low Atoll Islands of the Marshall G-roup, north of the

equator, then, if unsuccessful, to push on to the Caroline

Islands. So, taking a departure from Tutuna, where we landed

the last of our returns, on th^ evening of the fourth day cut the

high land of Tucopia was sighted from the foretopsail yard ; but

being marked on Imray's charts of the Pacific twenty miles west

of its true position, we found ourselves considerably to leeward,
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involving a beat to wiiuhvard on alternate tacks. By midnight

we could distinguish the torches carried by the fishermen along

shore, and at -t a.m., being close in shore, hove to, with ship's

head to the southward.

At daybreak several canoes were seen approaching the ship,

and being doubtful as to the reception they might accord us we

loaded both carronades and ran them out, which precautions,

however, proved uniiecessary, as on arrival alongside we were

pleased to observe that barter and not war was their intention,

each canoe containing some yams, taro, and fish for that purpose.

I also discovered that my knowledge of the Fijian language

enabled me to carry on a trading eonver.-^atioii fl'ith a young

chief who had been to that country and who, exulting in the

prophetic name of " fSam," presented to us one of the hand-

somest young savages we had met. Coming forward to rub

noses (the usual mode of salutation), he placed his hands on my
shoulders with that intention ; but on my explaining that mine

was rather short and not intended for that purpose, he took from

one of his companions a piece of tappa, or native cloth, and tied

it round my neck, which act of friendship 1 reciprocated by

presenting him with some yards of coloured calico, and a treaty

of peace was thereby established.

These people present, physically, the finest race in the Western

Pacific. Of a bright copper complexion, most of them show

regular and highly-intelligent features, without the slightest

taint of the Papuan negro. Scarcely one could be found under

6 feet, and stout in proportion. Sam measured o feet 11 inches

in height and 4i2 inches round the bare chest. The hair, which

is worn long, is, by the constant application of Lime, bm-nt to a

reddish colour. They are tatooed OAer the chest, thighs, and

arms with forms of fish and other savage defaces. Like the

Malays, they chew^ the betel nut, w^hich imparts to the lips a

bright red colour, and to the teeth an enamel resembling black

marble. They believe in a good and bad Spirit, and, like the

natives of Rotumah. in the worship of ancestors. Their manners,

customs, and ti'aditions. with the construction of their language.
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point uuerriugly, in my opinion, to a common origin with the

Samoaus of Eastern Polynesia.

Irrespective of the peculiarities of Tucopia and its people, it is

to Europeans fraught with a melancholy interest, inasmuch as on

it were found certain relics of the ill-fated expedition of La

Perouse, the French navigator, whose voyage is one of the

interesting points in maritime history. It was undertaken in

order to the extension of Erench commerce at the time when

Cook's voyages had given so great an impetus to trade in the

Pacific. And one of the first objects of the voyage of the ships

" Le Astrolabe " and " La Bussole," under La Perouse, was to

examine the Pacific coast of America, thence to the Navigator

Islands, and lastly Xew South AVales. After the ships quitted

the latter place nothing more was heard of them, notwithstanding

all the search that was made, until in 1S26, Capt. Dillon, of the

H. E. 1. Co.'s ship •' E,esearch," on his voyage from the Pacific

to Calcutta, landed at Tucopia a Prussian named Bushart, who

narrowly escaped massacre in Eiji. On his return voyage from

India the following year, and calling at the island, he was told

by Bushart, who had acquired a knowledge of the language in

the interval, that he observed amongst the natives several articles

of Eiu'opean manufacture which they had obtained by barter

with the natives of the distant island of Yanikoro. Amongst the

articles Capt. Dillon observed some silver spoons and a sword

hilt, upon which was engraved the crest and motto of the long-

lost navigator. The following year Capt. Dillon, accompanied

by the French ship "Recherche" (Capt. Durville), proceeded

to Yanikoro and there found on the reef, off the S.W. end, the

remains of the ships, procuring therefrom several articles belong-

ing to the expedition. Some cleared gi-ound was also observed in

the vicinity, where the survivors were supposed to have built and

launched a vessel. In 1873, accompanied by Capt. Chase, of

the whale ship " Hunter," of New Bedford, I, with melancholy

interest, walked over this clear space of ground, which is mani-

festly artificial, and every evidence, even at this recent date,

tends to confirm Capt. Dillon's supposition. These relics now

I
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form a sad though interesting trophy in the Galerie de ISIarine,

Louvre, Paris, being all that was ever found of the brave La

Perouse, whose ships were A\Tecked at Vanikoro ; but the ultimate

fate of himself and crew must, alas, like many others, remain a

mystery. Perhaps the most sad reminiscence of this ill-fated

expedition is a fact established by the authenticity characteristic

of the maritime history of the last century—that, while La

Perouse. with his companions, was spending a miserable captivity

on Vanikoro, anxiously waiting for the help that never came,

until, Hope withering fled, and mercy sighed 'Farewell,'"

—D'Entrecasteaux. who was sent from Prance in search of

them, had twice sighted the island, the last time narrowly

escaping shipwreck on the reef encircling its northern shores.

On the motion of the Hex. Secretary, seconded by Mr.

Bedford, the following journal was taken as read :

—

Journal of Mr. George Hunter on an Expedition

from Kappa Kappa to the Heads of the Kemp
Welch Elver.

AVedxesday, Jily 14, 1886.

Left Port Moresby in the cutter '• Ada," accompanied by Dr.

Clarkson and Peter Lifu, at 12.15 p.m. Had strong south-east

winds to Kaile. where we anchored at 8 p.m.

On arri^siug at Kaile, found the natives in great fear, they

having heard from the teacher at Kappa Kappa that the G^arier

tribe had started down to make raids on them and the Yahoure

natives, while at work in their gardens. I told them I was going

to Kappa Kappa in the morning, and from there into the bush

to visit the bush people, and that I should hear the truth as to

whether G-arier was coming or not. If I found, whilst in the

bush, that it was their intention to attack them, I should return

\vith the cutter into port, at the same time flying a red flag. If

they saw the cutter going in without the flag Grarier would not

be on the war path.
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Thursday, July 15.

Left Kaile at 7.30 a.m. ; w-ind right off the land. Shortly

afterwards it fell calm, and we got no wind until 3.30 p.m., when

a light breeze from the south-east set in. Anchored at Kappa

Kappa at -1 p.m.

Most of the Kappa Kappa natives have taken to living on the

water again for the first time since four of the tribe were killed

in an attack by the Hula natives. Some are li-^nng in their old

houses, and others have built new ones ; a great many of the

other houses are falling down. The teacher's premises are also

greatly in want of repairs.

Friday, July 16.

Started from Kappa Kappa for Kigo at 10 a.m. (distance eight

miles). Crossed the creek which runs into the sea at Kappa

Kappa three times. Passed through thick scrub lands to the

foot of the coast range. After ascending the range the country

becomes more hilly, with open grass flats, up to the ^-illage of

Eigo. This village, with the Aallage of Borno, some time ago

contained about 200 houses, but it has been partly burnt down

through the careless use of fire by one of the native women.

They have quite recently started to build new houses in some of

the places where the old ones stood, but many of the natives

have left and formed new villages close to their gardens, which

are scattered over the country between Rigo and Kappa Kappa.

The mission station at Rigo faces the centre of the village.

It consists of a church about sixty feet long and twenty-five feet

broad, and is thatched with long grass. It is about fifty yards

from the dwelling-house, which is built on piles eight or ten feet

high, is twenty-five feet long and ten broad, has doors back and

front, and a small platform on the front side. The fence round

the house is in ruins ; in fact, the whole of the premises are in a

dilapidated condition.

On arriving at Rigo I had an interview with the chiefs of

Borno, Rigo, Sarowah-ke, and G-arier. I asked them if the

Garier people had left their villages to attack Kaile and Yahoure.

They told me they had not. Being sure on the point, after long
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questioning, I returned to Kappa Kappa, so as to send the

I'litter back into port.

Saturday, July 17.

Sent futter back to Port Moresby, ^\^th letter to Assistant

Deputy-Commissioner.

Sunday, July 18.

Remained at Eigo all day.

Monday, July 19.

Started from Rigo, with thirty-two Sarowah natives as packers,

at 8 a.m. Thick scrub lands and grass flats between Rigo and

Sarowah. The &arier Hills, bearing about north-west, are in

many parts thickly grassed to the summits ; on the tops of the hills

are situated six of the principal and most warlike villages of the

tribe ; they cultivate sugar cane, bananas, yams, and taro. They

are very seldom visited by Mission Teachers, I, myself, being

the first white man who went amongst them, two years ago.

Their villages are built on the highest and rockiest points of the

hills. Being a strong tribe, mustering between two and three

thousand, they don't build in trees, as many w^eaker tribes do,

for safety. They are tall and strong men, rather darker in

skin and coarser in feature than the coast tribes.

The houses are smaller than on the flat country, owing to the

difficulty of procuring building material. The gardens are made

in scrub lands on the sides of the mountains. Grreat quantities

of pigs run about the villages, and are very tame, following

their owners to and from the gardens.

The fences round the gardens are made by putting stakes in

the ground at intervals of four or five feet and crossing small

timber in lengthways, and tying the tops of the stakes together

about four feet from the ground. Some of the gardens are four

or six acres, but owned by many people.

The natives do not bury their dead as the coast natives do,

but when one of them dies, the relations build a stage alongside

of the house, and leave the body exposed on it until putfified,

putting their wooden dishes underneath to catch the matter

which comes away from the body. This they mix with yams
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and eat. Tliey have only two feast days during tlie year—the

one the banana, and the other the yam feast ; at the latter of

which they have their dances. Many of the different ti-ibes are

invited to the feasts. The " yam " being the great feast, is the

only time when they kill any quantity of pigs. They hunt

kangaroos for some days before the feast, and preserve the meat

by smoking it. Wlien going on the v\ar path they have a feast

and kill a good many pigs.

AVTien a chief dies, the natives leave the village and live in

the bush for a time. They don't think that a man dies from

natural causes, but think he is killed by the "devil" of some other

tribe, and very often kill some other man they think is the cause

of it.

There are -^'ery few cocoanut trees in this village, nothing like

the number grown at Eigo, Borno, Sarowah, and the surrounding

villages, all of which grow a large quantity.

Sarowah is a large village one mile and a-half from Eigo, and

has the most powerful chief of the tribe. It has over 100

houses. The people speak a different language to the G-arier

tribes. They dry their dead in the sun and put them away in

the bush, tied up in the bark of the palm tree.

Sarowah-ke and Bobo Bobber are the largest villages in the

district, but the natives had all left and are living out at their

gardens on the Kemp AVelch Eiver. These people speak the

same tongue as all the natives in towards the coast.

The, names of the principal villages forming the large tribe are

Commeete, Kennier, Lelo-Lelo, Eego, Paka-Paka, Borno,

Sarowah, Keeto-Barta, Sarowah-ke, and Bobo Bobber. There

are some smaller villages in towards the coast which 1 don't

know the names of. " The tribe, when all together, should number

about five to six thousand fighting men.

After lea\dng Sarowah-ke we passed by bald hills and open

country for miles over to the coast range with running creeks

and sago and cocoanut palms. Came to a creek, which I named

Kocky Creek, distant four miles from Sarowah-ke. The hills

here turn to the north-west; we, keeping along east and east by
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west, passed another creek running north and south, found all

the country well gi'assed, with open flats with here and there

patches of scrub. We then came on to Paradise Creek and

camped two and a-half miles from the Kemp Welch Eiver. Here

the country is flat for about three miles to the north. The Kemp
Welch overflows its banks during heavy rains, but there are fine

dry ridges running down to its banks.

There are some hundreds of acres under cultivation on the

creeks running into the river. The chief and people came to

see us after our camp was pitched, bringing yams and bananas

to trade for tobacco.

All the country along the banks of the Kemp Welch is well

suited for stock as far as Eigo and over towards the coast on to

the beach at Round Head, to Hula, and from there to Kalo.

There are also portions well suited to sugar-cane and other

cultivation. The soil is black on the flats and dark on the ridges,

with wonderfully thick grasses.

We had over 100 of the natives to visit us, bringing sugar-cane

and bananas.

Heavy dews at night and thick mist.

Tuesday, July 20.

Dr. Clarkson and Peter left early to go shooting.

Wednesday, July 21.

Left camp to explore up the river, and returned at 1.30 p.m.

Thursday, July 22.

Left camp with whole party, intending to start up the river to

the junction, where the Tahoro crossing is. Splendid open

country right back and up to the junction. Arrived at the

crossing and found the river too high to cross and unsafe to camp

on its banks, for fear of being flooded during the night, as it

looked like heavy rains up in the ranges.

Friday, July 23.

Dr. Clarkson and myself remained in camp, as I expected some

of the Tahoro natives to come in. They came at about one

o'clock (tweh'e men and twelve women). I gave them some

tobacco. They were very shy. I told them that I should be np

c
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at their village in a few days ; but I found it useless to trv to get

any of them to pack us up, it being the first time they had seen

a white man. Went dos\^l to the river in the afternoon and

foxmd it a good deal higher from the last night's rains.

Satubdat, July 2-1.

Went up on to a high bald hill -n-ith Dr. Clarkson, to take ob-

servations. Had a good view of Mount Owen Stanley (X.),

Mount Obree (N.E. by E.), and Mount Brown.

Sr>'DAT, JrLT 25.

Stayed in camp until mid-day.

Monday, JriA' 26.

Started back to camp at 7.30 a.m. with about fifty natives.

Took all the things down to the river and rafted them across

—

nearly sundo^ni by the time I had finished. Then carried things

about a quarter of a mile through scrub and came on opeu

country and bald hills and camped close to the other branch of

the river, the two branches being only one mile apart. After

making some soup I turned in for the night.

Tuesday, July 27.

Sent the Sarowah-ke men back.

Pollowed the bank of the river for about four miles through

thick scrub and not flooded, the river here being much broader

than the other branch, with any amount of sugar-cane and

bananas on its banks. Came to the crossing and found the

stream about 150 yards -uide and four feet deep, running very

strong. Plat country on both banks. Half a mile above the

crossing, to the north, high hills with well grassed and open

ridges.

Had dinner and started the packers on, following the east side

of the river for some distance, then turned off at right angles

and went out of scrub into open grassed country. Followed up

the hills for some time and then came on to a creek named after

the village, Tahoro. Followed it for some time—till very nearly

sundown—and then left the creek and ascended a high hill with

little scrub and very thickly grassed. Arrived at the top just as

the sun was setting. About 100 Tahoro natives came to meet
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US and took the packs from our men on into camp. The doctor

was very tired-—did not ^et into camp until half an hour after-

wards. All the natives were very friendly.

Wednesday, July 28.

Dr. Clarkson had fcA^er and ague at daylight. Many of the

people and chiefs came from Tahoro A-illage this morning. I had

a long talk with them and told them I did not come to do them

any harm, only to see their village and country and to make

friends. I then asked who was their chief, as I was going to

give them a "Maino"* from the big chief of the white people;

and as long as they did not kill any whites we would be, for ever

and ever, their friend. They then pointed out their big chief

and told me his name was Kennerpo. He is a fine-looking man,

about middle age, and can be knowni by a large spear wound on

his ribs. I gave him one half-axe, one pearl shell, one cane

knife, one small knife, some beads, one looking-glass, and lib. of

tobacco. I gave the lesser chiefs ten sticks of tobacco each.

They stayed in camp a little while and I then went with them up

to their ^-illage, which stands on a mountain over 2,000 feet high

and very steep. It is grassed nearly all the way up on the south

end, with thick scrub on the east and west sides. The distance

from the river is about 1^ miles.

The village, which consists of forty-five houses built on the

ground and twelve dobos built in trees, is surrounded by a

stockade of bamboos to the height of about twenty feet. I had

a good look round the village and found it very clean, although

there are plenty of pigs about. 1 bought a large pig for a half-

axe and pearl shell and five sticks of tobacco.

I could see the sea in the direction of Kerepund, but it was a

great distance off.

I have named the mountain opposite Tahoro, nearly 3,000 feet

high, Mount Douglas. It has two villages on top, named Voepe

and Quirley. The natives speak a difPerent language to the

Tahoro natives.

* Peace offering.
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After having a good look round I returned to camp, a few of

the natiA-^es coming with me to carry the pig.

On arriving in camp at 4 p.m. found the doctor better. All

the chiefs and people came down with wooden dishes full of

cooked yams and j)iit them dowai in front of me. It is a sure

sign of friendship when they bring their women and childi'en

near the camp.

THrESDAT, JrLT 29.

Started fi'om camp early with two natives, leaving the doctor

and Peter behind to look after the camp. Making due easterly

course, went down side of the ridge, which is thickly grassed.

Barometer fell 3020 in Tahoro Creek, which runs at the foot of

this hill. Followed the creek up about a mile, then ascended

the hill, going to a village called Tuborogoro. Barometer 28'85.

This railage has a stockade all round it. Some of the houses,

iourteen in all, not more that 8x5. Mostly scrub round this

hill. Had to send the Tahoro natives that were with me on

ahead to tell the natives I was coming.

When I went into the village all had cleared out but one old

man and woman who could not have run away if they had wanted

to. When the people found that I did not kill them they came

back from the scrub where they had been hiding. I stayed

there a few minutes and then went on to the next village. The

country is very hilly, with dense scrubs and running creeks.

The only fault I had to find with the walking was that I had to

go down to the botton of the hills and then ascend to the very

tops.

The name of the next village was Enogoro—only five houses

built on the top of a high hill. Barometer reading 2895. As it

was mid-day did not stop long, as I was making for the big range

called Bogoro.

Arrived at the top, 2.30 p.m. Barometer reading 2850. The

day was too cloudy for me to see any distance ahead. This

range is due east, and then runs in a south-ea.nt direction.

Stopped on the range for a little time and then came down,

passing through another village of thirty houses—Keben-ey.
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Barometer 29"0. Found the natiA-es all the same on this side of

the river. I could see many villages in the distance towards the

main range. All the gardens are on the side of the mountain.

The natives have a long way to go up and down these hills for

water, which they carry over their shoulders in long bamboos.

Their cooking is done by heating a heap of stones and putting

their yams on, covering them over with banana leaves. As I

found the sun getting low, I could not make a long stay in any

of the villages. Came to another 'village, called ]Modorgoro

—

eight houses on top of a very rocky hill.

Gretting close on s^nldoA^^l, and four miles away from the

camp, with high hills yet to go over, passed through another

Anllage of twenty-five houses, called Dedomerer. Barometer

29'4o. Found the natives very frightened in all these villages,

and had always to send my boys on ahead to let them know I

was coming up to the A-illage and not to be afraid. Night was

just closing in and I had two high hills yet to go over before

reaching camp. My boys got torches to light the way for me.

Did not get up to Tahoro A-illage until 8 p.m. As soon as the

people in this village heard I was coming they all got grass and

lighted it to show me the way through, a great many of them

going down ahead to camp, which I reached at 9 p.m. Had not

been in long before I heard the shell sounding for war. Asked

the natives what it was for. They told me it was Grerreropo and

Boko villages, under the main range back of Kerepund, coming

to attack them, so I sent six or eight of them back to the callage

for their spears and their shields, and they came back with the

spears and more men.

Friday, July 30.

Struck camp 9 a.m., following the hill down to the river.

Pitched camp about two miles from last camp, on the opposite

side of the river, under Mount Douglas. The people in the

villages of Yoepe and Quirley speak a different language to

those on the south side. Mount Douglas has dense scrub to the

top, but grassy hills to the south-west and open country dowu

the river, with very high and mountainous country up the river.
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Saturday, July 31.

(xot up with the intention of starting to-day. Had breakfast.

Suddenly had an attack of fever and ague, so was forced to

remain in cauip all day.

Sunday, August 1.

Grot over the feA'er and started up the river to see how the

countiy was ahead. Crossed the river (about four feet deep)

three times. The river here about 100 yards wide. All scrub

and flat country. Higher up the country gets rougher, with

dense scrub, in which wild sorghum gi'ows very thick and would

make fine feed for horses. A few natives could, in a very short

time, pull enough for ten or fifteen horses. Horses could easily

be brought up here with packs on.

The natives pointed out to me six villages on the north side of

the river, all on mountain tops. Tahoro is the first village up

the river for ten miles on the south, and Quirley and Voepe are

the first on the north side. In conversation with some of the

natives, they told me that three or four days' journey fi'om here

I should get to water like Kalo and Kerepund. The first-named

place can be seen from Tahoro village. The native name for the

big range is Dokoro, and there is a Adllage of the same name

there. The people, they say, are cannibals. I made up my
mind uot to shift the camj) any further up the river, but to take

my blanket and rations for a few days and go up as far as I

could, starting to-morrow.

The chief of Tahoro was blowing the conch shell several times

after sundown. I picked six men as carriers to-morrow (one

chief of Quii'ley, four men from Tahoro and one G-arier chief)

—six in all. The last has been with me all the time.

Monday, August 2.

Eose early. The doctor and myself rolled up our blankets,

took a few provisions, and started up the river at 7.30 with the

six natives mentioned yesterday, to whom I agreed to give a

pearl shell each on our return.

Crossed the river three times in four miles. Came to a large

creek which the natives called Arume, coming do'wn in a N.W.
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direction. By the size of the creek I should take it to be flat

country up it. After crossing the creek, had to go on to the

range as I wished to visit a callage called Keberrey, about ten

miles up the river. Kept along the top of the range until we

came to the ^-illage, where we arrived at 3 p.m. The people

were much afraid at first ; if the doctor simply took out his

compass they ran away. Had been there only a few minutes

when 1 saw some Tahoro natives coming along in great haste.

Wlien they got up they gave me a letter from my brother, which

had been sent from Sarowah. They stayed only a few minutes

and then retui'ned back to Peter at the camp, where I had left

orders to construct a raft to return down the river by. Stayed

about an hour in the village and gave the chiefs and people some

tobacco and made friends with them. Then started do^-n the

mountain, which was very steep, and camped up the river about

twelve miles from the camp.

The natives of Keberrey brought a pig down to the camp just

at sundown, for which I gave them a cane knife and ten sticks of

tobacco. These ai'e as fine a race of natives as 1 have seen in

New Guinea.

Tuesday, August 3.

Rose early and started across a large bend in the river, and

came on to it again in about two miles, where it is very broad,

with a deep stony channel, -nath very high peaked mountains on

the other side towards the east, and a high range on the north

side running parallel to the river. Followed the range about a

mile up the river with the doctor and two or three natives. As

we came to another bend in the river we saw a lot of natives on

this side ; they plunged in at seeing me. who was in the lead,

and swam across to the other side, clearing into the bush.

Here the mountain was very steep to the water's edge—all

grass and no scrub. This seems to be the end of this range, and

the country appears to be all level on ahead, right out to the

foot of the main range, leaving Mount Obree on our left.

I left ten men about a mile back making a raft, as they

seemed frightened to go any higher up with us. By the time
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the doctor came up there were twelve men on the opposite bank

with spears to prevent us crossing. The natives that were with

me sang out to them to go away, and they then bounded into the

bush close by. I wanted to cross here, but the river was very

deep and 1 should have had to swim. Beautiful flat country on

the other side, but my natives would not go over. The name of

this village is Dokoro, some fifteen miles up the river from our

camp.

Returned to where 1 left the men making the raft. Could

not get any of the Dokoro people up nearer than 200 yards or

so. Tried in every way.

The rafts being finished, we started to return, as I knew that I

should have to remain here for a few days if I wanted to get in

any further, by making friends with the natives of Dokoro.

Put all things on board the rafts and started back at 12 a.m.

with one small raft and one large one. It is quite easy to bring

horses, packed, up the river as far as I went ; and by the look of

the country on ahead it appears to be a good deal flatter than the

last fourteen miles.

G-ot dowTi to camp at -i p.m. Found Peter all right and rafts

ready to start. As the doctor wished to get into Port as quickly

as possible, I paid my men off and got everything ready for an

early start in the morning.

Had a long talk with the Tahoro natives, and told them not to

be afraid if I came up again at any time. They said they would

not be afraid as they know my name.

Wedxesdat, Avgust 4.

Started with two rafts ; the doctor and myself in one, Peter in

the other. Pound the river all the way to the junction very

broad, with a noticeable absence of dead logs. Beautiful scrub

and open country on its banks.

After passing the junction, found the river much wider, with

a good deal of dead timber floating about. Went dowai about

eight miles, and, after landing our things, left the rafts to pro-

ceed to Kalo on their own account. Packed on about five miles

towards Sarowah-ke, some of the Tahoro natives coming with us.
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On the west side of the Kemp Weleh, from Kalo to the junc-

tion of the Musgrave, and for ten miles up to Mount Douf!;las,

there are no villages, except a few houses belonging to JSarowah-

ke people when they leave the large village and go out to work

in their gardens.

Thursday, August 5.

Started from camp 7 a.m. and packed as far as kSarowah with

Sarowah-ke natives, and paid them off. Grot Sarowah people to

pack to Eigo. Arrived at Rigo 1 p.m. Staid there a little while

and then went on to Kappa Kappa, and arrived there at sundown.

Found the teacher away in Port, but he came home during the

night.

Friday, August G.

Left Kappa Kappa in the teacher's boat for Port ]Moresby,

putting stores,' &c., into a canoe and sending them in by natives.

Called at Tupeselei and had dinner. Arrived at Port Moresby

7 p.m.

Mr. C. T. Bedford, on the invitation of the Chairman,, said

he desired to bring before the meeting a matter of much interest,

ha-ving reference to the subsidence of one of the hills in the

Redbank Plains district. The gradual subsidence had been

observ^ed for several years, and from a scientific point of view he

considered the circumstances connected therewith sufficiently

interesting to bring before the Society, with the probability of

observations being made ^\'ith a view of ascertaining the probable

cause of subsidence.

The Chairman informed the meeting that a Meteorological

Society of Australasia had been formed by Mr. Clement R.

Wragge, and desired any of the members interested in meteor-

ology to favourably consider the existence of the society referred

to. He further intimated that at the next meeting a paper

would be read by Mr. C. T. Bedford.

The proceedings then terminated.



FIFTH OEDINAET MEETING.

The fifth ordinary monthly meeting of the second session of the

Queensland Branch of the Eoyal G-eographical Society of Aus-

tralasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of December 16, 1886. Dr. Waugh occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the preAaous meeting had been read and

confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society, by ballot, viz.:—Honorary member, the Hon. Sir Arthur

Hamilton- Grordou, Cx.C.M.Gr., &c. ; corresponding member, the

Hon. Sir WiUiam McGrregor, K.C.M.Gr. ; members, the Hon. Sir

S. W. Griffith, K.C.M.a., Messrs. H. W. Llewlleyn, H. J.

Hemmy, and A. Crawford.

The receipt of seven donations was announced to the Society.

The Chaieman informed the meeting that Her Majesty the

Queen had graciously granted to the Society the right to assume

the title " Royal."

On the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. C. T. Bedford read a

letter from Mr. Daniel Jones, of Eedbank Plains, conveying

additional information regarding the subsidence of one of the

hills in the district of Eedbank Plains, and the appearance of

additional springs in the locality of the supposed subsidence.

Mr. Bedford moved that the Hon. Secretary be deputed by

the Society to proceed to the locality and make the necessary

observations to determine the rate of subsidence of the hill

referred to, and also any other existing phenomena connected

therewith which might be of scientific interest to the Society.

Mr. E. McDoxifELL, in seconding the motion, suggested that

Mr. Bedford should be asked to accompany Mr. Thomson.

Mr. Bedford said that he would be glad to render any assist-

ance in his power ; adding that Mr. Jones had kindly offered to

meet any representatives sent by the Society, and convey then^

from the railway station to the locality.
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Mr. Thomson said that he would be glad of Mr. Bedford's

valuable assistance as a companion on the occasion.

The motion was unanimously carried.

The following paper was then read by the author:

—

Reminiscences of a Surveying Trip from Boulia to

the South Australian Border.

By C. TwisDEX Bedford, Esq., Staff Surveyor.

Ox the 30th of April, 1885, I had the honour of receiving in-

structions from Mr. W. Alcock Tully, B.A., Sun^eyor-G-eneral of

Queensland, to proceed to Boulia, a small township in the far

west of Queensland, in the Xorth G-regory district, situated

(approximately) in longitude 140° E., and latitude 22° 5-4' 20" S.,

in order to carefully measure the distance between the telegraph

station at Boulia and any point on the western boundary of

Queensland lately defined by the South Australian Grovernment,

with a ^^ew of eventually determining the differences of local

time betw'een Brisbane and Boulia by an exchange of electric

signals, and thereby longitude of Boulia, and by this means,

taken in conjunction with the measurements from Boulia to the

South Australian border line, ascertaining to what degree of

accuracy the survey by the South Austi*alian G-overnment, pre-

sumably along the 188th meridian line, had been carried out.

Before commencing my duties I had to travel from where I

was at that time located, at Cardwell, on the eastern coast of

Queensland, across the whole breadth of the colony in a westerly

direction, via Hughenden and Cloncurry, to Boulia, and from

thence, by the route most suitable for accurate measurements, to

the South Australian border, and I have been asked to place on

record incidents happening and observations of the country, soil,

timber. &c., taken en route, that may be of any interest to the

G-eographical Society of Australasia.

1 may premise my record by the statement that I saw the

whole of the country passed over at its very worst, owing to the

severe drought experienced by the colonies during 1885 and part

of 1886.
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After leaAdiig Cardwell on the loth of May, 1885, and passing

through the mountainous country lying between the coast and

Bett's Creek—which latter place was at that time the terminus

of the Northern Railway from Townsville—we passed through a

strip of heavy sandy country, between Bett's Creek and Hughen-

den, on the Plinders River. While travelling through this strip

of country I had to be exceedingly careful of my horses, as the

poison pea plant grew in great profusion, and the grasps being so

scarce and dry, and the poison plant so green and tempting in

appearance to equine eyes, it was no wonder that horses would

try and sample it. We managed, however, to get through with-

out any casualties on this score, and arrived on the Plinders

country—rolling black soil plains. After a few days' delay in the

vicinity of Hughenden, owing to a heavy thunderstorm rendering

the roads too heavy for traffic, we resumed our journey down the

Flinders River towards Richmond, but, alas ! we found that the

rain had been only local, and twenty miles from Hughenden the

country was very dry and burnt up ; no grass and but little water

along the road. I may here state that the shower we had at

Hughenden in June was the last rain we experienced until the

end of the year.

On passing Richmond one of my horses succumbed to the

effects of no feed and water, but at about fifty miles from

Richmond we found the best grass and water we had seen since

leaving the coast, and gave our tired horses a spell thereat for

two days. On resuming our journey we found that the good

feed did not extend for more than about twenty miles, and from

this point to the town of Cloncurry we found little or no grass,

and water proportionately scarce and long stages apart.

I had to remain for three weeks near Cloncurry to execute

some Grovernment survey work, and resumed my journey to

Boulia on August 6th, following the general course of the Clon-

curry River upwards for fifty or sixty miles, and thence crossing

the watershed on to the Burke River, upon which river Boulia is

situated, about 150 miles farther down its course. One peculi-

arity of this watershed between the Cloncurry and Burke rivers
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iss noticeable. Wliere the main Cloiicurry to Boulia road crosses

it, it is almost impossible to say at what point it does cross. The

surrounding country is slightly undulating, but nothing to denote

a watershed between two large rivers. From this point to Boulia

the main road follows the general course of the Burke River,

and the country consists mostly of open downs, stony back from

the river, with thick fringes of coolibah timber on flooded countiy

along the numerous channels and billabongs that comprise the

Burke Ri^er.

"We reached Boulia on August 21st, and found it also suffering

fi'om the effects of the prolonged drought. The township is

situated on the western side of the southern end of a waterhole

in the river, about three miles in length when it is full, but

which d'tt'iudles down to insignificance during a drought. The

town is comprised of a courthouse, telegi-aph and post oflB.ce,

three stores, four public-houses, a blacksmith and wheelwright's

shop, chemist, and a saddler, with the ever-present Chinese

gardener ; and has a resident police magistrate, clerk of pettv

sessions, with the attendant sergeant of police, constables, and

lockup. It consists of one street, and I do not think would

require the use of three figures to enumerate its adult population

;

but if children be included, perchance the enumeration would

amount to over the century.

I have thus far given a mere outline of my journey to Boulia

from the coast, for far more graphic pens than mine have ofttimes

pourtrayed in glo-wing colours the rich rolling pastures on the

Flinders, Cloncurry, and Burke rivers, and their several re-

spective watercourses ; but how truly does the old saying of

" circumstances altering cases " apply to the descriptions I would

feel inclined to give of the same countiy, owing to the effects of

the severe drought so preA-alent during and prior to my transit,

and the hardships both men and horses underwent through

scarcity of grass and water on the main roads.

After the preliminary steUar observations necessary before

commencing my work, we started running " Westward Ho " in

September, 1885, the course 1 had taken—a few degrees to the
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south of west—being a nearly parallel one to the course of the

Burke River do^^^"w•ards from Boulia. and intended to sti'ike in

the immediate vicinity of a large waterhole, fifteen miles in

length, distant about thirty miles from Boulia, in the main

channel of the Herbert or Greorgina River, about four or five

miles above the junction of the Burke and Greorgina rivers. My
first fixed camp from Boulia was at a small mudhole (but styled

a waterhole in that part of the country) in the Bendyacker

Creek, a tributary of the Burke River, about five miles fi'om

Boulia. This was the last water I saw on the line of country

I crossed with my survey for another forty-five miles. The

country from Boulia to the Bendyacker Creek, and for fifteen

miles from Boulia, can be fitly described as open gravelly do\^^ls,

interspersed with a few scattered clumps of giddea, with a few

clumps of a kind of timber called, locally, Minnie-ritchie. which

gi'ows tall and straight, seldom more than about six inches in

diameter, not unHke the giddea wood in grain, very hard, and

splits easily, and is greatly prized for fencing purposes, as it

lasts well in the ground. I found it exceedingly suitable for

making my posts and pegs out of, and whenever procurable used

it in preference to any other kind of wood. After progressing

about ten miles with my work, the Bendyacker Creek mud

became undrinkable, and 1 had to remove my main camp to

another misnomer known as the Corriggia waterhole, situated in

the main channel of the Burke River, about fifteen miles below

Boulia. Here we obtained a fair supply of good drinking water

by sinking a cask in the sandy bed of the river, and making a

trough out of a hollow log for our horses to drink out of ; but

our troubles from this time commenced. Our Corriggia camp

was too far to return to every night from work, as the surveyed

line at its most accessible point was seven or eight miles distant,

so that from this time to the end of our work we used to start

out every Monday morning—five, and subsequently seven thirsty

souls in party—with a 36-gallon cask of water on our American

waggon, which quantity had to suffice us for both drinking and

washing purposes until the Saturday night following. One pint
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per man each morning and evening was the allowance for wash-

ing, and whenever it became exceptionally hot weather, and

thereby more than the usual quantity being used for drinking, I

am afraid we often sacrificed deauliness to thirstiuess. and

satisfied the needs of the inner rather than the outer man. The

horses used for each day's work had to be brought everv morn-

ing from and return each evening to the main camp at C'orriggia

for water, and for our food sent out to us daily by our camp-

keeper.

At about twenty-five miles from Boulia the nature of the

country entirely changed from open downs to thick giddea forest,

yclept scrub in the North G-regory district. But to anvone

accustomed to the dense tropical scrubs of our eastern coast line

the farce of terming any thick giddea forest a scrub is obvious.

This thick belt of giddea continued for seven or eight miles before

we entered on the low flooded devil-devil cooliba flats of the

Greorgina Eiver. And the change in one sense was a relief to

members of my party, for their hands w^ ere one mass of festering

sores, caused by abrasions of the skin by the giddea—which is

poisonous to a certain extent—and aggi-avated by the fly pest,

added to the want of vegetable diet so unobtainable and yet so

necessary in the far west.

At twenty-four miles on my road westward I again found it

necessary to shift my main camp onwards to the Paravituary

waterhole, but here we missed the good water we had at the

Corriggia, for the Para^-ituary unfortunately was very brackish.

This otherwise magnificent waterhole, fifteen or sixteen miles in

length, is quite salt at its upper or northern end, and therefore

undrinkable, whereas at its lower or southern end it is fresh.

We were encamped about the centre, and whenever the wind

blew from the northwards the water became so salt as to be

almost unfit for use, but if calm or blo'^-ing from the southwards

it was only slightly brackish ; but the effects on all of us—both

men and horses—during the few weeks we were obliged to use

this water were plainly perceptible. It made us thin and

emaciated, and on one of our party—otu* camp-keeper—the after
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effects lasted for months, nearly causing his death from chronic

dysentery, caused, he firmly believes, fi'om the constant use of

this saline water. Pish—principally bream—are plentiful in the

ParaA-ituary ; one party of men camped close to us caught from

thirty to forty pounds weight of fish within an hour. A member

of my party was also fairly fortunate, but I never was lucky at

fishing, probably through not using the proper bait, combined

with the absence of that sine qua non virtue in all piscatorial

pursuits—namely, patience. I ascertained from the aboriginals

subsequently that Paravituary means in their language " big

fellow saltwater." Another pest from which the North Grregory

district was suffering at this time was a plague of rats. They

were everywhere in thousands. jSTothing came amiss to their

insatiable appetites—rations, saddlery, boots, water bags—all

were sampled by these voracious rodents. A boy we had in

camp used to amuse himself after supper by propping up a box

with a stick attached to a piece of sti-ing within the light of the

camp fire, and dragging the stick suddenly away whenever rats

ventured underneath the box. tempted by the bait placed for

them ; by this means he often caught dozens of an evening.

These rats move in battalions all over the country. AVater

seems to be no object to them, for I have found them just as

numerous fifteen or twenty miles away from any water as they

were on the banks of the Paravituary. Prom about thirty miles

fi'om Boulia we en.tered on the low-lying, flooded, loose, black

soil flats of the Greorgina. Here during the hot weather the soil

cracks and fissures occur in the surface, some of considerable

depth, and dangerous for horse or vehicle traffic, while the devil-

devil, or lumpy nature of the ground—destitute of vegetation at

the time of my passing, with the exception of blue bush and

nardoo—rendered progi*ess slow and tedious, and glad were we

to enter once more the giddea forest counti-y at thii*ty-six mQes

from oiu' start.

The nardoo seed is extensively used by the aboriginals as an

article of food. They grind it up between tAvo stones, sifting the

husks fi'om the grain with great dexterity by a peculiar trembling
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motion of their cooliiiiaiis or wooden vessels containing it, which

method I have seen several white men try and imitate without

success. The flour or meal they thus obtain is then baked into

a kind of bread, which is not at all unpalatable. After two oi*

three miles of open giddea forest, we traversed open, level,

gravelly downs, crossing the main Georgina road at about fortv-

two miles, and continuing to crossing of Cotton-bush Creek at

forty-live miles. Up to this point we had crossed no defined

water channel worth calling a creek since leamig Bendyacker.

The cotton-bush plant, 1 am informed, is gi-eedily eaten by

stock, and is famed for its fattening properties, but the specimen

I saw of it looked like dead wiiy sticks, and my horses certainlv

would not look at it as an article of food, probably from vitiated

tastes or through ignorance.

"WTiile in the vicinity of Cotton-bush Creek I had the greatest

difficulty in obtaining feed of any kind for my horses, all the

frontage on both sides of the Greorgina being as bare and destitute

of gi'ass as a billiard table, and I had in consequence to send my
horses four or five miles back from the river to obtain for them

the least semblance of feed; and yet, if only good seasons were

the rule, this Greorgina counti'v must be a grand pastoral district,

for even wath the gTeat disadvantages under which the country

laboured during my trip, Dr. Mein's herd of cattle on Herbert

Downs station looked remarkably well, wherever they obtained

their feed, which must have been long distances back from the

river frontage, judging from the numerous well-beaten cattle

paths leading from eA'ery direction to the few permanent water-

holes in the G-eorgina Eiver. My horses would readily eat of

the giant salt bush on the flooded river flats ; this indeed was

the only edible plant the poor brutes could get near the river,

but I do not think that this kind of salt bush has the same fatten-

ing properties as its namesake on the AVarrego Eiver and on the

back tracks of Xew South ^Vales.

From Cottcn-bush Creek my course took me across numerous

dry billabongs and anabranches of the river—all flooded country

in wet weather—and by the time we reached the iS-mile post

D
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there was every sign of the drought breaking uj), and tlie long-

wished-for rain coining at last. During this part of my survey,

up to the 52-inile. we worked under great dread of the floods

coming on and catching us on the flooded country between

billabongs, for there was every sign of heavy rain falling up the

river, and the Greorgina has been known to come down a banker

very suddenly, and within twenty-four hours be four or five miles

in width, where previously not a vestige of water was to be seen
;

for the part of the river on which we were working is one mass

of anabranches and billabongs, extending over an area of four or

five miles in width, and it is a most difficult matter in many

places to decide which is the main branch where all are equally

large. However, we pushed on as rapidly as we could, crossed

a w^aterhole at fifty miles in w'hat we considered to be the main

branch of the river (being the first w^ater on our line since leaving

Bendyacker) ; thence crossed another large anabranch at fifty-

one and a-half miles, previously shifting our main camp from off

the flooded country to safe and high ground at Herbert Downs

station, on the west bank of an outside billabong of the Georgina

E.iver. The very day we crossed the last anabranch, at fifty-one

and a-half miles, dowai came the river, and within twenty-four

hours every anabranch and billabong were bankers ; but every-

thing was safe, and although completely isolated from communi-

cation wdth the outside w^orld in accepting the station hospitality,

life once more appeared worth living, as we had vegetable diet

and fresh meat in lieu of the previous salt junk, and I have spent

less merry Christmases and happy New Tears than that spent

under the hospitable roof of the genial manager of Herbert

Downs station, Mr. Jerome "Walford.

On the cessation of the rain in the first week of January, 1886,

Ave resumed work and produced the surveyed line across the

outside w-estern billabong of the river on to some open, stony,

hilly country, up to a point fifty-five miles in one sti-aight Hue

from Boulia, where I changed the directioii in which Ave had

been hitherto running to a bearing nearly north-Avest, Avith the

object of striking Pituri Creek, a western tributary of the
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Georgina, and rumiiiig a parallel line to its general course

upwards to the border.

Pitiiri Creek runs in a south-easterly direction from the South

Australian territory, junctioning with the Georgina Kiver about

twenty miles above Herbert Downs station. But before pro-

ceeding far with this new line, at six and a-half miles I ran into

a deep-flooded channel of the Georgina, not shown on the feature

chart of the country from which 1 worked. This unforeseen

obstacle prevented my further progress, as it would probably

take several weeks for the anabranch, swelled by the late heavy

rains, to be crossable; and, as it was my intention to have run up

Pituri Creek to the South Australian border, 1 was now informed

on the best authority that unless I at once took advantage of

the present supply of water I would in a few weeks' time have

great difficulty in obtaining water, except at long distances apart

in Pituri Creek, so I decided to take my party up to the border

line where it crossed this creek, and from thence make a traverse

do"«Ti Pituri Creek, finishing where I had been obliged to cease

operations j9ro tern.

In travelling towards the border we passed Idamea, or as it is

now known, Glenormiston station, owned by Mr. James Tvson.

Glenormistou is prettily situated at a point of a stony ridge over-

looking the Idamea Lake, a fine sheet of water, swelled by the

late heavy rains to its fullest size, about two miles in length and

about 400 yards in width at its broadest part, opposite the station.

Pituri Creek enters this lake at its north-western and emerges

therefrom at its south-eastern end, from thence finding its way

into the Georgina by a very tortuous channel at a point about

five or six miles, as the crow flies, from the lake. The lake's

waters also, during heavy floods, overflow at its south-eastern

end across low-lying blue bush flats, and find a nearer access to

the Georgina than by the circuitous channel of the creek, render-

ing traffic along the Boulia road, which crosses these low-lying

flats, impracticable during very heavy floods. It was in Idamea

Lake, almost dry at the time of the occurrence, that the South

Australian survey party, employed at the border survey under
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the eouimaud of Mr. Surveyor Peebles, lost some fine camels and

a portion of their equipment. Ther were encamped on the dry

bed of the lake. Sudden and heavy rains came on, and before

they had time to remove the whole of their effects to high and

dry groiuid Pituri Creek came down a banker and caught them,

and what had been an hour previously a perfectly dry flat

became, by the enormous rush of water, a swimmable lake.

Some of the camels, with their proverbial stupidity in water,

refused to more, the men diving to unloose their hobbles, and

even when free the camels prefeiTed to stand and drown rather

than make any efforts to reach the high ground within a few

yards of them.

Pinu'i Creek has a well-defined channel for about twenty-five

miles upwards from Lake Idamea. At twenty miles from G-len-

ormiston is Lake TTanditta. tlu'ough which Pituri Creek also

runs. Lake TTanditta is considered a permanent supply of

water : it is not so large as Lake Idamea, but apparently it is

deeper. There are no permanent waterholes between Idamea

and TVanditta. For the first few miles the stony ridges or

gibbers, as they are termed, come very close into the creek

—

these gibbers being richly timbered with giddea and a kind of

dense low bush, called turpentine. Gum and bloodwood gullies

run back in places from the creek among the gibbers. At about

four or five miles from Grlenormiston the creek flats, devil-devil,

and blue bush country widen out from half to a mile and a-half

in width, the gibbers here and there closely pro3dmatiug to the

vicinity of the ci'eek channels. Thick belts of giddea forest

extend back on both sides of the creek for from one to three

miles, beyond which is open, weU-grassed downs counti'v. At

Wanditta are erected a stockman's hut and fine large newly-

erected stockyards, with all appliances for working a large herd

of cattle. A few miles above Wanditta the southern branch of

Pituri. called Toko, or Linda Creek, joins the main branch, and

this creek also heads from the South Australian ten-itory, and is

the route for travelhng stock into South Australia, leading to the

Toko waterhole in Queensland, and also to a newly-formed
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station in South Australia, within thirty niih-s of the Queensland

border, called Allauageer, formed and manafi^ed by Mr. L. O'B.

Ffreneh.

After passing Toko Creek, a traveller would find great difficulty

in following Pituri Creek, especially if he had any expectations

of being able to follow a well-defined channel, for it breaks off

into blue bush flats without the sign of a channel of any kind for

miles, then re-forms into a well-defined creek, and again within a

short distance loses itself in blue bush flats. The next well-

defined tributary of Pituri Creek is the Teta Creek on the north-

east side, joining with Pituri at the Teta waterhole—a fine deep

permanent waterhole, about a mile long and about thirty yards

^^^de. Passing onward, in about another ten miles AVallayah

waterhole is reached, where Mr. Fredk. Doimer, has pitched his

camp, built a stockyard, alid manages a small herd of cattle

running on a feAV blocks of countiy owned by himself and his

brother, the well-known manager of Carandotta station on the

Georgiua Eiver. AVallayah waterhole is about twenty miles

from the border, and as we press onwards, now travelling through

thick giddea, and again ploughing our way across heavy blue

bush, flooded devil-de^nl flats, though such a short time has

elapsed since the rains, we find difficulty in getting a drink of

water. The creek becomes more difficult to follow, open patches

of blue bush run up into the hilly country on each side, and we

often stop and have a consultation as to which open glade it will

be advisable to follow. Sundo^^l is drawing nigh, and we are

regularly nonplussed as to which direction to steer to get water

to camp at for the night. Standing in the middle of a large open

de-vil-de^-il flat, our horses tired -n-ith the constant dragging of a

heavy load through the loose black soil since sunrise, the welcome

sight of a flock of galahs about a mile or so away decides our

movements, aiuiouncing the probability of the existence of water,

and the screaming and screeching which greeted us on drawing

closer, combined with the sight of flocks of ibis and ducks and

waterfowl of various descriptions which rose from the water and

circled round our heads at our approach, was music to our ears
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and a pleasant sis^ht to our eyes, as all fears of having to camp

without water ceased. I found suhsequeutly that the waterhole

Ave ajiproached was known by the native name of Corriggerree

or Ellahno. This was on a Saturday night, and on the following

day of rest we feasted on roast duck ad libitum, for the ducks

were very tame and easily shot, seldom being disturbed by the

white man.

The creek channel is well defined for the remaining ten miles

between Corriggerree and the bord(U', and we had no difficulty in

reaching the Elladdah waterhole on the following Monday.

Elladdah waterhole, in Pituri Creek, is just inside the present

surveyed eastern boundary of South Australia, on the South

Australian side of the border line, which crosses the eastern end

of the waterhole, and is a permanent one.

While working in the neighbourhood of the border, and indeed

from the time we left Wanditta until we returned to Wanditta,

all members of my party carried firearms, as we were informed

the aboriginals were not to be trusted ; but during the w^hole

course of our work w^e were not molested in any way by them,

and the few natives we did see were camped near the stations

passed, and were semi-civilised. Of weapons they seem to have

a very poor supply, consisting principally of the usual spear,

boomerang, and Avaddy (or nullah-nullah). I obtained a few

stone spear heads, knives, and tomahawks, but as a rule they

seem less well supplied than most of the far western tribes I

have seen in the course of my wanderings. They are great con-

sumers of the pituri, a narcotic herb they obtain on some of the

neighbouring rivers to the southward, and as a description of the

method in which the aboriginals prepare it for consumption may

be of interest, I here append a portion of a letter of mine which

appeared in the Queenslander last July, descriptive of the pro-

cess :

—
" They (the aboriginals) first place a portion of the pituri in

their mouths and chew it into a pulp. This is spit out on to a

piece of bark, and some of the whitewood leaves are burut and

added thereto, then the whole worked up with the fingers to the
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consistency of putty. It now undergoes a .second process of

chewing and spitting out, and more ashes ai'e added to it. After

this has been done repeatedly it is ready for use, and it is a

comical sight to see half a dozen nude niggers, squatted on their

hams, gravely passing this, no doubt, to them, delicious morsel

from one to another, each chewing it in turn until the effects

begin to appear in their staring eyes and a stupid look. I can

only compare it to the appearance of an habitual opium consumer

after indulging in his favourite drug. The effect on some is

stupefaction, others again begin their corroboree, and the dif-

ferent effects on different aboriginals are just as apparent as the

very different effects alcoholic liquors have on others of the genus

homo. On the completion of the chewing and passing round

business, it generally finds its way back to the original preparer,

who disposes of it by sticking it behind his ear for future con-

sumption. The pituri is an extensive article of trade among the

blacks, the happy possessors being able to obtain in exchange for

it any article dear to the aboriginal heart from their less for-

tunate black brethren, and I am informed on good authority that

it finds its way to the tribes on the Diamantina on the one side

and to the G-regory Eiver natives on the other side of the circum-

scribed area whei'ein it is obtained. The sample 1 send you was

obtained from the south of the Mulligan Eiver, from about

twelve or fifteen miles w^estw^ard of the Sandringham station.

On Pituri Creek none whatever grows, being only another

instance of a misnomer so noticeable in the names of Queensland

creeks."

A note by the editor at the end of my letter says: "The pituri

of the Australian aboriginal is the leaf of the T^uboisiahopwoodii.

Dr. Bancroft, of Brisbane, investigated its peculiar properties,

and his papers about the subject are recorded in the transactions

of the Philosophical Society of Queensland. The active principle

is nearly, if not quite,- identical with nicotine."

On the Mulligan Eiver, which lies to the southward of Pituri

Creek, are extensive saltpans, from w^hich many stations on the

Greorgina, Burke, and Pituri watercourses obtain their supplies
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of salt, stacking it during the dry >>easons, and sending their

drays for it as required.

There are also soda springs on the Mulligan. One gentleman

who has lived many years in the neighbourhood related to me an

amusing incident in reference to these spring.*. They bubble up

so strongly that if a man were to jump into one of them bolt

upright, the force of the spring would raise him waist high out

of the water. On one occasion my informant was trying to

elicit from some aboriginals their opinion as to when the ensuing

rainy season would commence. The aboriginals decided to

consult their oracle, who, they said, lived at the bottom of one

of these soda springs. An adjournment was made to the place,

and one aboriginal taking a big stone in each hand, dived head

first into the bubbhng water. A second aboriginal jumped in

immediately afterwards, and catching hold of his predecessor's

legs, which just appeared above the surface of the water, forced

him further do^^^l. A third aboriginal then jumped in and

forced the second down, all remaining under the water for as.

long a time as they could hold their breathing in abeyance.

They then all came to the surface, when the leading native

gravely announced that he had interviewed the big fellow masser,

and that big fellow flood come up along a one-fellow moon.

And what is more, the flood did come in another month as

predicted.

The aboriginals as a rule are incomparable mimics and copiers

of the ways of white men. I was very much amused at one who,

for the first time, saw my surveyed line from a slight eminence,

clear as a telegraph line for miles on both sides of him. He
turned to his master in his astonishment at the novel sight, and

said, " My word Marmey all the same adjective crow." No
doubt he had at some time or other heard the expression of

" straight as a crow flies," and applied it in his untutored way to

the novel sight of a straight line cut through the timber.

I have little more to add: suffice to say that I was accurately

informed as to the scarcity of water in Pituri Creek. A few

weeks after the cessation of the periodical rains, and during my
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return trip surveyiiifi; tlie traverse line, as 1 proceeded 1 had

long distances to cart water for the use of my party, for, with

tlie exception of the waterholes I have mentioned, there existed

little or none in the creek on our downward course.

Here on the Pituri Creek, as on the Greorgina River, stock

looked remarkably well, but to get any grass for my horses I

had to send them back three or four miles from the creek,

although the country when travelling up the creek looked like

the proverbial wheatfield, with grasses and herbs of various

descriptions.

I cannot conclude my reminiscences without special allusiou

to the kind and generous treatment I personally experienced

from Messrs. Alexander Lamoud, manager of G-lenormiston

station, and Mr. Frederick Donner, of Pituri Creek. The

difficulties we had to contend with in procuring the barest

necessaries of life would have been intensified fourfold had it

not been for the kind aid I received in every possible way from

these two gentlemen.

My work being completed the first week in July of the

present year (1886), I was recalled to Brisbane, where I arrived

during August, heartily glad ouce more to be witbin tbe confines

of civilisation, and shall always look back on my surveying trip

from Boulia to the Soutb Australian border as one of the

roughest ten mouths of busli life I have experienced during a

sojourn of nearly twenty years in these colonies, the gi'eater

part of which time has been spent in the back tracks of Queens-

land.

A joint conversation took place between the Chairman, Hon.

Secretary, Messrs. R. Grailey, and E. McDonnell, who spoke in

complimentary terms of the paper read, and after a few respon-

sive remarks by Mr. Bedford, the proceedings terminated.
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The seventli ordinary monthly meeting of tlie second session of

the Queensland Branch of the Eoyal Greogi'aphical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

eyening of Eebruary 10th, 1887. Dr. Waugh occupied the chair.

After reading and confirming the minutes of the pre\'ious

meeting, the following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society, by ballot, nz. :—Messrs. A. Starcke, D. L. BroT\Ti, aud

W. R. Unsworth.

The Hox. Secretary announced the receipt of forty-fiA'e

donations to the Society, and read the following letter from His

Excellency Sir Anthony Musgraye, Gr.C.M.G-., in reply to a com-

mtxnication from the Hon. Secretary inyiting His Excellency to

become the patron of the Society :

—

Government House,

Brisbane, 24th January, 1887.

Sir-,—I am directed by His Excellencj- the Governor to acknowledge

j'our letter of the 21st instant : and to say that he accepts with pleasure,

and appreciates most highly the honoiir which the council of the Queens-

land Branch of tlie Roj'al Geographical Society of Australasia is so good as

to offer him.

I liave the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. A. B. MrsGR-WE,
J. P. Thomson, Esq., Private Secretary.

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer,

Roj'al Geographical Societj- of Australasia, Brisbane.

The Eey. Gr. "Woolxough asked the Chairman if a letter had

not been received from Mr. Edelfelt, of New Gruiiiea.

The Ho>'. Secretary, in reply, stated that a letter had been

receiyed by the Council from Mr. Edelfelt, asking the Society to

assist him with funds to enable him to further extend his

explorations in New G-uinea, and thereby procure for the

Society additional information ; but the Council had not yet

decided to take action in the matter.

* No papers read at sixth ordinary meeting.
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The Chairman pointed out that tlie real facts of the case

were that the Society was not in the position, at present, to

assist Mr. Edelfelt with funds.

The Eev. G-. AVoolnoigh said he did not think that all the

expense should be borne by the members of the Society, but

that it should be mentioned to the public.

It was proposed by Mv. Jas. jNIuir, and seconded by the Kev.

Gr. WooLNOUGH, that the matter be left in the hands of the

Council for consideration at their next meeting.

On the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Gtalloi', a visitor at

the meeting, stated that he had travelled with the Special

Commissioner for Xew Gruiuea, who took over Mr. and Mrs.

Edelfelt to Motu Motu, where they were the only white people

in the midst of one of the most powerful tribes of Xew G-uinea.

In the absence of the author, the following paper was read by

Mr. C. T. Bedford :

—

The Mountains of Queensland.

By y. Baetlet, Esq.

I HAVE been asked to make a few notes on the mountains of

Queensland, and I feel tempted to use metaphor and to say that

there are none (at least none worthy of the name) in the colony.

Comparatively little is kno^\"n of the height of the mountains

in Queensland, and yet the subject is one of some importance in

more than one aspect. It must ever be a source of regret to all

well-wishers of our colony that we are so poorly suppHed with

mountains at all. How different a destiny would be ours, if a

grand river like the Xile flowed through our teiTitory—a river

that, OA\-ing to the rich dower of its teeming sources, sustains a

course of hundreds of miles without a tributary or an assistant

shower of rain, and travels undiminished in volume through a

thousand miles of dry, absorbent country, an ordeal, the frac-

tional part of which, would dry up any river our colony can

boast of. The St. La^NTence, another mighty and richly endowed

river, would suit as well, but even it does not maintain existence
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under such difficulties as the maguiliceut jS^ile faces, in the way

of evaporation' and absorption. Now, had we in Central Aus-

tralia a range the height of Kilimanjaro, 20,000 feet, snow-

cro^\^led, extensive and table-topped, with one river flowing

thence into the Grulf of Carpentaria northwards, and another

eastward, say to Keppel Bay, how the face and history of our

colony would be changed and enhanced ! As it is, we have to

depend for our rivers on the scanty and irregular rainfall that

accompanies mountains of low elevation in warm climates, but

not fairly within the dominion of the true tropics and their

rain-cloud endowment, which is, mth few exceptions, guaranteed

by Dame Nature herself all the world over. In Queensland, we

ought to leai'n something of the elevation of our tablelands, for

the subject is intimately connected with the storage of water at

high levels with a \'iew to irrigation and other purposes on

lower country, a subject that the old Romans v\'ell understood.

They left their mark in Spain and other lands they had con-

quered. Tt is a science which has fallen into abeyance for many

centuries, only to be lately re^"ived in America and elsewhere

at the bidding of stern necessity and competition. There is

another aspect in wliich a knowledge of the heights of our hills

and mountains will prove of use and interest—namely, for resi-

dential and sanitary considerations in this warm latitude. It is

an ascertained fact that a slight elevation above the sea in

southern Queensland reduces the summer and increases the

winter temperatm-e to an extent unparalleled in Europe at similar

heights, proA-ided, of course, that the site be not too far from

the sea. The resulting dryness of the air, at an elevation of

from 400 to 1,000 feet above the sea and within twenty miles

of it, tones down and softens the sting of heat and cold alike,

and no more perfect climate could be found or imagined on

earth than at an elevation of from 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the

sea, and from seven to fifteen miles back from it, and between

the latitudes of 30 degrees and 26 degrees, in eastern Australia.

Lung and liA^er invalids would alike be benefited by the voracious

and healthful appetite which outdoor liviiiii:—and outdoor feed-
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iug, too—would engender in such a climate, and under such

circumstances. Many people will have observed the improved

quality and freshnes.s of atmospheric air after a heavy shower

of rain, and in some quarters it is atti-ibuted to the supply of

purer air which the raindrops bring down with them fi'om a height

of 8.000 to 4,000 feet above the earth. Be this as it may, it is

certain that a moderate elevation in a residence site in this part

of the world brings with it feelings and results in the way of

invigoratiou and health such as are never felt in low levels

;

hence another reason for studying and collecting information

about our hills and mounts. Mr. Thomas Lade, A-igneron, of

Kedron Brook, informed me that he and his sons had frequently

Wsited the level summit of jMount Bartley (Grovernment portion

376. Enoggera parish), 1,000 feet high, and he states that in

summer it is a '' blanket and a suit of clothes " cooler than

Brisbane. This would put it on a par with jNIelbourne almost in

average temperature, and barely seven miles from our post office

either. I quote this, an instance of a moderately high local hill

near the sea and blessed with the dry air that moderates both

heat and cold. Along our southern border is some grand table-

land, 8,000 feet high, well watered, and fit for English fruits and

wheat. It was fully explored Ijy the surveyors who ran the

border line many years ago between this Colony and Xew South

AVales. but it is yet untouched by any railway. Two picturesque

but—save as a rallying point for clouds and thunderstorms

—

useless peaks are Mounts Lindsay and Barney, near the border,

and thev are a little over and a little under 5,000 feet respectively

in height. To come nearer Brisbane, Mount Tambourine, nine

miles west of Southport, is a grand specimen of a useful mountain.

It is triangular, table-topped, and covered with rich deep soil,

and commands a glorious sweep of sea and plain and mountaiu

in A-arious directions. It would have made a grand resenoir or a

giant tank in Julius Caesar's days, had the Eomans been here.

Its three angle buttresses are 1,850, 1,790, and 1,750 feet high,

and the north border of portion 91 there gives, by the aneroid,

1.760 feet elevation above the sea. The temperature (indoors)
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is about 65 de^i'ees in January, aud 50 degrees at the beginning

of May on Tambourine Mountain. The lower hills which head

the Pimparaa Eiver enjoy a grand climate at a height of 1,200

feet. Mounts Mitchell and Cordeaux. which border the famous

pass of Cunningham's G-ap on the Main Range, rise to a height

of 4.460 feet, and between them and Toowoomba a flat-topped

mountain not far from the Pilton Eun, but unnamed (as far as I

know), must be nearly 5,000 feet in height. Proceeding north-

ward, the Bunya Mountains, plainly visible from the Jondaryau

Plains, loom so high above them at 1,600 feet that they miist be

close on 4,000 feet elevation in places. The highest mountains

in any couiitry are generally found where two transverse ranges

cross each other. Mont Blanc, as depicted on the old feature

maps of Savoy, is an example of this, and such a prominent peak

is said to be near Taabinga, in the Burnett district, where two

cross ranges mark four watersheds, and its height is given at

3,600 feet, which would put it above any part of the broken,

difiicult, mountainous country that intervenes between Brisbane

and Maryborough, but which can boast of no giant or prominent

peak, at least I never saw any such in an overland trip from

Ipswich to Grayndah, though I was nearly always amongst the

ranges the while. The Blackall Range and Buderim Mountain

are examples of elevated land aud rich soil near the sea, but I

have no data to enable me to say whether their elevation (about

1,500 feet) gives the same cool, even temperature as Tamboiu'ine

Mountain does, or whether the rich soil there is tableland or

not. Mount Samson, the peak of D'Aguilar's Range, the southern

branch of the Blackall Range, is 2,460 feet high. Mount
Flinders, twelve miles south of Ips^-ich, reaches to nearly 2,000

feet. Grlancing north and north-east from the range summits

near Toowoomba, no peak, no higli range, meets the view. Far

different is the outlook south-east from the summit of the pass,

on the old Ipswich and Warwick road, between Spicer's Peak

and Mount Mitchell. I have traversed some of the best moun-

tain scenery of Tahiti, the Sandwich Islands, New South "Wales,

Tasmania, and Victoria, and in none was there the peculiar beauty
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that shows ill the view from Spicer's Peak looking over towards

the heads of the C'larenee aiid Eichmoiid rivers. The Macpher-

soii liange, dividing our I'olonv from New South Wales, is of

immense height, quite equal in places to the loftiest scarp of the

Main Range, and from it to Killarney extends the fine wheat

country previously referred to. Xorth Queensland is even worse

supplied with mountains than the southern part of the colony.

Indeed, nowhere can we boast of such grand water sources as

the Australian Alps afford. Anyone who has seen the Murrum-

bidgee Eiver in full flood, after the melting of the head snows,

ten miles wide and three feet deep outside its banks, can estimate

the water wealth of its fountain springs ; and the Murray, rising

in another jjart of the same main range, amongst the walls of

dolomite, is a still grander river, though not so subject to over-

flow. The same mountains, however, would need to be about

tw4ce as high to send forth the same volume of water in this

colony, fifteen degrees nearer the equator. To return, Xorth

Queensland has some grand tableland in the Cape York Penin-

sula, fully double the height of any we have down south. But

their rain supply is so regular and plentiful that they have little

need of cloud-catching highlands except for sanitary and resi-

dential uses. In conclusion, we must tap the strata, and embank

the tablelands of Queensland for our water supply, for the skies

cannot be depended on in any part of Australia, and the sooner

the heights of all our hills become known the better able shall we

be to reckon up our wealth in this direction, and I am only soiTy

that I can afford so little information on the subject.

The following report was read by the Hon. Secretary :

—

The Hon. Secretary's Report to the Council uj^on

the preliminary examination of a hill (supposed

to be subsiding) in the E,edbank Plains District.

Grentlemen,

In accordance with your resolution, 1 visited and examined the

locality in the Redbank Plains District, reported to the Society
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by Mr. C. T. Bedford as subsiding. The result of my receut

examination will not, however, furnish you with sufficient proof

as to the actual conditions of subsiding progi'ess—if any—but it

will supply you mth sufficient information concerning the general

features and geological character of the district, from which pre-

mises certain deductions may be assumed as to probable past and

present conditions.

The locality supposed to be affected by subsidence or upward

action is comprised \\dthin a radius of about three-quarters of a

mile, and consists of three low ridges in consecutive order

running in an easterly direction, and so formed that longitudin-

ally they are nearly parallel to one another ; being entirely free

of timber and scrub ; the only vegetation growing on their

surface is grass. On the most northerly ridge there are two or

three wooden houses erected. The intermediate ridge, which is

the one supposed to be subsiding, is slightly depressed in its

central section, and free from buildings of any kind ; while the

third in order is utilised by Mr. Hillier for the site of his house,

from vdieuce the first indication of the supposed subsidence was

observed, during the last five years. Mr. Hillier has resided on

the latter place for about sixteen years, and some five years ago,

when he first became aware of a change in the loctility, he could

only see the house tops on the farther ridge, whereas at present,

not only the tops of the houses themselves but a portion of the

apex of the ridge on which they are built is plainly visible over

the crown of the intermediate ridge, showing plainly that in the

levels an alteration of some fifteen to twenty feet has taken place.

Although previous reports have been based on the supposition

that the intermediate ridge is subsiding, yet there are no avail-

able data sufficient to verify it. Supposing a change in levels

has actually taken place and is at present progi'essing, the in-

fluence of the disturbing agency on any one of the tliree ridges

in question will answer the conditions of former observations

;

that is to say, subsiding agency may be going on in the inter-

mediate ridge, and simultaneously one or both of the terminal

ridges may be rising ; or, on the other hand, the intermediate
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ri(ly;(.' may not be att'ected by cluiut(o, while ojie ul' the other

i'id<>;e.s may be i^radually raised above the usual level.

To determine whether or not disturbing aetioii is really goiiij.,'

on, and, if so, the rate thereof, a system of contour levels, or

angular measurements at iutervals of time, is necessary, and,

with the view of avoiding complication, the latter method is, 1

think, preferable. The modus operuiuli I propose to can-y out

will be angular measurement from one point only, which will

ensure greater accuracy, and be less liable to displacement

through local influences, than a series of observing stations

would be. Diagramatically demonstrated, the method will be as

follows, viz. :

—

C
D A
A^

Let A (the central ridge) be the point of observation, (."D the

terminal ridges, BB^ the plane of the horizon, and BAC, BAD
the angles of elevation or depression observed. The second set

of observations will simply ])e a repetition of the first, and the

action of subsidence or elevation of any of the three points will

be indicated by the value of the former angles, plus or minus the

difference of the angles determined by the first nieasuremeni

from that of the last ; the distance between the points AC and

AD can, of course, be determined by the ordinary method of

steel baud measurement at any time.

Probably seams of coal may be found in the district, which is

closely bordering on the Ips^vach coal measures.

The general formation of the localit}- is basaltic, with indica-

tions of thermal springs ; the surface soil is black, and fairly

deep. Although there are no reasons for doubting the accuracy

of the information already supplied to the Society concerning the

subsidence of the hills referred to, yet the physical features of

the locality do not furnish anv indication of such.
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In eouclusio]), L embrace thi.s occa8ioii to thimk Mr. Daniel

Joiie^i, of Kedbank Plain.s, for his kindness in meeting me at

the Goodna Railway Station and conA-eying- me in his buggy to

the locality described.

J. P. Thomso>', Hon. Secretary.

The Hon. Skcretaky then read a paper which he had

prepared, entitled " Comets, their Orbits, and the Method of

Computing their Elements," with special reference to the recent

comet.

In a few preliminary remarks Mr. Thomson stated that he had

been induced to prepare the paper at the special request of a

few friends, and he took the oj^portunity of reading it before the

meeting of the Society, specially witli a view of supplying tlie

members with information which might otherwise be unavailable.

The paper was illustrated with diagrams demonstrating the

method of computing the orbit of comets, and showing the

projected orbit of the comet visible in the southern heavens for

a short time during the month of January last.
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OF THE

QUEENSLAND BRANCH
OF THE

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA.

16th March, 1887.

A paper by Captain W. Thomson, entitled " History of

North-east Coast of Australia," was read.

29th July, 1887.

The Annual Address was delivered by the Hon. A. C. G-regory,

C.M.G., M.L.C., F.E.G.S., &c.





EIGHTH ORDINARY MEETING.

The eighth ordinary luoiitlily meeting of the Queensland Branch

of the Royal Geogi'aphical Society of Australasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of ^larch 16, 1887.

Mr. W. H. Miskin occupied the chair.

After reading and confirming the minutes of the previous

meeting, the following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society, by ballot :—Honorary corresponding members, John

Tebbutt, Esq., F.K.A.S., &c.. AVindsor, N.S.AV. ; and Charles

riauthiot. EsOj., Paris ; members, R. H. Lawson and Douglas

Rannie.

A letter was read from Sir AA"m. McGregor, K.C.M.G., Fiji,

Avho was recently elected an hon. corresponding member of the

Society, expressing thanks to the members, and promising to do

all in his power to further their interests.

The Hox. Secretary also announced the receipt of 39 dona-

tions to the Society, including a mounted map of the Colony

of Queensland from Air. R. H. Lawson.

The Hex. Secretary then read a paper, entitled

History of North-east Coast of Australia. •

By Captatx AV. Thomson.

The uiiwritten history of the east coast of Australia, as

evidenced by the many stories heard from the old navigators,

is of so much interest that I have endeavoured to collect some

of them, and by reference to the works of Captain Cook and

the valuable digest of Australian history, also the personal

experience of Captain Flinders, together with others who sailed

along the coast, hope to be able to lay the foundation of a most

interesting volume in the hands of a more competent compiler.

Of the pre-historic appearance of the east coast, from Cape

Moreton round through Torres Straits, leading proofs assist

the imagination to see an unbroken line, and what is now
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the Barrier Eeef was the coast line, and that New G-uinea was

joined together with the adjacent island, forming one mass; that

the subsidence may have taken place when the vast continent,

now only known as the Polynesian Islands, disappeared, lea^'ing

but the mountain peaks as monuments of countries and nations

passed away ; that the track now used by the shipping, known

as the Inner Eoute, was the valley behind the coast range, and

the several islands on the Barrier Eeef are all that remain to

mark the then coast line. The general character of the sound-

ings alone point to tliis conclusion ; added to this, the researches

of Wallace, in his " Malay Archipelago," show that the flora

and fauna are similar tlu'oughout.

The history proper goes back to the time when the Dutch

were in power in the East ; when their enterprising spirit was so

stimulated by reports of the Malays and Chinese of a great

south land, said to have been visited by them in the early part

of the fifteenth century, that they despatched the " Duyfhen."

She sailed fi-om Bantam on XoA'ember 18th, 1605, and sighted

the north-west coast of ISTew Gruinea, passed southward across

the west entrance of Torres Straits, but evidently seeing the

tops of the islands lying between New Gruinea and Australia,

believed them to be but a continuation of the land just seen, and

finding a sti'ong current setting to the westward, concluded that

they were passing the mouth of a gi*eat river, they continued

a southerly course and landed at a point in latitude 12° 35'

south, where they had a boat's crew murdered while trying to

procure wood and water. They proceeded as far south as

latitude 14°, when from the unfavourable appearance of the

land they decided to return, calling the land then abreast Cape

Keer Weer (Turn again). They speak of the country in

anything but flattering terms—" This extensive country was

found for the most part desert ; but in some places inhabited by

wild, cruel, black savages." The "Duyfhen" returned to Bantam

on or before June. IGOG. so that it would have been about the

mouth of March. 1600, that they landed first in Australia.

The nest navigator we hear of who visited Australia was
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Torres, tlie second in command under Queros, who sailed

from Callao with three vessels, in 1605 ; the Spaniards no

doubt getting the idea from the Papal seat of this great

south land, who w'ould have received it from the Portuguese,

then settled in the East. They sailed to the westward,

taking possession of several of the islands, principally the

Caroline Islands. This act was confirmed by the Pope

;

and the other day, in the dispute, when the Grermans

hoisted their flag there, they had to pull it down again in

deference to this confirmation. After this they came to a laud

which Queros called " Australia Del Espirito Santo," believing

it to be the great south laud, which was afterwards proved to be

the New Hebrides ; Spirito Santo being the island mentioned.

About this time a gale of wind separated the vessels, and it is

presumed that Qtieros returned to the eastward, as there are

many islands in the Pacific on which forts or other relics of

early navigators can be ti'aced. Torres sighted the Louisiade

G-roup, passing to the southward, and entered the Straits, keep-

ing on the north side. It may be reasonably supposed that one

of the two vessels now left was wrecked on .Tarvis Island, as

a gun, supposed to be of Spanish origin, was found near the

remains of a wreck on this island a few years ago, and is now

used as a time-gun in Maryborough. Torres mentioned the

many islands in his passage, probably alluding to the Prince of

Wales Grroup. He deposited a copy of his letters, dated July

12th, 1607, in the archives of Manilla, and these were fouud

when the city was taken by the British forces in 1762. It

would appear that Cook acted upon this information, for on

his first voyage, after leaving the south part of the cast coast,

he coasted along, naming the many headlands ; keeping close

inside the Barrier Eeef until he passed out, after leading the

Endeavour Eiver, at the Lizard Islands, August 12th, 1770.

He again entered in, calling the pass Providential Channel,

naming many of the capes and islands on his way
;

passing

round he named Cape York, and following the land to the

south-westward landed on an island, and hoisted the flag in the
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name of King Greorge III, taking possession of all the east

coast round to that point, calling the island Possession Island.

Continuing a westerly course, he passed into the open sea, and

called the passage the Endeavour Straits ; confirming the report

of Torres, and exploding the idea of the great river believed in

by the Dutch, which they called the Spuilts Eiver.

Captain "William Bligh is the next who visited the east coast

after the mutiny of the " Bounty." He entered the Barrier

Eeef abreast of Cape Direction, Miw 29th, 1789, about ten miles

south of the pass taken by Cook : he passed through Torres

Straits, to the north of Prince of "Wales Island, and out

towards Timor.

Captain Edwards follows next, his vessel, the '' Pandora,"

having been lost on the Barrier, •«'ith the mutineers of the

"Bounty" on board, August 26th, 1791.

In September, 1792, Captain BKgh, H.M.S. " Providence,"

and the brig " Assistant," commanded by Captain Portlock,

passed through the Straits, from the South Sea Islands, with

bread-fruit trees; and at the time did not know of the loss

of the '• Pandora."

In 1793 the ships " Hormuzer " and " Chesterfield " took their

departure from Xorfolk Island after landing convicts there,

and after beating about in the Straits for seventy-two days,

succeeded in getting to the open sea to the westward.

The next in order was Captain Elinders, who sailed iu the

" Investigator," from Sydney, July 22nd, 1802 ; he sailed ta the

track of Captain Cook up to near the Cumberland Islands, when

he passed outside the Barrier Eeef, and did not enter again

until he was near the latitude mentioned by Captain Bhgh

;

he passed through the Prince of Wales Grroup, and sailed down

the GuH of Carpentaria, November, 1802. On July 10th, 1803,

Captain Flinders again left Sydney in the " Porpoise," to survey

Torres Straits and the Grnlf of Carpentaria. He was accom-

panied by the East India Company's ship " Bridgewater," and

the ship '• Cato," Captain J. Park, but unhappily met with

disaster; the "Porpoise" and "Cato" were lost on Wreck Eeef,
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and were abumloued bv the " Bridgewater." On August 17th,

Flinders again started from vSydney in the colonial schooner

" Cumberland," of twenty-nine tons, returned to Wreck Keef,

and after taking the people off, and sending some back to Sydney,

proceeded on his voyage, and passed through the Straits.

Since that time the Straits have been used as the highway to

India and China, and surveys have been made from time to

time. Many vessels pass through to and fro, availing themselves

of the favourable monsoons. The vessels bound through to the

westward often sailed in company, and invariably brought up at

Booby Island ; a box was left on this island with a book, and

any fresh information gleaned on the voyage was entered in

this book, for the benefit of ships entering in. Vessels would

meet there, and captains, like old soldiers, would fight their

battles over again, and tell each other of the anxious times they

had coming through. Other A-isitors, less happily situated, would

make for Booby Island, having lost their vessels on the reefs

to the eastward, to find provisions stored in the cave on the

west side ; and then either make for Timor, or return to the

southward, according to the time of the year.

Scarcely an island or reef between Cape Moreton and Booby

Island but has its story of ship^NTeck and adventure with the

natives. Here you see the fi-ames of a vessel, with aU traces of

who and what she was gone, and the page of her history turned

down for ever. Anchors and cables are strewn about the reefs,

the last evidence of perhaps a terrible shock, as the vessel some

dark night struck on the Barrier, and none left to tell the tale.

"What sad stories are ^Tapped up in some of those pretty isles,

that look so lovely with the beautiful shades of coloiu-, from the

coral below up to the light sandy beach ; behind which the dark

green foliage tempts the visitor to penetrate, there to find,

perhaps, the remains of some shipwTecked crew, and perhaps on

the beach a broken spar, other debris or -oTeckage—" Shreads of

that mysterious scroll on which the secrets of the deep are

\\Tit," are all that is left to bear record of shipwreck and

suffering! "We purpose to begin at the southern part of the
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Colouy of Queensland, aud glance at the different points of

interest along the coast, out to the west side of the Torres

Straits.

Beginning at Point Lookout, the north end of Stradbroke

Island, the first account we have is from Captaiu Cook's

voyages, that on May 13th, 1770, at sunset, they were off this

point. He anchored that night in fifty-two fathoms, proceeded

next morning, and passed the point he named Cape Moreton.

Prom a slight mistake of Cook's biographer, we are left in doubt

whether the indent of the coast line between Point Lookout

and Cape Moreton forms what he called Moreton Bay, or

whether the bay seen to the westward of the Cape next morning

is intended for that name ; mention is made of a probable river,

from the discolouration of the water. The passage between

Stradbroke Island and Moreton Island, now known as the South

Passage, was the scene of the wreck of the s.s. " Sovereign,"

when forty-four lives were lost, March 11th, 1847. A few

years ago the s.s.
*' Keilawarra " struck on this bar, and was

nearly lost. Moreton Bay was visited by Captaiu Flinders in

1799, when he landed on Skirmish Point, and was attacked by

the natives August 16th ; he also mentions the rocks to the

north of the Cape, which he called Flinders Eeef . The first

occupation of Moreton Bay was on September 1st, 1824, when

a convict settlement was formed, and was afterwards abandoned

;

the natives finding the houses falling into decay, called the place

" Humpy Bong" (house dead).

The next point of interest is Double Island Point, named by

Cook ; here the land trends to the westward forming Wide Bay,

and here the wTeck of the " St. Magnus " was washed ashore,

supposed to have been dismasted off Cape Moreton. The

passage into Maryborough is at the bottom of Wide Bay, and

divides Fraser Island from the mainland ; this name was given

to the island through the loss of a vessel called " Stirling Castle,"

on a reef to the eastward. Captain Fraser ^dth his wife and

crew lauded on the island in 1836—they were all murdered with

the exception of Mrs. Fi'aser and two Malay boys ; the latter
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i^iK'ceeded in reacliiiig the settlement formed in Moreton Bay by

swimming across the NarroAvs. The schooner " Cumberland

"

was sent with the man Mr. Petrie found when he discovered the

Mary River ; this man had been many years with the natives,

and was able to act as interpreter ; they succeeded in getting

Mrs. Fraser away from the natives, after having passed years

of terrible suffering.

The next point of interest was named by Cook, May 19th,

1770 ; on this point he saw a large number of natives assembled,

from this he called it Indian Head. The north end of this

island he most appropriately named Sandy Cape, from the large

sand patches on the hills. By his attention to the soundings,

he hauled off in time to clear the reef, which he called Break-sea

Spit ; passing to the westward, he named Hervey Bay, after

Captain Hervey, E.X.

Lady Elliot Island, the southernmost limit of the Barrier Eeef

,

was named by a ship of that name in 1815. The Bunker and

Capricorn Groups follow next, in order. The former was

reported by Mr. Bunker of the whaler " Albion," sometime in

1772. They form quite a network of islands, and have been

surveyed from time to time by Her Majesty's ships : one of

which, the " Bramble," that afterwards for many years did

serA-ice as a light-ship in Sydney Harbour, is now an old hulk

rotting in Johnson Bay. How many old stories are connected

with these islands, and the last chapter in the history of many
vessels, is summed up into the few words, " Here a wreck was

found."

Mast Head Island, the north-west island of the Capricorn

Group, has -ndtnessed the wi-eck of a large number of vessels,

from it having been placed wrong on the chart ; the " Pokiianz,"

'"James Patterson," " Tambaroora," '"Dutchland," and "Jane

Lockhart," were ^Tecked here. Captain Cook, after rounding

Break-sea Sjiit, stood to the south-west until six miles off the land

abreast of what is known as Burnett Heads, then stood to the

northward, and anchored at the back of Round Hill Head, where

he landed. He distinctly mentions the creek where thev shot
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a bird weighing seventeen pounds, and as it was the first thej

had since leaving England, they called the bay Bustard Bay in

honour of the seventeen-pounder, which, no doubt, Avas a most

acceptable meal.

From Bustard Head the laud falls in to the westward, to the

entrance of Port Curtis. The island was named by Captain

Flinders, in honour of Sir E. Curtis. Grovernor of Cape of G-ood

Hope, August 8th, 1802. Grladstoue was one of the early

settlements after Moreton Bay. and was of some importance

in 1855, a steamer running between there and Brisbane. In the

harbour, on the south side, the remains of the yacht belonging

to Greorge TV (Prince Eegent) is lyiug ; she had been in the

cattle trade, and was in need of repairs, but ultimately

abandoned. The place was brought before the public by the

gold rush known as the Port Curtis rush, in 1858.

Cape Capricorn, named by Cook, from its being directly under

the tropic. In passing inside some of the islands he called

them after Admiral Keppel. On a sandbank here the ship

" Timandra " was lost in 1858, and the "Florence IrWng"

struck in 1877, on 8hip Eock. Some years ago, a tribe of

natives of a very low type lived on Keppel Islands, subsisting

wholly on roots and fish ; they were adepts at stone throwing,

but were very shy, and have since all died off. Flinders went

to South Hill August 14th. 1802. The entrance to the Fitzroy

Eiver is to strangers somewhat difficult to find, and a good story

goes, that one of our old sea captains, on a voyage to Eock-

hampton, got up the wrong passage, and after steaming for a

whole tide and finding no familiar landmarks, had to return to

his first starting point. The next land of note is Cape Manifold,

also named by Cook ; Cape Clinton, after Colonel Clinton, 85th

regiment ; Madeira, discovered by Flinders. August 21st, 1802
;

also Port Bowen on the same date, and named after Captain

Bowen, E.X.

East from here, about 250 miles, is the scene of the wreck

of the " Porpoise " and " Cato," the vessels under the command

of Flinders, on a reef that he named AYreck Eeef. Thev were
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abandoned to tlieir fate by Captain Palmer who sailed in their

compauv, and afterwards reported in Bombay the loss ; but in a

dispute between him and his chief officer, the latter exposed the

cowardly desertion. In the meantime, the ship-RTecked party,

under good discipline, fitted up the pinnace, and christened

her the " Hope ;
" Captains Flinders and Parkes left on August

26th, and arrived in Sydney, September 8th. Flinders returned

in the ''Cumberland," accompanied by the "Eolla" and "Francis,"

and arrived Ortober 7th. just six weeks from the time he left

the reef. Great was the joy at this reunion, many of the men

returning to Sydney in the '" Francis." Flinders planted oats,

maize, and pumpkins, and he comments strongly on the necessity

of having cocoanut palms planted on these islets to act as a

be aeon, and afford succour to the hungn'y. Flinders left this on

October 11th, and parting from the " Eolla," stood N.N.W. for

Torres Straits.

The Swain and Saumarez Eeefs lie about north-east 150 miles

off Cape Manifold ; the latter was the scene of the wi-eck of the

Xoumea " schooner, 107 men all told, of whom 101 were saved

by the s.s. "Leichhardt." The captain made for Keppel Bay,

and piloted the steamer out to the wreck. Cape Townseud is

the next cape named by Cook ; from here he was drifted by the

tide, and barely missed grounding on what is known noAv as

Donovan's Shoal. He came to an anchor in the passage known

as Thirsty Sound, giving it that name from the scanty supply

of water. It was here Cook first saw those peculiar little fish

so much resembling seal, about the size of a minnow, that are

found aU along the coast. May 30th, 1770, he anchored again

off Broad Sound, giving it that name. June 1st, passed nine

miles off the land, calling the point Cape Palmerston. To the

eastward of this, and in the present track of shipping are Percy

Islands, named by Flinders ; the group he called Northumberland,

after the Duke, Tuesday, September 28th, 1802. This group com-

prises Percy Islands, Beverley G-roup, and Prudhoe. On these

islands are found those beautiful pines peculiar to the east coast of

Australia, called Arancaria ; and strange to say these are found
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in the fossil state in tlie London clay of the Oolitic Period.

This geological peculiarity is common to Australia ; for the

Eucalyptus and the remains of marsupials are found in the

London clay ; and to the north the Ventriculilis is growing

abundantly, and is found in the chalk formation in England.

The Micronicus is washed up on the beach after a strong breeze,

and these are found in a fossil state in the Chalk Period of

England.

On the north island, called Middle Island, Mr. Strange, the

Grovernment Greologist was murdered by the natives, February,

1855. These islands were A'isited by Captain King in January,

1818, and Captain Denham, July, 1859. Off this island the

mail steamer " Normanby " struck on a sunken rock, and was

afterwards beached and repaired on this islet.

Twenty-six miles from Prudhoe Island is Port Mackay, also

known as Flat-top Island ; this used to be called Champion's

Island, and was the landing place for the port. The Pioneer

River, with its sugar-growing advantages, were first made known

by Captain Mackay of Cookto^ii.

The Cumberland Islands, named by Cook in honour of the

Duke of Cumberland. He passed through here, naming Whit-

sunday Island from the day of his passing. There is a wreck at

the north end of Long Island that points to some very early navi-

gator who evidently went there with the intention of heaving

down to rejDair his ship, when he must have been overpowered by

the natives. The vessel, in 1843, had the appearance of a man-

of-war, or at least had gun-ports. All that remains now is the

keel and part of frame, the latter charred, so, evidently, she must

have been fired. A quantity of coal was found on the beach

near her. She was built of oak, with iron fastenings. Might

not this have been one of La Perouse's vessels that had been

blown on to the Barrier and had come here for repairs ?

On one of the adjacent islands, Cid Island, the natives took

and burnt a schooner called " Louisa " and murdered one of the

crew, 13th August, 1878 ; the others escaped to Port Denisou.

The Portuguese barque " Vallora " was lost on Pioneer Rock,
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February, 1881. About hei'e tlie tracks of Captain Cook in

1770 and Captain Flinders in 1802 diverge, the former keeping

along the coast while the latter stood out to the N.E. Captain

Cook named Cape Grloucester and Edgecumbe Bay, at the bottom

of which is Port Denison. The first settlers came here in the

"Jenny Dove" schooner, April, 1861. They had to live on

Stone Island, as the natives on the mainland were so hostile,

until the arrival of Mr. Dalrymple with the native troops.

Wliile camped here one of the men shot himself by accident, and

was buried on the island.

In 186-1, the ship •' Wandsfell " ran the gauntlet through the

Barrier Eeef abreast of here, ^vith a large number of emigrants,

and arrived safely at Bowen. Truly " fools rush in where

angels fear to tread."

Holborn Island, named by Cook, June, 1770. On the reefs to the

north-east of this the " Grottenberg " steamer was lost, February

23rd, 1875, on a passage from Port Darwin to Adelaide. One hun-

dred lives wei-e lost ; the survivors were picked up in the boats,

and two were found on Holborn Island. Cape Upstart was named

bv Cook in passing along ; its appearance suggested the name.

He mentions passing the low land of Cape Bowling Grreeu. In

1843, the boats of H.M. ship " Fly " ascended the Wickham

Eiver, and for a time were in a maze, owing to the number of

mouths in the delta. James Munell, the only survivor of the

" Peruvian " barque, from Sydney to China, wrecked on March

8th, 18I;6, on the Barrier, lived with the natives about here

until rescued in 1863.

The next point of interest. Cape Cleveland, was also named by

Cook, June, 1770. Here he observed a change in the compasses

which he attributed to the magnetic influence of the land, and

he called the island forming the north side of the bay Magnetic

Isle. This was also observed by Captain King. Townsville was

formed in 1859 at the bottom of the bay, and called after Captain

Towns, of Sydney, who formed a cotton plantation on Boss

Island. The bay to the northward of this Cook called Halifax

Bav. The mainland near the coast is low, and offers a fine field
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for the geologist, and fossils of the Miocene Period are likely to

be found. Ill 1815, the ship " Lady Elliot " struck on a reef in

this bay. The islands in this vicinity all bear record of the

visits of the men-of-war in the early days, aHz., " Rattlesnake,"

"Coreiilia," "Brisk," "Eclipse," "Havana," "Dido," "Curacao,"

" Bramble," and " Ely," and several others.

In 1848, a small cutter, called " Will-'o-the-AVisp," was

attacked by natives while anchored under Eattlesnake Island.

Several of the crew were severely wounded, and the vessel

nearly burnt by the natives throwing wads of burning bark into

the hold. In 1834, H.M. ship "Zebra" passed outside the Palm

Islands, and named Zebra Shoal. At the time she was looking

for a shoal on which the " San Antonio " struck in 1821. Cook

passed up inside Palm Islands, but makes no mention of the pas-

sage inside Hinchinbrook Island, leading up to the Herbert River

and Cardw^ell. Cardwell was founded in 1863. He mentions

Hillock Point, Cape Sandwich, and RockiDghaui Bay. East

from Hillock Point the " Banshee," a small steamer from Towns-

ville to Cooktown, was lost in [?] . Between Hillock Point and

Cape Sandwich the barque " Harriet Armitage " was lost in

1878. East from here is the scene of the wi-eck of the "Maria"

brig on Bramble Reef . The " Maria " left Sydney, [?]

with an expedition to New Guinea. She was badly found in

everything, and not at aU suitable for such an undertaking.

Wlien she struck she soon went to pieces, and the party had to

take to boats and rafts without sa\dng anything. One boat

landed at the back of Dunk Island, and the crew were murdered

and eaten bv the natives ; one raft was picked up north of the

Johnstone River, near the mountain called Mount Maria ; two

boats made for Eva Islet, where they spent a night, then went

south, passed up Hinchinbrook Channel, and reported the matter

at CardweD, where the " Tinonee " steamer was sent out to the

rescue. The " Grovernor Blackall " steamer afterwards went out

and visited the coast, and punished the natives for their beha^'iour

to the shipwrecked party, many of whom escaped drowning and

were murdered or died from exhaustion. A little to tlie north
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ward is the Britomart Eeef. The next reef io the iiortlnvard

was called after Mr. Kennedy, who passed along here. He
landed at the back of Dunk Island, with his exploring party on

his way to Cape York, from the schooner " Tarn o' IShanter,"

calling the place after the name of the vessel, May 31st, 1848.

Cook named Duuk Island in June, 1770. To the northward of

this, and on the shore side, is King's Eeef, the scene of the

stranding of several of the coasting steamers, A'iz., "Boomerang,"

in June, 1874; and the " Kanelagh " and " Grlaucus " a short

time ago. Passing the Barnard Islands, and due east from there,

some beche-de-mer fishers found, in 1884, the remains of a

wreck—on one of the detached coral patches forming the inner

edge of the Barrier—together Avith a quantity of pig lead marked

with the broad arrow, and four guns, about 12-pounders. This,

no doubt, is the ' Mermaid " man-of-war, which was supposed to

have been lost hereabout. The mainland here is high, and the

valleys are fertile ; and small townships have sprung up AA-ithin

the last few years.

Frankland Islands, mimed by Cook, is where the " Naval

Brigade," one of the Black Ball line of ships Avas lost in 1864.

In 1848 cocoanuts Avere groAAing on the >South Fraukland.

Captain Cook named Fitzroy Island, and Cape Grafton ; he

came to an anchor under this cape, where he landed in search

of water. Grreen Island was called after Mr. Grreen, the

astronomer on board the " Endeavour." The reefs in the

vicinity of Grreen Island are studded AAdth A\Tecks ; on the charts

the common epitaph " Here a A\Teck was found," is the only

account Ave haA'e. Due east from Fitzroy Island the remains

of the ship '" Merchant " is lying, she was caught in a hurricane

Avhen making for Trinity Ojiening, bound to Melbourne from the

Daintree Eiver. In the south-west corner of Trinity Bay is the

port of Cairns, one of the finest harbours in Queensland.

About here great geological changes have taken place, and there

is evei-y appearance of the Mulgrave Eiver, which empties in the

sea on the south side of Cape Grrafton, haAdng once had its mouth

where Cairns noAv stands. Port Douglas, about thirty miles north
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along the coast, was at one time much better known than at

present, as the cedar-getters between the Daintree River and

Liverpool Creek, near Tam O'Shanter Point, made this their

headquarters. Nine miles to the north-east is Low Island, men-

tioned by Cook, also Schnapper Island. Twelve miles from

here is Cape Tribulation, so named by Cook, as hitherto he had

met with no disaster ; but in standing off from here during the

night of 11th June, he struck on a reef and sustained consider-

able damage. The ship was lightened, and several guns thrown

overboard ; he mentions sandstone boulders where the vessel

was laying, this formation is somewhat strange, and may assist

in finding the exact spot to look for the guns. After he floated

off the vessel was found to be leaking badly, keeping all hands

at the pumps ; as he was making in for the land he called the

indent Weary Bay. Mr. Monkhause suggested what is known

as the thrummed sail, which was passed under the bottom of the

vessel and thus reduced the leak within the control of one

pump, whereas before the water was gaining on three. He
then steered up outside of the islands, he named Hope Islands.

Near here is a reef on which lay the remains of the schooner

" Black Dog " and cutter " Ella," the latter had a load of pigs,

and many got ashore, and now there are hundreds to be found

all along the beach and in the swamps, especially north of the

Annan River.

Monkhouse Point was named after Mr. Monkhouse ; Cook

sent boats ahead, and ultimately got into the mouth of the river,

where he put the vessel on the ground and repaired her. It was

here that the first kangaroo was seen. In tlie meantime,

Captain Cook made several excursions to the top of the hills

;

he went on one of the high hills on the north side—which he

particularly mentions—^where he had a look at the reefs, but

could see no passage clear out to sea. Captain Cook left here on

August 4, 1770, and called tlie river Endeavour Piver ; he stood to

the north-east, naming Turtle Peef and Cape Bedford. The

appearance of the next land being like an island, he thought he

was clear, but finding it a continuation of the mainland he called
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it Cape Flattery; he also named Foijit Lookout. He then .stood

out and anchored under the liie;li i.shmds, and ascending the

highest called it Lizard Island ; from this he saw a passage out

between the reefs, and getting under weigh from an island he

called Eagle Island—having found a large eagle's nest there

—

he cleared the reef August 12th. The Lizard Island tragedy

will still be fresh in the minds of many. Mr. Watson with his

wife and child lived on the island, which he left to look for a

fresh fishing ground, leaving Mrs. AVatson and child witli two

Chinamen on the island
; in the meantime the natives made an

attack, but were driven off, after killing one Chinaman and

severely wounding the other. Mrs. Watson knew but too well

that the natives had discovered their defenceless position, and

would return again ; so she prepared to leave mth her child and

the Chinaman in the half of a four-hundred-gallon tank, and

make for a place of safety. The diary she kept will give an

idea of the terrible time she had before death put an end to her

suffei'ings ; her conduct is one of the highest records of heroism

and maternal affection that in time of danger is shown by the

softer sex. Mr. Watson returned to find his home desolate,

and a search party ultimately found the remains of the sufferers

on IS'o. 5 Howick, an island about thirty miles to the westward.

First Pakt of Diary, found on Lizard Island.

September 27th.—Blowing gale of wind S.E. Ah Sam saw smoke ou
S. Birectiou Island, supposed to be from native's camp ; steamer bound
N. very close about 6 a.m. ; " Corea," I think.'

September '2Sth.—Blowing strong S.E. breeze.

September 29th.—Blowing strong S.E. breeze, although not so strong as

yesterday. No eggs. Ah Leong kiUed by the blacks out at the farm (a

quarter of a mile from the cottage). Ah Sam found his hat, which is the

only proof.

September 80th.—Natives down on beach at 7 p.m. Fired ofl' rifle and
revolver, and thej' went away.

October 1st.—Natives (4) speared Ah Sam four places on right side, aud
three on shoulder ; got three spears from natives ; saw ten altogether.

Diary No. 2, found on No. o Howick Island.

Left Lizai-d Island, October 2nd, Sunday afternoon. Got three miles or
four fi-om Lizards.
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October 4th.—Made for sandbank off Lizards, but could uot reach it ;

got on reef.

October oth. ^Remained on reef all day on look-out for a boat, but

could see none.

October 6th.—Very calm morning ; able to pull tank up to an island

with three small mountains on it (No. 1 Howick). Ah Sam went ashore

to try and get water, as ours was done. There were nati\-es campeil there,

so we were afraid to go far away. We had to wait return of tide.

Anchored under mangroves ; got on reef ; very calm.

October 7th.—Made for another island four or five miles from the one

spoken of yesterday. Ashore, but could not find water. Cooked some

rice and clam fish. Moderate S.E. breeze. Stayed here all night. Saw
steamer bound N. ; hoisted Ferrier's (her baby boy) white and pink wrap,

but did not answer us.

October 8th.—Changed anchorage of boat, as the wind was freshening;

went do^vn to a kind of lake on same island ; this done last night. Re-

mained here all day looking out for boat, but did not see any. Veiy cold

night ; blowing very hard. No water.

October 9th.—Brought tank ashore as far as possible with this morning's

tide ; made camp all day under trees. Blowing verj' hard. No water.

Oave Ferrier a dip in sea, lie is showing symptoms of thirst ; and I took a

dip myself. Ah Sam and self very parched with thirst ; Ferrier is showing

symptoms

.

October 10th.—Ferrier very bad with inflammation. Very much alarmed.

No fresh water, and no milk but condensed. Self ver}* weak ; really I

thought I should die last night, Sundaj-.

October 11.— Still all alive. Ferrier very much better this morning
;

self very weak. I think it will rain to-day ; clouds very heavy ; wind not

quite so high.

No rain ; morning ; fine weather. Ah Sam prepared to die ; have not

seen him since 9. Ferrier more cheerful. Self not feeling well at all.

Have uot seen any boat of any description. No water ; nearly dead with

thirst.

The search party found the tank nearly full of water, ^ith

Mrs. Watson and her baby lying in it. Evidently it had rained

the day after she had died.

Numerous islands and reefs are about here that all have their

tale.

Cape Melville seems to be one mass of boulders thrown dow7i

in a heap, or is it that the plumpness of youth has passed arid

the sharp points of the bones of old age are showing as the soil

has been washed down by the rains of many years ? Are moun-

tains, then, the fertilizing stores for the valleys ? Xatiu'e seems

to have ordered it thus.
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At the back of the cape a wateriiij>: party from the " Bramble"

were attacked in August, 1848.

Passing on we come to the Flinders Grroup. which rises to a

considerable height; the peak being called t'astle Hill. The
formation is peculiar all up the face of the cliffs, and where it

has broken away it is sedimentary deposit, wirh pudding stone

on the beach. The general appearance reminds you of the coal-

bearing disti'icts of the south. Abreast of here is a shoal on

which H.M.S. " Satellite "' grounded, June, 1822. On the right

Clack Island is seen rising abruptly to an altitude of sixty feet

from the reef. On the cliffs rude drawings, coloured in red and

white, of turtle, fish, crabs, spears, mushroom coral, and several

other things were seen by Mr. G. H. luskip, H.M.S. ''Bramble,"

in 1848. After rounding Cape Flinders the land falls back,

forming Princess Charlotte Bay, into which several rivers fall.

A story is told of several Frenchmen appearing one morning at

the Palmer diggings, dressed like sailors with sea boots. They

said they had pulled up a river, then left the boat, and began to

travel in quest of food. There is no doubt they came from New
Caledonia. Continuiug a northerly course, the Claremoiit

Islands are passed. Several show a recent upheaval, as the con-

crete formed from coral is several feet above the tide mark.

Abreast of here is a great gap in the hills. This, apparently,

was the natural outlet for the York Peninsula ; the distance

through from here to the water on the other side not being more

than 105 miles. The next island of interest is a few miles to the

northward, and is called Night Island. It ^\ as here that the

" John Bell," pearl fishing vessel, found the youug Frenchman,

April 11th. 1875. He belonged to the French barque " St.

Paul." from China to Sydney, with 350 Chinamen. She was

wrecked on the Louisaide Islands. The ship's company took to

the boats, leaving the Chinamen to their fate. A few years

afterwards a passing A'essel took oif seventeen, all that remained

;

the others were eaten by the natives. The cannibals would come

and pick out the fattest, and give him the preference—a compli-

ment not appreciated by John—and leave the otliers to get into
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good (.-onditioii, ready for the next family gathering of the native

clans. In the meantime, the boats reached the mainland near

Cape Direction, but, meeting with a number of natives, they

returned to the boats again, leaving a little boy behind ; he be-

came a gTeat favourite vnt\\ the blacks, and was reluctant to

leave them after his seventeen years' sojourn amongst them.

Cape Direction was named by Captain Bligh, who entered

through the Barrier, abreast of here, after the mutiny of the

"Bount}-," 17S9. He landed on Eestoration Island, May 29th,

1789, on the anniversary of the restoration of Charles II. North

of the passage taken by Captain Bligh in his boat is a passage

taken by the ship " Hibemia," Captain Ashmore, on her way

to India from Fiji, T\-ith oil and sandal-wood, in 1810. A son of

Captain Ashmore was many years master of a vessel in the Fiji

trade.

The passage through which Captain Cook entered he called

Providential Channel, on August 14th, 1770. He was becalmed,

and the tide setting him near to the reef—several times the

"Endeavour" was not more than 200 yards off—and all the

boats were out tomng, when this channel was discovered ; he

passed in, * and anchored about Piper Island. Gretting under

weigh next morning, he passed between the N and M Eeefs and

outside Haggerstone Island.

The bay to the northward of Cape Weymouth he called

"Wevmouth Bay. It was in this bay, at the mouth of the Pascoe

Eiver, that Kennedy, the explorer, formed his last camp;

leaving his sick men, he pushed on with only one blackfellow

to get assistance at the place of rendezvous at Cape York.

Mr. Kennedy was murdered, but Jackey succeeded in reaching

the schooner in the Albany Pass. They returned and j)icked

up the survivors, many of the party having died fi*om starvation

and fever. The natives found amusement in harassing them

at first, but afterwards took pity on them in their miserable

position. The next point is Fair Cape, also named by Cook, on

August loth, 1770. Abreast of Bolt Head, which is a Kttle to

the northward, and named b\ Cook, the remains of the schooner
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" Kate Konnlcy " is lying. .She left Port Douglas with the

" Merchant," laden with cedar, and was next seen drifting

bottom up in Temple Bay, where she grounded ; the natives

burned a hole in her bottom to see what was inside.

Abreast of here, and on the outer edge of the Barrier Reef,

are several wrecks ; the '" Ferguson " wrecked in 1841, and

" Martha Eidgeway " of Liverpool, in 1842, by drifting on the

reef at night. To the northward of this is the G-reat Detached

Reef, where the '" Chesterholni " was ^vTecked in 1858. Near

here is Raine Island from which the passage takes the name
;

this used to be the route generally taken, and many are the

yessels that missed the entrance, and were carried on to the reefs.

In 1844 a tower was built on the island, under the directions of

Captain Blackwood, by the crews of the " Bramble " and " FIy,"

to act as a guide, and provisions were stored there ; also a large

tank for rain water. The " Sapphire " was -sATecked near here,

[?] and her two boats, after working down as far as

Pair Cape, went back and made for Booby Island, where they

remained until the end of the south-east season, when they again

made for the south. The captain and several of the crew were

murdered at Hammond Island ; the others, after passing through

the Albany Pass, found the " Mariner," timber laden, from New
Zealand, bound for India. She was abandoned. They went on

board, and anchored her to keep her off the reefs. This was in

latitude [?] longitude [?] . They returned to the wreck

of their own vessel for provisions, then worked to the south-

ward with this water-logged vessel, and arrived in Port Curtis

[?] where her former crew arrived but a short time

before. The " Mariner " fell into the hands of Captain Towns,

and when Captain Curjjhy was taking her to Sydney, accompanied

by the schooner " Don Juan," she foundered off Cape Moreton.

Raine Island was occupied by a party of beche-de-mer fisher-

men, who were murdered one night by the natives from the main-

land. The channel trends to the south-west and round the Sir

Charles Hardy Grroup, named by Cook, August 16th, 1770.

It was here that the relief party, sent out under Landsborough
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to proceed to the (Tiilf to Hud Burke aud Wills, were driven

ashore in the storm, in ISGl. They succeeded in getting ofE

by the assistance of the captain of the man-of-war "Victoria."

While there they found traces of the A^essel " Lady Kiunard."

The nearest point of the mainland from here was named by Cook

Cape Grrenville ; the islands lying off the cape were named by

some later navigator Home Islands, in honour of Sir E. Home,

[?] . The reef and islands to the north-east, named by

Cook Cockburn Islands, is where the steamer " Granges " with a

large number of horses was sti'anded ; the horses were thrown

overboard, and the remains of several were found on the Bird

Islands, a group named by Cook, some distance to leeward.

About ten miles north of Eaine Island the "Pandora" (com-

manded by Captain Edwards, who was sent out after the

mutineers of the " Bounty") was lost, having drifted on to the

reef during the night of August 28th, 1791. Captain Edwards

wdth his ship's company, almost destitute of provisions, set sail

for the westward in four boats after they saw their vessel sink

inside the reef in fifteen fathoms. The ship " Olinder," Captain

Sinclair, passed through an opening about ten miles north of the

Pandora Entrance, in June, 1849.

Newcastle Bay, named by Cook in 1770, is the last indent on

the coast line. At the bottom of this bay Mr. Kennedy was

murdered, when his faithful henchman Jacky Jacky made for

the rendezvous in iVlbany Pass, w^here the schooner was lying

waiting for the arrival of the expedition. Several islands lay

along near the ti-ack of shipping. The Boydong Cays, seen to

the right, where the crew of the " Charles Eaton," from Sydney

to India, were wrecked on the Detached Eeef. After days of

terrible suffering on a raft, they were shown to one of these

islands by natives in a canoe, and afterwards murdered with the

exception of a lad named Ireland and a mere infant, that was

taken up by a gin as the child lay in the arms of the mother,

whose head was cut off and thrown on the sand with the others,

August 15th, 1834. The lad recognised the head of Mrs.

D'Oyley by the long hair. Bushy Island, is where the
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" Newcastle ' was wrecked ; this was one of (xiven's famous line

of frigate-built ships. Cairncross island is where the vessels

bound to the westward would anchor the first night after

entering the reefs. In the centre of this island is a large tree

with a number of names carved on it. Init now nearly gi'own out.

In 1846, the ship 'Nile."" with horses, anchored here; Mr.

Cairncross, one of tlie officers, cut his name on a board and

nailed it on a tree, and a surveying party finding this later on

gave the island his name.

Captain Cook passed between this island and [?]

Passing througla what is now known as the Albany Pass, he

named the islands to the northward the York Islands. Captain

Edwards landed here for water, [?] ; and, in 1.S48,

the Bramble " and '" Rattlesnake ' rescued a white woman

from the natives at Cape York. She told them that a white

man called Wynee had been living with the natives on Mulgrave

Island for many years ; that he had reached that island after

killing and eating his companions. The natives had a supersti-

tious dread of him ; and his behaviour would not insure a hospit-

able reception to any white man going there. The islands

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, were named by

Captain Bligh, when passing through in the launch of the

" Bounty." Flinders named Goode Island after Mr. (roode, the

botanist. He went on to the top of the hill on which the light-

house now stands to take observations on November 2nd, 1802.

On a reef off this island the " Phoenix," a paddle steamer belong-

ing to Captain Towns, on her way to China to be sold, was

wrecked about 1855 ; also the " Mecca " steamer, 23rd Decem-

ber, 1878. The bay to the southward of Groode Island. Captain

Edwards called Sandwich Sound. Captain Flinders heard the

native dogs howling at night, while anchored there on his way to

Timor, and called it Wolf's Bay ; it is now known as Normanby

Sound. Of the islands to the north and north-east of this gi'oup,

as far north as New Gruinea, and out to the eastward to the outer

edge of the Barrier, their history abounds with tlie adventures of

the early navigators, which alone would fill a volume of gi'eat in-
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terest. For the present we shall merely take a ruimiug glauce,

beginuiuo- with Torres, who kept his vessel well oAer to the coast

of Xew Guinea. He mentions having seen many large islands to

tlie southward—probably the York Islands of Cook and the

Prince of Wales group. The next who passed along here was

Captain Bligh, in H.M.S. " Providence," on his second voyage,

accompanied by Captain Portock, of the brig " Assistance."

They discovered and named Portock Eeef, Anchor Cay, INIurray

Islands, and Daruly Islands, naming the passage through the

Barrier Bligh's Entrance. At Darnly Island they were attacked

by natives who showed gi*eat spirit and determination, but the

superior arms of the white men told against them, and they had

to retire. Xext day several canoes came off. and asked for

toore-tooree, by which they meant iron. It is remarkable that

the natives of Tahiti call iron ture-turee. They named Stephens

and Campbell Islands, also Warrior reef ; the latter name was

given owing to the warlike natives met with. On September

10th, 1792, they were again attacked by the natives in great

form, they evidently having planned the attack. Several of the

men on board the " Assistance " were woimded with arrows, one

of whom afterwards died from the effects. Captain Bligh took

formal possession of all these islands, in the name of King

George III, on September 16th, 1792. He named Jarvis and

Mulgrave Islands, and passed out into the oj)en sea, calling the

pass Bligh's Parewell, on September 18th.

The next who came this way were the ships " Hormuzer " and

" Chesterfield," in company, commanded by Messrs. W. Bamp-

ton and Mathew Alt. They made Murray Island June 20th, and

had a continuation of misfortunes until they cleared the reef on

August 31st—just seventy-two days.

The "Chesterfield" sent a boat ashore at Darnly Island, where

five of the crew were murdered ; three succeeded in reaching the

boat, and got adrift with neither pro^nsions nor compass. At the

end of ten days of terrible suffering they made the land, which

proved to be the Timor coast, where they received attention.

In the meantime the crew of the " Chesterfield " landed and
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destroyed all the houses and canoes. In one ot" the houses they

found suspended several human skulls and strings o£ hands.

These were hung round a wooden image, rudely carved and

painted, and some gum was found burning before them. On
July 30th, Captain Bampton saw a volcano burning with great

violence on Cap Island. They anchored for seventeen days in a

maze of reefs, unable to work to windward and afraid to run to

leewai'd. They ultimateh' cleared the reefs, calling the island

from which they took their departure Deliverance Island.

Captain Flinders discovered and named the Eastern Fields

(the scene of many a \\Teck), and passed inside the reefs, close

to ^luiTay Island, being to the southward of Bligh's Enti'auce

;

and, benefiting by the mistake made by the " Hormuzer " and

" Chesterfield," who ran to leeward, he kept well to the south-

ward, and passed through what is known as the Prince of Wales

Channel. On one of the reefs in this vicinity the ship •' John

D'Costa " can still be seen lying as if she was at anchor.

We now come to Booby Island, the last in the sti'aits. It was

first visited by Captain Cook on August 23rd, 1770. He anchored

ofE the north-west end, and he and ^Ir. Banks went ashore.

It is probable that Captain Bligh landed here, and that he recom-

mended that provisions should be sent there for the benefit of

ship^Tecked people. Captain Flinders landed here October

29th. 1803. Since then, as already has been mentioned, vessels

of all nations made the place a starting point ; and in the cave

where the provisions were kept the names of vessels are marke

on the side, many of them beyond deciphering. The ship

" Medway," bound west, while at anchor here, met a French

barque from Melbourne, 1863. She left Melbourne bound to

the westward, but, meeting with strong westerly gales, the

captain turned back and ran through Bass Straits with a strong

southerly wind, and ran along the east coast. He had a small

map. out of a book, sixty miles to the inch. His chief officer

had once been through the straits by Eaine Island Passage. He
mad.e for Raine Island, making it about 5 p.m.. ran through and

anchored in fourteen fathoms. Xext day he got under weigh,
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and next nii^ht anchored at Booby Island ; a feat worthy of the

days of Drake and Dampier.

Most of the men-of-war cruismg in the Pacific have visited

this island from time to time. Since the settlement at Somerset,

and afterwards at Thursday Island, no provisions have been sent

there, and the floor of the cave is stre\^^^ with hoops, staves,

remains of stores, and beef bones. On the top of the island is

the remains of a building, about four feet square, built of rough

stones ; this probably was where the chest containing the book

of record was kept. On the uorth-east side is another cave,

with Malay inscriptions on the walls. The north-east and south-

east sides of the island are fringed with a coral reef ; here can

be seen the coral in all its different stages, from the soft spongy

state, until it assumes the feel and appearance of a bullock's

liver, up to the hard inanimated piece, in the pores of which

are innumerable parasites, that are credited with the formation.

The chest for the post office was left by H.M.S. "Bramble,"

in 1845. The brig " Freak " struck on the reef in 1848.

In closing this paper, I take the opportunity to thank my
many nautical friends who have given me much interesting

information, much of which has been necessary to omit here, but

I hope to be able to give a more detailed account at some later

date.

The Chathmax, in commenting favourably on the pajDer, said

the Society were much indebted to the author. He invited dis-

cussion.

A conversation then ensued, in which the C'haii*man, Dr.

Waugh, and Mr. C. T. Bedford took part, regarding Mourilyan

Harbour being omitted in the paper.

The Hox. Secretary made special reference to the recoi'd of

Mrs. "Watson's untimely death, and expressed surprise that the

people of Brisbane had taken no steps to memorialise her.



ANNUAL MEETING.

The second aimual meeting of the Queensland Branch of the

Eoyal Geographical Society of Australasia was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of Friday, July 29th,

1887, at 8 o'clock. The Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., M.L.C.,

&c. (Vice-President), occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read

and confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected, by ballot,

members of the Council of the Society for the session 1887-8 :

—

Messrs. W. H. Miskin, James Muir, W. A. Tully, B.A., E.E.G.S.,

Eichard Gailey, H. C. Luck, F.E.G.S., and E. H. Lawson.

On the motion of Mr. W. H. Miskin, seconded by Mr. J.

Muir, the Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., &c., was unanimously

re-elected Vice-President of the Society, and on the motion of

Mr. J. Muir, seconded by Mr. H. C. Luck, Mr. J. P. Thomson,

M.A., C.E., &c., was re-elected Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

The Hon. Seceetaey read a letter from Dr. Waugh, which

stated that illness prevented his attendance at the meeting, and

expressing a desire, in consideration of the Society's welfare, that

for the ensuing session his name should be left out of the list of

Council members. The Hon. Sec. concluded the reading of the

letter by expressing regi'et at the temporary loss of Dr. Waugh's

valuable services to the Society.

The following gentlemen were elected, by ballot, members of

the Society :—Messrs. C. B. Lethem and C. Burdorff.

On the motion of Mr. J. Muir, seconded by Mr. H. J. Hemmy,

Mr. H. C. Luck was elected Hon. Auditor for the session 1887-8.
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A letter was read from His Excelleucy Sir Anthony Musgrave,

Gr.C.M.Gr., &c., expressing regret that a prior engagement pre-

vented his and Lady Musgrave's attendance at the meeting.

Also the following letter from Lady Brasse}' :

—

"Sunbeam," R.Y.S.,

July 27th, 1887.

J. P. Thom-son, Esq., Hon. Secretaiy,

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia,

Queensland Branch, Brisbane.

Dear Sir,

Lord Brassey begs me to acknowledge on his own behalf, as

well as mine, your kind courtesy in presenting us with the most interest-

ing publications of your Society, and to express our great regret that the

shortness of our stay here prevents our being present at your most interest-

ing meeting on Friday next, which it would otherwise have given us the

greatest possible pleasure to have attended.

Believe me,

Yours sincerely,

ANNIE BRASSEY.

Letters were also read from the Australian Antarctic Explora-

tion Committee, containing the following transcription of an

extract from a letter from Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney,

Secretary of the Antarctic Committee of the British Associa-

tion :

—

Extract.— " Mj^ committee will be required to make their

report to the British Association at their next meeting at

Manchester, at the end of August. Therefore it might be

desirable for your scientific Association to draw up some repre-

sentation from the Australian Colonies for research in the

Antarctic regions." The Society was asked to concur in the

representation which the Australian Antarctic Exploration Com-

mittee proposed drawing up. Erom Mr. E. Gr. Edelfelt. of

Motu Motu, New Gruinea, reporting the discovery by him of two

rivers and two islands in south-eastern IS^ew Gruinea. One river

and one island is in latitude 8° 5' 15" south, and longitude 146°

5' 10" east ; the other river and island is in about latitude 8°

7' south, and longitude 146° 4' 30" east. The former river is

named the Edelfelt, and the latter, which is a tributary of the

former, the Isabelle Grater. From Mr. C. B. Lethem, railway

surveyor, referring to Mr. N. Bartley's paper on " The ISfoun-
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taius of Queenslaucl," and the iuat-ciirate heights of some of the

mouutains therein described. Mr. Lethem supplies the follow-

ing corrected heights in lien of those given by the author of the

paper referred to :—Mt. Mitchell 3,830 feet, and Mt. Cordeaux

3,760 feet above high water at Ipswich. As additional informa-

tion he gives the height of Cunningham's Grap as 2,J^80 feet.

From Capt. John Mackay, harbour master, Cooktown, furnish-

ing, as requested, the Society with his report upon the cairn of

stones recently discovered by Capt. W. Thomson, of the S.S.

" City of Melbourne," and by him reported to the Society as

being erected by the illusti'ious navigator, Capt. Cook. Captain

Mackay, after describing the locality upon which the supposed

caii*n is erected, concludes by expressing a strong opinion that

the cairn is of more recent origin than Capt. Cook's time,

and may probably have been erected by the aboriginals who

frequent the locality.

The Ho>'. Seceetaey informed the meeting that the Council

had made application to the Grovernment to have the publications

of the Society printed by the Grovernment Printer, but a reply

had been received in the negative.

The Hex. Seceetaey then read the following report :

—

Report of Council, Session 1886-7.

The Council have the honouo* to submit the following annual

report :

—

Membeeship.

The Society completed its second session on June 30th, 1887,

during which time one honorary, three honorary corresponding,

and thirty-three new ordinary members were elected, which

makes the total list of members as follows, viz. :—five honoraiy,

three honorary corresponding, and lOG ordinary member.s. The

three honorary corresponding members were elected in considera-

tion of their distinguished scientific attainments, and the interest

they have shown in promoting the objects of the Society.

FlXAXCE.

The Council beer to submit the following financial statement :

—
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report of council. lo?

Meetings of the Society.

The Society have liekl eight ordinarv monthly meetings during

the session, which lia^e been fairly well attended. The original

papers rea<l at these meetings (nine papers and two reports)

were contributed by the following gentlemen, to whom the

Council desire to express their best thanks, amz. :—The Hon.

A. C. G-regory, C.M.G-., President, who delivered the anniversary

address ; Messrs. E. G-. Edelfelt, J. P. Thomson, Eev. G-. AVonl-

nough, Capt. John Mackay, His Excellency The Hon. John

Douglas, CM. a., Messrs. C. T. Bedford, X. Bartley and Capt.

W. Thomson.

Council Meetings.

The Council have held nine ordinary and one special meeting

during the session, during which time many important matters

referring to the government of the Society', and also geographical

science, have been discussed and dealt with. The absence of Mr.

AV. A. Tully, on his visit to EurojDC, has deprived the Council

of the 2)ersonal attendance of one of its members ; nevertheless,

they feel certain that Mr. Tully's absence will, in a certain

measure, jjrove advantageous to the Societ}' , as he still retained

his seat on the Council, and agreed to officially represent the

Society at the gatherings of cognate bodies in Europe. The

Council authorised the disbursement of £10 of the general funds

of the Society, for the purpose of defraying the expenses of Mr.

J. P. Thomson, in representing the Society at a meeting of

intercolonial delegates held in Sydney, for the purpose of

forming an '• Austi'alasian Association for the Advancement of

Science." Mr. Thomson's official report was presented to the

members at the Xovember meeting, and is now published in

Vol. II, Part 2, of the proceedings and ti-ansactions of the

Society.

Publication's.

The Society ha^ continued to publish, quarterly, its pro-

ceedings and ti'ansactions, and, in so doing, the Council have

endeavoured to procure the best workmanship in the execution of
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the Society's Journal ; their effoi'ts in that ret^pect ha^e, so far,

proved snecessful. as testified by the congratulatory expressions

of many recipients ontside the colony. The Coixncil would beg-

to direct the special attention of members to the importance of

publishing and circulating a report of the proceedings of the

Society, by which means the objects of the Society can only be

fully accomplished, and its vital existence upheld ; that in order

to maintain this important fundamental basis, the members of

the Society, while willing to admit the applicability of the law of

demand to the Society's exchequer, must not lose sight of the

fact that the law of supply is equally applicable, and its

conditions only fulfilled when their conti'ibutions are tendered

promptly and regularly.

It is unnecessary for the Council to refer to the heavy

expenses connected with publishing, as the members only require

to glance at the annual balance-sheet to satisfy themselves on

that point, nevertheless the Council would earnestly recommend

their special notice to a matter of such vital importance.

The Council desire to express their recognition of the valuable

aid accorded to the Editor by Mr. D. Mills, also to Messrs. C.

Edmonds, J. D. Caldwell, and E. Alton, for gi*atuitous services

rendered in the preparation of maps and illustrations for the

pi'oceedings of the Society, and to Mr. D. Munro for taking

shorthand notes of discussions at several ordinary meetings of

the Society.

Library.

During the session many valuable and substantial additions

have been made to the Society's Library. These consist

of books, maps, charts, atlase&i'aud periodicals, chiefly acquired

in exchange for the Society's publications, from kindred insti-

tutions in other parts of the world. The large number of

foreign publications received is an im])ortant factor of the

Society's possessions, and would afford a valuable means of

reference if the Societ}" was fortunate enough to possess a room

suitable for their exhibition.

The Council desire to express their best tlianks to the
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following governments and institutions for special donations

and contributions :—Tlie Queensland Grovernment, the N.S.W.

Government, the Victorian Government, the Western Australian

Government, and the Indian Government ; the X.S.W., Victorian,

and South Australian Branches of the Society ; the Royal Scottish

Geogi'aphical Society, the Paris Geographical Societ}% the

Marseilles Geographical Society, and the Geographical and

Commercial Society of Bordeaux. The Council also gratefully

acknowledge donations from the following private donors :

—

The Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., the Hon. P. T. Gregory,

M.L.C., John Tebbutt, Esq., and J. T. Gannon, Esq.

The Council desire to express their best thanks to the Trustees

of the Queensland Museum, for the privilege the Society has

enjoyed in holding meetings in the Library Room of the

Museum, during the past session.

The Council regret their inability to procure a room suitable

for the exhibition of the books and maps belonging to the

Society. The contributions of members, if regularly remitted,

are barely sufficient to meet the current expenditure connected

with the working of the Society and the production of its

literature, and until such time as the public begin to more fully

recognise the importance of its chief institutions, and to exhibit

more liberalit}^ in extending their support and sympathy towards

them, the Couucil fear that there are only slight hopes of laying

claim to such a valuable and important auxiliary to the Society's

acquirements as a library of reference.

Eor the Council,

J. P. TnoMsoif,

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

On the motion of ^Mr. W. H. Miskix, seconded by Mr. H. C.

LrcK, the report and balance-sheet were adopted.

On the motion of the Hox. Secbetaet, seconded by ]\Ir. J.

Mr IK, votes of thanks were accorded the retii-ing members of the

Council and the Press.

The President then delivered the following address :

—

D
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Annual Address.

By the Hon. A. C. Geegoet, CM. CI., M.L.C., F.E.G.S., &c.

DuRixci the past year of the existence of the Queensland

Branch of the Royal Greographical Society of Australasia, nine

papers and two reports on Australian geography have been con-

tributed and printed in our proceedings, while many donations of

maps and books have been received, and our relations with cog-

nate societies in other countries considerably extended by the

interchange of volumes of our respective journals. The number

of members on the list is now 106.

The several branches of the Society having made joint appli-

cation, Her Majesty the Queen has been pleased to authorise

our adoption of the title of " The Eoyal Greographical Society of

Australasia." This has placed our Societ]^^ on the list of recog-

nised scientific bodies, and is a matter of some importance in

conducting correspondence with similar associations in other

countries.

The number of books, maps, and records is increasing so rapidly

that it will soon be necessary to provide more suitable accommo-

dation, so that members of the society may have opportunity for

consulting at all times, and the question arises whether some

arrangement might be made with other scientific societies for the

establishment of a joint library, or even more intimate co-opera-

tive action.

The past year has not been characterised by any extraordinary

geographical discoveries in Austi*alasia, but there has been a

steady development in our knowledge as regards the details of

the features of Xew Gruinea (or, as it should be more correctly

designated, Papua), where several rivers have been explored

towards their sources, and much additional information obtained

as to the physical condition of the country and its inhabitants.

And though it is a matter for regret that the explorations com-

menced by Mr. Forbes have been discontinued, yet it is to be

hoped that the expedition organised by the Victorian Branch of
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our Society will prove succesfiiful in the investigation of the

ranges of mountains which fonn so conspicuous a feature of the

Papuan interior.

Our A'ictorian Branch is also specially engaged in j^ressing

forward Antarctic exploration, and communications have been

opened with Sir E. Ommanney with a view of expediting the

movement as a question of scientific investigation. All the

A\i.«;tralian Colonies are deeply interested, inasmuch as it is pro-

bable that our seasons are governed more by the periodical

breaking up of polar ice tha)i by cycles of astronomical recurrence,

it having been found that the state of the ice on the west coast

of G-reenland governs the climate of Xorth America, while the

passage south of icebergs between Iceland and G-reenland causes

wet seasons in Western Europe.

The commercial results of Antarctic investigation will pro-

bably depend on the discovery of convenient whale fisheries and

sealing grounds, and, though important to the colonies of the

south coast of Australia, would not be of special interest to

Queensland.

I:NrpoRTAXCE OF Physical Geography.

The physical geography of the Australian continent has made

important progress in determinina; the boundaries of the older

series of rocks which contain important auriferous deposits, and it

may be observed that a knowledge of the limits of prevalent

geological formations in new countries is as important to the

development of its industrial resources as the surveys of its coasts,

ranges, and watercourses.

Area of AiRiFERors Deposits.

The earlier discoveries of gold and silver were almost entirely

restricted to the mountain ranges of the east coast and Tasmania,

from Cape York to Cape Pillar, and it was surmised that follow-

ing the direction of this great dislocation of strata in a northerly

direction gold would be found in Xew Guinea, and though some

parts of that island have been prospected for gold without

material success, these investigations have only been made con-
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siderablj to the east of a coutinuatiou of the Australian Hue of

development, while on that line the country remains unexamined.

The more recent discoveries of gold have, however, shown that

the deposits of that metal are by no means confined to the meri-

dional ranges of the eastern coast line, and that wherever the

Devonian or older crvstalline rocks are uncovered in northern

Australia they show auriferous veins, and that a broad belt,

having its central axis running north-west fi-om Cape Byron to

Cambridge Grulf, would more completely include the gold-

bearing developments than the meridional line.

There is one feature of these auriferous deposits that may be

found important in an economic as well as scientific point of view.

C0XDITI0>' OF ArRIFEKOFS DEPOSITS.

In the south, as Victoria and New South "Wales, gold is j)rinci-

pally found as free gold in a matrix of quartz, and, therefore,

best worked by simple crushing and amalgamation ; but, proceed-

ing northward, iron pyrites and calcspar are more abundant, then

copper pyrites, bismuth, lead, and silver are associated, the gold

itself is in more minute particles, often so intimately mixed with

the baser ores that only a part of the j)recious metal can be

separated by amalgamation, making it necessary to resort to

chemical processes for extraction.

It has been from this special condition of the auriferous lodes

in northern Queensland that prospectors from the south have

often failed to recognise valuable mines, seeking for gold in

quartz and neglecting the oxide of iron forming the outcrops of

pyriteous veins ; while it also accounts for the large number of

mines which have been worked with profit on the weathered and

decomposed upper parts of mineral veins and subsequently aban-

doned when the unaltered sulphides became predominant.

In the first instance the outcrops were so much decomposed by

atmospheric influence that the miner had little to deal with but

oxide of iron, free gold, and quartz gangue, such ores being

suited for direct crushing and amalgamation with mercury ; but

when at gi'eater depth auriferous pyrites and other metalliferous
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sulphides appear in a normal state, it is necessary to resort to

special means for the elimination of the sulphur and release the

gold from combination, and even then the auriferous particles are

often so minute as to escape collection by amalgamation.

Economic Working of Queensland Auriferous Ores.

Under these conditions the best economic solution appears to

be in the adoption of the methods now in use in some of the

American mining districts, such as Xevada, where the ore is

crushed and the coarse gold separated by mercury. The metallic

sulphides are then concentrated by washing, which remoA'es the

quartz and earthy minerals. Then slow roasting at a low heat,

with the addition of common salt to expel the last traces of

sulphur, and finally dissohnng out the gold by chlorine gas and

the silver by hyposulphite of soda.

It must be, however, borne in mind that the above process,

while adapted to the bulk of (Queensland ores, is not suited to

ores which include any notable proportion of lead, such must be

carefully sorted out and subjected to fusion, with the addition,

when the quantity of lead is small, of galena, so as to produce

metallic lead, ricb in bullion.

Area of Carboniferous Deposits.

Though the determination of the areas of auriferous deposits

has naturally a special interest because gold is the tangible repre-

sentative of wealth, yet it should not be forgotten that our

deposits of coal may prove equally important, and it is desirable

that we should endeavour to ascertain their position, extent, and

facilities for working.

So far as has yet been ascertained, the great anticlinal axis of

the country at the time that the coal was deposited followed

closely along the present line of the east coast at a distance vary-

ing from twenty to fifty miles. On each flank of this axis the

carboniferous beds were deposited in what appears to have been

a moderately undulating country.

If the coal measures were of any great extent on the eastern

side, they have been submerged by the ocean, except the narrow
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belt aloniij the coast from the Logan Eiver to the Fitzroy Eiver,

the greatest breadth being between Maryborough and Bundaberg,

where the Burrum coal mines have an important commercial

value in consequence of the good quality of the coal and facilities

of access. The area is, however, small as compared with the

carboniferous deposits on the western slopes of the anticlinal line,

whei*e a ti'act of at least 200 miles in width extends from the

southern boundary of the colony north to the watershed of the

rivers flowing to the Grulf of Carpentaria. Ipswich, Warvsdck,

and Toowoomba were all in the same level tract of country. The

present main range had no existence, and the coal was being

formed almost uninterruptedly from Ipswich, Warwick, and Eoma
to Peak Do^Tis and Muttaburra.

Commencement or Ceetaceous Period.

At the close of the mesogoic carbonaceous period, there were

great geological disturbances, and the strata broken up and tilted

in some parts to a high angle, and at the same time there was a

general depression of the whole land to such an extent that all

but the higher summits of the more prominent ranges were

submerged by the ocean, and only the eastern limits of the future

continent indicated by a series of rocky islands extending fi'om

Tasmania nearly to Cape York, though there were many wide gaps

between. The higher lands in South Australia, from Adelaide

some 200 miles north, also escaped. Some isolated peaks along the

south coast of Western Australia seem to have kej)t their summits

above the ocean, and served as a refuge for many of the peculiar

forms of the Australian flora, fi'om which to again spread over the

new continent which was to arise. There were also some groups

of islands about 300 miles S.E. from the present N.W. cape.

In all these anciently insular positions, the sedimentary strata

of the cretaceous period are found abutting horizontally on the

older rocks, like the sands and mud of a sea shore ; but over the

rest of Australia these sedimentary deposits cover the summits

of even the higher ranges, and have filled the depressions, more

especially in the centi'al parts of the present continent.
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These deposits, which in tlie lo\vei' parts are eliiefly soft shales,

and the upper, sandstones, are remarkably devoid of fossils to

denote their geological age, and it is only from the occunvnce of

some interstratified limestones, containing fossil shells of the

cretaceous area, that the date can be determined ; as the actual

constituents of these strata have been derived fi-om the enormous

denudation of the older formations.

This condition of submergence must have continued for a long

time, probably until the commencement of the tertiary period,

as the shales have attained a gi'eat thickness, having been pene-

trated in boring for water for 500 feet at Eoma, and 1,400 feet

at Blackall, without reaching the lower strata.

Just before the termination of submergence, a ferruginous mud

and gi'it covered nearly the whole area, and following this there

was a general rise above the ocean, and Australia must have

appeared as a continent with nearly its present outline ; though

the interior, either fi'om its previous deeper submergence, or

less rapid elevation, probably long retained the condition of a

shallow, inland sea. communicating with the main ocean through

Spencer GTulf

.

After the emergence of the land, denudation cttmmenced, and

assumed an active condition ; as in many parts, areas of even a

thousand square miles have been excavated, leaving only the

escarpments of surrounding hills and table-lands to mark the

original level of the surface.

Queensland's Piest Appearance in Proper Character.

Queensland had now existence, but her ti'oubles were not over;

for after it had become covered with terrestrial vegetation, a new

line of dislocation of strata appeared about 100 miles west of the

original great anticlinal, and from the fissures, floods—not of

water, but molten lava—burst forth, forming mountains and

table-lands such as the Main Eange, Mt. Flinders, Mt. Barney,

&c. The covu'ses of rivers were obsti'ucted, and the waters were

pent up into large lakes on Darling Downs, on the margins of

which, subsequently, the massive diprotodon, huge kangaroo, and
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other marsupial animals lived ou the coarse reeds, amongst which

the alligator aud turtle found a congenial home, while the

uhiquitous dingo left the marks of his teeth ou the bones of his

herbiferous as^ociates.

The climate was then much moister, as is evidenced by the

traces of extensive floods, which could only have resulted from

heavier rainfall than at the present time. Gradually, however,

the climate became drier, while the channels of the rivers eroded

to greater depth, the lakes changed to diy jjlains, the soft marsh

plants disappeared, and the massively-framed animals which had

fed on them became extinct. Grass, gumtrees. and kangaroo

replaced the fomier order of things, leaving the dingo to sustain

a link in the chain of passing ages.

On the motion of Mr. Miski>', seconded by the Hox.

Secketaey, it was unanimously resolved that the President's

Address be published in the proceedings of the Society.

The proceedings then terminated.
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FIRST ORDINARY MEETING.

Third Sessiok.

The first ordinary monthly meeting of the third sessit)n of

the Queensland Branch of the Royal Geographical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of Friday, 2Gth August, 1887. Mr. AV. H. Miskin

occupied the chair.

The Hon. Secretary read the minutes of the previous meet-

ing, which were confirmed, after which he also read the following

telegram :

—

Adelaide, 18/8/87.

J. P. Thomson, Esq.,

Hon. Secretary, Queensland Branch

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia.

Our Society holding interesting Meeting and Geographical Conference

on .5th and 6th September next. Government now issue return railway

tickets to Adelaide at single fares. Members of your branch are cordially

invited to attend.

A. T. Ma(;akey, Joint Hon. Secretary,

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, S.A. Branch.

The Chairman thought that the time was rather short to

arrange for a visit to Adelaide ;
but he suggested, however, that

if any of the members intended visiting the South Australian

Exhibition, they could at the same time represent the Queensland

Branch of the Society at the proposed conference.

The Hox. Secretary, Mr. J. P. Thomson, gave notice of his

intention to move the following resolution at the next monthly

meeting of the Society :

—
" That the Queensland Branch of the

Royal G-eographical Society of Australasia views with disfavour

the tendency exhibited by some recent explorers in New Guinea,

in naming their discoveries, to disregard the native names of the
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most prominent physical features of the country ; that it is expe-

dient to discourage this growing tendency, and also, in so far as

practicable, to preserye the native place-names ; and that all

Greogi'aphical Societies be invited to co-operate by an expression

of opinion." In introducing the notice of motion, Mr. Thomson

produced a recent map of that portion of territory in the Papuan

Cxulf (British New Guinea) in ^yhich the Eiver ^\ird is located,

on which nearly all the place-names were of English origin; the

name of one of the rivers discovered in 1848 had been altogether

obscured by the substitution of a new name. Actions of this

nature on the part of explorers were, he considered, an infringe-

ment of, and a deliberate attempt to supersede, the rights and

privileges of the original discoverers
;
jjarticularly the discoverer

of the riyer—the Aird Kiver, to wit. The same may also be

said to apply to the Kiver Wickham. tSuch a system, if

encouraged, would result in great confusion, and most probably

lead to tedious litigation. Explorers by ignoring the original

place-names of the country violate the most sacred rights of the

natiye lords of the soil, and show a spirit in no way consistent

with humanity, true fellowship, and brotherly love. If new

names are to be given to the physical features of the country by

every exploring party, settlers in 'New Guinea, who must neces-

sarily be dependent ujjon the natives for information necessary

for the identification of localities, will meet with discouragement,

and mutual intercourse with the natives would thus be ])revented

and the settlement of the country retarded.

Mr. J. MuTR endorsed the views of the Hon. Secretar3^ He
thought the practice should be discouraged, as being in nowise

conducive to the advancement of geographical science.

The Chairman agreed with the motion in so far as it referred

to the substitution of English names for those places possessing

native ones, which was a system which should be discouraged.

He also, in union with the Hon. Secretary, strongly deprecated

the action of explorers in re-naming previous discoveries.

The Hon. ISecretarv then proceeded to read the following

paper :

—



Some E/emarks upon the Cardwell District.

By E. A. Leoxard, c.e., f.r.cj.s.a.

The north-eastern coast of Queensland, between the diviclin<,'

range and the sea, an average distance of about thirty miles in

the above district, is remarkable for the varying character of its

climate, both as to temj^erature and rainfall ; the latitude, so far

as the coast country is concerned, not being much of a guide as

to climatic conditions, or the vegetation of any given locality.

Certain patches will be found thoroughly tropical in climate and

vegetation, while to the north and south of such places country

may be seen on the same level which is only semi-tropical, or

even temperate.

The portion of the coast intended to be generally described ui

this paper is situated between Townsville and C'ooktown, and

back to the range before-mentioned. The central part of this

tract, about the Tully and Johnstone Rivers, in 17° to 18° 20' south

latitude, is as tropical in climate and vegetation as any part of

Borneo or Brazil ; while Townsville on the south and Cooktown

on the north can only be said to be semi-tropical. The chief

cause of this variation would ai)pear to be due to rainfall, and in

lesser degree to the conformation of the land "and geologic con-

ditions. When heavy rainfall occurs on rich alluvial flats, or

rich highlands, there tropical vegetation will be found in profu-

sion, together with the cliniate suitable to it ; but a like rainfall

on poor land is not attended with like results. This is notably

the case at Cardwell, close to the great scrubs of the Tully Eiver;

though the rainfall must be the same, the land is poor, scrubs are

wanting or only present in a narrow fringe along the rich banks

of creeks, and the climate is decidedly modified ; though the

temperature remains the same, the quantity of moisture in the

air is less, and therefore the heat is less felt. In some places the

tropical scrubs ascend the ranges to a height of over 2,000 feet
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into a temperature to whit-h they do not properly belong, but in

such oases they will be found only on rich A'olcanic soils, and

within range of the heaviest rainfall.

The temperatirre of this distinct, fi'om the sea to the foot of the

ranges, A'aries between 80° and 90° Fah. in the shade, rarely

exceeding the latter or descending below the former, except at

night, when, occasionally, a cool wind (])robably about 60°)

descends from the mountains, passes gently over the land and a

few miles out to sea, where it is lost. This temperature looks

mild enough, but it is very oppressive to white men on account

of the excessive moisture in the air. The temperature of the

sea varies but little from 85°. The prevailing winds are south-

east and north-east, the former holding sway for about nine

months of the year, and the latter for about three months.

Either wind brings in immense masses of vapour fi*om the sea,

which, coming in contact with the mountains along the coast

and with the dividing range, are so much reduced in temperature

as to deposit most of their moisture on the coast lands and a

little way over the dividing range. After crossing the range the

rainfall rapidly diminishes, and at a distance of a few miles

inland it is not more than one-fifth the fall on the coast. A
clear instance of the action of mountains upon rainfall may be

seen at Cardwell. Opposite this village is the rugged and

picturesque island of Hinchinbrook. with mountains rising to

3,600 feet, the whole island being an abrupt moimtain range.

The moisture of the sea winds may be seen collecting in cloud

masses upon the highest portions and proceeding thence in

showers across Eockingham Bay to the Tully, Hull, and John-

stone Rivers. The north-east winds bi'ing the heaviest rainfall,

and, as they strike the dividing range about square, most of their

moisture is deposited upon the sea face of the mountains. It is

also probable there is an upper current of cold air proceeding

seawards at all times, acting an important part in cooling the

inward current from the sea, and thus assisting the action of the

highlands. The night land winds, before mentioned, may be

this current deflected downward bv an unknown cause.
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There is evei'v reason to believe that the rainfall on the Tully

aud Johnstone Kivers is about equal, and that it is heavier at the

foot of the ranges than on the coast. In several cases last year

I found that certain rains began sooner and ended later at the

foot of the mountains than nearer to the coast, and were ap-

parently heavier. Xo record is kept on the Tully, but there is

at G-eraldton. and from this it woiild appear that 1 lO inches is

about the regidar annual fall there, and likely gi-eater duriui:; the

past year. On several occasions four inches fell within an hour,

on the Tully. last year, these downpours happening in calms.

On the night of 14th December last, between sunset and sun-

rise, sixteen inches fell on the Hull, and this was the hea^nest

continuous fall experienced in two years—the mode of guaging

being rude, but giA'ing fair results. AVhile working on the Tully

I made several attempts to find the volume value of a given rain-

fall, but only in one instance with success, succeeding falls

generally interfering with results. On Friday evening. 2!2nd

October last, being camped on a sandbank in the river, about

twenty' miles in a direct line from the sea. the following observa-

tions were made:—The river had been steady for several days,

neither rising nor falling, the weather being fine. At sunset

—

it was evident there was about to be rain—a guage was fixed and

a cross section of the river taken. Soon after, a lightning storm

A\ ith heavy rain commenced in the south-west, and passed slowly

to the north-west, across the watershed of the Tully. The

lightning lasted three hours, and the heavv rain about the same

time, but it continued raining until near morning. The storm

passed to the west of the camp, no rain falling at the camp, At

sunrise the river had risen two feet, and at 9 a.m. to two feet

four inches, above its normal level, this being the highest rise. At

noon of the same day (Saturday) the water began to fall, and

continued to fall steadily until Monday at (5 p.m.. when it had

returned to the same level as before the storm. As no rain fell in

the interval, the rise of the river was solely due to the rain of

Friday night. The total time of rise and fall was sixty hours,

and the speed of the stream averaged four miles per hour, being
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a little more on one side of the river and less on the other. The

aiij^meuted cross section of waterway due to the highest rise

was 702 square feet. From this data it will be seen that four-

teen and a half millions (14,o00,00(i) tons of water, entirely due

to one niglit's I'ain, passed the camp. The country had been

saturated, so that the whole fall would find its way into the river.

In addition to this, the ordinary flow of the river was about

twenty-five million tons in the same period, a4z., sixty hours.

As the channel of this river (Tully) is entirely inadequate to

carry off its flood waters, no estimate can be made of the same
;

such waters spread over the countiy on either side, finding out-

lets in various ways. The minimum water passing down this

river is about 4^,500,000 cubic feet per hour, according to the last

three years' accounts. The average volume of the Tully Eiver

exceeds the average volume of the Herbert Eiver. each taken

above tidal influence ; though the supposed watershed of the

Herbert is much greater than the supposed watershed of the

Tully. About twenty-five miles in a direct line from the sea,

where the river enters the mountains, the volume of water is but

little reduced, so that it must have a larger watershed than is at

present assigned to it. There is said to be a great waterfall on

this river within the mountains, but no white man has as yet

seen it. At the highest point reached by me, three miles from

the enti-ance to the mountains, a large waterfall was distinctly

heard occasionally, and indications of it, in the shape of large

clots of foam, w^ere seen. But as there are so many waterfalls

in this locality, it would be impossible to locate one from sound.

Several fine falls may be seen at once, like silver ribbons on the

face of the I'ange, though none of these could have produced the

sound before alluded to.

The lowlands of the Tully and Johnstone Eivers, and part of the

highlands, within a thousand feet of sea-level, are mostly of a

very rich description, and must sometime prove a source of great

wealth to the country. Most of these lands are naturally drained

by a porous substratum, and are ready for use as soon as the

forest and scrub have been removed ; but they are only fit for
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tropical afjriculture, though some semi-tropical plants, siu-li as

tobacco, may do well there—maize will not. Tliev are specially

suited to the sugar-cane, and most likely will ultimately Ix- used

chiefly for the <n'<i\vth of that plant and tropical fruits and rice.

Nearly all the laud from the ranj;e to the sea is subject to river

floods, but such floods are not very injurious to cane crops, as they

do not last long enough. The climate is very trying to white men.

who must rapidly deteriorate in physique should they live there

continuously. In my ojjinion. no encouragement should be held

(mt to working white men to settle in such places, as their doing

so must be a loss to the community. The bulk of the labour

must be done by inferior races, (u- not done at all. and there

should be no difficulty in confining such labour within its proper

bounds, there being natural boundaries— -the sea on one side and

the dividing range on the other. These tropical lands form but a

minute portion of Queensland, and on account of their isolation

and distinctive character, may be the subject of special legislation

to suit their wants, without confeiTing any privileges other than

they are naturally entitled to. It would evidently be useless to

attempt to force a condition of things suitable to a temperate

country upon a country thoroughly tropical, as they would not

work satisfactorily". There are several homestead settlers who have

been living on these lands for some years, but they have made no

progress, and practically no imjjrovements ; and probably only

wait the termination of their compulsory residence to leave the

district, impaired in health and not financially improved. If, in

the beginning, they had no capital to lose, they will have lost their

time and produced nothing but the ownership of a piece of scrub

land which some day may repay them, or may not. according to

the decision arrived at as to the special labour claims of their

district.

The forests upon these scrul) lauds are distinct from Australian

forests in comjjosition and appearance— the eucalypts being

absent. I am not able to describe them botanically, but the

timber may generally be describe I as soft woods, though a few of

them are hard enough. Some of the bush names are as follows :

—
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Silky oak, maple, lancewood, nutmeg, sassafras, Leichhardt, bean

tree, candle-nut tree, &e. The three first timbers are unquestion-

ably A-aluable, having qualities that recommend them for distinctive

uses. It is more necessary to secure these timbers when the sap

is down than it is with hardwood, and they should at once be

removed from the forest when felled, or the " borer " will com-

mence operations on them. Unlike the eucalypts, the foliage is

horizontal, and consequently affords a good shade. The whole

forest is generally matted together by a dense mass of canes,

vines, and creepers, so thick in places as to jjroduce a gloom at

midday ; and upon the tops of this vegetable plateau birds and

snakes have their feeding ground. On the main range there are

magnificent pine forests, the trees attaining a gi'eat size.

The chief object of this paper is to draw attention to the pos-

sible facilities for irrigation presented by this district. The

rainfall is the heai-iest in Australia, and it is comparatively

unvarying and reliable, so far as the sea face of the range is

concerned. On the inland slope droughts are as much felt as in

any part of the interior. During the late drought the inland

watershed, opposite the heaviest rainfall on the sea side, was

badly off for feed.

The problem is to transfer from the sea face of the range to the

inland side a portion of the immense quantities of water now run-

ning to waste ; then conducting the same either by means of the

natural watercourses, or by artificial ones, or both, to the places

where it may be required for irrigation. This, I maintain, can

be done to a greater or less degree, the extent of which can only

be determined by costly siu'veys. A like thing is now being done

for the supply of the city of Melbourne, or rather for materially

increasing that supply.

"We have splendid land on the inhmd side wanting a definite

supply of water only to produce great ci'ops at will ; and we have

equally good land on the sea side from which the water wanted

can be taken with advantage to both, provided the necessary

natural conditions exist. In all mountain ranges it will be found

that there are low parts, or gaps, much easier to cross than the
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liiijlier and more i'u<j[god portions. This conformation is what is

wanted to make the transfer of streams from the wet sea side to

the dry inland side possible. The mountain range in question

varies in height fi'om two thousand to three thousand five hun-

dred feet—a com])aratively small portion being much higher.

For the sake of illustration, let two thousand feet be taken as the

passage for water inland. From this point, if a grade line be

marked along the sea face of the range in the direction of the

higher parts, a strip of country will lie between this line and the

crest varying in breadth from nothing at the starting point to.

perhaps, several miles opposite the higher portions, though the

broadest part may ncit necessarily be opposite the highest point.

If an aqueduct be cut along this grade line, and the creeks inter-

cepted by j)roper works, the water due to the intercepted area

will flow inland through the low part of the range before men-

tioned : and the vohune will depend upon the area and rainfall.

In the present case the rainfall is the heaviest in Australia, so

that for a given amount of work the results will be greater than

anywhere else. If the catchment area be taken at one hundred

square miles, and the available rainfall at one Innidred inches

(this is less than can be depended upon), after allowing one-fifth

for waste in distribution after passing inland, eighty inches would

practically represent the quantity for use. For ordinary pur-

poses, as for grass or cereal crops, this quantity' w^ould be enough

to thoroughly irrigate three hundred square miles ; while, for

fruit crops, it would meet the w^ants of at least four hundred

square miles. I have but little doubt that a catchment area of

many hundred square miles may be secured instead of the one

hundred here instanced.

The ranges at the head of the Herbert, Tully, Johnstone, and

Barron Rivers afford, so far as I know, the only prospect of

inland irrigation existing in Queensland ; and in the future its

capabilities are certain to attract attention. Generally irrigation

works are for the siq^ply of plains at the foot of the ranges

operated upon ; but there are many instances where the water

is transferred from one w^atershed to another.
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The Chairmax, Messrs. C. B. Letham, and J. P. Thomson

discussed at some length the practicability of transferring the

rainfall from one watershed to the other. They thought that any

scheme for its successful accomplishment would prove of great

value to the colony.

The following paper was then read by the author :
—

The Solomon Islands.

By AV. R. WiTHRINGTOX, F.R.O.8.A.

The Solomon or Salomon Group of Islands lies between 5^ and

11° south latitude, and 151;° and 1G3° east longitude, and

consists of seven large islands and a great number of small ones,

extending in a north-west and south-east direction, the whole

forming a continuous chain some (500 miles long. They were

discovered by Mandaiia, the Spanish navigator, in lo67, and so

named (it is said) from his idea of their great wealth.

Some of these islands are very mountainous, the highest peaks

rising from 8,000 feet to over 10,000 feet high, many of which

are active volcanoes. They also possess some fine natural

harbours, which afford shelter to ships in almost any weather.

The climate is the great drawback to settlement, and many

Europeans who have endeavoured to remain on these islands

have at last fallen victims to malarial fever, which is very

prevalent on the lowlands
;

probably at higher altitudes the

climate is more healthy.

Let us imagine that we are making a voyage from the

Queensland coast to these islands :—After passing Indispensable

Eeef (on which the schooner " Stanley " was wrecked a few

years ago), and sailing to the E.N.E., we sight the island of

San Christoval. In the distance it looks like a cloud rising

above the horizon, but, as we approach, it assumes a more

substantial form, until, when within a few miles of the island,

a bold and rugged coast line presents itself to our view. Off the

south-east end of the island lies the small island of St. Anna,
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once the residence of Mr. McDonald, wlio has spent a ^^ood

many years at this place.

Sailing along the lee or south-west side of »San Christoval, ni

a north-westerly direction, we come to Makira Eay. This would

be one of the finest natural harbours to be met with, but for two

disadvantages. The one is, the high cliffs at the entrance break

the force of the wind, and render it a very difficult task for

sailing vessels to beat through the narrow entrance, but when

once inside, there is room for a whole fleet ; the other disadvan-

tage is the great depth of water, there being twenty fathoms of

water within a cable's length of the beach, at the anchorage.

AVhilst at anchor here, we will take an opportunity of studying

the appearance of the natives, and the features of the surround-

ing country. The natives of the Solomon Islands are very

skilful in the construction of their canoes ; they are made of

planks fastened neatly together, the seams being covered by a

gum obtained from a particular kind of tree, and ai'e often,

beautifully ornamented ; in the distance some of them very

much resemble gondolas. They are also very skilful in the

management of their canoes when on the water. I have seen

them many miles from land, paddling against a strong south-east

wind and a high sea.

The natives of Makira, as a rule, are of about the medium

height, well proportioned and athletic, and their disposition is,

on the whole, very fair. Makira Bay is about two miles wide,

bv about one mile long ; the water is often as smooth as a

mirror, which is a pleasant contrast to the rolling waves of the

Pacific Ocean outside.

On the beach, some distance above the village, lies the remains

of the schooner " [Superior," which was brought in here in a

leakv condition, stripped of her spars, and left to decay on the

beach. The land is not thickly timbered, except in patches,

where the foliage is luxuriant. The bay abounds in sharks.

After leaving Makira. a few miles along the coast bring us to

Beor. This is not a very secure anchorage, as it is exposed to the

weather from the north-west, and ships are obliged to lie a
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considerable distance off ; the only recommendation this place

has, is the good supply of fresh water to be obtained. From

information I could gather from the natives, this place has

evidently been visited (many years ago) by a huge tidal wave,

which must have ti'avelled a great distance inland, and swept

away whole villages that were built near the beach, and the

receding waters deposited tons of fish and shells on the laud.

Off the east coast of San Christoval is the island of Ugi, once

the coaling station for Her Majesty's ships ; there is a store on

the island, kept by a white man. In October, 1880, the

brigantine " Borealis " was attacked by the natives of Ugi,

and five white men were killed.

Sailing on we come to Cape Eecherche, from thence take our

departure for Guadalcanar. The mountains of Gruadalcanar are

extremely high, some are as much as 8,000 feet above the sea

level: Mount Lammas 8,000 feet, and Lion's Head 5,500 feet;

while towards the north-east the country slopes gradually down

to the water's edge, thus forming for miles a beautiful,

undulating expanse of country, apparently suitable for growing

cotton, maize, sugar-cane, and many other tropical products.

The first place of importance is Marau Sound, between Malapa

Island and the mainland. To the south of Marau Sound is the

small island of Howla, the residence of Mr. Nelson, who has a

store and copra station. Captain E. Withriugton, who succumbed

to the effects of malarial fever, is buried on this island.

Between Guadalcanar and Malayta is Indispensable Strait,

about thirty miles across ; this strait abounds in sandbanks and

reefs, and is a very dangerous sheet of water to traverse. The

track recommended is by way of Lunga Channel, near the coast

of Guadalcanar.

A few miles to the north of Marau Sound the schooner

"Pioneer" ran on to a low island and became a total wreck,

and about twenty miles farther along the coast, a large barque,

coal laden (the name of which I have forgotten), bound from

Newcastle to China, struck on one of these rocks, and was also

left to her fate.
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The natives of (xuadalcanar are very superstitious ; they assert

that there are snakes of enormous size in the mountains, and

that those of their friends who have ventured there have never

returned, they having been devoured by these monsters.

The Florida Group forms part of the western bouiidary of

Indispensable Strait; it is situated to the north of Gruadalcanar,

distant about eighteen miles. The natives of Florida are

responsible for the massacre of many white people. In October,

1880, Lieutenant-Commander Bower and four seamen of H.M.

gunboat " Sandfly" were killed at Mandoliana by the natives,

only one man of the whole boat's crew escaped, by swimming to

a small island three or four miles distant. Also the schooner

" Dancing Wave " was taken by them, and all hands killed.

It is ou Florida that Bishop Sel^yn resides and has his head

mission station. He occasionally pays visits to the neighbouring

islands. Although cut off from intercourse with people of his

own colour for many months in the year, yet the Bishop has a

good word and kindly greeting for all, whether high or low ; and

often ventures amongst the most treacherous savages to carry on

the work he is engaged in. On the beach of some of the bays

may be seen large detached fragments of quartz ; although no

gold has been found here (that I am aware of), yet the country

has the appearance of being auriferous.

About fifteen miles to the west is the island of Savo, a very

fertile island, and capable of producing many tropical plants.

Melons, pines, bananas, cocoanuts, and other finiits gi-ow in pro-

fusion. The anchorage is at the north-west side, where the

ground is very steep, there being twenty-five fathoms of water

close inshore, and is very much exposed. The natives of Savo

are friendly to Europeans.

To the eastward, across Indispensable Strait, we come to the

island of Malayta, the natives of which are notorious for their

many deeds of bloodshed. They are a cunning and cruel race of

savages. It was on this island that John Eentou, together with

seven or eight of his shipmates, was cast away about eighteen

years ago. Some were killed, and others died, whilst Eenton
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survived eight years of semi-savage existence, when he was

rescued by the late Captain Murray and brought up to Brisbane.

A range of mountains runs through the island, the highest

peaks of which are from 2,000 to 5,000 feet high. There are

many good anchorages. The principal are : Port Adam, under

the lee of Elizabeth Island, on the east ; Malloo Harbour, on the

north : Coleridge and Alite Bays, on the west. Taking our

dej^arture from Cape Astrolabe, and sailing west, we come in

sight of Mount Guillard, marked on the chart 2,0.50 feet. A
few hours bring us to Cape Prieto, the southern extremity of

Isabel Island. About ten miles to the west of Cape Prieto is

Thousand-ship Bay, between the island of 8t. George and the

mainland. This is an extensive bay, as the name indicates. It

has an outlet (Ortega Channel) at the north-west, and there is

good anchorage under Cockatoo Island. tSmall quantities of gold

have been found on Isabel, in the neighbourhood of Thousand-

ship Bay. Like most other islands of the Solomon Group, Isabel

is mountainous. The highest peaks are Mount Marescot, 1,900

feet, and Laforge, 2,J?20. Off the east or weather side extensive

reefs exist. The channel lies between these reefs and the main-

land. About sixty miles to the north is Lord Howe's Group,

consisting of very little more than a group of sandbanks and

shoals. From their isolated position, they are not often visited

by vessels. In January, 1875, the brig " James Birney " was

taken by the natives of the Lord Howe Group. Captain Haw-

kins, eight white men, and two blacks were killed.

About forty miles to the west of Isabel is IN^ew Georgia, or

Eubiana, with its numerous smaller islands, the pi'incipal of

which are Eendova, Coolambangra, Yella Lavella, and Eddystone

or Nimbo Island. There are some good anchorages in this group,

the two principal being Eendova Harbour, between Hammond

Island and the Markham Group, the other, Guizo anchorage,

between Guizo Island and a line of reefs.

The next island of importance is Choiseul (being seventy-five

miles long l)y about twenty-live wide), the east coast of which is

very rugged and dangerous 1o navigate, especially in light winds
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and calms, as the ocean swell and strong current are liable to

drive sailing vessels on to the rocks. Between Isabel and

Choiseul is Manning Strait, studded with small islands of which

comparatively little is known. The natives inhabiting the north

end of Choiseul are a fine race of men, well made and muscular.

and some of them are very trustworthy. Grood anchorage from

south-east winds can be obtained at Choiseul Bay. on the north-

west coast. Rounding Cape Alexander we enter Bougainville

Strait, between Bougainville and Choiseul. This is a most dan-

gerous channel ; a strong current runs through, causing tide rips

which are liable to be mistaken for shoal water. There are also

shoal patches at intervals through the channel.

Steering to the south-west, we pass Shortland Island and arrive

at Treasury Island, which is situated about twenty-five miles

south of Bougainville. There is a good anchorage at Blanche

Harbour, in from eight to fourteen fathoms of water. This har-

bour is between Stirling and Treasury Islands, and can be entered

from the eastward. Fresh water can be obtained here.

From Treasury Island let us proceed due north about twenty-

five miles, which brings us to the large island of Bougaimille

—

in fact it is the largest island in the Solomon G-roup. It is

extremely mountainous. The most important ranges are the

Emperor and the Crown Prince Eanges, running nearly the whole

length of the island. Bougainville contains the highest peaks in

the whole group : Mount Balbi, 10,171 feet; Mount Bowmartine.

8,202 ; and Gruinot, 4.209. A few hours' sail along the coast

brings us to Empress Augusta Bay, a large bay situated on the

west side of the island. At the head of Empress Augusta Bay

is Gazelle Harbour, named after the Imperial German ship

" Gazelle " in 1875 ; anchorage from eight to twenty fathoms.

The view fi-om here is beyond description. In the background

to the left is Mount Balbi. towering up over 10,0(>0 feet ; whilst

directly opposite is an active volcano. To the right, in continua-

tion, the Crown Prince Range is lost in the distance. A few

miles inland from the bay the country is very pretty; small green

hills slope gradually down to the water's edge—the resort of

B
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hundreds of fierce-looking saA'ages, painted in the most hideous

patterns, and altogether impi*essing one as not being very pleasant

neighbours.

Still onward to the north-west, and to the north of Bougain-

ville, lies Bouka, an island of about 150 square miles in extent.

Though but little is known of this place, yet the people are. with

the exception of the Maories of Xew Zealand, the finest race of

men in the Western Pacific ; many are over six feet high and

very muscular. They are very skilful in making earthenware

bowls, clay pipes, and a variet}^ of other things. I have seen some

verv good specimens of pottery made here. They have a good

knowledge of the cultivation and manufacture of tobacco

;

although too strong for Europeans to smoke, yet it has a good

resemblance to our manufactured article. Their canoes are the

largest and strongest I have seen ; some are capable of carrying

fifty or sixty men. It is a sight not soon forgotten to see a large

war canoe filled with these powerful, armed warriors, chanting

one of their wild war songs.

The northern extremity of Bouka is Cape North, also the

most northern point of the Solomon Grroup, which brings us to

the end of our voyage.

The Chatrmais' and the Hox. Secretary regxetted that the

paper was not longer, as its character was most interesting.

The Hox. Secretary said, that in compliance with the request

of several, and in accordance with his individual sentiments, he

desired to bring before the meeting the question of future

exploration in New Gruinea. He then referred to the expedition

sent out from Victoria, and the late and contemplated ones

from New South Wales. He also referred to the one about to

start from New South Wales under the leadership of Mr.

Bevan, and the encouragement that gentleman had met with

from the hands of the Grovernment, and he thought an

independent expedition ought to be sent fi'om Queensland with

the approval of, and enjoying similar privileges from, the

Grovernment which past and present expeditions had enjoyed.

The people of Queensland were more fitted to explore Xew
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fxiiiiiea than those of the othei* cohinies, and he trusted the

members of the Society and the public would consider the

matter.

The Chairman thouijht that the other colonies took an

interest in the exploration of Xew Guinea from a commercial

point of view, and that an expedition from Queensland would be

for the purpose of scientific investigation, as Queensland already

possessed soil equal to that of Xew Gruinea.

Mr. J. MuiK thought no harm would be done if the heads of

business houses were asked to contribute to a fund to send out

a small expedition, as the advantages might be gi-eat.

The Hox. Secretary introduced to the meeting ^Ir. X. K.

Eowden, manager for Messrs. Burns, Philp, ct Comj^any, at

Thursday Island, who had entered the meeting-room during

the proceedings. The Chairman welcomed Mr. Bowden, and

expressed a hope that, in the event of an expedition being sent

to Xew Gruinea from Queensland, the firm represented by him

would look favourably on it.

Mr. BowDEX thanked the Chairman, and assured the meeting

that he would be glad to do his best to assist an expedition to

Xew Cruinea from Queensland.

After the Hox. Secretary had announced the paj)ers to be

read at next meeting, the proceedings terminated.



SECOND OEDIXAEY MEETING.

Third Sessiox.

The second ordinary monthly meeting of the third session of

the Queensland Branch of the Eoyal G-eographical Society

of Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on

the evening of Friday, September 30, 1887, at 8 o'clock. Mr.

TT. H. Miskin occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been I'ead and

confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected members of the

Society, by ballot :—Messrs. Theodore F. Bevan, F.E.G.S., and

A. C. Eeid.

After announcing the receipt of several donations to the

Society, consisting of publications fi-om cognate institutions, a

letter was read from Mr. T. F. Bevan, F.E.Gr.S., intimating

his pleasure in presenting to the Society a map of his recent

discoveries in New Gruinea, and asking the Society to embody

it in its proceedings. The Hon. Secretary also announced that

the address to be presented to Her Majesty the Queen, on the

occasion of the jubilee year of her reign, by the Eoyal

GreogTaphieal Society of Australasia, which had arrived in

Brisbane for the purpose of receiving the signature of the

President, had been returned to Sydney, from whence it would

be transmitted to Her Majesty by His Excellency Lord Carriug-

ton, the Grovernor of New South Wales.

The Hox. Secretary, Mr. J. P. Thomson, then proceeded to

move the following resolution, of which he had given notice at

the previous meeting:—"'That the Queensland Branch of the

Eoval G-eographical Society of Australasia views with disfavour

the tendency exhibited by some recent explorers in New Gruinea.

in naming their discoveries, to disregard the native names of the

most prominent physical features of the country ; that it is

expedient to discourage this growing tendency, and also, in so

far as practicable, to preserve the native place-names; and that
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all Geographical Societies be invited to co-operate by an expres-

sion o£ opinion." Mr. Thomson stated that at the Intei'colonial

Geographical Conference held recently in Adelaide. South

Australia, a similar motion with regard to the place-names of

the Australian Continent was brought forward and carried.

The motion was seconded by Mr. C. Burdorff, and carried

unanimously.

It was further resolved that the resolution should be

forwarded by the Hon. Secretary to all the Geogi-aphical

Societies with which the Queensland Branch of the Society was

in communication.

The Hox. Secretary then proceeded to read the following

paper :

—

Description of the Exploration of the Aircl River,

New Guinea.

By Frederic A. Boork, Master, S.S. ^'Victory."*

The S.S. " Victory "' is a small screw-steamer of 90 tons, and was

kindly lent by Messrs. Burns. Philp. and Co., for the above pur-

pose.

On Thursday, March 17th, 18^7, at -5.80 a.m., we started

on our voyage of discovery, and steamed out of the picturesque

harbour of Thursday Island. The morning was beautiful and

fine, and not a ripple on the water, except that caused by our

own propeller.

On Saturday, March 19, at daylight, we sighted the land of Xew

Guinea, about ten miles distant. Tlie land here is so much alike

at ten miles off that it was 7 a.m. before I could make out Cape

Blackwood. AVhen about a mile off Cape Blackwood, the course

of the steamer was shaped for the eastern end of Entrance Island,

which is situated in mid-channel of the western entrance to the

Aird Eiver, which was discovered by Captain Blackwood, of

H.M.S. "Fly," in 18i8. 1 thought it the most likely place

The "Victory" Expedition to British New (iuinea, March-April, 1887. Mr. Theodore

F. Bevan, F.R.ci.S., Leader. [Ed.]
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for a dee}) eliaunel, and accordingly steered for it, and carried

tliree and fonr fathoms of water till close up to the island, when

it shallowed tsi two and a quarter fathoms, but deepened again

after passing the island to fiA^e and eight fathoms ; the river

being from 120 yai'ds to 150 yards wide. After .steaming up

this rJA'er for five miles, came to a broad stream running into

Deception Eay in an E IS.E. direction. We had only eleven feet

of water crossing this; it then deej^ened again to three and fom*

fathoms. Pcnir miles farther up we came to three streams, one

coming from the north, on« from the east, and the other from

the west. Here the water suddenly shallowed, and before 1

could stoji the ship we grounded, but came off in ten minutes.

Got the boats out, and found a narrow channel, thirty feet

wide, close to the east shore ; returned to the ship, and steamed

through this channel, carrying from three to four fathoms. The

river had a very serpentine course. After coming to an anchor,

we saw six canoes coming down the river towards us ; the men

in them were all armed with bows and arrows, and the canoes

decorated with what I suppose they called their war paint.

They were evidently on the war path, for on nearing the ship

they saluted us with a volley of arrows, all of which fell short.

A small canoe, with only three men in it, then came close to the

ship. They seeming friendly, we tried to comminiicate with

them ; but this Avas only a ruse on their part to give the larger

canoes time to surround us, which they did, and immediately

sent us another shower of arrows. Seeing this, I ordered

the steam whistle to be blown, which fi*ightened them so

much that they dropped their bows and arrows and stood

gazing a1 us in speechless astonishment. We then fired a

few shots over their heads. As soon as they heard the report

eA^ery man was over the side of the canoes in an instant and

swimming for the shore, taking their canoes with them. The

Avay they got their canoes to the shore showed great tact. They

kept the canoes between themselves and the ship, and by keeping

one hand on the side of the canoe and paddling Avith the other

reached the shore safely. These were the first natives Ave had
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seen, althtnii^li we passed several houses at the entrance of the

river. The land here is low and thickly wooded, the soil heing

very rich.

On Sunday, March 20th, went away in the boat to explore the

eastern branch before mentioned. After pulling about a mile,

carrying from two to four fathoms of water, fouiid it led into a

fine broad river, flowing into Deception Bay. It was two and

a half miles wide here. Eeturned to the ship at 8.30 a.m., and

steamed through the branch into the main river, the water

deepening as we got into the middle to five fathoms. Steered a

course north 89^ west, Aird Head being right ahead. (This hill

is a splendid landmark from seaward, there being no other land-

marks near it ; in form it very much resembles a cock's comb,

being a number of conical peaks). We carried from five to six

fathoms up this river for twenty-five miles, and came up close

to Aird Hill (the last five miles we had to alter the course to

north 50" west). Here two streams met, the one coming fi'om

the east side of Aird Hill, and the other running along the south

side in a north 70° west direction. Slowed the ship down,

keeping about two-thirds over to the south shore of the branch
;

the water suddenly shoaled fi'om five to two fathoms. The

river here is about half a mile wide. Continued steaming up

this branch, which has many windings, until it brought us to the

northward of Aird Hill, the river being about 200 yards wide-

Here two more streams met, the one running to the north, and

the other in a westerly direction. There is no doubt this ran

into the other river along the south of Aird Hill, thereby

making Aird Hill an island. Saw no signs of natives The day

and night were beautiful and fine ; average temperature during

day, 79°
; night, 70°.

On Monday, the 21st, the photographers went on shore and

took a photograph of the ship, with Aird Hill in the background.

At 9 a.m. heard tht^ sound of natives coming down the north

stream, and soon saw the fire on six canoes coming round the

point, keeping well on the east shore ; when they got abreast

of the ship they landed, and held tip some green boughs as a
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token of peace. We, in return, waved some o^een cloth, but

failed to persuade them to come alongside. We then threw

some Turkey-red overboard, sticking it in the top of empty

bottles ; when it had drifted about fifty yards astern they would

paddle out and pick it up, and, getting it, would give a yell of

delight. Seeing that they would not come alongside, Mr. Bevan

and myself, with a boat's crew, pulled from the ship towards the

shore, and after much trouble and perseverance got them to

come alongside the boat, and exchanged a little trade for curios.

We returned to the ship, and threw some more Turkey-red

overboard as before. They would paddle ahead of the ship, and

throw in the water whatever they had to give us in exchange,

and we were able to pick it up as the current swept it past the

ship. The photographers took several photographs of the

natives in their canoes. Noon, again started and steamed up

the north branch, but after a very serpentine course of ten miles

the river narrowed to only forty yards. I then steamed back

to the branch leading to the south of Aird Hill ; on our way

back we saw no natives, but distinctly heard them in the bushes.

After reaching the junction, steamed over to the south shore ;

after going about half a mile, the water again shallowed abreast

of a small creek. Came to an anchor, and sent the boat away,

which found that the channel led right across to the other bank.

Lifted the anchor and steamed through this channel ; after

reaching the other shore, found that the channel again verged

to the south shore. The land here is the same as before

mentioned, being low alluvial, intersected by numerous small

creeks ; Aird Hill being the only high land in the locality.

On Tuesday, March 22nd, at 6 a.m., started in the boats, and

found the channel carried two fathoms ; after going about a

mile, found another large stream coming from the west of Aird

Hill ; after pulling along the shore about half a mile, came to

another broad stream running north and south. I believe this

to be the stream mentioned by Blackwood, and the one

mentioned by me before, as the one trending north from place

of attack. By going into mid-stream, found the water deepened
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to four fathoms. Keturiied to the ship, and brought her through

this channel, and after steaming about thi-ee miles the water

again shallo\ved ; steered for the east bank, and found the

channel running close along it three fathoms deep. After going

another mile the water shoaled to ten feet, it being low water we

could see mudflats extending almost across the river, with a

channel of apparently not more than fifty feet wide.

On AV^ednesday we pulled up the north shore, which appeared

the deepest water. After pulling three miles, passed a small

island in mid-stream. Quarter of a mile after passing this,

passed a stream, about 200 yards wide, leading south. The river

now trended in a westerly direction. Pulled along the north

shore for another two miles, and came to a broad stream, about

half a mile wide, leading north and south. A small island was

in mid-channel, oif the point. After passing point, pulled to the

north, keeping on the east shore. After going one and a half

miles, came to a long island in mid-stream, about four miles

long. Here we saw hills, about 200 feet high, about four miles

further on. Pulled i;p to the high land, where the river branched

in two, one trending east, the other west. We stai'ted to pull

back to the ship, which we reached at 4.20 p.m.

Thursday, the 24th, we steamed up channel as explored by

boat yesterday, and anchored, east of an island, in seven fathoms.

Friday, the 2oth. After steaming up river for three miles, it

trended more to the northward. Saw here a native village on a

rising ground. On the steamer coming in sight, a canoe, with

eight men in it, put off from the shore and quickly pulled away,

a conch shell being sounded fi'om the village as a waniing. The

sound made by this shell is very much like that of a foghorn.

Carried four to seven fathoms up this reach, it being about a

quarter of a mile wide. One mile past village, came to a broad

jiniction where tAvo branches met ; the water here suddenly

shoaled. The natives now came up river to us in their canoes,

but were very timid. AVe used the saftie tactics as before to

get them to come alongside, but failed. Went in the boats and

traded with them for a few curios. On leaving us thev started
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for their village, singing and keeping time by knocking their

paddles against the cauoes' sides.

Saturday, the 26th. Went away with Mr. Bevan in boat, and

found the river full of rocks. After pulling a mile and a half,

came to a rapid running over a bed of rocks. Pound a narrow

channel on east shore, with three to four feet of water in it

;

pulled boat through by the bushes, when we got twelve fatln)ms

just above the rapids. Returned to ship. When the tide turned

there was a great under current keeping the vessel ahead of her

anchors, although the current on the surface was ruiniing over

three miles an hour in the opposite direction, so we had to let go

the second anchor. With a small steam launch I could have

crossed the rapid, and probably explored this river another fifty

miles.

Sunday, the 27th. Went away in boats, following up the

before-mentioned branch for a distance of seven miles. Here

the river was 180 yards wide ; the land being 700 to 800 feet

high. Eeturned to the ship. The natives again visited us. but

would not come on board. They did not seem so timid this time;

several of them came alongside, but would not come up. At 2

p.m. we got under weigh, and steamed twelve miles up the river.

The scenery here was magnificent—the river ^s^as 150 3'ards

wide, and the mountains on either side rising to 1,000 and 1,200

feet. We had from four to eight fathoms of ^ater all the way
;

current running down at two and a half miles an hour. Tried

to catch some fish by dynamite, but got none.

Monday, March 28th. Steamed up the river for eight miles,

having from four to seven fathoms of W'ater. The mountains

rising to 1,500 or 1,600 feet, and thickly wooded with cedar and

other large timber. Anchored at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, March 29th. Again proceeded up the river, going

half speed. The river keeping the same depth, and about 150

feet wide ; the mountains rising to about 2,000 feet. At 3 p.m.

came to an anchor, as the river seemed getting very narrow ahead.

Kain set in and lasted all night. The scenery here was the

same as mentioned above, only the land getting higher. Saw

110 natives.
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Wednesday, jNIarcli 80th. AVe steamed up tlie river, encoun-

tering many rapids, and against a strong current running over

six miles an hour, for a distance of over seven miles, at which

point our steamer A\as debarred from proceeding farther upwards

by a rapid. Kain now set in and continued all night.

On Thursday, the 31st, finding it imjjossiblc to proceed fartlu-r

up the river with the ship, we decided to form a boat party, and

proceed up the river as far as ])ossible. The boat party, consist-

ing of Messrs. Bevaii, Beveridge, (Grleesou, Festro, Bell, and

myself, with live of the crew, started, taking provisions, <tc., for

ten days, and the shi2)'s after-awning for a tent; crossed the

rapid, and after pulling for five miles came to a small island on

the east bank ; determined to camp here for the night. At

7 ]j.m. the rain came down in torrents, drenching everybody,

and lasted all night.

After pulling up the river for over two days against a strong

current, our progress upwards was terminated by a ^ery strong

rapid. Some of the men started prospecting for gold, and found

indic-ations in every washing. Finding it impossible to proceed

any farther up the river in the boat, we formed a land party,

and managed to cut a track about five miles through the dense

scrub, growing on the bank of the river. As we had no tents

or proper equipment for camping out, and being thoroughly

tired out. and much inconvenienced through heavy rainfalls

during the nights, we returned to the ship after an absence of

over three days. By land and boat we had gone over a distance

of about fifteen miles. The land along the margin of the river

was low, and the soil very rich.

On Wednesday, April 4th, steamed down the river, went half

speed till we passed the rapids, t^aw no signs of natives till we

came to the junction. Here we heard a gi-eat number of them

in the bush ; about twelve of them came out, and seemed glad

to see us back. Came to an anchor off their tillage at 12.80 p.m.

Several of them came on board, and after they had got over

the shyness (like all other natives), commenced to pilfer every-

thing they could lay their hands on. Took several photographs
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of them, and got a few curios from them. We had fine,

beautiful weather all day and night. Temperature : day, 78° to

84° ; night, 70° to 72°.

We steamed up the river to the junction. Took observation,

which placed us in latitude 7° 11' south, and longitude 144° east,

and fifty-seven miles, as the crow flies, from Cape Blackwood.

The highest latitude reached by steamer, 6° 51' south; longitude,

144° 8' east; distance, seventy-eight miles and a half. By land

party, 6° 40' south, 144° 8' east. The distance gone over by

steamer being 130 miles. Went away in boat up the branch

before mentioned, and about one-quarter mile up found a large

undergi'ound cave extending in for 200 yards
;
pulled the boat

into it for fifty yards. The cave was of limestone formation,

with numerous stalactites hanging from the roof. Fine, and

temperature same as yesterday.

Friday, April 6th. At 5.30 a.m. went away in boats, taking

candles to explore the cave, and found we could penetrate with

boat no further than yesterday. After taking some of the stone,

returned to ship. 9 a.m. got under way and steamed down the

river, passing out through the eastern mouth, which is about

four miles in width, and an average depth of four fathoms.

After clearing the eastern mouth of the Aird River, we shaped

our course for Motu Motu.

After calling at Motu Motu, we returned to the westward, and

called at the villages of Karama, Silo, Ballala, and Orokolo.

The latter is the largest village along this part of the coast, and

the natives the most treacherous looking.

Thursday, April 14. Again started to steam to the westward,

intending to explore the mouths of five rivers marked on the

chart, and situated between the mouth of the Aird Eiver and

Motu Motu, and re2)orted by the natives to be separate mouths

of one large river. Came to the easternmost mouth, but after

steaming a little way up we only had twelve feet of water, and

found there was an impassable bar for a vessel of the "Victory's"

draft to cross ; the sea was breaking right across it. I then

attempted to find an entrance in the second mouth, but this had
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;i similar bar to the first. After half an hour's explorinji;, returned

to the ship, and steamed to the third mouth, but at this the bar

extended further oft' shoi-e. "We then tried the fourth and fifth

mouths with the same result. Seeing it was impossible to

penetrate into the country by any of these sources, 1 determined

to try and find an entrance to the west of Bald Head, and found

a large riA'er, two and a half miles wide at mouth. Steaming in

on a north-west course for west jjoint of entrance, carried from

three to four fathoms till one mile south HO' east of Bald Head,

when the water shoaled to sixteen feet, it being now half ebb.

There is a bank running w est from Bald Head, with only four to

seven feet of water on it, on which the sea is always breaking

;

and another, one mile and a half off, running in a south-east and

north-west direction, two miles long, on which the sea also

breaks. We came in to the east of this, but I believe there is

another channel to the west, as most of the drift was coming

from that direction. Saw several canoes coming towards us

;

returned to the ship and steamed in, and came to anchor in

sixteen feet, Bald Head bearing south 11° west. After coming

to anchor several canoes came oft^ from the east shore, where

there was a large village almost hidden by trees, and at 6 p.m.

there were over twenty canoes, with about 200 natives in them,

roiuid the ship, but they seemed friendly disposed. Made them

some presents of Turkey-red, &c., which made them still more

friendly, and they invited us ashore to their village, but we

declined. This village we found was called Kere Porin.

Friday, April 15th. At daylight the natives came off about

400 strong. They seemed very friendly, but, by appearances,

were not to be trusted. At 8 a.m. got under way, and steamed

across to west point, north 70° west, for half a mile, when the

water deepened to five fathoms. Shaped a course due north,

and after going ten miles came to an important junction of three

branches, one coming from the west, the other two from east

and nortb-east ; the west branch being a mile wide, and the

largest. Steamed up this branch for two miles when it trended

to the west
;
going four miles farther, carrying three to six
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fathoms, came to another junction, a branch 200 yards wide,

coming in from the west ; here the water suddenly shoaled.

Saw two canoes coming down the west branch, and held

communication with them by the same way as before.

Saturday, April 16th. Steamed up the north branch, which

was 500 yards wide here ; after going some distance in a

serpentine manner, the river narrowed to 200 yards.

On Sunday, April 17th, after steaming five miles farther up,

the river seemed to break up, it being here only seventy yards

wide. Came to an anchor m tln-ee and a half fathoms at

10.30 a.m. "Went away in boats, and after going for a mile two

channels met, each being only twenty yards wide
;

pulled up

the westernmost one for two miles. Picked up a canoe paddle

;

saw a canoe with two women and a child in it, who set up

howling as soon as they saw us. AVe then heard the conch shell

sounded on both sides of the river, showing us that we had

unexpectedly got close to a large village. The river was only

ten yards v/ide here, and as we were not properly armed, thought

discretion was the better part of valour, and started back again.

The natives could have killed every one of us without our being

even able to see them, the scrub was so thick on each bank.

After pulling half a mile, hauled alongside one of the banks,

and waited to see if the natives would follow us, but seeing no

signs of them, returned to the ship at 1 p.m. After dinner,

Bevan and myself offered to lead an armed party to the village

to see if we could make friends with them, but none of our

party were willing. Seeing that it was impossible to take the

steamer any higher (the total distance reached by steamer

from sea being forty-six miles), we got under way and

steamed back at half speed up the branch at first junction,

carrying three fathoms. After going one and a half miles, came

to a branch 100 yards wide, trending north, and 200 yards

farther another, trending south ; steamed up this for six miles,

when the water shoaled to ten feet, the river narroAving to fifty

yards.

At 1 p.m. on the following day started to return, and steamed
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back to main junction, and took the branch trending easterly, and

after following it for several miles we opened out a broad river

half a mile wide. There is no doubt that this river belonj^ed to

the one we were in, as some of the reaches were nearly due north.

and others nearly due south. AVe had three to seven fathoms

of water ; the rise and fall being hardly perceptible. .Steamed

into this broad river (the Wickham), and had sixteen to seven-

teen feet crossing its mouth ; it then deepened to five and

eight fathoms, the current runniug down about three miles an

hour. At 5.30 came to an anchor off a plantation and deserted

village. I have no doubt that this is the river reported by the

natives having five mouths, east of Bald Hill, although we had

proved there were seven to it.

Saturday, April 23rd. At 7 a.m. again started, going full

speed. We passed several more deserted villages. At 11 a.m.

we commenced to get to higher land, the hills being 300 to 400

feet high, and as we went along the laud kept rising, and the

river very much winding. At 4 p.m. came to a very rapid

current, caused by a point coming out and a barrier of rocks on

the other shore, narrowing the river from 300 to 100 yards.

The current caught the vessel on the bow, and nearly tui'ued

her round ; after getting her pointed again, went full speed

ahead, and in a qviarter of an hour got round the point. The

river then widened again to 300 yards ; the current must have

been running down at seven to eight miles an hour. Here the

water shoaled to eleven feet, with a rocky bottom. The only

place we could find anchorage was twenty yards off east shore,

abreast of a small stream that came in here ; anchored in three

fathoms. The mountains here are from 1,500 to 2.500 feet

high, but different to the mountains on the first river we went

into, not being like those, precipitous, but rising in a gi*adual

slope, and all thickly wooded.

Sunday, April 24th. At 9 a.m. went away in boats, some

shooting, others exploring. At 2 p.m. Bevan and myself with

crew went awav in small boat ; after pulling two miles, landed

on a small island close to east bank, where we could see up the
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next reaoli for two miles, and there appeared another small

island, and no doubt a rapid as well. Eeturned to ship, sounding

all the time. The soundings were very irregular, and bottom

rocky. There were constant whirlpools, caused by ghibbers, on

some of which there w'as not more than four feet of water.

Got to the ship at 5 p.m. There was a constant fresh running

down, showing that the rise of riA'er was far more inland than

the first river, where we had constant flood and ebb, and,

therefore, this was the most important one coming from the

mountains. On the banks we saw driftwood twenty feet above

the present level of stream.

As our limited time was di'awing to a close (only being

allowed six weeks fi'om time of starting to return), and our coal

getting short, we held a consultation in the eveniug, when it was

determined to return. The highest temperature we had during

the ti'ip was 125° in the sun, and 86° in the shade.

After steaming clear of the river entrances, we shaped our

course for Thursday Island, and arrived there on Tuesday, May
3rd, after a successful and prosperous exploring trip.

There is no doubt that if we had better appliances, and a steamer

of less draft, we could have gone at least sixt}^ to one hundred

miles farther up the la.st river (the Wickham), which Mr. Bevan

named the Jubilee, and, as there are two or three more rivers

between the two, it is my opinion that one of them would be

found a large river that drains the centre ranges, and that this

part of the coast will be the best agricultural district of British

Xew G-uinea ; and, by going inland to the main ranges, find

splendid mineral and auriferous countiy.

The Chaiemax referred in favourable terms to the paper,

after which the proceedings terminated.



THIRD ORDIXARY MEETING.

Thibd Session.

The third ordinary monthly meeting of the third session of the

Queendand Branch of the Eoyal G-eogi-aphical Society of Aus-

ti*alasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of Friday, September 28, 1887. Mr. "W. H. Miskix

occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, and the receipt of donations announced, the Hox.

Secretary proceeded to read a paper entitled

—

The Discovery of the Pioneer River, and Early

Settlemeut of Mackay, Queensland.

By the Discoverer, Captain Joiix Mackay.

On the IGth January, 18G0, the party, consisting of Messrs.

John Macrossan, H. Eobinson, A. Murray, D. Cameron, J. Mul-

doou, J. Barber, the writer, and an aboriginal named Duke,

started from Armidale, New Soutli TVales. with twenty-eight

horses and the usual outfit of pack saddles, firearms, &c. Thev

travelled via Tenterfield, AVarwick, Dalby, and across the Darling

Downs to Grayndah, thence to Grladstone, i-id the Kolan and

Boyne Eivers, arriving at Eockhampton on the 2nd March. On
the 10th March they left, and proceeded towards Yaamba,

camping on the Fitzroy Eiver, about fifteen miles from Taamba.

The following day they crossed the Fitzroy, and camped within

six miles of Princhester. On the 18th, in consequence of the

horses having strayed, they did not pass Princhester until 3 p.m.,

and proceeded with a company of Victorians going in search of

country to the westward (Peak Do'rtis), and camped together at

a muddy waterhole. They ti-avelled together until 8 jj.m., when

they arrived at Marlborough, meeting Mr. Henning. who was

c
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forming a station there. They did not leave Marlborough until

the 22nd, when they bade farewell to civilisation, proceeding

westward towards the range dividing the waters of Broadsoimd

and the Isaacs Eiver. Here they camped for the night, and after

proceeding in various directions until the 6th April, they observed

the letter D and broad arrow cut deep in trees, and a place ^here

a tent had been pitched, which they concluded must have been

marked by Dalrymple's party. They met with similar signs until

tlie 10th, when, observing that Dalrymple and party had taken up

all the country on the route, they decided after a brief con-

sultation to retrace their steps, and strike more to the eastward

They traA^elled in the easterly direction, meeting with various

obstacles, until the 17th May, when they came to a stony

creek, where they camped. The next day they journeyed along

the creek, until they came to where it jt)ined another large creek

from the southward, whence it flowed in a northerly direction, a

bold deep river, with well-defined banks. On the suggestion of

Macrossan, this river was named the Mackay. They travelled

along the river until the 21st, Avhen they came to a plain ex-

tending from the river to a range of low grassy hills to the south-

Avard. The next day they proceeded to the westward, and on the

23rd Eobinson and Duke comjjlained of headaches, and on the

24th, the men being no better, they did not jn'oceed ; but Mackay,

Barber, and Macrossan, after gi'eat difficulty, reached the coast,

and made observations to determine the jjosition of the mouth of

the river. On the 25th they again made a journey to the mouth

of the river, and on the way back to camp Mackay cut the letter

M on several trees along the river, this portion having fallen to

his lot when drawing for the res2)ective blocks to be taken up.

On the 26th Murray complained of sickness. The sick men

showing no signs of imj)rovement, the party started back along

the river to the westn'ard, Macrossan and Mackay marking trees

on both sides. The party arrived at Eockhampton on the 8th

July, with one man short through the death of Duke, and after

tendering, in accordance with the Crown Lands regulations, for

the respective runs taken up, they sailed for Brisbane on the 19th
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ill the '•Tainar," ,s., Captain Cottier. Their tenders were accepted

on condition that they put on stock, and Captain Mackay entered

into partnership with Mr. J. Starr, of Mihie Creek, on the con-

ditions that if the latter furnished so many cattle the former

would find the country, each one contributing to the incidental

expenses. In pursuance of such agreement, Cai)tain Mackay left

Armidale on the 26th July, 18(31, with 1,200 head of cattle, fifty

head of horses, two teams of bullocks, with drays, and a party,

consisting of four stockmen, two drivers, eook, carpenter, and two

black boys. The writer described the journey in detail to the spot

reached by the former ])arty, where he arrived on the 11th Janu-

ary, 1862, and marked a spot as a site for a station, which he

named Gri'een Mount. Eventually things were got into working

order, and in March the stockyard was completed. Their stores

by this time had sensibly decreased, but, having arranged with au

agent in Kockhampton to send a small vessel in April with

supplies, no serious fears were entertained in this respect. Hoav-

ever, through various causes, the vessel did not arrive until the

25th June. During this time Captain Mackay had made various

trips in the hope of getting news of the stores, and had made

the acquaintance of Mr. Gr. E. Dalrymple, then Crown Lauds

Commissioner for the Kennedy District, and Mr. Eichard

Spencer, better known as "Honest Dick Spencer." Mr. Dal-

rymple, during his stay at Captain Mackay's camp, named the two

peculiar hills on the north side Mount Blackwood and Mount

Jukes, in honour of Captain Blackwood, of H.M.S. "Eattle-

snake," and a naturalist who accompanied him. He fell in with

Mr. Spencer on his journey to Port Cooper in search of stores,

Spencer being camped near the head of Denison Creek, where he

had taken up a station. It so happened that Spencer was

expecting stores by the same boat as Captain Mackay, and after

waiting some considerable time, during which Spencer visited

Captain Mackay's place, they undertook a journey to Broadsonnd,

where, shovild they fail to see anything of the boat, they could

send word to Eockhampton. It Avas while on this journey they

fell in with the cutter " Presto," on which were the long-looked-
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for stores. The black boys wei-e ordered to return home ^ith the

horses, and Captain Mackay and his companion joined the vessel

and accompanied her to her destination, arriving there on the

2.Jth June, the cutter being moored along>*ide the south bank,

about two miles west of where the town now stands. The stores

were landed the next day, and the charterer entered into an

engagement with Captain Mackay at £8 per week to remain and

enable him to make a rough survey of the river, take soundings,

&e. He commenced his survey on the 28th, and continued his

observations until the 6th July, when the "Presto" returned to

Rockhampton, by which he sent to the Crown Lands Office,

Brisbane, a sketch of the river, Avith latitude, soundings, &e.,

which plan was published in Buxton's Map of Queensland, on

which the Mackay Eiver was declared a port of entry. Shortly

afterwards Captain Mackay visited Port Cooper, where, receiving

news unfavourable to. his interests, he discharged all unnecessary

hands on the station, and returned to Eockhampton, leaving

Messrs. Cornish, Cridland, and Yince in charge. He arrived at

Eockhampton about the 1st October, and proceeding to Sydney

found that his partner had succumbed to the pressure of the

times, and that he (Captain Mackay) was involved to a certain

extent. Through the kindness of some friends he was enabled to

save a little fi'om the general wreck, and returned to Queensland

early in 1863. During his absence Commodore Barnett visited

the northern ports of Queensland, in H.M. gunboat "Pioneer,"

and suggested that, in consequence of another stream flowing into

Eockingham Bay being named the Mackay, it would be necessary

Captain Mackay's discovery should be named the Pioneer, in

honour of that ship's visit. The Grovernment, howeA'er, intimated

to Captain Mackay that the town then being surveyed on its

banks would be named Mackay. It was again suggested that the

name of Mackay should be changed for that of Alexandra, but

the original name was adhered to. With reference to the dis-

puted question, "Who were the first white men to settle at

Mackay," Captain Mackay states:
—"Messrs. Henderson and

Cridland were at G-reen Mount (the name of Captain Mackay's
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station) when I left, awaitini; the arrival of stores and building

material wherewith to eommenc;' husiness. James Eeadv and

family followed shortly, so that T liave no liesitation in pro-

nouncing these gentlemen the fathers of the hamlet, ^Mrs. Keady

being the first white woman at ]\rackay." This ended Captain

[Mackay's connection with ^lackay, mitil, on his wav to Cooktown

to till his ])vesent appointment, he called at the place, and found

himself a stranger there.

After the paper had been read the proceedings terminated.



FOURTH ORDIXAEY MEETING.

Third Sesstox.

The fmu'tli ordinary mcnithly meeting of the third session of

the Queenshmd Branch of the Eoyal Greooraphical Society

of Australasia was hekl in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on

the evening of Friday, Xovember 25, 1887, at 8 o'clock. ^Ir.

W. H. MiSKi?f occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, and the receipt of variovis donations to the Society,

consisting chiefly of exchange publications from cognate institu-

tions, anncninced, the Hex. Secretary proceeded to read the

following paper, which he had prepared :

—

The Importance of the Teaching of Geography

in the School.

By J. P. Thomsox, :\r.A., c.e., etc.

" Breves haustus in philosophia ad Atheisraum duciuit, largiores

autem reducnnt ad Demn."

Prelude.—The chief object of this paper is, if possible, to

produce a fresh stimulus and revive the interest, now through

enervating influences become morbid, in matters geographical

amongst our adult colonists, and more particularly to bring the

vital importance of this momentous integi'al of modern educa-

tional doctrine before the view, and for the most serious and

favourable consideration, of the principals of educational institu-

tions in our colony ; so that they, as the primary medium in the

diurnal execution of their official functions, may provide facilities

for, and afford encouragement to, our colonial boys in the study of

geogi'aphy. By this noble means the youths who, by nature, are

adapted for the study of geographical science, as, also, all those

whom it is desirable to instruct, will be provided with the means
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wherewitli to become proficient. '\Vv shall then have students

iu this important, "nutritious," and niost interesting branch of

science as we have students at law, and in all other affiliated

learned professions. Por this reason it is imperative to frame

sound method, and inculcate its principles; for be it understood

that in the erection of all our nuindane structures of what kind

soever, whether large or small, plain or ornamental, their stability

will entirely be governed by the character of their foundations

;

likewise the degree of proficiency attained l)y the student, apart

from his aptness, will depend upon the rudimentary elements

of his instruction. This is the end of the preamble ; I shall

now proceed to consider the i^rincipal—or the prime subject.

The earliest records of history furnish us with geogi'aphical

information, which, although not based upon strictly accurate

premises, is nevertheless full of interest, and minute in detail.

In the davs of Moses, the leader and legislator of the Hebrews

about 1725-1G05 b.c, the physical geograpliy of the world was

taught upon the assumption that the earth was motioidess and the

surface of the globe a ilat disc, which theory is also referred to by

the celebrated Psalmist. King David. Homer, the " Father of

Song," was also a disciple of the same theory; likewise Herodotus,

the '• Father of History," to whose unwearied geographical research

on the shores of the Hellespont, Scythia, Euxine Sea, Syria, Pales-

tine, Colchis, the northern parts of Africa, Ecbatana, and Babylon,

we are indebted for the earliest method of geogi'aphy. Greece

furnishes the earliest conclusive scientific principles as instructed

by Thales of Miletus, the originator of Grreek philosophy, and

father of the Ionic School, about 6J^0 years B.C., who advocated

the S2)herical form of the earth, and was so well acquainted with

the Cj^clic Period, comprehending the order of eclipses, as to

predict the eclipse of the sun which appeared during the battle

between the Modes and the Lydians. He also ad^-ocated the tenet

that the " World has a soul, is full of diiemons." Anaximander,

an Ionian philosopher, and the reputed inventor of maps, likewise

propounded the doctrines of his predecessor, Thales ; and Pytha-

goras, the illustrious mathematician, his follower, taught the
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definite science of the earth revolving on its own axis, also

its revolution round the sun. The first practical test in

astronomical geogi'aphy was made hv Eratosthenes, the celebrated

astronomer of Alexandria, in the third century B.C.. who first

conceived the plan of measuring the earth. The means he

employed were the measurement of the sun's meridian altitude

when at the solstitial point, by the shadow of a style at

Alexandria, and the horizontal distance between Alexandria

and Syene (Assouan), at which place the sun is vertical at

solstice. He then calculated the arc of the terrestrial meridian

connecting the t\5;o places. The result of his investigations made

a degree to be about eighty English miles, which, considering

the means employed, was surprisingly near the truth. Hippar-

chus, the founder of astronomical science, 160-125 B.C., next

discovered the precession of the equinoxes—a first generalisation

to a knowledge of the motions of the fixed stars. He invented

plain and spherical trigonometry, and discovered the means of

determining positions on the earth's surface bv means of

latitude and longitude. He also may be regarded as the

originator of physical science. Ptolemy Claudius, the most

distinguished scientist of antiquity and mathematical geographer

of the second century a.d., founded the planetary theory

as represented by the scheme of Epicycles. His works on

astronomy and geography were used as text-books for 1.100

years, during which period very little progress in the science of

astronomy was made, until 81-4-833 a.d., when it again received

an impetus from the representatives of the Arabian Empire,

Haroun-Al-Easchid (" Aaron the Just"), the renowned Caliph

of Bagdad—celebrated for his generosity and wisdom—and his

son Abdallah, who, upon the plains of Mesopotamia, executed

the measurement of an arc of one degree of the meridian.

During the ninth and succeeding six centuries physical and

astronomical geogi*aphy continued to progi-ess, but no remarkable

discoveries were made until between the fifteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, during which period Copernicus restored the

true system of the Universe, as first proposed by Pythagoras,
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and proved the annual motion of the earth. Galileo propagated

and demonstrated the Copernican system ; and Kepler, also a

disriple of Copernicus, after seventeen years of incessant pursuit,

discovered his celebrated law, that the squares of the periodic

times of the planets are as the cubes of their distances. It is a

strange phase in history, that while, among the ancients and

even up to the eighteenth century, the kings and ])rinces of

foreign nations honoured and encouraged their philosophers.

England, singularly enough, produces a long list of her most

distinguished characters whom she has starved and dishonoured.

It is, however, to representatives of our modern school, such as

Professor Cora, and other distinguished writers, that we are

indebted for defining the position of geography as a science.

Literally interpreted, the physical character of geography would,

from its etvmnlogical as])ect, embrace a description of the

earth, the conformation of its islands and continents, the water

surrounding them and traversing their surface, and the motions

of all the parts of the earth subject to the control of natural

phenomena, such as the currents of seas and rivers, earthquakes,

glaciers, Ac, also a description of atmospheric and climatic

conditions. The broader scope of physical geogi-aphy would also

embrace geology. A mere description, although entertaining,

would, however, be an insufficient analysis of our subject

;

therefore, while fully admitting the importance of the entertain-

ing phases, it becomes necessary, in order to render it instructive,

that we should also explain—namely, to clear our subject of

all doubts, to illustrate the effects, to expand the cause thereof,

and the symphonious relations of the entire system. And, when

thus explaiuiug the various parts of a whole, how am I to

adequately do justice to my subject if I omit to explain the

components of each indiA-idual part in itself? That is to say,

how am I to intelligibly describe the conformatiou of continents

and islands, without explaining the causes by which they are

produced? And, while I am thus engaged with the explanation

of this part, siu'elv I shall be found wanting if I omit to describe

the soil ; to do so instructively, I shall not only have to describe
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the quantity and conditions of its strata and substrata, but I shall

also have to explain the chemical combination of its constituent

parts, and likewise its natural and artificial capabilities.

AVhile thus treating with the external crustations of soil, surely

it is required that I should also describe, in creative order, all

living animals produced, sustained by, and moving on its surface.

When I have so far attained this progi'essive stage, my whole mind

is so filled and engi-ossed with wonder and admiration at the

simplicity and perfections of all the complex functions of living

organisms exhibited in the animal and vegetable kingdom, that 1

am impelled, as it were, by natural instincts, to proceed still a

step farther, and describe the essential characteristics of that

pre-eminent order of all animals, the human race. Thus I am

imperceptibly, as it were, brought into contact witli, and proceed

to treat upon, the science of man. While proceeding inductively

with the princij)al parts of my subject, how am I, in speaking of

man, to clearly elucidate the various parts of a ichole without

taking into account the four great divisions of race, as classified

vmder the following designations :—Mongolian, Semitic. Tartar,

and Aryan ? In describing these vast sections, I also haA'e

to refer to the component parts of each individual ichole as

furnished by the manifold species, numbers of which afford rare

and interesting scope for observation, especially the Hellenic, the

Teutonic, the Slavonic, and the Italic,— all of which are contained

within the great Aryan division. Thus, in proceeding with my

investigations of those great divisions and subdivisions, I perceive

myself face to face wdth the principle of history.

Next I proceed to describe earthquakes, volcanoes, and glaciers,

and, in doing so, am I to omit an explanation of their cause r

Surely not. Also their geographical distribution. Likewise in

my description of rivers, lakes, and seas, must I not also

include their currents, and explain the causes by which they

are produced? Thus I proceed with my colossal structure in

numerical sequence—if I may so speak—step by step, from the

base to the apex ; that is to say, beginning with the world, whicli

is imperative, as the nucleus and the emln-yonic- stages of all
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animate and inanimate orffanisations, of all tliinujs whatsoever

specifically I'elated to geographical science. AVhen I have

intelligibly analysed the anatcnny, as it were, of the earth in

whole and in part, I next proceed to consider the rotatory and

revolutionary motions of the vast structure ; but, before fully

doing so, I assign to it its proper position with regard to the

great central primary in our grand and vast Universe. Here, in

the midst of cosmical magnitude, I describe each individual planet

in the system, the harmonious relations co-existing in them,

and the law of gi-avitatiou l)y which they are governed,—thus

I iiatroduce astronomical geogi-aphy. Xext I explain the

inequality of day and night, and the law by which the seasons

are governed. I next proceed to describe climate as being

subject to variation and modification by virtue of the earth's

position in the ecliptic to that of the central primary, also the

condition of climate as governed by atmospheric changes, and

the constituents of the atmosphere itself. "While doing so. I

comprehend all living creatures and things subject to its actimi.

and explain how, physically, they are influenced by conditions

of climate. All the foregoing parts are so harmoniously

connected with one another, that an omission of any one

part subjects the whole organisation to disintegration, and the

instructive phases become chaotic.

Among the various subjects of instruction inculcated into th.e

minds of students in our seminaries, let the teacher direct his

attention first to the prime ones—all others are "a mere filling in

of details"—of which physical gebgi'aphy ranks first—excepting

literature. Apart from the theoretical aspect, it will discipline,

cultivate, enlarge, and enrich the mind, both morally and intel-

lectually; it feeds the most tender and noble sentiments, and is the

foster-mother of that humanitai'ian sympathy so necessary to act

against all inborn prejudicial tendencies ; it invigorates and

qualifies the mind to cope with all its conflicts; it also subdues

and modifies inordinate desire ; it unfolds to us the simplicity and

clearness of our legal and moral relations to one another, so that

it becomes unconfused by bigotry and unprevented by theory,

neither can passion pollute nor perturb it.
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Among the best works of the ancient GTreek and Latin authors,

from the earliest records of history, we find many earnest exhorta-

tions to use our best efforts to cultivate the mind by the inculca-

tion of sound stimulating principles. We also observe numerous

exam]jles in every-day life, and have the unanimous assurances

(if the most celebrated teachers the world ever produced, how

morally, intellectually, and physically we are most powerfully

influenced by the principles we imbibe. "And let it be no slight

care to cultivate the mind with the liberal arts." Ovidius, Art.

Am. ii. 121. "To be thoroughh' imbued with the liberal arts

refines the manners, and makes men to be mild and gentle in their

conduct." Ovidius, Ep. ex Pont. ii. 9. 47. "Let a man be ever

so envious, passionate, indolent, drunken, amorous, yet there is

no one such a slave to passion that he may not be improved, if he

would only lend a docile ear to the lessons of wisdom." Horatius

Ep. i. 1. 38. Similar sentiments are also expressed in Brunck

(P. Grnom., ]). 320). Professor Laurie—an eminent Professor of

Education, of over' thirty-three years' experience in school work

—

whom I consider the highest authority in G-reat Britain, and

whom I shall have occasion to refer to in the course of this

lecture—in his able and most instructive lecture upon the

" Jlethod Ajjplied to the Teacliinq of Geograplitj in the School,'''

delivered before the Eoyal Scottish Geogi'aphical Society, Edin-

burgh, in 1886,* says:
—

" Greography is the most interesting, and,

with the single exception of literature, the most nutritious, the

most feeding, and the most cultivating of all school subjects. It

is all-embracing, it is rich and abundant beyond conception, and

has claims on the teacher of a paramount kind. It is because of

its intellectual and moral effects, chiefly, that it claims a foremost

place in the education of the youth. There is probably no one

subject so prolific of material for thought and judgment on the

affairs of life, and the destiny and duty of man. It broadens the

narrowness of the young, and the selfishness and exclusiveness of

the adult. It is a sworn foe to the prig. It widens intelligence,

and enriches the soul, furnishing not only material for reasonings,

* Scottish Geographical Magazine, 1886, Vol. ii, pp. 451-2.
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but nutrition to tlie etliical sentiments, and a stimulus to the

imagination. As an ei-onomic instrument, no less than as a

moral instrument, geogi-aphy is unsurpassed by any other subject

of the school curriculum, excepting always literature, (xeogi-aphy,

then, is surely a big thing in all education where geogi-aphy and

the ends of education are properly understood."

Mr. AV. Jolly. H.M. Inspector of Schools, in one of his lectures,

delivered under the auspices of the E.8.(t.8.,* says:—"Eightly

taught, there is no more valuable, informing, or fascinating study

than geography; nor any one more pleasantly and highly intel-

lectual." kStrabo, the celebrated Grreek geographer of the first

century of the Christian era, in adAocatiug the importance of

teaching geography, refers t6 the shameful retreat of the fleet of

Agamemnon when ravaging Mysia, as an illustration of the

disastrous effects of the result of ignorance in gi-eat undertakings,

aud he says:
—"Even if we descend to such trivial matters as

hunting, the case is still the same ; for he will be the most success-

ful in the chase who is acquainted with the size and nature of

the wood, and one familiar with the locality will be the most com-

petent to superintend an encampment, an ambush, or a march."

He also invites attention to "the importance of geogi'aphy in a

political A'iew. For the sea and the earth on which we dwell

furnish theatres for action; limited for limited action, vast for

grander deeds; but that which contains them all, and is the scene

of the greatest undertakings, constitutes what we term the

habitable earth; and they are the gi-eatest generals who, sub-

duing nations and kingdoms under one sceptre and one political

administi'ation, have acquired dominion over land and sea. It

is clear, then, that geogi'aphy is essential to all the transactions

of the statesman, as it informs us of the positions of the conti-

nents, seas, and oceans of the habitable earth."

Colonel Sir Charles A^arren, E.E., G.C.M.G., F.E.S., &c..

President of the Greogi'aphical Section of the British Association,

in his opening address, at the meetings of the Association held in

Manchester in September last,t "dealt with the importance of

* Scottish Geographical Magazine, 18S7, Vol. iii, p. 127.

t Proc. Royal Geographical Society, 1S87, Vol. ix, Xo. 10, p. 635.
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studying geoijrapliT iu its wider aspects, and with the best method

of presenting its facts to chikben." He says:
—"Indeed, it is

difficult to say in what capacity of life geographical knowledge is

most required. Xo man can do practical work without it, and to

the theorist it is absolutely essential." But, "of all persons who

require a knowledge of geography, stand first those who are most

concerned in the government of our Empire, and yet, as has been

mentioned, these have, for the most part, been brought up at

schools where the mental training for geography is most defective-

Our statesmen, as a rule, have neither theoretical teaching nor

practical experience, and it is perhaps not too much to say that,

putting on one side those who are merchants and sailors, there

are no more ignorant persons with regard to geography than our

lawgivers. This ignorance endangers the safety of the country,

for the people are continually perceiving, with regard to matters

of every-day life and practical experience, that their lawgivers are

more ignorant than themselves, and are consequently constantly

interfering and giving advice iu the details of the administration

of the Empire." The same writer, among numerous other

instances, says:
—"It is possible that a more full geographical

knowledge of Eg}"pt and the Suez Canal might have materially

modified our present occupation of Egypt. The canal could not

be held without a fresh-water supply, and the possession of Cairo

and the Xile is the key to the fi-esh-water canal supplying

Ismailia and Suez. Had it been known that a jDlentiful sujjply

of water could be obtained close to the marine canal, indejiendent

of the ]S'ile water, it is questionable how far any occupation of

Eg\-pt would have been necessary."

The teaching of geogi'aphy has become of such recognised

paramount importance that, through the advocacy of the Royal

Geogi'aphical Society and the Eoyal Scottish Geographical

Society, geography will be taught in the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge, as lecturers have been apj^ointed. Since 1869

the Eoyal G-eographical Society have made annual awards of

royal premiums and other testimonials to students iu the principal

universities, colleges, and schools in England for proficiency in

geography.
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Last year the Royal Scottish Greograj^hical Society, with

prophetic energy and zeal, emulated the example of the parent

society—but in a more j)ractical manner—-by the inauguration of

an exhibition of appliances used in geographical education, held

in the Industrial Museum, Edinburgh. In the hall of the

museum, educational lectures were delivered by Messrs. J. Scott

Keltie, Librarian E.Cx.S., and ^V. Jolly, H.M. Inspector of

Schools, also by Professors Laurie and Meiklejohn, who in the

ablest manner advocated the importance of geographical edu-

cation. The efforts of the society were warmly sujjported by the

public ; the attendances at the exhibition and at the lectures given

in connection therewith were very good, and teachers largely

availed themselves of the opportunities which the society placed

at their command. Indeed, the importance of geogra2)hical

instruction is becoming so universally recognised as to attract

royal patronage: this will be seen from the fact that His Majesty

the King of the Belgians has, this year, offered a prize for the

best essay on "The Promotion of the Study of Greogi"aphy."' The

prize was gained by A. Stauber. In the continental seminaries,

the realistic and dramatic methods in teaching geography are

strictly adhered to ; in this resj^ect alone England is far behind

her continental neighbours. This is more especially the case in

'"Prussia, where every university has its professor of geogi'aphy;

at other G-erman universities there are lecturers." Altogether

there are at the present time seventy-five professorshijjs of

geography at Eurojiean universities. In Prance, also, the

teaching of geography receives considerable attention. It is

probably owing to this jiroficiency in geographical science that

the Germans excel as colonists; by virtue of their insti-uctiou,

they ])ortray and study the physical conditions of foreign

countries, and delineate their history, products, industries, and

commerce, by which means their capitalists, merchants, gi-aziers,

and agi'iculturists are more successful than the majority of our

colonists are—a fact which does not redound to our credit, nor to

the credit of our schools; while at home and abroad the Germans

and French exhibit superior intelligence m matters relating to
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r|[eogi'apliical science than the average Englishman. Is this the

fault of our modern educational system, or does it rest with the

teachers? Whichever the responsible source may be, one thing

is certain, it is deplorable, and casts a stain ujion an English-

speaking race, and subjects us to ridicule by those over whom we

profess to exercise pre-eminence. Xot only does the continent

excel in geogi*aphical education, but also in geographical insti-

tutions. In Prussia, Eussia, France, and 8pain, every important

centre of population supports its geogi*aphical institution as one

of its chief national monuments, for the collation and dissemi-

nation of knowledge regarding universal geogi-aphy. This is not

by any means solely owing to the maturity of their establishment,

but the importance of geogi-aphy is inculcated in their youthful

minds; they inhale the germs from early training, and, like all

sound teaching, it grows with them. The question of geographi-

cal education is a subject of ^dtal importance to all peojjle of

every nationality, but more particularly to the youthful race of

Australasia, for reasons which in themselves are self-evident:

—

1st, Unlike fortune's favourites, the future prosperity, from a

worldly aspect as also the political and social conditions, of

Austi'alia's sons will in a large degree depend upon their natural

and cultivated abilities. 2nd, All our acquired wealth, of what

kind soever, must emanate from the soil and the bowels of

mother earth. 3rd, The geographical position of our continent

and the islands adjacent thereto peculiarly subjects us to the

assaults and envy of aliens. 4th, Our security in time of war

will in a large measure be governed by the effectiveness of our

defences. 5th, The future development of our commercial enter-

prises will render reciprocal relations with foreign countries

necessary. Gth. Our social and political status as a race with

respect to other nations will be proportional to our culture in

science, literature, and art. Therefore, as the fultilment, or

attainment, of the foregoing conditions, with others of equal im-

portance added thereto, render proficiency in geography impera-

tive, it must become apparent to all intelligent colonists that

geography, always excepting literature, claims first place in our
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school cuvriculum. The t"oreu;oin<i; arguments may be (.'oiisidered

a brief" indication of the preliminary principal.

I shall noAv briefly refer to method (although this paper does

not profess to deal with more than ihe preliminaries of method).

" It is a universally admitted principle in education that children

are educated best through the sensible, the formal or abstract

does not either discipline or cultivate as the real and sensible

does. It is through things, and events as things and thoughts

as things, that children, and men, and women live and grow.

In the department of the real of sense, the thing is geography.

Climate has brought your pupils into immediate contact with the

elements of physics, while the men who inhabit a country have

brought your pujiils face to face with history in its origin. The

real is to be taught through the real—things of sense through

the senses. All knowledge must grow out of what is already

known, that the growth may be organic, and not mechanical

merely. In all subjects of instruction, when there is a mass of

particulars, acquire at first the leading particulars only, and

ignore all else until these are firmly rooted in the mind. The

teacher should guard against overburdening the children's brains

with names and dates. The names of countries, towns, and

rivers, merely, as is the usual way of teaching geography, is not

geography at all, but only a very small part of it, to be rightly

called topography—just as dates and successions of monarch

s

and battles is not history at all, but merely a subordinate part

of it, called chronology. The teacher is to begin with the parish

at his school door ; he is to take advantage of the window to

look out on the portion of the earth within his immediate range

;

to draw upon the experience of the little children as they walk

to and from school, and extract from them that experience.

Thus they are introduced to plains, to hills, to streams, to

cultivated land and uncultivated land, to rocks, stones, herbs,

flowers, trees, animals, products, men and their various indus-

tries, to sizes, distances, relations in place, buildings, names of

places, &c.; thus you gradually extend the teaching from the

parish to the county, thence to the native country. Tou are

D
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then to iutroduce a lai'ge globe not less than three feet in

diameter, with the native conntiy painted red thereon, then the

whole round world will burst upon their view. The teaching

should consist of the constantly repeated contemplation of the

globe, and making acquaintance with the great divisions, and

half a dozen gi'eat mountain chains, oceans, and rivers. The

names on the globe should not exceed a couple of dozen.

Climatic zones to be clearly indicated.* After the native

country has been thoroughly studied, the geography of the

native continent, and later on that of the other continents is

taught. The connection between natural histoiy and geogi'aphy

must be emphasised, and characteristic objects ought always to

be shown. The reading of travels is recommended as a means

of making the study more attractive, and of preventing its

becoming a mere memorising."

—

(A. Sfanher).

The Chairman^ highly complimented the author upon the

character of his paper, and warmly supported the sentiments it

expressed ; he said the paper was ably written, and the argu-

ments contained therein were powerful in support of the subject

dealt with, and Mr. Thomson had undoubtedly, with great

cogency, proved himself an able advocate of geographical educa-

tion. Dr. Waugh and Mr. E. G-ailey also spoke of the paper

in terms of praise ; and, in accord with the Chairman, vigorously

supported the author's views. After which the meeting closed.

* Professor Laurie, on "Method Applied to the Teo.chinij of Ocographit in the School.
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FIFTH ORDIXART MP:ETING.

Third Sesstox.

The tifth ordinary nuiutlily meeting of the third session of the

Queensland Branch of the Eoyal Greographical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of Friday, January 27, 1888. at 8 o'clock. Mr. H. C.

Luck occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meetiiig had been read and

confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected, by ballot,

members of the Society, viz. :—Messrs. M. O'Donohue, and E.

J. Hamilton.

After announcing the I'eceipt of various donations, the Hon.

Secretary proceeded to read a paper entitled :

—

A Trip through the Hot Lake District,

New Zealand.

By Percy W. Sprixgalj,. Surveyor.

After the Hot Springs have been brought so prominently

before the public during the recent eru])tion, I feel that a few

lines written from my own experience, during my stay in that

district, will not be heard altogether without interest.

Though mjich has been said and written, we have heard, com-

paratively speaking, very little from any authentic source, and all

has been so exaggerated that anyone visiting those parts will be

more or less disappointed. The few scientific men who have

gone there have always made their visits so brief as to go away,

in a gi'eat many instances, with very erroneous ideas, and to mis-

represent, if not all, a great many of its wonders ; and in writing

this paper I think that, after three years' living in that district. I

may have made some observations which have failed to attract the

eves of others.
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Having received instruction?; to proceed to Eotorua (one of

the lakes in the thermal springs district). I at once proceeded to

Oheneniutu, the only township in the lake disti'ict, arriving there

in the evening, after a hard day's coaching through very broken

country ; although the scenery along our way was most pic-

turesque, one soon tires of the monotony of the dense jungle of

the New Zealand forest.

Ohenemutu is a little village of about twenty or thirty

Europeans and. possibly, 1,000 natives, and is situated on the

southern shore of Lake Eotorua. The Europeans have built

their little village on the slope of a small hill called Pukeroa,

about two hundi'ed yards from the lake, which consists of three

hotels and half-a-dozen stores ; the natives have built their huts

all along the shore of the lake, extending from the Puerenga

stream to Kawaha Point—in fact in any place where the hot

springs are found the natives build their huts.

The principal part of the native Tillage is situated just below

the part the Europeans occupy, Tamati Kapena (the meeting-

house) being the largest and tlie principal building in the village.

The boiling holes are along the shore of the lake and through the

native Tillage ; in some cases the natives have built their huts right

over a hot spring. The water in most of the holes is boiling, at

least having a temperature up to 210° Fall., and the roaring

could be distinctly heard hundreds of yards away, making a noise

that can only be compared to the roaring of hundreds of steam

engines.

After inspecting the baths and the native meeting-house, I

entered into conversation with one of the natives, and after the

usual inquiries as to whether 1 had any tobacco to give away, he

took me to look at a part of the settlement which, through an

eruption, had disappeared into the lake, wounding a number of

natives. I inquired the date, but the natives are so contradictory

in their statements that it is Tery haxd to judge, but probably

seventy years ago. The old pieces and broken remains of the huts

are still to be seen. After trying the temperature of the water,

which I found to be from 100° to 190° about this part, I
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proceeded roimd the shore towards the Koutu, passing a great

number of springs on the way ; one place I noticed two large

holes quite close together, about 3 feet apart : one registered 4G°,

the other 197°. I also noticed the natives doing their cooking

in the hot water ; whatever they have to cook is put into a kit

and fastened on to a string or stick, then lowered into the water.

The Koutu is a small village, or rather part of the A-illage of

Oheneuiutu. The hot springs here are not very numerous, nor

the water so hot as at Ohenemutu, but are reno^med by the

natives for their curing properties for skin diseases, and natives

come for miles round to the baths. This, again, seems to be the

outside of the belt of hot springs, as none have been discovered

to the west of this point ; about 200 yards along towards

Kawaka there seems to have been another eruption of verv

recent date, and that part of the lake or a portion of it has sunk

from 20 to 80 feet, from the fact that the heads of trees are

to be seen above the surface of the water, their roots as fai'

below the water, and some of them are 100 yards from the

present shore. After leaving here I proceeded to Sulphur Point

—called Sulphur Point, I believe, from the fact that the whole flat

that has been surveyed for a township has patches of sulphur,

where hot springs have become extinct, dotted all over it. I

noticed in some of the patches of sulphur numerous small steam

jets Anth the sulphur formed around them, which have the

appearance of miniature chimneys. The baths here are not so

numerous as they are at Ohenemutu. but the variety is great

;

one called the Blue Bath is most wonderful, the water having a

very beautiful dark cobalt blue colour ; then the famous bath

called Madam Eachael's : and last but not least the Priest's Bath.

All these springs are within the space of 300 yards, and all

having mineral properties so vastly different from one another,

but, having lost my analyses of all the springs, I am sorrv to

say I cannot explain the difference.

After passing Sulphur Point, I passed through a country with

thousands of springs along the shore till I got to the Puerenga, a

small stream running into the lake—this again forming the belt of
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thermal springs, as uo springs hare been found to the other side

of this, that is to say, the east side round the shore. Following up

the sti'eam I came to AYhakarewarewa, another nati^-e A'illage \

hei-e the springs are very numerous, and the roar of boiling mud

and water makes the earth tremble under foot. In some places I

got the water 212'^ Fah.. the highest degi'ee of temperature to be

obtained, I believe, in this distinct. The principal part of interest

here is the geyser, the hole fi'om which the water issues beiug^

about 1 foot 6 inches in diameter, and the water spurting from

20 to 30 feet, and continuing to do so for half a minute or so,

after which the water disappears into the hole and all action seems

to cease for three or four minutes ; then it is seen to rise till it

begins to overflow, and then the water spurts out. It is not

always that the geyser acts ; I have known numbers of people who

have come to see it. only to be disappointed. The weather seems

to influence aU the springs; the natives say the wind blowing

from the east, or wet quarter, has the effect of making all the

springs work with increased vigour. The water here in some of

the springs is so heavily charged with silica that any object lying

in the water twenty-four hours will become coated with it—the

natives do a gi*eat ti'ade with the Europeans travelling through,

for small pieces of rock, fern leaves, and other curios coated with

silica. After leaving AVhakarewarewa I began to return by

another route, and crossing a pumice flat came to Utuhina,

another stream running into the lake, and following its eastern

bank I found numerotis springs, but none of any gi*eat importance,

and, strange to say. they did not extend to the other bank, none

having been found across the stream, though on the eastern

liank they are to be seen down to the water's edge. After

leaving the stream I called at another bath, known as the Lobster

Bath; this is also very famous for its medicinal properties.

I then returned to my hotel to prepare for my trip to Eotorua,

mv destination. After engaging canoes and crews to paddle

them I commenced my voyage across the lake, intending to

call at all the places of interest on the way. After 3 miles

mddling we came to Mokoia. an island in the middle of Lake
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Rotorua, bcin^ about oOO ai-i'es in cxtt'iit. and risin<^ to a liei^lit

of 6(K) feet above the lake ; it is here the famous Hinimod swam

jMTOss to her lover, a distance of t miles—at least so tradition

savs—but I will not enter into the details of the history, as

hundreds of abler pens than mine have done so before; 1 may

mention that the late Mr. Donunet. in one of his poems, ujot his

subject from the above. The bath known as Ifinmioas. is

4'ertainly not what oiu' would ima<,nne it to lie, and everybody is

very much disappointed when they see it : and still more

disagreeable to bathe in, from the fact that at one end the cold

water washes in from the lake, and at the other end the water

boils, so. in bathing one has to strike the happy medium, and get

about half way between them ; however, I decided to have a

night in the island, so had my camp pitched, and took a walk to

examine more closely the coast, the graveyard, and the liot

springs. The gi*avevard was very interesting, the luitive bodies

in some cases being lodged in trees, and I saw one that the wood

had grown round, making it a fixture. 1 also saw the grave of

the stone god Aroha. who. according to tradition, had been

buried ever since they came to New Zealand, until a publican

got one of the native chiefs to make it over to him for a frog

scare, but the other chiefs, thinking they also had a share in

their god. had a warrant taken out for the seizure of the god.

and it was taken to the police station, and locked up ; there it

now remains, no one seems to have the power to bail it out.

The stone itself is a connnon sandstone, of which there are

quantities all over New Zealand, so would give no clue fi'om

whence it came.

The hot springs on Mokoia are not very numerous, and are

of very little interest. After leaving Mokoia we ])roceeded to

the Ohan. the stream connecting Eotorua with Kotoiti, the

water rushing down to Botoiti at the rate of o or t> knots

per hour, and having force enough to carry us do\\n without

the aid of paddles ; we passed another A"illage at the mouth of

the ( )han. called at Mourea, and then we journeyed on till we

got to Te Tehake. a settlement on the shore of Kotoiti, jusi at
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the head of the Kaituna Elver, where the water of both lakes

flows into the sea. Leaving our canoes, I went to have a look at

the Onpu. an aliiin spring, with a temperature of from 100° to

110° ; this spring is used by the natives for venereal diseases,

and they tell me the cures are simply wonderful ; I should say

the water contains 50 per cent, of alimi. On returning to the

canoes we proceeded to Maun Piro. another spring on the shore

of Botoiti, and one of the most comfortable to bathe in I know

of. the water running out of a hole within a chain of the lake

and filling a natural basin, the temperature being about 100° to

107°, and containing a great deal of sulphur.

Nest day I went to Tikitere. about 2 miles from Mauu Piro,

and there I beheld one of the most awful sights I have met

with ; the springs here are all boiling mud, about half an acre,

and roar something like the sound of distant thunder ; in some

of the boiling holes I noticed an oily substance floating on the

surface of the mud. Baths have been erected here, and people

can have a mud liath for their trouble in coming to see them,

Init 1 did not try one. having always looked on bathing as a

mode of cleansing one's skin. Leaving here I proceeded to

Potokawa. a small lake, about half a mile square, with

perpendicular cliifs round its shores, and forest growing down to

its brink. After making a sketch of the lake 1 returned to the

canoes, taking a different route by following a small hot-water

stream. It is here the hot waterfall ^\hich is spoken so much

about is ; the waterfall is a little drop of muddy water running

over a bank about 10 feet high. After walking up the stream

and passing numei'ous springs, we came to the Euatitni, two

large springs or steam-holes, with the steam ascending in a dense

column, and the noise of boiling water might be heard 100 yards

away. Passing these I returned to the canoes, and we con-

tnmed our journey u}) the lake to Tapuai. a settlement at the

north-easterly corner of the lake, and decided to camp here that

I might have an opportunity of ascending the mountain of

Matauhaura. a mountain which seems to overhang the lake, and

fi'om its perpendicular cliffs and bare, rocky summit one can get
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a view of the whole lake. On ascending; it I came to uuiuerous

eaves in the rock filled with luuuan ])()nes— J may mention it is

the custom of the natives to scrape the bones of tlieiv dead after

being buried for twelve mouths or so, and to put them into caves.

Next day I proceeded overland to Lake Eotoitui, another lake

about a mile and a-half from Rotoiti ; here 1 had to engage a

fresh crew and fi'esh canoes. Eotoitui is a lake about 2 miles

by 3 miles, with a very irregular coast, and numerous little bays

running inland for half a mile or so. The water was a very

muddy colour, with fowl, such as duck—two or three kinds—and

numerous other birds, and ahama by hundreds. There is

nothing very pretty or picturesque about the lake, but it

reminds one of a gigantic duck pond. After crossing the lake

in the canoes we came to Waitangi, or the soda springs, most

of which are on the bed of a small stream, but I noticed

two or three on the banks. The water is in a continual bubble,

or in an effervescing state, as it issues from the small springs ;

the water I am sure contains oO per cent of soda, and looked

suggestive of brandy and soda. but. not having any of the

former, I decided to take the soda water externally ; the tempera-

ture I found to l)e from 100° to 120°. and if one contiuTially

bathes in the water the skin becomes quite sore. About two

chains from the lake 1 found a large steam-hole, the steam being

very dense, but no water to be seen or heard. The steam has a

suffocating effect if inhaled. The natives told me of a young

fellow who, gazing into the hole and being overpowered by the

steam, fell in, and although pulled out almost immediately he was

quite dead from suffocaticm. After camping here all night, we

next day had to drag our canoes over to Eotorua, a distance of

three-quarters of a mile, not an easy task truly, but after three

hours we arrived at our destination.

Eotorua is, to my idea, the most beautiful of all the lakes. In

most parts the dense forest grows down to the water's edge, the

water is as clear as crystal, but there is not a native or living soul

for miles. Why abandon such a paradise ? Stop I not so fast : I

must not soliloquise; I am writing, or trying to write, from a scieu-
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tific point of view. The uatives told uie of an eruption that took

pla4?e some fifty years ago, with even more disastrous results than

the one that took place last year. The scene of the eruption was

an island in the middle of Lake Eotorua. and. from the description

the natives gave me, was 200 acres in extent. An eruption took

place and the island sank below the surface of the water, and

hundreds of natives lost their lives. As a proof of their state-

ment, the old (hantjis) fireplaces, and pieces of wood, trees. &c..

are to be seen now from a canoe. After the above eruption the

natives desei'ted the lake altogether. I then searched for hot

springs, but only found a small one on the shore of one of the

arms called Whangaroa. The spring itself is nothing to look at,

being only a small hole in the sand, and the water about 70°; the

water was of the same class as that at AV'aitangi. One of the

most peculiar features of Eotorua is the fact that though Eotorua

drains about 80.000 acres there is no visible outlet, showing that

the water must be carried off by one or numerous subterranean

passages ; and, bearing out my idea, on searching at the head of

a small stream across the watershed, between Eotorua and the

Tarawera Eiver, I found a crevice in the rock about 6 feet by 2

feet, with the water spurting out a distance of 6 or 8 feet without

toiu'hing the ground: and. as another proof, the natives tell of

whirlpools that are to be seen in the lake occasionally ; one once

carried a canoe away and was never seen again. After finishing

my survey I decided to go through to Tarawera. by crossing the

Hardhara Eange. a range 2.500 feet in height. 1 ascended Hard-

liara by the Taharo really that I might see the sulphur springs,

but found nearly all the springs had become extinct ; the old

sulphur patches, which the natives had described to me as boiling

holes, were cpiite dead : not so much as a steam jet remained.

We found two or three that the natives had not seen before, but

they were only steam holes, and not boiling very furiously -. the

natives say that this place was like Tikitere some years ago. but

is fast becoming extinct. After a rough climb we gained the

siunmit of Harbharo. and camped by a miniature lake called Kai-

w!h4u : next dav descended to the Tarawera Eiver. and called at
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TeOnepu, some small springs on the bank of the river, but of very

little consequence. Leaving here we ascended Wahanga, the seat

•of the recent eruptions, and following the range came to Ruawa-

hia ; from there we descended to Rotomahana. A great deal has

\teen said and written about this wonderfiil hot lake, but I must

«ay my im])ressiou was very much adverse to others that have

written of this lake. The water was of a muddy colour and

^'overed with a scum : it also had a very offensive smell. Of

vcourse the terraces are the centre of attraction here, but I will

aiot attempt to describe what abler pens than mine have failetl to

do before. After leaving here we ])assed through some rough

^ouiitrv, till we got to a small stream of hot water running out of

ithe Pairoa Range. Here again we camped, and I had a good

look at the springs, which are very numerous on either side of the

Tange; the most remarkable was an alum spring, the water being

of a milky colour. Leaving here we went to Orekorako, a native

village on the bank of the Waikato River : the hot springs here

again are very numerous, but after seeing AVhakarewarewa and

Tikitere these are looked upon with very little interest. The only

interesting place in Orekorako is the alum t.-aves, which, though

not very long, are very beautiful. On entering the principal one

1 had to descend by some natural steps. The interior was a small

basin of the clearest water with a bluish tinge, stalactites of alum

hanging all round the walls and top of the cave. From here I

followed the AVaikato River, passing Wairaki, another field of

hot springs, but nothing of particular interest called my attentitm

till I came to Te Harapiti. the largest boiling hole I had seen :

this was of boiling mud. distinctly to be heard half a mile away.

After following the Waikato for 8 or 10 miles we came to the

township of Tapuaiharura. passing hot springs all along the way.

Taupo is the largest lake in Xew Zealand, and is about 30 miles

by 24 miles, and situated in about the middle of the Xorth Island,

having its outlet through the Waikato RiAcr. The township is

situated on the north-eastern shore, at the point where the AVai-

kato River flows out, and presents a grand ^-iew of the mountain

of Tongariro ; the eone-shaped top of Ngaruhoi ean be distinctly
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seeiT. with volumes o£ steam and smoke issuing irom the immense

crater at its summit, and supported on the left by the snow-

capped heights of Euapitu, towering up tt) the height of 9.000

feet. To the west can be seen the solitary mountain of Titiran-

penga, which overlooks the whole countiy to the coast ; while on

the east the Kaimanawa Eange extends fi'om Ruapitu round for

20 miles towards the township, forming qiute a wall, and shutting

out the fertile country of Patea fi-om any communication with the

lake, xlfter staying to recruit my health, I again started towards

Tokana. passing numerous settlements on the way. arriving at

Tokana in the evening. Tokana is a small native village on the

bank of a stream quite close to the lake, and. I should say, from

about 800 to 1,000 natives occupy it. The springs here are very

numerous, aud seemed to be of many different classes, the banks m
some of them being encrusted with salt. One bath here is very

dangerous to bathe in from the fact that one day the water may

be rather too cold to be ccmifortable. and the next day 180^^
; many

])eople have been scalded thrcmgh jumping in before trying the

temperature. Next day I went to see Eotoaira. a >imn]\ lake

about 2 miles from the settlement, at the t\)ot of the mountain

of Tongariro ; hot springs are to be found. 1 believe, on the shore

next to the mountain. Eeturning, I followed the coast to Pon-

kawa, an old mission station, where the Eev. Grace built his^

house some fifty years ago, but on the Maori war breaking out had

to leave and go into the more settled districts. The ruins of the

house are to be seen now. After looking for hot springs all

along the shore, but not lieing successful. 1 returned to Tapuai-

harura, and from there to Aiickland. after a very enjoyable trip.

Pish.

'I'he fish of these lakes are not very numerous, and consist

of Coura (a small crayfish), Kokojju (trout). Ennuga (white

hart), and a small fish called Toe Toe by the natives ; the Coura

are very plentiful in most of the lakes, though in Eotorua and

Tanpe they are very scarce ; the others are not very plentiful in

any of the lakes. Besides these, the English carp and salmon
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haA'e been introdiu-ecl : tlidUiili 1 never saw any of the salmon,

the carp are very plentitnl. and. very sti-ange to say, eels have

never been caught in any of the lakes. (Mr. Froude, in his

" OceanaT mentions eels as heinfj as thick as his tliigh).

I will just briefly mention the other springs in Xew Zealand.

There is one at Tarawera. a place about 50 miles from Napier,

but only a little muddy hide of no consequence. Another at

AVhite Island, in the Bay of Plenty—the island is composed

principally of sulphur. Another at Ohiawai, close to the Bay of

Islands, but is only a small spring of muddy water ; then the

AVaiwera, about 30 miles from Auckland, the water springing

out of the sand ; then the springs of Te Aroha, which I never

had the opportunity to visit : and then again at the Great

Barrier Island, an island about 50 miles from Auckland. The

springs here are well worth examining, they extend over about a

mile of country, and are of two classes—one sulphur, and the

other salt ; the salt springs are by far the most wonderful, the

water tasting like brine, and the temperature up to 14^5". I

think 1 have mentioned all the springs in Xew Zealand, and

have ti'ied to explain tlieir positions and natures as well as

limited space will allov*

.

Mr. E. Alto>' desired to know if the Society had received

detailed information from the Hydraulic Engineer concerning

the newly discovered artesian well at Barcaldiue r

The Hon. Sec. regretted that no information had. as yet,

been received from the Hydraulic Engineer. The proceedings

then terminated.



SIXTH OEDINAET MEETIXa.

Thied Session.

The sixth ordinary montlily meeting of the third session of the

Queensland Branch of the Eoyal Greographical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Libraiy, Brisbane, on the

evening of Friday, February 24, 1888, at 8 o'clock. Mr. W. H.

Miskin occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, Mr. F. C. Bolton was elected, by ballot, a member of

the Society.

After announcing the receipt of donation and reading a

letter from the Societe de Greographie de Marseille, acknowledg-

ing the receipt of copy of resolution passed at the meeting of

this Society held in September last re the preservation of the

native place-names in New Gruiuea, the Ho?f. Secretary

proceeded to read a paper entitled :

—

Re23ort of a Trip to the Western Part of the

South Coast of British New Guinea.

By Capt. J. M. Henxessy. f.r.g.s.a.

Haying just returned fi-om a trip to the western part of the

south coast of British New (xuinea, in the Papuan Gulf, I send

you a short report of the same as an original contribution of

geographical information for our most important Society, of which

I have the honour to be a member.

Our first destination after leaving Tule Island was Vailala, or

rather Mucilatshio Point, in the (lulf of Papua, and after a

favourable run we anchored about 2 miles outside the mouth of

the River Yailala (or Anuis, Eev. J. Chalmers), in latitude 7° 57'

south, and longitude 145° 20' east, and, with a view to taking the

vessel into the river, sent in our boat to sound the bar. The

boat returned with favoiu-able reports, and also brought two of
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the priucipal men from Peran, the village on the right liaiik of

the river. They were most anxious that we should go in, of

course with an eye to future benefits to themselves, and we there-

fore headed our vessel for the mouth. The passage was made

successfully, the smallest water found ])eing one and a-half

fathoms (three-quarter ehb). until we were safely round the outer

point, when the vessel grounded on a bank with 7 feet on it

;

thei'e we remained till the water rose, when we hauled off to an

anchorage in two and a-half fathoms (high water). The villagers

crowded off in numbers to see the first A-essel of that size (40

tons) which ever entered their river, and we foimd them to be a

peaceful and jolly lot of fellows. Our next move was to go up

this river and look about us, so having arranged with the gi-eat

sorcerer, Anea, to aid the mate in looking after the vessel—such

a proceeding being in all cases advisable, as then it becomes a

matter of honour witli them to see that the vessel is not injured

—

we employed guides for the trip. Next morning we left in the

ship's boat, with our own interpreters and three guides, and pro-

ceeded up the river ; our journey lasted till about 2 p.m., and

extended over about 15 miles. The river is broad and deep, with

only one shallow, and that at a sharp liend, with ample room at

its side for navigation. The water averages 3 fathoms all the

way up the creek, up which we turned to go to the village of Opa.

where we were to camp that night. Arrived at the landing- ])lace

we disembarked, and then commenced such a journey that one

such is ample for the most gi-eedy globe-trotter. Mud. mud,

mud ; nothing but soft, slimy mud covered mostly all the way, with

about (i inches of water ; this lasted for about 2| miles, when

we aiTived at Opa, and the rather miserable shelter offered us

seemed welcome enough after our rough ti-amp. The people had

never before seen a white man. and they looked very scai'ed, and

had their bows and arrows ready stacked at easy distances from

the house ; they however soon returned our advances, and we
became very friendly. Most curious were they to see under our

clothes, and when wc did liare our chests for them, manv were

the exclamations of surprise, and many came and felt us. evidently
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thinking that our white skin was not tangible. They are a well-

built lot of men, their chest measurements averaging 84^ inches
;

they however are not tall—average 5 feet 4 inches.

We inquired if there was any hill in the neighbourhood, as we

wanted to see the surrounding country ; they told us there was.

This we set out for, and after about an liour's walk we came to a

slight ascent, and when we reached the top (90 feet) they told

us this was the hill. Of course we could see nothing from this

height, and we had our walk for nothing. Having no time

nor much desire to remain longer in this sloppy countiT, we

again set out, and descended the river to the ship. Our next

journey was to be to the west of the large river delta district, so

the following day we set out along the beach, and that night

camped at Orokolo, which is the name of a large district con-

taining many A'illages. We were received into an elamo, or

bachelors' quarters, a sort of club-house, where only men are

allowed, and where each two or three have their own fireplaces,

shelves, &c., and where they almost entirely live. Those of them

who are married have their own houses besides for their wives,

but I think the latter are not much troubled with their lords'

company. The wives even bring tlieir husbands' food to these

elamos to them. This tribe we found to be very numerous, and

it was here I saw the first woman dressed in our common mother's

costume, viz. :—palm leaves, or, rather, a palm leaf.

Xext morning we set out for the first river, the Arere, and,

arrived there, we camped for a short while, waiting for a canoe

which we had previously sent on for to take us the remainder of

our journey. In a short time our party raised a shout, and soon

a large canoe—just a tree hollowed out—manned by fourteen

cannibals, approached us. Having satisfied their curiosity by

staring at and feeling us, they took us on board, and away we

went. Our destination was Maipua, the cannibal village, and this

was to be reached only by traversing two rivers and innumerable

large creeks. We crossed the Arere, which is at its mouth a

gi'and river, and showing soundings of 8 fathoms a mile in from

the entrance. Leaving this river by a large creek, we paddled
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through a district completely interwoven with innumerable

creeks, large and small, and, at length, into another large

river, the Aivai ; this river, like the Arere, carries 3 fathoms

of water, and is broad (aboul three-qiiarters of a mile) at its

mouth. Leaving this river by another large creek, we pro-

ceeded through country snnilar to that previously^ traversed

until we at length turned into the Maipua Creek, and in a short

time we landed at the village of Maipua. This village, which is

very large, is built on both sides of this large creek, and over

this are two well-constructed bridges for ccnnmunication. The

elamos here are immense as well as numerous ; the one where

we stopped we estimated to be 75 feet high at its entrance.

This elamo (the chief Epai's) was a very good avei'age specimen

of all the rest, and the intericn* was very striking. It is divided

into eight partitions, with a path do^\^^ the middle to the

dwelling of the gods, which is at the extreme lower end.

Between each partition are hung the dancing masks, or kaiva

kukus, which are grotesque imitations of the features of men
and animals, and which are worn over the head. Some of them

are themselves 8 feet high, so that when a (3-foot man puts

on one of these he looks quite a sight. On rows, on each

partition, are arranged in lines the skulls of the victims whom
they have eaten, the most of the skulls being beautifully carved.

There were in this elamo alone over 250 skulls, and in every

other elamo there were similar numbers in proportion to their

size ; below these human skulls were ranged in profusion skulls

of alligators, pigs, dogs, &c.. all of which animals these people

eat. On our being pointed out our temporary resting division in

the elamo, it was immediately surrounded by over 200 of these

cannibals, and by their vociferations and gesticulations it was

easy to imagine that they were remarking as to which of us

was the best to eat, and as to our condition, but of coiirse

that was but surmise. There seemed to be some difficulty

between our Peran carriers and these Maipuans, and they fell

to arguing in no measured tones, as it is their custom in ordi-

nary conversation to shout as though their hearer were half-a-
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mile away. These Maipuans have a very bad name for mile«

round on account of their man-eating propensities, and our

carriers were rather frightened at the enormous display of

skulls of all sorts. However, after our tiding over the trouble,

and soothing our friends by promises of all being right, things

righted themselves, and we were favoured with several kaiva

kuku's performances, who seemed to think that these grotesque

fabrications would scare us ; they certainly amused us at first,

and on our giving the first two or Ihree some tobacco, their

number increased so much as to become stale, and a nuisance.

Leaving the elamo we strolled through the village, if walking

along on rough, round logs may be .^tyled strolling. The village

is built in a simple swamp, and it becomes a necessity for them

to have something solid to walk on, so they have laid down

several miles of public street, six or eight logs wide, to serve as

a dry footpath. The houses are built mostly close to this street,

and the space between it and the house is filled in with the bark

of the sago, which tree grows here in abundance, it being a

swamp-dweller. In close proximity to each house is to be seen

the usual refuse of a sago village, viz. : the residue of the raw

pith of the tree after being worked, and this stuif is allowed to

remain and increase in size from day to day. and, as might be

expected, becomes fermented and throws off the most offensive

sour odour. Between the effluvia from the swamps and from

the sago refuse we inhaled, I suspect, enough fever germs to

last us a long time, yet the people themselves are a strong,

healthy race, notwithstanding their fetid surroundings. As to

the women of the tribe, they have my pity ; they look anything

but feminine ; they are simply beasts of burden, and may be

seen hard at work from early daylight till after dark, making

sago, &c. ; their dress, consisting of a few fibres of grass worn in

front, is certainly not oppressive by reason of its weight. As at

Orokolo, they do not associate with the men, and live almost

entirely apart. The men have mostly two or three wives, so

called, as they live in one house, with a separate partition for

each wife. On our return to the elamo, we found that it would
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not be convenient or comfortable having our food in the midst

of such a crowd of noisy beings, so we left the elamo for the

chief Epai's private house. He obliged us by excluding the

crowd, thus leaving us room to move our elbows. As is custom-

ary with all their race, a pig was killed and presented to us, but

killed in such a way as to exclude the possibility of our eating

any of it. It was actually drowned before our faces by four

burly savages, and a good deal of trouble they had to effect their

purpose. Prom observation afterwards we concluded that the

reason of this method being resorted to was to save the blood of

the animal, whic-h they did by opening the throat carefully, and

spooniuir out the blood with their cocoanut spoons ; these

cannibals, I suppose, have a peculiar thirst for blood of any sort.

Just after our retiring to rest, and just as we were wooing the

sleepy god, we were aroused by the most xniearthly yells and

drumming, ''^^e soon discovered whence the noise came. It was

the people of our elamo performing a dance ; the yells were nmst

unearthly, and just as we would get composed for sleep after one

we would be startled by another in a different key ; then would

follow loud chanting, gradually leading up in tone and volume to

the grand climax, a yell. '• a tutti." and gi-and flourish of that

monotonous plague, the drum. This lasted all night till the first

streaks of dawn. when, like every other demoniacal function,

it was put an end to by the light of day. The rest we

obtained was negative. We were anxious to push on to other

places farther afield, but circumstances did not allow any more

progress than a visit to the river Pauaroa, which, with the Avei,

and Arere, is one of the mouths of a very large river, the

Wickham. There are two other mouths farther west, but we

had no time to visit them. The Panaroa, which we reached by

means of the Maipua Creek, distance 2^ miles, is another

grand-looking, broad stream, carrying 6, 5, or 4 fathoms, 2 or

3 miles in from its entrance : its mouth forms a large and

secure harbour, which we named Blomfield Harbour, and

is available as a port of refuge or trade (if any). Prom its

centre may be seen the Aird, Charleton, Grile, and Alexander

B
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Hills, whicli hills are found oil tlie German chart, by Frederick-

sin, under that name, but which appear in BeAan's paper

as Stanhope Range. The German chart was published in

1885. Also is seen the Sir Arthur Gordon Eange, and Chester

Hill, which name also suffered a change of nomenclature

at Bevan's hands ; the range is called by him Mounts Brassey,

\Yynne, Barkly, McArthur, Ferguson, Paul. &c. Taking a plan

by compass bearings of the harbour and surroundings, we left

again for Maipua ; there we begau to pack up for the return

journey to the Arere EiA^er, aud after some little difficulty about

proA-iding a canoe for our carriers, we said good-bye to our

cannibal friends, with many promises to return. They had asked

us persistently to fire off our arms, so on leaving we com2)lied

with their request, and on the reports they all fell flat on the

ground Avith fright. Going down the riAer our canoe crews

wanted us to fire off our shot gun, so seeing a bird on a mud bank

one of our party fired at it ; the bird, only wounded, reached the

w ater, and all our men jumped into the water, giving chase. The

bird was secured, and they returned to where it was shot ; and,

finding large holes in the mud made by the shot, some of them

cut sticks and poles and set them up in the mud to mark the

place.

By routes similar to those traversed on coming up, we Avent

down by creeks and rivers to the Arere. where we disembarked,

paid off our watermen, and set out for Orokolo, where we slept

that night. We had intended camping with a certain chief,

Aponi, but darkness overtaking us en route we put up at the

A-illage before his, and we were scarcely made comfortable when

he sent in to us to say he was very angry because we had not

camped with him. We had promised to camp with him on going

through before, and thus were we civilised people reproved for

not kee])ing our word at AAhatever cost, and the savage was angry

because the white man did not accept of his hospitality. Having

started next morning we called at the angry chief's house, but he

was not to be found ; they told us he was angry and had gone out

walking so that the devil of anger should not take complete
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possession of him. That day we airived back at the vessel, where

we found all well and iieaceful. Haviup; completed the survey

of this harbour. Anderson, from which a splendid view of the

Searle Hills is obtained, we sailed out of' the river—14 fathom^<

being our smallest water. On our return journey we visited

Kerema, Karama. ^lotu Motu, Yule Island, and Boera. At

Karama we met ^\ith the Port Moresby people of the Mobe tribe,

who are thei'e with their trading lakatois. They carry on an

extensive annual trade with the western people with pottery, arm-

lets, &c., for their gi'eat desiderata, sago and cocoauuts. It is

also in the west that the huge trees which go to make their

canoes, or "asis," grow, so that while the sago is being made, Sic,

the Motuans are felling these trees and making new ships for

themselves. This year they speak hopefully of a plentiful stock

of sago, which piece of news, carried back by us. was received

most eagerly and joyfully by their stay-at-home fi'iends and

relatives. These Motuaus are the traders of the coast, and their

voyages have brought about the spreading of a iniiversal trading

language, mostly 3Iotuan. which is a great boon, as it is tisual

in Xew Gruinea to find a new language in each new village.

They are occasionally attacked by other tribes on the coast

whilst voyaging, but the resenting of these affronts, perhaps

not at the time, has been so sure and so effective that

they may be said to be in these parts the "rulers of the

sea." Having visited their lakatois and received their reports,

we continued our journey to Port Moresby. On our next visit

to the west we hope to be able to devote more time to the finding

of other mouths of this huge water supply, and it is in the range

of possibility that their delta is only a part of that at the mouth

of the Aii'd. Persons casually visiting this part might easily be

led into the belief that they w^ere finding many new rivers, as

nearly the whole coast is indented with mouths large enough to

be the only outlet of a large stream.

The Chair3j:ax, Mr. K. G-ailet, and the Hox. Seceetary

referred to Captain Hennessy's paper in terms of praise, after

which the proceedings terminated.
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Third Session.

The seventh ordinary monthly meeting of the third session of

the Queensland Branch of the Eoyal GreogTaphical Society of

Australasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of AVednesday, March 28. 1888. at 8 o'clock. Mr. E.

Grailey occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confimned, and the receipt of various donations announced, the

Hox. Seceetabv proceeded to read the following communication,

which he had prepared for the Society :

—

The Comet.

Jlr. President and Gentlemen,

It may interest you to know that tlie comet, which was last mouth
discovered at tlie Cape of Good Hope, and reported bj* Kiel, now visible

in our morning sky in an easterlj- direction, is past its perihelion and
consequently it is now rapidly receding from the sun and the earth. From
the appai'ent positions of the comet in mj' possession I have computed its

orbit elements, and find that it reached its perihelion on the 19th of this

month, at a distance of about 63,100,000 nules from the sun, and 88,500,000

miles from the earth. It crossed the plane of our orbit at an inclination of

44 deg. thereto, on the 17th of this month, moving along a curve in

advance of, and in a direction sjmilar to, that of the earth. Its post-

perihelion rate of speed was about 2j millions of miles per day, and when
first seen, on 2"2nd February, by our South Afi'ican astronomers, it was

distant from our earth about 9.3,000,000 miles. It is now moving northerly,

and for the next few months it will he available for observation in the

Northern Hemisphere.
J. P. THOMSON.

March 22, 1888.

OccuLT.VTroy of the Planet Venus in" the Moon,

March 9, 1888.

Mr. President and Gtntlemtn,

It may also interest our members to know the particulars regarding

the recent occultation of the planet Venus. The old proverb that " the

early bird catches the worm " was clearly enough exemplified on the

morning of the 10th instant, when a short time before sunrise tlie planet

and the crescent moon were in close proxiniitj' to one another ; the former

close to and under the convex limb of the latter, which conditions presented
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a phenomenon nniipie and beautiful buj'ond description. The disappear-

ance of the planet took place about 17 hours 41 min., and the phenomenon
then, and at its reappearance, was alike highly interesting to the astrono-

mer and ordinary observer. At its reappearance, the intense l)rilliancy

of the planet formed a remarkable contrast to the faint, dull illumination

of the moon's crescent in full suidight. The actual observation of an oc-

cultation of Venus at any other station on the earth's surface is a very

rare occurrence, and my friend, Mr. John Tebbutt, F.K.A.S., of the

private observatory, Windsor, New .South Wales, in a recent private

letter referring to the occurrence, says it is the onlj^ occultation of Venus
which he has been privileged to witness during his experience of more
than thirty years.

J. P. THOMSON.
March 23, 1888.

The Chairmax warmly tlianked ^Ir. Tliomson for placing

upon record matters of so much interest to members, and

importance to science.

The Hos". Secretary read the foHowing paper, entitled:—

New Ireland.

By Douglas Eaxxie, Esq.

MrcH attention has of late been directed to the acquisition of

land and territory in what is known as the Western Pacific by

different European Powers.

And now while I write, on this 28th day of July. 1S87. and I

see the highlands of Xew Ireland resolving themselves into the

clouds and fading away in the far distance. I think that, if ever

I return again to the civilised world, the few notes I intend

making w^hile cruising in the German Protectorate may not be

altogether uninteresting to others. AVe arrived here on the loth

of May of this year, making this my third visit to this 2)art of

the Pacific. My first visit was in the year ISSi, some time before

the annexation of those islands by G-ermaiiy. Again I cruised

all round Xew' Ireland in the s.s. "Corea," landing at different

places ou the coast, and afterwards steamed down through the

Solomon Group. C)n this occasion my stay here has been rather

prolonged, on accoiuit of calms and contrary currents. But on
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till' whole the prolon<;ed stay has been of uuieh interest as well

as pleasure, not only to myself but to the others who accompany

me. AVe have had the better opportunities of viewing the

country, and studying the habits and customs of the natives.

(ierman New (xuinea I have not as yet had the pleasure of

visitins:. Then comes, as vou sail to the eastward. New Britain.

The only part of this great island that I have visited is that part

whose shores are washed by the waves of St. G-eorge Channel.

But I will come later on to the description of this part of New-

Britain.

Sailing from the south, the first glimpse you would get of Xew
Ireland would be Cape St. GTeorge. a bold headland rising and

ttiwering over the sea what I calculate to be from 4,000 to

o.OOO feet, but 1 had no means of ascertaining the exact

height. The coast here runs due north to Cape Santa Maria,

and then takes a north-w^esterly direction to North Point, in

latitude 2° 46' south, and longitiide loO'' 33' east. Cape St.

Greorge. 1 should mention, is in latitude 4" ol' south, longitude

135" 48' east. Between Cape St. Greorge and Cape Santa Maria

is a place named Leeke Leek, where the unfortunate expedition

under Mar(]uis de Eay landed and tried to found a colony, but

so miserably failed. No one would fancy that any man, with

the slightest pretence to the possession of a small morsel of

common sense, would ever haA-e chosen such a spot for the

establishment of a colony which had to support itself from the

produce of the land. There is a sandy beach where boats may

land, and a few acres—but very few—of level ground beyond the

beach. Behind that, steep mountains rise almost perpendicular

to thousands of feet in height, and are densely overgi-own by a

thick and impenetrable scrub. All now that remains of this iU-

fated colony are the ruins which suggest a bygone ciA-ilisation,

and the mounds which mark the graves of unfortunates not a

few. I saw a few relics of the expedition when I was in New
Britain, which at once brought into my mind as I gazed upon

them the old Latin c|Uotation "Sic transit gloria mundi." In

front of a trader's house were two cannon, intended at one time
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for tlie defence of tlu' new eolonv, but now so eaten away witli

rust tliat tliey wlio would l)e bold enoufi;h to fire them would be

in more danger than those fired at. Another renniant of bygone

l^om)) and jgi-andeur was the flag and standard of the ])oor

colony, all fringed with gold. There it was. all moth and worm-

eaten, left to rot among the luxuriant evergreens and creepers

that cling and clamber about a South 8ea trader's house. Then

last, but oh! not the least important of the relics I saw. was a

beautiful altar, consecrated, blessed, and presented to the young

colony by an archbishop on the continent. But who would

imagine the use to which this blessed altar is pufr. Why, it is

tuiMied into a sideboard, and is stocked with whisky, rum. gin,

and wines! And on the morning of the oth of July I saw the

good lady of the house stand in* this holy altar, and with cunning

hand she mixed a subtle drink from sundry bottles, with which

she said she would reanimate the hearts of those who so heartily

vocifei'ated "'Hail Columbia." "The Star-spangled Banner." and

"A'ankee Doodle," the day previous. But the history of this

most tmfortuuate expedition is now a tale of the past, and so

we will let it rest.

Leaving Leeke Leek behind, we proceed along a bold coast.

The mountains spring from the water's edge, and are clothed to the

very summit with most luxuriant vegetation, which seems to be of

the nature of a thick scrub, but here and there you can see above

the ordinary scrub the foliage of some large forest tree. Along

this part of the coast and close to the water's edge at intervals of

a few miles you will find native villages ; each village consisting

of from 200 to 500 souls. The natives inhabiting the villages ou

the coast are, ou the whole, friendly. They willingly come

down to boats going ashore fi-om any vessel, and always bring

w^hat fruit and vegetables they, at the season, have for sale

;

they also bring down pigs and fowls, but not in any numbers.

I may mention here that I have always found that pigs and

fowls are to be bought in larger inimbers on the smaller islands.

On the large islands live stock will generally take to the bush,

as the natives have no proper places to keep stock of that kind.
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But on the smaller islands, where pigs and fowls cannot roam

very far, they, as a rule, become comparatively tame, and are

easily caught again. The New Irelanders, or New Irishmen

and women, on the east side brought us for trade yams, pumpkins,

cucumbers, pineapples, cocoanuts, and three other nuts, one

resembling the chestnut, another the almond, and one very like

the walnut. Two varieties of mangoes are very common, besides

several very pleasant fruits, which. T believe, are peculiar to

these islands. A few miles to the north of Cape Santa Maria

the natives brought down coal for sale (this was when I was

here in the s.s. " Corea," in January of this year) ; they said it

could be had in large quantities. Since then I have spoken to

several of the settlers in New Ireland and New Britain about it,

but none of them seem to think that coal is indigenous to the

country, and they affirm that no mineral is to be found in tlie

country ; but I am inclined to doubt them, as I have seen traces

of iron mvself . and in one part the natives brought me a gi'eat

many specimens of prismatic quartz. T believe that in New
Ireland and New Britain there is a very large field for geological

research. But, returning to the natives a])Out Capes St. G-eorge

and Santa Maria—although the natives all along the coast, or

" salt-water men " as they call themselves, appear to be friendly

when you trade with them, yet they are treacherous, and are

ready to break out into open hostilities at a moment's notice

;

they are also great thieves, and are very cunning. Between

the villages all along the coast are what are generally termed the

"bushmen's jjassages." Away up in the mountains and back in

the interior there is a large population ; they are all called

" bushmen " by the natives along the coast. These bushmeu

come down to their passages periodically to trade with the coast

or salt-water men, and also to get sea-water, which the} use

medicinally, and also for culinary puri)oses. The bushmen bring

down weapons of war, trinkets, and charms, which they barter

with the salt-water men for fish (both fresh and dried), also

native money (small pieces of shell cut and bored, and strung on

sinnet like beads). The bushmen are very warlike amojig
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themselves, and, as they are more numerous than the salt-water

tribes, the latter stand in great dread of them. Attacks made

on white men are always blamed on the bushmen, although very

few, if any. of these outrages are committed by them ; but the

poor bushman is the scapegoat who is made to carry the sins of

his more guilty neighbour, the salt-water man. I have found

this to be the case, not only here, but also in the Xew Hebrides

and the Solomon Groups. In their intercourse w-ith one

another, the salt-water men give the bushmen a most frightful

account of the white man ; the white man is portrayed to the

mind of the poor untutored bushman as a supernatural being, as

a great white devil who goes about eatnig and living on the

bodies of the black man. Thus the bushman is afraid to hold

any intercourse with white men, while the wi\j salt-water man

trades with the white man with impunity for tomahawks, knives,

beads, pipes, and tobacco, which he afterwards retails at an

enormous per centage of profit to the bushman, who lives on in

blissful ignorance and full belief in the lies and fabrications of

his neighbour from the coast. In the Xew Hebrides, and in

some parts of the Solomons, this idea is wearing away, but not so,

as 3'et. in the south end of Xew Ireland. Bushmen have gone to

Queensland from many islands in the other groups, and returned,

and have then enlightened the others. But few bushmen have

gone to Queensland from Xew Ireland, there always having been

a plentiful supply of salt-water men ready to go when a labour

vessel arrived. But I remember, at the beginning of this year,

I had two Inishmen (return labourers) to land near Cape Santa

Maria ; we arrived with our lioats at their passage, which was a

narrow, little sandy bay, formed by a beautiful, clear stream of

fresh water, which came running down through a gorge in the

mountains. We could see no one there, and we all sat in the

boats enraptured by the beautiful scene around us. The

mountains towered above us, clothed in all their tropical

grandeur
;

palm trees and gi-aceful bamboos waved here and

there ; the little stream came dashing do^ni rocks and rippling

over stones, to glide over a coral sand and join forever the
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waters of the sea ; the air was dense witli the perfume of the

blossoms oil many a flowering tree ; no sound was heard, save

the quiet wash of the waves on the beach, the ripple of the

stream, and occasionally the startled crv of a passing parrot, as

it fled and hid its brilliant plumage in the just as brilliant foliage

of the trees. T say we sat in silence and admired this scene of

quiet grandeur and beauty, as, who would not? Suddenly a

head appeared through the leaves : then a native walked out

witli spear and club, took a look at us for a few sect)nds, and was

about to spring back again into the scrub, when the two natives

in our boats called him by name. He came nearer, had a better

view, and shouted a few words ; then such a demoniac yell

resounded on the air which a minute ago had b(^en so still, that

one would imagine that they had been transpoi'ted in a second of

time to that region beyond the Eiver Styx, where the screams

of the tortured lost is as music to the demon gods. Each man

seized his rifle, for we were surrounded by yelling savages in

hundreds, all brandishing spears and clubs. But we had nothing

to fear ; for these poor bushmen were only shouting for joy, and

to welcome back their comrades, whom they thought had long

ere now beeii cooked, eaten, and digested by the ravenous white

man. Their astonishment was great; their former luitions of

the' white man were entirely upset; and when they saw the

wealth of tomahawks, knives, beads, paint, and other things

that their long-lost comrades brought back from the whiteman's

country, they could have fallen do\\Ti and worshipped us. Many
wished, there and then to come away with us, but that, of

course, I would not sanction. After making a few presents we

left them, with kindly feelings on both sides. But what would

have been our fate had we not had those two natives in the boat ?

1 believe we wovild have fallen to a man, speared by an invisible foe.

The only weapcms used by the natives of New Ireland

are the spear, which is the most common ; the sling, also

common ; the tomahawk ; and the club. The iron blade of the

tomahawk is of European manufactui'c. into which the natives

fix a handle or shaft about 3| feet long. There are several
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diftereut tstyles df i-lul) : some heavy and blunl. some with edfi;es

made to cut like a sword, others witli a round ])all at the toj)

froui which proti'udes sharj) spikes, a wound ou the head from

one of which would penetrate the brain. The sling can be

used with iijreat effect, and the natives throw at a mark 400

or 500 yards off with great precision ; the stones going with

gi-eat force. T have been fired at on more than one occasion by

the natives with slings, and although a considerable di.stance

away. I have heard the stones whistling ])ast me like rifle bullets;

one stone struck the boat T was in once, and took the piece right

out of the boat. Talking about slings reminds me that when I was

down in the Kaan Group, three years ago, a native was brought

to me to be doctored : he had been shot in the forehead with the

stone from a sling. The native *' medicine man " exti-acted the

stone, and in doing so cut a piece right out the fore part of the

skull, lea^'ing a hole as large as would admit a tennis ball, and

quite exposing the brain. The " medicine man " then took part

of the wing of a flying fox. and tied that tightly across the hole

in the man's forehead, exchiding the air. After such an o])era-

tion, I naturally thought the man would die in a few days ; but

what was my astonishment, when in the Kaan Group again last

May, about three years after the event, to see this identical man

with the hole in his forehead. He still wore the flying-fox skin

in lieu of his own, and he was quite pleased to raise his boiTOwed

skin and show me the workings of his brain. There is no doubt

that some of the native doctors possess a considerable amount of

skill in surgery. I remember in the New Hebrides, a native had

his skull fi-actured by a blow from the butt-end of a rifle ; the

top of the skull was driven right in on the brain. The '' medicine

man " set to work ; he first laid the scalp right back ; then with

a piece of bottle-glass he scraped the fi-actured part of the skuU

so thin, that the pressure of the brain upward forced the

fractured bone back to its former place ; he then replaced the

scalp, and the man recovered.

But to return to Xew Ireland again: I have described the

weapons in use. In describing a country, its people, and their
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customs, one of the principal features brought under our notice

is the costumes of its people. A\''ell, as far as I can state, I

never saw any costume ou a mau at all. unless he was being

lauded fi'om a Queensland or Fiji vessel. A New Irishman in

full dress wears nothing more than nature has adorned him with
;

unless it ])e a few daubs of paint or lime administeretl here and

there about his face and body by some local artist. The most

fashionable style in vogue among them is for the artist to wet the

palm of his hand, then dip it in lime and slap the gentleman to

be operated upon all over his body, leaving the imprint of the

artist's hand and five fingers, which gives the local swell quite a

fascinating and handsome appearance. Add to this a mixture of

lime, betel-nut spittings, and cocoanut oil, rubb^'d into the hair,

which gives it a fine brick red colour, and is trained in thin

corkscrew-like curls to fall over the forehead and down their

cheeks and neck. Then their teeth are as black as ebony, from

the practice of chewing betel-nut. Picture to yourself a figure

thus made up, and you will have in your mind's eye a fair repre-

sentation of the dandy of New Ireland ; and instead of the tender

'• little sprig of shillelagh
"' which the •" Ould "' Irishman uses to

emphasise the point of his argument with, his younger brother in

New Ireland prefers the longer one with an axe blade at the end

of it. The Xew Irishman fancies it carries more conviction \\nth

it. It is certainly more decisive. The women have more pre-

tence to decency than the men ; and yet their wardi-obe is very

scant. Xo doubt they have an unlimited supply, but they do not

care about putting on too much at a time. The forest and the

bush are their robe room, and their garments hang fi'om every

tree. They dress just as did our mother Eve before that wicked

old serpent came whispering in her ear. Fathers and husbands

here are not cajoled liy daughters and wives to buy them new

dresses and headgear, for they can supply themselves every

morniug with new costumes, and decorate their hair at the

nearest flowering tree. Some of the young women are very good

looking, and some are pretty ; but, like all these races, they soon

mature, and as thev gi-ow old thev become revoltinglv uglv. E
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have been told by the natives themselves that there is no niarrv-

ing nor giving in mari'iage. The woman just follows her own

sweet will, and lives with one man after another. But while she

does live with one man, she is that man's slave in every way as

long as she continues to stay with him. She cooks his food and

looks after his yam patch, going and weeding it daily. But then,

when she likes she walks away and leaves him, and claims another

lord and master elsewhere. In New Britain the case is quite

different. There a man may have one or more wives. Their

marriage laws are very stringent, and immediate death would be

the result of any infi-ingemeut. But in New Ireland the women

have pretty much their own way. On the whole they are treated

kindly by the men. I might here state a little incident that

happened too weeks ago at Eahaloo. Xew Ireland, when I was

ashore buying some supplies fi-om the natives. AVe had two boats

ashore, and I was superintending the trading with the natives.

They were round our boats in large numbers, and everyone

appeared in very good humour. T\Tien one of our boats pulled

out from the shore, two women, thinking that we were recruiting,

made a rush for the boat, sprang into the water, and swam after

it. The boat-steerer beckoned them to go back, but they would

not do so till a numlier of men jumped into the water after them

and dragged them back. They were no sooner landed than the

scene of peace was changed to one of war. Some of the men

wished to kill the two women there and then, but one party of

the men stood up for the women, and a fight ensued. Toma-

hawks and spears were brought into play, and the utmost excite-

ment prevailed for some time. Every moment I expected to see

both women killed by the tomahawks of their intending mur-

derers. In my boat I had three Tanua men ; their hands were

on their rifles, and they felt tempted to jump out of the boat and

take the part of the women. But we cannot interfere with

native disputes, so I kept my men in check. A third party took

part in the fi-ay, and acted as peacemakers, and as they were the

more numerous they managed to drag the contending parties

awav. Some were wounded, but none killed. The two poor
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women were badly punished, both having to be assisted aw^ay by

sympathising friends. Instances of this description, I belieA'e,

are the exception and not the rule in Xew Ireland ; but, in other

parts of the Pacific, the most barbarous customs prevail among

the natives with regard to the women. I have more than once

seen a woman killed for some palti'v offence. In New Ireland

the women are more quarrelsome than the men. Stand-up

fights with fists and no gloves are very common among the

dusky fair sex. It is a more harmless manner of settling disputes

than that employed by their lords and masters. Both men and

women are inveterate betel-nut chewers, and the children begin

the filthy habit at a very tender age. The betel-nut, when dried,

bears a sti-ong resemblance to the nutmeg. With the betel-nut

the natives chew the seed or fruit of a vine ; of course, at the

same time consuming a large quantity of lime. Tasting the betel-

nut by itself it resembles alum, and draws the lips and tongue.

The flavour of the vine is not unlike ])epi)ermint, but it is much

hotter. When chewed all together the flavoiu- is very peculiar.

At first the mouth is very hot, but after it has been chewed for

some time all sense and feeling in the mouth is deadened. The

sense of taste, I believe, entirely goes. Natives returning from

Queensland, and who, of course, have been deprived of their

favourite luxury for over three years, when they begin the use of

betel-nut again appear to be intoxicated or dazed. They get

very dull, stupid, and sleepy, but this effect wears off in a few

days. What effect the enormous quantities of lime they swallow

has on the human system I leave doctors to explain. I can

detect no deterioration in the physique of the betel-nut chewing

tribes. It certainly gives a horrible effect to the expression of

the face. It forms an enamel over the teeth black as ebony, and

layer after layer is formed as the native gi-ows in years. I

believe that in countries further to the westward, where this

practice is in vogue, that, after having chewed betel-nut, the

chewer washes his teeth as after a meal. The effect of the betel-

nut on the teeth is to prevent decay, and if the teeth are washed

immediatelv after chewing the nut it renders them beautifullv
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white. It is reinarkuble that the practice of betel-nut cliewiii^'

prevails all through the East Indies, and travelling eastward you

fiud all the natives of these islands indulging in the habit, across

New Guinea, ISTew Britain, New Ireland, down through the

Solomon Islands, and so on to the Santa Cruz Grroup, where it

appears to have a sudden check. In the Torres Grroup, Banks

and New Hebrides (Iroups, the pi'actice is entirely unknown.

Those gi'oups lie a little to the south of Santa Cruz, and to the

south-east of the Solomons. But, then, the natives of the south-

easterly groups make up for their ignorance of betel-nut by

indulging in a vice quite as strange to the natives of the west-

ward as the betel-nut is to them, that is, the well-known intoxica-

ting liquor of the South Seas called " khava," which, although it

does not affect the brain, renders the limbs of the body quite

powerless. As " khava "is unknown in this part of the Pacific,

I will postpone any account of it for a future occasion. I might

here mention that of late betel-nut has been introduced into Fiji

by labour vessels for the use of Solomon Islanders working there.

It has been found to gi'ow well there, and now the habit of betel-

nut chewing is growing rapidly among the Fijians as well as

other islanders.

The dwelling-houses in New Ireland are of a very primitive

kind, and I may say they are a sample of the houses all

over the Islands. They are built with reeds and thatched ^^-ith

the leaves of a palm tree. They are only about five or six feet

in height, and a man must stoop very low to enter. The only

inlet for air and light, and outlet for smoke, is the door. So vou

will see there is much room for improvement. Their canoes, I

must say, are works of art. They exhibit gi-eat care and patience

in the building of their canoes, for they do build them—they are

not dug out of the log of a tree. I have seen them with ^erv

rude tools, split a cocoanut tree into rough planks, and then, with

a great amount of labour, they dress the planks and smooth them

fine \N"ith an adze. They then lay it out fl.at to season, covering

the plank with stones to keep it straight. After the planks have

been properly seasoned they smooth them do\\ni with sandstone
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or tine sand and a cocoanut husk. Tliev then ti-im the plank to

the proper shape and start buikling ; the pkanks are fitted one

into the other, holes bored in them, and then they are lashed

together with sinnet made from cocoanut fibre and saturated iu

resin. AVhen the canoe is fixed together, the natives set to work

caulking it with fibre and pouring over that a hot pitch made

from resin extracted from different trees and mixed with lime.

"When the canoe is finished it is a really beautiful model. I do

not know and uever could find out from the natives if they were

in the habit of baptising their canoes with blood when they

launch them. This custom I am aware is not uncommon among

Solomon Islanders. I remember when at Simbo Island I saw a

canoe just launched, spattered with blood, and with the ghastly,

bleeding head of a wonian fixed on the prow. Grreat shouting

and rejoicing was kept up till they re-landed and feasted on the

body of the poor murdered WTctch.

The New Ireland canoe is made to hold from ten to thirty

men. There are many smaller canoes, some of them dug out of

trees, made to hold one, two, and five men ; they all have out-

riggers to balance them iu the water. A peculiar fact and very

remarkable is that on nearly all the Xew Ireland canoes is a piece

of carved work which, without imagination, closely resembles the

emblematical harp of Ireland. In describing New Ireland one

must emliraee the neighbouring islands which lie from 20 to

30 miles oft' the coast of the mainland. The natives there all

belong to New Ireland, and have crossed over from time to time.

They keep up regular intercourse with one another, and those on

the islands generally speak the same language as their neighbours

opposite on the mainland. There are three groups of islands off

the coast ; I can only give a hasty description of them, although

I am very intimate with them, having visited them in all three

times, and on one occasion spent some time among them. The

first is the Kaan Grroup consisting of four islands ; two of these

being thickly populated. The natives are said to be very

treacherous, and I believe they are. They all go about heavily

armed, and they fight a good deal among themselves. 1 remem-
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IxT on line (K-casion wlu'ii I was ushoiv tliero the nntives c-auie

down in a lai"gi' crowd, and one old chief laid a basket he was

earrviug on the stern sheets of my boat. Xoticiufif blood in a

thin, tiny sti"eam tricklin<i; along the stern sheets from the basket,

I looked into it. when, to my disgust, I saw the heads of three

men this old savage had chopped off. I had that basket removed

in double-quick time. The hoary-headed old heathen was quite

amused at my expressions of disgust.

The Gerrit Denys (Iroup embraces four islands with a popu-

lation I wonld estimate at 20.()()l). On the largest island of the

gToup (named Xolam by the natives) is a most alnmdant supply of

fresh water. All round the island you will find fresh water sti-eams

and springs. This island is so picturesque that the scenerv is

far beyond description. On the whole, I believe the natives are

peacefully inclined. I have gone about a good deal with them in

the bush shooting, and I have always been well received whenever

I chanced to meet any of them. But a trader in Xew Ireland,

however, tidd me that he went there with the intention of oi^ening

up a trading station ; he had four men with him. On the first night

one man was missed and the others went in search of him. They

found the remains of him lying beside a fire still smouldering, where

he had been cooked and partly eaten. They then started in pur-

suit ; but one man, eager for revenge, got a long way ahead of his

friends, and his remains were shortly afterwards found cooked and

served up in the same manner as the first one. The trader theu

returned to Xew Ireland with his two remaining men, and no one

has since attempted to settle down in the Grerrit Denys Group.

Cannibalism is a universal practice all over these islands, as well

as in the Solomon and Xew Hebrides Groups. All the natives

will deny the fact on behalf of their own island, but will tell you

that the natives of the neighbouring island, whichever it may be,

are cainiibals. But it is a well-known fact that they are all more

or less cannibals ; I have myself seen human bodies roasting on

the fires in the Xew Hebrides. The traders on the north end of

Xew Ireland tell me that feasts on human fiesh are of daily

occurrence there, and the natives make no secret of it.

D
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The largest island in the Gerrit Denys Grouj). as I mentioned,

is Nolam. There is no particularly good anchorage in the whole

gTOup. I took soundings all rovind Nolam, and the best

anchorage we found was in a bay on the south-west side, where

we got liottom at 28 fathoms at about 100 yards from the

shore. In the north-west corner of this bay a fine stream of

fresh water runs into the sea, and shi])s desiring to water here

can send their boats right into the fresh water and bale it over the

side into the boat. Large quantities of mullet can always be

cfiught about the mouth of this sti'eam. The sea beach here is

composed of large smooth round stones of blue metal. The

other three islands of this group are small, and are named on the

charts San Antonio, San Joseph, and San Prancisco.

The last islands to be mentioned on this side of New Ireland

are Fisher and Gardner Islands, ])oth situated close together,

and about 30 miles to the N.W. of the Gerrit Denys Group.

On mv first visit to Pisher Island I found the natives very wild

and unfriendly. They would not allow (uir lioats to approach

their coasts, and when we did get within range of them they

saluted us with stones thrown from sbngs and with spears.

After nmch difficulty we effected a landing. We bought a few

little things from the natives, and on our departiu'e we got a few

more stones slung at us. My next visit to Fisher Island was at

the beginning of this year when I was landing a number of return

islanders from Queensland. My reception then was very different

fi'om the one I received three years ago. We were welcomed

with every demonstration of delight. One of the men whom we

landed was a man of some distinction among them, as he ordered

them about immediately he got on shore. He made them bring

a quantity of yam, taro, bananas, and cocoanuts, with which they

filled my boat, and he also presented me with a ])ig and two

fowls. But he would not allow the natives to take payment for

the vegetables they put in the boat
;
yet he did not object himself

to a present of tobax-co and a few clay pipes. They are superior

in their habits to their neighboiirs in the Gerrit Uenys Group,

or those on the mainland, as one can distinguish at once in the
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build of tlu'ir houses, wliit-h arc iiiui-h larger than any others in

these parts. Tlie i^n-ound ahont llieir liouses is always tastefullv

laid out as a flower garden ; they take great care and are

deservedly proud of their gardens, where you will see many

variegated plants, besides crotons of several varieties, and flowers

of many hues and perfumes. They are also very expert carvers

in wood. The pillars in their taboo houses are all wonderfulh

carved, and iu these taboo houses are masks and carvings done

with great skill and neatness, representing men, animals, and

birds, both real and imaginary. Some of these carvings represent

the spirits they call " devil-devils," whom they fear and apjjeasc

with gifts, but do not worship with reverence. 1 got two of

these demon-gods from them. One represents the sjiirit which

presides over their agricultural affairs, as they, in their broken

English, explained was the " devil-devil belong yam and taro.""

The other was the evil spirit who haunts the sea ; his influence

extends over the wind and the waves, besides the flsh in the sea.

The natives told me he was the " devil-devil belong salt water."

He is not unlike the figure of Old Neptune our sailors sometimes

make to scare greenhorns when " crossing the line."

What I say of Fisher Island may well be said of (lardner

Island also. The people and their habits and customs arc just

the same. Both islands are densely wooded, and rise to a height

of from 1,000 to 1.500 feet. Those, then, are the islands on the

east coast of New Ireland. I have not mentioned .St. John

Island, but it lies south of Kaan Group and away to the south-

east of New Ireland. It is very similar to Kaan Island with

regard to the natives ; they are supposed to be wild and

treacherous. I only visited the island once, but did not notice

anything remarkable about the natives. The island is about 1,000

feet high, very thickly wooded, and has more than one good

watering place. The island is divided by a narrow channel, which

was supposed to exist by some, but denied by others ; but I can

vouch to the verity of the channel being there, because I have

passed through it and taken soundings. The channel is narrow,

and a very swift current or tide nnis through it. but vet there is
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water eiiouiih for any vessel to pass tlirougli. Keturning again

to the mainland, I liad got the length of Cape Santa Maria, and

thi> district lying for a few miles to the north of that, named

Eahaloo. The mountain peaks above Cape Santa Maria are the

highest in jS^ew Ireland, rising to a height of 7,000 or 8,000 feet.

Prom Cape Santa Maria the mountain range gradually slopes

away in a north-westerly direction for many miles ; then comes a

district named Coblaman. This is flat coiuitry, with fine black

soil. The whole of the coast-line here is lined with cocoanut

gi'oves, and extends to the Staffen Straits and down the other side

of the island. From Coblaman to Xoosa, in the Staffen Straits,

is a stretch of 40 or 50 miles, perhaps more. There are several

Avhite nten and Malays stationed along here, engaged in the copra

trade. The only drawback here is want of running water. The

country might be adaptable for tropical agi'iculture. This is the

n)ost likely place in IS'ew Ireland for the settlement of a small

colony, and had the Marquis de Eay expedition chosen this place

instead of Leeke Leek, they might have shared a different fate.

The natives here have murdered several white men. but the

present settlers say that the fault lay with the white men them-

selves. In one instance, for the theft of an axe from a trading

station, the trader burned down the taboo house of the tribe,

that is, the house which they hold sacred, and in which they keep

charms and relics, and perform many of their strange superstitious

rites. The natural result was that the excited natives burned the

trader's house in retaliation, and, while trying to make his escape

from the burning house, the trader fell a victim to the spears of

the natives.

I am told by the principal trader here that once a year the

natives assemble from many parts of the island in thousands

and engage in a battle which lasts for several days. A few are

killed, and the others return to their homes, and look forward to

the tight of next year, while they recount to one another the

deeds of valour they individually have performed. It again

strikes me there must be some vein of sympathy 'twixt the Ould

Irishman and the New Irishman ; witness this annual meeting.
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mill iviuembcr t'ar-fainod Doiiiiylmiok. A siraiii,^' fact 1 liavo

particularly noticed in that part of Xcw Bi-itain I liavc visiti-d.

and ill all New Ireland and nei^lilionriiii^ islands, the bow and

an*ow is unknown. The how and arrow is not met with till Vdii

i^et to Sir Charles Hardie and (ireen Islands. 53 miles sonth-cast

of St. John's Island, ami then you will find them varying in si/.r

and shape in all the islands as you travel eastward.

At Xoosa, in the Staffen Straits, there have just Yk-vw

established two lai'','e tradin<2; stati<»ns. One is a l)raiich of the

(Teriiian Xew Cxuinea Co. ; the other belonifs to a private firm.

Staffen Strait is studded by a number of little islands, but the

passajije throuji^h is quite elear. and no dansjier should be anticipated

by any vessel wi.shiiiij to use it. Haviiii;; cleared the Sti-aits we

proceed down the west coast of Xew Ireland towards St. Georii^e

Channel. The natives aloiiix this coast appear to have had less

comminiication with the white men than those on the other side.

I went ashore in several places and ti-ied to commiinieate with

them, but they appeared to be very wild and refused to cume

near. As Ave ijjot further down the coast and approached St.

Greorge Channel, we began to .see signs of civilisation. Xumbers

of canoes came out to the ship, the natiA-es in them wearing a

little piece of ealici) roimd their waist, and askiny- us to barter

calico for the produce they had for sale. The cause of this

approach to deceiiey is the settlement of several Fiji missionaries

aloiiii' the coast, who have really done a considerable amoinit of

good. Another thiuij; worthy of notice, and due to the Fiji

missionaries, is the absence of weajions of war among the natives.

From the natives here I got several little Hgures. representing

men and women, carved imt of stone resembling sandstone. They

are said to be maile by the bushmen, but for what purpose

I could never make out, as the statements made to me liy

the natives were very conflicting. Some said they were i)lay-

things for children, others that they were devil-devils, and others

said they were made for dancing in front of.

Time at present will not allow me to enter so particularly as I

would like into all the interestiuix details of a visit to this part of
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rlu' Pacific. What a world of interest to a naturalist ! The

luamuialia is represented by mice, rats, pigs, and. 1 believe,

dingoes, from native accounts. (^f birds there is not such a

variety as one would expect, but of iishes. reptiles, and insects

there are great varieties. Shells from both salt and fresh water,

and laud shells, are found in abundance. Across the chaunel, in

Xew Britain, the cassowary and wallaby are to be found, but in

Xew Ireland they are unknown. Particular note should be taken

by mariners of the currents, which run with great power on this

side of Xew Ireland and u\) and down St. Greorge Channel.

The currents are very erratic, according to statements made by

settlers, and no reliance can be put on the current running in a

particular direction at any particular season of the year.

I cannot here enter fully into my visit to New Britain, but I

mav just state that on the 30th of last month we anchored iu

Blanche Bay, New Britain. Here I visited an island just lately

thrown up by volcanic action, with hot springs, both fresh and

salt. On the Ith of July I had the pleasure of attending the

first reception held by the American Consul in the German

Protectorate. At Matupi, Blanche Bay, there is a large trading

station belonging to Messi's. Hernsheim A: Co. They have

started gi-azing cattle here and appear to be doing very weU.

At Eaalune, where the American C(nisiil resides, Messrs.

Parrell & Co. have a cotton plantation, which is said to be a gi'cat

success.

Opposite Raalune, between Xew Britain and Xew Ireland, is

Duke of T(n'k Island, where is situated the headquarters in this

part of the German Xew Guinea Ti-ading Co., and alst) the

residence of the Lieutenant-Governor. Having thanked the

many friends we made ashore—German, American, and British

—

for their warm-hearted hospitality, we with some difficulty beat

out of St. George Channel.

And now, as the sun goes down beyond the far-ott" purple hills,

we wave our farewell to New Erin, and with a leading wind we

sail away to meet new adventures and fresh scenes in the Solomon

Islands.
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The Cn.viRMAX. Mr. E. Abbott, ami the Hox. Secketarv

spoke hi favour of the paper, after wliich tlie pi'oceedings

terminated.



EICiHTH ORDINARY MEETIXG.

Third Sessiox.

The eighth ordinary monthly meetiuq; of the third s^essiou of the

Queenshiud Branch of the Royal Greogi-aphical Society of

Austi-alasia was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

eyening of Friday. April 27. 1888. at 8 o'clock. Mr. R. G-ailey

occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the preyious meetin*;- had been read and

confirmed. Captain H. C. Eyerill, F.R.O.S.. ^yas elected, by ballot,

corresponding member of the Society.

Captain Eyerill \yas inti^odnced to the nieetini;-. and returned

thanks for his election.

The Hon. SECRETARy then ])roceeded to read the following

paper, entitled :

—

Notes on New Guinea.

By E. (4. Edelfelt, E.R.G-.S.A.. H.F.A.G.S. of Sweden. &c.

Ox the llth of last August, accompanied by the Rey. Fathers

Coup])e and Yerjus, of the Mission of the Sacred Heart, Yule

Island, we set out to explore the Mekeo district in the Mount

Yule locality, the rev. gentlemen, if possible, to find suitable

places for the extension of their mission work, and I for

geographical discoyeries.

We crossed Hall Sound in a canoe, and then proceeded some

miles up the Orai Creek, a branch of the Ethel Riyer of no

importance, trayersing through a swampy mangroye scrub and

IS'ipa ])alms, and when the tide recedes it leaves nothing but

imjjure stagnant water, ^\nth an odour anything but pleasaiit to

inhale.

From this creek we ])roceeded on foot through a good deal

of swampy country, in places very fertile and well grassed.
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to Inawabui villa,2re, about S miles from the coast. Midway

between this village and Orai Creek, we passed a market place,

where the coast natives meet the country peojjle and exchaup[e

goods. The coast inhabitants generally bring tobacco and cutlery,

and such ornaments as the anomalistic sea furnishes them with

from time to time ; for these they receive from the country

natives fruit, vegetables, pigs, and feather oriuiments. These

interchanges take place once a week, always on the best of

friendly terms.

Inawabui consists of seventy-eight houses, as usual built on piles,

and some of them vej-y substantial Iniildings. with a population of

about 100 people, that is taking about five occupants to each

house; this I have found to be about the average, so far as I

have seen, of Xew Guinea. The people are very kind: they

possess a keen commercial ability, and are. to my idea, rather

Israelitish in their dealings with Europeans; but.be this as it

may. they appear to lie very industi-ious. and grow more bananas

and A'egetables than I have seen in any other part of Xew G-uinca.

"When I asked the reason for this they informed me they did so

in order to be able to ti-ade with the coast natives, on whom they

solely depend for European manufactured articles, principally

cutlery, and. I am sorry to say. tobacco.

Pn)m Inawabui we ])roceeded to Eboa, a village about 7 miles

north-west fi'om the first-mentioned place ; this village has ninety-

six houses, rather dilajiidated by age. and a popnlatiiui of about

500 people, and are friendly -disposed towards foreigners ; that is.

to judge from their willingness in supplying us with food in

abundance. ^Nnthout in any way being asked for it. This village

I visited in 1884. but came to it by a different route. AVe slept

in the chief's house for one night. H.E.H. was in raourniug for

one of his wives, and it ap])ears a custom prevails that for a

certain time the mourners must not appear too much in public ;

consequently we had only the ])leasure of conversing with him at a

distance—that is, he had one end of the house and we the other.

However this dusky sovereign took his nocturnal wanderings

over the house while we slept, and inspected such of our luggage
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as came witliiu his ivacli without distiirhing us. and appropriated

a ,ij;()od deal of Father Coiippe's tobacco ; but still I admired his

frankness, for in the morning he admitted the theft, and gave a

self-satisfied laugh for his luck in getting tobacco on the cheap.

We could not very well afford to be on unfriendly terms with

him. as we wanted some of his people to take us to the next

village, so we passed the matter over quietly.

()u our way to this village we passed through beautiful alluvial

cduutry, with splendid fertile soil, admirably suited for agri-

cultural or pastt)ral purposes ; with numerous native plantations

in a flourishing condition.

From Eboa we travelled north a few degrees east to Bebeo, in

latitude 8° 24' south, and longitude llli^ 38' 30" east, a village I

sh(mld think of about twelve years standing, that is. to judge

from the age of the coeoanut palms, wliich were planted, the

natives informed me, at the time the village was established.

As we were the first Europeans that had ever visited this village,

the people appeared a little shy at first, but wlien the Inawabui

and Eboa chiefs, who accompanied us. informed them that we

came on friendly business, they soon gathered round us and

received a few presents, which placed us at once on a friendly

footing with them, and food was brought in abundance for our

party. The village has forty fast-decaying houses with about

200 inhabitants, who seem to be of a quiet, peaceful disposition.

We informed them what had brought us into their district, viz.

:

to ascend Mount Tide, ov Kobia. as they call it ; of course this

they could not understand our reast)n for, but they told us the

moinitain was not far from their village. Leaving this village

we travelled about 2 miles north-by-west, and struck a branch

of the St. Jose))h River, called by the natives Hamahama,

in latitude 8° 21' 30" south, and longitude 146° 38' east. Where

we crossed was about 3 feet of water and the current very

strong, and the bed consisting of slate and large pebbles. At

this particulai- place the banks are low and the river wide ; in

fact here are several small branches which, I suppose, as they

traverse towards the sea. condense into one main stream, viz.'
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till' ISt. J()^^eph Kivfv.* To tlic riglil. about 5 miles off, we

could see Mount Yule, its suimnit crowned with heavy clouds,

which made it appear more mysterious to our sight, and within us

created a stronger desire to investigate the valuable treasure of

flora and fauna which undoubtedly must be nursed on this beau-

tiful mountain, not to mention the great interest the people would

be who inhabit the slopes of the mountain.

We now steered in !i south-westerly direction, and several

times crossed the river, and in places through a tremendously

strong current which took us a long way out of our course,

not to mention the danger to life and baggage ; and to make

matters worse it was raining very hard. However, at 1 p.m.,

on the 1.5th of August, we safely reached Earai Village. On
entering there was a general exclamation of surprise amongst

the village people, the women and children, and many of the

men, hiding themselves in the houses, peeping thrpugh cracks

and crevices. Our party took us to the chief's so-called reception

house. Even this old warrior savage was afraid to come to us

for a long time, until the chiefs who accompanied us assured him

that we came to his village only as peaceable people, and wished

to establish friendly relations with him. He then approached us

like a frightened child, trembling as in a fit of ague. However,

after he had embraced and rubbed noses with us three Euro])eans

his fears were set at rest. He then made an oration to the

people that we were his friends, and that we should stay with

him a few days.

After this ordeal was gone through, men, women, and chihlren

came out from their hiding-places and had a good look at us.

As we wei"e changing our wet clothes for other ivet ffarmeufx. it

gave them an opportunity to examine our white skin, which they

did very closely. This soon brought us on friendlv terms with

them all, and the women soon got busy preparing food for us

—

always a good indication that they have confidence in their

visitors.

At the time.this was written there was an intermediate part of a few miles of the
river not visited by me, but has since been traversed, in canoe, by the Rev. Father Verjus
and Mr. Cameron : and Father Verjus lias kindly sujjplied me with that portion, from
whicli it can be seen that there are reallv no branches.
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fathers Couj)pe and Yerjus went to sleep in tlieir wet i-ldthes.

This, however, I did not venture to do, hut sat up during the

early part of the night, alongside the fire, to dry mine. The old

cannihal chief seemed much troubled over my not going to rest,

and several times asked me to retire. At last he came to the

conclusion that I nnist he afraid, and he most earnestly assured

me that they should not kill us nor steal our clothes, which were

jilaced around the fire ; and said that he would sleep with us that

no harm should come to us. When 1 reassured him of our confi-

dence in him and his people he appeared pleased. He then told

the people to leave the house ; and he fixed his hammock near

the fire and went to sleep, leaving me to follow when 1 should so

desire.

Karai is situated on the western bank of the Nt. Joseph l^iver, in

latitude S° 22' south, and loui^itude 146° 83' east, and consists of

three villages, about a half-a-mile apart. They contain in all 2oO

houses, as usual, built on piles, but rather poor structures ; and

this is the only district T have seen in Xew (xuinea where grass

is allowed to grow uninterfered with in the sti'eets. The pojiula-

tion is about 1,250 people ; each village having its own chief , but

Baura, our entertainer, is the most influential. The old chief

—

nearly sixty years old, 1 should think—seemed to have a gi'eat

influence over his j^eople ; every little order giA'eu by him was

promptly executed. Baura is certainly the most comical per-

sonage 1 have met in New (luinea. A few weeks previous to my

visit to his village circumstances com])elled me to take part in an

expedition. des])atched by the Hon. John Douglas, to punish some

natives who had killed a London ^lissionary Society teacher and

his child, and also dangerously w ounded his -wife, stationed at

Motu Motu. The woi'k of this expedition had spread into the

Mount Yule district, and old Baura looked upon me with a kind

of suspicion. I had occasion to discharge my revolver, and aimed

at an old cocoanut tree. Baiu-a was looking on^—in fact 1 could

not move without him being at my heels—and, when 1 had

finished, he inspected the tree, and solemnly inforuu'd me that it

would most surely die. T could not persuade him to anything
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fdiiti'aiT, SO I puid for ilic tree, aiid nuule an ai^reeineiit that it

should henceforth beloiijj; to Britannia's people, and when any

came they should have the coeoanuts.

The people throughout the Mekeo district, so far as I have

seen, are nearly of a chocolate colour, and many even of an olive

hue. many with straight hair, and, with few exceptions, flat noses,

prominent cheek hones, big mouths, small chins rather inclined

to I'ecede : the septum of the nose is in some instances perforated,

but not as a general rule, as auu)ngst some Papuan tribes ; the

lobes of the ears are pierced but only with small holes, the eyes

are mostly small, in some cases vicious, with fairly long eyelashes

;

the forehead is high and in some instances receding. The average

stature is 5 feet o inches, thin, although there is every indi-

cation that plentiful food is cultivated throughout the district.

Tattooing is very little practised by either sex, nor is there much

ornamenting of other kinds except that a few village dandies are

embellished with feathers and variegated plants, the women mostly

wear short black dyed petticoats. One custom pleased me very

much, that is the men and women seem to lead a more sociable

life than elsewhere as they sleep together in one house. The

women seemed to be somewhat of an equal standing with the

men. and altogether the family life seemed to be nearer the

European mode. Still, among these people, as other savages, they

frequently ill-treat their women. During our stay at Earai, one

woman died from w'ouuds received at the hands of her so-called

lord and master : but, alas I wife beating and brutality to women

are of daily occurrence even in civilised communities where we

should expect all to live in peace and harmony with each other,

and especially husband and wife. Otherwise the people are very

uninteresting. So far as my time permitted me to investigate, I

found no traces of any interesting ceremonies, images, or carvings

of any kind. Their war implements are spears, stone clubs, and

a clumsy shield with wickerwork. and nets for pig and kangaroo

luuiTing.

We stayed in Earai for two days and received some uiteresting

information from the old chief about the district, such as the
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names of twenty-three villages, and that there is one village on

the top o£ Mount Yule. He pointed out the spot, and so far as

I could judge it would be about 7,000 feet above sea level.

Earai is only 100 feet above sea level. Whether this is true or

not, it certainly increased our desire to seethe mountain wonders,

but, unfortunately, when the day arrived for our departure we

found that our Yule Island and Inawabui carriers had conspired

with the Earai peojDle not to take us to Mount Yule, nor show

us the track. This conspiracy we found working in all the

A-illages where we sought for assistance, for the mere selfish

purpose that the carriers wanted to get home to be present at

some feasting and dancing.

We then decided to return to Bebeo, and to prevent our

carriers doing any more mischief despatched them to their homes,

intending if possible to work our way with the Bebeo people into

some village in the hills, and from thence to the summit of the

mountain.

On arriving at Bebeo we intimated to our baggage-bearers that

thev could set out for their homes, but, after some consultation

amongst themselves, they informed lis that they would remain

until we returned with them, but that they \\ ould not go with us

into the hills : thus we again found their conspiring spirit working

evil designs, and we could get no assistance. But we were

determined not to be defeated if possible, and we agreed that

Father Couppe should remain in the village to guard our baggage,

and Father Yerjus and myself should retrace our steps to the St.

Joseph Eiver. and make for some village if practicable. Accor-

dingly we set out. without a single native accompanying us, and

reached the river, crossed it. and followed it up for some distance

to a point where it appeared to branch off in two different

directions. It was raining hard, and the river current was very

strong, so we did not venture to cross it, but here we were at the

very foot of Mount Yule, and only had the poor pleasure of

ascending a hill 200 feet high. On the opposite river bank we

saw some women getting water, but on seeing us they, quickly

disappeared into the bush, evidently making for their village,

which I believe must be close bv.
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Thus, owiiii^ to tlu' incessant raining every day (in fact we

were barely dry from tlie time we left Yule Island to our return)

and the refusal of the natives to assist us, my second attempt to

ascend Mount Yule was a failure. My failure I lament very

much : indeed. I would willingly give five years of my allotted

existence were it my lot first to ascend Mount Yule. In my

opinion the mountain can easily he ascended withoiit a great

expensive outfit, but it must be done independently of any assis-

tance from the natives, except where interpreters and guides may

be required. In botanical and zoological treasures the mountain

beyond doubt must be rich, and a naturalist should be able to reap

a rich harvest within a short time, that is. if the party went in tlie

dry season. The usual dry season this year has been exception all}'

wet, which pi'evented me making any collections of any kind ; but

I live in hopes, by some means or other, of paying a third visit

to Mount Yule. and. I trust, also to succeed in accomplishing

my object in ascending it.

But, on the whole, my Mount Yule trip was not altogether

unsuccessful, for I claim to have discovered much agricultural

and pastoral country, which in the near future ^\t11 be of gi'eat

value to the Government of British Xew Gruinea. From Inawa-

bui to the very foot of ]Mount Yule, and extending east and west

for miles, is one extensive alluvial valley w ith plenty of grass and

water, studded with a scanty and stunted eucalypti forest, with

magnificent belts of scrub land easily cleared or useful as shelter

for stock.

The fertility of the soil is unmistakable ; the natives only cut

down the trees and jdant without in the least breaking uj) the

ground. "We also passed through one or two sago swamps, but

these will not in any way interfere with agricultural or pastoral

pursuits. Beyond doubt this district is the most fertile yet

discovered in British New Guinea ; true, it is also the most

numerously populated. I dare not venture to say how much, but

there are thousands upon thousands of acres of land unocciipied.

and which should. I think, be utilised by the Government.

Through Pather Yerjus and some of our carriers, I tried to
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explain to the inhabitants that probal)!}- before long many

Britannia people wonkl come and settle amongst them, but that

thev would have nothing to fear from foreign settlers, on the

contrary would be protected against their native enemies.

Whether the natives would take a friendly A'iew of the matter, in

the event of European settlement in this district, is indeed diffi-

cult to predict, but sooner or later—and the sooner the better

—

the natives must learn that the time has arrived for them to give

up their cruel primitive customs and be ruled by civilised laws,

and that the land must be utilised. It is indeed a pity to see so

much beautiful land uncultivated, when it would make many

happy homes for Europeans, that is after many battles with the

climate, and many difficulties with the natives.

But the most interesting of all—that is to the commercial com-

munity—is my discovery of traces of gold in the St. Joseph Eiver ;

and on the strength of my report on this subject, furnished to

the Hon; John Douglas, Special High Commissioner for British

NeAV Gruinea. a Mr. Camert)n. a surveyor from Xew South Wales,

visited the same locality last Xovember, and found specks of gold

a mile higher up from the spot where I discovered traces of the

])recious nietal. Thus my preliminary explorations may

ultimately lead to the discovery of a payable goldheld in the

^lekeo distinct ; and to hasten on the progi'ess of Xew Guinea

something of this kind is wanted. Without it New Guinea will,

I am afraid, have no attraction for the capitalist or commercial

man.

THE ST. JOSEPH RR'EK.

At our Society's meeting in August. 1S8G, 1 had the honour

to read a paper which dealt with the Hilda Biver, traversed by

me in journeying from Maiva into the Mount Yule district.

But on further examination I find that the Hilda Eiver is a mere

insignificant stream ; ami the river dealt with in my paper in

188(5. was a new river now named the St. Joseph by the Catholic

Pathers.

] crossed it about 5 miles from tlie coast, and bv referring
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t(t the map anyone can see how easy it was to mistake it for the

Hilda Eiver. How the St. Joseph River has escaped former

coast explorers I cannot understand, as it is easily detected when

following the manoroAe coast in Hall Sound, where the river

empties itself. This river was pointed out by the Catholic

Fathers to Captain Pullen who surveyed Hall Sound in 1886. So

T believe it is now placed on the recently • published Marine

Chart. It is in latitude 8^ 46' south, and 146° 35' east. It has

seven entrances, and for more than 20 miles up it has a depth of

over 18 feet of water, and a velocity of about 3 miles an hour.

In my paper I stated the probability of its being the means

of a highway into the interior, and that the river emanated

from Mount Yule. This, I am happy to inform our Society,

on mv recent visit to ^Nlount Yule, I ascertained to be a fact

;

and the natives also informed us that from Mount Yule spring

two other rivers, one leading into Eedscar Bay, and the

other into the neighbourhood of Tokea, and I presume it is the

Combes, about 4 miles north of the last-named place. I

know that the natives from ^lotu ^Nlotu and Lese used to proceed

up this river when fighting the hill tribes in the Mount Yule

ranges, so, in my opinion, there can be no doubt that Combes

River must be one of the three emanating fi'om Mount Yule.

In conclusion, I may state that where I have given the latitude

and longitude of places, I do not claim anything but approximate

positions. I may also mention that the map accompanying this

paper is partly traced from a sketch map prepared by the Rev.

Fathers Couppe and Verjus, of Yule Island, and to judge from

the energy already displayed by these two gentlemen as explorers,

in their civilising work as missionaries, valuable results may be

expected, both geographically and in various other scientific

branches, and the willingness to extend their knowledge of 'Sew

Gruiuea to strangers who seek it is indeed to be appreciated.

Also, as this will probably be the last opportunity I shall have

while the Hon. John Douglas is Administrator of British Xew
Guinea. T nnist tender that gentleman my sincere thanks for his

assistance in various ways that enabled me to carry out my work

E
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more fully than I otherwise -nould have been able to do. I

also OTve much to the Ee^-. W. G. Lawes, of Port Moresby,

for his kindness in allowing me to use sevei^al of his

instruments during my Mount Yule trip, which, I trust, will be

of some value geographically.

Captain Eveetll, who, with the Chairman. Dr. "Waugh, and

other members of the Society, had joined in a general conver-

sation regarding the paper read, referred to liis experience on the

Fly Eiver expedition.

The Hoif. Secbetart thought Mr. Edelfelt worthy of high

praise in conducting his explorations in New G-uiuea ^"ithout the

aid of the Grovernment or of any G-eographical Societies ; doubt-

less if ^Ir. Edelfelt had received equal encouragement and

support as other explorers had enjoyed, his success would have

been far greater.

The Chaiemax concurred with the Hon. Secretary, after which

the proceedings terminated.



THIED ANNUAL MEETING.

The third annual meeting of the Queensland Branch of the

Eoyal Geographical Society of Australasia was held in the

^luseuui Library. Brisbane, on the evening of Tuesday, July 81,

1888, at S o'clock. Mr. W. H. Miskin. F.E.S., occupied the chair.

The Chaiemax regi'etted the absence of the President, who,

through the force of circumstances, was unable to be present,

and who had also been unable to prejiare the usual anniversary

address.

After the minutes of the previous monthly meeting had been

read and confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected, by

ballot, members of the Society, viz.:—Life member, Mr. W.
AVeedon. Brisbane. Members, The Hon. J. Donaldson, M.L.A.,

The Hon. AV. Pettigrew. M.L.C., Mr. J. Petrie, J.P.. Mr. T. S.

Sword. Mr. P. M'Lean. J. Hill, M.D., Mr. J. Irving. M.E.C.Y.S.L.,

Mr. J. S. Thomas, and Mr. J. E. Sloan. Brisbane; Mr. AV.

Hannam. C.E., Cooktown ; H. W. Browurigg. M.]).. B.A.,

Goondiwindi ; Mr. W. S. Walsh, P.M., Geraldton ; Mr. AV. J.

Connolly, Bowen ; Air. AV. B. AVardlaw, Dungeness ; and Air.

P. AA^. Springall, Croydon. The following gentlemen were also

elected, by ballot, officers of the Society and members of the

Council for the session 1888-9 :—President, J. N. AYaugh, AI.D.

;

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. J. P. Thomson. FE.S.G.S.,

Etc. Council, Messrs. AV. H. Aliskin. F.E.S., E. Gailey, H. C.

Luck, F.E.G.S., E. J. Stevens. AI.L.A.. E. L. Armour, and T. S.

Sword. Air. H. H. A. Eussell was, on the motion of the Hox.

Secretary, seconded by Air. E. Gailet, elected Hon. Auditor.

The Secretary read a letter of apology fi-om Dr. AVaugh. wlio

was unavoidably absent from the meeting.

The Hoif. Secretary in proposing a vote of thanks to the

retiring officers of the Society, made sj)ecial reference to the

President, the Hon. A. C. Gregory. C.AI.G.. in a highly eulogistic
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8peecli. The proposition was seconded by Mr. H. Thower, and

carried nnanimously.

Mr. J. P. Thomson then moved the following resolution :

—

That in the opinion of this meeting it is expedient for the Royal Geo-

graphical Society of Australasia to grant diplomas of fellowship. That the

New Soutli Wales, Victorian, and .South Australian branches of the Society

be asked to take joint action with the Queensland Branch in making special

provision in the general constitution of the Society for the granting of

diplomas of fellowship. The meeting suggests that the provision most

likely to meet the case will be the passing of, and incorporating with

existing rules of the Society, the following, subject to acceptance by the

other branches, namely :
—
Diplomas of Fellowship.

The Council may confer the Diploma of Fellowship on such eminent

persons as have rendered valuable services in the cause of geographical

science, and on persons of distinguished scientific attainments who have

promoted the objects of the Societj% on honorai-y and honorary corre-

sponding members of the Society without the payment of diploma fees, and

on ordinary members on payment of a diploma fee of one guinea, subject to

the followmg conditions, namely :
—

(a) Upon written application. Those who have compounded for life

membership and are deemed worthy of the distinction by the

Council.

(b) Upon written application. Those who are not in arrears with

their annual subscriptions, and are, upon the recommendation of

the Council, approved of by the Society at an ordinary monthly
meeting.

Each Diploma shall be signed by the presidents and by the hon. secretary

of the Societjs and a record thereof duly entered in the minute-book, and
a notification published in the "Proceedings and Transactions of the

Society."

Recipients of the Diploma sliall be privileged to designate themselves
" Fellows" of the Society, and may use the initials F.R.G.S.A. after their

names as long as they continue to be members of the Society.

Mr. Thomson stated that he had brought forward the resolution

with a view to benefit the Society, and with the belief that if

passed it would, besides affording encouragement to those who

Avere in a position to contribute largely to the Society's objects

and already its members, also offer inducements to others of a

similar class to join and work in its behalf, thereby furthering

the interests of the Society and contributing largely to the

science of geography.

In answer to the Chairman, Mr. Thomson stated that the
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resolution Inul breii trained witli tlic view of elicitiiii; an c'.\|)rL's^i(lU

ot" opinion from the other liranclies of the Soeiety.

Mr. (tailkv .said that for many of the ordinary inend)ers of

the Society, who were merely noA'itiates, to assume the title of

F.K.G.S.A., would be somewhat invidious, but it would only be

just and proper that the title should be eoiiferred upon those

members who. early associated with the Society, had worked faith-

fully in its interests, and made it what it had now become. He

believed that the passing of such resolution would have the effect

of causing greater exertion by members on behalf of geographical

research.

The Chaihmax stated that it might perhaps appear too great

an assumption for so young a branch of the Society to take upon

itself, but the idea was a good one ; and when the other branches

of the Society had given their vieAvs upon the question, it would

be dealt with eonjointly. and miudi benefit would aecrue

therefrom.

Mr. E. J. Stevens, M.L.A., said he thought it was a very good

idea, and the fact of the Queensland Branch of the Society being

yoiuig as compared with the mother branch should not deter it

fr(mi making any new proposition for the benetit of the Society

generally and the good of the colonies. If the other branches of

the Society had omitted this important step, there was no reason

why this branch should do so ; he thought Mr. Thomson should

be complimented on the action he had taken in bringing this

important question before the meeting. He had much pleasure

in supporting the resolution.

The resolution was then put to the meeting, and carried

unanimously.

The Hex. Secretary said the Society was to be congratulated

on its new Council members ; he hoped they would render as

much assistance to the Society and himself as the old councillors

had done, especially Mr. W. H. Miskin, who, by his readiness at

all times to labour in its interests, had rendered it most valuable

services.

The Chairman said the present was a fit and proper time to
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pl;iL-e on recin-d tlie i^Teat obligations the Sot-iety was niuler to its

J^Con Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. J. P. Thomson ; in the first

phiee, had it not l)een for him the Society would not have been

in existence, and. lastly, it was entirely owing to his exertions

that it had attained its present position. The meeting

luianimously agreed with the Chairman.

After returning thanks for the compliment, the Hon. Secretary

read the Council's Annual Ke])ort and Statement of Accounts

for the past session.

Report of Council, Session 1887-8.

The Council has the honour to subnut the followuig annnal

rei)ort :

—

Membp:rshii'.

The Society completed its third session on June 30th, 18S8. on

which date the number of its members was 1.22, made up as

follows :—Five honorary, three honorary corresponding, and 114

ordinary members. Several of the latter liave, from time to time

during the session, supplied the society with valuable literary

contributions, relating to the geography of Australasia, which

have been read at the monthly meetings ; some of those are

already published in Y(d. 111., Part 1, of the " Proceedings and

Transactions " of the Society, embracing the first half of the

session now ended ; the others will, in due course after the

annual meeting, also be published in the second part of the

Society's volume of proceedings. The Council \aews with much

pleasure and thanks the efforts of contributing members to thus

promote the objects of the Society, and it will endeavour to

afford every possible encouragement to all who may desire to

come forward to help in promoting this worthy object in which

the Society is so deeply ccnicerned, and which are its chief

functions.

FiX.VXCE.

The Council begs to snbmit the following financial statement :

—
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ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET
(IF TllK

QUEENSLAND BRANCH OF THE ROYAL GEO(iRAPHICAL

SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA.

Pr. From July 1st, 1887, to June 80th, 1888. tCr.

I .f. d.

To Balance in Q. X. Bank..lune By Printing, Stationery, and
aOtli, 1^87 -24 17 1 Postage

,, Enti-ance Fees and Subscrip- ,, Caretaker of Museum for

tions from .July 1st, 1887, attendance at Meetings

to .lune 3(lth, ISSS . . il2 S (i ,, Brisbane Newspaper Co.

for -Advertising .

.

,, Balance in t^. N. Bank

88
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address ; Messrs. J. P. Thomson, E. A. Leonard, Percy X.

Sprino-all, Douglas Kannie, E. (1. Edelfelt, W. E. Withringtou,

Captains J. M. Hennessy, F. A. Boore. and John Mackay.

While thus referring to the number of papers read at the various

meetings of the Society during the past session, the Council

deems it expedient, in the interests of geographical science, in

justice to the Society, and also on behalf of contributors, to point

out to the public the advantages wliich are gained by the colony

generally through the establishment of a geographical society,

for, as its title implies, the collation and dissemination of

knowledge of astronomical, scientific, physical, commercial, and

2)olitical geography amongst all classes. This the Council has

endeavoured to do by means of the papers read at the regular

monthlv meetings of the Society upon the various subjects now

referred to, and which can be sliown in the following manner,

viz. :—Out of the ten papers read during the session now ended,

eight were the results of original research, some of these

dealt Avith exploration and new discovery in British possessions,

and others contained valuable authentic information upon

the natural and artificial products, physical features, fauna, flora,

and geological formation of various sections of Australasia,

embracing a wide range of geographical magnitude extending

from New Zealand in the south, to Xew (riiinea, the Solomon

Islands, and Xew Ireland in the north. These papers, being

fi'ee from dry abstract detail, are. interesting to the reader, and

A-aluable as a source of reference, and have been published and

circulated amongst the members of the various branches of the

Soeietv iu the sister colonies, also amongst the members in

Queensland, and to kindred institutions throughout the world.

Copies have also been deposited in the ])rincipal libraries in

Europe and elsewhere. In consideration of the useful work

performed since its establishment, the Society may very reason-

ably claim the moral and material support of all who take an

interest in the scientific, connnercial, and educational jn'ogress of

Australasia, and the Council feels certain that, while the whole

objects with which the Society is associated camiot fail to
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eomiiu'iid tliemselvt's to the Ke-ieiititic and eoiiiiiit'ivial classes of

the coimmiiiity, and to many persons eiifijaged in advancing

inininti; and pastoral pursuits into distant parts of our continent,

of which comparatively so little is known, the great educational

advantages to be derived from the establishment of this branch

of the Society will be no less apparent to all intelligent colonists.

The Council also desires to draw attention to the privileges the

Society offers to its members, which are more liberal than those

offered by any other scientific institution in the southern hemi-

sphere. Members have the right to be present at, aiad to intro-

duce two friends to, all meetings, library, &c., of the Society,

also of the Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide Branches of the

Society, also to receive a copy of the Society's official publications,

as issued by the various hranclies. These privileges the Council

considers most liberal, and their enjoyment or otherwise rests

exclusively with individual members in availing themselves of

the advantages they offer.

CcjuxciL Meetings.

The Council has held eleven meetings during the session,

during which time many important matters refemng to the

government of the Society, also to geogi'aphical science, have been

discussed and dealt with. The Council has unanimously decided

that the Hon. Secretary. Mr. J. P. Thomson, who was appointed

delegate to represent the Society at the interc(donial convention

held in Sydney on the 10th November, ISSO. for the purpose of

forming an Australasian Association for the Advancement of

Science, shall still continue to rejn-esent the Society as delegate

to the Association. The inaugural meeting of the Association

will be held i]i Sydney during the last week of the month of

August next.

PUBLICATIOXS.

The Society has continued, during the session under review,

to publish its proceedings and transactions ; in so doing the

Council has endeavoured, at a heavy cost, to procure the best

w^orkmanship and material in the execution of the Society's

journal, and it has much pleasure in testifying to the satisfactory
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maiiuer in which the volume of proeeediiiijs has heeu printed and

finished.

Library.

DuriuL;- the session many valuable additions have been made

to the .Society's libraiy. These consist ot" books, maps, and

periodicals chiefly acquired in exchange for the Society's publica-

tions from kindred institutions in other parts of the world, whom

the Council desires to thank. The council also desires to

aclvuowledge with thanks its indebtedness to the Trustees of the

Queensland Museum for the privileges the Society has enjoyed

in holding its meetings in the lilirarv room of the ^luseum.

XeW GrUIXEA PlACK XaMES.

At a monthly meeting of the Society held in the early part of

the session, the Council directed the attention of explorers and

geographers to the importance of, in so far as practicable,

preserving the native place names in New Gruinea. The Society

expressed its views in a form or resolutiini which also solicited

the co-operation, by an expression of opinion, of kindred societies

in other i)arts of the world ; the Society's action has been warmly

supported, and the Council, in gratefully acknowledging the

suppiu't of the responding societies, desires to specially thauk

the Roval Scottish Greogi'aphical Society for republishing, in its

monthlv magazine, the resolution referred to. and otherwise

directing special attention to it.

Education.

The Council, by means of a paper read at one of the monthly

meetings of the Society upon " The Importance of the Teaching

of G-eography in the School," has endeavoured to direct the

special attention of the Hon. the Minister for Education, and

others in our colony concerned in the education of the youth, to

the importance of geographical education ; it has also directed

the free distribution to educational institutions of copies of the

paper referred to. In accordance Avith the active and highly

successful measures formulated and adopted by the geogi'aphical

societies in G-reat IBritain during the past three years, to stimu-
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late tlu' study of <,H'(»!j;i';i|)liy. jind rt'foi-ui the old iseluiol iiiett'eetual

method of" its tc'aL•hill<,^ tlic Council, actuated by a keen desire to

raise tlie standard of education, is endeavourin<,f to introduce

eorresjjondiui,' measures in this colony with the view to the

ultimate attainment of similar satisfactory and successful results

to that (d)tained in (xreat Britain, and the Council is iijlad to

learn, by the recent publications of kindred institutions, that its

efforts in this (lirecti(Mi have been very fav(Uirably noticed iu

Europe, also in the sister colonies. The Council did hope,

however, that the Press of our city would have perhaps showu

less apathy in a matter so deeply affectiny; the education of our

youths.

ExiM.ORAIIOX.

It is a matter for conijratulatiou for the Society, and creditable

to Australasia, that the first expelitiou to successfully ascend

the hii^hlands of British Xew (xuinea was that organised and

despatched by the Victorian branch of the Society, under the

leadership of ^[r. W. Cuthbertson, who. by his perseverance and

professional skill, successfully ascended Blount Obree. which had

previoixsly baffled the attempts of explorers. After the return

of its Xew (xuinea expedition, the Victorian and South Austra-

lian branches of our Society conjointly organised and despatched

an expedition to explore and report upon the country in Central

Austi'alia, in the vicinity of Lake Amadeus. This expedition has

not yet I'eturned. and the Society looks forward with much

interest to its results, whiidi it has reason to believe will be gi'eat.

The Council regrets that the Antarctic exploration scheme of the

Society must, for the present, remain iu abeyance. In September

of last year an interesting geographical conference, composed of

delegates fi-om the other branches of the Society, was held in

Adelaide, at which important tpiestions referring to the working

of the Society and to the science of geography were discussed.

The Council has reason to believe that the Society's scheme for

holding conferences alternately in the various colonies will be

productive of much good. Por the Council,

J. P. Thomsox.
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On the motion .of Mr. E. J. Stevens, M.L.A., seconded by

Mr. H. H. A. Russell, and supported by the Chairman, who,

together with the mover, commented in favourable terms on it,

the report and bahmce sheet were ixnanimously adopted.

The Chairman regretted the absence of the President's

Address, but thought the Council's Keport would prove a good

substitute.

After a cordial vote of thanks had been accorded the Chairman,

the proceedings terminated.
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Life Members are distinguished thus (*).
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given to the Hon. Secretary.
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Heath, G. P., J.P., Com. R.N., Port Office, Brisbane

P2 Hennessy, J. M., Capt., Port Moresby, British Neiv Guinea

Hoggan, R., Survey Department, Brisbane

PI Leonard, E. A., L.S., Yorick Club, Collins Street, Melbourne

Lilley, Hon. Sir C, K.C.M.G., Supreme Court, Brisbane

Lloyd, W. M., J.P., Queen Street, Brisbane

t Luck, H. C, F.R.G.S., Brisbane

McDonald, G. T., L.S., Rocklea

McDonnell, J., J.P., Post and Telegraph Department, Brisbane

Marks, Hon. C. F., M.D., M.L.C., Wickham Terrace, Brisbane

Mein, Hon. C. S., M.A., Supreme Court, Brisbane
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SIR ANTHONY MUSGRAVE, G.C.M.G., Ac.

It is our painful duty to herein record the death of our

esteemed patron, His Excellency the late Sir Antiiony

Musyrave, G.C.M.G., (Governor of Queensland, whose disso-

lution occurred suddenly at (iovernment House, Brisbane,

October 9, 1888. His Excellency was enjoying his usual

good health up till the previous evening, when shortly

before 7 o'clock, while engaged dressing for dinner, he was

seized with intense pains in the stomach, which so prostrated

him that he fell back into a state of collapse, and expired at

12.15 on the morning of October 9.

The late Sir Anthony Musgrave, G.C.M.G., third son of

the late Anthony Musgrave, M.D., Treasurer of Antigua.

West Inilies, was born in the year 18'28. He was Private

Secretary to Mr. .Macintosh, when Governor-in-Chief of the

Leeward Islands in 1S.)0 1 : lie entered as a student at the

Inner Temple in 1851, and became Treasury Accountant at

Antigua in 1852. In 1853 he resumed his legal studies at the

Inner Temple ; he was appointed Colonial Seci'etary of

Antigua in Fel^ruary, 1854, and Administrator of the colon}-

of Xevis in October, 1S(!0. In April of the following year he

was appointed Administrator of the (Tovernment of St.

Vincent, and in May of the folloAving year Lieutenant-

Governor of the same place. In May, 1864, he was promoted

to the (governorship of Newfoundland : he became Governor

of British Columbia in .June, 1 869 ; Lieutenant-Governor of

Xatal in May, 1872 ; and Governor of South Australia in the

following year. In 1877 he became Governor of Jamaica,

and received his appointment as Governor of this colony in

1883. He was made a CM.G. in 1871, K.C.M.G. in 1875,

and G.C.M.G. in 1885.

The late Sir Anthony Musgrave was married, first to

Christina Elizabeth, the youngest daughter of the Hon. Sir

William B^'am, of Cedar Hill, Antigua, and Westwood,

Southampton, England : and secondl}- to Jeanie Lucinda,

only daughter of David Dudley Field, Esq., of Gramercj'

Park, New York, and King's House, Kingston, Jamaica, who
now survives him.

He took an interest in the Society, and was present at some

of its meetings.
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PIKST OEUINARY MEETING.

FouETii Session.

The first ordinary monthly meeting of the fourth session of the

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Thursday, September 13, 18SS, at 8 o'clock. The President,

De. Waugh, occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, Messrs. C. B. Eletcher and B. H. Thomson were

elected, by ballot, members of the Society.

The Ho^^ Secbetary announced the receipt of various exchange

publications from cognate institutions, and read ?. letter from

the Victorian Branch of the Society, intimating approval of,

and promising co-operatiou with, the action taken by this

Society at its last annual meeting regarding the proposal to

grant Diplomas of Fellowshij).

The Hox. Seceetaey also announced that on the loth August

last the Council held a special meeting for the purpose of wel-

coming to Queensland the Society's Honorary Corresponding

Member, Sir William McGregor, M.D., K.C.M.G., Adminis-

trator of the Government of British New Guinea. After which

lie proceeded to read a paper entitled '• Account of the Explor-

ing Expedition in the steam launch 'Mabel,' in New Guinea," by

Mr. H.J. Hemmy, Licensed Surveyor, of Queensland, who accom-

panied Mr. Bevan on an excursion to the Rivers Aird and AVick-

ham, at the head of the Papuan Gulf, N.G. After a conversa-

tion in which the President, Messrs. W. H. Miskiu, R. Gailey,

H. Trover, and the Hon. Secretary took part, the proceedings

terminated.

B



SECOND OEDTNATiT MEETING.

Pounxn Session.

The second ordinary monthly meeting of the fourth session of

the Eoyal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland

Branch, was held in the Lecture Hall of the School of Arts,

Brisbane, on the evening of Friday, October 19, 1888, at 8

o'clock. The President, Dr. Waugh, occupied the chair, and

there were present about 180 members and visitors, including a

number of ladies. Sir Charles Lilley, Chief Justice, and several

Members of Parliament.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, the Hon. Secretary submitted, on behalf of the Coun-

cil, a letter of condolence to Lady Musgrave on the death of her

late husband. His Excellency Sir A. Musgrave, Governor of

Queensland, and Patron of the Society ; the meeting concurred

with the substance of the letter, and unanimously resolved that

it be forwarded to her ladyship in the name of the Council and

members of the Society. The Hon. Secretary also read a letter

from the Societe de Geographic de Paris, inviting this Society

to take part in the International Congress of Scientific Geo-

graphy, to be held in Paris, in August, 1889.

The following lecture, illustrated by maps and lime-light

views, was then delivered by the Author:—

Sudest and the Louisiade Archipelago.

By the Hon. John Douglas, c.m.g., f.k.g.s.. Honorary
Member of the Society.

Mr. Douglas then said— Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle-

men : Tour indefatigable Secretary asked me the other day to

read a paper to you before I left Brisbane, on some subject

connected with geographical discovery in New Guinea. In the

terms of this invitation, I thought 1 could do nothing better than

tell you something of Sudest and the Louisiade Archipelago,
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towards which, at the present time, a good deal of interest

gravitates, in consequence of the discovery of gokl at Sudest. I

am to some extent justified in attempting tliis, for I have visited

this Archipeh\go more tlian once, and 1 may be said to come

prett}- fresh from those Ishmds. First then, let me explain to

you where Sudest is. Here, on this blackboard, T have rudely

portrayed the relative positions to which I propose to call your

special attention. Here you have South Cape, Su-a-u, as it is

called by the natives, the extreme south-eastern portion of Xew
. Guinea proper. Here again, to the north-east, about 25 miles,

is Dinner Island, in China Straits. Then, mark this deep

indentation, Milne Bay, and this point. East Ca2)e. there you

have the leading landmarks of Eastern Xew Gruinea. Let me
repeat them—South Cape, Dinner Island (Samarai) in China

Straits, Milne Bay and East Cape. Xow then, from Samarai

look away to the south-east about thirty miles—there you have

Teste Island, then away to the east of Teste, about one hundred

miles, you have Mewstone and Brooker Island, and beyond

Mewstone, eastward about seventy miles, you have Sudest. Of

course there are any amount of islands between these, but I

mention these as our stages, or principal anchorages—Teste,

Mewstone, Sudest—these, and hundreds of other islands all

within a network of sheltering reefs. Xow let me give you a

brief sketch of their geogi'aphical history. The first record we have

of their discovery is from Torres. In 1606, he was tiwing to get

away to the north, but could not manage to double Cape Deliver-

ance, on Eossel Island, east of Sudest. In lat. 11° 30' south, he

came upon what he thought was the beginning of Xew Gruiiiea,

and coasting along to the Straits now called after him. he took

possession of the whole country in the name of his master, the

King of Spain. He also kidnapped thirty natives for the especial

benefit of His Majesty, and so far as we know he never returned

them to Xew Guinea. About one hundred years after this, our

own good sailor, Dampier, was cruising about on the north-

eastern shores of Xew Guinea, but he did not come down as far

south or east as the Louisiade. The next we hear of the
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Louisiade is from Bougainville, the Prenclnnan, in 170S.

Bougainville, on that occasion, described some of the islands of

the Louisiade. Then about fifteen years afterwards came

d'Entrecasteaux, the French admiral. Bonny d' Entrecasteaus,

in his search for La Perouse, and he it was who named most of

the islands. Nearly fifty years after that again, they were visited

by another French navigator, d'Urville—Dumont d'Urville, in

the corvette " Astrolabe." But it is from the account given by

Macgillveray, in his narrative of the voyage of H.M.S. "Eattle-

snake," commanded by Captain Owen Stanley, in 1849-50, that

we learn most of what we know about the Louisiade, and to

this day, not much more is known of the islands than can be

learned from Macgillveray. Such is a sketch of what is recorded

about the Louisiade.

Now let us pass on to my story about the discovery of gold

at Sudest, which is the text of my discourse this evening. 1 am

enabled to illustrate what I have to say by some interesting

photographs taken by Mr. Young, a gentleman who accompanied

me lately on a cruise in the New Guinea schooner "Hygeia," and

those same photographs having been transferred to glass, Mr. J.

W. Sutton has kindly consented to show you by the lime-light.

I may thus hope to interest you more effectually than I could

hope to do by any verbal description. But before I show you

these, let me tell you how it was that gold came to be discovered

at Sudest. In April last, David Lindsay Whyte, a pearl-shell

diver, came to me at Thursday Island, and said that he had dis-

covered some gold-bearing reefs at Joannet. He asked me for

a protection area. This I could not give him, but I encouraged

him to work his reefs if he thought they would pay, and assured

him that I would recommend that a protection area should be

allotted to him when sovereignty was proclaimed. I took him

to Cooktown
;
got the storekeepers there to interest themselves

in his success ; and having purchased a cutter for the party,

Whyte left Cooktown on his adventurous quest with seven

companions on the 23rd of May.

My last injunctions to them were to stick together, and if they
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did not succeed at Joaniiet, to try the Euncie Eivcr on Sudest.

The Kiincie was a stream wliich I had explored on the previous

year with Captain Kuncie, of the "Truganini," and whether they

were successful or not on Joannet I felt sure, as I told them,

that they would find what they wanted on the Euncie. I had

come to this conclusion from the character of the geological for-

mation, and my expectation has been justified.

Well, now we commence our cruise, and our illustrations.

Hei'e is the"Hygeia" [exhibited on the screen], of which is master

our experienced navigator, Colin Thompson, for whom J have

the gi-eatest admiration and respect. Colin, as an explorer of

New Cxuinea reefs, is unrivalled, and I always felt confident and

happy when in his care. He is one of our indomitable Scotch-

man, a man not of many words, but one who when once he has

taken a thing in hand will see it through to perfection. Colin

owned the " Coral Sea," a little schooner which has known her way

about for some years in Torres Straits, and my first acquaintance

with him was when I fined him £30, for leaving Thursday Island

on a trip to New Gruinea, without clearing out from port in due

form. Prom then to now we have been the best of friends, and

I am happy to say that I induced him to transfer his affections

from the " Coral Sea" to the " Hygeia." The " Hj^geia" herself, as

you perceive, is a smart little schooner. She is laying close to the

spot where Cook careened his vessel, the "Endeavour." Now
passing from Cooktown we find ourselves at South Cape [view

of South Cape exhibited], with canoes and natives in the fore-

ground. Of the canoes which you see at the east end, and

throughtout the Louisiade, I may say that though they vary in

size and in ornamentation, they are constructed essentially on the

same lines, and they are navigated with a good deal of skill.

The natives are fine sailors, and in another generation or so I

suspect that they will contribute largely to our seafaring popu-

lation on the coasts, both of Australia and of New Guinea

They beat to windward, and can face a stiff breeze with a good

deal of pertinacity ; altogether they are much finer sailors than

the natives on the coast awav to the westward.
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Xow let us see wliat Mr. Sutton has next for us. There are two

young women you see, digging up taro, on one of the hill-sides

of Dinner Island (Samarai). Very fertile are these hill- sides. It

is only a little bit of an island forty acres m area, but it is very

centrally situated among a group of islands, and it provides the

most sheltered anchorage in China Straits. Here I built a good

house on one of the hill tops, and from this summit of about

two hundred feet above sea-level there is a splendid view

;

opposite, the mountains of the mainland tower up into the

clouds. On eitlier side, Avith intervening stretches of water, rise

the mountains of Sariba and Logia. The building of this house

Avas an event of immense importance in the history of China

Straits. First of all, there was a kind of strike among the

natives, the material had to be carried to the hill top, and the

natives of the neighbourhood refused to help. One of the

teachers had preached to them that if they carried the timber for

the government, they would certainly go to hell and perish

everlastingly. Fortunately, however, a party from Milne Bay

came in, who were not deterred by this dread of future torment.

They were willing enough to offer their services as porters, and

the work went on merrily. During the building of this house

hundreds of natives from the neighbourhood came to look on

and wonder.

Dinner Island is separated by a narrow strait, about two miles

in width from the mainland of Xew Gruinea, and when it becomes

too small for the growing commerce of these parts, there will be

an overflow settlement somewhere else not far off. The

missionaries, meanwhile, are going to form a station at Stanley

Harbour, on Sariba, about three miles to the north-east.

Here again [exhibiting another slide], you have a village scene

on the margin of one of the numerous bays, which are to be

found among the islands which surround Dinner Island. There

is the inevitable canoe, with its festoons ot white shells decorating

its prow. It is drawn up on the sandy shore, behind it you see

a motley group of villagers—men, women and children, and

behind them again, their houses, nestling in a dense grove of
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palm trees, with bright crotons and dracenas intermingling. It

is well-nigh impossible to imagine anything more beautiful than

the combinations, which gi-oups like these supply. The bright-

ness of everything is so dazzling, and the coloring so intense
;

the azure sea, the yellow sands, the rich foliage, and the dark

skins of the people glistening in the sunlight. A^ould that some

of our great painters could see these glories of tropical nature

and depict them in all their vivid reality.

Xow we pass to Teste Island, thirty miles to the south-east

from China Straits. Here, standing on the margin of the ocean

are a lady and gentleman of the country—a most interesting

picture this. Arm in arm, you see they calmly confront the

artist. I call them Darby and Joan. There is a good deal of

sunlight and shadow in their composition. They are evidentlv a

happy and contented couple, not graced, you observe, with many

habiliments, but they are modest, unconscious people, and I will

answer for them that they are true man and wife. Indeed, I think

I may safely say that the married folk of these islands are, as

a rule, virtuous, honest, and sober; sober of coarse they are,

for not one of them, except a few perhaps of the more roving

gentry who have visited an Australian port, knows what drink

is, or would thank you for it if you offered it them. The South

Sea Islander, on the other hand, is very kindly disposed to a

bottle of beer or of case gin ; as yet, however, I am happy to

say, that the taste for drink has not spread to New Guinea.

They have no stimulating decoctions, and the}' do not even make

use of the toddy palm.

The next picture tells a different tale. Here, you see, is a

little pent-house, or shealing, on the beach. That shealing covers

a grave, and there is a man sitting beside it, watching. For the

most part, I have seen women keeping this death watch. Poor

creatures, how one pities them ! When a chief dies, or an old

patriarch, public oj^inion requires that his wife should keep

watch over his dead body, buried, perhaps, only a couple of

feet in the ground, and there she sits, and sits, and sits, chained

to the ground by custom, for weeks and months together. It
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is liorrible ; but is it uot public opinion, and what woman or

wife dare revolt? Tou may be able to understand how im-

pleasant it must be to live in such close proximity to the dear

departed, one, when the interment is so shallow, but the odour

is one of sanctity, maintained by that most exacting of all

masters—public opinion ; and so the poor woman weeps out

her widowhood, and inhales the most noxious gasses, with the

sweet consciousness, no doubt, of a duty performed, and an

example supplied. There are not many revolutionists in New
Gruinea, and, as a rule, the people belong to the strictest sect

of the Conservative party. There might be much to tell about

Teste, necessary as it once was for the recruiting vessels, but

that is all over noAv ; and we pass on to Mewstone, the gate,

as I call it, of the Louisiade. Brooker Island is close to Mew-

stone— Brooker Island of evil repute—the scene of Ingham's

murder, and many another bloody deed. Here, on this screen,

you have six Mewstone men, fine athletic fellows, and all of

them good sailors. They are not beauties, certainly, still I like

the Mewstone men, and, in spite of their murderous associations

with the Brooker Islanders, there is a great deal of good in

them. On the occasion referred to, I wished to find a friend of

mine, called Tamaka; so, one Siniday morning we anchored off

Tamaka's village, and landed in order to call upon him. But

Tamaka was not at home, all the houses were shut up, and

Tamaka had gone to the east—or to windward, as the saying is

in these parts— so we were told by one of his neighbours, Tabita,

who asked to be taken with us, so that he might find Tamaka

for us. Next day, therefore, we took Tabita with us, and beat

up for kSudest, though on that night we had to anchor under

Huxley Island, I think ; at any rate, it was under one of the

Calvados Chain, a beautiful group of islands which have been

depopulated by the yearly raids of the natives from the En-

gineer Group. The one good thing which the Brooker Islanders

have done, is that they abolished the chief of Slade Island, in

the Engineer Group. He, at any rate, will make no more head-

hunting expeditions. This dispensation of justice, however, has
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not, I fear, resuhcd in imicli benefit to the eastward-living

people ; for the Brooker Islanders themselves are still incapable

of resisting the special facilities for murder, which they enjoy

from the possession of fire-arms, and this we shall see as my

story proceeds. AVell, next day, the 19th of June, we were

beating up to make Joannet Island, w'hen we passed close to

Bryerly Island. There were several canoes on the beach, and

when they saw us they immediately put to sea in a rather

suspicious way. However, we bore down upon them, and being

assured by Tabita that one of them was Tamaka's canoe, we

paid particular attention to it, hailing them to come alongside

of us. Still they gave us a wide berth, until we hove to, and

lowered a boat to board them. At last we got alongside of

them, and Tamaka came on board of us, not confident and

cheerful, and glad to see me and his old friend Colin Thompson,

but shaking from head to foot, and clearly in a blue funk.

Evidently he had been up to some mischief, but what it had

been of course we could not tell then. In half-an-hour or so,

however, he had regained his equanimity, and what contributed

to this, no doubt, was the fact that his canoe meanwhile had

sailed away before the wind, and was already some miles off.

Tamaka, being now more comfortable, agreed to do what I

wished him to do, namely, to go over to St. Aignan's, in order

to get another friend of mine, named Molass, whom I was

anxious to see. That night we anchored in Joannet Harbour,

and the same evening Tamaka started for St. Aiguan"s, an

island about seventy miles to the north-west. IS'ext day we

sailed along the northern shores of Sudest, and just before

sundown we sighted the"Juanita" cutter, anchored at the mouth

of the Euucie Eiver. It was pleasant to know that she was all

right, and that they had gone to the place and to the anchorage

which I had recommended them, when we last parted at Cook-

town. The anchor had not been down long on this evening-

—

the 20th of June—when AVhyte, the leader of the Juanita

party, came on board, and told us that they were aU well, and

had found good gold. This, of course, was great news, and we
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heard all about it first. Then we heard that there was weeping

and wailing among the natives of one of the inland villages.

Biowa—that was its name—had been attacked by some canoes

from the westward, which had landed their men at la, an island

ofE the south side of Sudest ; and coming up from this la, with

the people of la, they had killed four men and two women.

They had also carried off two children. Here, then, was the

solution of the mystery, and the cause of Mr. Tamaka's em-

barrassment. He was one of the raiders ; and if we had only

known what we afterwards learned, we should have found the

actual heads on board of the canoe which we had pulled up in

order to get hold of Tamaka.

The next day we spent in Sudest with the natives and the

diggers ; a considerable party of natives met us on the hills above

the Cholmondely Cascades. Prom them we heard a full account

of the Biowa massacre, and they were especially indignant that

the raiders should have been possessed of a gun. If they had

only come with their ordinary weapons they would have fought

them, but there was no fighting against jjeople with guns. I

listened to all this, and took what notes I could, Mr. Young, the

meanwhile taking an impression of the motley gi'oup. I am sorry

to say that I cannot show it you, but here are some of the diggers

at work in a deep rocky dell, into which we descended from the

hill top where we had met the natives. [Slide exhibited.] The

scene is just such an one as may be expected, the men are

panning their wash dirt. We were with them for about half-an

-

hour, and during that time they washed out some nice little

specimens and got some coarse gold. Then we set off to make

for a native village on a hill top, about three miles off. So long

as we could walk on the open hill tops it was pleasant enough,

and sometimes we were gladdened by a glint of the ocean, but

every now and then we had to dive into a wooded gully with very

steep slippery sides, and then after crossing the stream at the

bottom, we had to climb on all-fours up a formidable ascent. At

last we reached our halting place on a hill top, and there we

found a few small houses perching under the welcome shade of
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overhanging palm trees ; our luuelieon basket was produced, boys

were sent up the palm trees to pull cocoa nuts for us, and in a

short time we were all comfortably seated, enjoying the shade,

the rest, and the delicious deep drafts of cocoa-nut milk. kSeveral

hours were spent in this way. We started for the landing place

at four o'clock ; it was not more than six miles by a short ciit, and

we would easily cover that distance in two hours. That six miles

was about the most severe travelling 1 have of late years

experienced. Whyte, who was our guide, being young and lusty

as an eagle, thought nothing of it, I suppose ; the sidelings and

the rocky water-courses were child's play to him—to me they were

rather serious, and my lame ankle nearly gave way under me.

Nevertheless, a little after sunset we reached our starting point,

and there we found a boat from the "Hygeia" waiting for us. It

was certainly the hardest work I have done for many a long day,

and if it had not been for those occasional dips into the steep

slippery glens, I should have enjoyed it much. As it was, I was

completely done up and could scarcely crawl in to the finish.

That evening we had a few of the diggers on board. Next day,

Mr. Musgrave and Colin Thompson made an excursion along the

coast westward, and on the following day, the 23rd, we weighed

anchor early, and reached a secure anchorage to the east of

Bosynet Point, on the south side of the island, passing la, the

island from which the predatory party had advanced on Biowa.

Next day we explored a tidal creek—a creek right under Mount

Eattlesiiake, and made the acquaintance of a few natives, who

confirmed the story of the Biowa massacre, which we liad heard

on the other side of the island, with the slight difference, that

instead of two children having been carried away, they said that

there were three. On the following day, the 2oth, we once more

sailed westward and made la. Here, on the hill tops, we saw a

good many natives, armed, and evidently in a troubled state of

mind. On coming to an anchorage, we discovered two large

canoes full of people, which had just put off from la, and were

making for Sudest. We interscepted them, Mr. Musgrave took

one boat and I took another, and we successfully cornered the
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canoes, though the men in them all escaped and took to the

mangrove. In the canoe captured by Mr. Musgrave, there were

two women and two children. AVe tried to make them of some

use in order to get into communication, hut we failed in this, and

finally had to liberate them without much result, though we

obtained a good deal of confirmation as to the actual offenders,

sufficient at any rate, to justify me in authorising the destruction

of the canoes Avhich had been seized. This was done. Some new

grass houses on 'la were also desti'oyed. The prime offenders

in the matter were no doubt the Brooker Islanders, aided and

abetted by friend Tamaka, the Bryerly Islanders, and the la

Islanders. The best thing, however, now to do was to recover

the captive children, but before I proceed to that, let me show

you on the screen our la Island prisoners, as they camped on the

deck of the "Hygeia." Poor peojjle, they were terribly frightened

at first, but on the second day they recovered their equanimity,

when they found that we were good to them, and all of them,

the children as well as the women, were quite bright and lively

when we set them at liberty again, enriched as they were with,

several precious tokens of our good-will, in the form of

tomahawks and calico. It took us sometime and trouble to

unravel the whole story, but we got at the most of it, bit by bit,

and we finally rescued the children from the Brooker Islanders.

This was done, partly by a little pardonable bribery, and partly

by intimidation and the timely seizure of a canoe. One of the

Brooker Islanders held out about the last child, a mere baby at

the breast, but he preferred at last to surrender it rather than to

lose his canoe, and we found a foster mother for it in a sister of

Tamaka's, who agreed to go back to Sudest, iu the canoe which

took back the rescued children to the diggers at the Runcie.

They \vere handed over to David Whyte, and by him they were

forwarded to Biowa, where I hoj)e they will live long enough to

tell to the next generation the story of the last raid of the

Brooker Islanders. I don't think it is likely that the Brooker

Island people will have another opportunity of the same kind,

there are too many white men about at Sudest now for pranks
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of that kind. I need hardly say that Mr. Tamaka got a good

talking to, after we found out the real cause of his trepidation

when we picked him up off Bryerly Island. The heads had been

quickly traded away for valuable consideration, and are no doubt

now in possession of some of the islanders to the northward of

Mewstone and Brooker Islands. IStrange, is it not, that such an

interest should be attached to these curiosities ? "What a thrilling

chapter of cotemporary history might be written on "heads,

scalps, and other symbols of victory." Who, after ail have been

the most successful head-hunters '? In its crudest form this

practice cannot survive much longer. AVhat shall we say of it

under its moi-e refined forms—will it survive? Tamaka, who is a

philosopher, assures me that it will. But what does he know

about it ? Tamaka, however, was true to his word, he went over

to St. Aignan, as he had promised, and he brought Molass to me

at Mewstone. AVheu I last parted with Molass at St. Aignan's,

he was arrayed in a regatta shirt, white trousers and straw hat.

^ow when I saw him he had dispensed with these precious

figments of civilisation, and had donned the garb of nature. He
appeared in his own skin, a fine bright brown one it was, without

a speck on it, and glistening in the sun. I should not have

known him, if it were not that he beamed all over with delight

on seeing me. His eyes danced and his white teeth glittered

quite kindly on me. "What a beautiful young man I thought

him ! And this is Molass, reverted to his original righteousnesss.

He had a great deal to tell me about his father and mother, and

about the people of St. Aignan, how they were good now, and

would treat us well if we landed there. On our side, of course,

we had taken care to let them know that there would be no

more recruiting or kidnapping, and to that extent Molass had

doubtless been a missionary of good--\^-ill. He had told them

all that henceforth there was to be peace to them, and he

assured us that there would be peace to us. Molass was with us

for nearly two days. Of course he got a good many presents,

but above all things, what do you think he asked for ? It was

soap—what a magnificent idea for Pears' people ! Here was a
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reverted barbarian craving for soap—what a revelation !
" San ifas

sanitafum, omnia saiufas." Of course he got soap, but not

Pears', only a bar of yellow. AVhat pathos there is iu the thought

of that bar of soap at St. Aignan's. The white man asks for

gold, and thirsts for it as he would for the hidden treasure ; the

black man asks for soap, and rejoices when he finds it. But

then Molass had been to Queensland, and had contracted one of

our harmless habits. It is to be feared, however, that he will

find it difficult to set the fashion among his countrymen. I

could not prevail on Molass to come in with me to Dinner Island.

He had promised his father not to leave home again, so we had

to say a regretful farewell to Molass.

The Hon. John Douglas said, in conclusion, that the colony

of Xew Griiiuea had now been launched, and as he had a great

deal to do with the preparatory work he wished to say something

about it. It was said by some peoj^le that \erj little had been

done for the money expended, but he disputed that ; a great

deal had been done. It was true, if they reckoned up what they

had actually to show in goods and buildings for the expenditure,

it might not make a good return, although they had several

houses, boats, and other possessions, but that he held was an

altogether erroneous way to estimate the return for the money

spent. They had got a largely increased knowledge of the

natives, and the natives knew much more about them. The

islanders now know something of the nature and influences of

government, and while he did not say they altogether liked the

government, still he believed the Xew Guinea native possessed a

considerable degree of intelligence, and would be able to adapt

himself to the altered state of affairs. He was a man many

degrees superior to the Australian ab(jriginal. He might not

like the white man, but still he believed he could be adapted to

the uses of the governing people, and that they would be able

greatly to improve his position. Nothing could be more degraded

than the lives of many of the islanders now, but he for one did

not fear on their account the advance of civilization. He hojied

the colonies would not gi'udge the necessary expense connected
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but he trusted when the federation of Australia—which they all

with the establishment of good government in Xew Guinea. He
was afraid a time was approaching when this small expenditure

would he grudged. He saw some members of Parliament jjrcsent,

and would have been glad to see more. AVhat he wished not

only members of Parliament but everyone to understand was

that the honour of Australia was at stake in this matter. It

was at the wish of the Australians that Great Britain annexed

New Guinea ; there was no wish whatever for the annexation

in Great Britain. By the annexation there was no doubt Aus-

tralia had gained a great jirotection for its northern frontier,

and if, instead of costing £15,000 a year, it cost £50,000, he

did not think the money should be grudged. The mother country

desired that the colonies should unite to carry out the adminis-

tration of this new territory. 8ome had responded heartily, and

others had backed out or broken their word. He thought it was

the duty of Australia—a duty undertaken before the world—to

carry out to the letter this agreement. Of all the colonies

Queensland alone had contributed her full share in this matter.

He admitted that New South Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand

had agi-eed to contribute their share of the subsidy, but they

did not admit their liability for the part exjjenses. He would

shortly return to Thursday Island, but although now occupying

a position—a subordinate position—under the Queensland Gov-

ernment, he would never cease to take a deep interest in the

future of Australia. He might not. except in writing, have

another opportunity of referring to this question, and would

take this chance to point out that New Guinea formed the

starting point in the foreign policy of Australia. It was the

desire of the home Government that the colonies should unite

on this question. That had been the great wi.sh of Lord Derby,

and although his policy had been greatly blamed and misunder-

stood, still there was no doubt that so anxious was he to attain

this end, that he sought even by a policy of irritation to bring

the colonies to combine on this matter. Here, then, they had a

foreign policy. It might be considered insignificant by some,
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hoped for—came about, that this work of the admiiiistratiou of

New Guinea would not be left to Queensland alone, but would

be the task of a united Australia. (Loud applause.)

Captain Gr. P. Heath, E.X., in thanking the Hon. John

Douglas for his interesting and instructive lecture, referred to

his own acquaintance with the Louisiade Archipelago, while

serving on board the " Eattlesuake." He said those reminis-

cences had, to him, added to the lecture additional interesting

pleasure^. He also mentioned Professor Huxley's connection

with the " Eattlesnake," as Assistant-Surgeon.

The Hox. Secretary concurred with Captain Heath in his

reference to the substance of the lecture, and on behalf of the

Society thanked Mr. Douglas for the valuable assistance he had

rendered it during his connection with British Xew Guinea.

He moved a vote of thanks to the General Committee of the

School of Arts, for the privilege the Society enjoyed in meeting

in their Hall. The motion was carried unanimously, and the

proceedings terminated.
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Fourth Session.

The third ordinary monthly meeting of the fourth session of the

Eoval G-eographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Thursday, December 6, 1888, at eight o'clock. The President,

Dr. "Waugh, occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, Messrs. J. H. M'Connel, Cres.sbrook ; W. H. Holt,

F.R.C.L, Sjiringsure
; P. C. Smith, Eockhampton ; Eoger Xorth

jun. : Brisbane ; A. J. Boyd, and A. D. Chater, Toowoomba, -nere

elected, by ballot, members of the Society.

The Hox. Seceetaet, after announcing the receipt of various

exchange publications, referred with regret to the death of the

late Hon. P. T. Gregory, M.L.C , &c., who was one of the

Society's honorary members ; he also read a letter from Lady

Musgrave, acknowledging the receipt, with thanks, of the letter

of condolence sent her by the Society.

The Hox. Seceetart then read a paper, entitled '-The

Eelations between Commerce and Geography," being the intro-

ductory lecture delivered to the class of industrial and

commercial geography in the Heriot-AA'att College, Edinburgh,

by H. E. Mill, D.Sc, F.E.S.E., from which the subjoined is

abstracted.*

Dr. Mill, in his lecture, pointed out that commercial and

industrial geography had a direct bearing on the distribution of

the products of value to mankind, and the means of making them

available. Commerce was a channel, fed by widespread springs,

draining areas of production, flowing into the great trade centres,

and re-issuing in numberless streams to the region of consumption.

The real cause determining all the complicated modern develop-

* The Scottish Geographical Magazine, Vol. Ill, No. 12, December, 1887.

C
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inents of the commercial world was that commodities were so

abundant, or that they could be made so abundant, in some

places as to be unnecessary, or at least superfluous, while in other

places they were necessary or of value. Hence, at the outset,

two great and distinct branches of science were required to

throw light upon the relations of commerce—physiography, to

show why products occurred naturally in one place and not in

another ; and economics, to define the value and equivalence of

exchange ; and the two were of equal importance.

There were two great modifying influences which affected

commercial geography unequally—the physical and the political

conditions of various countries. The physical was always the

greater power, although occasionally for a short time the

political element had had the predominating influence. The two

motives which led to exploration of unknown regions had from

all antiquity been the same—the desire for gain and the lust for

power. The former drew caravans of merchants, with their

wares for exchange, across pathless deserts; tempted them down

unknown rivers; even led them out, creeping from point to point,

along the shores of the vague and terrible sea. The lust for

power led armies into regions and through dangers that no

other influence was strong enough to make men dare. Dr. Mill

traced the history of the relations of geography and commerce

from the earliest recorded jjeriods, when the Phoenicians traded

to India; when continents stretched in unknown vastness before

Alexander ; and when new worlds in the west and east opened up

to the view of the monarchs and adventurers of Spain and Portu-

gal, up to the discovery and colonisation of Australia. One of the

most recent contributions of commerce to scientific geography had

been the knowledge it had given men of the bed of the ocean.

The great probability of instituting a lucrative whale and seal

fishing and ivory trade will doubtless direct commercial

enterprise to encourage science in obtaining a more perfect

knowledge of the Antarctic regions, while the necessity for

increased extension of submarine telegraph cable will also

suggest a corresponding development in marine trafiic and con-
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tineiital railways. Refei'rin<,' to trade material, the author traced

the main points in the history of sugar from the time of

Alexander the Great, when found growing in Asia, and the sweet

cane mentioned by Jeremiah and Isaiah as imported from a

distant country, when its possession was a rare luxury, to the

present day, when civilized life recognised its necessary use.

The detection of sugar in the beet-root by Marggraff in 1747,

and the establishment of a factory for its manufacture near

Breslau in 1801, were referred to, also the attention directed to

the synthesis of saccharose in 1885 by two German chemists,

who announced their successful accomplishment of this, by the

passing of an electric current through a mixture of starch, sul-

phuric acid, and water, and the manufacture of Eemsen's

saccharine, benzoylorthosulphonic imid, a substance obtained

from coal-tar, about 300 times sweeter than beet-sugar.

For commercial purj^oses a knowledge of the physical conditions

of the earth was absolutely essential, and it was even more

necessary in enabling a cultivator to recognise new products of

value, and to judge when the time had come for placing all land

under the grand necessaries that they could see no prospect of

ever producing artificially.

Mr. ^,V. H. MiSKiN and the Hox. Secretary entered upon a

discussion of the paper, after which the proceedings terminated.
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PouBTH Session.

The fourth ordinary monthly meeting of the fourth session of

the Eoyal Greographical Society of Australasia, Queensland

Branch, was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of Thursday, January 17, 1889, at eight o'clock. The

President, Dr. Waugh, occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read aud

confirmed, the Hon. W. D. Box, M.L.C., the Hon. J. D.

Macansh, M.L.C., the Eev. W. M. Walsh, P.P., Messrs. H. S.

G-annon, R. W. Moran, P.M., A. F. Wood, and J. W. Boys were

elected, by ballot, members of the Society.

The President announced that the Council of the Royal

Scottish Geographical Society had unanimously conferred that

Society's Honorary Diploma of Fellowship upon the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. J. P. Thomson. In making this announcement the

President congratulated Mr. Thomson upon the distinction

conferred upon him.

The Hon. Secretary then read a paper entitled " The

Colorado River of the West," by H. M. Cadell, B.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

Her Majesty's Geological Survey of Scotland,* of which the sub-

joined is an abstract. The paper was illustrated by a large geo-

logical atlas of the region described, the property of the Society.

The geological structure of the Colorado basin is of the

simplest kind. The rocks lie in a series of great flat plateaux,

uniformly upraised from the bed of the ocean in which they were

formed, and they have, after long ages of exposure, been eaten

away and deeply dissected by streams and rivers, so that their

anatomy can be studied with the greatest ease. There is

probably no other part of the world so well fitted to impress on

the mind the marvellous erosive power of running water. The

Colorado, in flowing for ages over these tracts of horizontal strata,

* The Scottish Geographical Magazine, Vol. Ill, No. 9, 1887.
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has excavated a series of gor^a's altogether imique in tlieir depth

and architectural magnificence. Eor hundreds of miles the river

rushes along the bottom of a chasm thousands of feet deep, across

barren, rainless desert, shunned alike by the hunter, the miner,

and the settler, and inhabited only by a few wandering tribes of

Indians. The scenery of this region is wonderful beyond

description. The rocks have generally brilliant red, yellow, or

purple hues, and are carved by Xature's graving tools into end-

less varieties of architectural shapes and ^^atterns. The whole

length of this " (ireat Walled Eiver," from its sources amid the

snow-clad peaks of the Eockies to its mouth in the Grulf of

California, is 2,000 miles, and its drainage system, which covers

255,040 square miles, is the second largest in the United States.

The basin is physically divisible into two portions. The upper

part has a general height above sea-level of 4,000 to 8,000 feet.

It is sharply separated from the lower region by a line of mural

precipice, from whose brink the surface of the country suddenly

droj)s from an elevation of 6,000 feet to levels ranging between

1,300 and 3,000 feet above the sea. Prom the foot of this huge

boundar}^ wail there stretches westwards and southwards along

the lower reaches of the Colorado a vast and nameless desert,

bristling with sharp rocks and terrible in its gi'im desolation.

Prom the summit of the Kaibab Plateau, in the Grrand Caiion

district, magnificent views are to be had of the wondrous region

below. Every ravine of the Kaibab is dry and carpeted with a

turf of mountain grass, smooth as a lawn and richly bedecked

with flowers, and the trees, which are large and noble, stand well

apart in the lower part of the plateau. Pollowing the windings

of the river, the distance from the Little Colorado to the G-rand

Wash, is 2171^ miles. At the confluence of the two Colorados,

the Grand Canon has a depth of 3,600 feet. Three or four

miles west of this point the land rises quickly to the summit of

the Kaibab, and the gorge deepens in consequence to about 6,000

feet. The Kaibab division, which is about sixty miles in length,

is the most sublime part of the Grand Caiion. At the Grand

Wash the river circulates through a gateway 5,000 feet in height.
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The height of the river-bed falls from 2,6^0 feet at the Little

Colorado, to 1,000 feet at the Grand Wash, giving the bottom of

the Grrand Canon an average slope of 7.56 feet per mile, and an

iiTegular slope which varies from 12.07 feet to o.Ol. The average

fall in the Marble Canon is 7.82 feet per mile; the whole fall,

from the head of the Marble Caiion, to the foot of the Grand,

is 2,190 feet, and the distance 283^ miles The total fall between

Green Hiver Station and the Grand Wash is 5,000 feet.

The Grand Caiion is not simply a chasm, like a great crack

with straight sides, but is divided into two distinct parts. There

is first an outer valley, from five to six miles broad, between

vertical walls of cliff 2,000 feet in height. The inner, or second

part of the Canon, runs like a trench along the middle of this

floor. It is 3,000 feet deep, and froui 3,500 to 4,000 feet in

breadth, measuring from brink to brink between the nearly

perpendicular walls.

The walls of the outer Caiion are of limestone and brilliant red

sandstone. They constitute the Aubrey division of the carbon-

iferous formation of this region. The strata of the inner

gorge consist of red and brown sandstones and massive beds of

purplish limestone. These strata rest on the upturned edges or

an enormous mass of older stratified rocks, which form the lower

part of the Caiion wall, and which are believed from fossil

evidence to be of Silurian age. There is a still older group of

rocks on which the Silurian beds in turn rest unconformably.

The Archaean schists, which may be popularly described as granite,

are the primeval foundation on which the stratifications have

been formed.

The dryness of the plateau region is extreme aud the heat

intense. From June to September the temperature at mid-day

is seldom below 90°, and often exceeds 110° F. ; the relative

humidity is from 0.3 to 0.4 of saturation, and the average annual

rainfall is probably about four inches.

After a short discussion the proceedings terminated.



FIFTH OKDINARY MEETING.
Fourth Sessiox.

The fifth ordinary monthly meeting of the fourth session of the

Eoyal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, oji the evening of

Thursday, April 11, 1SS9, at 8 o'clock. The President, Dr.

"Waugh, occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, the Hox. Secretaev read the following letter,

addressed to the President of the Society :
—

[Translation.]

Geographical Society of Paris.

(Founded 1821),

International Congress on Scientific Geography, 1889.

Paris, January 2Sth, 1889.

The President of the Royal lieogi-aphical Society

of Australasia, Queensland Branch.

Sir,

Referring to a letter of the 12th June last, in which the

Geogi-aphical Society of Paris apprised you of its intention of convoking an
international Congress of Societies connected with geographical science, at

the time the Universal Exhibition is being held, we have the honour to

inform you of the decision recently arrived at by the Committee of

organisation of this Congress.

The Congress will be held from the 5th to the 11th of August, 1889, in

the buildings of the Geographical Society of Paris, Xo. 184, Boulevard

Saint Germain. Only one general meeting will take place in the Trocadero,

which has been placed by the Exhibition Commissioners at the disposal of

the scientific societies ; the other meetings being held in the building of the

Society.

The railway companies are being requested to issue tickets to menibers

of the Congress at reduced rates.

The programme of subjects to be discussed by the Congress will be

reduced to six groups, viz. :

—

(1.) Mathematics:—geodes}', hydrography, topogi-aphy, and carto-

graphy.

(2.) Physics :—meteorology, climatology, geology, geographical dis-

tribution of plants and animals, geography of the oceans, ethno-

graphy, and medical geography.

(3.) Economics :—commercial and statistical geography.

(4.) History :—historical geography, history of geography, and

cartography.
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(5. ) Didactics :—teaching of geography and diffusion of geographical

information.

(6.) Voyages and exploration.

The Organising Committee has decided to allow members of the Congress

carte-blanche as to the manner in which subjects are to be presented or

questions submitted for discussion at the meetings ; communications having

reference to this matter should be addressed to us as early as practicable,

in order that they may be forwarded to the committees whose duty it is to

regulate the order irf which the subjects will be discussed. In every case

the committees of the various groups reserve to themselves the right to

construct a programme of questions, the discussion of which appears to them

the most useful, and on which an opportunity of reply will be afforded.

We have the honour to remind you that the Organising Committee has

decided to ask each geographical society for a summary of voyages in the

region which it represents, and also of the publications which have

especially contributed to the progress of geographical science during the

nineteenth century. This summary should consist of two parts, the first

being an enumeration of the explorations made by such members of each

society as are natives of the country which it represents, indicating the

dates and places visited, and having succinct reference to the discoveries

made, and to the economic and commercial results thereof. Sketch maps
showing the routes might accompany the letterpress. The second part

should embrace an index of the principal publications relating to scientific

geography, by scientists of the region represented by each Society ; where

the title of a work does not sufficiently indicate its contents the subject

treated of should be given in as few words as possible. Publications or

explorations prior to the commencement of the present century should not

appear in these abstracts.

These abstracts thus compiled will be handed in at the beginning of the

Congress, and passed on to a special commission, whose duty it will be to

arrange them in the form of a complete work, which, with additions easily

made during the next ten years, will be a monument of the history of

geography during the nineteenth century. The names of the authors of

such abstracts will be attached.

The Organising Committee is of opinion that this international character

of the Congress should be insisted upon, carefully guarding at the same

time against political discussion. As an instance of the stand taken by the

Geographical Society of Paris, the oldest of all in respect to the confra-

ternity which should exist amongst scientific men of all nationalities, it

may be stated that it was found necessary to remind M. de Lesseps, in his

address to our (general Assembly of the 7th December last, that science was
a stranger to such discussions of political tendency as are calculated to

induce dissension and division among nations.

Count BIZAMONT, "i
Commissioners

GAUTHOIT, /of the Congress.

The Hon. Secretary announced that the President, J. N".

Waugh, M.D., Mr. W. H. Miskin, P.E.S., the Hon. A. C.
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Gregory, C.M.G., ttc, ex-President of the Society, and himself

had joined the International Congress of Scientific Greography as

representing the Society.

The Hox. Secretary then read a communication from Mr.

J. J. Brown, referring to his moA'cnients in British New Gruiuea,

prospecting for gold, after which the proceedings terminated.
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EouRTH Session.

The sixth ordinary monthly meeting of the Eoyal G-eographical

Society of Austi-alasia, Queensland Branch, was held in the

Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of Thursday, May 16,

1889, at 8 o'clock. The President, Dr. "Waugh, occupied the

chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, Dr. J. A. Cairns-Penny, Captain J. L. Michael, and

Mr. John Penwick were elected, by ballot, members of the Society.

The Hon. Secretabt announced the receipt of various

donations, and the appointment of the Hon. C. S. Meiu, M.A.,

Messrs. E. J. Bennett and John Eenwick as joint delegates to

represent the Society at the International Congress of Scientific

Greography, to be held in Paris in October next. He referred to

the hurricane in Fiji from January 21st to 25th, 1889, and

stated that the lowest reading of barometer during its progx'ess

was 28"61, while in ordinary weather its mean height was 30

to 30"10 ; he also stated that the storm was accompanied by

heaA'y rain, especially at " Wailailai, Bua, Vanua Levu, where

38.64 inches was registered from Saturday, 19th, to Sunday, 27th
;

he also announced that the Council had decided experimentally

to have the usual recess of four months during the hotter season

of the year, instead of during the cooler season as heretofore.

The subjoined paper was then read by the author :

—

Geographical Distribution of Plants.

By W. SouxTER, Esq., Secretary and Manager of the Acclima-

tisation Society, Bowen Park.

The earth, with very few exceptions, presents the aspect of a

natural garden, teeming with vegetable productions of every

variety of form, of hue and magnitude. Notwithstanding the
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extremes of temperature—from the chill atmosphere of the polar

regions to the fervid glow of the tropics—each varying

atmospheric belt possesses its own peculiar adapted form of

plant life. There is no region almost, so arid, moist, or cold,

which does not contain its appropriate vegetation. It might there-

fore be asked, by what means and under what conditions have all

these groups of plants obtained possession of the various localities.

Inquiries in this direction, in many instances, may truly

seem a speculation not likely to be profitable in itself, nor likely

to lead to ultimate success. From the days of Linnjeus down to

the present time, this subject has occupied the attention of manj

of our eminent botanists, and, as may be expected, great diversity

of opinicni has been expressed; one party maintaining that all

vegetable forms are modifications of each other, or the result of

a certain concurrence of molecules dispersed through matter,

hence liable to be produced in any situation where the necessary

conditions for their existence and development occur. Another

is of opinion that all plants originated in some central point, from

which they have by a gradual process become distributed over the

earth's surface. Others believe that several such centres existed,

as tropical, temperate, and cold. Another theory is that at first

only genera existed, and that all present species are the outcome

of generic admixture. A prevalent belief is that all species of

plants originated where they now appear, as the untransported

and natural productions of the soil and climate.

The creation and original distribution of the various genera,

species, and varieties of plants, and by what means they obtained

possession of their present localities, is a matter of speculation,

and T fear little light can be thrown on the subject, even by

scientific observation. It is of course well known that many

natural agencies are constantly at work, which are calculated to

a certain extent to sjiread the species. The ocean currents,

rivers, winds, birds, and animals all assist in the distribution.

That seeds are carried by ocean currents for very long distances

is evidenced by the fact that yearly living seeds are carried from

the coast of tropical America and deposited by the Gulf Stream
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on the shores of Europe ; or, again, we find on our own coasts

coc'oanuts and other seeds which are carried from the islands in

the Pacific. Tet it often occurs that these ocean-carried seeds

are deposited on the coasts of countries which are unadapted to

their nature, hence the yearly supply of seeds carried from

tropical America to Europe do not secure for themselves any

permanent existence in the European flora. What, then, it may

be asked, are the conditions necessary to the successful develop-

ment of vegetation and its unaided continuance by descent?

They are various, both in kind and degree, some modification of

the general conditions being necessary for each particular species.

It may be the cool valley or the moist warm j ungle, the mountain

sides or the high table-land, the porous gravel or the adheslA-e

clay, the clear stream or the stagnant lagoon, the vegetable earth

of the peat bog or the saline soil of the sea-coast ; under each of

these varied conditions plants jDeculiar to their locality are found,

but transfer one from the soil in which it flourishes to a soil other

thau its own, and feeble growth and altered habit will soon prove

how little its new situation is congenial to it.

Heat and moisture in combination are the most favourable

conditions for the ])erfect development of vegetation as regards

luxuriant growth. There is no place on the globe where the heat

is too intense for vegetation to exist, provided moisture and soil

be present.

Grenerally speaking, the temperature diminishes from the

equator to the poles ; the peculiar kinds of vegetation also follow

this course, until the extreme cold of the biting north shuts out

vegetation altogether, except ])erhaps a wonderful little crypto-

gamic ])\a.iit—Palmella uiral/'s (Red Suow)—which is found

encrusting the surface of the snow. There is every reason to

believe that this little lone representative of the vegetable king-

dom reaches even to the Pole.

In offering a general view of the distribution of plants over

the globe, it may be stated that at present there are ujiwards of

60,000 known species of plants enumerated ; comparatively few

of this great number belong indiscriminately to all climates, if we
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except a few of the mosses and lower orders. This limitation of

particular plants to certain latitudes must remain partly unex-

plained—it may be owinc^ to certain peculiarities in their

structure. "Be that as it may, we have a clearly defined restriction

imposed by the climatic conditions of every place on the character

of its vegetable productions, and each great division of the earth's

surface seems to bear the imprint of a distinct creation of plants

The little island of St. Helena, on the west coast of Africa,

possesses a flora peculiar to itself, not a plant of which is to be

found on the neighbourinp; west coast of the African mainland.

The vegetation of the Cape of Grood Hope is unlike that of the

south of Europe, although these two places climatically are little

dissimilar. The jilants of the East Indian Islands form another,

those of China and Japan another, and Australia again another.

It does not follow, however, that plants removed fi'om one

country to another in a corresponding latitude will not grow

;

in many instances they succeed well, as, for instance, the coffee,

from Arabia, grows well in India, Africa, America, Ac. ; the

sugar cane, originally from China, is successfully gi-own in all

tropical and sub-tropical countries, while the potato, originally of

South America, is grown world-wide.

In this brief survey of plant life as regards its geographical

distribution, we shall begin where

—

O'er the wide region of the frozen North

The Ice King reigns, thron'd on eternal snow,

And in his grasp holds the pulsating earth,

Shrouded and fettered, reft of verdant life.

The northern limit of plant life is situated in Northern Kussia.

Siberia, where the spruce and larch grow in stunted bushes in

lat. 75°. In Lapland and Norway the trees found to approach

nearest the perpetual snow limit are the dwarf willow and dwarf

birch ; they can scarcely be designated trees, as they seldom

exceed 3ft. in height, and oftener 3 to 6 inches. In a southward

direction, through Lapland, come the common birch (Betula), the

mountain ash (Pi/nis), then a species of alder, which is known

as the cold alder (Alnus harhata and A. Siberica), so called from

the fact that it is not found indigenous south of lat. GO'. Con-
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tinuing southwards we come to the northern limit of the ash, the

oak, and the beech. The northern limit of the oak has been

traced through Europe ; it runs from lat. 63°, coast of Norway,

to lat. 57|°, on the confines of Asia, hc^nce it proA^es the mildness

of the climate on the western coast of Europe, compared with

that of the interior. Norway and Lapland possess a more

temperate climate than any other country in the same latitude.

At Tornea, at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, the birches are

magnificent, while the Scotch fir attains a height of upwards of

60ft. in lat. 70^, while in British North America no vegetation of

any magnitude is found beyond lat. 60" ; this refers to the eastern

portion, which includes the shores of Hudson Bay. It is

reported that some moderately-sized forests exist somewhere

between the Yukon Eiver of Alaska and the Mackenzie Eiver of

British North America, in about lat. 65°.

In the Orkney Islands, on the north of Scotland, except the

hazel, no tree is found. On the coast of Norway the spruce and

hazel cease to grow at about the same point, while in Sweden the

spruce is found on the Baltic coast eight degrees nearer the Pole

than the hazel. In Norway the spruce terminates at lat. 67°,

while the Scotch fir extends to lat. 70°, and the birch to 71°. On
the limits between Europe and Asia the mountain ash, alder, and

juniper, which in Norway gi-ow under the Arctic circle, scarcely

reach the lat. 60'"'.

The plants of G-reat Britain are well known, and require only

a passing glance. The oak, elm. and beech are natives, and may

now be seen growing in every country where the enterprise of

the Briton has led him. Singularly enough the oak and elm

succeed almost everywhere, while the beech languishes anywhere

beyond its native shores. The wild flowers of Britain are

numerous, and some of them exceedingly beautiful, while

historical interest surrounds not a few. The burly thistle, the

emblem of the Scot, the rose, adored by the Englishman, while to

the sweet little shamrock the heart of the Irishman warms

wherever he sees it ; and the wild daisy (BelUs pereimis), the joy

of childhood, and the companion of old age, turning its golden
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eye sunward, " even on the pjeen mounds in the auld kirkyard,"

awakens in the heart of every Briton the memories of " auld lang

syne." Xo country in the world has its flora so endeared to the

hearts of its people as Britain ; every poet has woven in his

garland of thought the wild flowers, from the " wee modest

crimson-tippit flower " to the sturdy oak. which extends his

brawny arms to the breeze, and shakes them defiantly at the gale.

But we must travel onwards, and glance in passing at the grain

crops of Europe. If we turn our attention to the southern coast

of the Baltic, from the northern extremity of Jutland to as far

south as lat. 52°, we find little but large tracts of heath, inter-

mixed with patches of bilberry and wortleberry. South of this

barren tract every species of cultivated grain flourishes ; this food-

producing belt comprises the Netherlands, the greater part of

France, the central part of Grermany, Poland, and South Eussia.

The line which limits the cultivation of grain is like that of

trees, extending further north on the western side to that on the

east ; the 70th parallel of latitude in Norway some seasons ripens

grain, while in European Eussia very little corn is grown beyond

60'^, while on the eastern extremity of Asia, in Kamschatka, the

limit descends as low as the latitude of London, 51°. The same

occurs on the east coast of the continent of America, where the

successful cultivation of corn does not succeed beyond 52°. The

corn-growing belt in the northern hemisphere extends from about

the 70th degree of latitude to 30°.

As regards fruit, various kinds, such as the apple, pear, goose-

berry, and currants have a wide range of distribution ; from 62°

up to the 20th degree some of these fruits can be successfully

grown. The vine is otherwise, it being confined to restricted

areas, which do not follow any particular degree of latitude. In

the Old AVorld the vineyards occupy about 20 degrees of latitude,

wbile in America only about half that number is suited to the

vine, or, in other words, in the Old World the grape grows in

lat. 50°, while in America it does not grow beyond 40°, but in

both hemispheres the plant is not really profitably grown beyond

40° and 30° respectively.
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In nort]iern Italy we first come upon the cultivation of rice.

This plant extends to, and south of, the equator, embracing an

area of upwards of 30 degrees of latitude. Here we also come

upon the olive. This plant from time immemorial has been

grown in southern Euroj^e ; its cultivation extends from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Black Sea, bounded on the north by the

mountains ; it extends through a part of Prance, and Turkey,

south of the Haemus, also Spain and Portugal, and Italy, south

of the Apennines, and all along the Mediterranean. In Europe

the olive grows as far noith as 45°, Avhile in America it scarcely

reaches 35°. The climate of Queensland is admirably adapted to

the successful growth of the olive, as is evidenced by the fact

that the plant bears heavily. Mr. W. H. Couldery, of Ageston,

Logan, has a magnificent olive grove, which yearly produces a

very large crop. Were this more widely known, I have reason to

believe the cultivation of this valuable oil-producing plant would

shortly become more extended. Towards the southern limit of

the olive we meet the orange, lemon, and the citrus family

generally. At Nice and Genoa, and at Naples, they grow

luxuriantly. In the same latitudes we come upon the Spanish

chestnut. The citrus belt may be said to extend round the world,

between latitudes 28° to 34° north, and 20° to 38° south.

Pollowing a direct line south of London through Algeria, we

come upon a portion of the earth unadorned by either vegetation

or habitation. This may be truly termed a desert, for not even

the humblest weed rears its head above the great ocean of sand,

while between this desert and the Mediterranean is one of the

most fertile. Crossing over to the shores of the Eed Sea, we

come upon the rich garden of Arabia. Here we first find the

mimosa, or acacias ; these j)lants extend right through the Tropics

to upwards of 40° south. On the opposite bank of the Eed Sea

we have the fertile valley of the Nile, yielding various vegetable

productions of considerable value. Here, as in Arabia, the coffee

grows to perfection. With reference to the remaining southern

portion of Africa, little need be said, except that its most

southern portion has probably supplied more ornamental bulbous
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plants, whicli adorn European conservatories and gardens, than

any other part of the globe.

Before going back to the Old World, we shall glance for a

moment at the New. British North America, with its gigantic

forests of pine, oak, elm, birch, maple, hickory, &c., conti"ibutes

largely to the vegetable woi-ld ; the cork oak grows to perfection,

as also does the sugar maple. On through the States, we come

upon the tobacco, rice, cotton, maize, sugar, &c., while the narrow

neck joining North and South America supplies us with that most

A'aluable timber, the mahogany. To the New World also belong

that curious class of plants which belong to the cactus family
;

these are distributed over the southern portion of the States,

the northern portion of South America, and the West Indian

Islands. Here also are found many of our lovely orchids, and

other epiphytical plants of great beauty and variety. Upon the

declivities of the South American mountains may be found within

a comparatively small compass every gradation of temperature,

from the limit of perpetual snow to the burning tropical plains,

12,000 feet beneath, and corresponding vegetation follows the

variation, from the humble mosses and lichens Avhich merge from

beneath the snow to the stately palm or the graceful bamboo, and

other forms of tropical plant life.

But we must now turn again to the Eastern Hemisphere, and

take a glance at the vegetation there. Prom the shores of the

Red Sea, throughout the whole of India, the vegetation is most

varied. Here every form of tropical plants are found, many

magnificent timbers being among them. The Indian oak, teak

(Tectonia grandis), so well known, and much used in ship-

building, is found in several parts of India ; we also come upon

the well-knoTVTi fruit, the mango, and many other plants of

economic value. Passing on southward we come upon Ceylon,

rich with verdure of all sorts. Here the tea plant flourishes, as

also does the coffee, although of late years the cultivation of this

plant has been less extensive, o^Nong to a disease having broken

out amongst the plants, known as the coffee disease, technically

called Hemeleia vastatrix. A moth also made its appearance
D
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about the same time, which made great havoc in the plantations.

Ceylon is also suited for the growth of the cinchona, nutmeg, all-

spice, cinnamon, cardamon, vanilla, cassava, and all tropical

fruits. To the south-east, a little south of the equator, we come

"upon what may be termed the tropical garden of the world,

namely, Java. Here every conceivable plant of a tropical nature

grows to perfection. It is here we lind the mangosteen (Gar-

cinea mangastanaj. that delicious fruit spoken so highly of by all

who have tasted it. A little to the north, under the equator, is

Borneo, which closely compares with its smaller neighbour to the

south. The vegetation of Borneo is not much known, but from

the products which from time to time reach the European

markets it is surmised that many valuable plants exist East-

ward, past the Celebes, we touch Xew GTuinea. Here we find

vegetation of a somewhat different class appearing, which, as we

progress south-eastward, becomes more closely allied to that of

OTir own continent. On touching the land of our adoption, " it

may be our nativity," we are brought face to face with that plant

which is now known nearly all over the world ; I refer to the

eucalyptus. These plants may be said to be in possession of the

whole of Queensland, for, except in some few restricted areas,

some representative of this family is to be found, most of which

are large trees. The family comprises upwards of oO varieties.

Australia generally possesses very few plants of an economic

nature as food, oil, or fib re-producing, and even where such

occur, but little use is made of the product -. even the aborigines

have but a very meagre list of plants which they used, or use, as

a food. A few are known to us as being used by them for this

purpose, to wit, the roots of nardoo. Discoria sativa, Colocasia

antiquorum, C. macrorriza, Mymfluen rjiganiea, &c. Several

seeds are known as being eaten, as Sterculea quadrijida, Arua-

caria Bidioillii (bunya), Castanospermum australe, Seshania acu-

leata, &.Q., while the textile plants, from which they make their

lines, nets, &c., are only few. Time vriW not permit to enlarge

upon the geographical distribution relating to Australia ; a whole

paper might be devoted to this continent alone, and could no

doubt be made most interestine:.
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A knowledge of the geographical clistributiou of plants, besides

being interesting to botanists, meteorologists, and young scientists

generally, has an importance and interest for us, a rising colony

peculiarly its own, besides the usefulness of timbers, and the

scenic effect of trees. The influence of large plants upon the

meteorology of a country is worthy of notice : this knowledge has

been gained by deep investigation and scientific study of the laws

that govern plant life. At present this knowledge is being

applied in several parts of the world with success. That forests

have great climatic influence on countries there is no doubt

;

several instances might be cited, the Island of Ascension one,

which thirty years ago was a ban-en sun-dried unwatered place,

with no regular rainfall; upwards of eighteen years ago a large

number of trees were planted on this island, and. as years rolled

by, and theplantsgrew on, the rainfall became more regular, until

atthe present it may be classed as a fairly habitable place. Another

instance, the removing of trees from large tracts of country, or

killing by ringbarking, has its effect. Such an instance came

under my own observation in this colony. A large tract of

country, I should say. roughly speaking, about 100 to 160 square

miles, had the whole of the trees ringed, to improve, so they said,

its stock-carrying capabilities. Xot a clump nor a belt of living

trees was left ; for miles and miles the eye could see nothing but

the bleached gaunt trees, with their white naked arms, piercing,

ghostlike, the dry, hot air, that they had once upon a time laden

with their own life's essence. There they now stand as hundreds

of thousands of monuments to the memory of the destructive

influence of unscientific devolopment and unreasoning action.

The effect of this wholesale forest destruction is that this par-

ticular locality has far less rainfall than the surrounding green

tree country. T have watched the rainstorms travel across the

gi'een country ; as soon as the dead trees were fairly entered

upon, the whole of the cloud seemed to rise away from the con-

tact, they no doubt finding more congenial attraction in the

atmosphere above. This I have witnessed, not once, but at least

half a hundred times. It would, therefore, be wise for us as
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Qiieenslauclers to look well ahead, and endeavour if possible to

conserve large tracts of forests, if not for onr own benefit, at

least for succeeding generations.

Mr. W. H. MiSKiN concurred with the author's views regarding

the influence of forest on rainfall ; nothing appeared so bad. as

the destruction of large areas of forest, which, he was sure,

greatly diminished the rainfall.

Capt. Eyeetll also supported the author's views regarding the

influence of forest denudation in the diminishing of the rainfall.

The President (Dr. Waugh), however, while prepared to

admit the effect of forest in conserving or storing rainfall, could

not agree with the author's views ; he failed to see how the pre-

cipitation over any given area could be influenced by its forest.

The Hon. Secketaby upheld the President's views ; he con-

sidered the forest was produced by the rainfall, and not the con-

verse ; and in support of his views he quoted the opinions of, and

referred to the observations by, Professor Draper, of New York,

and Mr. Abbott, of New South "Wales, which showed that the

destruction of forest does not in any way diminish the rainfall of

the country ; he considered the conditions of climate were

influenced and governed by solar action to a far greater extent

than hitherto recognised by meteorologists.

Mr. SouTTEE, in reply, advocated the theory set forth in his

paper, after which the proceedings terminated.



AN^NUAL MEETING.

The fourth Auiiual G-eneral ^Meeting of the Royal Greographical

Society of Australasia, Queenshmd Branch, was held in the Museum
Library, Brisbane, on the evening of Monday, July 15, 1889, at

8 o'clock. The President, Dr. Waugh, occupied the chair.

After reading and confirming the minutes of the previous

ordinary monthly meeting, the following candidates were elected,

by ballot, members of the Society, viz. :—Messrs. S. H. "Weedon,

Caboolture, W. E. Roth, B.A., W. M. Watts, and J. E. Burstall,

Brisbane.

The Hon Secretary then read the following report :

—

E.eport of Council, Session 1888-9.

GrENTLEMEX,

The Council has the honour to submit the following annual

report upon the o])erations of the Society during the preceding

year :

—

Me>[beeship.

The fourth session of the Society ended on June 30, 1889,

when the number of its members was 118, made up in the follow-

ing manner :—four honorary, four corresponding, five life, and

105 ordinary members. Notwithstanding the deletions, in ac-

cordance with existing rules, the Council views with jjleasure the

numerical increase of stanch and faithful supporters, and the

monthly accessions to the ranks of the Society of valuable and

desirable members. The Council desires to afford the greatest
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possible encouragement to individual members, whether of the

honorary or ordinary class, who, possessing knowledge favourable

to the objects of the Society, are desirous to contribute to its

literature. While the chief functions of the Society are generalised

in the collation and dissemination of geographical knowledge of

Australasia and other parts of the world, the Council is particu-

larly mindful of the requirements of our own Colony, and invites

information upon all geographical matters connected therewith

in their various aspects, whether upon the vegetation as relating

to botany, or upon the soil, rocks, and solid formations as relating

to geology, or upon the creeping things as relating to zoology, or

upon the feathered kind as relating to ornithology, or upon the

hinnan race as relating to anthropolog}^-—all of which combine to

weld themselves into one harmonious homogeneous whole ; which,

being designated geographical science, amuses, instructs, and

qualifies us for the higher pursuits in life, while its absorbing,

penetrating, and aggrandising influences discipline and sub-

ordinate our inordinate desires, whereby we may live doing good

that others may benefit thereby. The Council earnestly com-

mends to all classes of colonists, but more jmrticularly to the

youthful section thereof, the science of geography as the most

fascinating and nutritious of studies; let them diligently study

and explore the natural beauties and accessible stores of wealth

of that sunny, invigorating, and free land, marshalled by the

troops of bright sparkling gems of the constellations of the

Cross and the Centaur, and beautified by the wavy and brilliant

colours of Australia's national flag, and they shall have much

inward peace and joy over the fi'uits of their labours; let them

guard and protect their natural wealth by familiarising their

minds with the various conditions and resources of their heritage,

and not lose their national independence by leaving for strangers

to do that which b}' indifference has been neglected.

FlNANCK.

The Council begs also to submit the following financial state-

ment :

—
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ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET
OK TUK

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALASIA

(QUEENSLAND BRANCH).

gr. From July 1st, 1888, to June 30th, 1889. Ctr.

£ 8. d
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desires to tender its best thanks. The second of these meetings

was adjonrned for a weei\ , out of respect to the memory of the late

Patron of the Society, His Excellency Sir A. Musgrave.

Council Meetings.

During the session the Council has held seven ordinary and

three special meetings ; the business transacted at the former was

of a general character, on the affairs of the Society ; of the latter,

the first was held to welcome to the colony His Honour Sir

W. MacG-regor, K.C.M.G-., the Society's honorary corresponding

member. On this occasion, Sir William expressed much gratifi-

cation at the attention showji him by the Council, and promised

to further the interests of the Society in New Guinea by every

possible means. The second special meeting was held to deal with

communications from the Societe de Geographie de Paris, in-

viting co-operative action with it in the convocation of an Inter-

national Congress of Scientific Geography, to be held in Paris

in August, in connection with the International Exhibition. At

this meeting; it was decided that the President, Dr. Waush, Mr.

W. H. Miskin, the Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., &c., our ex-

President, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. P. Thomson, should join

the Congress as members representing the Society in this colony.

The Council commissioned the Hon. Secretary to prepare on

behalf of the Society, at the special request ot the Commissioners

of the Congress, a report upon the exploration in Australasia

during the current century ; this report was completed, and after

being submitted to the Council, it was transmitted to the Com-

missioners of the Congress in Paris, about the middle of June

last. At a subsequent ordinary meeting of the Council, the Hon. C-

S. Mein, Messrs. E. J. Bennett, and John Fenwick were appointed

joint delegates to represent the Society at the Congress ; these

gentlemen were furnished with the necessary credentials, and

were instructed to bring before the Congi'es^;, for discussion, a

few prepared questions upon matters in which the Society is

especially interested. The Council is much gratified at the suc-

cess attending its efforts in arranging for the full representation

of the Society at the important assembly of the International
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Congress. The third special meeting of the Council was occupied

in arranging for the issue of diplomas of membership ; after th(^

completion of negotiations with our sister branch in Victoria, a

form of certificate of membership was prepared in Melbourne,

and adopted by all the branches of the Society. This official

diploma, the issue of which marks a distinct epoch in the history

of our Society, will be presented by our honoured President to

members, at this meeting, who have fulfilled their obligations to

the f'ociety, and will, the Council feels sure, supi)ly a want felt

by members. 'J'he Council has also had under consideration the

question of establishing a Fellowship of the Society; the proposal

was first brought forward by the Hon. Secretary of our Society

at its last Annual Meeting, in the form of a resolution ; copies of

this resolution were subsequently sent to our sister branches.

Since then the Council has cai'efully considered the whole matter,

and resolved to submit for your approval, at this meeting, a

reconstructed resolution in substitution of that passed at the last

Annual Meeting, affirming the expediency of the establishment

of a limited Fellowship, to be conferred only on persons who have

rendered signal service to geography, or to the Society. This

distinctive attribute will be analogous to the medals and grants

awarded annually by oi;r sister Societies in Europe and elsewhere.

Unlike the distinction of honorary and honorary corresponding

membership, it will leave the possessor free to take an active

part in all matters connected with the Society and its objects.

This resolution, copies of which haA'e previously been forwarded

to the other branches of the Society, has been unanimously

adopted by the New South AVales branch, which has taken

co-operative action at its last Annual Meeting ; the Victorian

branch has, however, as yet shown no activity in the matter,

further than the expression of somewhat contrary and undecided

opinions in a recent communication.

FUBLICATIOJfS.

The Society has continued during the session to publish its

volume of " Proceedings and Transactions," and the Council has
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pleasure in testifying to its satisfactory execution, both in the

printing and editing. AVith the object of supplying our mem-

bers, through the medium of our columns, with geogi'aphical

information from all parts of the world, the Editor has, with the

approval of the Council, decided to publish in each future issue

of the Society's volume of Proceedings, Geographical Xotes

abstracted from the cuiTent literature of kindred institutions in

various parts of the world, which would otherwise be inaccessible

to members. To these G-eographical Notes, which will prove an

interesting factor in the Society's literature, and which will

appear in Vol. IV., now in the hands of the printer, almost ready

to issue ; the Editor invites original contributions upon matters

counecled with Australasia, and other parts of the world, from

members of our Society, and from friends of geographical

science.

LiBBARV.

\ aluable accessions to the library, consisting of books and

periodicals from all parts of the world, in various languages, con-

tinue to increase ; these are chiefly acquired in exchange for the

Society's literature, from kindred institutions, and from Govern-

ment Departments, whom the Council desires to thank. The

Council also desires to ajjain acknowledge with best thanks its

indebtedness to the JVustees of the Queensland Museum for the

privilege enjoyed by the Society in meeting in the library room

Df the Museum.

Exploration.

The successful ascent of Mount Owen Stanley by the dis-

tinguished and indefatigable member of our Society, His Honour

Sir AV. MacGregor, K.C.M.G., is a matter for much congratula-

tion to the Society ; this is all the more gi'atifying when we glance

at the past history of New Guinea exploration generally, and

more particularly the Owen Stanley Eange, which has long occu-

pied the attention of Geographical Societies, especially those in

Great Britain, and over which much capital and energy has been

wasted in ill-advised and badly-arranged abortive attempts to

penetrate its hitherto unknown regions. Central Australian ex-
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ploration has also been represented hy our branch in New Soiitli

Wales, who despatched Mr. A. J. Vogan to collect information

upon the various tribes of aborigines, and the conditions of the

country.

Obituary.

It is the painful duty of the Council to conclude the session

with the announcement of the demise of our late distinguished

Patron, His Escelleiicy Sir Anthony Musgrave. whose sudden

and untimely death cast a gloom over the entire colony. The

Council has also to make the sad announcement of the death of

our late distinguished honorary member, the Hon. F. T. Grregory.

whose early explorations in Australia have contributed so much

to our knowledge of the physical conditions of the Continent.

For the Council,

J. P. Thomsox.

On the motion of Mr. 11. Grailey, seconded by Mr. H. C.

Luck, the Keport and Balance Sheet were unanimously adopted.

The following letter was also read.

Governmeut House,

Brisbane, 10th June,' 1889.

Dear Sir,

I am much obliged to the members of the Queensland Branch of the

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia for their kind felicitations, and

I accept with pleasure their invitation that I shall be Patron of the branch

Society.

I take a warm interest in the progress of geographical knowledge,

and I have to thank you for sending me a copy of the Proceedings and
Transactions of the Society for 1887-8.

Believe me,

Yours faithfully,

H. W. NORMAN.
The Honorary Seci'etary,

Queensland Branch,

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia.

The Hox. Skcretart then moved the following resolution,

viz. :

—

That this meeting adopts the following reconstructed resolution, in

substitution of resolution passed at last Annual Meeting,

viz. :—This branch athrms the expediency of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society of Australasia granting Diplomas of Fellowship

as distinctive attributes. That the other branches of the
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Society be invited to unite with this branch in forthwith

procuring to be incorporated with the general Federal Constitu-

tion of the Society the following rules, viz.:—Upon the recom-

mendation of the Provincial Council, subject to the approval of

the branch Societ\% at an annual or an ordinary meeting thereof, the

Honorary Diploma of Fellowship may be conferred on such per-

sons as have rendered signal service to Geography, or to the

Society, provided ahvays that the total number of Fellows shall

not exceed twelve. Each Diploma shall be signed by the Presi-

dent and Hon. Secretary of the branch Society, and a record

thereof duly entered in its minute book, and a notification pub-

lished in its volume of " Proceedings and Transactions." Recipi-

ents of the Diploma shall be privileged to designate themselves

'•Fellows "of the Society, and may use the initials F.R.G.S.A.

after their names, as long as they continue to be members of the

Society.

Mr. THorsoy explained that the Fellowship would be aiialo-

goiis to the medals and grants awarded annually by kindred

Societies in Europe and elsewhere ; unlike the distinction of

honorary and honorary corresponding membership, it will leave

the possessor free to take an active part in ail matters con-

nected with the Society and its objects.

He stated that the resolution, copies of which had previously

been forwarded to the other branches of the Society, had been

unanimously adopted by the X.S.AV. branch at its last annual

meeting.

The President and Mr. AV. H. Misktx referred to a letter on

the subject, received from the Pi'esident of the Victorian branch

of the Society.

The motion was seconded by Mr. K. Gtailey, and carried

unanimously.

The Presiuext then presented members with their Diplomas of

Membership. Diplomas of Membership from the International

Congress of Scientific Geography, Paris, were also presented to

the President, the Hon. Secretary, and Mr. W, H. Miskm.

The following officers and councillors were elected, by ballot,

for the session 1889-90, viz. :—President, W. H. Miskin, F.E.S.;

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer, J. P.Thomson, F.K.S.G.S.; Meml)ersof

Council, J. N. AVaugh, M.D.,E. Gailey,T. S. Sword, H. C. Luck,

Hon. C. F. Marks, M.D., M.L.C., and Peter McLean.
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On the motion of the Hon. Sec, seconded by H. C. Luck, Mr.

W. Weedon was a])pointed Hon. Auditor.

The retiring President then vacated the chair to his successor.

Mr. MisKix, in taking possession of the chair, thanked the

members for the honour they had conferred on him in placing him

in the distinguished position of President of the Society ; he

promised to further its interests to the best of his ability, and he

trusted its progress thi'oughout the year would be one of great

prosperity.

The Hox. Secretary announced that Messrs. J. H. McConnel,

of Cressbrook, and W. H. Holt, of Wealwandangie, near Spring-

sure, have during the past session become Life Members by com-

pounding the usual life subscription ; also that the usual I'ecess

will be held during the hotter months of the session, instead of

the cooler months as heretofore.

The Hox. Secretary proposed a vote of thanks to the retiring

President and Council Members ; in doing so he accorded a

high tribute of praise to the former for his interest in the work

of the Society.

Mr. H. Trower, in seconding the motion, desired the name of

the Hon. Secretary to be added to those proposed; Mr. Thomson's

duties were arduous, and his able services invaluable to the Society;

this request being complied with, the motion was carried unani-

mously, and conveyed formally to Dr. Waugb and Mr. J. P.

Thomson by the President.

Mr. E. A. Leonard addressed the meeting on the desirableness

of procuring a room for the depositing of the maps and publica-

tions of the Society ; he considered the Government should make

proper provision for the establishment of the Society, similar to

that made by the X.S.W., Yictorian, and South Australian Gro-

vernments for the branches in those colonies.

The President concurred with the views of the last speaker

;

he thought it possible that rooms might be provided in the new

Museum to be erected.
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Anniversary Address.

By J. i\. Waugh, M.l)., &c.,

fThe Retiring President.)

The report of Council, which you have just heard, has given all

information as to the number of our members, and our financial

position.

We have, I regret to say, to lament the loss of two of our

members by death—of Mr. Prank Gi-regory, and of our late

Grovernor and Patron, Sir Anthony Musgrave.

On the importance of sound geographical education, 1 need

not enlarge when addressing a Greographical Society'; but I may

observe that increasing energy is now at work in this field. The

T7niversities of Oxford and Cambridge have, with financial assist-

ance from the Eoyal Geographical Society, established each a

readership) or lectureship on geography. We are but a little folk

in comparison with the large and influential Society in England,

but still we can do something, and if with increased numbers we

haA'e more workers, we may look to soon take a good place among

the older Societies. I noticed, on the printed heading of a letter

recently received from the Geographical Society of Paris, a some-

what suggestive sentence—" Geographical Society of Paris, founded

in 1821, recognised as being of puolic vtility, 1827." Now this

recognition of the benefit conferred on the public by the Society

means a great deal more than a mere compliment. It means State

aid as to quarters, and a liberal contribution to their funds. A
similar state of things holds in the Southern Colonies of Aus-

tralia, and this brings me to a subject which we have always felt

to be of very great importance to our well-being and to our success,

Aiz., a room in which we can hold our meetings, and which we can

use as a library for our books, maps, &c. jS'ow. while I am no advo-

cate for any one or for any Society asking the Government to do

for them what they might do for themselves, still I think that we

mav with reason ask for assistance on the matter of quarters.

Our printing absorbs nearly all our funds.

I may now refer cursorily to what has been done in matters

geographical. In our o^ai immediate neighbourhood the work
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(lone in New (riiiiiea is perhaps of the most importance, but I

need hardly do more than refer to it, seeini^ that the daily press

has given pretty well all the information we have, so that all

taking an interest in exploration work in these parts are fairly

informed upon the subject. We have to-day au advance report of

Sir William MacGregor's ascent of Mount Owen JStanley, and

shall soon have all details.

The most active centre of expeditionary work has doubtless

been in Africa, where we find this until lately almost unknown

country traversed in many directions, and territory' annexed or

*' protected " to a vast extent. Stanley has succeeded in rescuing

Emin Bey, but has not yet reached the coast. De Brazza has

opened up the Congo, and an immense area, the " Congo Free

State," has come under European " administration." ThePrench

expedition from Loango, along the course of the Congo, as far as

Xyangwe, and thence due east to Zanzibar, is only one of these

continental crossings.

Mr. Arnot's journey from Xatal to Bihe and Benguella, and

eastward to the copper country of Katanga (Msidi's country),

to the sources of Zambesi and Congo, which seem to arise on

opposite sides of one watershed, the hill of Kaomba, shows that

Livingstone's fixed idea, from tradition, that from one hill would

be found the sources of four rivers, flowing to four points of the

compass, was not perhaps altogether unfounded ; for Zambesi,

the Leeba of Livingstone, has a northerly flow at first, then

southerly, then west, then east ; while the Lualaba (or Congo)

flows, like the Zambesi, very circuitously, the hill Kaomba divid-

ing the basins of the two great African rivers, which rise in that

neighbourhood, Zambesi flowing to the east, and Congo to the

west. The paper of this energetic missionary is most interest-

ing. In the territory of Msidi, King of Katanga, he came upon

most extensive caves in the sides of the Sambowe Mountains,

inhabited by a tribe which, under the protection of these strange

residences, successfully resisted the tribute gatherers of King

Msidi, although he is a ruthless marauder upon all his neighbours.

One cave was described as " having two openings five miles apart,
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of 400 yards in width, taking from sunrise till noon to pass

through on camels ; the opening being too high for a mounted

man to touch the top with his spear." Livingstone was on his

road to Katanga, when death overtook him on Lake Baugualo.

To Mr. Arnot, the Royal GTeographical Society bore testimony

that " in his kindness to the natives he was equalled only by

the Society's gold medallist, Mr. Joseph Thomson," and to this

kindness of manner he probably owes his success in reaching

Katanga, and returning. He reports that the chief at Bangualo,

where Livingstone died, complained bitterly that his promised

reward for allowing Livingstone's property to be taken away

had never been paid. The law of the country is. that all the

projjerty of a stranger dying there comes to the chief. The

Eoyal Greographical Society, at whose meeting the paper was

read, granted £50 to Mr. Arnot, to be expended in presents,

which he offered to take with him on his return to Katanga, and

give to Chitambo, the chief. Commercial results may follow this

journey, for the Portuguese authorities at Benguella have sent

orders for any quantiti^ of india-rubber, w^hich, in the Bihe

country, to the eastward of the Kwauza and Kukema rivers, is

extracted from the roots of a plant, "talamba."

On the west coast, we see an interesting future, as described

in the iourne3^s of Mr. H. H. Johnston, British Consul for the

Cameroons, and Vice-Consul for the "Oil E-ivers." This ex-

perienced mountaineer's ascent of Mount Cameroons, his accounts

of his journey up the old Calabar and Cross rivers, among

cannibal tribes, are very interesting. He says " there is some-

thing remarkable in the way in which these negroes spring to

the contact with civilisation, and hasten to avail themselves of

every facility for acquiring knowledge which our missionaries or

merchants place in their way." That this knowledge may, and

often does, lead to the abuse of rum and firearms supplied by

unscrupulous traders, does not weaken the testimony of an

authority like Mr. Consul Johnston, as to their being easily

improved under good influences. Upon this subject I may just

refer to Captain Wissmann's trip into Central Africa. On one
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occasion he remained for a time with a tribe remarkable for their

beautiful town or large village, neatly constructed, very clean,

and all the people happy in an Arcadian bliss. Some three

months afterwards he passed through the same country and

found the village destroyed; of the inhabitants, many killed, and

the remainder carried away by .'^lave-hunters, in the employ of

Tippoo Tib, on whom Stanley was relying to assi.st him to reach

\\'adelai and Emin Bey, and who afterwards refused anv such

assistance. The reason is not far to seek. Emin Bev had sup-

pressed the slave trade in his own province, and as far as his

influence extended. I may mention that Emin Bey is himself

a gi'eat authority in geographical matters, especially on that of

his own and neighbouring provinces, and a scholar in compara-

tive philology, especially of African languages. But he has always

kept his observations in science subordinate to his duties as

G^overnor of a district, which had been really abandoned by those

who placed him there. For any details of Emin's doings, you

may consult Mrs. Palkin's translation of a work, edited by Pro-

fessor Schweinfurth and others, entitled "Emin Pasha in Central

Africa.''

In the lake districts of Africa, while the British explorers and

missionaries have been the real geographical workers in chief,

and the first to open up the country from the time when Living-

stone said, " I have opened the door, I leave it to you to see that

no one closes it after me." others have followed, and have now

claimed large areas of country as their own territory—but the

above fact remains. Great Britain made no ten'itorial claims,

and the native chiefs were powerless to effectively resist. We
now find that from the Cape Colony, the whole of the east

coast, north to the Equator, is taken up by European Powers

—

Portugal, from Delagoa Bay to Cape Delgado ; Grermany, thence

to Wanga ; and G-reat Britain, a small strip to the north of the

German boundary ; while on the west coast, Germany claims

fi'om the British boundary, the Orange Eiver, to the Nourse;

Portugal, thence to the Congo ; Erance, thence to the Cameroons

;

Germany again claiming a large tract of countrv in the Car»-
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eroous district. Then came the old British settlements on the

" Oil Rivers," Slave and Grold Coasts. Other settlements, as that

of Great Britain in Sierra Leone, and the French on the Senegal

and Gambia, carry us up to the neighbourhood of Cape Blanco,

leaving only the coast line thence to the Morocco boundary

unoccupied by Europeans on the Atlantic coast.

Mr. Joseph Thomson's expedition in the Atlas Mountains

should be read, as showing how essential is good pluck to suc-

cessful exploration among such folk as he met in his journey, as

narrated in the Scottish OeographicaJ Magazine for April, 1889.

Lieutenant Gele's expedition shows that river Makua or AVelle

does join the Mobangi, and is thus an affluent of the Congo.

In Asia, we note Mr. Tounghusband's journey from Pekin,

across the desert of Gobi, through the whole of Mongolia to

Kashgar, and down, through the Mustagh Pass, into Cashmere-

He found that in Eastern Turkistan, Russian goods had altogether

supplanted British, and that, because they were stronger and

better adapled to the tastes of the people. On the Arctic Sea,

Russia has done good work by the mouth of the Lena. The

construction of the Obi-Irtish railway, across the L'ral Mount-

ains, through a pass of only 600 feet in height, to the Bay of

Chanuder, by Cape Balkoff, wiU carry, by the rivers Obi and

Irtish, goods from the far south, from Semipolatinsk. Burmali

will soon supply us with a mass of information. Reports are

coming in, and are noticed in the " Transactions " of various

Societies. Mandalay has been connected by triangulation with

Manipur, in Assam, and thus with the main triangulation of

]ndia. A practicable route from Assam to Tapper Burmah has

been found through the Patkar Mountains, which se^iarate the

two countries. Colonel Woodthorpe. in L'pper Burmah, says,

"one way of getting information from natives regarding country,

and which was found more successful than cross-questioning

them, which always tires them, was to have the ground dug up

in some convenient spot, and get them to roughly construct a

map in relief, and this information, when carefully sifted and

compared, is found to be of great use. In this way a great deal
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of information may be obtained, and the natives take a kind of

childish pleasure in such work. The scale was a day's march to

a notched stick."

In the far North, we find Dr. Xansen travelling (at the

expense of Mr. Gamel, of Copenhagen), across the ice plateau

of Greenland, from east to west—a journey of forty-six days—for

some weeks, at an altitude of 9,000 feet, and at a temperature of

iO° to 50" below freezing point. Mr. H. Rink, sent by the Danish

(fovernment to ascertain the truth as to the inland ice over all

the interior of Greenland, and whether or not it differed from

ordinary glacier ice, shows that it is now settled that ice exists

continuously without break, as to its outer edge, up to 75° X. on

the western coast, and to 67^ X. on the eastern coast. It thus

presents an almost uniform sheet of ice, of more than 1,000 feet

in thickness, rising gradually towards the centre, and is thus an

illustration of the glacial period of the geologists. Dr. Nansen

will probably lead a party to try and reach the North Pole by

Pranz Josef Land. AVhile among the ice formations, we may

notice an excellent paper in the December, 1888, number of the

" Royal Geographical Society's Proceedings," upon the " Con-

servative action of Glaciers," by Douglas Freshfield, a very

experienced ice traveller, who chiefly opened up to us the glacier

system of Caucasus. Just to touch upon the evidence against

the ploughing, scooping action generally attributed to glaciers

—

even to the scooping out of large lakes, as that of Geneva by the

Rhone, Constance by the Rhine, and valley formations by the

same agency—he shows that glaciers, on retiring, leave no hollow-

ing out, but irregular hummocks, and this is the case within, the

lines of the great Moraines, over vast areas in the Eastern States

of America. An Alaskan glacier is described as having moved

over a soft bed without disturbing it. American surveyors

show that huge ice sheets, of the second glacial epoch, advanced

over soft gravel bottoms without disturbing the surface more

than to a very small extent. The ice covering protects the

surface from the destructive influence of weathering, and dimin-

ishes erosion. Again, U-shaped valleys have been described as
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liavinti' l)een originally A'-shaped, aud having been altered in

form by the action of ice rivert< ; but would it not be more con-

sistent with observed facts to I'egard the Y-shape as due to the

cutting action of water upon an originally U-shape depression?

Dr. Tyndall says that "a glacier of 1000 feet in thickness

will press upon every square yard of its bed with a weight of

48(5,000 jjounds, and such w^eight, with a motion derived from

pressure from behind, must excavate.'' Now the viscous nature

of ice, as shown by Bordier, of Geneva, in 1772—long before its

re-discovery in our time—permitting the upper layers to slide

over the lower ones, the motion of the upper surface is no

measure of that of the ice lower down, so that the necessity of

ijs excavating power is not so evident. Professor Heim says

that glaciation is equivalent to relative cessation of valley

formation. In Alaska, glaciers are reported to exist far larger

than any in Europe, and as being the most accessible of their

size. The Kev. W. S. Green has spent some time in survey-

ing the Selkirk range, in British Columbia, and its exti-aordinary

array of glaciers. The paper is none the less interesting from

its being an account of the first survey and mapping done in this

range of mountains, exce2)t along the line of rail.

In South America—in the Argentine Republic—we find con-

cessions made and money granted for many railways, among

them one from Buenos Ayres, across the Andes into Chili, at a

cost of £5,600,000, and a guarantee of 6 per cent., another

tlu'ough the almost unexplored country of the Gran Chaco.

U])on the railways already begun, or for which concessions have

been gi-anted, the Government guarantee an average of 5^^ per

cent, upon a sum of £57,580,000, and a mileage of 7,455. Now
this means exploration over a vast extent of country almost

unknown—"for it may be truly said that the progress of

exploration goes hand-in-hand w^ith new railways."

Some sheep farmers from the Falkland Isles, Chili, and else-

where, have settled down on the coast of Patagonia, near Cape

Virgin. Gold seekers have also been scattered up and down in

this place, some of whom got gold to the amount of £1,000 a
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man The Chaco district, referred to above, extends from about

19° to 29° S. lat., and presents a curious state of things as

regards rainfall. From November to May it has an absolute

downpour ; at this time the head-waters of the river Bermejo

have a lagoon -40 leagues across. The rainy season is followed

by one so dry that animal life almost perishes for lack of

water. These rains are presumed to be the result of the north-

east winds that blow up the Amazon, Tapajos, and Madeira

rivers. There, in November, they meet the cold winds from the

South Atlantic, having swept across barren Patagonia, and the

rain falls on the Chaco, forming the great forest district. The

rainfall here is not less than 80 inches, almost the whole of

which falls in six months, and in seasons of extraordinary flootls

the rivers Picolomayo, Paraguay, and Bermejo overflow their

banks, creating a vast sea, far exceeding in area the overflow of

the Nile.

J have just touched lightly upon matters geographical. While

the increasing desire for geographical knowledge will stimulate

this and other Societies in their work, commercial requirements

constitute the great inducement to research. Eailway work

through regions previously almost unknown, carried on by sur-

veyors and others trained to observe and report, must always

give us reliable detail, seeing that such reports must be checked

and verified before large sums are expended. As an instance

the ' Fishery Board for Scotland" employed Dr. Hugh E. Mill to

take sea temperatures on "the Continental Shelf," that is, the

shallow portion of the Continental slope, lying within 100 fathoms,

and have sent Dr. (xibson upon similar work in the North , Sea

and Baltic, and propose other expeditions. Before finishing, I

^\-ish to call your attention to a paper read before the Eoyal

G-eographical Society, in February, 1889, by Samuel E. Peal,

"on the origin and orthography of river names in Farther India."

He shows the absolute necessity, or at least strict propriety, of

retaining the native names of rivers and mountains, where they

can be ascertained, and of carefully following, where no written

language exists, the native prontmciation. " For," says the writer.
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"the names of rivers especially are about the last to change in

any age or country, being frequently retained long after the

originating language is extinct—as in America—and the subject

is of special interest where Aryan and non-Aryan races have

evidently overlapped in times past." Again, he says, " It behoves

all G-eogi'aphical Societies to discountenance and to oppose the

irregular and misleading spelling of river names especially, for in

this age of rapid publication, new and popular maps may become

common, and will be the means of perpetuating errors which

may now be easily removed from geographical maps."

I intended to have drawn your attention to a subject of gi'eat

interest to those who specially study physical geography, viz.,

to Darwin's theory of coral formations, or rather to the evidence

adduced, with a view to show that such theory is no longer

tenable, but I find that my notes would unduly lengthen my
paper. Tou will find an instructive article upon this subject by

Dr. Guppy, in the March, 18S9, number of the Scoif/sJi Geo-

(/rapliical Magazine.

It now only remains fcr me to say that whatever success has

attended our branch of the Society hitherto, a very large share

has been, and is still, due to the enthusiastic and unfailing work of

our Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. Our thanks are due and

are most cheerfully and readily accorded to him.

On the motion of Mr. Gtailey, seconded by the Hon Secretary,

it was unanimously resolved to publish the address in the " Pro-

ceedings and Transactions" of the Society.

The proceedings then terminated.
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EUROPE.

The Channel Tunnel.— The closer connection of the two great

countries, France and England, and the more intimate social and com-

mercial relations by a more simple, safe, and speedy means of commu-

nication than that now in vogue by the steamship, has long puzzled the

brains of statesmen, engineers, and geographers. Besides the study of

physical geography proper, there is also the equally interesting and useful

study of commercial and economical geography, as it is from this latter

standpoint that the subject of the closer union of these two countries

appeals to us. The earliest records we know of in connection with our

subject date back to a. D. 1750, when the Academy of Amiens invited

competition for the best means to facilitate the closer relations of France

and the United Kingdom. M. Desmarets took the prize with a proposition

to burrow a tunnel under the Channel, which was to be lit with lamps and

available for carriages. A little later a French mining engineer, M. Mathieu,

drew elaborate plans of a project on the lines of the foi-mer one, and

submitted them in 1802 to Napoleon, then First Consul. In 1833

M. Thome de Gamond proposed to throw an artificial isthmus across the

channel. Propositions of bridges, tube-tunnels, and train-bearing ships,

succeeded each other with more or less rapidity, but it was not till 1836

that Thome de Gamond, after spending years in the study of his subject,

conceived the idea Mhich has developed finally into the '

' Channel Tunnel

Scheme." An eminent English engineer, Sir John Hawkshaw, after

examining the proposed scheme, reported on it and proposed certain modi-

fications. At the time of the Paris Exhibition, an Anglo-French company,

presided over by M. Michel Chevalier and Sir Riciiard Grosvenor, was

formed for the purpose of bringing the subject prominently before the

Governments of the two countries ; but the Fi-anco-German war in the

following j'ear speedily banished all thought of the tunnel from the French

mind. In 187-1, however, the Governments were again considering its

feasibility. An international committee was appointed to draw up a plan

of the jurisdiction which each countrj- was to have over the new " way."

This was done, and in the official report of its proceedings we find a definite
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plan of rules as to its management. The years 1875-6 were spent in

sounding the Channel and piercing its bed, with a view to finding the best

points to connect by means of the tunnel. From the results obtained

during these two years, the scheme was considered perfectly practicable,

and a company was formed in London—" The Submarine Continental

Railway Company"—and presided over by Sir Edw. Watkins, for starting

the work, which commenced on both sides of the Channel in 1881. The

work was necessai'ily slow at the commencement, and judging by the rate

of progress attained, it was estimated that it would require three and a half

years to complete the tunnel, when it was hoped the journey from London

to Paris would be effected in live hours. The l)oring-machine used on the

French side was the " Brunton,'" which carried several discs armed with

knives. This was found rather cumbersome and non-effective, and was

speedily replaced with that of Colonel Beaumont, which was being used

with great success on the English side. This was in reality a drill of large

dimensions, having arms in front in the shape of a T carrying fourteen

steel points, which on being rotated scored out the rock to a uniform

depth. The motive power used was compressed air, obtained from four

Colladon compressors, which also purified the air in the works by means of

forced draught. The work went on apace till 1882, when orders were

issued to the Submarine Railway Company from the English Cabinet to

suspend all operations till a commission should be instituted to inquire

into the means of closing the tunnel effectively when required, as in case of

war. \Yhilst the inquiry was being held, the public themselves carried on

a hot controversy on the same subject, and journalists, engineers, military

men, and others, each gave their individual opinions. The report was

drawn up by the commission in May, 1882, and proposed several schemes

whereby communication might be cut off and the tunnel blocked in case of

war. The general opinion in military circles was that no danger would

exist in time of war from the tunnel, as it could be flooded almost instan-

taneously. A certain section, however, of the army, led bj' the Duke of

Cambridge and Lord Wolseley, declared themselves opposed to the tunnel,

as a standing danger to the English people. The matter was then referred

to Parliament, with the result that the work was ordered to be suspended

i7i toto on the English side. And thus it rests now. Agitations have been

set in motioa for tlie purpose of persuading the Government to allow them

to resume this beneficial work on several occasions since, but up till now

they have not been successful. Howevei", it will be only a matter of time ;

and when ill-founded prejudices have given way to the arguments of those

who can see in the near future the mutual benefits to be derived by France

and England from it, then will be resumed the work of submarine excava-

tion, which will rank with the highest engineering achievements of this or
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any other age.— Bullet iu <h hi Soriifr Royal de Geofjraphie (VAnvf-ra,

Tome xiii., 1S89.

Geographical Professorships in Europe.—Professor Wagner, in the

new " (ieographisches Jahrlmth," gives a list of the geographical chairs in

the universities of different countries of the world. Germany heads the

list with nineteen chairs, not incluiHng that connected with the Kriegs-

akademie of Berlin. In Aiistria-Hungary there are fourteen, including

technical and commercial schools. l>enmark has an extraonlinarj' profes-

sorship. In France there are nineteen professorships and lectureships

connected with the various universities, besides seven lectureships in special

institutions. In Great Britain there are two chairs, one at Oxford and one

at Cambridge. In Italy there are thirteen professorships, in Holland one,

in Russia three, and in S\\it7.erland two.

Geography in the French Government Seryice.—There was some time

ago a geographical department established in connection with the French

army, and recently a similar department has been attached to the French

Ministry of Marine and the Colonies. Of the latter, its business is

—

(1) To collect and classify maps relating to the French colonies; (2) To

publish new maps, and pai'ticularl}' maps showing the results of treaties
;

(3) To collect and classify geographical documents illustrating treaties

concluded with native states.

ASIA.

Exploration of Andre Krassnow.—The Thieu-Schan has recently been

explored by M. Andre Krassnow, who v. as sent by the Imperial Geo-

graphical Society of St. Petersburg. He has travelled the southern shores

of Lake Balkasch, the Gulf Ala-Koul, the valleys of Tokess and Issyk-Koul.

He has found two new clusters of glaciers—^those of Fride and Kolpakouski,

on the upper parts of the rivers Sirtass and Kuelu. He has also visited

the Chinese town of Utschturfan, in Kaschgarie. In tlie preceding geo-

logical epoch the Thien-Schan was covered with large glaciers, nearly as

large as those of Western Europe during the glacial period : they came

down to the borders of Lake Issyk-Koul, covering the high ridges between

Issyk-Koul and Alatan. The modern glaciers are only the worn-out relics

of the former ones. M. Krassnow has found a wide ditFerence between the

flora of the north-west slopes and those of the south-east. On the former

plants common to Europe are found which do not exist on the others.

According to this Russian traveller, the Loss (yellow land of China) of

Thien-Schan is the result of the action of the rains on the mud of the
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glaciers, moditied by the dryness of the atmosphere, which agrees with the

observations of M.Laspayr. M. Krassnow has observed the phenomenon of

the drying-up of Central Asia ; this process goes on very rapidly—the

villages originally situated on the banks of Lake Issj'k-Koul are to-day 250

yards distant from the same. M. Krassnow has seen on the rocks designs

traced by pre-historic peoples ; which designs prove that in the mammoth

period man even then possessed the horse as a tame animal.— Bitllctm tie

la Soc. de Geo(j. de MarneUh, Tome xiii., Xo. 2, 1889.

M. de Mayrena, King of the Sedangs.—Between the Cambodge and

the Annam there dwell certain savage tribes, called collectively Mois. In

the upper valley of the Bla, left tributory of the Mekong, to the west and

on the confines of the Annamite province of Bin-Dhin, the Mois form a

sti'ong federation of seventy villages, and are called Sedangs. These are very

industrious, extracting iron ore and making instruments and arms, which

they barter for food and cloth. They are a very independent people likewise.

In 1888, a French officer, M. de Mayrena, was sent to visit them. He
received a subsidy from the colony and an escort of militia. He so won

the confidence of these people that they proclaimed him their king under

the title of Marie I. He created a constitution, a boi^' of horse-guards, and

an order of merit. He is now in Paris, offering France the protectorate

over his kingdom in exchange for a subsidj'. France, naturally denies his

right to his title and territory, and an order has been issued to arrest him

if he attempts to return to the valley of Northern Bla.

—

Berne Soc. de la

Geog. de Tours, April, 1889.

Russian Expedition to Thibet, led by Colonel PeYStow.—An expedi-

tion is now en route, which has for its object the exploring of the most

iinvisited portions of Thibet. Colonel Pevstow set out in the early part of

Marcli last with a considerable following, making his way to the region of

.Samarcand. It was his intention, on the setting in of spring, to go via the

pass of Bedel towards Yarkend-Daria, to explore the course of the river as

far !is Yarkend. Thence by Dhotan and Kerim to tlie mountains in the

south-east, and there spend some time in exploring the surroundings. His

return trip he intends to make i-id the country farther east, which is

practically untravelled.—Ihid.

LAND TENURE IN CHINA.—Extract from the Journal of the China

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. xxiii., New Series, No. 2, 18S8.—From

time innnemorial all the arable land of China has been parcelled out among

the general mass of cultivators, and is held by them direct from the State,

subject only to the imposts by the Government. The only exception to

this general rule is a tenure which prevails in the metropolitan province

and in certain parts of Manchuria, where large tracts of land are held by

Manchu chiefs and others as mesne lords under grants from the Crown.
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Subject to this all the land in China proper is held by the peasantry in

minute subdivision, under deeds issued and controlled by the local

authorities. In China the authoi-ities generally hold that, tlieoretically, the

land belongs to the Crown, on the genei'al i^rinciple embodied in the maxim

that all under the sun belongs to the Emperor, and all the people are his

servants. The Crown or (Government is the nominal owner of all waste lauds,

and is the final reversioner of all arable lands which for any reason become

teuautless, as from failure of heirs, or from being abandoned on account

of famine, civil war, and so on. Original grants of such land may be had

from the local representatives of the Government by the first comer, on his

undertaking to bring it under cultivation and pay the usual taxes. Titles

so obtained are good against all the world. On the other hand, land once

in private hands may be dealt with at pleasure. It can be freely sold,

mortgaged, or leased without interference on the part of the Government

;

and the same terms are used to express the sale and purchase of land as

those expressing the sale and purchase of ordinary chattels. The land tax

is generally moderately light, amounting on an average to one-twentieth or

one-thirtieth of the gross produce. This is not on the better soils anything

like a full rent, and owners who do not farm their own lands can always let

them at a rent which leaves something considerable over, after paying the

Government demands And though the Crown or Government is

deemed nominal owner of all waste lands, it never attempts to exercise any

rights of private ownership over them, but stands rather as a trustee for the

general public Land tax is paid directly to the officers of the

Government. There are no middlemen corresponding to the zemindar

class in ludia. or hereditary rent-receivers or farmers-general of taxes.

Certain enactments appear on the statute-book, making it penal for

" wealthy landowners " to make themselves responsible for the taxes of

their poorer neighbours There are two kinds of land tenure :

(1) military, (2) common. Military : After tlie conquest of China by the

present Manchu dynasty (1644) the conqueror made large grants of the

confiscated lands in Chihli and elsewhere to his followers. The princes of

the blood, the victorious generals, and some at least of the banners in their

corporate capacity were thus endowed. The grants were to the first

takers and their heirs without power of alienation. Xo rent was reserved

to the Crown ; and the condition, implied if not expressed, was the military

service, which the grantees were, in any case, bound to render their sover-

eign when required The new owners, whose military establish-

ment probably required their service elsewhere, do not appear in any case to

have settled down on their property. They occupied, in fact, and still

continue to occupy, so far as they exist at all, the position of mere rent-

receivers, the collection of the rents and the management of the estates
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Ijeing delegated to agents known as Chwang T'on, who are recognised for

that purpose as 7 ^(ft.sv" Government officials. The condition of the peasantry

was not probably materially altered at first by these changes, except that

instead of paying taxes to the Government they now paid rent to the new

landlords. But, apparently, the rents have been raised from time to time,

till the cultivators have lieen reduced to a state of abject poverty. Their

deplorable condition and the impossibility of collecting the rents have been

the subject of various memorials from the ^'iceroy of Chihli in recent

years. In one of these, published recently (ride North China Herahl,

August IS, 18S8), he says the rent on some of these lauds is as much as

Taels O'SO per mow, which would be about 20s. an English acre—more

than live times, he says, what the land tax on the ordinary tenure lands

would lie, and adds that 30 or 40 per cent, of it is uncoUectable

In passing, I may notice a sort of quasi military tenure which still exists,

in name at least, in many parts of China. The lands under this tenure

are known as Tun or military colonies. They were granted originally to

certain clans or families—disbanded soldiers, either Manchus or Chinese—

•

in consideration of their performing certain specified duties, e.(j., guarding

a frontier or (and more generally) furnishing annually so many boats and

men for the grain transport service between the Yangtze provinces and

Peking. In return for these services they had the privilege of cultivating

certain areas, not indeed free of land tax altogether, but at a less rate than

what the common people paid. The land was declared to be inalienable

outsiile the families affected to the particular service, otherwise it in no

respect differed from the common tenure Common tenure

applies to ninety-uine-hundreths of the land in China. The conditions

attaching to this tenure are three : (1) Payment of land tax ; (2) supplying

of statute labour ; (.3) payment of fee or fine on alienation.

1. The Land Tax.—At the beginning of the present dynasty a poll-tax

(Ting Yin) was levied on all adult inales, but l)y a series of decrees during the

reign of K'ang Hi (1662-1723) it was incorporated with the land tax, which

was henceforth and still is called by the generic nameof Ti-Ting-Gin—land and

poll-tax. About the same time the amount of the combined tax was fixed

once and for all time. A decree of the year 1711 declared that the land tax

should l)e levied in all time coming according to the rolls of that year, and

that no extra levy should be demanded in respect to any increase of popula-

tion The gross amount of the land tax, therefore, varies with

the prosperity of the country ; but for any particular locality, when once it

has been fixed, it cannot constitutionally be raised. Tliis, however, has

not prevented the local officials from tacking on from time to time small

extras under various designations, such as allowance for diffei'ence of scale,

transport fee, collector's fee, and so on ; so that although the nominal
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amount as stated in the title deeds remains constant, tiie landowner lias to

pay perhaps half as much again For the purposes of tax

collection, as indeed for all other Government purposes, the territorial unit

is the Hsien, or district, presided over by the District Magistrate, an officer

appointed by the Imperial Government for a short term of years, and

always removable. He is at the same time tax collector, judge, and general

administrator. As tax collector, however, he is not required to give iu

any account of his receipts. Each district is assessed in the Government

revenue books at a fixed sum. That sum the magistrate has to furnish,

and no more. Whether he collects it or not, lie is held liable for it to the

Government.

2. The Corvee or State Labour.—This service is nowhere defined,

but it may be described as furnishing on occasion of so manj- carts

or animals or boats for (Jovernment transport purposes, the supplying

of labour for digging out canals, repairing city walls, and so forth.

The abolition of this system has been advocated, unsuccessfully, however,

by Chang Chih-Tung, sometime Governor of Shansi.

3. Payment of a Fee on Alienation. —This heading may be divided

into four classes: (a) Transfers by sale; (h) transfers by mortgage;

(c) succession by inheritance
; (d) acquisition of waste lands.

(a) Tran>ifer8 by Sale.—The invariable method of transferring land is

by deed-poll made by the seller, and subscribed by him and the middlemen.

It usually recites that the seller being in want of money, and having first

offei'ed the land to his kinsmen, who decline to buy, he has arranged

through the middlemen to sell it to so-and-so for so much The
names of the vendor and middlemen are M-ritten in full by the copyist

;

but underneath each subscribes his own private mark or affixes his seal.

. . . The purchaser does not sign As many as eight or ten

(middlemen) are sometimes employed, never less than two

Another indispensable party to the transaction is the village Tipao or head-

man, whose seal must be attached to the deed of sale before it can be

registered at the office of the District Magistrate, The onus of registration

is thrown on the purchaser, and by law the laud is liable to confisciition

if this is neglected. If the deed is in order, registration is obtained as a

matter of course upon payment of a fee, nominally three per cent, on the

purchase money, but which in reality amounts to five or six per cent.,

including the usual extras for meltage, yamen's fees, &c. To avoid this

heavy tax, it is common, perhaps universal, for the price to be understated

in the deed of sale. Thus, Tls. 3,000 being the real price, the sale will

purport to be made in consideration of Tls. 1,500, or the seller will execute

two deeds, in one of which he purports to convey the land for, say, Tls. 1,400,

and in the other for Tls. 1,600, both in identical terms. One of these only
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goes to the magistrate to be stamped ; the other is retained by tire

purchaser as a receipt for his money The acquisition of land

by foreigners at the open ports is effected in the same way as that described

above, only the native vendor does not "sell" the land, but leases it in

perpetuity. No fee is charged by the authorities for this transaction.

(b) Trdnxftm by way of Mortijage.—A form of transfer formerly much

in vogue, and still practised, is known as Tien. The effect of it is that the

land clianges hands in consideration of a sum of money paid down ; but

the original owner is entitled at any time, on repayment of the money, to

get back his land. No interest is payable on the one hand, and no account

of rents and profits is required on the other. Unless the old owner comes

forward to reclaim it, the land becomes the absolute property of the

occupier ; and the term outside of which the land cannot be reclaimed has

been fixed by law at thirty years (reign of Kien-Lung, 17th year).

(cj Tran-ife)' by Succession or Inhentance.—All over China one rule holds

good with regard to succession, viz., that on a man's death all his property,

real and personal, is equally divided among his male children—whether by

his wife or by concubines. If there are no male children, he may adopt a

son from among his relations in a certain defined order ; or if none be

chosen, his relations, in council assembled, may appoint one for him, and

such adopted son shall inherit all. It is only on the complete failure of

male heirs, when daughters are allowed to succeed The actual

division of property is a matter of arrangement. Sometimes the sons all

live in common and no division is made ; and when there be mother and

unmarried sisters to be kept, this plan is the one generally adopted.

(d) Acquisition of Waste Lands.—As before stated, all waste lands, or

otherwise unoccupied, are deemed public property, and rest in the State.

But anyone so choosing may take possession of such lands and cultivate

them. He makes application to the District Magistrate, and unless the

original owners put in an appearance, the applicant, after a certain period,

receives his title—good against all the world. No payment by way of

purchase is made ; but it is a sine qud nan of retaining the land that he

must cultivate the land, or another may oust him No tax is

levied on such newly acquired lands till after the decent period of from six

to ten years, according as they are alluvial or hilly. They are then

surveyed, and a land tax imposed in relation to the present value of the

soil and the local customs. For this purpose three classes are recognised,

depending on the quality of the land—best, medium, and poor— and the

tax is fixed accordingly. For the best rice lands the tax averages four or

five shillings per English acre, while on poor lands it is sometimes less than

sixpence Pasture is valueless in Central China, where no

cattle are reared New land formed by accretion of alluvial
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deposit is deemetl Government property. In cases of land being washed

away in one part and formed in another, the proprietor follows his land, so

to speak, and claims indemnification out of the new formation to the extent

of his loss. A riparian proprietor may not annex, out of hand, new laud

thus formed and joined to his own ; he must get such land surveyed and

pay an increased tax. Similarly a proprietor of lands washed away applies

for a reduction of tax in pioportion to his loss of land.

Probably one-half of the whole soil of China is tilled by peasant proprietors.

The other half is chiefly owned by retired officials and their families —the

class known as the Literate and gentry There is no class of

hereditary nobles in China . . . . ; titles generally being bestowed

for life only, or a limited number of lives ; each successive title being of a

lesser degree, thus finally becoming lost altogether. Also, this levelling

rule prevents great accumulation of wealth, as a man's possessions are

equally divided between all his male children on his demise

Large areas of land are owned by these families, and generally leased to

small farmers. In Central China the holdings are very small, often less

than an English acre, and seldom more than four acres. The tenancies are

from year to year, on verbal agreement. Rent is paid in kind, the best

lands giving 50 per cent, of total crop, and poorer lands less. The land

generally yields one or more subsidiary crops besides the main crop ; these

belong wholly to the tenant In the statute-book appears an

enactment to the effect that in the case of any remission of laud tax

the landlord should allow the tenant to benefit to the extent of three-

tenths of such remission ; and he is " exhorted "' iu bad times not to insist on

his exact legal claims. ... As to the extreme fertility of the soil, those

who have had the opportunity to learn inform us that one mow will support

one individual (six people to one acre). At this rate one square mile can

support 3,840 persons.

The following extracts from local reports will give a general idea of the

land tenure in the various provinces :

—

"Manchuria.—Land sells at about $150 per acre. Rentals paid at the i-ate

of 5 per cent, on value, if in money ; if in kind, from J to 4 of the produce.

. . . . There are several owners of 100 acres, and not a few of 200
;

persons owning more than 500 are rare. A man owning 100 acres is

regarded as a man of wealth. Chief crops are millet and pulse ; of the former

an acre produces 3,500 lbs., value $23 per acre. Land tax, 6d. or 7d. per

acre."

" Chihli Province.—Average size of holding, 13 acres; rent per acre,

Tls. 3 '6 for first-class land. Rent in kind, 50 per cent, from first-class land.

Largest landowner, 16,000 acres. Percentage of landowners of more than

16 acres, 60 per cent. ; more than 1,600 acres, 10 per cent. Value of land,
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tirst-class, Tls. 60 per acre ; third-class, Tls. IS. Laud tax (uo distinctions

made), Tls. "0594 per acre. 1 5 acre is required to support one individual."

" Shansi.—Average size of holdings, 5 acres; 16 acres being considered

a large estate. Laud tax, about 1,800 cash per acre."

" Ning-Hsia District.—Average size of holding, 50 acres; rent, 4,000

cash per acre ; land tax, about 6 piculs of rice per acre."

" Kiangsu District. -Average size of holding, 4 acres. Rent is paid in

kind, being at the rate of 4 bushels per picul of the harvested crop of rice."

Note.— 6 mow go to one English acre.

We will give more on this interesting subject later.

Population of China.—According to the Imperial Board of Revenue,

the population of the Chinese Empire was, in 1885, over 379 millions. The

population of British-India, according to the census of 1881, including half

of the Native States, exceeded 253 millions.— The Scotli.'ih Geogrujihkal

Muf/azine, July, 1888.

The Population of Japan.—The total population of Japan, from the

census of 1885, is 37,868,987, which gives a density for the whole country

of 256 per square mile, or about the same as that of Italy. On January 1,

1885, there was found to be 19,157,977 males living, and 18,711,110 females.

The total population is about the same as that of the United Kingdom. —

The Scottish Geographical Magazine, February, 1889.

AFRICA.

The Slave Trade.— During the last fifty years, and while our attention

has been concentrated on other countries, Mahomedanism has been creeping

slowly, but surely, over nearly one half of Afiica. In some parts—those

nearest our boundaries—these people have established small empires, whose

l)oundaries are constantly varying by reason of fi-equent internecine wars.

These empires or states—Bongo, Darfour, Ouadai, Boi'iiou, Sokoto, Gaudou,

situated along the Niger and about Lake Tsad district, from Timbuctoo as

far as Choa, Abbyssinia, and Egypt ; these form the scene of the ferocious

and odious slave trade. There, the sultans themselves are the real slave

dealers. Their troops, finances, &c., are reinforced by the money obtained

by the sale of their subjects. By some astute reasoning, they pi"ove, satis-

factory to themselves, that their actions in this respect, are in accordance

with the lessons (jf the Koran. According to the law founded on that

sacredbook, no Mussulman may be a slave. God having given him the right to

command and to be free, all infidels must serve him. If the blacks of the

Soudan embraced the creed of Islamism, these petty princes could no longer
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make a profit from selling them ; therefore, they compel a part only of

their subjects—the most vigorous—by force, which is their only mode of

conversion, to embrace Islamism. The remainder form the veritable supplies

for their masters, who, if he runs short of cash to pay his officers, or to pro-

cure arms, a " battue " takes place in some particular province. Thousands

are caught and then chained, men, women, and childi-en together, to be

driven across the deserts on one side, or to the markets of Marocco, at Fezzan,

or in Egypt ; where, with the complicity of the Mahdi, and even the Turk-

ish Pashas, on condition of so much per head, this dealing in men is

everj^where carried on secretly, in the face of all the existing ti-eaties.

This I know has been denied, but I emphatically repeat it, nor am I the

only one who says it. All travellers in these parts bear me out ; when one

reads the accounts of voyages, not of missionaries—for it does not always

suit them to see it—but of fair thinking, observing men, one finds my state-

ments corroborated. Nachtigal says, " In the eyes of the Mussulman, it

(slavery) has not ceased to be lawful ;" and again, "Is it not natural for

those seeking an increase of fortune, to do so in this manner, which accords

so well with their religious (?) convictions ?" Schweinfurth says, "After the

bloody battle of Kordofan, slave hunting was authorised by Mehemet-Ali,

who not only encouraged it, but made it a source of supply for the treasury.

With one part of the captives, he formed regiments with which to subju-

gate the unhealthy Soudan ; with the remainder, he paid his officers and

functionaries. " Further on he says,
'

' I passed eight months on the Red

Sea exploring the coasts of Xubia and Egypt. The slave trade was flourish-

ing, and I denounced it ; but my I'eports on the subject received no more

attention than those of my predecessors. The consul at Djedda and the

others feared to make difficulties with the European Governments, and

what ui a Portugese or Spaniard was considered an act of piracy, was, in an

Arab, lawful. Not a cruiser was to be seen in the Red Sea, notwithstand-

ing the fact that one gunboat would have sufficed to place surveillance over

the passage between the two shores, and render the human traffic impossi-

ble. Nor is this all. In the same region of the Soudan, the Touaregs,

after the style of pirates, completed the work of the princes. They roamed

from the heart of the Sahara to the villages of Bambara, and, ravishing

the women and children, transported them across the desert, sufi"ering

indescribable agonies, as far even as the oases on the borders of our

possessions. So much for the Soudan ; but the eastern slopes of Africa,

facing the Indian Ocean from the Zambesi to the sources of the Nile, are

still in the most deplorable condition. From here are obtained the slaves

destined to be supplied to the Arab dhows of the Indian Ocean or the Red

Sea, and shipped to the Mussulman of Indo-China, the Persian Gulf,

Arabia, Turkey in Asia, and even Mesopotamia, where they are admitted

F
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by the same means used in Fezzan and Egypt. The south of Choa, the

country of Niams-Niams, the phxteaux of Lakes Victoria and Albert Nyanza,

those of Tanganyika, of Nj'assa, the banks of the Zambari, and all round

Bingoueolo, Msiri, Kassongo, Manyema, and Zambar on the banks of

the Congo, and even, thanks to Tippoo-Tib, the provinces which separate

the Congo and Ouadai, are the scenes of this fearful destruction and

squandering of human life. In these places, unlike in this wise to the

Soudan, it is not the Mahomedan kings who, condemning those whom

they hate to be sold, perpetuate slavery, but outside regular slave dealers.

They come from Egypt and pursue this cruel avocation as far as the Albert

Nyanza. These Arabs or mongrels are not numerous, but they surround

themselves with bands of negroes—perhaps taken at the coast, or perhaps

inland brigands. It is with these mobs of ruffians that they attack

inoffensive villages, and it is, thanks to these, that they are able to get the

slaves to the coast, when they have experienced no demand for them in

the numerous inland markets

No one yet knows anything of the centre of our Africa. It is spoken of

as a desert, sterile and unhabitable. It is found, on the contrary—and

our missionaries every day confirm it—to be the most lovely portion of the

country. It has only been judged by the country in the vicinity of the

coast ; there, the climate is unhealthy and often deadly to Europeans. . .

It was at the time, twenty-five years ago, when explorers and the early

missionaries first penetrated these upper regions (the ujiper plateaux which

contain the huge lakes or inland seas, which are caused by the torrents of

perpetual rain, and which are the source of the four great rivers of Africa,

with their affluents, and which make these parts so beautiful, and of such

fecundity) to carry in their train civilisation and the faith, that the slave

merchants, instructed probably by those who had been the guides of the

travellers, first began to make their raids on this fair district. It is a

lovely region where the temperature, on account of its altitude (5,000 feet

above sea-level), does not exceed in the heat of the day 32° centigrade, and

at night 17° or 18° centigrade. No part of Africa shows such numerous

villages, or villages so thickly populated. There peace reigned, the tribes

were patriarchal, and arms unknown. It was only towards the coast, or

on the banks of the Zambesi, that the latter had been introduced. Their

(slave hunters) chiefs were mongrels, issue of Arabs and coast natives,

mussulmen in name only enough to give them a deep hatred of the negro

race which they ranked below animals, and for whom only slavery or

death was bad enough. They well justified the African proverb, viz. :
—

" God made the white man ; God made the black man ; but the Devil him-

self made mongrels." Their bloodthirstiness, utter disregard for human

life, and their cruelty, shame to-day the heart of Africa, The people are
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oppressed and cut down incessantly. Oar missionaries of Tanganyika

write, tl;at not a day passes on which there do not pass before tlieir eyes

caravans of slaves, to be used as ivory porters, or human cattle.

The whole Soudan from the ocean to Egypt, and, thanks to the Mahdi,

to the Red .Sea, all the uplands af Africa from the sources of the Nile to

the Zambesi, all tlie slopes of East Africa are open to the hunting and

sale of negroes. This is an immense country, twice the size of Europe,

whose population is estimated by some explorers at 100,000,000 souls.

At least 500,000 slaves per annum are killed in the attempt to fly from

their pursuers, and at such rate, if births ceased, in fifty years, these fair

regions of Africa would be a desolate solitude. Cardinal Lavigerie, in the

Revue, Gioijraphlque Internationale, Paris, Nos. 156, 157, Oct., Nov.

1888.

Captain Binger's Travels in Africa.—Captain Binger, who has been

travelling in Africa since the beginning of 1887, has just returned to

Marseilles (1st May) after a most successful and extended journey. He
left Bamakou on September 11, 1SS7, having for his object the following

the detour of the Niger from thence to Say, and to try to establish

relations with Kong and Salagha, and place this country in direct com-

munication with the Upper Niger and the settlements of Grand Bassam and

Assinie. In this he has been successful,

Kong is about 450 leagues from the coast of Grand Bassam, the interven-

ing territory is profusely abounding in gold mines. This locality, con-

taining about 10,000 inhabitants, has not been previously visited by white

men, and our gallant exj)lorer experienced great difficulties and dangers

by reason of snares and ambushes laid by the natives ; and it was only by

his extreme patience and indefatigable energy and determination that he

was enabled to carry on his journey.

Leaving Kong, he exploi'ed the Mosi and Grousi, and proceeded to

Boutoukou, returning eventually to Kong in eleven days—a journey wliich

takes the natives nineteen to perform. Binger has shown himself, by his

determination and hardihood, combined with all the abilities necessary to

a successful explorer, a pioneer of whom France may be proud, and whom
all Europeans might well copy.

—

Revue de laSoc. de Geog. de Tours, April,

1889, and Bulletin de la Soc. de Geog. Commerciale de Bordeaux, May, 1887.

News of Mr. Stanley. —At the February meeting of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, Sir Francis de \^'inton stated that Stanley was at

IJrenia, on the 17th August last, near to the spot where Major Barttelot

was murdered. From there he sent a messenger down to Stanley Falls to

Tippu-Tib, to announce his arrival, and to state that he would remain

there for ten days, after which he ^\•ould return to Wadelai. He asked

Tippu-Tib to accompany him, and said that the road was easy, that plenty
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of food could be obtained, and that Emin Pasha had large stores of ivory.

A second messenger arrived at Stanley Falls with four letters from Stanley,

but those had, unfortunately, been detained by the Belgian oflBcials at

Stanley Falls, and were expected to arrive in about three weeks from the

date of the meeting. In those letters he hoped full intelligence would be

given of what Mr. Stanley intends doing as i-egards his return journej'.

—

Proceediiiijs of the Roycd Geographical Society, Vol. xi., New Monthly

Series. June, 1889.

Kilima-njaro.—Herr Otto Ehlers claims to have set his foot on the ice-

cape of the famous African mountain, Kilima-njaro. Having selected the

northern slope for the ascent, which faces the dry Masai plains, and is con-

sequently much freer from ice and snow than the southern side, whence

all pi-evious attempts have been made, he states that the altitude reached

was over 20,000 feet. Dr. Abbott, an American naturalist, accompanied

him part of the way. Tracks of elephants, bufl'aloes, and antelopes, were

found up to and beyond 16,000 feet above sea-level.

—

Proc. B.G.S., Feb-

ruary, 1889.

AMERICA.

The Height of the Andes.—The Cordillera of the Andes has presented

for some time a curious phenomenon. It has been found from observation

that the height of the prominent peaks is gradually being reduced. Quitoi

which in 1745 was 9,596 feet above sea-level, was no more than 9,570 feet

above it in 1803, and 9,567 in 1831 ; it was scarcely 9,520 in 1867. Ihus

the height of Quito has decreased 76 feet in 122 years. The Peak of

Pichincha has decreased 218 feet in the same period, and its crater has

sunk (descended) 425 feet in the last twenty-tive years. That of Autisana

has sunk 165 feet in sixty-four years.

—

Bulletin de la Sac. de Geog. de

Marseille, Tome xiii., 1888.

Travels of Yicomte Joseph de Brettes.—This young explorer, on his

arrival on American territory, met with great obstacles in trying to pene-

trate the Chaco. The desertion of his following and the cholera prevented

him for sixteen months from carrying on his intended travels. During

this forced delay, however, he was not idle ; on board his yacht '
' Le Cre-

vaux" he carried on lines of soundings and bearings in the rivers Parauas

and Paraguay. Finally, owing to the assistance of the Consul-General of

Bolivia, M. Jose Monte, M. de Brettes started his expedition through

Northern Chaco, accompanied by a Paraguayan peon and fifty Guana

Indians, He travelled towards the Bolivian frontier through a quite new

and unknown region. Soon, however, for fear of the fighting Indian
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tribes, Chamacocas and Guanas, the Indian escort and the peon abandoned

M. de Brettes, who, notwithstanding the wound of an arrow, kept on his

march, accompanied only by his faithful dog " Diana." His knowledge of

two Indian dialects, his prudence in relations with the peoples he met with,

and his general kindness, obtained for him a new escort, and in spite of

great hardships and scarcity of water, he reached the Bolivian territory in

ten days' journey from the River Pilcomaj'o. From Bolivia he persuaded

the " caciques " (or princes) of Akssecks to accompany him, with thirty

Indians, on his return journey to Apa, where they were presented to the

Brazilian Government. Apart from his carefully noted journey, geogra-

phical positions exactly determined, and ethnographical notes of tribes

visited, M. de Brettes has brought back with him numerous specimens of

Incas pottery found in old ruins, some leagues from Bolivian territory.

These potteries have a real artistic elegance, somewhat resembling the

Ai'chaic vases from the island of Cyprus and Asia Minor.

—

Bulletin de la

Soc. de Geofj. de Mar-ieil/e, Tome xiii., 1889.

The German Expedition.—The expedition under the leadership of

Dr. Karl von Steinen, who was sent to explore the country washed by the

River Zingu, one of the main affluents of the Amazon, has returned to

Cubaya, capital of the province of ]Matto Grosso. The Zingu, or Chingu,

is an importrnt river of the interior of Brazil, having its source on the

northern slope of that mountain chain sepai-atiug the basin of the Amazon

from that of the Rio de la Plata ; it then continues through the province

of Para, passes Pombal, and then joins the Amazon on the right hand in

latitude 1° 42' S., to the east of the island of Aquiqui, making a distance

of 1,753 miles from south to north. Waterfalls are met with at a distance

of 87 miles up the river, which, of course, prevent further navigation.

During this new exploration, the party investigated numerous affluents of

the 2^ngu, of which the principal are on the left—the Trubario, Barubo,

Trahy, Bacauris, Alevar, Cariay, Guiriri, Turucuri, and the Juraussu ; on

the right, the Jaganda, Rio dos Boys, Fresco, Rio das Arinos, Jtoma,

Itabagua, and Pacaxa. They came across also hitherto unknown Indian

tribes, who seemed of a superior degree of civilisation. These aboriginals,

whose numbers they place at about 2,000, are advanced agriculturists,

though still using stone implements in their ignorance of metals.

—

Bulletin

de la Soc. de Geo'j. de Mar.<e'dle, Tome xiii., 1888.

Immigration in the Argentine Republic—Mr. G. Jenner, the English

Consul at Buenos Ayres, in a report drawn up by him in connection with

some recently compQed tables of immigration, states that in 1857 the

number of immigrants who entered the Republic was 4,951 ; since that

time the number has increased year by year, until in 1888 it reached a

total of 155,632. It is calculated that this year 200,000 immigrants will
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land in the country, also that the population, which is now about

3, 500,000, will exceed, at the present rate of increase, 7,000,000 l)y the

end of the century. From a classification of the immigrants according to

nationalities, it appears that over 65 per cent, are Italians, about 15 per

cent. Spaniards, and 10 per cent. French. This condition of affairs is,

however, unsatisfactory to the Republic authorities.

—

Proc. E.G.S., June,

1889.

OCEANIA.

Successful Ascent of the Owen Stanley Range, New Guinea.—^Ye

are indebted to our honorary corresponding member. Sir William Mac-

Gregor, K.C.M.G., for the subjoined information concerning liis exploration

and successful ascent of the Owen Stanley Eange :—On May 17, 1889,

Sir ^Yilliam started inland from camp forty miles up the Vanapa River,

with a party composed of four Europeans and thirty-eight others ; on

the 30th May he crossed Mount Musgrave at an altitude of 8.000 feet

above sea-level ; on the 1st June he crossed the Vanapa River and

commenced the ascent of Mount Knutsford, the top of which he I'eached

on June 6, at an altitude of 11,157 feet; descending the mountain,

lie crossed the head waters of the Vanapa River on June 9, at an altitude

of 10,130 feet above sea-level, and ascending a ridge of the Owen Stanley

Range, crossed Winter Height at an altitude of 11,882 feet, being the

first place reached on the top of the range ; travelling in a south-east

direction along its crown, he crossed Mount Douglas at an altitude of

11,796 feet, and on June 11 reached the highest summit of the Owen

Stanley Range. This crest, which Sir William named Mount Victoria, is

13,121 feet above sea-level, and one mile in length ; it is constituted bj-

six or seven disintegrated masses of rock, each being about 66 feet wide on

top, and their structures so decomposed that an ordinary stick could be

easily inserted therein. By a singular coincidence of nature, the peaks of

the extreme ends culminated at an equal altitude of 13,121 feet above sea-,

level. Each of the peaks on Mount Victoria Mere ascended, their structure

examined, and the features of the surrounding countrj- in all directions

observed, and their approximate position located by angular measurement

and estimation. The following new mountains were named and observed

to the north of the Owen Stanley Range :—Mount Albert Edward, 12,500

feet; Mount Scratchley, 12,000 feet; Mount Gillies, 8,000 feet; and

Mount Parkes, also 8,000 feet. The Owen Stanley Range, which is

drained on its southei'u watershed bjr the Vanapa River exclusively,

extends in a continuous unbroken cliain fcr a distance of thirty miles from

:
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Mount Victoria in the south-east to Mount Lilley in the north nortli-west,

its lowest point being Dickson Pass, 10,884 feet above sea-level. Between

the Owen Stanley Range and the Brown River are situated Mount .Service,

Mount Mcllwraith, and Mount Morehead, all of which attain to an

altitude of 10,000 feet to 11,000 feet above sea-level ; also Mount Musgrave,

9,100 feet, and Mount Belford, 6,000 feet. The Vanapa River flows from

a source of 11,000 feet above sea-level on the south and central ridge of

the main Owen Stanley Range north from Mount Victoria, and situated

between Mount Griffith and Mount Knutsford. From the top of Mount

Victoria the northern coast of New Guinea, extending some distance into

the German possession, is plainly visible some twenty miles farther off

than the southern coast, and the country on the northern watershed

appeared much flatter than that traversed by the expedition in British

territoi-y. The climate from 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet was most inhospitable

—

the days were sultry, the nights raw, and the fog dense. Over 8,000 feet

the climate entirely changed to one of the finest in the world, with a clear

sky and dry, cool atmosphere. Daisies, buttercups, forget-me-nots, beau-

tiful gi'asses of various kinds, heaths, and skylarks were found on Mount

Victoria ; its summit at night was covered with hard white frost and

icicles, and in the daytime, from 11 a.m. to .3 p.m., the temperature in

the sun was 70°, and in the shade 52', with the corrected barometer

indicating 19 "050. The mean altitude of the four peaks of Mount Victoria

is 13,076 feet, and the mean corrected barometer 19'080 inches. In

addition to other discoveries, strawberries were found on the top of Moun*

Douglas. The Owen Stanley Range is composed of slate, granite, and

(piartz, and Mount Victoria of crystalline micaceous schist, while the

general physical conditions of the neighbouring country is of the

most rugged and pi-ecipitous character, entirely unsuited for culti-

vation. The natives did not appear to inhabit the highest eminences

of the Owen Stanley Range, but they frequent the top of Mount

^lusgrave, and hunt on the slopes of Mount Knutsford to an altitude

of 9,700 feet ; those met with were very friendly, and neither they

nor the several tribes passed through en route showed the slightest

fear or superstitious dread for the uninhabited heights of the Owen

Stanley. This phase of character, when compared with pi-evious expe-

riences, was considered somewhat remarkable. No forest exists to within

1,000 feet of the top of the Owen Stanley Range. Many varieties of

plants were collected, some of which are new and of an Alpine character.

Botanical, entomological, ornithological, geological, and other collections

have been made, and are now under examination, the results of which will

doubtless add much to our knowledge in these departments of science.

Shell ornaments and other articles from the north coast of German New
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Guinea, in possession of the tribes of natives inhabiting the mountainous

country, indicated that ti-ade routes of communicatioia, probably I'ound the

end of the Owen Stanlej' Range, extend across New Guinea, connecting

the northern and southern coasts. The native men, who appeared to

possess no implements of warfare, were stout and well-built, with short

legs ; their plantations, which were cultivated and enclosed by fences,

produced yams, sweet potatoes, sugar-cane, and tobacco. In the lower

section of the range the surface of the ground and the trunks of the trees

were covered with a thick layer of moss, which obstructed progression and

rendered footing insecure and often dangerous. The density of the forest,

which in itself retarded marching operations, was rendered more obstructive

by an interspersion of extensive areas of bamboos, which, although almost

as slender as reeds, were packed close together and towered far above the

tallest trees.

A Peculiar Tribe in New Guinea called Kukukukus.- Our member,

Captain J. M. Henness)-, of the Xew Guinea Government yacht " Merrie

England," writes to us, under date July 7, 1S89, as follows :
—"In that part

of Xew Guinea (British) which lies inland of the Kai'ama district (south

coast), that is, between Freshwater Bay and the Aiixl River, there dwells a

tribe possessing most marked peculiarities. Their village, situated on one

of the many mountain ranges which rise like so many giant steps towards

that mighty backbone range, the Owen Stanley, has an altitude of 3,000 feet.

The temperature experienced at this height accounts for the unaccustomed

sight of the native of New Guinea affecting wearing apparel ; this latter is

of a very rude description, and is manufactured out of the inner fibrous

bark of some tree of the mulberry species. When beaten out, it is

fashioned into a sort of long tunic, not unlike in appearance an English

carter's extemporised rain-coat, viz., an ordinary sack with holes cut for

the head and arms. This garment gives the natives a very strange

appearance, as one is accustomed to meet their neighbours of the plains

clothed in nothing heavier than string. These latter live in great dread of

the Kukukukus, and with reason, for they have the reputation of being

very ferocious, and they are all cannibals. It is their custom to make

raids on the villages and plantations of other tribes, and after despoiling

them of all that is valuable or eatable, to kill the men and carry off all

the young women whom they can lay hands on. Once caught, these latter

rarely escape ; one, however, has succeeded in doing so, and it is owing to

this fact that I have been able to learn what little is known of this strange

people. They have an abominable custom of using these female captives

for the gratification of their animal propensities, but in an abnormal

manner, oidy to be expressed by the French word ' gamarouche. ' When
the supply of these captives grows too large by reason of successful raids.
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tlie earlier ones are killed off and eaten. It is suj)poseil that the reason of

this ilisgusting custom lies in the nndesirability of having a large popu-

lation : it was noticed that only a few women wei-e with the tribe —just

sufficient, seemingly, to reinforce this race to the required numbers. Great

superstition surrounds this blood-thirsty people ; any accident or misfortune

in the way of failure of crops or loss of canoes, or sickness, is accredited

to the Kukukukus by their neighbours within the radius of their evil

report. My informant, a member of the tribe to which the escaped

woman belongs, seemed terribly afraid lest, even as he spoke with bated

breath (on hoard the vessel anchored two miles ofif the coast), this ferocious

tribe should hear him, although we must have been at least ten miles in a

direct line from the ranges where they dwell. When we proposed visiting

these unnatural monsters, he l)egged us not to do so on any account, as, he

told us, it woxild be our last visit to that or any other tribe. He told us

how they would surround us like snakes in the grass ; and it was wonderful

to see this man imitate with his body on the bare deck the Mrithing,

wriggling motions of a snake, representing how the wretches crawl

through the long grass and lie in ambush for hours to catch unsuspecting

women at work in their plantations. On another occasion I hope to be

able to give the result of personal observation of this unique tribe.

Leprosy in New Caledonia.—Lt Colon de la Xoiu-elle-Caledonie gives

terrifying accounts of the spread of this contagious disease in that island.

It has not attacked the white population, but has made great progi'ess

among the black indigenous population (kanakas), and especially among

the northern tribes. Le Colon says :
—" The first appearance of leprosy is

not of recent date : it is generally supposed to have been introduced into

New Caledonia by a Chinaman, who himself died of it about twenty-two

years ago at Tende Tende. However that may be, it is certain that the

northern tribes are most affected with it. . . . The number of lepers,

according to official census, is 4,000. . . . It is not only the mainland

which is thus attacked. If Uvea has be%n lucky enough to escape the

contagion, it is not so wi±h Lifu and Mare ; Lifu counts 20 lepers, while

Mare scores at least 100." The Consul-General of New Caledonia has

voted 5,000f. for precautionary measures against this fell disease.—M.

Gebelin, Bulletin Societe de Geographie Commerciale de Bordeaux, April,

18S9.

Samoa.—Dr. George Turner, in a paper read before the Royal Scottish

Geographical Society, Edinburgh and Glasgow, in April last, says:—"It

is argued that German interests predominate in Samoa. Let us look for a

moment at this question. The total area of land in Samoa is estimated at

670,720 acres. Of this is claimed by Germans 1.35,122 acres ; Britisii,

283,600 acres ; Anglo-Americans, 276,000 ; total, 694,722 acres. We have
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here a deficit of 24,002 acres. This shows that until some investigation of

the question of land purchase is held, it is impossible to say which

nationality owns the most."

—

Scottish Geographical Maijazine, Vol. V.,

May, ISS9.

Fresh Explorations in German New Guinea.—Dr. H. ZoUer, accom-

panied by three officers, started from the coast of Constantiue Harbour in

November last, and spent four weeks in the interior of German Xew
Guinea. The party ascended the Finisterre range of mountains to an

altitude of 9,000 feet, at which point Mount Gladstone was 1,000 feet above

them. A new chain of mountains, lying between the Finisterre and

Bismarck Ranf<es, and rising to an altitude of about 10,000 feet above

sea-level, was discovered, and named the Kratke Range, after the Governor-

General of the district. Altogether, about 140 miles of country were

surveyed

—

Proc. B. G. S., March, 1889.

GENERAL.

Universal Time and the Prime Meridian.—M. londini de Quarenghi,

Barnabite missionary, delegate of the Academy of Science of Boulogne to

the learned bodies and foreign governments, with a view to the unification

of the measure of time, informs the Geographical Society, in the name of the

aforesaid Academy, of means of arriving, during this year, at a practical

application of universal time. This complement of the unification of weights

and measures being arrived at within the century of adoption of the Metrical

system, seems to realise the prognostications of 1). Striive, the Russian

astronomer, who, in his report on the Washington Conference, prophesied

the establishment of universal time in 1890. After being flattered by

the unhoped-for support of the Mediterranean Union, which heads

their notice with "Unification of the Abnanac"— "The Adoption

of the Meridian of Jerusalem, proposed by the Academy of Sciences

of Boulogne, as the Universal Prime Meridian"—"Immediate Applica-

tion of the Universal Time, conjointly with Local Time, to International

Telegraphy and Telephdny ; " — and after paying homage to the per-

severing energy of M. A. Gromier, its founder, M. Tondini observes

that so-called universal time is, in fact, used now. Paris time is used on

all the railways in France. Universal time proper will only be of use with

regard to international relations and scientific bodies. M. Tondini shows

the trouble arising from the difi'erence of time in all parts of the globe with

regard to telegram dates, and he ex^jlains a novel dial plate, easily applied
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to all clocks, showing universal time, combined with local time. For

l^ublic buildings it is capable of much simplification. This apparatus forms

the subject of a brochure, " Universal Time Dial " (Gauthier-Villars), which

has received flattering notices from Co-r.r. Banarc, and from M. Caspari,

engineer, and from the Minister of Marine. By the aid of a later

projection, M. Tondini explains an " Universal Indicator of all the

Times of the Globe," which he is going to submit to the Government

of France for the telegraph offices or other interested departments.

As to the meridian of Jerusalem being chosen

as the initial one, "the Boulogne Academy of Science has," he says,

" explained the reasons for this long-considered choice in a memoir

addressed to the principal learned societies of the world." This idea is

encouraged by all the highest authorities in France, and is under serious

consideration in England and Germany, and other countries in the East,

where it forms the subject of a report by Coumbary-Eflfendi, Director of

the Meteorological Observatory of Constantinople, to S. E. Menif-Pasha,

Minister of Public Instruction. In conclusion, M. Toudmi, as repre-

sentative of the Boulogne Academj' of Science, begs of the Societ}"

of Geography of Paris, that support to which is to be attributed

the great progress which this subject has achieved during the past year,

and to keep before the Government the following propositions :
— " To

apply universal time to telegraphy." "To use both universal and local

time on each telegam."" "To adopt the meridian of Jerusalem as the

prime meridic^n, already recommended on scientific, practical, and historical

reasons."

—

Compte-rendu Societe de Geofjraphie de Paris, Nos. 8 et 9, 1889.

Park Areas and Open Spaces in Cities.—E. E. L. Gould, Ph.D., in a

paper read before the American Statistical Association, in May, 1888,

advocating the chief uses of open spaces on the same lines as that promul-

gated by Professor Jevons, states that, in his view, every park should

possess, as a part of its equipment, a concert hall. He instances France,

Germany, and Denmark, where every little town possesses its concert

garden, where the summer evenings are spent in pleasant social intercourse,

listening to music, or witnessing fireworks or pantomimes. During the

summer months concerts should be given as often as every other week-day

evening in everj' one of the large and moderately sized open spaces. Tlie

hours for music should be early, say between seven and nuie o'clock. There

is everything in the surroundings of city working classes to drag down,

but little to uplift. The moral influenee of parks, especially with, pro-

visions for recreation as outlined, would be verj' great. " Foul air prompts

to vice and oxygen to virtue," as surely as the sunlight paints the flowers

of our gardens.

—

Piih. oj the American Statistical As'^ociation, June -

September, 1888.
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Geographical Societies of the World.— From a sheet of the section

of the twelfth volnme of Professor Wagner's " Geographisches Jahrbuch,"'

we learn that the total number of geographical societies which have been

founded since the year 1S21 is 124, and of these "23 have not survived, so

that at the present date there are altogether 101 geographical societies.

Of these, Fi-ance and her colonies have more than any other country—29,

with 19,800 members, and a gross income of about £12,200. Next comes

Germany with 22 societies, 9,200 members, and an income of £4,600 ;

followed by Great Britain and her colonies with nine societies, nearly

5,600 members, and an income of £12,000. Altogether, there are 130 geo-

graphical serials published in the world—4.5 in French, 41 in German, and

only 10 in English.

The Internal Heat of the Earth.—Herr Huyssen, Official Director of

Mines, Berlin, states, with regard to the increase of temperature beneath

the surface of the earth, that the boring at Spevenberg, near Berlin, has

now reached a depth of 4,176 feet, that at Seckenwitz 4,390 feet, and that

at Schladebach 5,735 feet. At Spevenberg, at a depth of 3,490 feet, the

temperature was 107 '6° Fahr. ; at Seckenwitz, at a depth of 3,555 feet, it

was 91 "5°
; and at Schladebach, at a depth of 5,735 feet, it was 134°. Herr

Huyssen points out that, as yet, the latest observations indicate no rule as

to the ratio of increase with depth ; the increase of heat seems to be neither

geometrical nor arithmetical, nor conformable to any fixed rule.--P?'or.

B.O.S., June, 1889.

Antarctic Regions.—The proposal for a German expedition to the

Antarctic regions seems likely to become a reality. It is affirmed that a

contract has been concluded with an American firm of shipbuilders for the

building of two steamers, specially constructed for ice navigation. Among
the places the expedition proposes to visit are the South Shetlands, the

South Orkneys, South Georgia, and the Bouvet Islands.— Tlie Scottish

Geographical Magazine, January, 1889.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. W. H. Miskin.—Oui- Presiilent, Mr. \V. H. Miskin, has been offered

and accepted the Presidentship of the Geographical Section of the Austra-

lasian Association for the Advancement of Science, rendered vacant by the

death of General Sir Edward Strickland, K.C.B., F.R.(i.S., the first

meeting of which takes place m Melbourne, on Jauuaiy 7, 1S90.

Mr. J. P. Thomson.—At a meeting held in October, 18S8, the Council

of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, uuanimouslj' conferred that

Society's Honorary Diploma of Fellowship upon our Hon. Secretary and

Ti'easurer, Mr. J. P. Thomson, who is thereby declared a Fellow of the

Society.

Lecturer in Geography at Cambridge.—Mr. J. Y. Buchanan has been

appointed to the post of Lecturer in Geography at the LTniversity of Cam-

bridge, vacated by the retirement, through ill-health, of Dr. Guillemard.

— Proc. JR. G.S., June, 1889.

Dr. Nansen.—The young Norwegian, Dr. F. Nansen, who succeeded last

summer in crossing, with his part}', the inland ice of Greenland, from east

to west, has arrived at Copenhagen.

—

Proc. R. G.S., June, 1889.
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FIEST OEDIXAET MEETING.

EiFTH Session.

The first orcUnarv monthly meetini^ of the fifth session of the

Royal Greogi-aphical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Monday, September 2, 1889. at 8 o'clock. The President,

Mr. W. H. MiSKES", P.E.S., occupied the chair ; and there were

present—His Excellency G-eneral Sir H. W. Xorman, Gr.C.B.,

Gr.C.M G-.. &c.. Governor of Queensland; The Honourable Sir

AVilliam MacGregor, K.C.M.G., M.D., &c.. Administrator of the

Government of British Xew Guinea ; Lady MacGregor, and a

large attendance of members and visitors.

After the minutes of the last annual meeting had been read

and confirmed, Mr. S. AV. Hartley, of Eockhampton, was elected

by ballot a member of the Society.

The Presidext announced that he had been oifered the

Presidentship of the Geographical Section of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, the assembly of

which would take place in Melbourne in January, 1890; considering

the offer highly complimentary to the Society, he had accepted it.

The Presidext then said that the meeting would proceed to

the principal business of the evening, which was the reading of

the subjoined paper upon the recent explorations in Xew Guinea.

The paper, he stated, contained a great deal of interesting

information, more exclusively of a scientific character, concerning

the geographical conditions of part of south-east Xew Guinea,

in their various aspects. He thought it very desirable that a

paper of that character should appear in the " Proceedings and

B
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the camp, and, although assisted by only one man, a track was

cut through the scrub and jungle, for a distance of seven miles

in the interior, along the line of march. His Honour's move-

ments were much impeded by the ill-health of his few followers,

and the afternoon torrents of rain which spread from the

thunderstorms of the interior ; the forenoons were sultry and

the vegetation soaking wet in the morning. Although ti*aces

were everywhere observed, no natives were seen. This district

possesses a dense forest, many of the timber ti'ees of which are

valuable. Included in these are the cedar and ilimo ; the latter

is supposed to be white ant proof. Cultivation is rendered

impracticable through the narrowness of the gorges and the

steepness of the hills, the latter being composed of slate, with

numerous thin veins of white quartz ; this may be accepted as

the general geological condition of the disti'ict. In some of the

creek beds large isolated boulders of conglomerate and smaller

ones of basalt were observed, but no traces of gold or other

valuable metals were found.

While exploring the district about two and a half miles from

the depot, a prominent rock, which was named Jack's Rock, was

discovered on Mount Grleeson. This rock, whence a clear

unobstructed view of the high lauds of the interior, even to the

summit of the Owen Stanley Range, may be obtained, is situated

at an altitude of about 1,000 feet above sea-level, and its point

of vantage is strongly recommended to future observers.

On the 17th May, reinforcements having arrived on the

previous day, the expedition, which then numbered forty-two per-

sons all told, composed of four Europeans, George Belford, a

Samoan half-caste, five Polynesians, and thirty-two Papuans,

started for the interior. The highest point of the long spur of

Mount Grleeson was traversed at an altitude of 1,292 feet.

Another ridge of about SOO feet high was crossed and the evening

camp made at the confluence of the Exton Creek and the Yanapa

Kiver, at an altitude of about 300 feet. From Exton Junction the

expedition crossed over two miles of broken country, composed of

very steep and precipitous ridges, the altitude of which did not.
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however, exceed 700 or SOO feet ; several creeks were also crossed

and their beds examined, bnt, although the formation was slate

and quai'tz, with favourable indications of gold, none w^as found

on washing the gravel.

Taula Creek was readied at an altitude of 088 feet, and the

steep western end of Guba Hill ascended and crossed at an

altitude of l.OOO feet. The geological conditions of this district

are of a quartz and slatv nature, the hills rugged and precipitous,

and the timber of n<> great proportions. Although many of their

traces were observed upon the trees along the ridges, yet no

natives were, at this stage of the journey, seen. CVsar Hill was

traversed, and the Atoa Creek—a fine clear stream of 20

vards breadth, with a slaty and basaltic boulder bed—crossed at

the oOO-feet level. The steep rough spurs and ridges of Mount

Kowald were next ascended, its summit crossed at an altitude of

2.7o0 feet, and its northern side descended to the right bank of

the Yanapa Kiver. the current of which at this point runs very

rapidlv over a- rough rocky bed. Although straight and in great

abundance, the timber trees on ^Tount Kowald are not of large

proportions. The crossing of the Yanapa Eiver, which was

accomplished by means of a raft constructed by Mr. Belford,

who gallantly and voluntarily swam the muddy seething torrent,

was a tedious and difficult task, owing to the partially flooded

condition of the river and its irregular and obstructed channel.

The expedition continued its journey for a short distance along

the left bank of the Yanapa, until impeded by the intrusion on

its banks of the huge rocky escarpments of mountains, which

narrow the river's course and render the traverse of its bed

impracticable ; consequently the spurs of Mount Belford were

ascended, and the march continued along the crest of its summit

at a height of 3,500 feet, thence down the precipitous and rough

northern side of the mountain to the Joseph Eiver, which,

winding along the southern base of Mount Musgrave, at this

point passes the 2,635-feet level.

The formation of Mount Belford is of the usual slaty and

quartz nature, covered with forest of fine timber trees, and, like
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unto Mount Kowald, more frequented by birds than any other

section of the country through which the expedition passed.

From the existence of their jjaths and camp sites, this mountain

region appears to be largely patronised by native hunters,

although they neither plant nor reside on it. Tall and graceful

wild bananas, a pepper somewhat similar to the Piper methysti-

cum, only in this case growing as a tree from 20 to 30 feet high,

a very fine rhododendron, and several other rare and valuable

botanical specimens, were observed on Mount Belford. The

natural history department was also strongly represented by that

silent and pestiferous insect the scrub tick.

Following a native hunting-path up a spur from the Joseph

Eiver, the expedition ascended the slopes of Mount Musgrave,

to the crown of one of its main I'idges, at an altitude of 5,000

feet. Here was found a large hunting house, to which was given

the name of Groodwin Lodge. This house, which was about 25

feet long, 10 feet wide, and 6 feet high, having a roof covered

with the leaves of a dwarfish pandanus tree, presented the

appearaiice of recent occupation, and, although one of their dogs

was running about, no natives were seen, nor responses heard to

vigorous inviting shouts. The ground around the house was wet

and swarming with leeches, and the atmospliere alive with

mosquitoes, so that a prolonged halt at Goodwin Lodge was

considered undesirable. Following the crest of the ridge in a

westerly and northerly direction from Groodwin Lodge, the

expedition reached the main crown of Mount Musgrave, at a

height of 5,588 feet above sea-level, where it cam])ed. Taking

advantage of a short halt made here for the purpose of forwarding

the rear baggage, the native path was followed to the western

end of the crest of the mountain, whence angles were taken to

and good views obtained of the Owen Stanley Ifange. and the

general conformation of its southern aspect ; from this point a

large native village was seen on one of the ridges at the foot of

the south-west spur of ]Mount Knutsford. The many noises

peculiar to native festivity were heard diu"ing the first night on

the mountain, proceeding from a locality apparently situated some
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miles to the north-west, and the next day they honoured the

camp by a visit ; friendly relations having without difficulty been

established, the expedition was visited by numbers of these

moiintai]! people during its stay in the locality, and the relations

throughout were of the most friendly character, a circumstance

which rendered the operations of the expedition agreeable, and

the services of the natives of great value in the supply of food.

Their language bears strong relations to the Papuan dialect, and

they are physically stronger than the coast men, perhaps a little

shorter, having long, strong bodies, but generally shorter and

more muscular legs ; they wear neither nose nor ear ornaments,

nor do they tattoo. The older men wear caps made of the best

of cuscus fur, with frontal ornaments made of white shells

ground down to thin plates, and sewn together with cheek pieces

of black cassowary feathers ; others wear caps that are less

picturesque, though more elaborate, trimmed with the tusks of

boars and the teeth of dogs. Youths generally affect head-

pieces made of native cloth, apparently manufactured from the

bark of the mulberry tree, into which they gather their thick

mops of hail'. On the breast they wear a piece of net-work,

vnih small meshes about 8 to 10 inches deep, and long enough

to extend rather more than half way round the ribs, from

where it is fastened behind by strings from its four corners.

They all wear the perineal band, as worn at the eastern end of

New Guinea, but every man and boy is clothed with an additional

girdle of the cloth made from the bark of the mulberiy tree,

about 10 or 12 inches deep, cut up into lappets, over which

they also wear in front as an apron, a small net bag about from

9 to 12 inches in length. On the neck, legs, and arms they

wear rings of cane, some of which are plain, others plaited or

twisted. Their features, which are remarkably good, indicate

more character and strength than those of the average coast man,

and the cheek bones in many are rather broad and prominent.

The nose is generally of the ISemitic type, with Jiostrils either not

arched or much so than is usual in Papuans ; the chin and under

jaw are also stronger. Although less shy than other tribes'
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having se^n more of white men, and possesi*ing all the A-olubility

of the Papuan race, they are apparently superstitious and never-

theless easily frightened. Although weapons of any kind were

never seen in their possession, they stated that the bow and the

spear were both used by them. They gi'ow yams, sweet potatoes,

several varieties of bananas, good tobacco, and possess abundance

of food, which they readily exchanged for salt, beads, and cutlery.

Doubtless, owing to its possession, they do not prize tobacco.

Small parcels of peas, beans, and tobacco seeds, which they

cultivate, were procured from this interesting tribe of natives?

who always made a rule to leave the explorers' camp before

night-fall. Xone of their women were seen. After a day had

been spent in camp on the main crown of Mount Musgrave. the

expedition continued the ascent of its crest, along which it

proceeded for a distance of 2 miles, and again camped at an

altitude of 7,180 feet. The temperature here was 70° at noon and

60° at night, and the climate raw and foggy. Everything upon the

face of the mountain was saturated with moisture and clothed

with moss, which lent to the sombre forest a weird and lonely

aspect, and even at this altitude the mosquitoes were troublesome.

!N^ext day the traverse of the crest was continued, when, after

ascending to a place S.OUO feet above sea-level, and observing no

indications of a favourable connecting spur with Blount Victoria,

the ex])edition retraced for a mile to the 7,ISO-feet level, and

commenced the difficult and perilous descent of the northern

face of Mount Musgrave to the 6,000-feet level, where further

progress was then ariestedb}' a precipitous line of rocks, crossing

the path at right angles, 'i'he dangerous position of the expedition

at this stage was rendered more critical by a dense curtain of

mist which so completely enveloped it as to render an observation

of sm-roundings impossible. Compelled by circumstances, the

party camped for the night in this inhospitable and miserable

position, subjected to a temperature of 58" Fahrenheit at night,

60^ in the morning, and 67° at noon. Xext morning the aspect

was so uninviting that the Papuan members of the expedition

refused to proceed on the journey. However, after the adminis-
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t ration of certain medicine, many real and pretended cases of

sickness wei'e cared, and a start being made. Sir William

succeeded, single-handed, in cutting a track right down the rocks

and precipices, which was probably the most precipitous and

dangerous ever traversed by carriers ; even the natives at first

refused to risk the descent, but, after being assured of the safety

of tlieir leader, they e\entually hazarded the dangers of the path,

and, by great perseverance and unflagging exertions, the expedition

descended to the edge of a small creek, at an altitude of 4,300

feet above sea-level, weary and greatly discouraged by small

progress and inhos])itable surroundings. At the 3,3S0-feet level

on Mount jMusgrave, a small precipitation occurred at night,

and the whole zone was enveloped in fog; at an altitude of 5,588

feet a little rain also fell towards the evening, and the fog

envelop commenced to close before noon. The trees of this zone

are not of large siz3, and most of them appeared to belong to the

myrtaceous famih': there is plenty of fine timber grov.ing below

the (i.OOO-feet level, but above that altitude the trees are smaller

and generally very crooked. The summit of the mountain, which

was found to be 9.150 feet high, is narrow in places, but not so

rocky as a distant view of its general appearance indicated. The

geological conditions of the whole mountain, from base to

summit, are slate and quartz, with well marked white veins of the

latter, between the 6,000 and 7,000-feet levels. Owing to the

unsatisfactory physical condition of several of the members of

the expedition, Sir William was obliged to continue the j( urney

from last camp, at the -l.SOO-feet level on the north side of

Mount Musgrave, with only Mr. Eelford, two Polynesians, and

six Papuans : Mr. Camei'on, His Honour's acting Private Secretarv.

with the remainder of the jiarty. at his own wish, returned to the

camp on Mount Musgrave, and awaited Sir AVilliam's return

Continuing the descent across a succession of precipitous cliffs

and rugged gorges, bristling in their gi-im and desolate solitude,

the expedition succeeded in reaching the base of the steep rocks

at the foot of Mount Musgrave. and the Yanapa Eiver at the

base of Mount Knutsford, about noon on the same dav. The
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Vanapa at this place runs west by south, and is not more than

half the size of its section at the west end of Mount Belford.

As a traverse of its channel, which was 30 to 40 yards wide, was

altogether impracticable for men carrying packs, and dangerous

under whatever circumstances owing to its obstruction by huge

irregular boulder piles, and seeing no easier accessible route over

the comparatively short gap of 3 miles which separated them

from Mount Victoria, it was decided to ascend Mount Knuts-

ford, and follow the steep spur connecting it with the Owen
Stanley Range. Accordingly, the dangerous and difficult task

of crossing the Yanapa Eiver was undertaken, and accomplished

by means of a temporary bridge constructed by Belford, at a

place where an accident or fall from it into the river would have

resulted in certain death. The altitude of the river at this

crossing was 2,790 feet above sea-level, and the temperature at

mid-day 68° Fahr. From the left bank of the river, they com-

menced the ascent of one of the leading spurs of Mount

Knutsford, which was rugged and precipitous, and camped at

two native houses used by them as a halting place, at an altitude

of 500 feet above the river crossing. At this point no I'ain fell,

but there existed a partial obscuration by fog from early in the

afternoon. Next morning the ascent of the mountain was

continued, and after traversing an estimated distance of 2

miles, the evening camp was made at the 6,500-feet level, where

the temperature at 3 p.m. was 72°, and at 6 p.m. 67°. This

region was completely enveloped in fog by the middle of the

afternoon, but no precipitation occurred ; and here, as on the

higher zone of Mount Musgrave, the trees were generally not

large, and the forest possessed a similar myrtaceous character

;

and, excepting a few mountain pigeons, which were hard to

obtain, no game was seen. The ascent was commenced early

next morning, and a distance of 1 mile traversed by noon, when

the temperature was 64° Fahr., and the whole legion completely

enveloped by a column of dense fog. After a most laborious and

difficult ascent of the almost perpendicular face of a precipitous

and rugged spur, which, but for the existence of the friendly
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roots, trunks, and branches of moss-draped trees, would have

been inaccessible to packers, a camp was made in the afternoon,

on a razor-backed ridge barely wide enough for a path, at an

altitude of 8,300 feet, where the last shower of ruin, met with on

the upward journey, fell ; excepting the small quantity caught

from this shower no water could be obtained at this camp. This

region was remarkable for its awful, depressive, pervasive, death-

like stillness, which was doubly intensified by the grim sepulchral

appearance of the trees, with their roots, trunks, branches, and,

slightly, even their leaves, enshrouded in thick clinging garments

of irioss, which rendered them dismal to the eye and repulsive to

the touch. The surface of the ground and the vegetation were

soaking wet, and the dense curtain of vapour, especially when its

wavy motion caused it to ascend from the abysmal ravines, or

break on the rugged spurs, caused the surroundings to appear

more gloomy and awe-inspiring, and the rugged and precipitous

spurs and ridges even more terrible and inaccessible than their

real condition indicated. Even the birds aided nature in its

dismal solitude, by withholding their cheerful sounds ; the leaves

of the forest emphasized the stillness of the region by the

absence of their rustle ; while the members of the expedition

appeared enthralled by the intensity of the solitude, for they

seldom conversed, and uttered but whispers. At this camp, the

number of the party was further reduced by one Polynesian and

three Papuans, who were sent back to the camp on Mount

Musgrave. Twenty pounds of rice Avas hidden in a secure place

at this camp, and the party, now consisting of His Honour, Sir

William MacGregor, G. Belford, Joe Fiji, and three Papuans,

provisioned with fifty pounds of rice, thirty pounds of flour,

about six pounds of ham, about the same quantity of salt beef,

and armed with two shot guns and one revolver, continued the

journey on the morning of the 4th June, without breakfast, and

after proceeding three-quarters of a mile up the face of Mount

Knutsford, they camped at a native hunting depot, with three

cooking places excavated in the ground about 18 inches wide,

nearly the same depth, and half filled with small stones. The
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altitude of this camp was 8.815 feet, and the temperature at

uooii in the shade 63° Fahr. As the forest trees were larger and

straighter, and there existed less abundance of moss than in the

region between G,000 and 8,000 feet, and as it was found that

the upper margin of the dense afternoon fog, that had settled

dow]T on the region immediately below, reached no higher, it was

considered that this camp marked the upper line of the dismal

wet vaporous mossy zone.

The next day, at an altitiide of 9.000 feet, the expedition

entered an undergrowth of bamboos, with stems about an inch

in diameter and easy to cut ; this continued until the 9,500 feet

level was reached, when the character of the bamboo changed

entirely ; here the stems grew as close together as wheat, and

their tops ran completely over and entirely obscured the heads

of the tallest trees, so that the task of cutting a track through

them was both tedious and laborious; nor was this condition of

bamboo forest changed till the expedition left Mount Knutsford,

beyond which there was none. The zones of moss and mist,

which are apparently inseparable, end together, and a fine dry

climate begins with the bamboo, which is never lost till a descent

is made to the 8.000 and 8,500-feet level into fog and moss. At

2 p.m., on the 6th June, the summit of Mount Knutsford was

reached, and its height found to be 11,100 feet above sea-level.

The climate here was magnificent, a dry and cold atmosphere,

p)ossessing a temperature of between 60 and 70 degrees Fahr.

during the middle of the day, in the partial shade of the forest

;

and -10 to 45 degi'ees Kahr. at night and in the early morning.

This position was some 2000 or 3000 feet clear above the

great masses of snow-white clouds, which completely cut off

all view of the lower regions. The top of this mountain

culminates in two great accessible masses of rock, each about

100 feet high, separated by a space of about a quarter of a mile,

upon the middle of Avhich is situated a smaller and lower mass of

rock. The limited area of these rocky peaks was covered with an

Alpine flora, which also flourishes in the highest 500-feet zone

of the mountain; specimens of all these were obtained, but,
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altogether, the limited flora of !Mount Kiiiit.^ford \vas eoii.sidered

disappointing. Prom base to ^^unlmit, the geological conditions

of this mountain are diorite and crystalline micaceous schist.

The clouds in this region, which were apparently motionless,

excepting an occasional projection of small jets of vapour shot

upwards through narrow ravines right to the summit of the

mountains, were considered to be formed solely by the union of

local causes and not brought thither by the south-east winds.

The upper surface of this stratum of cloud, which is usually

about 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick, is like a field of snow, almost

dazzling in its whiteness and its rugged masses, which are

irregular in their serration, extend their hoary flakes so far as to

obstruct the vision beyond their limited horizon, while the tops

of the higher mountains reared their lofty and majestic heads

from 2,000 to 5,000 feet above this Arctic landscape, which caused

them to assume the appearance of islands in a silvery sea of

glassy smoothness. In the early forenoon, before the obscura-

tion of the lower regions occurred, which was usually about 10

o'clock, a clear view could be obtained of the country bounded

between the top of Mount Kuutsford and the south coast; it

was also observed that numerous plantations and plantation

houses were located on the north side of Mount Musgrave, and

that the only permanent villages and human habitations observed

on any section of the Owen Stanley Eange were situated on

Mounts Knutsford and Griffith ; the altitude of the sites of the

permanent villages did not exceed from 4^,000 to 5,000 feet above

the level of the sea. From the top of Mount Knutsford the most

extensive and effective view is obtained of the basin and course

of the River Vanapa, through whicli the whole of the south

waters of the Owen Stanley Eange flow. This river divides at

the north-west end of Mount Musgrave into two branches, the

one trending west drains the eastern waters of Mount Cameron

;

the eastern and southern waters of Mount Lilley, and the

southern waters of Mounts Thynne and Grriffith. The eastern

branch gravitates at first between Mounts Knutsford and Mus-

grave, thence for a short distance separating the former from
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Mount Mcllwraitli till they are divided by a prijjecting offshoot

of Mount Victoria ; the river then forms itself into five divisions
;

the first branch fiows between Mounts Mellwraith and ^lore-

head ; the second between the latter and Mount Victoria ; the

third between the latter and the southern slopes of Mount

Douglas ; the fourth between the latter and AVinter Height

;

and the fifth, which is the principal and true head of the Vanapa

Kiver, flows between Mounts Grritfith and Knutsford on the

south, and that part of the Owen Stanley liange named AVinter

Height on the north. The lower and middle section of this

river is well adapted for the transportation of timber ; but,

owing to the immense boulders and stones which obstruct its

channel, the upper section from the west end of Mount Musgrave

is impracticable for navigation. Mounts Service, Morehead, and

Mellwraith attain to altitudes of from 10,000 to 11,000 feet, and

are situated between Mount Victoria and the Brown Eiver,

which is a branch of the Laroki. On the 8th June the journey

Avas continued in a north-westerly direction, along the summit of

Mount Knutsford ; and, for the last time on the outward journey,

across the Vanapa, at a place 10,130 feet above sea-level, where

the river is 5 yards wide, with a very rocky channel. On
crossing the river the ascent of the central spur of the Owen

Stanley Eange was commenced, and, on the afternoon of the

9th, "Winter Height was reached, at an altitude of 11,SS2 feet,

on the top of the great central ridge of the Owen Stanley Range;

continuing the march on the same day, a camp was made on the

lowest part of this ridge, between Mount Douglas and Winter

Height, where the top of the gorge on the south watershed

meets a similar formation on the north watershed, at an altitude

of 10,884 feet above the tsea. The forest here was mainly

composed of cypress, and the only sound to break its silence

was the howling of the wild dogs. Xext day the march was

continued, the top of Mount Douglas passed over, at a height

of 11,79(5 feet where strawberries were found, excellent in

flavour but not of large size ; and, after travelling a distance

of 5 or miles, camp was pitched at a point on the main
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Owen Stanley Range, some few hours' march from its highest

crest, which was reached at 11 a.m. on June 11. This

culminative crown, which was named Mount Victoria, in

honour of Her Majesty the Queen, possesses no trees within

1,500 feet of its top, and but few bushes within 1,000

feet thereof ; it, however, possesses a great variety of grasses

daisies, buttercups, forget-me-nots, heaths, etc. Of the birds,

which were very few and uninteresting, three specimens were

obtained, including a lark. Two nights were spent at a point ou

Mount Victoria, 12,452 feet above the sea, and 670 feet below

the summit of its highest peaks. The temperature here was,

during the day from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m., between 50° and 60°

Pahr. in the shade ; and on the tops of the highest peaks where

exposed to the direct solar action, the temperature in the middle

of the day was 70° Fahr. ; and in the early morning, before reached

by the rays of the sun, the surface of the ground was white with

frost, and icicles more than an inch in diameter and 7 or 8

inches long, were brought into camp. Excepting a slight haze

at times, when a strong south-east wind was blov/ing, the skv

in the daytime was blue and cloudless, and at night the mighty

galaxy of stars shone with great brilliancy in the clear heavenlv

vault. The existing conditions of Mount Victoria and of all

the most prominent features of the Owen Stanley Eange indi-

cated a dry region, and the impressive silence of the surround-

ings was not broken by even the trickling of rivulets nor the

more mighty weird moaning sounds of the romantic waterfall

and cataract. A series of six separate serratures or peaks pro-

jecting from a common base, the plane of which is one and a

quarter miles long, extending from south-east to north-west

with a slight curvature, the convexity of which lies to the north

of a straight line joining the extremities, constitutes the crest

of Mount Victoria
; the extreme north-west and the south-east of

these peaks, which are of equal height, and comparatively easy

of ascent by great rifts in their rocky sides, are a few feet higher

than those of intermediate position, which, being formed of

nearly perpendicular and over-hanging bare rough-surfaced rocky
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masses, especially the upper hundred feet of their sections, are

exceedingly difficult of ascent. These peaks are separated from

one another by chasms many feet deep, laborious to traverse,

and their tops, wliich are composed of decomposed rocks,

bedecked Avith beautiful flowering moss and heath, are from

8 to 10 yards broad, and from 50 to 60 yards long.

The eastern end of the Owen Stanley Eange is not the culmi-

native axis of an isolated pyramidal block, as described by pre-

vious observers from afar, nor yet does it possess a crowning

eminence, the conformation of which in ordinary geographic or

geometric phraseology could, with the smallest pretence to cor-

rect application of appropriate designation, be named a pyramidal

block or pinnacle, although it is just possible that the conformation

of a mountain crest, composed of many peaks, may be such as to

make it appear one solid mass, when viewed from certain positions,

and may actually be accepted and described as such by those of

inexperience.

Mount Victoria is formed by the convergence and union of five

huge rocky precipitous buttresses exceeding 12,000 feet in height,

two of which are on the northern side, two on the southern

side, and a giant one on the south-east side, all of which are

bristling with grim peaks and inaccessible crags and precipices

The Owen Stanley flange continues unbroken from Mount Lilley

in the north-west for a distance of about 30 miles to Mount Vic-

toria in the south-east, which is separated by a number of low

rounded hills from the rugged mountainous country to the north-

west of , and in the neighbourhood of, Mount Obree; it will,

therefore, be observed that to speak of Mount Obree as part of

the Owen Stanley Eange is just as incorrect and misleading as

it is to speak of the pyramidal block or highest pinnacle of Mount

Owen Stanley.

The views from the peaks of Mount Victoria, which were of

the most romantic character, and the panoramic and scenic bold

and clear outlines o£ the great physical conformation of the

south-east section of New Gruinea, from the southern to the

northern coast, was of the greatest possible interest, and would
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have moi'e than satisfied the utmost limits of the wildest imagin-

ation. Here the natural curvature and irregularities of the ()weu

Stanley Range were observed from its point of union with Mount

Griffith on the south, and the bold, bare, rocky, treeless, serrated-

topped Mount Scratchley on the north, to Mount Lilley on its

extreme north-westerly termination.

Mount Scratchley, which is estimated at a height of 12,250

feet, and is, in consequence, the third mountain in the Possession,

presents a bold rugged outline with the upper 500 feet of its sec-

tion composed of bare rocky masses, with a general trend in a

north-east direction for 3 or 4 miles, where it is formed into

two great offshoots which terminate opposite Mounts Grillies

and Parkes. North from Mount Scratchle}-, and having a general

trend in a similar direction, lies Mount Albert Edward, the second

mountain in the Possession ; this mountain, the height of which

is estimated at 12,550 feet, possesses a partly bare and partly

grass-covered rocky crown, with the upper 1,000 feet of its sec-

tion, destitute of timber, but only 4 or 5 miles of its crown was

visible from Mount Victoria. Between Mount Victoria and the

northern coast, which was plainly visible for several hours in the

forenoon, only two great mountain masses are observed •sWthiu

the first quadrant of the circle. These mighty mountains, which

are apparently separated from one another and from the Owen

Stanley Eange, were named Mounts Gillies and Parkes ; they

are from 7,000 to 8,000 feet in height, and the most western.

Mount Gillies, presents a regularly shaped profile of from 15 to

20 miles long in a north-easterly direction, densely covered with

an unbroken forest mantle, and separated from Mounts Scratchley

and Albert Edward by a valley of a mile or two in width, and

from Mount Parkes, east of it, by a river. Mount Parkes,

which obtains a length of from 25 to 30 miles, assumes a longi-

tudinal position, similar to the direction of the Owen Stanley

Eange ; in general physical appearance it resembles Mount

Gillies, has no sharp, well-defined peaks, and is covered with

forest. Between Mount Parkes on the north, and the ends of

Mounts Scratchley and Douglas on the south, a valley 2 or
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3 miles long widens out and disconnects the former from the

end of the Mount Obree Range. This valley, which maintains

an average breadth of 4 or 5 miles and a length of 30 miles,

appeared to be thickly populated.

Although impossible to indicate the direction in which they

ran, rivers could nevertheless be seen between the end of the

Mount Obree Range and Mount Parkes, and between the latter

and Mount Grillies, while far away easterly and southerly could

be seen the bold outlines of other mountain i*anges.

Viewed from the lofty summit of Mount Victoria, the general

conformation of the territory, on the northern side of the range,

appeared uniform and comparatively flat, and the population

greater than on the southern watershed.

In so far as we have been able to prove, the geological structure

of Mount Victoria is of the simplest kind indeed ; from the top

of the Owen Stanley Range to the mouth of the Vanapa, no great

varieties of order occur, so that, geologically speaking, the floor of

the Vanapa basin differs little from its higher to its lower level.

Specimen rocks brought back indicated the existence of crystal-

line micaceous schist on Mount Victoria, diorite on Mounts Grrifiith

and Knutsford, and the occurrence of traces of gold in the bed

of the upper Vanapa, while in its other sections micaceous

schists, hornblende, porphyry, and altered sandstone exist

;

but, as it is not yet known how much of these rocks are

representatives of the districts in which they are found, it is in

consequence merely an assumptive conclusion as to the actual

geological conditions of that part of the country. Vellow sands

containing gold also occur in the lower section of the Vanapa

basin.

From the top of Mount Victoria peaks, angular measurements

were obtained and recorded of the prominent features of the

landscape. On the top of the north-east peak, Mr. Belford left

a powder flask containing a record of Sir William MacGregor's

ascent of the mountain, on June 11th, 1889. and that he had

given to it the name of Mount Victoria ; on the top of the

south-east peak Sir "William drove the stick he had used for
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resting the compass on when observing, and on the morning of

the lyth Tune the expedition commenced the return journey,

following almost their outward track ; the fragments of the expe-

dition were collected, and the coast reached iu twelve days.

Although great care was exercised, the expedition was unable

to identify places on the Owen Stanley Range named and described

by Mr. Forbes ; taking that into consideration, together with the

substance of his description of the OAven Stanley Range, which,

although referring to many prominent features upon which names

have been bestow'ed by the author, shows no geographic positions

by which alone identification is possible, we are reluctantly con-

strained to omit these names, which, if judiciously and appropri-

ately applied to well-defined places, would have received full

recognition ; it is also regretable that in describing other locali-

ties to which he assigns positions, that explorer has omitted to

supply the interesting data employed in their determination,

which, to the science of astronomy, alone, would have, at least,

been interesting, and possibly, to future travellers, useful.

Flora.

Regarding the flora of the Owen Stanley Range, Baron

Sir F. von Mueller, in a communication addressed to Sir

William MacGregor, writes as follows :—

•

The ascent of the mountains of the Owen Stanley Range in

New (ruinea to their very summits, recently accomplished with

so much courage and perseverance by Sir AVilliam MacGregor,

demonstrates the occurrence of an almost Alpine vegetation

between elevations of 11.000 feet and 13.000 feet ; and more than

this, it renders known, for the first time, an extraordinary and

significant commigration of forms, some typical of the Ts^orthern,"

others of the Southern Hemisphere. On the crest of the range,

above the limits of forests, occur, as Ave now learn, so near to the

equator, such mainly extratropic genera as Ranunculus, Hyperi-

cum, A.reuaria, Potentillas, Rubus. Epilobium, Aster, Erigeron,

Helichrysum, Senecio, Gentiana. Veronica, Euphrasia, Trigonotis,

Scirpus, Schoenus, Cai'ex, Agrostis, Aira, Poa, andFestuca. Many
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of these approach in their affinity to foi'ms familiar to us in

Europe, a few even bei]ig identical with British species, and

appear thus to reach in New Guinea their most southern geo-

graphic limits. ]3ut, on the other hand, many of these Papuan

highland plants are of far southern type, such as Drimys,

Drapetes, Donatia, Styphelia, Phyllocladus, Libertia, Carpha,

Oreobolus, Gahnia, Dawsonia ; indeed some of the sj^ecies are

absolutely the same as congeners of the Australian and New
Zealand Alps. In the collections which during this first attempt

of Papuan highlands exploration could not be rendered very

large in specific forms, Erice* (within the genera I'hododendron,

agapetes, and vaccinium) are rather prominent. Another remark-

able fact now established, is the identity of several plants of the

Owen Stanley Eanges with such as were described by Sir Joseph

Hooker, from Kini-Balu, in Northern Borneo, where they were

discovered by Sir Hugh Low at eleA'ations of about 8,000 feet ; for

instance, Drapetes ericoides and Drimys piperita. The four con-

ifers, gathered during Sir William MacGregor's expedition, con-

sist of Araucaria, Cunninghami, a Podocarpus, a Phyllocladus,

and what may possibly be a Libocedrus ; of the latter, however,

no fruit was obtained. So far as the material before us allows us

to judge, the endemism in the Alpine vegetation of New Guinea

seems far less extensive than might have been supposed. The

writer of these lines pointed out some years ago, against the

views of a distinguished Italian naturalist, that although the main

expressions of the Papuan flora in the lowlands and midlands

might be regarded as prominently Malaian (notwithstanding the

occurrence of Eucalypts and Phyllodinous acacias), yet we could

not ascribe the same general characteristics to the highland vege-

tation, when Araucaria had already come within reach. That the

Papuan Alpine flora contains so many largely Australian elements,

as we are now able to show, must lead to various scientific gen-

eralisations far beyond those of phytology.

Mr. Thomson said he desired to conclude by again tendering

his best thanks to Sir William MacGregor, for the cheerful and

spontaneous aid he had accorded, in affording every possible facility
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for the success of the meeting. G-eographical science, and more

particularly its handmaid the Queensland Branch of the Koyal

G-eographical Society of Australasia, owed much to the brilliant

success of Sir William's expedition to the crest of the Owen

Stanley Kange. Although various branches of science were

greatly added to, the topographical and cartographic departments

were specially enriched. Sir William's expedition had supplied

the prime material essentially necessary for the progress and

development of a country—viz., its topographical aspect. No

country could possibly elucidate its natural and artificial capa-

bilities without first possessing a knowledge of its topography,

which was of paramount importance in the conservation and

economy of water, for the determination of catchment areas,

the distributi(m of soils, forests, metals, &c., and other conditions

necessary for the sustenance and comfort of mankind. He was

sorry that even the great Colony of Queensland presented a wide

field for more comprehensive delineations of its topographical

conditions.

The paper, which was illustrated by a map and numerous

sketches showing the conformation of the country, was listened

to with great interest and attention, and the author on resuming

his seat was warmly applauded.

The President invited discussion upon the paper.

Sir William MacG-regor. who on rising was received with

applause, said that perhaps it might sound something like a

paradox to say that after listening to the very able paper which

had just been read, he had learned nothing from it. What he

meant was that Mr. Thomson had exercised so much care in

preparing his paper, that he (the writer) had practically made no

mistakes. Xow that said a great deal. That afternoon two

friends of his had each sent him a copy of a work on New

G-uinea. One friend sent him Mr. Lawson's book, and another

Mr. Eomilly's. He simply mentioned the books together—not

because they had any relation to one another, but on account of

the coincidence of their coming to him at the same time. He

did not mean to infer that they were alike in character. He had
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not yet looked into Mr. Lawson's book, but he had looked into

Mr. Komilly's, and though he had only a few moments to spare

over it, he learned a great deal—-a great deal that he did not know

before. The first thing he learned was that one could not get

up the Owen Stanley Range, and that if one did it would be no

use because nothing could be seen from it. That was new to him,

for he could see a very great deal from that range. The second

thing he learned was that it was the abode of the de^^l.

(Laughter.) From what he had heard and read of that person's

character, he would say that that range would be the very last

place to find him, for there was practically nothing for him to do

there. Turning over a few more pages of Mr. Eomilly's book,

he learned next something about the character of the Papuan

which he did not know before. Mr Eomilly said, for example,

that he had never heard of a brave man or of a brave deed being

performed amongst the Papuans. He (Sir William MacGregor)

could tell them this, that if they were in New Guinea now, and

he were asked who was the bravest man there, he would say

Ginger, and Ginger was a Papuan. He was certainly one of the

bravest men he (Sir AVilliam MacGregor) had ever come across,

but he was not much more than half the size of Mr. Eomilly or

himself (Sir William MacGregor). Mr. Eomilly also told us that

he had been looking for a virtue among the Papuans, and had

been unable to find one, even that of conjugal virtue among

married women. Well, he (Sir William MacGregor) had not been

in Xew Guinea so long as Mr. Eomilly, but he had discovered

virtues of different kinds in the Papuan race. He had never in

the whole of his experience heard of a criminal assault upon a

woman among them, and in that respect the Papuan must stand

head and shoulders above all other communities. This had been

brought specially under his consideration when having to deal

with matters more or less under a legal aspect. But there was

another virtue which was very pronounced amongst them. The

Papuans, in their domestic and family relations, were, he would

say, about the most affectionate people on the face of the earth.

They were affectionate in the tribe, in the village, and even in
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the district to which they beloiifijed. He had seen when a man

was arrested in a very large village, the whole of the population

—

men, women, and children—turn out to cry and lament because

a prisoner was being taken away. This was a scene which

very greatly impressed him at the time. Unfortunately, he had

had cause to see similar scenes since, but he was convinced that,

80 far as family ties were concerned, the Papuans had a virtue

which he believed capable of considerable development. He
could go further and say that no man, tribe, or community in

which the family tie and the domestic tie had developed, was

without hope of improvement. He had no doubt that a great

deal could be done with any people possessing such domestic and

family attachments. He had, however, no idea of entering upon

a speech on this occasion ; he preferred very much to hear other

people speak. He feai'ed that he had gone on to a matter which

had got a little away from bare geographical details. His friend,

Mr. Thomson, not long ago wrote a paper in which he tried to

put the study of geography in a true light—not as the mere study

of the height of mountains or the length of rivers, but as the

whole history and aspect of a country, its geology, fauna, and

flora. Looking at his digression in that light, they would

perhaps pardon his somewhat irrelevant remarks. He wished to

express his sincere thanks to Mr. Thomson for the careful and

able way in which he had placed the facts contained in his paper

before them. (Applause.)

The Peesibext said that he was sure they were very much

indebted to Sir TTilliatn MacGrregor for his interesting speech, and

to Mr. Thomson for the valuable paper which had been submitted

to them that evening. He thought it was only fair to Sir William

MacGrregor, that the Society should then recognise the great feat

which he had achieved in ascending the Owen Stanley Mountain

Range, by according him a most hearty and unanimous vote of

thanks. (Applause.) The achievement was of great value

beyond a geographical point of view; it was very valuable from

a zoological point of view. More than this, Sir AVilliam Mac-

G-regor had succeeded in making a verv extensive collection of one
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branch of zoology, and they could see specimens displayed on

the table that evening. Among these were at least fifteen

species of birds hitherto unknown to science, and a collection of

insects which were obtained, he believed, in the lower altitudes.

Sir William MacGrregor had also made a valuable botanical collec-

tion which had been submitted to Baron Mueller, and had furnished

information of great interest respecting the flora of a country

hitherto altogether unknown.

His ExcELLEycr, Ge>*eral Sir Hexrt AVtlie N'orma:^, who

was cordially cheered, said that though it was getting very

late he did not like to keep silent. He was sure they had

experienced a great treat that evening in hearing Mr. Thomson's

paper read. That gentleman had had a very high compliment

paid to him by Sir AVilliam MacGrregor, who said he was quite

unable to find anything incorrect in the paper. They were very

much obliged to him for that paper, and to Sir William Mac-

Grregor for the very interesting remarks he had made upon it.

Sir William MacGrregor alluded to the very gratifying fact that

these Papuans, who seemed to have been somewhat maligned,

possessed some virtues. He was quite sure that if Sir William

MacGrregor were to go to London, and read a paper giving his

experiences, he would attract an audience which would hardly be

contained in the large hall in which the Eoyal Greographical

Society held their meetings. It would be a great drawback if

Sir William MacGrregor had to leave New Gruineafor a long period,

but some day he would haA'e to take a holiday, and when he did,

he (Sir Henry Norman) was sure that the Royal Geographical

Society would warmly welcome him. Not only was he a bold

and intrepid and most persevering explorer, and not only did he

possess wide scientific knowledge, but he was an Administrator

who would be quite certain to conduct relations between the

natives in a way to win their affections and not excite their anger

or passions. (Applause.) He thought the members of the

Royal Greographical Society of Queensland ought to be very

proud that a member of so small a society had accomplished this

great feat, and as Queen slanders that a gentleman so closely
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connected with the government and administration of Queensland

should have been one of the first to ascend the Owen Stanley

Kange, and to add so much to the geographical knowledge of the

world. (Applause.)

Some time was then spent in examining the entomological,

ornithological, and other zoological specimens, also photographs

exhibited by Sir William MacG-regor ; the former specimens being

explained by the President, and by Mr. Hedley, Hon. Sec. of the

Eoyal Society.

The proceedings then terminated.



SECOND ORDINAKY MEETING.
PiFTH Session.

Til K secoud ordinary monthly meeting of the fifth session of the

Eoyal Greographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Monday, September 30th, 1889, at 8 o'clock. The President,

Mr. W. H. MisKiN, E.E.S., occupied the chair.

After the minxites of the previous meeting had been read and

confirmed, a case containing entomological specimens collected by

the Scientific Expedition to Mount Obree, New Gruinea, conducted

by the Victorian Branch of the Society, was exhibited ; the Hon.

Secretary announced that these specimens, which had been pre-

sented by the Victorian Branch, would be donated by the

Council of the Society to the Queensland Museum.

In the absence of the author, the Hoiv. Secretary then read

the following paper:

—

The Gulf of Carpentaria.

By Captain William Campbell Thomson.

This large indent on the north side of the continent of

Australia, was named in honour of General Carpenter, one of

the officers connected with the Dutch East India Settlements,

and may be said to begin at Booby Island, in latitude 10° 36' S.,

longitude 111° 53' E., and extends southward to 17° 32' S., a dis-

tance of 116 miles of latitude, and 300 miles of longitude across

from Booby Island to Cape Wessel, in latitude 11° S., and longi-

tude 136° 47' E.

The general configuration of the gulf may be represented by

a pocket narrowing towards the bottom, with the east side deeper

than the other. The greatest depth of water is 10 fathoms,

gradually shoaling from the centre towards the land, which may

be seen from the mast-head, the depth of which is less than 3

fathoms, especially so on the east side.
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Tliis side is free from uutlyin^^ dangers, Init on the south side,

the Wellesley Group extends a distance of 50 miles from the

mainhmd, and comprise Morningtou, Bountiful, Bentinck, and

Sweer's Islands, and several others of lesser size.

Further to the north-west, across the boundai'j line, dividing

Queensland from South Australia, is the Sir Edward Pellew's

Group, conaisting of five islands ; the largest bearing the name of

Yanderlin's Island.

Prom here the land trends to the north-west to a large indent,

forming what is named Limmen's Bight, with Maria Island at

the mouths of two large rivers at the head of the bight. The

most northern of these rivers, is the Eoper Kiver. From here

the main land trends northward, with several large islands lying

some distance off ; the largest, Groote Eylandt, being 37 miles

long by 35 broad ; and Bickerton Island, of much smaller size,

forming the south side of another bay, called Blue Mud Bay.

From here the land continues trending northward to Cape

Arnheim, passing an indent called Caledon Bay. From Cape

Arnheim the land trends to the north-west, across Melville Bay

to Cape Wilberforce, thence to a number of islands called the

English Company's Islands, and the Wessel Islands, at the north-

ernmost extreme of which is Cape Wessel.

The shores of the gulf have been a ierra incoynita until a few

years ago, and even now comparatively little is known. Many

large rivers disembogue into the Gulf, but few are navigable for

vessels of ordinary tonnage. The only ones used at present for

navigation are the Norman, the Albert, the McArthur, and

Eoper Eivers.

This part of Australia was the iirst visited by white men, m
the early part of the seventeenth century, and is most interest-

ing, not only from its historical associations, but from the great

geological changes that have taken place, entirely altering the

geographical appearance of the continent.

Evidence is abundant to show that at one time a shallow sea

divided Australia, and that it has been gradually filling up.

Either side of this strait or sea is shown by fossils of a mioceue
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period, while in the middle the tertiary period is represented,

extending the whole of the way from the shores of the (xnlf

south to Adelaide. These changes took place during the age of

fire, after the deposition of the present coal beds, which were

tilted into the sea on the east side, and the mountains which

form the watershed, and which extend the whole length of

Australia, were then forced up.

The land on the south side of the flulf is rising rapidly, owing

to the accumulation of marine debris thrown up, and the deposit

brought down by the rivers in flood time.

Another mysterious change is going on, the shifting of the beds

of the rivers, noticeable not only here but throughout the whole of

Australia. In conformity with some law, not yet properly under-

stood, all rivers in the southern hemisphere have a tendency to eat

into their right banks ; thus, with the rivers on the south side of the

Grulf, they are working to the eastward, often forming a curve, and

at long intervals breaking through at the weak point of the first

abrupt deflection, and running in a straight line until the flood

force is spent, when the former wandering motion is reverted to.

A casual observer is rather apt to imderestimate the observa-

tions of the old navigators, as rivers reported by them are found

either not to exist, or are further to the eastward than the place

formerly assigned to them. Within the last forty years, great

changes have taken place at the mouths of the rivers. A recog-

nition of this law would prevent mistakes being made in the

clearing of rivers for navigation. Time and space will not admit

of a detailed account of all these changes, and for the present

we will but glance down the page of history, and as we near the

present day review these changes through our geographical

and geological knowledge. Let the mind go back to the time

when the great Dutch emporium, Batavia, was in the ascendancy,

and the Dutch East India Company held full sway, and their

enterprising spirit was in search for fresh fields for commerce,

cei'fainli/ not colonisation.

1B05.—The "Duyfhen" was despatched from Bantam, on

November 18th, 1605, and reached as far as Cape Keer Weer on
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the east sitle. Here several of the crew were murdered, and gi-eat

must have been their disappointment at finding such an inhospit-

able shore, where they had hoped to find the beautiful rich tropical

foliage that the least imaginative could have conjured up, coming

as they did from the lovely isles of the Malay Archipelago.

" This extensive country was found for the most part desert,

but in some places inhabited b}' wild, cruel, black savages." This

is the report they give of the places A'isited ; and that there was

nothing to suggest trade, was the reason that so little interest

was taken in the discovery of this great land, supposed to be a

continuation of Nova Gruinea.

1618.—Zeacheu is said to have discovered Arnheim's laud,

naming it after his birthplace in Holland ; but no records are

known to exist.

1623.—In January 1623, the yachts " Pera" and '• Arnheim,"

under the command of Jan Carstens, were dispatched from

Amboina, by order of His Excellency (xovernor Coen. Carstens,

with eight of the Arnheim's crew, were treacherously murdered

by the natives of Xew Guinea. The "Arnheim'' is supposed to have

returned, and the "Pera" sailed along the east side, naming the

Coen Eiver, sighted Cape Keer AVeer, named the Xassau and

Staten Rivers, and proceeding as far as latitude 17°, calling the

opening there, Van Diemen's Inlet, now known as the Gilbert

Eiver. The " Pera " then returned to Amboina.

1636.—In April, 1636, Gerrit Tomaz Pool sailed from Banda

with the yachts "Klyn," "Amsterdam," and " Weigel"; they made

the coast of Xew Guinea, where Pool met with the same fate as

Carstens. The expedition was prosecuted under the command

of Pietery Pieterseu, but, owing to the south-east monsoons

were unable to make the east side of the Gulf ; they however

made the coast on the west side, naming Cape "Weyel, and coast-

ing along Arnheim's land for a distance of 120 miles, without

seeing any people, but plenty of smoke.

16-14.—Abel Janez Tasman sailed on his second voyage in

1644, and his instructions are an embodiment of all discoveries

made up to that time. The following is taken from Captain
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Flinder's introduction to Terra Australis:—" After quitting point

Ture or Fake Cape, situate in 8° on the south coast of New
Gruinea. vou are to continue eastward along the coast to 0° south

latitude, crossing prudently the cove at that place. Looking

about the high islands or .Speult's Eiver, with the yachts for a

harbour, dispatching the tender * De Braak ' for two or three days

into the cove, in order to discover whether within the great inlet

there be not to be found an entrance into the South Sea. From

this place you are to coast along the west coast of New Guinea,

(Carpentaria) to the furthest discoveries in 17° south latitude,

following the coast as it may run west or southward. But it is

to be feared you will meet in these parts with the south-east

trade winds, from which it will be difficult to keep the coast on

board, if stretching to the south-east ; but notwithstanding this,

endeavour by all means to proceed, that we may be sure whether

this land is divided from the great known south continent or

not."

Captain Flinders makes the following remark :

—
" The great

inlet or cove where the passage was to be sought, is the north-

west part of Torres Straits. It is evident that a suspicion was

entertained in 1644- of such a strait, but the Dutch were ignorant

of its having been passed. The high islands are those which lie

in latitude 10" south, on the west side of the strait.

Speult's Eiver appears to be the opening betwixt the Prince of

Wales Islands and Cape York, through which Captain Cook after-

wards passed and named it Endeavour Straits. It is somewhat

remarkable that of this expedition there are no records to be

found, which is no doubt due to the spirit of monopoly which

characterized the Dutch East India Company, prompting them to

keep secret, or destroy, any records of geographical knowledge

that might assist a rival nation. It is generally believed that

Tasman sailed right round the Gulf, and that Thevenot's chart

of 1663, is the result of this voyage ; this opinion is strengthened,

bv the finding of the names of Tasman for instance, and Maria

Island, in Limmen's Bight, named after the Governor's daughter,

to whom Tasman is said to have been attached.
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1770.—Captain Conk, in the " Endeavour," passed through the

straits, which he called after his ship ; anchored at Booby

Island on Thursday, 23rd August, 1770: thence crossed the

mouth of the Gulf on his way to Timor.

1802.—Captain Flinders, in the " Investigator," after passing

through Torres Straits, crossed Endeavour Straits, and made

for the mainland, sighting the mouth of the Batavia Eiver of the

old Dutch charts. He mentions very high trees at the mouth of

the river : and at the present date these trees form a conspicuous

landmark, and can be seen at a great distance. There he met

with a large number of natives, armed with spears and womerah

or throwing stick. The country seemed well covered with

eucalyptus, casuariue, and pandanus. On November 7 he landed

at the Coen Eiver, where he made tidal observations ; coasting

along, he sighted a conspicuous point, which he , named ofter the

" Duyfhen ;" followed the land round the indent; sighted another

point, which he called Pera Head, in honour of the old Dutch

navigators -. passing Cape Keer "Weer, he remarks the very low-

land and shallow water, 2| fathoms, five miles off the land. Xov-

ember 13th. a large lagoon was seen from the mast-head over the

front beach : but it is more than likely this was a mirage, although

this corresponds with the Xassau Eiver of the old charts in lat.

15° 53' S. There he found very shoal water, and was obliged

to run to the westward, until he dipj^ed the land from the

deck, before he got five fathoms. Xext day he was off Van
Dieman's Eiver of the old charts, where he observed a small

opening on the south side of the point, with a sand flat Iving

right across the entrance. He remarks that the coast must have

undergone a great change to warrant the earlv navicrators callinsr

this a river. From here he followed the trend of the land, and

sighted the opening corresponding with the Carron Eiver of

Thavenot's chart. From the unfavourable appearance of the coast

and the shallow water, he hauled to the ^nnd, and was too far

off to observe any of the rivers that drain this part of the countrv.

On the 16th November, when coasting along the south side of

the Grulf, he mentions high trees near the position of the Maet-
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suykers Eiver [this is another proof of Tasmau having been here,

as Maetsuykers was one of the councillors at Batavia who signed

his instructions in 1644] ; hut he was unable to discover any

traces of the river. It is very interesting to note that these high

trees stand on the west head of what is now known as the Albert

Eiver. From here he stood to the northward, and came to an anchor

under a small island, which he called Sweers Island, in honour to

one of the Dutch councillors during Tasman's time. "While here

he landed and took observations, calling it Inspection Hill ; this

being the first laud higher than his mast-head which he had seen

since he left Booby Island. Xear here he found the remains of

a wreck, which was afterwards identified by a Malay, whom he

met near the Wessel Islands, as part of a prau belonging to the

Eajah of Boni, in the Celebes Islands, which was wrecked the

vear before. Chinese coins have since been found near the scene

of the wreck—several of which are now in my possession-—which,

no doubt, belonged to that vessel, as annual visits were made in

search of trepang, or beche-de-mer, to supply the Chinese

markets. The island two miles to the westward he named in

honour of Lord William Bentinck, Governor of Madras, and his

anchorage he called the Investigator Eoads. It was while lying

here that he found out the rotten state of his ship, which caused

him much uneasiness, and decided him to hurry up with his

survey and return to Sydney.

1802.—On December 1st he stood to the northward and

rounded Cape Yan Dieman, which was thought to be a continua'

tion of the mainland by the Dutch navigators. Flinders found

it to bean island over 30 miles long, and he called it Mornington

Isle, in token of gi'atitude to the Grovernor- General of India.

He also named Bountiful Island, from the plentiful supply of

turtles procured there—naming the whole group the AYellesley

Islands. Following the trend of the land, keeping close in, on

the 1 1th December he sighted the mouth of a small river, corre-

sponding with the river Yan Alpnich of the old charts. On
December 13th, he made the land in the vicinity of Cape

Yanderlin, and found it to consist of a gi'oup of islands, which
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he called Sir Edward Pellew's G-roup. The largest island he

called Vanderlin's Island, on which he found recent traces of

Chinese or Malay fishermen. Several of the natives found here

were without the two front teeth in the upper jaw, no doubt a

tribal mark, common in some parts of New South "Wales and

also in the South Sea Islands. The custom of circumcision is

largely practised among them.

Leaving this group, he crossed Limmen's Bight, and found

Cape Maria to be an island ISO feet high.

Pollowing the coast along, he became embayed behind a large

island, which proved to be G-roote Eylandt, of the Dutch charts.

There he spent several days naming several islands in the

vicinity ; Bickerton Island, in compliment to Admiral Sir Richard

Bickertou, and the point adjacent. Cape Barrow, in honour of

John Barrow, Esquire. The large indent he called Blue Mud
Bay.

1803.—On Eebruary 1st, 1803, he stood to the northward,

naming the indent Caledon Bay, as a mark of respect to the

worthy nobleman, lately Governor of the Cape of G-ood Hope-

Passed Caj>e Arnheim on Eebruary 11th, and stood to the north-

west, naming Mounts Dundas and Saunders, and the indent,

MelWlle Bay ; the small group of islands to the right taking the

name of the Bay.

Cape Wilberforce, the furthest land seen to the north-westr

named in honour of William "Wilberforce, the representative of

Yorkshire ; and the adjacent islands were named in honour of the

Eev. John Brumby, of Hull. Near here, Elinders found quite a

fleet of Malay praus, evidently laid up for the bad season

;

fortunately, his cook being a Malay, he was able to communicate

with them, and the chief, who gave his name as Pobasso, said

there were about sixty praus fishing, and that he had been on

this coast for upwards of twenty years. It was he who identified

the part of the wreck brought from Sweers Island. These praus

seemed to be of about 25 tons, and to have 20 or 25 men on each.

Elinders, in concluding his account of the survey of the Gulf,

makes the following remark :

—"That the form of it given in the

D
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old chart is not very erroneous, whicli proves it to have been the

result of a real examination ; but as no particulars were known

of the discovery of the south and western parts, not even the

name of the author, though opinion ascribed it with reason to

Tasman, so the chart was considered as little better than a

representation of fairy land, and did not obtain the credit, which

it has now proved to have merited." Flinders returned to

Sydney, when his ship, the '" Investigator," was fouud to be unfit

for service. She was afterwards sent home, and sold at Plymouth,

in 1810, to be broken up.

Flinders again visited the Grulf in the colonial-built schooner,

" Cumberland," of 29 tons ; anchored under Booby Island on

Monday, October 14^th, 1803, thence crossed the gulf, sighted

Cape Wilberforce, and passed through between the Wessel

Islands, on October 29th, on his way to Timor.

1811.—Since then, the Gulf does not appear to have been

visited, until Captain Stokes entered in H.M.S. "Beagle," in June,

1811. He landed at Van Diemen's Inlet, on July 2nd, giving it

the name of Bold Point; he followed the river up 27 miles, but

had onlv advanced eight miles, in a south 60° E. course, when he

found it branching off in two directions. This river is now known

as the Gilbert Eiver. It will be remembered that Flinders found

the mouth of this river on the south side of the point, whereas

Stokes found it on the north side of a well-defined point.

On July 7th he arrived at Sweer's Island, where he found an

interesting relic, in the form of a tree, on which some of the

crew of the " Investigator," had cut their ship's name. Captain

Stokes caused the " Beagle's " name to be carved on the other

side. This tree was blown do^Ti tno or three years ago, and was

picked up quite lately by Pilot Jones, of the JS'orman Eiver, and

sent by him to Captain Heath, R.X., Brisbane, who has had it

placed in the Museum there. The top of the tree with the

branches lopped off, which can be easily identified by the sketch

made by Captain Stokes, is now in my collection.

Captain Stokes had a well dug on the south side of Sweer's

Island, to a depth of 25 feet, and found excellent water perco-
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latiufi; through sand, ])el)bles. and shells. In this survey he

named Forsyth Island, also Bailey, Fitzinauriee, Pasco, and (lOre

Points, in compliment to his otHcers. Disaster Inlet, he named

from Lieutenant Grore having injured his hand by the bursting

of his fowling-piece. He went up the Maetsuykers River (which

he named the Albert, in honour of Prince Consort), a distance of

50 miles, and speaks in most glowing terms of the appearance of

the country, giving it the name of the Plains of Promise. He
found another river about i5 miles to the eastward, which he

named after Captain Flinders. Ten miles further to the east-

ward he found what appeared to be another river, which he

named Bynoe Inlet, after the doctor on board; and it seems

strange, that although he was about here in his boats he failed

to find the mouth of the Norman River, but a few miles

further on, and it is just possible that at that time, the greater

body of water from tlie Norman River disembogued into Bynoe

Inlet.

This survey of the Grulf was confined to the soutli and east

sides, when he afterwards made for Port Essington.

Since then, Captain Norman and Captain Cadell partially

surveyed the S.W. and W. sides. Cadell ascended the Roper

River, a distance of 40 miles, in 1807. About this time, a boiling-

down establishment was formed on the Albert River, called

Burketown, but the arrival of a schooner called the " Margaret

and Mary," from Batavia, with fever on board, which spread to

the residents, carrying a large number off, caused quite an exodus,

and the township was formed on Sweers Island, called Carnarvon

and Mr. Landsborough, the explorer, was appointed Grovernment

resident.

18()S.—In 1SG8, the " Exulia " barque, belonging to Robert

Towns, of Sydney, arrived with kanaka labour for the establish-

ment at Burketown—-Sweers Island being the port of entry.

Near here the " Groveraor "" brig was lost in the same year. The

great flood which caused so much loss of property began on

Christmas of 1869 ; during the whole of January, Burketown

was under water.
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In February. 1870, a small steamer called the " Black Diamond,"

left Sweers Island with nearly 200 tons of cargo, and landed the

whole of it where the Custom-house in Normanton now stands
;

for by this time, parties in search of fresh country, for stock, had

discovered the Xorman Eiver, and traced it down to the site of

the present town, which was found to be more central as a port

for pastoral interests, than either Burketown or Sweers Island-

It received its name in honour of Captain Norman. About this

time, the Customs authorities were advised of a vessel supposed

to be landing contraband goods near by, and a cutter was

despatched from Sweers Island to find her. They ascended

Accident Inlet, in mistake for the Gilbert Eiver, a distance of

20 miles, where they found a large B cut on the face of a sand-

stone cliff, which, no doubt, was done by the Burke and Wills

party in 1866.

The tide of prosperity having now set in for Xormanton,

necessitated the removal of the Custom-house, and Sweers

Island was formally abandoned. At the present time, Mr.

Craffeld and his family, who are identified with the early days of

the Grulf, are the only residents on the island.

Since then Normanton has grown considerably, owing to the

development of pastoral and mining interests. Cloncurry, a

district to the southward, rich in minerals, having attracted the

attention of cajjitalists at home, and the discovery of gold on

Croydon Station only 70 miles from Normanton, has pushed the

place ahead, and now the revenue is next to Townsville and

Eockhampton. Dredging operations are being carried on at the

mouth of the river, and it will be interesting to observe if a

permanent channel will be the result, as the proposed channel

runs parallel with the shore, and as I mentioned in a former

paragraph that these shores were extending seaward. For

instance, the soundings of Stokes, of 1841, differ materially from

those of the present day. In 1869, the casuarine trees on the

north side of the river-head stood at high-water mark, and at the

present date, 1889, the tide does not approach within 200 feet of

them ; and from the way the river is eating into the right bank

1
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and the land increasing on the left, thus moving gi'adually to the

eastward and increasing the distance from the scene of operation,

and consequently reducing the advantages of scour, all of which

will tell against the chance of the proposed channel remaining

open. A gi'eat similarity exists between the Brisbane and Norman

Rivers, and it will be remembered that Francis Channel, which

corresponds with the cutting at the Nortnan, had to be abandoned

in favour of the new cutting, proposed, I think, by Captain Heath.

Had the dredging operations been directed to the cutting of a

channel in a direct line from the mouth of the river, in conformity

with a law which I have found, causing a river to eat into its

right bank, I have no doubt a permanent channel would have

been secured.

During the last five years it has been observed that the man-

grove trees have extended seaward over 300 yards, at the mouth

of the Albert Eiver.

Dr. Lang, in his history of New South Wales, published in

1852, mentions the probability of a port being established here,

and a horse tramway conveying passengers and goods to the

east side, in latitude about 18°. This is being surely fulfilled by

the extension of the railway from Townsville to the westward

and the line from Normanton, which will eventually meet. Some

years ago the country was agitated to its core by the proposal to

run a transcontinental railway, starting from Point Parker, 1-5

miles west of the Albert Eiver. This idea was abandoned in

favour of the construction of the present railway from Noi'manton;

and it would be w'ell to pause before deciding on further

extensions, and remember the game that was played some years

ago between New South Wales and Victoria, when the produce

from the western districts of New South Wales found their way

to Melbourne, thus swelling the revenue of Victoria at the cost

of the mother colony, owing to the want of railway facilities

connecting the Eiveriue district with its own colonial seaboard.

A parallel case would ensue if the pastoral and mining interests

to the westward of the present Normanton line are not considered,

and the South Australian Government were to construct a
d2
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railway from the McArtliur Eiver. extending to the south-east-

ward.

The Batavia Eiver. at the entrance to the Grulf, was visited hy

Captain Penuefather some years ago, and reported upon very

favourably ; but so far has not attracted any attention.

Much more might be said in detail ; but I think I have said

enough to enlist an interest in this comparatively little known

part of Australia.



GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

ARCTIC EBGIONS.

Across Greenland from East to West.—In a paper read at a meeting of

the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, in July last, the young Norwegian

Arctic traveller, Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, gave an account of his journey

across the Inland Ice of Greenland, from east to west. Accompanied by

three Norwegians, viz., Captain Sverdrup, Lieutenant Dietrichsen, Kristian

Kristiansen Trana, a peasant, and tw o Lapps, Samuel Balto and Ole Ravna,

Dr. Nansen started from Christiana in the tirst days of May, 1888, and

sailed ria Scotland and the Faroe Islands to Iceland, thence for the Coast

of Greenland, in the Nowegian sealing ship Jaso7i. Six weeks were spent

in navigating the ice-stiidded ocean between Iceland and Greenland, and

on the 17th July, the expedition left the sliip in the ice near Cape Dan,

outside the Sermilik fjord, from which place it m as intended to commence

the inland journey; this however was not possible, notwithstanding the

favourable careering of the currents, which urged the boats rapidly for

about twenty hours towards land, to a place so near that the stones could

he seen on the shore, and the expedition was buoyant with hopes of

reaching it within a short time, but alas I

—

" Fate steals along with ceaseless tread,

And meets us oft when least we dread ;

Frowns in the storm with threatening brow.

Yet in the sunshine strikes the blow."

And so it applied to the expedition, for owing to unexpected strong and

dangerous capricious currents, the distance from the beautiful mountains

and the glaciers round the Sermilik fjord grew rapidly, compelling the

expedition to look out for another landing-place, or perhaps meet destruction

in the floe-ice. The position Avas rendered still more inhospitable by heavy

rain, which wet the members of the expedition through to the skin. The

work was constant and tedious in dragging the boats over the ice-floe, in

trying to force a landing. Many times the expedition nearly sufiered

destruction, especially on one occasion, when swept by the currents to the

margin of the open ocean, when the experiences there aflbrded are thus

related by the leader:—"One morning, we observed that we were being
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rapidly carried by a strong current towards tlie open ocean, where a heavy

sea was coming from east down upon us; it was in vain to try to drag

our boats over the floe-ice against this current ; it was inevitable that we

must come into the dangerous breakers at the margin of the ice, where it

was impossible to stick to the ice. The ice-floes were smashed to pieces all

around us ; our own floe was broken into several pieces, we had nothing to

do but select the strongest ice-floe we could find in the neighbourhood, and

to prepare with our utmost determination for a hard struggle for life. We
got a strong floe, brought all our things and provisions into our two boats,

which were standing on the ice-floe, only our tent and two sleeping bags

were still left for use on the ice. Towards night all was ready ; we were

then some thousand yards from the open sea ; we could only too distinctly

see how the ice-floes were washed over by the heavy breakers, so that

everything was swept away, how they were broken to pieces and then

almost crushed into dust. Within a few hours, we should be at the outside

margin, there would be nothing left but to trj' to get our boats through

the breakers and enter into the open sea ; but as it was best to face this

struggle with as fresh energies as possible, all the men were ordered to

sleep except one, who should keep watch and call us when it would no

longer be possible for us to maintain our position. While Caj^tain Sverdrup

took the first turn, we crept into oiir sleeping bags, and, as we were tired

—all of lis—we fell fast asleep within a few minutes. Even the Lapps

slept well, though they had been dreadfully anxious all the day, and were

quite sure they had seen the sun setting for the last time ; one of them

who did not find the tent safe enough slept in one of our boats, and did

not even awake when the breakers very nearly had swept the boat away,

so that Sverdrup was obliged to hold it.

After some time, I was awakened by hearing the breakers roar just

outside the tent ; I expected to hear Sverdrup call, or to see the tent swept

away, but Sverdrup did not call and the tent stood; I heard tlie thunder

of the breakers for some time, but then I do not remember anything more.

I fell asleep again and did not awake until next morning, when I was most

astonished to discover that we had again approached land, and were far

distant from the open sea.

Sverdrap told me now that our position had been rather awkwai'd for

some hours in the night. We had a large mass of ice on 'Dur side, which

threatened to crush our floe every moment, and the breakers swept over

our floe on all sides, only the spot where the tent was standing was spared

Once he came to the tent door to call us, he unfastened one hook, but then

thought he would still look at the next breaker coming ; this was worse

than the former one. He returned to the tent, unfastened one hook more,

but thought it best to wait and watch what the next breaker would be
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like. He did not unfasten any more hooks. Just at the decisive moment

the current turned, and we were again carried towards land, away from

the dangerous breakers."

On the 29th July, the expedition landed at Anoritok, which is not very

far from the south point of Greenland, and is situated in 61 ^ N. lat.;

about 250 miles south of the place where it was originally intended to

begin the journej' across the continent. Although the best time of the

Greenland summer had passed away, the boats were steered northwards,

and after surmounting many difficulties, arising through the formidable

barriers of ice, which in many places had to be broken through by help of

axe and poles, sometimes taking hours to advannce a few feet, the

expedition at last reached a place called Umi%ik, whence the overland

journey was undertaken. The two boats were left on the coast, and the

expedition commenced the journey across the unknown interior of Green

land, having for its destination the Danish settlement, Christianshaab, at

Disco Baj'. The journey was continued till August 27, in lat. 64° 50' X.,

about 40 miles from the coast, at a height of 7,000 feet, when owing to the

softness of the snow and a continuous snowstorm blowing against it, the

expedition changed its route to a westerly direction towards Godthaab.

In the beginning of September, an extensive plateau, resembling a frozen

ocean, was reached at a heiglit of 9,000 feet, over which the expedition

travelled for more than two weeks. The cold was very considerable, the

temperature being between 80° and 90° below freezing point, Fahr.

Although the sunshine on the snow-fields was bad for the eyes, no case of

snow-blindness occurred.

Continuing the journey without mishaps, the expedition reached the sea

on the west coast, at the inner end of the Ameralik fjord, on the 26th

September, in lat. 64° 12^ N. The distance passed over the inland ice was

about 260 miles. The expedition spent the winter at Godthaab, and left

for Eui'ope in the Danish steamship Hvidbjorntn, in April, 1889.

—

Scottish

Geographical Magazine, August, 1889.

GENERAL.

International Congress of Scientific Geography.—The first assembly

of the International Congress of Scientific Geography, took place on the

Sth August last, in the building of the Geographical Society of Paris, on

which occasion a large and brilliant gathering of representatives from the

various societies and institutions connected with geographical science
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throughout the worUl was present, amongst whom were kings, emperors

and princes. The session of the Congress was continued till the 10th

August, when the pi'oceedings were terminated by a grand banquet, at

M'hich were honoured the toasts of the President of the Republic, the

sovereigns, the delegates to the Congress, the Geographical Society of

Paris, the explorers, the Geographical Societies, the ladies, &c. We are

gratitied to observe that the questions submitted by our Society to the

Congress for discussion, occupy a prominent place in the published official

list of questions, incorporated in its programme.

—

La Geographie, August,

ISS9.
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THIED ORDINARY MEETING.

EiFTH Session.

The third ordinary montlilv meeting of the fifth ses<8ion of the

Royal Greographical Society of Austrahisia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Friday, November 4-, 1889,. at 8 o'clock. The President, Mr.

AV. H. MisKiK, F.E.S., occupied the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.

Elections.—Life, R. M. Collins, J.P. ; Ordinary, Thomas Bar-

tholomew, R. W. Ferguson, and J. W. Ayscough, JJ.P.

The author read the following paper :

—

The Torres Group :—The Natives and their

Ways.

By Douglas Rannie, Esq.

Away beyond the range of commerce and the ordinary course

of traflic, lies a small group of islands known as the Torres G-roup.

Full of interest to those Avho study the ways and habits of men,

and of great interest to that greater and wider circle who would

peneti'ate still more deeply into the hidden things of the animate

and inanimate world. Although I have visited this group some

six or seven times, still my pen would come far short of giving

anything like a full description, or of doing anything like justice

to the innumerable topics that would be of great interest to

many men.

To those whose interest I may arouse, but cannot satisfy, I

would give the advice—" Go and see for yourselves." To the

zoologist and ornithologist, I would not promise much, as the

studies embraced by these two, are in the first place confined to

pigs, dogs, and rats ; and in the second, to a small variety of

pigeons, and a few parrots. But to the entomologist, his studies

E
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would be bouudless, as the islands are full of many creeping

things. I can promise both the geologist and the mineralogist

plenty of scope for their science ; as who can say what precious

stones and metals may lie under the dense vegetation which

covers nearly all the rocks and soil. The ethnologist would find

his time not ill-spent here ; for here he would find man in an

almost primeval state of natux'e. They have their religion, their

legends, and their folk-lore ; and many a night I have sat and

listened to the history of their small world ; their origin of man
;

man's fall ; the warning of the two g^'eat supernatural spirits or

beings who ai'e the origin of good and evil ; and their fairy tales

of gnotnes and goblins who assist in ordering their destinies

under the direction of a supreme being. The botanist too has a

vast field before him, from the tiny mountain flower and grass,

to the gigantic forest tree.

This group, so interesting, is away to the N.W. of the Banks

Grroup. Although I say the group is never visited in the ordinary

interests of commerce, yet it is frequently visited by Queensland,

Noumean, Samoau, Pijian, and Honolulu vessels in search of

labour; and with those vessels only do the natives do any trade.

On the island of Low, the Melanesian Mission have settled a

station, with a native teacher brought from another group, but

progress made I am afraid is nil.

Large numbers of natives go away in the abovementioned

vessels, and are returning from time to time, bringing with them

manufactured materials from the civilized world. And I believe

tbis intercourse with civilization is going far towards their social

and moral improvement. At one time, sugar planters objected

to their introduction into Queensland, thinking that although

they looked robust enough, they had not the physical endurance

necessary to undergo the labours attached to sugar growing.

But this idea has now been exploded, as it has been proved that

they are just as fit for the work, and can endure as much fatigue

as the natives of any of the adjacent groups. There is no

doubt that the first few natives introduced from the Torres

Grroup, were neglected by their employers, fell ill, and a large
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per ceiitage died. Honco the i)rejudic'e entertained towards them

by many of the other sugar planters

The Torres (Iroup consists of five islands running S.E. and

N. by W. First the south island Bouka Bouka, then Low, Tuga,

Metumb, and Seio, the most northerly. There are two good

anchorages at Bouka Bouka, both at the iV.W. end. The first is

opposite some black rocks, as you come round a high cliff with a

white patch on it. The second is about a mile from there, just

before opening up a clear passage between Low and Bouka

Bouka. The distance from the shore is about 400 yai-ds, and

there is 17 fathoms of water. This may be of some use to navi-

gators, as I do not think it is marked on any of the Admiralty

Charts. The whole of the western coast of Bouka Bouka is bold

and rocky. The cliffs rise perpendicularly from the sea to a height

of 600 feet or more. The natives scramble uj) the most incredu-

lous looking paths, and with great agility too. The summit is a

large table-laud, where the natives live and carry on their cultiva-

tion. On the east side of the island, a gentle slope runs down

from the cliffs, which furms the table-land to the sea. But this

slope is uninhabited nor is any cultivation carried on upon it.

The coast all round is fringed with coral reef, which is dry at low

water. .Some of the rocks on the island I noticed to be of lime-

stone, others to be of a conglomerate, and some of a sort of

sandstone, in which can be plainly seen mica or mundic, or

perhaps some more precious metal. The whole of the cliffs

along the coast are densely wooded with many kinds of timber.

I may also say the same of the whole island, except where here

and there a few patches have been cleared away for the growing

of yams, taro, and other native products.

Bouka Bouka lies in lat. 13° 25' S., and long. 166° 40' E.

Scio or ^^orth Island lies in lat. 13° 10' 8., and long. 166° 30' E.

Between those two lie the islands of Low, Tuga, and Metumb.

In Low, the anchorage is right abreast of where the Mission

Station is marked on the Admiralty Chart. Low lies lower than

an}' of the other islands in the group, and has a gentle slope up

from the sea on all sides.
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Tuga has a good auchorage in Hayter Bay, marked ou the

Admiralty Charts. The island of Tuga stands about 600 feet

high, and has much the appearance of Bouka Bouka.

The natives of Tuga brought me some heavy dark stone which

appeared to me like iron ore. But as the place where they

found it was rather far from where I was at the time, I did not

go to inspect it, although they said it was in large quantities.

Metumb is a small island midway between and almost joining

Tuga to Scio. Metumb stands about 400 feet high, and can

easily be visited from Hayter Bay.

Scio the largest and most northerly of the group, resembles in

aspect the islands of Bouka Bouka and Tuga. With a stretch

to the extent of about half a mile of low-lying land all round

the coast, it rises suddenly in high steep cliffs to a height of

1000 and 1200 feet in places. Thick jungle and scrub for the

most part cover the island, with here and there large forest trees

towering above the surrounding ever-green bush.

The population of the group I estimate to be about from 1000

to 5000 ; and to many travellers the people of the islands

would be by far the most interesting study.

These Torres people are children of nature pure and simple.

Their wants are few and easil}' satisfied. On my first visit to the

gi"oup, they were dressed, both men and women, as our first parents

Avere before the fall ; if you except the hideous ornaments with

which they adorned their noses and ears. Now they show a

little more modesty, and their waists, both men and women, ai-e

bound round with pounds and pounds of beads, from which they

suspend grasses and the leaves of trees. Beads for some time

have been the principal article of barter with them, for which

they exchange yams, taro, cocoanuts, bananas, pine-apples, and

almond nuts, besides pigs and fowls. The nose ornaments I

mention are horrible in the extreme. AVhile quite young the

child has a hole bored in the cartilage of the nose, and a small

stick inserted, which as time goes on, is being continually taken

out and replaced by a larger one, till in time the lower part of

the cartilage of the nose protrudes a long distance over the point
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of the upi)er lij), ([uite disHguviiig the features and i-endering the

expression very liorrible indeed—features that otherwise might

be handsome and attractive. But now I find that those who

come in contact with civilisation, almost entii'ely discard the

practice themselves, and discourage it in others. The holes in

the noses of some are so large that you could pass a cricket ball

througb. The ornaments used are generally of very elaborately

carved wood, the eiids of which are carved pieces of pearl-shell

inlaid. When these ornMmcnts are in, and with the majority they

are seldom out, there is no possibility of breathing through the

uose. And when they talk, they remind you of a person with a

very bad cold in the bead, and sometimes perhaps the nasal twang

you hear among certain Americans. Large holes are also bored

in the ears, into which are inserted a number of carved reeds

inlaid with bright coloured seeds. Their hair is allowed to grow

very long, and is combed out till it stands out all round the head

like a large feather duster. The women decorate their hair with

beautiful flowers, while the men have long combs and feather

plumes, and sometimes a few gay flowers stuck here and there

through their long wavy hair. Such is the costume of the native

of Torres (rroup. Occasionally here and there you will see one

wearing a calico '' lava lava " or loin cloth.

Although the natives have all the same characteristic features,

there is a great dissimilarity in complexion. Many have fair hair

and a fine healthy Italian complexion, with beautiful brown

eyes ; and mam' of the women I have seen I consider to be very

handsome and extremely pretty. The women who a2:)proach

nearest in good looks and personal appearance to the Torres

natives, in this part of the Pacific, are the natives of Aoba ; but

unlike the natives of A.oba, the Torres people are ignorant of

cannibalism, whereas the Aoba natives are the most atrocious

cannibals I have been among.

Their domestic life is the most peculiar I have witnessed.

Each village consists of two large houses, about half a mile apart

from oue another. The one is occupied by all the men, and the

other bv all the women in the village. But all the male children
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up to the age of six or eight years, live with their mothers in the

women's house. Among no other races have I heard of the same

style of living ; but this is the mode all over the group.

"Whether it is the best principle to adopt by civilised nations for

the furtherance of a universal domestic felicity, I leave married

men and fathers of families to decide. I am not competent to

give an opinion—^not from personal experience at least ; but

from what I have read about curtain lectures, and mid-night

vigils doing " Sentry go " with a lusty lunged offspring, I think

the white man might take a lesson, and profit by the example of

his dark skinned savage brother. And what of the white woman

—

the wife of civilisation ? she too might rejoice in such an emanci-

pation. Would any question arise then of marriage being a

failure? No husband's meals to look after; no wearing away of

health and strength sitting up at night for him who rolls home in

the early hours of the morning. No trembling with fear at

home for the I'eturn of her savage, of so-called civilisation, who

turns that home into a hell, and beats her brains out with his

hob-nailed boots. Occasionally disturbance arises out of even

the happy state of domesticity among those children of nature.

There is no marrying nor giving in marriage. A man mav have

as many sweethearts as he likes, but the woman may only have

the one man. She is generally satisfied with one I believe, which

goes to prove the truth of the lines :

—

'

' Love is of man's life a thing apart,

'Tis woman's whole existence."

But sometimes a girl will show more favour to some youth than

she does to her acknowledged sweetheart. The result is that a

duel is arranged, and the two young men walk out accompanied

by the men of the village. They then start to belabor each other

with clubs till one or other gives in. These combats are seldom

fatal, as when any one of the two is getting badly the worst of

it. the other men step in and put a stop to the fight. If the fight

does prove fatal, no punishment is awarded to the survivor,

as the decision of the village is that the deceased " died by the

fortune of war." But if the deceased should have a brother, he
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will take the first opportunity of quarreling with his brother's

slayer, and so avenge his brother's death if he can. When a

boy is old enough to leave the women's house, he is sent over to

the men's house, and there he is seated by a fire with a number

of young boys about his own age. They have a sleeping apart-

ment of their own, and cook their food at their own special fire.

Xor are they allowed to eat food cooked at any other fire.

These boys are in what is called the first stage. After they have

served a certain period in this stage, they are brought into the

second apartment, where they undergo a certain ritual and cere-

mony, which they keep as strictly and never divulge as any

member of a secret society among ourselves. Wlien they are

received into the second grade, they take a new name. Their

new name is proclaimed in public, and any one calling them by

their old name, after the proclamation of the new one, is liable

to severe punishment. And so the child rises gi-ade by grade,

each time taking a new name, till he rises to the ninth and

highest. By that time he is amongst the elders of the people,

and is pretty well advanced in years. There are no chiefs in the

gi'oup. These elders or men of the highest grade, are the arbiters

and combined rulers of the islands. There are no distinctions

among the women. They live in the one large house without it

being divided off into many partitions, like the men's house.

They may cook at their own fires, but they dare not eat meat

cooked at a man's fire.

The laws of hospitality are strictly observed among them. If

when travelling, a number of men come upon a village, the

natives of the village turn out and invite the sti-angers into the

different apartments, according to their degree or rank, and

there treat them to whatever there is to eat ; and no breach of

hospitality is ever known to occur. A common dish among

them, is yam beat up in a mortar, with bananas grated down on

the rough bark of a tree, then cocoa-nuts are scraped up fine'

water poured over it, and squeezed over the yam and bananas,

which are all mixed up, rolled in leaves, and pnt in a ground

oven to bake. When taken out it is really an excellent pudding*
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The two native houses which compose the village are very

large, as sometimes each house is made to accommodate from

three to five huudred people They are strongly put up with

strong poles made from the stems of trees, the sides are of

plaited cane, and they are thatched with the leaves of the ivory

nut i^alm.

Grreat credit is due to the natives for their industry as gar-

deners. The land is very stony and rocky, although the soil is

good. Tliey have a curious legend to account for the quantity of

loose stones lying all about. They explained to me how the

stones got there, when they were relating to me one night the

origin of man. They say that there are two great supernatural

spirits. The one the spirit of good, named Quite ; the other the

spirit of evil, named Woor.

It has often afforded me much amusement, and many a time I

have become quite interested in their folk-lore. They originated,

I expect, like the nursery tales we have heard in our childhood,

and have been told so often that at last they have come to be

believed by all these natives as solemn facts ; and to express

any doubt about them would only hurt their feelings and offend

them grievously. There is apparently very little sickness among

the natives ; and for what sickness there is they have certain

simple cures, none of which T have been able to procure from

their medicine men. Yet, I think a great deal more lies in the

faith they have in the remedies than in the remedies themselves.

Still, there are wonderful powers and healing qualities in many

of the plants of the Pacific Islands, as yet unknown to medical

science. Although it is difiicult for the wounds of a white man

to heal in this climate, it has astonished me to see how quickly

the wounds of the natives heal up, with a few applications of

some of their ow^n simple cures. For instance, I saw a native

shot through the chest. The bullet (a Snider bullet) came out

under tlie right slioulder blade close to the spine, leaving a great

ugly wound, out of which, at every breath he took, the bloody

froth came bubbling. Some of the natives mashed and chewed

up some leaves, which they applied to the wound, and a short
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time afterwards that native was about as lively as ever. Another

case I may as well mention, to illustrate the healinff qualities of

certain herbs. I saw a native shot tlirou^h the arm completely

breaking; in two the humcnis bone. Some leaves were chewed

up and stuck in the wound, and that man is alive and well

to-day; but his arm is of no use to him, and swings about like

any broken braucb of a tree. But had he been a white man, the

likelihood would be that tetanus would have set in, and then

death. A peculiar herb, which is now used by medical men in

different ways and for different complaints, is the root of the

khava plant, which has been used, from time immemorial by the

natives of these islands and the other groups to the southward

and eastward, as an intoxicant. The natives here have set

customs about their khava drinking, which they will not depart

from. In Samoa. Fiji, and other islands to the eastward, it is

the custom for young girls to masticate the root of the khava

plant and so make the native drink. But in the New Hebrides,

Banks, and Torres Groups, no woman is allowed to have anything

to do with the making of khava. The system of making this

native grog, although not very pleasing to the fastidious, I may

as well describe. The coarsest and most common way is this

:

The men take the khava root and chew it up in large mouthsful,

till they get it into the consistency of pulp, each mouthful about

the size of a tennis ball. These balls of pulp are then taken and

dipped in water, and squeezed by the hand into cups made fi"om

the cocoa-nut shell. It resembles in appearance dirty soapy

water. It is then tit for drinking. Some, a little more cleanly

in their habits, instead of just squeezing the pulp in their hands

strain it through cocoa-nut iibre. In the island of Aoba. New

Hebrides, wliere the natives are the most cleanly of all the

islanders, I have met with, the khava is not masticated by either

men or women, but is merely ground up in a mortar ; then it is

strained through the fibre of the cocoa-nut tree into the cocoa-

nut cup, and is at once ready for drinking. Khava is taken by

all the natives of the three groups I mention, about four o'clock

in the afternoon, or sometimes five, and marks the time of day
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for knocking off work. The hour is known as khava time.

Then again, apart from the daily khava drinking, there are great

khava carousals. Then the natives starve themselves for a day

or more beforehand, so that the drink will take full effect upon

them. The effect taken on the human being by khava is not the

same as that taken by alcoholic liquors While alcoholic liquors

will paralyse the mind and body both, khava will paralyse the

body alone. And often you will see some old native sot sitting

at the door of his hut, unable to move from the place, still able

to converse with you and having all his mental faculties about

him. Sometimes after these big khava drinks they become an

easy prey to their enemies, who have their spies about, and find

out when the drinking is to take place ; then, having lain close

to in ambush, the enemy makes a sudden descent upon the poor

helpless objects of attack, and they fall easy victims to the clubs

and tomahawks of the victors, being unable to move hand or

foot in their own defence, or to take refuge in flight. In the

more civilised islands to the eastward—'Such as Samoa, Fiji, etc.

—

khava is made up by the young girls. They chew it and strain

it, and give it to their men folk to drink. Perhaps this may be

the reason why so many Europeans have taken to the practice of

drinking khava. It is a fact that very large quantities of khava

so made are consumed in the Pijis daily. One gentleman I met

with told me that he on an average drank about half a gallon per

day, and attributed his robust appearance aud splendid health to

the fact. I was with him the first time I saw khava made and

drunk. I remember him giving his orders to his men, before

they began to chew the root— '' TVow, boys, pick your teeth and

see you wash your mouths out well!" Grreat ceremony was

observed on that occasion. The khava was strained into a large

bucket, and when ready was served round in a pannikin, the

honor of the first drink being proffered to me, but I passed. My
friend came next, and he drank his with great gusto, at which

all the natives gave a grunt of satisfaction, and smacked their

thigh with one hand—a habit which they kept up to the last, as

each man drank his pannikinful. All the natives were much
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disappointed because I had not drank my share. They tried to

impress upon me the amount of ijood that khava drinking would

do me. One told me that if I drank enough my heart would

stop beating altogether, and I woidd feel very ha[)py. I informed

the natives that happiness was a state in which my heart would

delight, but if that organ stopped its beating I would be unable

to enjoy that state on this side of the grave. My poor friend of

that night, 1 am sorry to say, has now gone to his long home.

]jast year, he was murdered by the natives in the Solomon

Islands.

The Aveapons used by the natives of the Torres Group are the

bow and arrow, the tomahawk, and the club, which is long

—

about five feet—and sharp at the point, and can be used as a

spear. It is made of a beautiful and very hard wood, and weighs

very heavy. Their bows are of ordinary native workmanship,

but the arrows are short, with points of human bone, about a

foot long, and sharp at the point as a needle. Although they

carrv those weapons about with them when strangers visit their

island, among themselves they are very peaceable. But at times

one island will war against another ; and then the row is gene-

rally caused by women. The natives in the Torres Grroup,

cui'iously, have no canoes. They would not have them if you

gave them canoes in presents. But they are just like fish in the

water, and can swim from island to island, which they often do.

Sometimes a woman has a quarrel with her sweetheart, and she

clears out and swims over to the neighbouring island. If the

natives of the island to which she escapes give her shelter and

do not send her back by a certain time, then the .sweetheart and

friends of the escapee lash a number of bamboo trees together,

thus making a raft, paddle themselves and their weapons of war

over, and then fight for the runaway. A great noise is made,

but very little blood shed ; and finally the battle is put an end to

by the exchange of a few pigs. At great feasts and dances

given by one island to another, those rafts are used to convey

families, pigs, yams, and such like from island to island ; but

they are always broken up after having once served their
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purpose. Xone of the natives can nor will give any reason for so

(lointr, but such is the case. Feasts and dances are indulged in

on every possible occasion. The womeu here, like the women of

Xew Ireland, enjoy more liberty than most of the women of the

other groups I have visited. In the dances the women join in

with their men, and many pretty figures they make in the mazy

winding in and out among each other. But at the feast the

women must keep apart from the men. They must cook at their

own fires ; and they cannot eat any meat, no matter what, which

has been cooked at the men's fires. The figures they make are

very similar to the '' Lancers" in dancing; but the sexes do not

pair together. The men stand in one line, and the women in

line opposite them. After dancing on the one spot and gesticu-

lating with hands and arms towards each other—^the men with

clubs in one hand and the women with flowers in theirs—the

two lines spread out and advance towards each other, pass right

through, and take up reverse positions, going through very much

the same performance again, and then dancing most fantastically

in circles.

The natives of this part are able to communicate w^ith their

friends at a distance, by means of plants, leaves, &c., and signs

and symbols traced on the leaves. I have received numbers of

those tokens to give to absent friends, should I happen to meet

with them. On the receipt of one of those leaves, I have seen a

man sit dow^n and weep, and on asking what ailed him, he told

me that his father had died about a certain date, mentioning the

time.

The greatest evil I have noticed in these islands is the horrible

crime of infanticide. It generally happens with newly-born

children. The mother just strangles it, and throws the corpse in

the bu.sh. It greatly displeases the men when such cases happen
;

but the women do not care much for their displeasure, and they

are never punished. Although cases of infanticide are still very

common, they do not occur so frequently as in past years. This

is due to the humanising and civilising effect of a few year's'

residence in Queensland and Fiji of numbers of the men and
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women of the Torres Group ; and as these natives become better

acquainted witli the nobler ends of civilisation, those evil

practices, I have no doubt, will be entirely swept away.

Another revolting practice among them is the manner in which

they dispose of their dead. In Aneiteum, I have seen the dead

put in a shallow grave ; another, the grave was thickly cemented

over the top with a covering of lime. In Mallicolo the dead is

left in his house shut up, to decompise until the flesh drops off

the body. The body is then filled u}) with clay and ]);iinted,

then stuck up against the wall of a great charnel-house full of

other bodies, ranged round the wall in the same manner. His

pipe is stuck in bis ghastly jaws, and his bow and arrows and

spear are placed in his arms by his side. Again, in Aoba the

dead is placed in a large funeral pile about ten feet high, the

same in breadth, and twenty feet long, planted all over with

beautiful flowers and crotous ; while a trench, about two feet

deep and four in width, is dug all round the pile, in which is

gro"«ai large quantities of khava, for the friends who come every

now and tlien to drink to the memory of the departed. The

Torres native has no such secure resting-place as the Aneiteumese

with his cement-topped grave. Nor does he, like the Mallicoio

man, stand amidst that gloomy company waiting for the blast of

the last trumpet. Nor is he laid to rest, like the Aoba man,

amidst a bed of flowers, whilst his former friends assemble round

the khava bowl and drink to his memory on earth and his

present happiness in that spirit land beyond the grave. No!

The Torres man dies and is thrown out like a dog to rot in the

sun, polluting the air and spreading disease and death among

others. It is strange that people so intelligent, and so cleanly in

many respects, should have such a loathsome manner of disposing

of their dead. In all my experience of South Sea Islanders, I

have only met with one other people who do similarly with their

dead. Yet not quite similar, because they take their dead to an

uninhabited island, and there they throw the dead on one great

heap. I refer to the natives of San Christoval, in the Solomon

Grroup. I never was more surprised at the amount of human
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bones I saw on visiting their graveyard island, or " boneyard,"

as my companion more aptly termed it. There were generations

and generations of a large tribe, heaped one on the top of the

other. Mixed up among that heap of bones was the jewelry of

many a beau and belle who had danced to the wild music of the

drum and fife, and later on had supped on the bodies and picked

the bones of their dead enemies.

I have mentioned the fact that there is a mission station on

Low, the second island in the group. There is no regular

missionary there. It is left in charge of a native teacher, who

studies self-ease and laziness more than he does the Scriptures
;

and any day in the week will find him begging tobacco from any

chance visitor to the island. The only difference a stranger can

notice between the pure heathen and the so-called missionary

natives is, that the heathen are dressed according to the climate

in their own costume of leaves or grass, and sometimes a calico

lava-lava, and they have a fine, bold, healthy appearance about

them ; while the mission men are dressed in the dirtiest of cast-

off Eviropean clothing. They have an unhealthy, diseased

appearance, and I have found them to be adepts in cunnnig and

rogueiy. But, speaking of missionary work in general among

the islands, I cannot pass from the Torres Group without paying

tribute to a worthy lady in Bundaberg, whom I have never had

the pleasure of seeing. Yet her name is a household word in

the Torres Group and in most of the islands of the New Hebrides

and Banks Groups, and in some of the Solomon Islands, for the

noble work she is doing in civilising and teaching true Christianity

to many a South Sea Islander ; and I believe that her influence

has been more instrumental in spreading the Gospel through the

"Western Pacific than all other missionary efforts for many years

past.

The population of the Torres (xroup I would estimate to be

about from 4,000 to 5,000. The females seem to predominate to

a large extent. Three strange freaks of nature may be seen by

a visitor to these islands, in the shape of three Albino women.

They are sickly white all over, have pink eyes, and their hair is
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of a bright golden hue. Two of them are sister:?, and the parents

of all are very dark. Many instances of those Albinos or white

South Sea Islanders are to be found all through the islands.

But now I must bid adieu to the Torres Group. AVhat the

future of these islands will be no man can tell. It may be that

before long the visitor may hear the ringing of the miner's ])ick

and shovel and the blasting of his dynamite ; or perhaps he may

smell for miles away the balmy scent of the coffee blossom. If

such be the case, and the white man comes, the tawny-skinned

race will be j^ushed aside, and instead of the proud and handsome

savage of to-day, you will see that crawling, miserable object

that our civilisation makes of the simple child of nature. It is

not civilisation alone ; it is that trampling upon and grinding

down of all aboriginal races by the white, and the inevitable

accompaniments to civilisation—namely, vice and immorality.

But this may not be, and generations hence the traveller may

find the natives of the Torres Group the same simple savages

they were when I first visited them.

Mr. P. McLea^t, the President, and the Hox. Seceetaet

made some general remarks upon, and expressed appreciation of,

the paper read, after which the proceedings terminated.



FOURTH OEDINART MEETINa
Fifth Sessiox.

The fom'th ordinary monthly meeting of the fifth session of the

Royal Greographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Wednesday, December 4, 1889. The President, Mr. ^Y. H.

MiSKiN, F.E.S., occupied the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.

Elections.— Ordinary, Messrs. M. W. Cunningham, Gr. Eox,

J. Atkinson, W. Castles, S. N. Allen, A. Grilchrist, C. Battersby,

Thomas Crookan, W. J. Byrne, and W. J. Hodges, JJ.P.

The Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. J. P. Thomson,

delivered a discourse upon the application of astronomy to

meteorology, in which he pointed out that probable success in

meteorological investigations would dej^end very largely, if not

altogether, upon the application of certain astronomical problems,

more particularly in their relation to solar conditions. Meteoro-

logy is, and always must continue, an imperfect science, dependent

entirely upon the irregular circulation and other uncertain

conditions of the atmosphere, so long as meteorologists are

indifferent to the fundamental agencies acting upon and eon-

trolling atmospheric currents. As our planet is dependent

almost entirely upon the sun for the regulation of its seasons,

and the vitality of its animal and vegetable products, the study

of its governing power uj3on our vaporous envelope, must

necessarily be accepted as an important matter. Admitting that

to be the case, surely the problem most useful in all meteorologi-

cal discussions is that which applies to solar physics. Periodicity,

as applied to weather changes, might probably be servicable in

elaborate discussions, but solar cyclic changes must necessarily

be considered of far greater weight. These cycles are of

necessity regulated by the physical conditions of the solar
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()liot().s])hei'e as affected eitlu'V by .s[)ots, t'acula', ma<i;netic «toi'iiis,

etc., all of which separately or conjointly make themselves felt

u|)nn the surface of our jijlobe. One mi<;hl endeavour to pre-

judice this view by the presiuuptiou that the atmosjjhere, if so

laruely influenced by solar changes, should be equally affected

from pole to pole, a condition by no means necessary nor usual

in cosniieal law. When, in the case of our own sphere, it must

be considered that various <;eosi;raphical positions possess cor-

responding climatic conditions; for instance, our heavy tropical

and semitropical rains and storms do not extend to the temperate

and frigid zones. Periodic changes were in themselves interest-

ing, and, for climatological purposes, useful, as shown by

Professor Draper, of the New York Observatory, in his investi-

gations into the rainfall of the .\tlantic States of America, where

records extending over 100 years were used ; also those of Prance,

extending over a period of 200 years. For meteorological dis-

cussions of practical use to the pastoralist and agricultiu'ist, the

fiuidamental basis could only be obtained by a more general

application of solar physics.



PIFTH ORDINARY MEETING:

Fifth Session.

The fifth ordinary monthly meeting of the fifth session of tlie

Royal Grcographical Society of Australasia^ Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Friday, April 11, 1890, at 8 o'cdock. The President, Mr.

W. H. MiSKix, F.E.S., occupied the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Elections.—Ordinary, Messrs. A. Campbell, B. P. Brodie, and

B. L. Howell, JJ.P.

The receipt of a donation of maps frou) Mr. C. T. Bedford Avas

announced.

After the communications had been read.

The President said that, since the last general meeting of the

society, an event had occurred of the greatest interest to Australian

scientists and to all who take an interest in the difEusion of

scientific knoAvledge in the southern hemisphere. He alluded to

the second meeting of the Australasian Association for the

Advancement of Science held in the Victorian capital. The

meeting was attended by a very large number of representative

scientific men from all parts of Australasia, and the proceedings

were eminently successful in every respect. Addresses and

papers upon almost every branch of science were discussed and

dealt with, in the most exhaustive and instructive manner from

the most modern standpoints ; while the complete and thorough

nature of the arrangements, and the provision made for the con-

duct of business and the convenience and comfort of members,

likewise the warm hospitality generally extended to visitors, made

the gathering one of the principal features in the history of

Australasian scientific movements. As previously intimated to

members, he was honoured in his capacity of President of the

Queensland Branch of the Royal G-eographical Society of Aus-

tralasia with an invitation to accejit the Presidentship of the
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Geographical Section of the Association, a distinction which he,

not without some slight misgivings as to his fitness for so onerous

a post, gladly acceded to. Subseciueut events proved that he had

no cause to regi'et his decision, as the assistance and sympathy

he received from the gentlemen with whom he found himself

associated, from the time of assumiiii^ the presidential chair at

the first meeting of the section on the 9th January until the

18th, when the business was brought to a close, rendered his

duties most pleasant and agreeable. That the proceedings of the

geog]"aphic section were not the least important and profitable of

the many other admirably conducted divisions, would, he thought,

appear when- the j^ublished records of the meeting were issued.

The Hox. Secretary said the members were much indebted to

^Ir Miskin for the especial interest he had evinced in the opera-

tions of the Geographic Section of the Association, and for the

trouble he had taken in journeying to the Victorian capital to

preside over one of the most important sections of the Associa-

tion, as also for the very able address he had delivered in the

interests of geographic science. He was sure the members were

very proud of the great honor and distinction bestowed upon

the Qiieensland Branch of the Society, in selecting its President

to preside over the geographic section of the Australian Xatioual

Association for the advancement and promotion of the sciences.

The Hox. Secretary then read the following paper, entitled:

—

Notes made in the Fly River, British Xew Guinea.

By Capt. James ^L Hexxe.ssy, B.X.G. S.S. '• Merrie

England."

To the Hox. Secretary

of the Queensland Branch of the E.G.S.A.

Sir,—I beg to send you a few notes made on my ti-ip up the

Fly Kiver, British IS^ew Guinea. It is the first occasion of a ship

of such draft as fourteen feet having gone up this little known and

much dreaded river, and I am happy to be able to state that we

were able to reach to the distance of sixty miles from the mouth

without obstruction or molestation.
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We anchored off the mouth of the Fly, aliout two uiiles distant

from the so-called One Tree Island, in the evening, and next day

proceeded in the steam hunn-h to sound for a passage oA-er the

bar into the river. A channel of just sufficient depth having

been found, we landed at a village at the river's mouth called

Saguaua. The village consists of only three houses, one of them

being very much longer than the rest, and capable of housing at

least one hundred people. They were very friendly, and showed

signs of having had previous intercourse with white people, bv

the prevalence of sundry garments, but of the unwashed order.

Their physique is very poor, and they do not compare at all well

with the ti'ibes of the Elema district farther east. I told them I

was going back to bring the steamer in, and they seemed very

pleased. On the arrival of the steamer off the village, they

brought down large quantities of bananas, &c., for sale. I sent

a boat to purchase what they had, and also to bring off, if

possible, one or two of them to come farther up the river with

us. Xone would be persuaded to come up with us, so we left

them and proceeded cautiously up, and succeeded that evening in

reaching the village of Tviwai—a much larger village than Saguana

or two other villages we passed on the way. All these villages

are situated on what appears to be the left bank of the river,

but what is in reality only a large island, thirty-seven miles long

by about four broad, called Kiwai Island. It is a low, thickly-

scrubbed island, and its banks are not more than two feet above

high Avater mark. There are several creeks indenting the coast,

and the natives have chosen the banks of these creeks as the locale

of their villages. The chart of the Fly's survey shows One

Tree Island to be an island quite distinct from Kiwai Island

;

this is not the case, the so-called One Tree Island being in one

with Kiwai. Xor is there any distinguishing "one tree" on

that end of the island. Possibly there was at the time of the

Fly survey, but such distinguishing marks are very misleading

—a fe^v years generally efface them.

Only a short stay was made at the village of Kiwai—sufficient

to land the Grovernor, his party, and stores—when the steamer
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left en route for Thursday Island, for the purpose of to\\iu<; over

a uewly-purchased steam lauucli, iu which the Grovernor was to

carry on operatious above the highest point reached by the

' Merrie England." A deviation in the route through Torres

Straits was made by way of ^lurray Island, the seat of the

London Missionary Society's operations, at this end of Xew
(fuinea. in order to inquire into the rumours afloat regarding the

recently reported murder of the Eev. E. B. Savage, in Xew^

Guinea. On arrival at ^Murray, we learnt that that gentleman

was perfectly safe and on his way to Thursday Island.

Ou the next evening, the Mission lugger "Mary," with

^Ir. Savage on board, was overhauled and towed into Thursday

Island.

Having obtained the steam launch " Kuby," and with as little

delay as might be, we sailed for the Fly again, and Kiwai

anchorage was reached on the third day. The Grovernor and

party were received on board, and we once more started on new

ground. Our next anchorage was at Sumai, where we landed

and exchanged civilities with the natives. They were very timid.

Two of them came off on board. Amongst other things, tliey

promised to go next day higher up the river in the launch, but

when the time came they were not to be found.

After a stay of a couple of days here, another start was made,

and after w'ith great difficulty finding a sufficiently deep channel,

we got to an anchorage off the island of Sumogi, fifty-seven

miles from the river s mouth. Coasting along at the upper or

north-west eud of the island of Kiwai, the channel lies within

fiftv yards of the bank. It is by no means a wide channel,

although the river itself is here about six miles wide. The

appearance of the shore of Kiwai Island, with its numerous

undermined trees just ready to fall, and scores of others lying

newly fallen at every angle, leaves no room for doubt but that

the shore is surely and not sloicly icashiny away ; and the

hundreds of tremendous logs and whole trees met wnth in the

river bear testimony to a similar encroachment on the part of

the river higher up.
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Two other villages on Iviwal were passed above Sumai

—

Kubiri and Auti. Very few nati^'es were seen about tliem. and

these did not seem much surprised at seeing the ship.

The channel on leaving Kiwai Island crosses over to the right

bank of the river. We now for the first time meet with the

mainland— called by the natives Dudi. Up to this point the

mainland is fronted by eight islands, distant about two miles

from it.

AVe came to an anchorage about three-quai'ters of a mile from

the mainland, and opposite to the islands of Sumogi, in five

fathoms of water (low water). The rise and fall here varies

considerably ; at springs it is as much as fifteen feet. Quite a

troublesome sea is created in this broad reach by the gusty north-

west winds when the tide is flowing. The barometric tides or

variations were noticed to be very marked, the extremes between

the morning and afternoon records exceeding one-tenth of an

inch. On anchoring here, gi-eat quantities of floating timber

were met with—to such an extent that it meant sudden death to

any of our boats or launches had they not been sheltered by the

vessel herself.

The Governor left with his launch and half his party, with

two tons of coal, to search for a coal depot higher u]) the river.

Having been away seven days, and having been successful in

finding a suitable place, he returned to the ship to pi'epare for

his further investigations higher up the river.

Seeing some natives one day on the mainland shore, I went

away in a boat to try and establish relations with them. It

required a deal of patience and care to persuade them not to

run away ; most of them did, leaving onl}'^ the older ones to

receive me. These were all armed with bow and arrows, but

they laid these down when I lauded waving my handkerchief.

They were very timid indeed, but after receiving a few sticks of

tobacco they became more unreserved, and asked me by signs to

follow them to their village. Off they started. I following with

a Manila man with me, through a regular bog. It was a terrible

Avalk : at every step one sank over one's boots into the soft mud.
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miclerlyiug about three iuclies of water. They are evidently

used to many floods here, as I encountered well-cut drains about

three feet deep and broad, about 200 yards equidistant ; these

were running; like small rivers. .After wading through about a

mile of this slush, my guides raised the cry of " Moto." which

I found to mean village, and soon we emerged from the dense

scrub into a large clearing, in which the village was built. It

consisted of only three houses, the main one of which was really

a wonderful building. It was 520 feet long, built on piles eight

feet high. It was about twenty-five feet broad, and was divided

down its length by a broad aisle. The whole length at the sides

was divided into " quarters" about eight feet square each, with

a fireplace in it. The two middle "quarters" were reserved

apparently for places of worship, and the natives seemed inclined

to keep us clear of them, so that we did not have a good view at

them. All these quarters, except the two above-mentioned,

were open to the aisle. Outside each separate di"S'ision was

standing a bow with a bundle of arrows, and oA^erhead were

stored arrows innumerable. The people received us with evident

distrust, but were not iu any way insulting or offensive. I saw

no women, they and the children having been hurried away before

our approach. The men are of medium physique : they mostly

have the offensive skin disease so prevalent iu Western New
(ruinea. They are all marked with scores on their arms and

breasts ; they wear no clothing, but covet articles of dress very

much. Their hair is dressed in long thin curls, and hangs like a

mop tui'ued upside down 1 saw a few warriors painted, and

they looked extremely well. They use a yellow clay for the

purpose of painting their skin.

After purchasing some bananas, ttc. I started again for my

boat, with about six of them accompanying me. (^n arrival I

tried to induce a few of them to come off on board with me, and

eventually two did come. They, however, took the precaution

to tell some of their comrades to bring off a canoe as a means of

escape. They were very frightened at being alone in our boat,

and hailed their comrades iu the canoe to hasten. W^e got them
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ou board, their fear increasing all the while, and they casting

anxious glances at their canoe in the distance. As soon as it

arrived alongside the vessel, my two visitors did not wait to say

goodbye, but left indiscriminately. Other attempts were made

afterwards to get some of them on board, but with no result.

They use conch shells of various sizes for making their dancing

music, and very weird it sounds. We could hear it very plainly

although nearly two miles off. What must be the effect of such

harmony inside a building is easy to be imagined. They

do not use drums in this jDart, it appears, but they are fovuid

in jDlenty lower down the river. The name of this village is

Odagositia

Another village—Domori—^we visited, but its houses were very

inferior to those of the other village. I tried to get the chief to

K'ome off with me, and he was already on board the steam launch,

but on the steam blowing at the starting of the engines he

yelled and jumped ashore. This village is on an island of the

same name, whose banks are about four feet above high water

mark. The foliage is most luxuriant, the number of creepers

almost hiding the outlines of the trees. A very pleasant spicy

smell was noticed on the lee side of the island, from which I

should expect to find some spices growing there. We had not

time at our disposal to thoroughly search for them. AVlien the

Grovernor and party were ready, which was the day after

Christmas Day, they left, going upwards, and we downwards

towards the river's mouth, en route for Cooktown via Port

Moresby. The "Merrie England" returns to the Fly this

month, and then 1 may be in a position to glean something

interesting for your Society.

A short discussion ensued, in which the Peesident, Captain

Michael, Messrs. C. B. Lethem, Thomas Baetholomew,

P. N. Speingall, and the Hon. Seceetaey took part.

The following paper was then read :

—
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Notes on the Brisbane Kiver Floods.

By J. I'. Thomson, F.E.S.GJS., etc.,

Hon. Sccrcfari/ and Tr('((Hiir('r of the Socifti/.

These few iiitroduetorv notes to ])robably a more cpmprehensive

treatise apply chiefly to surface drainage areas, as influenced by

the flooding of the Brisbane River and otlier streams, with

reference to the agencies of hydraulic degradation as affecting

watercourses generally. Large and small streams have their life

history indelibly engraved upon the stratifications of the earth's

crust. That these prominent historic features may indicate

cycles of marked periodicity, or of great eccentricity, will have

depended largely upon solar conditions, and the influence they

have exercised upon oiir terrestrial /ones of atmospheric circu-

lation and upon geographic positions. The duration of these

historical periods will also be prominently recorded by the action

of great devastations caused by abnormal precipitations over

catchment areas of great magnitude, such for instance as the

recent floods in the Brisbane River and in other parts of the

colony.* These are alarming phenomena, not only in river life-

history, but also in the historic climatic aspect of our country.

We are a people inhabiting a colony which in palaeozoic times

was wholly occupied by sea, excepting three small elongated

detached patches bordering upon and parallel to the eastern sea-

board, between Brisbane and Princess Charlotte Bay. This

great territorial area of ours rejoices under the influence of

climatic conditons that present phases to which geometric pro-

* The memoi-able floods to which we refer occurred about the middle of March, 1890,

at which time the Brisbane Rive- overflowed its banks, and inundated the low-lying areas

in and around the City of Brisbane. Traffic was almost entirely suspended, many families

were for the time rendered homeless and almost reduced to destitution, while great de-

struction of property resulted from this grievous devastation. The rainfall over the

lower section of the river basin was not great enough to balance the augmented waters of

the river, but over the upper watershed on the highland areas the precipitation was very

great, in some places causing enormous landslips, especially those which occurred in the

Rosewood Scrub.
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portions might be applied witli singularly operative effect. That

i8 to say, our climate is in itself a trinity ; at one time we are

subjected to disastrous droughts, at other times we enjoy

abundance of rain, while, lastly, the supply of rain so far exceeds

the demands that the devastations of iloods paralyse our national

industries, and for a time reduce us to abject poverty and distress,

to be relieved only by the charity of our nation, a characteristic

feature for which we are justly and singularly famed. As good

citizens domiciled on the margin of a tidal watercourse draining

a considerable area of our vast territory, it behoves us to aci|uire

a useful knowledge of our environment, the conditions of our

river, and the best means to adopt in emergencies arising from

the river waters during periods of heavy and abnormal rain. A
knowledge of these essential subjects, upon which our welfare so

largely depends, ought to be compulsory in the modern edu-

cational course, and no student, under any conditions whatever,

should obtain a pass at our school examinations unless he prove

himself proficient in subjects of such local im])ortance, and ex-

hibit special familiarity with the other geographic conditions of

the colony in their various aspects. For a colony depending so

largely upon its pastoral, agricultural, and minei-al resources to

devise no special means to conserve and utilise part of its irregu-

lar rainfall is directly against the best interests of national pro-

gression, and inimical to the welfare of humanity. Order is the

primary law of the universe, and the preservation of life and

property is a first duty. Who, then, will deny that as habitants

of the bed of a river basin our paramount obligations are to seek

such means as may be best suited to guard against the destruction

of our property by flood waters, and to modify the dire effects of

prolonged droughts with which we are, unfortunately, so well

acquainted. Amongst the many engineering problems with

which our colonial engineers occupy themselves, that to which the

laws of hydraulic degradation apply in river engineering is pro-

bably the least understood and most infrequently discussed,

although none is of greater importance. By the action of rain

torrents over steep mountain faces, and by atmospheric influence,
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rocks and soil are disintegrated, and the material carried down

the rivers by the impetuosity of their currents durinj; Hood time.

These immense loads of particles, which are held in suspension

over the upper sections of the river bed. are deposited in the

lower reaches of low declivity, where the velocity of the stream

has diminished, and at the mouths, where the detritus is heaped

up in obstructive bars. The consequent effect of these enormous

depositions is to diminish the carrying capacity of the river

channel, and to augment its flood-producing possibilities. It is

thus not infrequently brought about that heavy precipitations

over interior areas of the Brisbane Kiver basin produce a greater

augmentation of the river waters than its obstructed and circum-

scribed channel is able to control, with the natural result that

the low-lying areas bordering upon the river are inundated,

causing danger to life and great destructimi to property. The

enormous volume of water with which the Brisbane River has to

cope in times of flood may be easier realised when it is made

known that a uniform rainfall of 7in. over the whole drainage

area of it and its tributaries, being a total of 5,478 square miles,

is not less than 556,017 millions of gallons, being sufficient to

supply the city of Brisbane, with its present population, for a

period of over 500 years, were it possible to store and preserve

the entire volume from the influence of evaporation. Immense

as these results may appear, evidence is not altogether wanting

to indicate that the w\aters of last flood in the Brisbane basin

exceeded this volume. This great body of depo.<it-laden fluid, it

is needless to say, was permitted to combine with the waters of

the ocean in Moreton Bay, while, by proper means for the

utilisation of it and similar volumes, large areas of the basin, now

sterile, might be converted into fruitful flelds of agricultural and

pastoral tenements, remunerative to the holders and profitable to

the State. While briefly summarising the conditions favourable

to the producing of floods, it is desirable that we should also

indicate the probable means for controlling the river flood waters

and their utilisation, l^r the controlling of the river during

floods, its head waters could be retained in reservoirs for the
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purpose of eqiialisiug its volume, or until such time as deposition

of sediment was accomplished. Tij this means its power of cor-

rasion would be separated from its flood waters, and the river

deprived of its obstructive material. In conjunction with this,

other methods could be adopted, such as the removal of banks

and bars, the deepening of the channels by river ploughs, aud

the shortening of the river bv the utilisation of cut-off reaches,

so as to increase the declivity, and afford means for deepening

the stream by corrasion. When practicable, nearer outlets could

also be utilised. These methods possess the recommendatory

advantages of offering facilities for storage su^^ply and the

utilisation of the flood waters for irrigation purposes, whereby

the agricultural and pastoral resources of the country would be

largely increased in magnitude and in market value, and geo-

ponical operations more vigorously prosecuted. This would also

have the salutary effect of creating a vigorous stimulus in the

trade and commerce of our metropolis, by inspiring colonists with

confidence in a permanent water supply, whereby the many

resources of our territory would, at their hands, attain to those

progressive stages of development which can never be hoped for

under the many adverse climatic conditions to which this great

colony is subject. The Brisbane River, with its long reaches and

sinuosities, is peculiarly favourable for the application of the

method by which rivers are shortened and their declivity increased.

This is one of the most important and vital problems of the age,

even more so than the operations of the Legislature, for there

can be no Parliament without a people, and man can only per-

manently flourish in a country which affords the conditions

necessary to health and wealth, conditions which irregular and

uncertain climatic influences, unless counteracted by artificial

means, cannot always maintain. In advocating the retention of

the hea<l waters of rivers, it must be borne in mind that it is not

by any means necessary to retain the entire volume of flood

waters, but only so much of them as will equalise the volume of

the river, so that the inundation of low-lying areas by an overflow

of the banks of the stream may be prevented.
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^h\ Thomson i'xhil)it('(l two photographs, which lie had re-

ceived from Mr. Warrtn Wocchui. showing Lower Edward Street

and the Graving Dock, Soutli Brisbane, during the flood. An
interesting discussion foHowed the reading of the paper.



SIXTH ORDmAKY MEETING.

Fifth Sessio>-.

The sixth ordinary monthly meeting of the fifth session of the

Eoyal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch,

was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the evening of

Wednesday, May 7, 1890, at S o'clock. The President, Mr. W.

H. MisKix, E.E.S., occupied the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

A donation was announced from Mr. "W. Weedon, consisting

of copy of manuscript map, showing the country explored in

Northern Queensland, from May, 18(54;, to March, 1865, by the

brothers F. and A. Jardine.

The following paper was I'ead by the Hox. Secretary :

—

Chatham Islands.

(With a Map.*)

By John A. Eobertson, Esq., L.S.

AVhile in Invercargill, New Zealand, in March, 1882, the writer

received instructions from the Surveyor-General of New Zealand,

to proceed to the Chatham Islands to survey roads, and if possible,

settle disputes arising from bad description in titles, held by the

settlers on the islands.

The islands are situated between lat. -±3° 30' and 44-= 25' S.,

and between long. 175° 40' and 177° N. The longitude depends

upon Gordon Point, Whangaroa, being in 176° 39' 50" W., as

determined by the United States Transit of Venus party, in

December, 1871. They were discovered by Lieutenant Brough-

ton, of the " Chatham," tender to Vancouvei*'s ship the '' Dis-

covery," on the 29th November, 1791, and consist of the main

island, called Wharekauri, with an area of about 207,000 acres
;

* For this beautifully executed Map, the Society is indebted to Mr. S. P. Smith,
F.R.G.S., Surveyor-General of New Zealand.
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Eansi;iauvia, calieJ also I^itt Island, with an area of about 1G,000

acres; and nuniei-oiis other small islands, varyiii<f from U)i) acres

to mere rocks

The '• Chatham " came up in a S.E. direction, passing the

island called Motuhara. or The Forty-fours. The natiAes,

in their amazement on first seeing the ship, thought she was part

of Motuhara coming to the mainland. The vessel came off

Kaingaroa Harbour, named by them. Skirmish Bay ; outhe boats

coming ashore, they found the Moriories, as the natives are

called, quite friendly, but very curious to ascertain what they

were, some averring they were men, others women, pulling them

about, trying to examine them to find out what they were, some

going so far as to try and take them away with them. To cause

them to desist, the sailors shot some redbills and gulls, but this

not having the desired eflect, and seeing a chief coming with

several more following, they fired at them, killing the chief and

wounding two others. On this the natives fled ; afterwards the

boats were sent back again with some presents, which were placed

on shore and taken possession of by the Moriories. At this time

the Moriories must have numbered 3,000 souls, as from actual

computation they numbered about 2,000.

A few years after the discovery of the island, it was visited by

Sydney sealers, one of which passing between the islands to the

north, called Eangitutahi or The Sisters, and Wharekauri, was

boarded by some Moriories while out fishing ; the crew appeared

to be suffering from a virulent fever which the JNIoriories caught

;

it sw^ept the island, the survivors leaving their dead in many places

unburied, and forsaking their homes ; they state they lost about

1,600 in all.

The Maories who came to the island, werQ a section of the

Xgatiawa who occupied land in Taranaki. Owing to wars among

themselves, but more particularly from the acquisition by the

northern natives, first, of guns they made war against their

more southern neighbours, forcing the Xgatiawa south to "Wel-

lins:ton. While there, those who came down to the island, found

a brig called the " Rodney," and seizing the captain, (Rabbit)
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c-ompelled him to bring them to the island,—they having heard

from one of their people named " Pakewhara," who had returned

a short time previous to Wellington from a sealing cruise, that

there was an island which he called Wharelcauri, from the part

where he had lived, which was a wonderful place for food of all

kinds. Birds, sea and land, the latter including several wingless

specimens, such as the kakapo, the mehonui, and hopiritu

;

the sea birds, from the mutton bird downwards, all nest on

the island; but since the advent of dogs, cats, pigs, and rats, all

of whicli destroy them either in their nests or burrows, they have

deserted the island in most places. Fish, including eels, with

which the lakes swarmed, excited the desires of the Maories, but

more particuLarly through hearing the Moriories were a quiet,

inoffensive race of people, who did not know how to fight,

—

they seized the captain as before stated, who unwillingly

agreed to take them down, they paying him in sci-aped flax, pigs,

and even muskets. This happened in December, 1836. The

Maories were landed in two batches ; the brig returning directly

for the second lot, landing them all in Whangaroa Harbour.

Shortly after, they all went round and took possession of the

island, enslaving the Moriories, whom they treated very unmerci-

fully, killing and eating about 200 of them—as calculated hj one of

themselves ; but it is quite probable that there were even more, as

after a lapse of so many years, they could scarcely fail to forget

some of the slain. The Moriories made no resistance whatever.

In connection with the eating of the Moriories by their cajDtors.

I was witness to rather an anuising incident, which took place in

the Court House at AVaitangi ; it was necessary to prove that a

certain spot had been known amongst the Maories by a certain

name, but the old Maori who at the time was being examined,

and who refused to remember any place with such a name, was

brought up sharply by a Moriori who was present, saying he

was ashamed to acknowledge it ; then turning to the ]\raori, he said

" I suppose you remember helping to eat my brother there r
"

The name of the place having reference to a cannibal feast held

bv the Maories.
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A gleam of sunsliine came foi* thcni howevor, on the arrival of

the teachers of Christianity, in 1813 or 1844. (I may mention

here, that the late Mr. Schermaister, who was for a numher of

years pastor of the Lutheran Chnrch in Wiekham Terrace, Bris-

bane, was one of them.) Tlieir influence put an end to anymore

killing, although several times they ran great risks of sharing the

fate of those they were trying to save. But slavery continued

until the establishment of British law, which took place about

1855, on the arrival of a Resident Magisti-ate, (Mr. Shand)

although even then their liberty in several instances was not

assured until later on, many Maories being very unwilling to

part with their former servants.

Previous to the arrival of the JMaories, the Moriories had

neither kumaru, taro, or potato ; the first would not grow on the

island, and the second only with much care and trouble ; they

,

lived chiefly on fish (including eels), all of which were very \

plentiful. Pippis, a species of mussel, were very much used by

them, and could always be had in great numbers, also fern roots, of

which there were abundance, karaka berries (roasted and steeped

nmch as I understand the Australian natives treat the chestnuts

and some other berries), the young of all sea birds which they

caught in their season, there being any quantity of them on the

cliffs and rocks round the coast ; as well as the land birds—ducks,

especially—which they snai'ed in the pools of water ; also wing-

less birds. Then the flesh and oil of stranded whales, which came

ashore in large numbers. Seals, also, they ate, keeping the skins

for clothing. They were so plentiful that they thereby forgot to

make the old style of mat to keep themselves warm, and through

their wholesale destruction by the sealers, the advent of the

Maories found them nearly naked, only having a large wide

plaited mat of flax such as the Maories use to keep the floor of

their wharis clean, and frequently keeping such to windward

and carrying a lighted firestiok in one hand, generally to light

another fire wherever they might be going to fish.

In connection, however, with their very rapid decrease (in 1855

they numbered 212—they now ninnber 20, all told ;) it seems
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very probable that, through their eoutiuuous intermarriages

—

although they had a rule amongst themselves forbidding near

relations to marr}^ which seeni^ to have been observed—the race

had become very weak, and this, coupled with the very heavy labour

which was required of them by their Maori masters, seems to

have Ivilled them off in numbers, the Maories finding them dead,

several at a time, in their houses.

Considering the weak Ivind of thing the}' had to use as a canoe,

they were most bold and adventurous in going out to all the out-

lying islets in search of birds and seals, and continuous accidents

were happening by the canoes getting blown off the land. These

were constructed of " korari," or flax sticks, made buoyant with

dried kelp lashed inside, there being no material to make

anything approaching a Maori canoe. Owing to this, they were

great observers of winds and especially tides, which they watched,

so as to go out with the ebb and return with the flood, as the case

might be.

Their dead they usually buried in the sand hills along the sea

shore, but sometimes they put the bodies in rude hollowed-(Uit

coffins, shaped something like a short canoe, and placed them in

the forest on top of cliffs overlooking the sea.

Touching the origin of the Moriories, there seems to be no

doubt that they were part of the migration which settled in ]S'ew

Zealand. Their legends and myths, in all main particulars, are

identical, shewing them to have come like the Maories from

Hawaiki, wherever that may be.

The language is, in all essentials, the same, although much

altered and disguised by the pronunciation ; the slurring or

cutting off the terminal vowel, frequently making a consonant

ending. As a rule, they were a well built race ; even those that

were left in 1883 were still good manly specimens. Occasicnally

very good stone axes, chisels, and fish-hooks are picked up, the

axes and chisels being cut out of the basaltic rock, the hooks

carved from the bones of the larger species of fish ; as a rule

these are found among the graves or in the sand near the sea.

In April, 1866, the Grovernment of New Zealand made use of
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the island as a prison for a lari;e number of Ilauhau Maories,

altou;ether about 2oO of tlicm, inc'ludin<^ wives and children,

several of the prisoners beinij allowed the privilege of having

their families with them. At first they were very strictly

guarded, but, as time wore on and the appearance of things looked

very quiet, the ^nard were relaxed and reduced in numbers by a

retrenching Grovernment, until only four or five were left to

guard about 200 fighting men, with the result that one fine

morning the Hauhaus rose, captured the fort, took possession of

the arms, and, proceeding to the Court House, captured the

Eesident Magistrate and officer in command of the guard, put

them in the lock-up, besides several of the principal Europeans

on the island, and leaving them guarded, proceeded to the beach,

where a boat was lying belonging to the schooner " Rifleman ;
"'

this they took possession of, and going out, captured the schooner,

cutting another schooner— "' The Florence "—adrift, so that she

went ashore. They forced the mate (the captain being amongst

the captured in the lock-up on shore) to take them to Xew
Zealand, where they landed in July, 1868. There being no vessel

other thaii " The Florence," which had been destroyed, no infor-

mation could be sent to Xew Zealand, so that the Xew Zealanders

had to find out for themselves of the escape. The resident

Maories on the island made no attempt to interfere one way or

ijnother : in fact, the whole thing was managed so quickly that

few of the islanders knew of their escape till after they had

sailed.

The Chatham Islands lie about 480 miles from Wellington and

about 53o from Lyttleton ; the passage occupies by sailing, vessel,

from three days to three weeks -. by steamer, about 40 hours.

The main or Chatham Island is about 38 miles in length, by 25 in

width ; and is generally of a low level nature, especially towards

the north. The average height above the sea level does not

exceed loO feet. Towards the south it gradually rises till it

reaches a height of about 900 feet, and ends abruptly in perpen-

dicular cliffs. The north, east, and part of the west coast as far

south as Waitangi Bay, is very low. and is fringed by a wide
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bank of sand hills, this backed by a belt of bush varying greatly

in width, the centre being composed of flat peaty country. The

south and south-west coast has a line of bold i^erpendicular cliffs,

in most places quite inaccessible.

The principal and only safe harbour on the island is Whangaroa,

which is situated at the north end of Petre Bight, but as the

country round about is of a poor nature, the harbour is not much

used.

AV^aitangi Ba}', at the south end of Petre Bight, is the harbour

which is mostly used, but it is a very unsafe one, as during

westerly and south-westerly gales a A^ery heavy sea rolls in. As

a rule, captains of any vessels that may be iu clear out should

there be any signs of stormy weather.

Hanson Bay, on the east cost, affords good anchorage dui'iug

westerly gales, although marked on the chart as dangerous, but

generally a very heavy surf rolls iu.

On the north coast, Kaingaroa Bay, before mentioned as the

port made use of by the " Chatham," is a fair harbour, but is

ratlier difiicult of access, being very narrow, there being also a

number of sunken rocks about. Further along the north coast,

there is good anchorage with the wind off the land at the follow-

ing places, viz. : Matarakau, Taupeka, and Tupuangi. and at

Owenga, on the south-east coast. Approaching from the west-

ward, the western reef lies directly in the fairway of vessels

making Waitangi or Whangaroa harbours, and although part of

it shows above water and can easily be seen b}^ daylight, still the

surroundings are very treacherous, and it has to be approached

mth caution in rough weather. The sea breaks for four miles in

a south-westei'ly direction fi"om Point Somes. Between the main

reef (that part above water) and the mainland, there is a good

channel, which is the usual course for vessels, unless they are well

to the southward. The Sentry Keef is another very dangerous

rock, and being awash at high water, it is only indicated b}' the

break. It lies midway in Pitt's Straits, four miles to the south-

east of Cape L'Eveque. There ai*e also many other reefs all

round the island, making it a very awkward place for strange
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shipping. Those reefs and the rouujh weather so often experienced

have much to answer for in the way <>f wrecks. 1 have by me a list

of tIO vessels which have been w'recked on the island, rangintr from

small schooners of oO tons to the clipper ship " Ocean Mail,"

(wrecked in 1877,) of about 2,000 tons.

There are no rivers to speak of on the island. VVaitaugi

River, running into Waitangi Bay, is the only considerable

stream, but there is no lack of creeks, as they are ininunerable,

many of them large enough to stop traffic after heavy rain.

There are few places in the world where there are so many

lakes in proportion to the area of the land—about oue-tifth of

the entire area of Chatham Island being made up of lakes. Te

Whanga, meaning simply " The Lagoon," is by far the largest,

and contains an area of from 45,000 to 50,000 acres ; Eangitahi,

about 2,000 acres; Lake Huro. about 1,500 acres ; besides very

many of smaller area. Te Whanga is in several places so shallow

that crossings exist which are ixsed as main thoroughfares, the

one mostly used being about four and a-half miles long. The

water generally, when the lake is fordable, is from one to two

feet deep, and the journey across the lake on horseback, on a

cold day, with a strong south-wester blowing, is something to

remember. This lake is brackish, and every four or five years it

overflows its banks at a place called .A.wapatiki, on the east coast,

and empties its surplus water into the sea, making a difference of

three or four feet in its depth.

After a heavv eastei'lv gale, the entrance again closes, and the

lake rises till it is unfordable. A number of the smaller lakes

act in the same manner, as several have only a narrow neck of

sand between them and the sea.

The hills on the northern part of the island form very con-

spicuous landmarks, as, although not of any great height, they

rise in solitary masses in pyramidical form from the low flat

swamps by which they are surrounded; the highest—Mount

Eangitihia—being only 627 feet. They are all of volcanic origin

and basaltic formation, their striking shape being sufficient to

prove this fact. The land to the south, which, as before described,
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rises to the height of about 900 feet, gains this height by a

gradual slope from the northward, and ends abruptly in perpen-

dicular clift's ou the south coast. These eliifs are of basaltic

formation, in many places the bold upright columns standing out

clearly defined. Other parts of the island are crossed by basaltic

dykes, and at Ouira, on the west coast, the heads of the columns

are on a level with high-water mark, and show very distinctly the

divisions of the columns. It is a strange fact that the highest

land in the group is to be found on a small island of about J:0

acres, called Mangere, ofE the north-west coast of Pitt's Island.

It rises in perpendicular cliffs from the sea, to a height of 937

feet, and is a great resort for all kinds of sea birds.

Pitt Island resembles the southern part of Chatham Island, in

that it is high and has a rough precipitous coast line, but generally

the land is of a much better nature.

The timber on the islands is of no ct)mmercial value. The

largest tree is the koraka, growing about 30 feet high, but the

timber does not last any length of time. The only wood made

use of is the " ake ake" (meaning for ever and ever), a highly

sceuted oily grained timber, which lasts a very long time, either

in or out of the ground. It is not a timber that can be sawn,

but it splits freely, and is much used for houses and fencing.

When a tree is being split in the bush, there is little difficulty in

finding the spot, as the scent is quite perceptible a long way off.

An old friend, when enthusiastically describing the timber, said

" it would last for ever, as he had tried it twice."' The other trees

are mostly of a scrubby nature, and the bush, as a rule, is well

interwoven with a very hard cane vine called " kurruwa," made

use of by the natives and Europeans much in the same way as

raw hide is used in Queensland. But the real splendour of the

Chatham Island bush is its magnificent ferns and tree ferns. In

many places it is quite impossible to get along in any other way

than by creeping on hands and knees, the tree ferns grow so close

together. The stems are used by the settlers as posts for fencing,

standing a long time in the ground, and are often squared and

used for wharies, making a very warm and comfortable Iiouse.
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A real good spei-iuien of a silver tree fern is soniethiii<i; to

remember. AVe measured one. two of us. with outstretched

arms, aud could uot encircle it.

In many places along the edge of the bush, and in clumps by

the lake side, grows the New Zealand flax (Fhormium tenax).

It is not so tough as that found in New Zealand, and is not so

much used. At one time the island was almost covered with it,

but fires and stock eating it down have kept it under. Horses,

cattle, sheep and pigs are very fond of it ; the reason may be that

it is stroui^ly impregnated with salt, as is all vegetation on the

island.

There are three main constituents in the formation of the

island—first, the sand ; then the strip of good land generally x^Tith

forest on it. or what has been cleared of forest for cultivation
;

and the "clears" (meaning the open country), which is generally

of a peaty nature. Fully two-thirds of the island is peat, and

in some places it can be seen under the sea. In several

localities large holes have been burnt in the peat, and are still

burning. One place in particular was pointed out as ha\'ing

been burning over 40 years, but so slowly that it is quite impos-

sible to tell that it is so, unless after a dry spell, when, with a

fair wind blowing, smoke may be seen. Those holes do not appear

to burn very deep—about 10 feet or so from the surface.

The soil in many places is of a really first-class nature, suitable

for growing almost any crop that the temperature and change-

able weather will permit ; but there is never any great extent

together. As before stated, it forms a narrow strip between

sand and peat. Within late years the area is being gradually

diminished. The sand ridges that used tf) be covered with a

thick growth of grasses and low shrubs are. with the constant

eating down aud trampling, getting quite devoid of vegetation,

and are travelling inland so rapidly that in many places culti-

vations and houses have been covered by the sand. Many of

the settlers have tried all in their power to stop its progress,

but with very indifferent results ; no grass has been found that

will grow quick enough on the bare sand, which is always sub-
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ject to heavy drenchiugs of salt spray. As a rule, the cultiva-

tions are of a ven' limited extent—only a few acres ; but of

late years they have extended, as several of the larger stock

owners have been breaking up the land, taking a crop of tiir-

nips and oats, then sowing it down in English grass, such as

cocksfoot, ryegrass, timothy, and red and white clover, all of

which thrive well. The returns given by islanders bear fair

comparison with other more favoured countries. Potatoes

average live tons per acre, and are about the most success-

fully grown vegetable on the island. The Maories depend

greatly on them for subsistence. They rarely fail, and when

grown in good sandy bush soil, are not to be beaten for quality.

In the early days they were the staple export, very large quautities

being bartered away every year to the traders, who carried them

to Sydney and, in several instances, to San Francisco, while the

gold rush was in full vigour in California. Sheep, cattle, and

horses were brought in exchange, and, I believe, formed the

nucleus of the present stock. Oats and wheat were also grown

extensively by the Maories, giving from 45 bushels of wheat to

50 or 55 of oats per acre. Linseed and maize have also been

grown with fair results. I have seen maize planted among

potatoes in the same way that pumpkins are in this colony planted

among the maize.

Maize is used by the Maories as a meal, and popcorn roasted

m the fire is much rehshed by them. All European vegetables

gi-ow well, but gardens are the exception rather than the rule

Sheep are now the mainstay of all classes —Maori, Moriories

and Europeans. The island carries about one sheep to every 2^^

acres, but a good deal of the country is not stocked ; that to the

south and south-west being too rough and having too much timber

and thick undergi-owth, which prevents mustering, as so many of

the sheep take to the bush on the first alarm. There were about

70,000 sheep a few years ago on the island, and, as lately several

of the station owners have been ploughing and sowing grasses, it

is probable there are now considerably more. The sheep are

generally crossbreds, and grow very good fleeces. Earns are
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brought from New Zealand every year, so they are always having

fresh blood. Shearin;^, when the sheep were first imported, was

conducted in a very primitive fashion. One shearing, by a much-

envied owner, of one solirary sheep was conducted by using a

pippi shell and lasted the gi-eater part of one day. It was no

uncommon thing to see razors, knives and scissors made use of

to get the fleece off the animal's back.

A few years ago there w'ere about 900 cattle on the island, but

they have been killed off extensively, as there was only a very

limited market for the beef.

Horses were very plentiful, and great numbers have been shot,

as they were profitless and wcn-se than useless. Large nvunbers

of cattle and horses were shipped to New Zealand, but the length

of the voyage was a great drawl)ack ; very seldom did their sale

pay more than expenses. In one case, a ship started with a full

cargo, and after being six weeks at sea, turned up again and lauded

what was left—a few miserable horses and bullocks. She had

been driven out of her course away to the south-east, and the

remainder of her cargo had beeu throwu overboard.

The horses, like the sheep, were first brought by traders, and

were of very good breeds, the old horses being of a much better

stamp than the yomig ones. (The first importation had a real

good time of it ; the Maories considering hiui too valuable to

ride.) They might almost be spoken of as a breed by them.selves.

On the island they were not thought particularly vicious, but

wheu takeu to Xew Zealand have acquired a very bad name.

They are horses that can stand any amount of \\ ork on very little

food ; are small, hardy, and very surefooted. Very few horses

could walk over the swamps as they do. They have a habit

noticed at once by a stranger of spreading out their legs as they

cross the soft jilaces, giving one the idea of a cat walking.

Pigs are very plentiful, both wild and tame. The wild ones

differ very much in appearance ; in some parts they are big and

well favoured, in others regular scrubbers. They are geuerally

best uear civilization, as they do not breed in so much, a chance

boar afetting awav now and then from the settlers. A Chatham
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Islauil wild boar is certaiulv not a beauty ; tbey are not as a rule

very big, but are uncommonly ugly customers to tackle. All

head and shoulders, they run off in the hind quarters, and hare

a very long hairy tail, very handy to catch hold of at a pinch '>

they are quiet as lightning with their tusks and can inflict a

very nasty wound. The settlers have set a price on their heads,

as they are a gi'eat trouble during lambing time, often following

the ewes and killing the lambs as they are dropped. They are

also very destructive amongst the older sheep, as they worry

them a great deal, besides destroying great quantities of grass

and ruining cultivations.

Fish are, and always have been, a very important item of food for

the inhabitants of the islands. They inckide the habuka, a large fish

weighing from thirty to seventy ])ounds, with a firm flesh, capital

eating either fresh or smoked. Cod, trumpeter, mokie, terekie,

flounders, soles, crawfish, and eels are amongst the principal, and

all are verv plentiful Most of them can be caught with lines

from the rocks ; by using a boat they are caught in large

quantities, with the exception of flounders, soles, and mullet,

which are netted and speared. When fishing for cod, a strong

line is used, with usually three hooks. It is a very common

occurrence on drawing up the line to find a fish on each hook,

and at times they are so voracious they will follow the line until

left by the waves on the rocks. Fishing from the rocks is rather

a dangerous amusement. Usually a heavy sea is breaking ; one has

always to be on the lookout for the large waves that come rushing

in every now and then, even on the calmest day. The Maories

catch the eels in a A'ery simple manner. Eound " Te Whanga"

(the big lagoon) the water is very shallow, extending in places

for a mile or so. Tn this shallow water grows a fine grass, almost

forming a mat. In the early morning, as the sun gets up,

the natives, armed with sticks shaped like swords, go out

amongst this grass on foot, and with the aid of the sticks kill

large quantities of the eels, which are in the habit of coming on

top of the grass and sunning themselves. They are as a rule

very lai'ge, and are esteemed a gi-eat luxury. When camping out,.
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tlie Maories fut tliciu in pieces about four inches loii<,f, split a

small stiek half-way. and insert the piece or pieces of eel, tie the

top of the stick with flax, put it in the "[round before the fire,

anil keep turnintr round as it cooks ; in this way all the spare oil

runs out. The flesh when properly cooked is capital; but as a

rule they are not quite so particular in their cooking, simply

placiug the eels on the hot coals and roasting. When at home

in their whares or houses, they cook them iu the same manner as

we do potatoes. One season, during my stay there, the ^Nfaories

sent " Te White " (their prophet iu Xew Zealand) a present of

about 60,000, dried and packed in casks.

This grass which grows on the lake is very much prized by the

horses and sheep ; on a warm day one can see horses feeding a

long way out. The sheep that are accustomed to feed along bv

the lake side can be distinguished from others by the whiteness

of their fleeces. Wild horses when chased will go out into the

lake, and if hard pushed keep going until only their heads are

out of water, and, if within half-a-mile or so of land, think

nothing of swimming across. Young foals are often got rid of

by hunting the mares into deep water till the foals are drowned.

There are large numbers of bii-ds on the island, both land and

sea birds. Ducks are very numerous : great numbers are shot,

but the natives do not snare them as formerly. It is very pro-

bable that, owing to their being shot at. tliey have become wild,

and cannot be enticed into snares. A peculiar call is used, how-

evei", and if one is shooting for the pot comes in very handy ; by

its use, if the ducks are within hearing, they may be brought

within shot.

The sea birds are principally mutton birds, gulls, and a larger

species of brown gull called stinkpots. The gulls lay their eggs

on the rocks and small islands round the coast, but, as the settlers

lot)k upon them as deadly enemies, they have bad times, the eggs

always being destroyed when found. The gulls are very vicious
;

if a sheep or lamb is cast, and cannot get up, they immediately

attack its eyes. I have frequently seen a sheep with both eyes

pecked out, and still alive. Every year as the season comes
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round, parties of [NEaories. or Moriories, set off for the more un-

frequented parts of the island, searching for mutton birds—only

the young are taken. All along the high cliffs fonniug the south

coast of the island the mutton birds breed. Unlike most other

birds, they do not make nests, but burrow in the soft peaty

banks like rabbits. Once a burrow is discovered, little difficulty

is found in secui'ing the young. A long stick is put in the hole

to show the direction; at some distance from the mouth of the

bun'ow a hole is sunk, and if the birds are not found the same

operation is repeated. After securing the young birds, the holes

are carefully filled up again, as the old birds use the same burrow

vear after year : but, as before stated, they are being gradually

driven off the island. The young mutton birds are extremely

fat. and seem to be fed on oil. It is a frequent occurrence for a

native, when he gets one, to ]nit its beak into his mouth and

squeeze the bird, making the oil run from it into his own mouth.

Salted, dried, and smoked, they are esteemed luxuries, even by

the Pakehas (whites). Their flavour resembles that of a red

herring.

But the great birding expedition of the year is that for the

young albatross. These birds do not now nest on the island, but

on the outlving islands and rocks which surround it. The princi-

pal are The Forty-fours to the east, and The Sisters to the

north. The natives charter the trading schooner for the trip,

which usuallv lasts about a week, and, if the weather has been at

all favourable, she usually returns with from 600 to 1.000 young

albatross. These are cooked in their own fat, ])laced in casks,

and frequently sent to Xew Zealand as presents for " Te "White."'

Cooked Maori fashion they are really good. I was invited by the

wife of a chief to tiy one ; it was served up fresh from the Maori

oven with potatoes, and was fit for any table. All the oily taste

was gone, and the birds being young were very tender, and not

at all unlike young wild pork.

As I have mentioned a Maori oven, a description of one may

not be out of the way. A hole is dug in the ground, and a large

fire made, a quantity of stones being also put in the hole, which.
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wlien hot and the ashes raked out, gives heat to the oven. They

are covered with wet grass or tiax. then the meat or potatoes are

[)ut in, with another hiyer of grass or thix. tlicii tlio whole well

covered up with earth to keep in the steam. 1 believe the ^laori

women can cook potatoes as well as anyone. They seem to know

to a minute when they are done, and do not require to prod them

with sticks or forks as is so frequently done with us.

There is no animal native to the island, although I have been

told that there was a native rat. ami was shown one, but could

discover no difference between it and the common house rat.

On Pitt's Island there were originally no rats nor mice, and all

goods landed there used to undergo a searching examination, but

I believe with all the care they have slipped in and made them-

selves at home. I recollect seeing an old lady (the wife of a very

old resident of Pitt's Island, whose stores of yarns of the old

days were inexhaustible) turning out some plants just received

from .New Zealand, and minutely examiuing them; she said she

was looking for worms and slugs, as there were none on the

island, and she did not wish to impoi't them.

The islands used to be. and still are, much frequented hy

whalers. As a rule they are American, but a few hail from New
Zealand and Tasmania. It is rough work, esjjecially so far south,,

but they seem fairly successful. They are principally manned by

half-caste Maories and Kanakas, who make splendid boatmen. It

is quite a sight to see a whaleboat in a strong breeze, all hands

except the steersman perched like monkeys on the weather-

gunwale. They are generally famous swimmers, but I should

imagine would not relish a bath there, as the water even in. the

summer is so very cold. "Water, wood, and fresh provisions are-

generally what they call for : tobacco and rum are frequently

exchanged.

The sperm whale is the whale, and if a good fish of that species

has been secured they are considered very lucky. There are a

niunber of other whales common to those seas, and, although not

nearly so valuable, are much sought after. Besides the oil,

whalebone is also obtained from them, and a very valuable sub-
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Htanee called ambergris. It is very seldom obtained, and com-

mands a very liigli price, being used in the making of perfumes'

aud altlioiigh in its raw state it has a very strong scent, it is

not at all a fragrant one. I was informed it was only obtained

from vA-^hales that are diseased, and is a collection of matter

found in the stomach.

Whaling parties have several times been established on the

island, lookouts being kept on hills and cliffs, and signals sent to

the station if whales are sighted. One party were there for six

months during my stay, but were uusuccessf id in getting a single

fish, although several were seen. Eiding along Waitangi Beach

one day, I was witness to a very singular spectacle. About 100

yards out to sea in the surf were a number of whales all aground

(there turned out to be eleven of them), making a tremendous

noise, blowing and thrashing the water ^ath their tails until the

sea was a mass of foam. They seemed quite unable to get off

into deep water, and were all eventually killed. They averaged

about 40ft. in length, being a ismall species, but yielded a good

supply of oil—about nine casks to the whale. Por days afterwards

there was witnessed a remarkable scene on the beach, any

amount of natives, men, women, and children, taking an active

part in securing the blubber.

There are no made roads, as no wheel traiEc is carried on with

the different parts of the island, only horse tracks leading to the

homesteads, which are all situated on the coast in such a manner

that thev have a boat harbour within convenient distance. All

heavv goods and stores are brought round by the trading vessel,

and landed in boats. This landing is often accomplished at con-

siderable risk, and can only be done when the wind is off shore,

the vessel having to stand out to sea immediately the wind

changes. There are no piers or wharves ; several have been

tried, but the violence of the sea has always proved too much for

them.

A description of the track from AN^aitangi to Te A\^akaru will

give an idea of the tracks used when travelling. Pirst you must

try and get a good swamp horse ; then, starting from Waitangi,
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the first two miles is ovci' a .spleiulid lieacli (tlie journeys are,

as imicli as possible, timed to suit low tides) ; then over low sand-

hills into old cultivations, l-'ollowing ahnig those you ride for

some miles alternately through bush and cleariiiff ; then out ou

the clears or the swampy country, every now and then dismount-

ing to lead your horse over some very bad sw^amp ; then down by

the shores of Te Whanga ; then in and out of the lagoon as the

land is hard or soft, till the point of the lagoon is reached, and

for the next four miles you have to ride through the lake,

generally the most disagreeable part of the journey ; then

across the sand-hills, yom* horse kicking aside skulls and

human bones, on to the beach ; then follow'ing the beach to Te

Wagaru.

Whenever they can be made use of on a journey, the beaches

are always preferred, as then you make up for lost time ; the

other parts of the journey are usually performed at a walk. In

many places the sand-hills are full of human skeletons, taking

the new arrival somewhat aback. He is usualh^ shown a few

rskulls with a bullet hole, or with part of a Maori axe sticking in,

which he is assured wa.< the result of a fight in the old days, but

which most pro! abh" was caused by someone for a joke. It is

not a pleasant thing, but on several occasions we had to kick

skulls out of the way before pitching camp, and I remember

seeing a pyramid made of skulls, placed as an ornament (?) at

the gate leading to one of the stations.

The climate of the island is a very wet and boisterous one, a

wet day being usually very rough and blowing. A calm day is of

very rare occurrence ; even dry days, although more frequent, do

not come as often as could be wished. During my stay a record

was kept, and in six months we had only two or three spells of

twenty-four hours without rain. The rough weather generally

comes fi'om the south-west and west.

The islanders are, as a rule, weather-wise, like the Moriories in

the early days, their interests depending a great deal on the state

of the winds and weather. The usual remark after the first

greeting has always reference to the wind and the position
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of the ship, should she be at the island or on her way up or

down.

As there is only one vessel trading, and the regularity of her

tri^js depends so much on the weather, there is a great amount

of interest taken in her movements. Coming down from New
Zealand she may have cargo for nearly every station on the

island, and, as they are placed on all sides, it is quite a question

of waiting until the wind changes. Sometimes she will be

knocking about the island for over three months, waiting for

these chances.

8ome years ago, the island was spoken of as being in a very

good position for a penal settlement, and I was requested to

report upon the matter, but the distance from New Zealand was

a great drawback, and I believe the scheme fell through. There

are great quantities of shells along the beaches, which when

burnt make a splendid lime. Fair building stone, and cla}" for

bricks, are always to be had, while any amount of work could

also be found for the prisoners in making roads, breakwaters, &c.

The principal exports are wool, hides, potatoes, tallow, and

fungus (this latter is, I believe, sent to China, and is much

valued), and live stock, principally sheep.

Imports include general stores, fencing wire, timber, and a fair

passenger traffic is also established.

Stray cedar logs are often washed ashore, and sawn up by the

settlers for building. Nearly all the houses have pieces of

wreckage built in, such as cabin doors, &c.

The Maories originally held all the land, but some ten years ago

the G-overnment, when granting the Maories titles, reserved

certain portions for the benefit of the Moriories. Their reserves

are scattered all over the island, and range in area from 50 to

2.000 acres. They run a considerable number of sheep, about

GOO, so now the few Moriories who are left are fairly well off.

The Maories sold part of their land to the Europeans, and in

many instances leased large areas with a purchasing clause. In

the meantime many of the Maories who were trustees iu the

original grants died, or ])ecame Te Whiteites and refused to sign
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anything whatever connected with Europeans. The trustees who

had died had again trustees in their estates, many of whom
refused to sign, so that the deeds by which a great deal of the

land was held were incomplete at the time of my stay, but I

believe since then matters have been to a great extent put riglit.

The Maories on the island are mostly followers of Te "White,

but are a fairly well-behaved lot, although some years ago it was

feai'ed they might give trouble ; in fact an alarm was given, and

all Europeans, with their families, left their homes and took

safety in one of the central stations, which they garrisoned ; but

fortunately things went no further, and the only shots that were

fired resulted in the death of a goat, which a zealous sentinel

mistook for a Maori creeping up to tlie station.

"Waitangi is the chief settlement, but it hardly deserves the

name, as there is no township. One hotel and the Court House

comprise it, together with a Maori pah, the Court being presided

over by a Resident Magistrate and Justices of the Peace, of

which latter there are three. The only police official on the

island is also the holder of numberless other billets, being Post-

master, Deputy Registrar, Customs Officer, &c., arising from the

isolated character of the island. There is now a school with a

fair number of children, and service is held by the police official

on Sundays. Visits from clergymen are few and far between, so

much so that while I was there over forty children on one

occasion were baptized, some of them being 12 and 14 years

of age.

The rainfall during an average season (1883) is, for the sum-

mer months 1'98 inches, and for the winter months 3"50 inches

per mouth. This seldom falls in heavy downright showers, but is

usually accompanied by strong driving winds, and is very often

more in the nature of a heavy drizzle or Scotch mist.

The average temperature for the three summer months is

5868, with a range of 11 ; the winter months 46'ol, with a range

of 9.

The population by returns in 1883 give 197 Europeans, fully

two-thirds being children, 82 Maories, and 44 Moriories. At
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present the latter are under twenty, with no children, so that a

few years will likel}; see the last of them.

Many Moriori skeletons have been sent to New Zealand,

packed in boxes and forwai'ded as apples. One can imagine the

disgust of a sailor broaching cargo on his discovery of the real

contents.

Within the last few years steam communication has been

opened between the Chathams and New Zealand, so that the

distance of about 500 miles is passed in about forty-six hours,

instead of an indefinite number of days. I also understand that

it is the intention of one of the Freezing Companies in New
Zealand to make their vessels call at the island on their way home

once or twice every winter for sheep. This will place the island

before the public, and I have no doubt will very much increase

the prosperity of the inhabitants.

I have to thank Mr. Alex. Shand, of Whangameriuo, for much

of the information contained in this paper, more especially

referring to the Moriories. He is the eldest son of Mr. Shand,

the first magistrate on the island, and has spent the greater part

of his life there, making a study, in the spare moments of a

hardworking life, of the habits and traditions of a race whose

course is nearly run. It is to be hoped he may see fit to commit

to print the result of his observations and inquiries.

In my experience there is not a more hospitable or kinder

settlement of people to be found, all doing their best towards a

stranger's comfort.

After some remarks had been offered by the President, Messrs.

P. McLean and Springall, the meeting closed.



SEVENTH ORDINARY MEETING.

Fifth Session.

The seventh ordinary monthly meeting of the fifth session of

the Koyal G-eographical Society of Australasia, Queensland

Branch, was held in the Museum Library, Brisbane, on the

evening of Monday, June 30, 1890, at 8 o'clock.

The President, Mr. AV. H. Misk'ix, F.E.S., occupied the chair

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

A letter was read from the Hon. the Chief Secretary of

Queensland accompanying co])ies of despatches, maps, and

sketches, illustrating the explorations of Sir William MacGrregor

in British Xew Gruinea. Also a letter from the Secretary of the

Royal Scottish Greographical Society, intimating that the members

of the Queensland Bi*anch of the Royal Greographical Society o^

Australasia, w^hen in Edinburgh, would be admitted to the privi-

leges of memberships of that Society without further payment of

fees.

It was unanimously resolved, on the motion of Mr. J. Irving,

seconded by Mr. C. B. Lethem, to convey the most cordial thanks

of the Society to the Council of its Scottish sister in Edinburgh,

as a small mark of appreciation ftu' the privilege I'eferred to.

The Hoy. Secretary, 'Sir. J. P. Thomson, moved " That the

Society desires to place upon the records of its proceedings an

expression of profound regret at the loss it has sustained by the

death of one of its esteemed foundation members, the Hon. C.

S. Mein, a Fellow of the parent Royal Geographical Society of

England, and loyal supporter of this Society."

This was seconded by Mr. W. Castles, supported by Dr.

AVaugh and the President, and carried.
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The Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. P. Thomson, F.K.S.GI-.S., read

some notes on

Sir William MacGiegor's Upper Ply River

Exploration, British New Guinea,

of which the subjoined is an absti'act.

Sir William MacGregor left the S.S. " Merrie England " near

the village of Odagositia, some fifty miles from the mouth of the

Ply Kiver, and started on the 26th December, 1889, with a party

of eighteen—consisting of Mr. Cameron, Mr. Douglas, Charles

Kowald, two other Europeans, also G-eorge Belford, three

Papuans, and nine other colored men.

The party travelled in a steam launch and had two whale boats

in tow, with provisions and supplies for six weeks. On the first

day, fifty miles were accomplished, and a point some ten miles

above the village of Tagota was attained The natives all proved

very friendly, notwithstanding the fact that on the 14th Decem-

ber these very people had attacked Sir William's previous

expedition. After a night's experience of camping in the boats,

it was decided to discontinue the practice, as unhealthy, when-

ever practicable. On the second day two men were seized with

fever, but further attacks were warded off by prompt remedies.

At 150 miles from the mouth of the river the tide's influence was

uncertain. A magnificent creeper having large bunches of scarlet

flowers was here found sparsely distributed. The average depth

of the river here was 39 feet, the width 600 yards, the current

velocity 3"25 miles an hour. The country along the banks was

found to be very poor, low, swampy and devoid of any timber

beyond a few cedar, mah/va, nutmeg, and sago trees. Upon the

place of union of the Strickland River and the Ely the name of

Everill Junction was bestowed, in honour of the leader of the

N.S.W. branch of the Australasian Royal Geogi-aphical Society's

expedition. Here the Ely is 1,000 yards broad ; above the

junction it is 300 yards, and the Strickland 400 yards. Eor

the next forty or fifty miles, the land lying between the two rivers
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is chiefly occupied by swamps and lagoons. A village contain-

ing about thirty houses was seen, but a great swamp lay between

it and the river, and time did not admit of its being visited. The

people appeared to be settled in agricultural communities.

Greese, ducks, hornbills, parrots, and cockatoos were seen, but no

pigeons. The lagoons are covered with a magnificent pink water

lily, the leaf of which is two feet in diameter. Whenever canoes

were discovered tied up to the bank of the river, presents were

left in them to conciliate the natives. One word of the language

of the latter was accidentally acquired and proved to be of great

value ; it was the " open sesame " to the upper districts of the Fly

Kiver. This word, " Samhio " and " Samhi ? " (interrogatively)

seemed to set the native mind at rest.

The native canoes appeared to be all of the same pattern,

having been chojiped into shape and hollowed out by means

of the stone adze ; they are ten or twelve inches broad, nearly

as deep, twelve to fifteen feet long, sharp at both ends,

and with no outrigger ; it seemed a marvel how the occu-

pants could stand iip and paddle these canoes, and at the same

time preserve their equilibrium. The natives attached great

value to emptv bottles, meat tins, knives, and tomahawks, but

could not be persuaded to part with articles of head gear or

drums for any amount of the coveted " trade." All were armed

with bows and arrows, and had the left arm defended as high

as the elbow, by a guard of cane twisted spirally. In order to be

in readiness for any possible attack on the part of the natives,

every night the camp was fortified by a sort of low parapet of split

saplings. This fence usually assumed the form of a triangle, the

open base being towards the river, close to where the laiuich was

tied up. Sir William describes a timber most valuable for steaming

purposes when coal is not available. It is found all along the

course of the river, is light, easy to cut and split. On the J^th of

January, 1890, the explorers had reached latitude 7° 3' south,

331 miles from the movith of the Fly, and 88 miles from

Everill Junction. Here the width of the stream varied from

150 to 850 yards, with a current at from 2 to 3 miles an hour.
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On the 0th of the month the first real gi*ass patches

were met with, 370 miles from the mouth. The hank.s were

still low and wet, but were becoming; gradually better defined

and higher. The first warlike demonstration occurred on the 7th

Januaiy. On the bank of the river where it was some forty or

fifty feet high, there were sixteen or seventeen houses, from thirty

to fifty feet in length. To the utter astonishment of the ])arty,

the first thing to meet the eye was a long line of lUO men, each

armed with a bow and a sheaf of arrows, and all got up in gala

dress. Many were painted in divers colors. Fortunately the river

was 300 yards wide there, which enabled the launch to steam up

at 200 yards from the occupied bank. The explorers kept

shouting "Sambio!" and making signs to the natives to come

to them. After various demonstrations of war and peace, a sort

of half confidence was established and canoes came off to the

launch, anxious enquiries being first made by the natives in the

terms " Pu ? Pu?" This evidently referred to puff, puff, /.e.,

guns. Probaldy Signor L. M. D'Albertis had come across this tribe,

and thus they had learned the power of the rifle. However, Sir

William and his party dauntlessly lauded and carried on some

trade %A'ith them. Here a new word which seemed to mean

"peace" was learned, " Magisio." These natives chewed the

betel nut, the lime used therewith being made from mussel shells.

After a short stay, the launch went on its way, leaving favourable

impressions of its occupants with the tribe. On the Sth, a camp

was made. Jr23 miles from the sea ; the banks of the river rising

a little but sloping away into swamps, and the country being quite

unfit for ])ermanent occupation. At iSO miles, in the clay of the

red hills, was found the first stone met with on the river's course

—pebbles of quartz, basalt, limestone, sandstone, &c.; birds were

few, and forest food scanty.

On the 13th of January, the party met with the first and only

aggression offered by the natives. A red bank about forty feet

high having been noticed, consisting of three different layers of

depctsit—the middle one, twelve feet thick, composed of sand

and shingle—it was at once decided to prospect this layer for
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gold. Grood colors were obtained by washing, and whilst a

secoud dish was being washed, a flight of arrows whizzed past

them and wounded a Malay, named Lario, on board the launch.

No aggressors were seen and it was considered atlvisable to leave

the locality, although the inclination of all, and of the leader

himself, was to fight it out, as their going away might be set down

to fear, by the natives. The arrows were of the uHual type—

a

reed shaft and a palm-wood point, unbarbed. In a week Lario

was at work again.

The river was now found to contain spits of .sand and islands

of small stones, pebbles of granite, limestone, conglomerate,

quartz, slate, basalt, flint, petrified coral and shells. One fine

specimen of petrified palm was found. Specimens of all were

obtained and forwarded to Mr. Jack, Grovernment Geologist,

Queensland. At one place, where the river was 300 yards wide,

a sandstone bar extends right across, but a passage wide and

deep enough for the launch was found close to the right bank.

The current of the river now became more swift, and rapids were

encountered The first was a mile long, and here there is an

island, covered by old forest, three-fourths of a mile long, and a

quarter of a mile broad. It was named " Macrossan Island," in

honour of the Minister for Mines of Queensland. It is 523 miles

from the mouth of the Fly. Sir William concludes that

S. D'Albertis' steam launch could not have reached this point, as

the course of the river beyond D'Albertis' Junction, as given by

the Italian explorer, differs utterly from what was now found to

be the true course.

Difiiculties were now encountered amongst the rapids. The

launch very nearly capsized after being swept down a rapid she

had already negotiated. She succeeded in again surmounting it,

and a mile and a half further on came to a rapid of the same

lenglh. After gallantly forcing her way through the turbulent

to the smooth water above, it was found that she could not gain

another inch with a full head of steam, so it was decided to let

her drive down again, and the conclusion was arrived at that the

head of steam navigation in the Flv River had been reached, at
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535 miles from thi^ mouth, in latitude (by observation)

5° 58' 15" S.

Arrangements \vei*e now made to prosecute the trij) by means

of the boats. Mr. Douglas, three Europeans, one Papuan, and

four other colored men were left with the launch. Sir William?

Mr. Cameron, Mr. Belford, two Papuans, and five Polynesians

went in the boat. The principal method of advance was by

dragging the boat by a rope through the rapids. Only a few

natives were seen dragging their canoes by the help of the

branches of the trees.

The junction of a narrow, deep, sluggish river with the Fly

was named the Palmer, and the newly-discovered river itself, the

Palmer, in honour of Sir Arthur Hunter Palmer, of Queensland,

" who has done much to facilitate the work of this Grovernment."

The country here consists of low hills about 300 feet high, all

forest clad, the trees being the same as those met with on the New
Gruinea lowlands. Traces of gold were also found. The hills

are all of sandstone formation, and the alluvial soil contains more

sand than humus. A seam of lignite six inches thick was found

—

useless for all practical purposes. It is merely a layer of trees,

leaves, and vegetation of various kinds recently deposited and

covered oA^er by sand, which has got a certain amount of cohesion.

The process can be seen in earlier stages, at scores of places on

the recently cut river banks. Several tobacco plants were found

growing in a clearing, at a house built on a red hill, about sixty

feet high. This was considered remarkable, as the natives 180

miles lower down the stream, knew nothing of tobacco. Seeds

wei"e brought away. 590 miles of the river had now been

traversed, and the Victor Emmanuel Kange, 5000 to 6000 feet

above sea-level was in full view, within about thirty-five miles.

The more distant chain, about forty-five miles away, probably

rises to 10,000 to 12,000 feet, and runs nearly east and west. A
little above the point where this view is obtained, a large branch

sixty to seventy yards broad, entered the river on the left bank.

This affluent was named the Black River, in honour of the Hon.

M. H. Black, Minister for Lands in Queensland. The course of
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the Palmer, which the explorers were now ascending, now became

encumbered with snags, so it was not considered advisable to

take the boats on. without due examination of the river. A
fortified camp was therefore constructed at a spot, in round

numbers GOO miles from the mouth of the Fly. This camp was

therefore called the " 600 mile camp." There is no grass country

visible here, but vast sti'etches of reeds occupy the surface. The

thermometer stood at 90" in the shade, and fell to 74° at night.

Thunderstorms seem to have occurred every afternoon during the

voyage. Here again " fine colours " of gold were found.

Two Polynesians and one Papuan were left at the camp. The

remainder went on by boat with three days provisions. Again a

fine view of the Victor Emmanuel E-anges was obtained. They

appeared hopelessly inaccessable, being exceedingly rugged and pre-

cipitous ; they also appeared to be entirely in G-erman territory.

A range lying between the explorers and the A'ictor Emmanuel

Range, about 5000 to 6000 feet high, was named Mount Donaldson

in honour oi the Treasurer of Queensland, and a portion of it which

appeared to lie in Kaiser-Wilhelm Land, Mount Bliicher.

The party w^as now thoroughly split up, and Sir William

MacGrregor was not without anxiety on account of his scattered

companions. " Xine were in the steam launch 4: miles below-

Palmer Junction, three were in the 600-mile camp fourteen miles

from the w-haleboat, two were with the whaleboat, and five of us

were travelling in the bush up the Palmer," Tet no attack was

made on any of these parties. There was clearly a large native

population at this point, and judging from the size of their

gardens, they appeared to be of more fixed habits than those

farther south.

There was now no more to do. It would take three months to

explore the ranges, and the party had neither the time nor means

for such an undertaking, and the Administrator did not feel

justified in entering on such an exploration, without the con-

currence of the Grovernment of Grerman Xew Gi-uinea.

The return journey was started on the morning of the 24th.

The dispersed parties were found in safety and fairly free from
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fever, and all started in good spirits for the mouth of the river

and the " Merrie England." On the way down, they were

received on all sides with the utmost friendliness by the natives,

who were eager to trade. One of the tribes was estimated to

consist of 2,000 souls.

The information obtained by this voyage is important from an

administrative point of view. But its commercial value is not so

apparent, at least above Everill Junction. There is no reason to

suppose that gold can be procured in payable quantities.

Climatologically, there seems to be no rainy season here.

Thunderstorms are tiae rule after 2 to 3 p.m. The temperature

during the day ranged from 8o° to 90^, but the latter figure is

unusual. At night the thermometer registered 72° to 76°, possibly

owing to the X.W. wind blowing over snow-clad ranges in Dutch

New Gruinea. The upper districts are fairly free from mosquitoes

and sand flies. On an average, there were about two cases of

sickness a day, amongst a party of nineteen. None of these

were serious except one, which gave the doctor some anxiety.

Ethnologically no race of natives has been found inland distinct

from the coast tribes. Those seen at the boundary of British

and G-erman New Guinea wei*e of a light colour, but that may

not signify much. The dialects diifer, and every word ends

in a vowel. On the lower part of the river they are agricul-

turists and live in settled communities ; on the upper part

they cannot do so, owing to the occurrences of floods over

the low wet country. They all use the bow and arrow; all

suffer from the same diseases. The men tattoo their bodies,

the women are all clothed. They differ greatly in type and size.

Any future examination of the interior, in this direction, should

be made in June or July, in order to procure information res-

pecting the climate during the S.E. monsoon. At that season,

too, the birds would be in plumage and could be collected for

scientific purposes. A considerable addition has been made to

the oHicial collections, but, probably, not much that is new to

science. The expedition was absent five weeks and four days,

and in that time the party travelled about 1,200 miles.



ANNUAL MEETING.

The fifth aimual general meeting of the lioyal Geogi'aphical

Society of Australasia, Queensland Branch, was held in the

Museum Library. Brisbane, on the evening of ^londay, July

28, 1800, at 8 o'clock. The President, Mr. ^V. H. Miskix,

F.E.JS., occupied the chair. On his right was His Excellency

General Sir Henry "NVylie Xorman, G.C.B , G.C.M.G.. «S:c.,

Governor of Queensland ; and on his left sat the Hon. Sir S VT.

Griffith, K.C.M.G., &c. A large number of members of the

Society were present. The visitors were ^Mesdames J. P. Thomson

and E. G. Edelfelt; also Messrs. J. Mathieson. J. B. Henderson,

P. Pinnock. and Captain Strachaii.

The minutes of the previous ordinary monthly meeting were

read and confirmed.

The Hox. Secretary read the following letter :

—

Melbourne, 23r(l July, 1S90.

To J. P. Thom.son, Esq., F.K.S.G.S., &c. ; Hon. Treasurer and Secretary

of the Queensland Branch of the R.G.S.A., &c.

Dear Sik,

On behalf of the Victorian Council of the R.(t.S.A., we beg to

offer our best felicitation at the new anniversary of the Queensland Branch

of our Society, when His Excellency, your honored (Governor, will give, as

representative of our gracious .Sovereign, to your festival the greatest eclat,

when on a distinguished statesman there will devolve the position of

President, after that honored office has been held by prominent pre-

decessors, when the great value of your own secretarial services will anew
be recognised, and w)ien, doubtless, further measures for the next jear's

work of jour Branch will be initiated, as well in the interest of purely

scientific geogi'aphy as in the furtherance of colonial settlements and the

industrial advantages connected therewith.

The Queensland Branch has prominently distinguished itself by the fre-

quency of its meetings, by the multitude of subjects brought forward at the

gatherings, and by the copiousness and originality of its publications ;

thus all augurs well for the future of its progress, especially as the vastness

of the Queensland territory, the richness of its resources, and the direct

administrative contact of your colony with British New Guinea, under its

highly scientific Administrator, give a particularlj- ample scope to the

action of your Branch in our geographic confederation. Maj- a hope also
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be expressed, at your present festival, that the attention of your great

colony could likewise be directed to the far South, more particularly so, as

new geographic enterprises, in the antarctic regions, will tend to enlarge

still further the scientific insight into the physiography of our planet, and
as simultaneously a new vast area would be opened for obtaining additional

products, to call forth or promote commerce and new industries, for increas-

ing the public revenue and augmenting manifold private wealth, in all

the Australian Colonies.

We beg to remain, honored Sir,

Yours obediently,

FERD. VON MUELLER, President.

A. C. MACDONALD, Hon. Sec.

The HoN^. Secretary also read the following general statement

upon the operations of the Society during the preceding year :

—

Report of Council, Session 1889-90.

GrENTLEMEK,

Agreeable to the practice of the past the Council has the

honour of submitting for your information the following annual

report upon the operations of the Society during the currency

of the preceding year :

—

Membership.

The fifth session of the Society terminated on June 30th, 1890,

at which time its members numbered 120—composed of ten life,

three honorary, four honorary corresponding, and 103 ordinary

members ; the list of ordinary members has suffered a reduction

by two deaths, and that of the honorar}' members by one death.

The accessions to the membership of the Society are satisfactory.

Finance.

The Council also submits the subjoined financial statement :

—
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MEETINdS OF THE SoCIETi'.

Durin^f the session uiuler review there have been held the

annual and seven ordinary monthly meetings, at which eight

papers, including the annivei'sary address and several brief com-

munications, were read ; to the contributors of these, the Council

desires to accord its best thanks.

Council MeetixctS.

Eight ordinary meetings of the duncil have been held during

the currency of the session, at which the usual general business

connected with the operations of the Society was transacted.

Publications.

The volume of proceedings and transactions has been published

as usual. The Council is especially gratified to observe by the

current literature of kindred institutions and by the number of

applications from foreign societies for exchange of our publica-

tions, that the Society has attained a recognised status amongst

its sister associations. The Council also observes with pleasure

that the innovation of the " GJ-eographical Notes," to which refer-

ence was made in last " Annual Eeport,"' has met with general

approval.

Library.

The library of the Society has been greatly enriched during

the session by the accession of valuable exchange publications

from cognate institutions, consisting of books, periodicals, maps,

&c. These annual accessions have so accumulated that a means

of proper storage thereof is a matter to which the attention of the

Council will soon have to be given. The Council again desires

to accord the best thanks of the Society to the Trustees of the

Queensland Museum for the use of the Library Room.

Exploration.

The Central Austi'alian exploration by the Victorian and

South Australian Branches of the Society, and the vigorous

prosecution in the British possession of New Guinea, by our
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distinguished houoriiry corrot^poiidiiig member, Sir William

MacG-regor, is especially congratulatory.

XO Nf E>'C LATU U K

.

The Council is glad to note that the efforts of the Society to

discourage the practice to which explorers have but two fre-

quently confined themselves, of bestowing ambiguous and

inappropriate place-names to iiewly discovered topographic

features, to the exclusion of the euphonious native appellations,

have been warmly supported by all institutions representing

geographic science, and especially in a vigorous manner by the

recent International G-eogi-aphic Congress, held at Paris, at

which a resolution—originating in our own Branch of the

Society—was unanimously adopted, deprecatory of this deplor-

able practice.

RECIPROt'ITl'.

The Council considers the privileges recently accorded the

members of the Society, by the Royal Scottish Geogi-aphical

Society, as matter for special congratulation ; by this friendly

relationship, an intercoui'se conducive to mutual welfare will be

promoted, which under unfavourable auspices would not be

attained.

For the Council,

J. P. Thomson,

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.

His ExcELLE>'CY. SiR Henri' Wylie Nor:n[ax, congratulated

the Society upon the satisfactory position it occupied. There had

not been very much exjjloration in the colony during the past

Tear, nor indeed so much in British New (xuiuea as had marked

the previous year ; but the Administrator of the Government

there had been going about and doing good useful work. He was

surprised that more interest was not taken in the Society, for

there was still much which could be done, even as near home as

the Macpherson Range. He had been amused at the publication

in the local Press of most contradictory accounts of the ascent of
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some peaks in this rauge, during ^vhich there was shown a

lamentable lack of definite information on the subject. In a

place where there were so many young men, it was surprising

that every peak of the range was not thoroughly well known, for

there was so much attraction in ascending heights which had

not been explored before, that could never be equalled by going

up mountains in the beaten track of climbers. As regards the

suggestion made by Mr Weedon, the auditor, he was thoroughly

in accord with it, so far as the building fund was concerned, and

should such a fund be opened he would, in his humble way, do

what he could to assist it. But he could not agree with the pro-

posal to offer premiums to contributors of papers. In the

British Eoyal G-eographical Society, of which he had the honour

of being a Eellow, no member or contributor would dream of a

premium for papers, the honour of reading them alone being

sufficient recompense for the trouble taken in their preparation,

and he hoped the same would be the opinion of the Queensland

Branch.

His ExcELLEycT had much pleasure in moving " That the

Council's report and balance-sheet be adopted."

This motion was seconded by Mr. P. McLeax, and unanimously

carried.

The Preside>"t then addressed the meeting in the following

manner :-

—

Anniversary Address.

By AV. H. MiSKix, Esi^, f.e.s., President.

Upon the termination of this the fifth year of the existence of

our Branch of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia,

and of my year of office as President, it becomes my duty, in

accordance with time honoured usage, to address you, pi'erious

to my vacation of the presidential chair ; a position that I am

happy to believe will be occupied during the forthcoming year in

a much more distinguished and able manner than I can hope to

have achieved.

The year has not passed without the inevitable departure fi'om
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our midst of several valuable supporters of the cause. We have

to lament the decease of Sir Edward Strickland, the President of

the Xew South Wales Branch, than whoni none have done more

to further the subject of <i;eoffraphical science in the Colonies

and promote and support the objects of our Society. A heavier

loss to science !j;euerally was the untimely end of the Rev. J. E.

Tcnnisou- Woods, a man whose marvellously erudite gifts had

earned him a justly world-wide celebrity. AVhile from our own
list of members we have to deplore the erasure from our roll of

rlu' name of the late Mr. Justice Mein.

The report of the retiring Council, already submitted to the

meeting, will have made you acquainted with the operations of

our Branch during the past year, a history that I venture to say

has not been liaiivn of fairly gratifying results and of evidence of

energetic pursuit and successful accomplishment of the objects of

the Society, consistent with its means, as of the encouraging pre*

sent position of the Society, financially and otherwise—^its roll of

members having l)eeii well maintained, and its monetary condition

satisfactory.

In proof of the advance made in the recognised status of our

Society, it is gratifying to mark the requisition in which our

transactions are held by kindred societies the world over, and the

reciprocal benefits we are deriving thereby, in the accumulation

of literature of the geographical societies of the world, maps, &c.,

a wealth of valuable material that is, in the absence, unfor-

tunately, of suitable accoutmodation, becoming almost a source of

embarrassment to us, and is thereby for this reason, it is to be

regretted, rendered almost valueless from the absence of conve-

nience of reference.

This subject naturally leads to the consideration of the crave

necessity, which the new Council will have to grapple with, of

studying some scheme whereby permanent quarters mav be

secured and the full benefit of the Society's operations be made
thereby available to the members, a matter which the position of

the Society and its importance demands. But for the kind conces-

sion of the Trustees of the Queensland Museum, who have per-
I
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iiiitted the use ot" the Librarv Room of the Museu;.: f.)r the holdiai,'

of the Society's meetings, and the facilities cheerfully afforded l\v

the Museum officers, we should have beeu hard put for even a

place to assemble iu.

I caunot refrain here from drawing some comparisons between

the disadvantage that our Branch has laboured under, with tliose

of the sister Branches. In Xew South A\^aU's the Society is

supplied by the State with free (juarters and the printing of its

publications at the public expense. Tn Victoria the Society is

subsidised to the extent of £1,000 per annum; and in Soutli

Australia the printing of the Society's transactions is also con-

tributed by the State. AVliile iu our case not the slightest assistance

has been afforded in any shape by the (xovernment of the Colony.

or any official recognition of the Society vouchsafed.

Surely the work that is being accomplished by the Society,

obviously for the public benefit, hitherto carried on entirely upon

an income derived solely from the subscriptions of its limiteil

number of members, entitles it to some consideration and assist-

ance. Let us hope that a more lil)eral spirit will be manifested

towards the Societv bv the powers that be in the future, and thus

enable the Society to extend the scope of its duties beyond the

mere publication of papers, by itself encouraging and assisting in

exploratory research.

Before disposing of this branch of my subject. 1 may refer with

satisfaction to the friendly spirit exhibited by a sister society in

the old country ('I'be Royal Scottish (ieograpliical Soeiety) which

has intimateil that any members of our SoeieTv will be welcomed

to the privileiies of membership of that Soeiety. U[)on visiting

North Britain, without payment of any fee or subscri])tion.

The following subjects have l)een treated of in ])a]iers read before

our Branch <luring the past year, some of whudi have already

appeared in our published " l*roceedings and Transactions."'

while (ithers are in course of pidilication :

—

Sir Wm. Mac(iregor's Ascent of Blount Victoria and Ex-

jdoration of the Owen Stanley Range, l^ritish New
Guinea : bv J. P. Tlioinson.
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The (iiilf of Carpentiiria : by Capt. \V. ('. Tliomson.

The Torres (xroup, Sn-. ; by I). Kannif.

The Application of Astronomy to Metcorolou'y ; bv .1. I'.

Thomson.

Notes made in the Fly Hivcr. British Xeu (rninea : l)y

Capt. J. yi. llennessy.

Notes on the Brisbane Kiver l-'loo<ls ami Kiver Kn;,^ineerini^

l*roblems : by .1. P. Thomson.

The Chatham Islands; by John Kobertson.

Notes on Sir Wm. ^EaeCxregor's Upper Fly Kivir Explitra-

tions : bv .1. P. Thomson.

The addition in tiur published transactions, to orii,MMal papers,

in the shape of short notes of <i;eoijra])hiL-al subjects of interest

culled from other piiblicarions. commenced the previous and i-on-

tinued during the past year, has increased their attractiveness

considerably, and has. doubtless, been appreciate<l by the

members.

That the preponderatins;- feature in the contributions to our

own tran.sactions. in exploratory research, should refer to New
Guinea is not to be wondered at, wlien ir is borue in mind that

with the exception of the African continent, this i^reat island

presents almost the sole rei;ion upon the face of our <,d<il)c that

remains at the present comparatively unknown: ami, further,

from the relations existing between that portion of New (xuinea

forming the British possession and our own Colony, we aire

naturally proportionately interested in aecjuiring a knowledge of

the countrv, and possess, from such i-elatiuns. exceptional

advantages for securing such information as is available relatini;

to it. At the same time it should mit bi' overlooked that there

is much that might be communicated, and that would prove of

gi'eat interest and value, of the remoter parts of our own Colony,

settled as it is in name, that would be welcomed to a place in our

transactions; while in the Northern territories of Southern and

Western Australia iiuich remains yet for the explorer to

investigate.

Kegardiny the sister Branches of our Society, no publication of
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traiis^actions ha^-e reached past us during tlie year from New
South Walet< or South Australia. In Victoria, however, where a

very hirge roll of members obtains, and where a liberal subsidy is

enjoyed, with a consequent prosperous exchecjuer, great activity

has prevailed, especially in pecuniary support afforded to

exploratory expeditions—£100 10s. and a bonus of £50 having

been contributed to the expedition under Mr. "W. H. Teitkins,

sent out from South iVustralia luider the auspices of the Central

Australia Exploring and Prospecting Association. Limited ; a

sum of £100 in aid of exploration in British North Borneo ; and,

in addition, donations have been made to members of the staff of

Sir AVilliam MacGrregor's Owen Stanley Expedition. While the

han(lse)me offer has been made of a subsidy of £500 in support

of further investigations in that region. The "Transactions and

Proceedings" of this Branch contain numerous able contributions

TO geographical knowledge. The last anniversary address

delivered by the President, Baron F. von ^Nrueller. contained

therein, being a masterly review of our subject, as I'elating to

this portion of the Southern hemisphere.

Our cause has received an impetus, a now constantly increasing

one, through the happily successful exertions of the Austi'alasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, one of the sections

in its programme being devoted to geography.

The last meetmg of the Association, the second in its ainials,

was held in the Victorian capital in January last, and was of the

most successful and encouraging character; representative

scientific men were gathered together from all the Australian

Colonies and New Zealand, and the various branches of

science were ably and exhaustively treated in addresses, contri-

butions and discussions, with a result that must be as highly-

gratifying, especially to our compatriots of Melbourne, by whom
the visiting members were entertained with lavish hospitality, as •

it is satisfactory and encouraging to the cause of science and its

future progress in the Colonies.

The meeting for 1891 has been arranged to be held at Christ-

church, New Zealand, upon which occasion it is to be hoped our
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Colouy will not be unrepresented in one or other of the sections.

As iu the course of years our time will come for the Association

to assemble in Brisbane, it will not be amiss for our learned

societies and institutions to begin to think about organising their

strength in anticipation of this event.

The geographical section was well represented at the ^lel-

bourne nieetinir. the following papers, in addition to the

President's a<ldress, were read:

Early Discovery. Exploration, and Physical Greography of

Australia; by A. C. Macdonald, F.E.G.S.

On the Distribution of Land and Water on the Terrestrial

Globe; by J. J. Wild, Ph.D., F.R.O.S.

Australian Exploration ; by P. Gr. Mueller.

Antarctic Exploration ; by Commander Crawford Pascoe.

R.N., E.K.G.S.

and most of the subjects were well and fully discussed.

The principal event of exploratory interest in our part of

the world, has been Sir Wm. MacGrrcgor's successful ac-

complishment of the ascent of Mount Tict( ria—the highest

peak of the Owen Stanley Kange in British Xew Guinea

—over 13,000 feet aboAe sea level ; full details of the

expedition have already appeared in our '" Proceedings and

Transactions," and in the public prints. Sir William's further

despatches descriptive of extended investigation of the country

and of acquaintance with the aboriginal population, are full of ab-

sorbing interest, although the result of his experiences seems to

more convincingly establish the fact that Xew (xuinea is never

likely to become a field for colonization purposes. That great ad-

vantages may accrue from the possession, in the shape of openiuijs

for trade possibilities, especially to the Australian Colonies, and

for the possible pursuit of tropical agriculture under conditions

of employment of cheap labour, in which circumstances alone, iu

my opinion, can there be any hope of such being profitably

and successfully carried on, and competition of similarly favoured

countries contended against, is not to be gainsaid.

Xext in point of interest is an expedition fitted out by the
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Cciitrrtl Australian Expltn-iug and Prospect inir Association,

Tiiniited, of" Soutli Australia, at an expense of £2.000 additionally

subsidised liy the N'ictorian Branch of our Society to the extent

of £1(50—under the leadership of Mr. W. H. 'IVitkins. VMAt S.,

for the I'Xploration of the ci'iitral ])art of our continent.

^Ir. 'I"eitkiu"s full re])ort has not yet reached our hands, hut

will [)rol)ahly appear in an early luunher of the Pransactions

of the Victorian Branch. From such scraps df information as

have come to hanil however, we are aware that mattei's of <^'eat

interest have been disclosed by the explorers investigations,

esj)ecially with respect to the large interior lakes, and we may

look forwai'd with antiiMpation to the receipt of full details.

.\nd. lastly. I cannot pass withoiit a casual allusion to the im-

portant subject of proposed antarctic exploration. Xegotiations

have been peudiug for a considerable time past, with the object of

seeurhig a tlioroughly ecpiippeil ex])edition, for tire purpose of

attempting to solve the many interesting proldems that await

successful mastery of the hitherto insujjerable difficulties that

defeated the efforts of the early voyagers tuider Eoss. and the

later attem])ts of the "" (.'hallenger' expedition, to find an o])ening

through the ice-cliifs. that would permit an investigation of the

Southern polar contiiuMit. Financial (]uestions have hitherto

been the stumbling block u])on which these negotiations have

failed, but the tduiracteristic energy and euterju'ise of our

Victorian friends, and the strong desire evinced in scientific

circles in the old country will, doubtless, overcome the temporary

obstach's.

The manifest importance of this matter to the C'ohuiies is t>o

palpable as to hardly necessitate a refereuci' to the causes that

reconunend its tn-ni'iicv; whether viewed from a commeiH-ial point

of view, as promising rich returns front the whale aud seal

fisheries that may be opened uj). aud possible mineral discoveries;

or from the purclv scientific as[)ect as presenting the most valu-

Hlde disclosures in tlie study of the glacial conditions, the currents,

meteoroU)gy. volcanic, seismic, and astronomic phenomena obtain-

ing there, all of whicli, doubtless, have a very important bearing
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aiul iiirtiu'iicc upnii I lie cliniatdloi^iral conditidiis of tlic iiinrci

Soiitlu'i-M parts (if Australia and New Zealand, it at niict- ih-coim-

nuMids its. -If 1(1 (Piir (•()nsidciMti(in.

My oliscrvations wonlil Itc iiicoinplcte \v(;re i ti) closi- without

i,dancin!4' at tlu- proyress df (Uir siilijcct. in |)arts (if tlic world

bcvdiid our (iwn iiiniicdiati' splu'rc. I will, llicrcfdrc. witlioiit

detainiuLi; Vdii lod liuii;. i^ivt' a short s\ iiopsis of the principal

events that have (K-ciirr('(l. ncoiirapliicallv. in other countries.

The past year has heeii fertile in ideographical iiiterest. the W(»i-ld

ovi'r. In e\])loration we have the allahsorhiiii; advent ures of tlio

iireat e.\[)loi-ev. Stanley, in e;|uatorial .Vfi'ica. The account of

his travi-ls and adventures, in his work. "" Darkest .\frica," now

in hands df home readers, is eai^crly awaited in the Cohniies.

The return of the i^reat traveller to the (hnnain of civilization

has heeii siynalised hy a hurst of entlmsiasni : continuous ovation

awaitinu his arrival at his various stopping places, shewinii; the

overwhehniiiL; intert'st that his e\|)loits have awakened in the

public mind.

A sj)ecial U'dd medal has been presenti-d to him by the Koya!

(xeoi^raphical Society, and bronze ones to his otHcers : and all

classes and sections have combined to c-\press. in the most

unmistakable manner, their admiration (d' the conduct of tlie

distiiii^aiished explorer and his <i^allant followers, under the un-

preceilented difEcultie.s. dani^ers. and hardships encountered hy

them, in this protracted strug<;le throULjh the ureat dark forest

land of Central Africa.

In otlu'r parts of tlie f^reat continent, exploration has been

energetically pursued by Teleki and Arnot. respectively, north

and south of the equator: by Selous in Central South Africa;

De l"'aucauld in the Atlas ^Mountains : and Messrs. Thorn ami

Harris in the less known parts of Morocco. AVhile Dr. Meyer's

successful ascent, tor tlie first time, of the monarch of .\fricaii

mountains— Kilimanjero nearly l*(».(>tK> feet ab.ive sea level,

adds furtlier important contributions to the study of the great

continent interior.

A more familiar ac(|uaintance with Central and Xorthern
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Asiatic reyious is CDiistaiitly being extended by the untiriui!;

energy of Kussian enter])rise. not the least interesting of whieli.

s the demonstration by Captain Wiggins (an Englishman) of the

feasibility of penetrating Central Siberia liy a ship route, virt the

Arctic Sea, and navigation of the Obi and Yenesei Kivers.

Dr Xausen's journey across the peninsula of (xreenland. the

history of which was communicated some six or eight months

since, seems to have acted as a stimulus to that intrepid traveller,

for we now find him projecting another undertaking with the

object of making researches towards the Xorth Pole.

As settlement naturally follows diseoverv, we consequently, in

the chain of events, have our attention drawn to the great railway

undertakings in course of or projected construction, in recently

•discovered or settled regions ; the means of convenient transit

being, of course, the first step towards profiting by the labours of

the explorer; and we have presented to us two herculean projects

in nearly opposite points of the globe: the one beina: the Congo

Free State railway, from a point on the Congo Kiver, at the head

of navigation of that river to Stanley Falls, another point towards

its head, covering a distance of 250 miles through an absolutely

barbarous country. The other, a line across the continent of

Asia, by the Russians, to bring their present railway system into

connection with their possessions on the Pacific coast. This line

has been resolved upon, and the surveys are in course of being

proceeded with.

The relation that geography bears to i-onunerce has been well

and frequently descanted upon by several writers ; one of the

most noteworthy essays upon the subject being entitled. " The

Physical Basis of Commercial G-eography," by Dr. Hugh Eobert

Mill, communicated at the late British Association meeting.

(4eography in its educational aspect has been persistently

forced upon public attention, and it is gratifying to observe with

good results ; Professor Laurie's lectui-e, •' The ]\Iethod applied

to the Teaching of Geography in the School," published in the

' Scottish Geographical Magazine. 1886," has not been surpas.sed

for a comprehensive and lucid grasp of the subject ; but Great
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Britain and Iut dtloiiies are still a very loiifi; way behind countries

like France and (Tormany, in the number of their societies devoted

to this science, and of the periodicals published on the subject.

The subject of geoji^raphical nomenclature has, of late years,

received considerable attention at the hands of various bodies

and individuals, but, in almost every case, the unanimous opinion

is strongly deprecatory of the practice of givins; complimentary

designations to natural fcatui'es. in newly discovered countries,

where it is possible to ascertain the native name.

A resi)lutiou iu substance ro tliis effect emanated from our own

Branch, and the principle was supported by the other Branches

of our Society, and mentioned with approval by European

authorities.

At the Paris Congress the ])rinciple was very emphatically

affirmed, in language couched in still stronger terms, as

follows :
—

'• The right of the explorer only begins when the country he

is exploring has no native inhabitants."'

The subject was also discussed in the geographical section of

the recent Melbourne meeting of the Australasian Association of

Science, when the same principle was pretty generally approved.

A few of the subjects of paramount interest that have been

treated upon in British Geographical publications may be cited

a calling for special attention, as follows:

—

In the Proceedings of the Boyal Geographical Society.

Annual Address (Ui the Progress of Geography : bv

General Strachey.

Geographical Co-ordiiu\tes in the Valley of the Upper

Nile; by E. G. Eavenstein.

The Great Central Asian Trade Eoute from Pekin to

Kashgaria ; by Colonel Mark IS. Bell.

In The Scottish Geographical 3fagazine.

Journey across the Inland Ice of Greenland from East to

West ; by Dr. E. Nansen.

On Marine Deposits in the Indian, Southern, and Ant-

arctic Oceans ; bv Dr. John Murray.
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The t'ocos Keeling- Islamls : l)v Dr. (iupjjv.

On tlie 'rcinpfi-aturi- of tlie- Tidal Estuaries of the South-

east of Eni,'hui(l; by H. C. Sorb\ , LL.D., E.K.S.

Anniversary Address. Africa: Britisli and otlier Spheres

(if Influence: hy (leneral Sir i.i'wis I'ellv. K.C.B.,

K.C'.S.I.

The Evolution of Climate; hy Professor ("ieikie.

The Physical Basis of Political (Te(»^rai)hy : by H. .1.

]\[ackiiider. M.A... Prof, of (leoi,^ Univ. Oxford.

Border Lands between (Teolony and (Jeo^rapbv : l>v thi^

Duke of A roy 11.

The A'ertical Belief of the (ilobe : by Dr. H. K. Afill,

F.H.S.E.. F.B.S.Cx.S.

Soutlu'rn California, Past and Present: by Professor

Blaikie.

In the Juirnial of the Mmiclicslfr (iro(/i'(ij)hic(iI Soc/rft/.

On tlu> Teaehin<;-of Elementary Commercial {Teoi>Ta[)hy in

Primary and Secondary Schools. Sic : by .T.H. Silberbach.

Indian Kailways ami British Trade: by Mr. Holt llallet.

In The S^dfioiKtJ (ieograpliic 2I(it/itziiie.

Greographic ^Nfethods in Greolo^ic Investigation ; by W.

M. Davis.

Classification of Geographic Forms by (lenesis ; by W. J.

McGee.

Ill addition may be mentione<l a counniinication to tlie Boyal

(ieographical Society, published in the last November nundjer of

its Transactions, being a most interesting description of an e.x-

pedition across Australia from south to north, between the tele-

graph line and the (Queensland bouiulary. in lSSo-(). bv David

Lindsay, F.K.G.S. which appears to have hitherto otherwise

escaped attention, except in a very casual way.

And lastly 1 may refer to the gathering of tlu- British Asso-

ciation of Science, held in SeptiMn1)er at Xewcastle-upon-Tyne,

Avith its exceptionally numerous attendance of members, the

geographical section being especially re|)reseji1alivc and dis-

tinguished by its o})ei-ations.
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liiif tlic cidwiiiii',^ I'voiit (if the \\nr was tlic liix-at ('Diiyivss

held ill Paris, under tlie presidency of lliereiiow ned ^^. Ferdinand

de J.esseps. wliere llie wliole Held of i;e()i^ra|)liy. studied from

everv possililc and i-onceived division (d' the siihjeet. was ex-

haustively and learnedly discussed In the most distinguished

geographers of the world.

In eoiieludini;' my (diservations. and thanking \'oii for the

patient hearin>,f you have accorded uie. 1 relinquisli my positio7i

of President of this Branch of our Society, for tlie past year, with

the feelint; that however short I may have fallen in ahilitv in the

perforuunice of my duties. 1 havt' at least the satisfactiou of re-

fleeting tliat my hest efforts have lu'en t,nven to |jromote the

interests and support the i-anse we all have at heart, in main-

taining the usefulness of (uir Society. And L have to otter my
w-armest thanks to the members of the (."ouiicil, and i-s[)ecially to

onr devoted Honorary Secretary, for rhc loyal assistance and

support that 1 have received during my term of olHcc.

Dr. Waugh moved—' That the thanks of the Society

he accorded the Pn-sident for his address and that the

same be [)rinted in thi' " Proceetlings and Transactions " of tlie

Society.""

This motion, whii-h was seconded by Mr. ('. H. LKTUK^r, and

supported by the IFoN. StX'HEi'AiJV. was carrieil unanimously.

The Hox. Seckkiahv read a telegram from the A'ictorian

Branch of the Society, rr Antarctic Exploration, which urged the

desirableness of co-operative action in promoting the interests of

the cause.

Mr. TiloMSOy also made an earnest appeal, on behalf of science,

to the meeting and to tlie public, to afford aid in the proposed

expedition to the South Polar regions; apart from the utilitarian

results of sucli an undertaking, the scientific issues would, no

doubt, be very great, as thereby we should be enabled to eluci-

date and pr(diably understand the climatic conditions of Australia,

to a far greiiter extent that we could ever hope for by the use of

local data. There could, he submitted, be no doubt that the

cool Antarctic air and oci'aii currents broufjht near the shores of
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this contiiieut, produce some considerable influence upoii

Australian climate.

A ballot then took place, resulting in the following gentle-

men being elected as Officers and Councillors for the Session

1890-1:—President: The Hon. Sir S. W. (Griffith, K.C.M.G-..

M.A., Q.C., M.L.A. ; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer: J. P.

Thomson, F.R.S.Gr.S., &c. ; Members of Council : the President,

the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, and J. N. Waugh, M.D., W. H.

Miskiu, P.E.S., E. Gailey, T. S. Sword, P. McLean, JJ.P.. and

J. Irving, M.R.C.V.S.L., &c.

Sir S. W. GrEiFFiTH, who, on being conducted to the chair,

received the congratulations of His Excellency the Grovernor

and other members of the Society, returned thanks for his elec-

tion. He trusted the Society would be warmly supported in the

future, for the honour of the Colony. Referring to Antarctic

exploration, which he warmly advocated, he thought there could

be no doubt that the South Polar currents and drift ice influence

the climate of Australia, probably in the same way that the

climate of Southern Europe is influenced by the Gulf Stream
;

he had himself seen icebergs off Cape Leuwin ; he also thought

the central plains of South-Western Australia offered consider-

able scope for exploration. In concluding a very able and

interesting speech upon a geographic subject, Sir Samuel called

upon the meeting to accord His Excellency the Grovernor the

best thanks of the Society for his attendance at the annual

gathering, as representative of Her Majesty the Queen and of

the parent Society of England ; also for the moral and material

support extended by him to the Society. (Applause).

The Hon. Secretary moved—"That the Hon. Auditor, Mr.

W. Weedon, be reappointed, and that the thanks of the Society

be accorded him for past services."

This motion was seconded by Mr. A. Muir, and carried.

Mr. Weedon spoke in support of his suggestion regarding the

establishment of a capital fund, and thanked the meeting for

his reappointment to the position of Hon. Auditor.
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The Hox. Sechktahy also moved—" That the thanks of the

Society be accorded the retiriiifi; President and Conncil members."

This motion was seconded by Mr. J. Irvixo, and carried

unanimously.

Hts E.vckllencv iMiE (}()VEXROH, in acktiowledging the vote

of thanks. ])romised the Society his continued support ; he con-

curred with Sir Samuel (rviilitirs views upon Antarctic research;

lie, too. considered thai Australia should take part in explorini;

that remon.
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EUROPE.

Description of Siberia.—'l"o say that Sil)eria (juutaiiis .IJ, millions uf

S(juare miles may con^ey no real impression to our minds. Look at any

map. Then we shall begin to take in its vast size. From the North down

to about the Arctic Circle we have the treeless Tundra, covered in \\inter

with nearly 10 feet of snow, the ground in summer thawing but to the depth

of 12 inches ; yet this region is carjjeted in summer with numerous flowers.

The natives roam it with their herds of reindeer, ever wandering in search

of fresh moss. Next we come to the forest region extemling for luxndreds.

nay, thousands of miles. The trees met with are the larch, tlie cedar, pine,

the white birch, the lime tree and the mountain ash. The furs of Sil»tria

are many of them more highly prized than those of N. America. We have

the white and brown bear, the Miiiteand l)lue fox, the wolverine, liadger,

polecat, sable, ermine, weasel, otter, beaver, grej- squirrel and flying

.S(juirrel, the chinchilla. Do not imagine tiuit the treeless Tundra or the

wooded Taigar contain no hidden wealth. Cold, graphite, copper, coal, or

at least a valuable lignite, arc known to exist in many places accessible to

o\ir barges on the Yenisei, and exploration will doubtless reveal many

deposits elsewhere. As the African ivory becomes more and more scarce

.so will the fossil mammoth ivory of the north increase in value ; bnt the

real wealth, and the more habitable and populated region begin \\ ith the

northern limit of cultivation about the (iOtli parallel. No district in the

world will beat in productiveness the upper watershed of tlic Dbi and

Irtish. The steppes nourish enormous quantities of cattle, sheep and

horses. The main centres of the grain districts are at Barnaoul and

Semipaulatinsk. on the confines of Cliina, and the produce is conveyed in

barges down the river to Tjnmen, a far greater quantity than most people

have any idea of finding its way to Europe, even to London. The chief

giains are wheat, barley, oats, rye, buckwheat, iiemp, flax, ami their seeds

are exported in large (piantities, likewise potatoes.

—

Iniirnul nf thf'

Maiirhenltr (iKiijra/ihiral Soriefi/.

The Warmest Place in Europe is Malaga, it is warmer tlian tlie

Algerian C'oast. 'I'hc mean of the ilaily extreme temperature is lil'l (".
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The warmest month—Au<^iist -has a tropical temperature of 27 1 C.

There are only 4S rainy days, on which days about 61 cm. of rain fell.

The maximum temperature reache<l 4;V3' ; the absolute niinimum was 0'

in the singularly severe winter of 1SS.T. Of all South .Spanish Towns not

one gives sucli an impression of the South as Malaga. Nortiiern Africa

cannot in tlie slightest degree compare witii these valleys on the Soutliern

Slope of tlie Sierra Nevada, \\ Inch no raw wind disturbs. Kananas which

elsewhere are only planted singly here and there on the Mediterranean

sliores, produce here ripened fruit. The clierimoja (custard apple), which will

not thrive at Palernnj, is plentiful in the gardens of Malaga and annually

ripens its scaly fruit. 'I'he sugar cane, the cliief tropical plant, wliicli

cannot bear the slightest degree of cold, has everywhere disappeared

from the Mediterranean : only in Egypt and the immediate neighbour-

hood of Malaga is its pmHtable cultivation possible.

—

Jlc/. Zeitxhr.

isyo.

ASIA.

Exploration and Studies in Lower Laos.—M. J. Taupin contributes

a valuable paper with an excellent map, of his explorations in Laos, to the

'• Bulletin de la Societede (4eographie Conmierciale de Paris." M. Taupin

quitted Angkor in November, 1887, and after thirty days march over

muddy plains, through vast forests, barefooted and often with no camj)

but tlie open air, arrived at Oubone, where he was attacked by swamp

fever. The (iovernor was not satisfied with a letter from the Governor of

Angkor, but demanded one from the King of Siam himself before he would

grant permission for the further adx'ance of the traveller into the interior.

Thus M. Taupin was compelled to remain seven months at Oubone. a delay

which he employed in gatliering notes and making excursions into Lower

Laos. " The Country," he sajs, " lies between the parallels of 18' TiO' and

16" 20' N. lat., and 102 and 104 -tO' E. long. The population is about

1,200,000. The soil is ricli and covered with luxurious \egetation. The

most importrnt river is the Nam-Khong, and none of the rivers are dry

during the dry season. The heat is extreme during summer, averaging

26" C generally. The principal objects of agriculture are rice, sweet

potatoes, sesame, tobacco, barley, sugar cane, betel, cocoa nuts, ban.inas,

and the fruit trees and vegetables of Cochin (^'hina. The forests are

tenanted by tigers, herds of elephants, rhinoceros, deer, monkeys— of which

latter one species, the Khd-De/tij (red savage) is peculiar to Laos. Tiie
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existing minerals are gold, iron, saltpetre, I'ock salt, and many-colored

marbles. The auriferous region comprises many hundred square miles.

It is the Laosian California. Buddhism and Fetishism are the two

principal forms of religion. There are numerous bonzes and diviners, and

the belief in sorcerers and enchanters is general. The people are hospitable

and amiable, much given to the drinking of rice spirit and smoking. The

Chinese New Year, as well as those of the Laosiaus and Siamese, are cele-

brated each year. The natives indulge in many pastimes, as well as in

hunting, fishing, horse racing, and gambling. Chess and draughts are

favorite games. Laos is divided into large and small provinces, presided

over by native governors under the control of Siamese comnrissioners.

Justice is indifferently administered, the judges excessively venal, and the

treatment of prisoners very hard. The slave trade still exists, although a

decree from the Court of Siam ostensibly suppressed it. Theoretically the

land is the property of the King of Siam. but pra;ctically it belongs to any-

one who chooses to cultivate it. Mr. Tanpin describes in a pleasant

sketchy manner, many of the domestic customs as well as the religious

ceremonies of the people of this country, and concludes b\- urging France

to use every endeavour to render her possession in Cochin China a source of

prosperity and wealth to her.

AFRICA.

Dr. Oskar Baumann, whose proposed activity on behalf of the German

East African Company, has been mentioned, has, according to latest

advices, worked his way from Wuga with good results, in the exploration

and occupation of Usambara. Starting from the English Mission Station;

Misosue, he crossed the Sigi, and penetrated to the north-eastern mountain-

land of Usambara. From the elevated village of Simbili, he could plainly

see Kilimanjaro with its two sumnuts. Like an aerial vision the giant

Afiican mountain hung over the sharp serrated comb of the Northern Pau

Mountains. Fx-oni Simbili, his road led through immense primeval forests,

through Mgumbo and Msasa, to the southern boundary of the Ranges^

This he followed as far as the Khuon Valley, m hich he reached at Korogwe.

Starting tiience, he mounted the Range of Wugire, and passed through

entirely unexplored territory, which is watered by the Liiengera and

Wuruni, to Wuga. As I'egards the country traversed, the district between

Mgumbo and Msasa, as ^^•ell as that reaching to the southern boundary of

U.sambara on one side, and the watershed of the Luengera on the other, is
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covered throughout with tall-stemmed, dense pi-imeval forest, ami is

watered by numerous rivers, tributaries of the Sigi. The greater

part of these woods, which yield nothing in luxuriance to the old forests of

Manjema on the Upper Congo, and which would certainly present a

favourable soil for cultivation, is an uninhabited wilderness, traversed by

not one single road. In the same manner, the Luengera Valley is, in con-

sequence of wars, entirely abandoned l)y inliabitants, and roadless.

Baumann describes the district of Wugire to Wuga as a most magnificent

upland territory ; the summits are covered with a growth of fine grass, and

along the numerous streams a rich vegetation of tree-ferns and other plants

characteristic of tropical mountain forests are found. The inhabitants of

the numerous villages, which lie mostly on the ridges, had large herds of

very fine cattle. The country could easily support ten times the number,

and would offer favourable conditions for the cultivation of certain plants.

Baumann met with no difficulties from the natives. He proposes now to

explore the central and north-western portion of Usambara, and to conclude

with that the annexation of this country.

—

Peterm. Mitteiliuigeii, 1890.

Lieutenant Jaime, in charge of the gunboat "Mage," has successfully

explored the Niger, between the French settlement of Bammatso and

Timbuctoo. This little vessel, which forms part of a flotilla which our

colonial administration maintains on this part of the Niger, left Koulikoro

on the 18th September, under the command of Lieutenant Jaime, and was

followed by the gunboat " Niger." Both vessels arrived together on the

21st September at Mopti, where the " Niger " was compelled to stop, owing

to a mishap to her machinery. The " Mage " continued her voyage, and on

the 4th October arrived at Kabara, the port of Timbuctoo. Fearing, after

a stay of forty-eight hours, to run short of fuel, Jaime left again on the 5th,

crossed without encountering any obstacle the Debo Lake, and reached

Mopti on the 12th, and Koulikoro on the 14th October. The time occupied

on the outward journey was nineteen days, and the return was accomplished

in twenty days, or thirty-nine days for a trip of 1,600 kilometres (990 miles

about).

—

Revne Geo<jraphique Intermitionale.

Ehlers' Ascent of Kilimanjaro.—Further details have been published in

Petennan's Mitteilumjen, in the form of a preliminary report (with map) on

his journey by the traveller himself. On the 12th November [? 1888. Ed.]

Herr Otto F. Ehlers, in company with Dr. Abbott, an American naturalist

who had been collecting for upwards of a year in the country round Taveta,

left Marangu with a party of thirty men. The first camp was pitched at the

foot of a small crater, almost due south of the eastern creek, Kimawenzi,

at an altitude of about 9,800ft. On the following day, Herr Ehlers made
an excursion to Kimawenzi, and reached a height of about 16,400ft. Any
further ascent of this remarkably jagged mountain seemed to him impossible.
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The two following days were spent in collecting plants, and searching for a

suitable camping place, where the majority of the native followers might

I'emain, while the travellers proceeded up the mountain. A spot was

chosen to the west of their last camping ground, at an altitude of about

lO.oOOft. From here the two travellers started with five men and pro-

visions for four days, taking a northerly direction up the saddle, between

Kibo and Kimawenzi. After some hours' marching they discovered that

they had made the same mistake as Dr. Meyer had done in 1887, and were

proceeding in a direct line to the summit of the lower eastern peak. Being

at this moment overtaken by a snowstorm, they pitched their camp at an

altitude of about 15, 500ft. On the following morning, which broke bright

and clear, they set out in a westerly direction over the newly-fallen snow,

proceeding along the northern edge of the line of lava hills mentioned by

Dr. Meyer, whose route lay along their southern side. After much toil-

some marching, snow having commenced to fall again, the natives were

compelled to return, leaving the two travellers to push on to their last

camping ground (ITtli November). The morning of the 18th was excep-

tionally clear, and an early start was made over the hard-frozen snow. At

seven o'clock they found themselves at an altitude of 16,200ft, about the

middle of the eastern side of the summit. Instead of attempting to ascend

from this side, as Dr. Meyer had done, they proceeded in a north-westerly

direction over lava streams and rocky bouldei-s to the northern side of Kibo.

Unfortunately at this point Dr. Abbott completely broke down, and Herr

Ehlers pushed on alone. Keeping to the east of a mighty lava stream, he

IDUSued his way over sand, ashes, and rubble, covered with the freshly-

fallen snow, and after repeated halts, but without suffering at all from the

rarity of the atmosphere, he arrived at ten o'clock at the ice-wall, which

completely encircles the actual summit, and the scaling of which at this

• point was impossible. He consequently proceeded along this wall of ice

for some distance, in the hope of finding a point at which it could be sur-

mounted, but after a time was compelled to retrace his steps, owing to a

steep fall in the ground. Descending the summit a little, he contrived by

much toilsome climbing to get round to the north-east side of the summit,

and here, from a point of some little elevatioia, he obtained a comparatively

wide view over the summit.

—

Journal of the Manchester Geographical

Society, vol, v., 1889.

AMERICA.

Forest Destruction on the Western Continent.- -Mr. W. Kefsler con-

tributes an interesting article on the destruction of American forests, to the
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literature of the Berlin Geogrcaphical Society. Inter alia he says :
—" Thus

it has come about that even in tlie most distant and lonely Sierra an

uninjured forest is amongst the greatest rarities, and Mexico is ever

advancing nearer to the fate of a treeless mountain desert. Yearly the

devastation which produces inundations increases
;
yearly tliousands of

hectares of denuded mountainous country are swept away, and still vaster

expanses in the valleys are covered with boulders and lireccia
;
yearly high

roads and railways are torn up and destroyed ; but scarcely a voice has

raised itself in this unhappy country for the preservation of the mountain-

forests which are devoted to certain destruction. Everything, liowever,

which is done in Mexico and in the Southern States by the ignorance of

the natives, who, in sad self-ccmsciousness, are pleased to call themselves

gente sin razon, and by a weak and short-sighted government, is utter

child's play compared with the really gigantic operations, and the war

of extermination carried on with an energy, I might almost say a

frenzy without parallel, which are conducted in the United States of Nortli

America, the glorified country of progress and of freedom, against the

forests. * * '' Australia even gives plainer proof of this senseless

forest destruction than America. Of course every weapon was justifiable

to the first settler in the dense primeval forest, to form clearings in the

overwhelming vegetation which he would scarcely have accomplished by

means of the axe and grubber alone. But those days of pioneer labour

have long passed away in the greater portion of the Western Continent.

I need scarcely dilate upon the fatal indirect consequences of the forest

fires. The fire destroys not only the timber, but also the liumus of the

upper ground surface, the seed bed, and the fostering soil of the vegetation.

The sun and wind now act unimpeded on the dried-up ground, on favour-

able soil every shower of rain carries away the loose earth, and there

remains for a long time a sterile wilderness. Travel where you will in the

Union States, everywhere one is accompanied by the charred stumps of

once forest giants, silent accusers of man's crime against nature. Even the

celebrated Yellowstone National Park will, by the negligence and folly of

visitors occasioning annual bush fires, be divested within a short time of

its essential ornament—the woods. The results of this mad destruction of

forests are apparent already in a climatic and telluric sense. In the North

West, particularly in Michigan, we find in place of the white pine forests

vast stretclies of swamp, whilst sandy deserts will soon point out the

localities where once the extensive groves of pitch pine rotted in the

Southern pine belts. Everywhere, especially in California, fioods are

increasing. * * * Under these circumstances one can understand only

too well the sad prospect which an earnest patriot pointed out at the

Boston Congress in 1885, in the doleful words :
" \Yith the forests all dead
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and gone, man will not long survive on the American Continent.'"

—

Verhandlungen ihr Gesellachaft/iir Erdkunde zv Berlin, 1890.

GENERAL.

Fluctuation of the Earth's Axis.—Dr. Klein announces in the latest

number of the Gala :—By continued observations it is now eertainly

proved, what M'as long suspected in scientific circles, but what otherwise is

quite a new matter of fact, that the latitude of many cities is subjected to

great changes ; thus the latitude of Berlin and Potsdam in the last half-

year of 1889 has shown first an extension and then a diminution of about

half a second. As the agreement of different observations is too close to

enable us to seek for the causes of these variations in the observations or

the instruments, other explanations must be sought. One is that in con-

sequence of tlie constant irregular displacement of the earth's bulk by the

agency of the sun (even if we leave out of consideration changes in the un-

known interior of the earth), the earth must perform irregular vacillations

contrary to the axis of rotation, whilst tliH axis itself maintains its position

in space almost unchanged. The subject will be discussed at the Assembly

of the Permanent Commission of International Trigonometrical Survey, at

Freiburg, in Septeml)er of this year.

—

Vtrhandluv<]tn der Geselltchaft fur

Erdkunde z II Berlin, 1890.

From the Ri-rne Geographique Internationale we cull the following list of

the colonies of the German Empire :

—

The Germans hold the north-eastern portion of Xew Guinea.

The Bismarck Archipelago (New Britain and New Ireland).

A portion of the Solomon Islands.

The Marshall Group (Brown and Providence Islands).

In 1884 Dr. Nachtigall annexed Togo (the Slave Coast), also the

Cameroon country ; and in 1889 Dr. Zintgraf penetrated to Ibi.

In 1884 M. Luderitz acquired in .South-eastern Africa the territory

situated between the coast of the Portuguese colonies and the Orange

River. AValfisch Bay, on the German coast, however, belongs to

England.

In 1885 the Sultan of Witon placed his dominions, situated on the left

bank of the Tana, under German protection.

Thus it will be seen that Germany exercises rights over an immense stretch

of territory, although annexation only began in 1884.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

German New Guinea. —lu the course of a sliort excursion from Fiusch

Haven, Dr. Hellwig, the botanist, made in .January last an ascent of the

Saddle Mountain (.3,lS2ft. ), which is situated about .3i miles from the coast.

The whole mountain is very rugged, and densely wooded. Baron von

Schleinitz has prepared on a large scale a map of the coast of Kaiser Wil-

helm"s Land, from Cape Cretin to the Legoarant Islands, near Hatzfeldt

Harbour, embodying the results of recent surveys and observations.— Pro-

ceed'tnyx of the Royal (fcoijraphical Sode/i/.

New Plans for Polar Exploration.—From Deutsche Geographlsche

Blatter, edited by the Geographical Society of Bremen, we find that fresh

proposals have been made l)y Dr. Nansen to the Norwegian Geographical

Society at Christiana for the exploration of the North Pole. His idea

appeal's to be to follow the supposed direction of the current, and to

attempt nothing in opposition to it. Many circumstances point to the

existence of a current polewards from Behring Strait to the islands of New
Siberia. Di'ift Avood and earthy substances, and objects abandoned on ice-

floes by the Jeannette expedition, and a board which had travelled from

Alaska,—these had passed the east coast of Greenland and driven round

Cape Farewell, and hence a current from Behring Strait, setting northward

round the now well-known islands towards Eastern Greenland, might be

reasonably expected. Dr. Nansen's plan met with general public approval,

and subscriptions were llowiug in oji 20th February. One Norwegian

gentleman living in a foreign country, Herr Houen, has promised 20,000

crowns to begin with, and from other sources 10,000 crowns have been

promised. A government subsidy will probably be required, and thus the

enterprise will partake of a national character. The expedition, we learn

from a postscript, consisting of three boats, with all needful appliances, will

be taken to the Greenland coast by steamer, which will tlien return to

Europe. The explorers, to the number of nine persons, would remain two

years in East Greenland, exploring coastwise and in the interior, and would

then be brought back by steamer. The requisite funds, estimated at from

250,000 to 290,000 crowns, seem to be assured, both by the Government

an<l private subscription.

Antarctic Exploration.—Our Victorian associates are now occupied in

promoting the interests of the proposed scheme for the exploration of the

South Polar regions. Increased vitality has recently been infused in the

movement by the distinguished Swedish savantf, Barons Nordenskitild and

Oscar Dickson, who have mimiticently offered to contribute the handsome

sum of £5,000 towards the expenses of the undertaking, conditionally that
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an equal sum is provided by Australia. When about the middle of this

year (1890) a notification to this effect was received in Melbourne, steps

were taken by the Joint Committee of Members of our Melbourne Branch

of the Society and the Royal Society of Victoria to appeal to the public for

the necessary funds to meet the condition specified by the Swedish repre-

sentatives. Acting upon the invitation of oiir Victorian colleagues, steps

were contemporaneously taken in Brisbane to form a joint local organisation

to afibrd co-operative assistance in promoting the cause in the colony of

Queensland. The representatives chosen by the Royal Society were the

Hon. A. C. Gregory, C.M.G., Messrs. L. A. Bernays and W. J. Ryott-

Maughan, and those by our own Society J. N. Waugh, M.D., Messrs. R.

Galley, and J. P. Thomson, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

The third Polar expedition is planned by Lieutenant Ryder, of Copen-

hagen, having for its object the exploration of the as yet unexplored coast

of East Greenland. The cost is variously estimated at from 14.5,000 to

2!)3,000 crowns, according to equipment.

Central Australian Exploration.—In a communication addressed to the

distinguished President of our V'ictoi-ian Branch of the Society, Baron Sir

Ferd. von Mueller, Sir Thomas Elder offers to defray the whole expenses

of an expedition to complete the exploration of Central Australia. Baron

von Mueller, in accordance with the desire of Sir Thomas, has invited the

sister Branches of our Society to offer such suggestions and advice as will

enable him to formulate a scheme to be submitted to Sir Thomas Elder,

who, if approving of the same, will supply the necessary funds.

M. Trivier's Proposed Examination of the Lukuga.—M. Trivier, a

French explorer, left some time ago for Brazzaville and the Congo. He
intends to proceed to Nyangwe for the purpos«i of carefully examining the

west shore of Lake Tanganyika, and exploring the iipper course of the

Lualaba, and other feeders of the Congo. M. Trivier does not believe that

the Lukuga is the real outlet of Lake Tanganyika, and proposes therefore

carefully to explore its source, also to discover if there is no other out-

let. M. Trivier believes that if the observations of Mr. Stanley are correct,

the Lukuga would have ceased to flow long ago, seeing that the level of the

lake is I'apidly failing. It may ))e stated, however, that according to

Captain Hore's observations, the bed of the Lukuga is a deep layer of mud,

which is being washed away, and that it will discharge the waters of the

lake until the rock is reeiched.—Proceediii(/8 of the Royal Geographical

Sor'tety, February, 1881).

The Italian possessions on the Red Sea have been united into a colony

bearing tlie name of "Eritrea," and have been placed under the adminis-

tration of a Military (iovernor. — -7'Ae Scottish Geographical Magazine,

April, 1890.
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A Scientific Expedition to the Congo. —The Belgian Government liave,

at the instance of tlie J5elgian Academy of Sciences, voted the sum of £1,200

towards the cost of a scientific expedition to the Congo State. The main

object of the expedition will be to make magnetic observations, for the

purpose of ascertaining the declination, inclination, and intensity of terres-

trial magnetism. Captain Delporte, Professor of (ieodesy at the Military

School, will be in command, and will have Lieutenant (iillis for a com-

panion. Although the route of the expedition will be mostly along beaten

paths, there is no doubt that the cartography of the region will benefit on

the more accurate determination of fixed points.

—

Proceediiuja of the

Royal Geoijraphtcal Society, August, 1890.

Somali Land.—The Italian traveller, L. Robecchi, has undertaken a

journey into the ixnknown interior of Somali Land. He started in March

last. The expedition is being supported by the African Society of Naples.

—Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, August, 1890.
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13-24, 1889 ; Nos. 1-16, 1890. Fro)n the Society.

Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie de Paris. Tome X, 1-4 Triinestre,

1889 ; 1-2 Trimestre, 1890. From the Society.

Blllktix de la Soci^te de Geographie de Marseille. Tome XIII, No. 3,

1889 ; Tome XIV, Nos. 1-4, 1890. Fro^n the Society.

Bulletin de la Societe Neuchateloise de Geographie. Tome V, 1889-90.

From the Society.

Boletix del Institute Geogvatico Argeiitino. Tomo X, Nos. 10, 11, 12;

Tomo XI, Nos. 1-3, From the Iii'ititate.

Bulletin of the United .States Geological Survey, Nos. 48-53.

From the Department of the Interior, U.S.A.

Bulletin de la Societe Khediviale de Geographie. Third Series, Nos. 1-4.

From the Society.

" Cosmos." Vol. X, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. From Professor Guido Cora.

Department of Mines, Sydney, N.S.W.— Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of N.S.W. ; Pahvontology, Nos. 3, 4, and 8 ; also Records

of the Geological Survey of New South Wales, Vol. I. Part 3,

1889, and Vol. II., Part 1, 1890.

From the Hon. the Jlini-iterfor Mines.

Despatches from His Honour Sir William MacGregor, K.C.M.G., Ad-

ministrator of British New Guinea, reporting to His Excellency

Sir H. W. Norman, Governor of Queensland, the results of visits

of inspection and expeditions in British New Guinea, being

Appendices A-G, F]). XLVIII, with maps and illustrations.

From the Hon. the Chief Secretary of Queensland.

Deutsche Geographische Blatter, Herausgegeben von der Geographischen

Gesellschaft in Bremen, durch Dr. M. Lindeman. Hefte 3 and 4,

Band XII ; Hefte 1 and 2, Band XIII. From the Society.

Emil Soeding—Catalogs 32, 33, 34, 35. Ornithologie, Evertebrata.

Wien. 1890. From the Author.

Fokest Conservancy in Queensland : Paper read by Mr. W. Soutter, at a

Meeting of the Brisbane Chamber of Commerce.

From the Author.

General Report of the Operations of the Survey of India Department,

1887-88. From the Surveyor-General of India.

Handelsgeograpiiie : VII and VIII Jahresbericht (1888-89) des Wiirtt.

Vereins fiir. From the Publishers.

Ikrigation and Conservation of Water : Reports on, by Messrs. A. Rigby

and W. A. Mackinnon, to the Hon. the Secretary for Public

Lands, Queensland, with maps and diagrams prepared at the

Surveyor-General's Department, Brisbane.

From B. H. Lawaon, Esq,

Journal des Societes Photographiques. No. 1. Paris, 1890.

From the Society.
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Journal of the China Brancli of the Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. XXIII,
new series, No. 3, 1888. From the Society.

Journal aiul Proceedings of tiie Royal .Society of New South Wales.

Vol. XXIII, Parts 1 and 2, 1889. Also Catalogue of Books in

the Library of. From the Society.

L'Epoquk Moderne : Journal Illustre, Politic^ue, Littt'rature, Beaux Arts,

Sciences, Finances, Sport. Aout, 1890. From, the Publishers.

La GEOtJRAFiiiE. Nos. .32-,56, 1889, and Nos. 1 and 58-94, 1890.

From the Editor.

Le Globe, Journal Geographic (ue, Organe de la Societe de Geographic de

Geneve. Tome XX\'I1I. Bulletin No. 2, XXIX. Memoire,

Nos. 1 and 2. Bulletin, Nos. 1 and 2. From the Society.

Map of Queensland : Water Supply Department. 1889.

From J. B. Henderson, Esq., Hydraulic Emjineer.

Map showing the Country Explored by the Brothers F. and A. Jardine in

Northern Queensland. From W. Weedon, Esq.

Maps of parts of Asia and Asiatic Turkey. From C. T. Bedford, Esq.

Memorias de la Sociedad Cientifica "Antonio Alzate." Tomo III, Nos.

9 and 10. Mexico, 1890. From the Society.

Me.moibes de la Societe Academi<|ue Indo-Chinoise ile France. Tome I.

From the Society.

MiTTEiLUXfJKN der Ostschweizerischen Geogr. —Commer. Gesellschaft in

St. Gallen. 1889-90, 1890-91, 1 Heft. From the Society.

Monographs of the United States Geological Survey. Vols. XIII and
XIV. From the Department of the Interior, U.S.A.

On the High Tides of June 15th-17th, 1889. By J. Tebbutt, F.R.A.S.,

etc. From the Author.

Presidential Address in Section E Geography, delivered by W, H.
Miskin, F.E.S., before the Melbourne Meeting of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, 1890.

From the A uthor

President's Address, delivered by A. Liversidge, M.A., F.R.S., to the

Royal Society of New South Wales, May 7, 1890.

From the Author.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of

Geography, New Monthly Series. Vol. XI, Nos. 7-12, 1889 ; and
Vol. XII, Nos. ]-8, 1890. From the Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Vols. XV. and XVI,
From the Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria. Vol. II, New Series, 1889.

From the Society.

Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow. Vol. XX.
From the Society.

Publications of the American Statistical Association. New Series, No. 5,

1889. From the Association.
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PuBLiOATioxs of the Lick Observatory. Vol. I, 1887.

From the Ti'iisfees o/ffie James Lick TniM.

Records of the Geological Survej- of India. Vol. XXI, Part 4, 1888 ;

Vol. XXII, Part .3, 1889 ; Vol. XXIII, Parts 1-4, 1890.

From the Director,

Report of the First Meeting of the Australasian Association for the

Advancement of Science, ^'ol. I. From the AsKocmtion.

Report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for the years

1867-70 and 1874-76. From the Institution.

Reports of the Survey Department of New Zealand for the years 1888-90.

By S. P. Smith, Esq., F.R.G.S., Surveyor-General; also Report

on the Waitomo Caves, King Country, by the Chief Survej'or,

Auckland. From the Surrey Department of New Zealand.

Report by A. Meston on tlie (Tovernment Scientific Expedition to the

Bellenden-Ker Range, North Queensland, 1889.

From the Government of (Jueendand.

Report of Mr. Tebbutt's Observatory, Windsor, New South Wales, for

the year 1889. By John Tebbutt, F.R.S. A., &c. Froin the Author.

Revista de la Sociedad Geognifica Argentina. Torao VII, Cuadernos

LXV y LXVI. From the Society.

Revista do Observatorio, Publicacao Mensal do Imperial Observatorio do

Rio de Janeiro. Anno IV, Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 12; Anno V, Nos. 1,

2, 3, 4, 6, 7. From the Ohserratory.

Revue Geographique Internationale de Paris. Nos. 164, 166-170, 1889;

Nos. 171-177, 1890. From the Director.

S.A. Prince Holand Bonaparte—Le Glacier de L'Aletsch et le Lac

de Miirjelen. Le Premier Etablissement des Neederlandais et

Maurice. Printed for private circulation. From the Author.

Societe de Geographic de Paris. Conite Rendu. Nos. 12-17, 1889 ; Nos.

1-11,1890. From the Society.

Societe de Geographie de Tours. Revue, Tome VI, Nos. 6-9, 1889

;

Tome VII, Nos. 1-5, 1890. From the Society.

The Journal of the Manchester Geographical Society. 1888, \'^ol. IV,

Nos. 7-12 ; 1889, Vol. V, Nos. 1-12. From the Society.

The National Geographic Magazine. Vol. I, Nos. 1-4 ; \'ol. II, Nos. 1-4.

From the Society.

The Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland. Vol. VI, Part 5.

Also Annual Meeting of, 1889. From the Society.

The Sanatorium of Queensland : A few Notes concerning the Table-land

of Tambourine Mountain. From W. Weedon, Esq.

The Scottish Geographical Magazine. \o\. V, Nos. 8-12, 1889 ; \o\. VI,

Nos. 1-9, 1890. From the Society.

The Torch and Colonial Book Circular. Vol. II, No, 8 ; Vol. Ill,

Nos. 9 and 11. From the Publisher.
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The Transactions of the Academy of Science of St. Louis. Vol. V, Nos. 1

and 2, 1886-88. From (he Academy.

TiJDSCURiFT van het Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. Tweede
Serie, Deel YI, Nos. S 10, 1889 ; Deel VII, Nos. 1 2, 3.

From the Society.

Tr.ansactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute. 1889,

Vol. XXII (fifth of New Series). Fi-om the Inxtitntt.

Tb.'VNsactions of the Royal (ieognphioal Society of Australasia, Victorian

Branch. Vol. VII, Parts 1 and 2 ; Vol. VIII, Part 1.

From the Society.

Tbaxsaction.s of the Rojal Society of Victoria. Vol. I, Part 2.

From the Society.

TwENTY-FOCRTii Auuual Meeting of the Queensland Acclimatisation

Society, for the year ending March 31, 1890. From (he Society.

Verhaxulcngex der Oesellschaft Fur Erdkunde zu Berlin. Band XV,
Nos. 1-10, 1888; Band XVI, Nos. 1-10, 1889; Baud XVII, Nos.

1-6, 1890. From (he Society.

Wattles and Wattle- Barks. By .J. H. Maiden, F.L.S., F.C.S., &c

From the Auihor.

Weather Charts of Australasia.

From (he Gorernment ife(eorologiiit of Queensland.

Watson, Ferguson .V Co., Printers, Queen Street, Brisbane.
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